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DISCPJ3IINATI0N IN EMPLOYMENT (OVERSIGHT)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1972

House of Representatives,
Labor Subcommittee on Unemployment

AND Discrimination in Employment,
Chicago, III.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room
204, Everett Mclvinley Dirksen Building, Hon. Augustus Hawkins
presiding.

Present: Representatives Hawkins (presiding), Pucinski, Scheuer,
and Metcalfe.
Mr. Hawkins. Ladies and gentlemen, this hearing in Chicago is

under the jurisdiction of the General Subcommittee on Labor of the

House Education and Labor Committee. The issues under considera-

tion are unemployment and racial discrimination in employment.
Last week the Department of Labor announced with pride that

900,000 black people have obtained jobs or job training during
fiscal year 1972. This statement belies true conditions among mi-
norities. Official unemploj'ment among blacks, for example, has been
around 10 percent since 1971, and remains there. This means that
as of August 1972, at least 932,000 black people were actively but

unsuccessfully looking for work. In addition, the so-called discouraged
workers or hidden unemployed added another 185,000 to the total

number of jobless blacks in 1971.

Actually, most minorities and women are not significantly better
off now than in 1940. The economic progress made since that date
has been more symbolic than real. Both groups are highly concentrated
in low-paying, dead end jobs. The employment rate is misleading when
one considers the earnings derived. Qualitatively, some jobs should
net even be counted, or, if so, only on a percentage basis—as part-
time jobs.
At a time when jobs are as scarce as they are now and people of

all ethnic groups and both sexes are scrambling for work, we must
endeavor to see that minorities and women have a fair chance for

employment and advancement in a society which has traditionally
discriminated against them. In spite of 7 years of Federal effort,
blacks are still the last hired and the first fired, and for Americans
of Spanish descent, the employment picture is no better than its

second largest employer, the State and local government, as well
as educational institutions.

The law regarding employment discrimination is clear. It is the
administration of the law that has caused controversy and given rise

to questions that these hearings will seek to answer. The President's
recent statements concerning "quotas" and "merit hiring" have left

an air of confusion in Federal agencies that recruit, hire and promote
(1)



minorities and women in affirmative action programs. Private'cor-

porations with Federal contracts are also questioning the adminis-

tration's polic}' statements regarding contract compliance.
The Congress cannot sit back, content in the belief that new legisla-

tion has solved the problems wliich have faced the Nation for over a

hundred years. It is incumbent upon Congress to oversee the imple-
mentation of its policies and to be continually vigilant to the need for

new legislation.
This is why we are here today. We want to see what has been done

and what needs to be done. Here in Chicago today we are beginning a

series of regional hearings. On Monday the Subcommittee will be in

Cleveland. In the next few months we will travel to such cities as

Los Angeles, Philadelphia, New York, and Atlanta.

Although we do not wish to preclude testimon}^ in any area relevant

to equal employment opportunity, it is the intention of the Subcom-
mittee to pay particular attention to the progress and problems of

the EEOC and Civil Service Commission as they attempt to implement
the directives of Title VII and to the efforts of the Office of Federal
Contract Compliance in insuring ec^ual employment opportunity for

blacks.

Discriminatory practices against women and certain ethnic groups
are accepted as the normal way of life. Their rationale is based on
the alleged inferior cjualifications of members of these groups and they
are perpetuated systematically b}^ propaganda campaigns centered

on such emotional issues as quotas, preferential treatment, busing,,
and the work ethic.

In Chicago, last year, the unemployment rate for whites was 3.3

percent. Chicago blacks were officialh^ unemployed at a level of 5.4

percent. Although minorities represent 24.5 percent of the civil

service employment in Illinois, these employees are concentrated in

the lower level jobs. For example, in Illinois, blacks comprise only
1.3 percent of the emploj^^ees at the GS 16 through 18 levels, and only
5.7 percent of grades 14 and 15. But in the lowest GS levels, 1 through
4, blacks represent almost 35 percent of the total number of employees.
These persistent disparities must be eliminated.

Congressional passage of the Ec^ual Employment Opportunity Act
of 1972 last March marked a new era of Federal commitment to solving
the problems of employment discrimination. For the first time, an

agency of the Federal Government, the EEOC, was given authority
to bring suits on behalf of aggrieved employees and applicants for

employment. For the fu'st time, the commitment to ecpial emplojanent in

the Federal civil service has been expanded to permit Federal employees
to sue in Federal courts. In addition, the guarantees of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 are extended to employees of the Nation's
Federal contractors.

The Federal Government is a system where equal employment op-

portunity is of critical importance. We must insist that Government

agencies enforce the law, that they seek affirmative compliance agree-
ments from non-compl3dng employers and unions, and that they invoke
without prolonged procrastination, sanctions against those who engage
in discriminatory lawlessness with regard to employment.
At this time, I would like to introduce the other members of the

committee and those wlio are present with us today. To my immediate

right is a member of the subcommittee, Congressman Korean Pucinski



of the Chicago area, and I wish to certainly paj' a personal tribute to

Congressman Pucinski, because he has been an articulate spokesman
for civil rights as a member of the subcommittee and was certainly
one of the active members of the siibcommittee in reporting out the

recent bill to strengthen the Equal Employment Opportunit}^ Com-
mission, and it is certainly a pleasure to have Mr. Pucinski with us
at this time.

Roman, if you would like to make a statement, ^^'e would be very
glad to have a statement from you.

JMr. Pucinski. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm pleased to welcome

you here to Chicago today. I think that these are long overdue

hearings, and I'm glad that we finally have an opportunity to get
down to the whole business of how well the Ecpial Employment
Opportunity Act has been enforced and implemented and closing the

gap of discrimination.

When we first introduced this legislation
—and I am pleased to have

been a cosponsor of this bill when it first came before the committee—
we limited the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to

searching out discrimination because of race, religion, and national

origin. It became quite obvious to us that there were two other very
significant factors of discrimination, and that was sex and age, and
I am pleased that in the ensuing years we were able to amend the bill

to give the Commission broad powers.
The historv of this legislation also showed that in the first instances

the Commission really had no significant powers. It was helpless to

apply any real leadershij) to this i)roblein because of the nature of its

jurisdiction, and I am pleased that we were able over the years to

strengthen the Commission and give it additional powers.
I am most anxious to see from these oversight hearings how well the

Equal Employment Opportunity^ Commission has been performing its

duties, and I am sure that as the hearings proceed and we hear the
witnesses appearing before us today and the record they will lay before

us, and based on the preliminary statistics introduced into the record

by the distinguished Chairman, \h\ Hawkins of California, my judg-
ment is that the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is not

doing the job that it ought to be doing and that it could be doing, and
that we have a continuation of discrimination in job hiring and pro-
motions.
We are going to find it is probably because the Commission, partic-

ularly under this administration, has not been moving as zealously
as it ought to. It occurs to me that what can come out of these hearings
is a set of new guidelines and new directions either to strengthen the
Commission's powers itself or to fmd out why the Commission con-
tinues to tolerate a pattern of discrimination, not only because of race,

religion or national origin, but because of sex and age.

We, I hope, are going to have some testimonj^ to indicate the degree
of continuing discrimination because of sex in this country, and I must
say that I have had over the years the great pleasure of working with
Mr. Plawkins on this subcommittee, but I think that we can indeed
be proud of the contributions we have made. But these hearings are

important because they will serve notice on the Commission that the
committee is not only interested in passing legislation, but then takes
on the additional responsibility of seeing how well this legislation is

-being impkimented, to see that it does the job that w^e had hoped to do.



I remember when we first got involved in this. Congressman Roose-
velt of California was still the chairman of this subcommittee, and
while I tliink we made some very significant progress, I think that the

continuing pattern of discrimination is a source of concern to all

Americans, black, brown, or white, rich or poor, male or female.
And so, \lr. Hawkins, I welcome you to Chicago. I'm sure that the

testimony here will be a ver}^ significant contribution for understanding
a little better the needs for continual pressure on the Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Commission to do the job it ought to be doing.
Mr. Haw^kins. I thank you. Gentlemen, if Mr. Scheuer will forgive

me, I w^ould like to introduce next the Congressman wdio is responsible
for bringing these hearings to the Chicago area. He is certainly one
of the distinguished Members of the House, and one who has set, I

think, a most brilliant record, which is nothing unusual for him. In
this particular field, in the field of legislation, he is highly rated.

I don't know how Mr. Nader is going to rate you, Mr. ]\Ietcalfe,
but I can certainly say that the chairman of this subcommittee rates

you very highly and I think I speak for all of the Members of the
House. We are pleased to be in Chicago at A'our invitation, and at this
time we would like to hear any conmients that you may make to the
work of the subcommittee.
Mr. Metcalfe. Thank you very much, Chairman Hawkins. I

want to share with Congressman Collins in extending a very cordial
welcome for your coming to Chicago and also for Congressman Scheuer
being present and coming all the w-ay from New York, since we have
recessed the Congress.

It is most significant to me that there is a wide gap between what
we in the House and in the Congress do and the practical implications
of it, because this is one of the things that I know that 3^ou have been

vitally concerned with, not onlj" in regard to unemploJ^nent and
discrimination, but also on an educational level. And so we are par-
ticularly^ concerned that after we have passed the laws that the laws
are actually applied to those who are supposed to benefit from them.
Otherwise, America is deluded into thinking that all is well when
we know that all is not M-ell.

The whole question of unemploj^m.ent and racial discrimination
transcends itself into many, man}' areas, because the dollar is still the
base of our society and people must work in order to not only provide
for their families and their ov.n immediate need, but to have some
dignity and be constructive citizens, and as long as there is a dis-

crimination that exists in the area of employment, there are going to
be many, many other sociological factors that are going to result from
the fact that there is discrimination, the fact that there are two classes
of people living in the United States, whether they be members of

minority groups, the black and the brown, or whether they be women
or youth, and if we can then bring about equal bal .nee where we can
remove completel}" racial discrimination, where we can see that more
empIoA-ment is available, I think the whole fiber of our society is

going to be enhanced.
I'm particularly impressed with the very fine and outstanding list of

witnesses that have agreed to come before us, all knowledgeable people,
all concerned people who will give us the information that I'm sure

3'our committee will want, and I can't be too praiseworthy in expressing
our thanks to 3'ou for commg from California to Chicago, because



Chicago is the hub of the United States and ^^'e feel as though we'd
hke to set the pace. We are not setting the proper pace, and we think

that ought to be corrected and the onl}' way it's going to be corrected

is to have concrete testimony as will be presented to this august com-
mittee, and as a result of this, hopefully that we'll get some very posi-
tive action that will come out of it so that the racial discrimination will

be eliminated and so that people can then be able to be employed,
because today there pervades throughout our society a feeling that is

dangerous to the security of this country, and that is the attitude that

certain groups do not want to work.
This is an absolute lie, I mean, because figures will contradict it,

but as we think that and implement it, it only means that it brings
different groups further apart and in doing so it weakens us.

And so I can't tell 3'ou how pleased I am that you have accepted our
invitation to come to Chicago and to hold these hearings.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you, Mr. Metcalfe.
The next member whom I would like to introduce is Mr. James

Scheuer of New York.
I am very pleased that one of the individuals on whom we are able

to rely is Mr. Scheuer and certainly want to pay tribute to him for the

work that he has done on the Education and Labor Committee in the

field of new careers. He is the father of new careers in America. It was
the amendment he drafted that was accepted by the committee and

eventuall}^ became the law.

We are indebted to him for the concept of new careers wherever it

appears in Federal laws that are now on the statute books. It is a

pleasure, Jim, to have you ^nth us, and at this time we would like to

have a comment from you.
Mr. Scheuer. Well, first of all, I'm going to have to insist that the

guilt for the paternit}^ of that particular child must be shared. No
Member of Congress contributed more to making the new careers

program work, no Member of Congress contributed more creative

energy to getting the program passed and getting it operated than

you.
It wouldn't have been in existence if it hadn't been for 3'our initial

efforts and for your contmuing support.
I am very happy to join you at the invitation of Congressman

Ralph Metcalfe and his colleagues, Congressman Collins and Congress-
man Pucinski. They're Members who we all respect and admire, and
as for you, there is no Member of Congress who has accomplished
more in the field of reforming our manpower programs, being a change
agent in ovu" manpower and employment programs to make them
sensitive to the needs and aspirations of all members of our society.
I think 3^ou are performing an enormously important public service
in scheduling the oversight hearings to find out, as Congressman
Pucinski quite properly emphasized, how the programs that we
legislated are actually working in the field.

As Congressman Pucinski so rightly said, there is no more important
congressional function than the business of riding herd on the execu-
tive branch of Govermnent at the Federal, State, county, and city
level to find out how they're administermg and sometimes butchering
the gi'eat programs that we legislate.
And so I'm proud that 3'ou asked me here, Gus, and I look forward

to today's work.
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^Ir. PuciNSKi. I M'oiild like to point out that the initiative shown
by Congressman Metcalfe in inviting this committee here is indicative
of the leadership that he is bringing to a very substantial segment
of the Chicago community in demanding a whole new era of equal
rights opportunity for people that have had those rights denied too long.

Ralph IMetcalfe is a new wind that is blo\\ing in Chicago, and he
has become the undisputed leader today in demanding that a very
substantial part of our community does indeed get the kind of equal
treatment that is deserved under the Constitution, and I think that
these hearings today are indicative of the new kind of leadership
that is emerging in this city to overcome the problems that have

plagued a ver}' substantial part of our community much too long. And
I believe that we do owe Ralj)h a great deal of gratitude for the initi-

ative, but more important it is rather significant that he is doing the
kind of oversight activity that has been lacking for so very, very long.

So I'd just like you to know that you are sitting next to a gentleman
who has very courageously taken on some of the issues that have been

plaguing the community much too long, and there is no question that
these hearings today are perhaps the first meaningful example at

the congressional level, and I am sure that Ralph Metcalfe is going
to have many more congressional committees over there looking at

programs that were designed to help our citizens but for various
reasons have failed to do the jobs.
He deserves the accolades of the entire Congress for this kind of

leadership,
Mr. ^.Ietcalfe. Thank you.
Mr. Hawkins. The Chair would like to announce that the staff

of the Department of Labor were invited to the hearing this morning,
but have respectfully declined.
At this time, we would like to call the first witness. It is indeed a

pleasure for the Chair to do so, because he is a personal friend of mine,
one who is certainly well kno^^^l throughout America, perhaps as well
known in Los Angeles, my own city, as in Chicago and certainly A\ell

known and recognized as an authority on the subject matter that is

before this committee this morning.
I have often heard him referred to as the country preacher. I'd like

to refer to him as the economist for the poor. It is certainh^ a pleasure
for the committee to have Rev. Jesse Jackson as our first witness.

Reverend Jackson, would you Idndly take a seat before us there, and
we do have your statement in its entu-ety. You may read it into the
record or handle it as you see fit.

Mr. jNIetcalfe. I'd like to have him read it into the record, please.

STATEMENT OF REV. JESSE JACKSON, PRESIDENT, OPERATION
PUSH

Reverend Jackson. Air. Chan-man, I do like your city, but this is

the hub. Thank you very much.
A nation with more than $2 trilHon in its econom}-, utilizing its

resources properly, Avould make these hearings toda}' unnecessary.
But the failure of this Nation to equitably distribute and properly
utilize its resources makes these hearings^ not onl}^ necessary, but
indispensable to any meaningful attempts to shape future public
policy.



Black America is ])lagiied presently by a syndrome of Avorklessness

that can be pro])erly called nonemployment. Unemployment suggests
a tentative or temporary if difRcidt inconvenience. Nonemplo^mient
suggests a pathology beyond the stage of aberration. It has become a

permanent or absolute ^^hich one nuist live ^^ith.

The facts are that blacks have not enjoyed normal emplo3^ment
since the Second World War.

This is another A\ay of saying that black Americans do not participate

significantiy in the ecf)nomy save as consumers. Their participation in

the early years of the 19th century as slaves and then subseciuently
as cheap labor could well have meant that their participation was

greater than it now is as residuals of the work economy.
I base this argument on a series of inescai)able realities that deter-

mine in black and w hite, and if vou will, three dimension—where we
are as black workers:

1. The rate of black partici])ation in the labor market has dropped
from 12.8 percent to 8.5 percent within the past 3 years. The drop
from 1971 and 1972 resulted in a net deficit of 57,000 workers as

entrants into the labor market.
2. The lowest rate of unemi)loyment for blacks was reached in the

spring and summer of 1968 when the rate was 6.6 percent
—or de-

pression level unemployment.
3. The black rate of \mem])loyment is at least 11 percent and in

some urban centers it reaches 28 to 35 percent currently.
In the introductory chajners of the PUSH economic bill of rights,

prejiared by eight leading black economists under the chairmanship
of Dr. Marcus Alexis, the statement is made that "Current!}^ 7

million people in the labor force are either unemployed and seeking
work or have despaired of finding work, and another 14 million have

only welfare payments to sustain them in poverty." A dispropor-
tionate number of those would-be workers are black.

In a study i)repai-ed by the U.S. Department of Labor for 1971

(Geographic Profile of Employment and Unemployment, 1971 Report
402) that black joblessness was often as much as nearly three to one

compared with white unemployment. It is also noted that where job-
lessness for blacks w as highest nearly two-fifths of the Nation's black

labor force resided. In a final explanatory note the study called atten-

tion to the fact that in such cities as Chicago, Houston, Washington,
Dallas, Cleveland, San Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles and Detroit,
incidence of unemployment auiong blacks varied substantialh"—

varied, that is, within the city itself.

The numerical estimate provided by this study, one which w-as

admittedly conservative and Avhich was accompaniecl by charts show-

ing the possible margin of error as substantial, was yet 919,000
—or

nearly 1 million blacks. In the North Central industrial States where
the population of blacks has increased substantially, the rate hovered
near 10 percent (9.8 percent). In some industrial centers like Pitts-

burgh, the rate of labor participation for blacks was as low as 54

percent; nationwide in metropolitan areas it was only 60.4 percent.
Ihe highest rates of average participation were in the southwest
where it w as 67 percent.
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The average rate of iinemploA-ment in cities like Cleveland was
16.1 percent for blacks; in Chicago, Avhere allegedly good conditions

existed it still reached from 9.4 to 11.5 percent.

Teenage unemployment for blacks -was a thumping 31.7 percent)
natiouAvide.

In most of those areas conditions are worse than they were at the

time the report was filed.

This is a problem etched in black and white so that it represents a

parasite literally sapping the social infrastructure of black America.
At this very hour while this testimony is being read into your

records the ratio of black median family income to white median

famil}^ income is 60 percent. For blacks 45 years or over the ratio is

57 percent or less.

Moreover, a Department of Commerce (Bureau of the Census)

survey reveals that it requires two and one-half black workers (two
full time, one part time) to earn the wages received by one white

famil}" head. Again, while three black workers receive an average of

$9,027
—three white earners receive an average of $13,978. Similarly,

Avhen there are four earners, blacks claim $11,259 against $16,243
earned by whites.

At least 32 percent of America's black persons maintain themselves

on incomes which are below the Department of Labor "Low Income"

(Category. The Current Population Survey, disclosed that some 7.7

million black families' members, an absolute increase of 450,000 over

the previous year
—suffered this disability. At least 40 percent of the

children in low-income families are black.
^ The blatant recurrence of unemployment takes place in the black

community despite the fact that it is a statutory responsibihty for the

Federal Government under the Full Employment Act of 1946 to

provide the means for alleviating unemployment. The current act,

which Dr. Alexis notes, lacks much of the strength of the original bill,

is still being grossly violated hv under use and the blatant act of

ignoring it.

The "ostensible reasons for never using this act ai^e largely
academic or political in the worse sense of the word. Ivor}^ tower

assumjitions are brought to bear to provide underpinning for retro-

grade and largely anachronistic assumptions that expanding an econ-

omy to fulfdl employment needs will stimulate inflation to necessary
levels.

There is now overwhelming price inflation—despite the so-called

economic controls inaugurated and administered by the current

administration—inflation, we might note on the most essential items
of food, clothing, and rent, yet unemployment and economic depriva-
tion continue to exist, cpiite independent of the rise or fall in

em])loyment.
The profile of income disparity in this Nation has not been

substantially altered in 25 jears. As a matter of fact, the studies of

Jose])h Pechman, Benjamin Okser, Robert Browne, and INIarcus

Alexis disclosed that it had increased.

The top 20 percent of this Nation have incomes of 10.4 times the

amount of those claimed by the bottom 20 percent. In other words,
while tlio lop 20 percent receive 42.7 percent of the income, the
bottom 20 percent receive 4.7 percent.
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I must here assert, that in my opinion and the opinion of those who
advise me, the Federal Government has made racial discrimination

and exclusivism a governmental policy.
This is evident in the fact that the administration has fought moves

to desegregate school systems in this Nation and now refuses to cre-

atively use options at its disposal to break up unequal education. The
few billion dollars offered to equalize inner city educational facilities

not only has had no effect upon education of black and other nonwhite
children's education, but it barely represents the expenditure for

research—one weapon now used in a senseless war 8,000 miles away—-

and is paltry and anemic when compared to the expenditures on the

F-111.

Secondly, the Nixon administration has called for an end to quotas
in employment. This declaration essentially abrogates the Philadel-

phia plan and every other program, including the so-called Chicago
plan, which established quotas, therefore requirements that the

blacks and nonwhites should participate in the more lucrative con-

tract construction work at something other than the level of common
laborers.

To this date blacks average less than 6 percent of the employment
in the skilled crafts despite ballyhooed reports of increases in black
and other nonwhite entrants to apprenticeships programs.
The sequence of this drama or charade should be imderstandable.

First blacks are blocked out of decent educational opportunities.

They are locked out of colleges and vocational schools. As a result

this means we are locked out of preparation for a meaningful job.

Then, by eradicating quotas the administration conspires \\ith other

racist elements to determine that tiie ability of blacks to work and
therefore to function at certain levels of the economy will be b}'

chance, not choice.

Today we Mould moke clear that zero is a number and therefore

likewise is a quota. Our population is 12, perhaps even 15 percent
of the Nation's. We choose the 12 to 15 percent rather than the zero

as our standard and expect the Nation, uhose President is the Presi-

dent of all the people, to do likew ise.

A survey has come to our attention which does not even argue
the existence of discrimination. Rather, it poses the question of how
much will it cost the Nation to persist in the illogic of racism. Accord-

ingly, the survey notes that the cost of the racist lockout is estimated
at $40 billion. The black market is estimated at $42 billion, so ^\'hat

is said here is that blacks could all but double their market GNP or

that black total income could no doubt go to $85 or $100 billion, if

Jim Crow economics did not ]:)revail.

It is against this background that black people should understand
and you who are here should understand the accusation that blacks
are only interested in getting on welfare. Black people joined other

poor persons in America in the mills and the fields to work before there

were machines or timeclocks. They lent their muscles and their sweat
to the mobilization of American industr}^ before pistons or diesels

provided the power.
We have been overworked and underpaid

* * *
indeed, a para-

mount concern for all blacks is: "When ^^-ill we be paid for the work
we have alread}?" done?" We could neither enter the ranks of skilled
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labor nor tramed management and we had to scrape for the most
tenuous positions on the job ladder.

This is the primary reason for the aggressive program which Oper-
ation PUSH is now pursuing in developing agreements with major
industries in this Nation that will guarantee jobs, business develop-

ment, and other economic benefits for black and nonwhite people.
We based these agreements on the premises that a corporation, in

this instance the Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., and the General Foods

Corp., has an obligation to its nonwhite consumers to enlarge the

opportunities for employment and enjoyment of economic benefits,,

and a proportional share of the philanthropic giving for the united

negro college fund.

To date these covenants or agreements have brought commitments,
worth $65 million in the instance of General Foods and $37 million

in the instance of the Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., or over $100 million

to the black comm^mit3^
We now know that we cannot depend upon the Federal Government

to accei)t a responsible role in bringing black and other nonwhite
Americans into the American economic mainstream. This does not

mean that the Government should be absolved of any responsibility.
It is the duty of the Government to protect and to provide for the

welfare of all of its citizens, or those citizens have a right to say
"Farewell," to that Government, by ballot when possible, by other

means when necessary.

Today, while our Government permits private grain giants to line

their pockets while forcing smaller farmers to sell their wheat short

and at unreasonably low prices, and permits Boeing Air Co., to enter

a massive contractual transaction with the Peoples Republic of China,
there is no such program for black businessmen in this Nation. Loans,,

credits, and other financial arrangements which make these deals

possible are not extended to black businesses.

Indeed the Small Business Administration's practices can only be

termed stingy and indifferent. Its 1971 report notes that losses from

the business loan and investment fund were over $431.5 million and
from business loans alone the}^ totaled $135.6 million (i.e. under the

Section 7(a): Business Loans Program). The total losses for this.

year's program represent three and a half times more than has been

loaned black businesses this year.
Over the past 30 years, the migration of black Americans to the

North has served to reduce the population of blacks in the South by
nearly 25 percent. At the same time other factors in northern cities

have affected the lives of the newcomer black residents.

First, there has been an inverse relationship between blacks moving
to northern cities, and jobs existing from those cities into expanding
suburbs. A conspiracy of flight and fright has been at least pai'tly

responsible for this trend. Whites have fled inner-city areas in galloi)ing-

thousands, and the jobs hiive been s\\ept along in i)ursuit of their

previous holders.

For example, less than 20 years ago there were a])proximately 7

million jobs in the suburbs. During that time there ^^ere 11 or 12

million recorded jobs in the inner-cities.

A recent sur\ey (])artly re])orted in this past Sunday's Ne\\' York

Times, Oct. 15, 1972) indicated that of 15 major areas only t^xo.
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"had significantly more jobs at the end of the 1960's than at the

start." At least nine of the 15 areas lost significant numbers of jobs
in the inner-cities. In Ne%v York the job loss was in excess of 10 percent
and in Detroit the loss totaled over 2:3 percent.

Again, currently 75 percent of the residents of the suburbs also

work in the suburbs. In New York, onh^ 22 percent of the ^\-orkers

commute to the citA' for work.

What this points^ to is a need for mass transit systems A\hich a\ ill

permit increased numbers of workers to commute to suburban jobs in

the immediate future.

In a larger sense it means constructive j^Ianning on the part of city

and suburb to integrate low-hicome housing into the total residential

matrix of the suburb, thus making suburb accessible to black and other

nonwhite workers.

Jobs must become a larger priority than guns for a war Mhich
escalates in cost and thereby drains needed resources—even aa hen there

is an api^arent lessening of troop involvement. The truth is that the

most expensive segment of the ^^ ar is being \\-aged in the air. Just

providing fuel alone for the air war costs at least $360 ])er hour, per

plane. The F-111 debacle proves again the essentially unsound
character of the ecjuipment produced, and engineering done to prop

up this war. It proves that guns or butter is not an option but an

optical illusion.

We make the following recommendations convinced that action

with direction and a revised schedule of priorities is the most necessar}^

step toward the realization of national and \\ orld leadership.

1. We recommend the end of the so-called Philadel})hia- or Chicago-

type plans and in their i)lace, the development of a national plan
for placing workers on contract construction jobs. For one basic

reason the city plans are largely designed to fail. The President's

address attacking quotas has all but pulverized those plans that

are still being utilized. We do not need fragmented programs guar-

anteeing a minimum of em{)loyment. We need national programs
that will guarantee equitable participation in the craft and trade

unions for blacks and non-whites.

2. We recommend that every American be guaranteed a job or an

income as a right. The Full Employment Act of 1946 needs to be

strengthened and at least 3 million jobs should be provided inunedi-

ately. This recommendation is similar to the bill authored by former

Senator Joseph Clark of Pennsylvania and is premised upon the

belief that unemployment is a national tragedy. It is cynical to offer

to allevdate this tragedy with a mere 500,000 temporary public service

jobs
—many at substandard wages.

3. We recommend a stepped-u]) program of Federal contract

compliance. We recommend accordingly that increased powers be

given to the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission to i)ress

the enforcement of contract compliance. Ho])efully, it will no longer
be possible for an angry Senator to call for the dismissal of an Equal
Employment Oj:>portunity Commission Chairman because he pursued
his job vigorously. (This happened to Clifford Alexander in late 1969).

4. We recommend further a comi)lete review and overhaul of the

Current Minority Business Enteri)rise program including that

provided through the Small Business Administration (SBA) and

SS~loO—73 2
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through the Office of ^Minority Business Enterprise. The programs
are grossly underfinanced. For example, a meaningful partnership
between the Federal Government and the business community could
be established through the MESBIC program. (Minority Enterprise
Small Business Investment Corporation.) These investment corpora-
tions should be initially capitalized at much higher levels than they
are at present. There should be more of them. There are less than 100
at the present time.

These establishments have the potential for expanding the economy
and providing employment where it is needed most; namely, in

black and poor ghettos.

Quite apart from these recommendations, we intend to pursue our
own course for guaranteeing jobs and business opportunities for
blacks.

The SBA's record is etched in disappointment and failure with

respect to black businesses. And this should be expected. In Illinois

a series of seven loans were made to one compan}^ in Joliet worth over
$2 million, while in Chicago's inner city some 145 loans combined
totaled only $1.4 million.

We are urging industries to be willing to confer with us about matters
of black and nonwhite advancement, but short of the conferring, we
are prepared to confront them with the ultimatum, "Cut us in or
cut it out."
We consider the agreements already forged, equitable exam. pies of

what American business can do at its best—and the companies
themselves as having displayed rare statesmanship and courage. For
in each instance the companies engaged in amicable and meaningful
negotiations designed to discover ways that a major business could
relate to its black consumers.

Ultimately the history of denial cited here can but accrue to the
eventual demise of a nation. For when a nation fails to provide for the
welfare of its citizens those citizens have a right to bid farewell to that
nation. By that same token we know that we rejjresent a significant
margin of profit for consumer industries in this Nation. If we ^^-alk

away from the base of the American or on industry's profit it will

suffer a severe setback. Therefore we are stating unequivocalh' that

industry has the obligation to "Cut us in or cut it out." Furthermore,
industr}^ and Government are now inseparable partners and both have
the mora] and, in the instance of Government, the constitutional

responsibility to make certain that all citizens participate in the main-
stream of the American economy.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you. Reverend Jackson. As usual, your

contribution is outstanding, and the committee, I think, has profited
greatly from the statements which you have documented well and
certainly expressed in a most eloquent manner.
I'm sure that there are a lot of questions that the members of the

Committee would like to address to you, and I will first call on Mr.
Scheuer.

Mr. Scheuer. I yield to Mr. Metcalfe.
Mr. Hawkins. ^Ir. Scheuer yields to Mr. }»Ietcalfe.
Mr. Metcalfe. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I share

your enthusiasm in the very fine and very learned presentation and
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A^ery revealing presentation that you presented to this committee
this morning.
The evidence is more shocking than I thought it would be. Reverend

Jackson, I'd like to refer you to your first page in which you indicated
that the rate of black participation in the labor market has dropped
from 12.8 percent to 5.5 percent within the past 3 years and the

drop from 1971 and 1972 resulted in a net deficit of some 57,000

people.
This seems to me to portend a very dismal future if we continue

on that course.

The question is, What do you attribute to this drop in employment
among nonwhites, the blacks?
Reverend Jackson. Well, one, I would haA^e to attribute it to the

priorities of the present administration. I think that these figures

jibe considerably with the 3.5 percent unemployment when this

administration came into being, and that is 5.5 percent nationally.
So unemployment has increased nationally by 2 percent, and certainly
those figures, which are Federal figures, jibe with these particular
numbers.
The money spent killing in Vietnam in the air should be spent in

America healing on the ground, and so I think that it is a decision that
the country must make at the executive level whether it's going to

spend its money for killing programs abroad or healing programs at

home.
Mr. Metcalfe. Thank you very much.
May I refer you also to page 2, your second paragraph, in which you

indicated a study prepared by the U.S. Department of Labor
for 1971. You proceed to show the disparity that exists, particularly
in Chicago and other cities.

The major question that I have at this particular juncture is that
the figures that you have cited throughout your report are more dismal
than tliose that have been submitted to us that 1 have read from the

Department of Labor.

Now, I certainly do not question the ability of men like Dr. Marcus
Alexis and other economists. I think they have given us some factual

figures, but these figures do not jil)e with the figures that we are getting
from the Department of Labor. Why?

Reverend Jackson. Two reasons: One, the economists are using
several other indices. One is the Geographic Profile of Employment
and Unemployment. The other is that the Labor Department itself,

the figures don't jibe because the Labor Department is jiving. It

indicated 9 months ago that unemployment figiu'es were so high
it would not present anymore labor statistics for the next 9 months.

So in part we have the figures that were presented when they stopped
revealing labor statistics to the public and the projection as a result

thereof, and these economists dealt with the Commerce Department,
the Labor Dejjartment, the Office of Management and Budget, the Geo-

graphic Profile on Unem])loynient as well as the loss of jobs as the

economy continues to extend itself abroad rather than to expand
itself at home. And this was a team of 10 economists.

Mr. Metcalfe. I'm very much concerned about your statement on

page 6. You said now that we have—cannot depend upon the Federal
Government to accept a responsible role in bringing black and other
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nonwhite Americans into the American mainstream, then you go on
to explain what is actually ha})pening there and point out that it is

the duty of the Government to protect and provide for the welfare
of all of our citizens and you further said that this has not been done

properly.
Would you be kind enough to elaborate on that statement? Because

it is such a potent statement, I'd like to have you expound on it, if

you will, ])lease.

Reverend Jackson. One, Congressman, I would like to indicate

that I spoke quite a bit about the black economic woes in this report,
but I would like in the expansion to deal with the nature of the econ-

omy versus the discrimination within the economy.
Within the economy, needless to say, blacks, \\omen, young people,

the Spanish-speaking are being discriminated against, but while we
argue, ''Shall blacks and browns and women and young people have
their share of jobs," jobs in fact are leaving and not being re-created
for them. We are not being able to distribute nothing, because there
Avill be nothing to distribute, because the President is more committed
at this point to extending the economy to cheap labor markets abroad
than to expanding the labor market at home.
The trip to China, which was hailed at one level as a great diplo-

matic mission for peace, on the other hand right behind that trip we
see the Boeing Air plant relationship, and, of course, China has a

considerably cheaper labor market, so a few months later he goes to

Russia, which has an even cheaper labor market.

Now, what this means to me is that when I see the wages of the poor
frozen August 15 and those who are imemploved humiliated and
accused of being lazy, and I see the South Korean labor market, the
Taiwan labor market, the Chinese labor market, and the Russian
labor market being appealed to and given tariff preferences, it seems
that the nature of the economy is to extend abroad and to the Carib-

bean, where there are cheaper labor markets rather than to expand
at home.

There is a basic error in the assumption that if the Avages are frozen
and the profits are released, the businessmen would take this money
and put it back into the economy to increase employment. What has
in fact happened is that the wages have been frozen of the poor and
their families have been frozen in poverty and the rich have taken
these ])rofits and they have bought machines to re])lace employees
and to use that money to invest in foreign trade rather than to invest
in expanding the American economy. And that is what I see as a

danger probably more pervasive than even the discrimination within
the economy.
To put it in real common terms, Congressman, there is no Kissinger

within America to deal with expanding this economy. There is only a

Kissinger abroad to deal with extending the economA^, and invariably
those economists ])rofit from the new American relationship, but poor
black and \\hite Americans don't.

I might add that of the 40 million malnourished in the Nation, 28
million are white, and it is unfortunate that an issue such as c^uotas,
which is essentially raised in a racial context, would blur what's going
on. While we argue about 10 percent of the jobs, there may not be

any jobs to have a percentage of, because behind Boeing I can virtually
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guarantee or at least project you will pretty soon be seeing the Chinese
Hilton and the Peking Plilton.

Mr. ]\1etcalfe. I have many questions that I would, of course,
like to ask. I'm going to confine it to one more, if 3'ou will, Reverend
Jackson.
You indicated that it was cynical for us to offer a mere 500,000

federally emjiloyed jobs. Now, this is what we in the House of Repre-
sentatives voted for, but are you cognizant of the fact that the

President vetoed that bill and then we had to reduce our figures to

only 150,000 federally subsidized jobs or jobs federally controlled.

That's a long wav awav from a million, and I don't contest at all

your figure of a million, but dealing with realities as we are, we
thought that 500,000 would be a step in the right direction and yet
we were not able to achieve that and had to settle for a mere pittance
of 150,000, which we could use right here in the city of Chicago.
Would you care to comment on the reality of the problem so as to

give this committee a direction?

Reverend Jackson. The fact of the matter is if the 1946 Unemploy-
ment Act were enforced, you wouldn't even have to recommend
500,000, because 7 milhon would be recommended as the number of

jobs needed, and then if there were enlightenment coming from the

Executive level, we would have what in effect would be a program
designed to retrain people at home, and that would be programed
where we would deal Avith a livable job or an income rather than a
minimum job and income.
What is ultimately unfortunate about this is that if the bottom

fourth of the Nation is locked out of education and jobs, it is locked into

crime and locked into despair, and poor people cost more to keep up
than enlightened people. Unemployed people cost more to maintain
than employed people do, and that is probably the ultimate tragedy.
The Nation realh^ must raise the question, Shall we take one-fourth
of the Nation and leave it ignorant and thick and unemploj^ed and

thereby help pull the top three-fourths dowTi or shall the bottom
fourth of the Nation become enlightened and healthy and employed
and therefore be able to contribute to the production dimension of the

Nation? That becomes the ultimate question in my opinion.
Mr. Metcalfe. May I ask one additional question? Something

that you said triggered a thought in my mind, because you talked

about the lUiemploA'ed ultimately may be becoming criminals. Have
your economists made smy study as to what it costs with our in-

adequate and antiquated penal system today and compare that to

what that money could be used for in order to build society with

education, with retraining those underemployed and then providing
jobs for those unemployed?

Reverend Jackson. Unfortunately, Mr. Metcalfe, I do not have
those statistics with me, but from observation here is what we found
after having visited jails and penitentiaries around the Nation.

Invariably the}^ are overpopulated with young people between the

ages of 20 and 30 who otherwise could contribute to the economy.
There appear to be only three places for these young people, either

Vietnam, or in jail, or in the streets unemployed. There is not a job
alternative for the element that chooses to steal before it will starve,
and I think that as we look right now at the possibility of Vietnam
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veterans wlio existed for 3 or 4 years in a false econom}?-, false labor

market, that is, they were employed because ihej were taken off

of the American labor scene, as they come back home and as the air

war takes over, the question becomes we have more than 500,000

3-oung men between the ages of 18 and 21 who have been trained

eitlier to build bridges or to kill their enemies coming back to the

American scene, many of them on dope, others of them desperately

looking for a job, having been described that they were fighting for

a countrv that was going to protect them.

I think there would possibly be evidence in the coming months
that either these people are going to be cut in or there will be no

military defense against the kind of sabotage and ambush and terror

that the}'^ could bring upon this Nation.

I thirik that we have virtually created a generation of monsters,,

and if we do not develop some means to humanize those that we have-

dehumanized in the war process, this civilization is going to corrode

from the inside out. That's my own opinion.
Air. ]Metcalfe. Thank you ver}- much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hawkins. Dr. Jackson, in your statement in several places

you refer to the Chicago-type plan, and that in effect calls for the

ending of this so-called concept, hometown plans.
I noticed last night in the Washuigton Evenmg Star that a minority

hiring plan has been approved in Chicago, and the essential features

seem to call for 10,000 minority group worker jobs in Chicago in 1976.

This was referred to as proportional to the minority population in

Cook County, which raises the question of whether c[uotas are involved

in conflict with the President's statement. Also, the at least alleged plan
calls for the employment of 1,693 workers in the building trades by
September 30, 1973, with goals increasing annually through 1976

and with a timetable.

Now, in view of some of the alleged benefits that would flow from
such a plan, which presumably has been approved in Chicago,^

would

you care to comment on your statement, which seems to be in con-

flict with this approach which is being at least pursued in this par-
ticular area?

Reverend Jacksox. I disagree with the approach. The only thing
different about the plan approved a few days ago is that the integrity
and the credibihty of the Urban League is much greater than the

integrity and credibility of those who were responsible for the last

plan.
But I would remind you that everything in this Nation that is taken

serious!}^ not only is national in its administration but national in its

enforcement,
—tax laws, drafting laws, public accommodations bills,

commerce bills, financial bills, treasur}- bills—everything in the Nation
taken seriously is national, and it is enforceable at a Federal level.

Things taken unseriously are local and trial and error.

I have raised a question from the national perspective, given the

duties that I have as the president of my organization. What does this

do for the black and the Spanish-speaking worker in Miami and in

New York and Los Angeles and ^Mississippi and Louisiana? To me it

is another case of a false hope. The administrators have, perhaps,
better credibility and greater integrit}', but they have no enforcement

powers.
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Mr. Hawkins. Wliat t3"pe of enforcement powers would you
recommend?

Reverend Jackson. Well, you know when the 1965 votmg rights
was passed, when they were able to accumulate x amount of vio-

lations, we could go directly to the Federal Government and

they would bring in marshals to supervise certain elections, and it

violates now a Federal law to impede people in pursuit of the right to

vote or the exercise of their civil rights.

Now, you don't violate am' such serious law, you don't violate any
law that" would make a'ou criminally responsible if you violated this

plan, and if we had just had, suppose we had just had a Birmingham
civil rights bill or we just had a Alontgomer}^ bus bill or we had just
had a Selma voting bill. We needed national bills, because the nature

of the problem was national and the nature of the solution had to be
national and it had to be enforceable by law, not just by good wall.

]Mr. Hawkins. Inasmuch as the plan calls for the employment of a

specific number of persons as of a particular time, does this appear to

you to be in conflict with the President's position a few weeks ago in

which he opposed any preferential treatment or the setting of any
quotas?

Reverend Jackson. The President was more concerned about ap-

pealing to people to indicate that he did not want preferential treat-

ment to blacks than he was about quotas. He has established quotas
all along in his coming out of Vietnam. The budget that he submits
to get passed has quotas x amount of numbers over x period of time.

The question is what will the quota be? Will the quota be a negative,
as it was during the period of chattel slavery? Will it be a quota where
there is no obligation to employ the blacks and poor or shall there be
a 10- to 12-percent quota, wliich is the figm'e derived as a result of our

percentage in the population? Assuming that we are socially equal
and innately capable of functioning and performing as other people
do, with other things being equal, we should attain economic and

political and social participation in the American social, economic,
and political order commensurate with the number of people that we
have in the population.

So I think that it is unfortunate that we would now not recognize
that the historical zero as a quota is being backed toward and I think

the reason it is, is because if we expand the American economy, the

quota will not be a problem because we'll have a full employment
economy, which will make it all right.
But if we freeze the economy as it is and extend it then it would be

necessar}^ to lock groups where they are to keej) such groups as have

jobs now from not literally destroying each other.

Mr. Hawkins. Also in your statement, and I think a few minutes

ago in answer to a question of Mr. Metcalfe, you said that a fourth

of the Nation was locked out of education. Would you amplify that

statement and explain in what way a fourth of the Nation is locked out
of education?

Reverend Jackson. All right. There is an education that inner city

children, because of the facilities in the school or lack of facilities and
the crowded conditions and the general environment out of which they
come, means that after about the sixth grade that the longer they go
to school the less they tend to learn, and the less they tend to learn.
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the less qualified they are for jobs that demand certain educational

qualifications. i t, i

The second tinner is that there is no relationship between the liberal

arts education of the public educational s3-stem and the vocational

needs of the technical society, and so to that extent they are locked out

of sound educational opportunity.

Beyond that in many rural areas of the Nation, where the blacks

are underrepresented in terms of political rei^resentation and thereby

cannot control or participate in the control and distribution of the

budo-et of school systems, the all-black schools are qualitatively

inferior based upon lack of budget appropriations by and large, and

therefore the proposal to move toward one school system if we are to

have one Nation with one judicial system and one war system and where

the house is not to be divided against itself has been pro])osed by the

NAACP and other groups down through the years. It was raised

that in order to have one school S3^stem, since we lived in two neighbor-

hoods, black neighborhoods and white neighborhoods, and in some
instances bro^^^l neighborhoods, that busing as an option to get one

school svstem had to be exercised.

The President has in fact asked for a cease of that method. Now,
lie is not offering an alternative to that system of busing like using

heliocopters and"airplanes or some other means of transportation. He
has virtually accepted locking the black and the poor into the schools

that they are already in, and those schools are not producing people

capable of getting into the highl}' sophisticated labor market and the

demands it puts on the young American now.
i\lr. Hawkins. Thank you. One final question: Last week the

Department of Labor announced with a great deal of pride that

900,000 black people have obtained jobs, or job training in fiscal year
1972. This would appear to be in conflict with the statistics that you
have given us this morning showing the dismal record of unemploy-
ment and the number of blacks who have lost jobs.

Now, 900,000 alleged new jobs and job training opportunities out of

a labor force of about 7 or 8 million perhaps is quite a substantial

number. Just how do you explain the difference between the state-

ment being issued b^^'the Labor Department—taking great credit

for this alleged accomplishment
—and the dismal plight of blacks who

are unemployed and living in poverty?
Reverend Jackson. The most unfortunate thing, Mr. Chairman,

perhaps I'll have to say this morning, is that the Labor Department
itself no longer has enough credibility to have carte blanche accept-
ance of its statistics. We must also deal Avith the delicate letter and
the language coming out.

Nine hundred thousand being trained is one thing, and 900,000 rnen

placed on jobs is quite another. But you see, we have a situation

Avhere traditional plants in America are being closed down as we give
deference to the foreign market where people who are trained are not

employed. We have the case of—I don't have the precise statisics—•

in your own area of Los Angeles where we have a considerable number
of people with college degrees driving cabs.

Now, people with college degrees are driving cabs. Consider what
those who didn't finish high school, what they must be doing in Los

Angeles. That is just an indication somewhere between its public
statement some months ago that it was going to stop releasing statis-
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tics about the labor market so as to keep people's minds off of the cost

of the war is rising, the number of unemployed is rising and the

programs to offset the cost of the war and the job creation or recrea-

tion is low.

Now, my observations come at least as much from walking the

streets of this Nation and flying across it, jetstreaming, if you will,

as it does from just reading Labor Department statistics.

Mr. Hawkins. Thank you, Reverend Jackson.
Mr. Scheuer?
Mr. Scheuer. In deference to time, Mr. Chairman, we do have a

crowded calendar and I'm not going to ask any questions, but I do
want to say that your testimony has been most interesting and inform-
ative. I would take issue with a few things that j^ou had in your pre-

pared statement that I think are perhaps generalizations that don't

quite convey the truth in many circumstances or some at least, and I

would take issue \^^tll you on the whole question of quotas and I hope
that we'll have a congressional hearing with all points of view expressed
on this ver}'' complicated and sensitive business of quotas, because I

think it deserves exploring and I hope that we can achieve some kind
of interface between the people who want to right wrongs, and we all

do, and overcome the wrongs of the past and create a just and free

society and those of us who believe that the Constitution denies equal
treatment for all and that you don't achieve equal treatment by using
the same tools of discrimination that have been used in the past.

It is an evil tool, and we don't believe that that's the way you right

^^^•ongs. It has been used evilly in the past and I feel the business of

creating cop rights and group responsibilit}^ that all should be explored
at a future hearing.
As I said, well, I may take issue with a few of the things that you

said in your prepared testimony. You made some very excellent points
in your prepared testimony, and your oral testimony was remarkable.
If I were you, at future hearings

—I know of very few witnesses who
are as well informed and articulate and eloquent in their oral state-

ments. If I were 3^ou, in future hearings I would let your prepared
statement go into the record and I would just speak off-the-cuff'.

You have given us one of the most interesting and informative and

knowledgeable and articulate and eloquent statements that I have
heard in a long time and I want to thank 3-ou for it.

Reverend Jackson. May I respond, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Hawkins. Certainl}-. Go ahead, Mr. Jackson.
Reverend Jackson. For the record, on the question of quotas, I

hope you all have a hearing on it too, but I hope you deal \\dth the

origin of the proposition, that is to say, that on the question of quotas,
for a very long period of time zero was a quota, I want you to under-
stand that.

I also want you to understand that black Americans have the unique
distinction of being involuntarily brought here, not brought here on
our o^^m and put in a state of chattel slavery, which means while the
rest of the Nation was moving forward based upon the natural order,
we were held back based upon an unnatural social order.

Tlierefore, a proposition of not reverse discrimination, but based

upon that historical fact of compensation for documented racial or

slav<;ry discrimination, 40 acres and a mule was proposed and all
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those who were social!}' and unnaturally held back would be brought
up to the starting line.

Now, Mr. Metcalfe ha^dng had a career in track knows something
about the fact that we cannot all of a sudden decide we are going to

run the 100-yard dash, but that you have had the chance because

you are a white to be at 80 3^ards, and he, because he is black to be
at 10 yards, that somebody is going to fire a gun and that it is unfair
to bring him up to your starting blocks. That is not reverse dis-

crimination, which misrepresents the case. It is compensation. It is

catchup for the American historical fact that those of us who are

black have a responsibilitj'^ not to let America forget until 40 acres
and a mule and its equivalent is dealt with now.

If the 1964 full employment act had been implemented and if the
1954 Supreme Court school decisions spirit and letter had been
enforced, it would be unnecessary now, because we have established
as a people that once we are given a reasonable chance, not just as to

the letter quota, but a reasonable chance, given Mr. Metcalfe's fu'st

tenure in office as a Congressman, given a reasonable chance he has
attained national stature. Given our chance to get into baseball in

1947 and the role that we plaj^ed in athletics by 1972, we have estab-
lished this fact. But before 1947 there was a quota of zero and there
had to be established first a law of a minimum. Be3^ond that is gravy,
and we can take care of the grav}'. But there had to be a minimum
established to offset or compensate the historical A\Tong.
Mr. ScHEUER. I agree with most of what you have said, and I agree

particularly with what j^ou say, that given an equal chance, you can
make it on your own.

Keverend Jackson. We must also have an ecpial chance not only
to start, but an equal chance to get to the starting line.

Mr. ScHEUER. I couldn't agree with you more, and Gus Haw^kins
and I have been working for 8 years but I have been in Congress on
ail kinds of programs to open up opportunity programs to assure equal
education, programs to create pubhc service joJ3s with a component
of on-the-job training, programs to break down the artificial barriers
to work witli dignity, in civil service, for instance, barriers that have
no relationship to the needs of the job that have kept black people
and Chicanos and Puerto Ricans and other minorities out of civil

service work.
We have tried to break dow^l some of these artificial credentials of

a society that seems to worship a sheepskin and all kinds of credentials
that have served as barriers.

We believe in public service employment with dignity. We believe
in on-the-job training and promotion and advancemipnt based on
talent and not based on artificial education or trainmg requirements
that bear no relationship to the job.
We believe in remedial education programs. We believe in the

drastic reforms that are necessary to improve and change the elemen-
tary and secondary school systems so that every kid who graduates
from high school will be able to absorb further education, post-
secondary education, whether it be technical education or academic
education or whatever. All will be equipped with the skills to go into
the work! of work and make it on talent and merit.
We believe deeply hi these things, and I think that Congressman

Hawkins, under w^hose leadersliip Ihave served on the Education and
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Labor Committee, has given towering leadership to all of these things,
and I have tried to work in the vineyards, too.

Nobod}' denies the fact that you are presented with a countr}' that
has discriminated, that has used the zero quota, no question about it.

I don't want to take up a lot of time. I hope that if we do have these

hearings that you will come and testif}' and give us of your wisdom and

experience.
Reverend Jackson. I really respect you, and I feel the spirit of your

words as being genuine. I am really impressed vdih that response as

not being a racist one, but a naive liberal's and one who does not

appreciate the innuendos and the way people are bcxed out.

I know when you go for appropriations and for your committees
and bills, you even have quotas built into every appropriation that

you have, x amount as a minimum investment, x amount as a maxi-
mum investment. Bevond that vou are violating the law. Within this

you are within the context of the law. Quotas and digits and eci[ual

signs and balance sheets, profit, loss, plus, negative are built mto the
facets of everything serious in a society.

I am alarmed at both candidates when each one of them says, "We
don't want no quotas on the number of votes you all give us, but we
do promise you that there has to be a quota on the number of jobs jou
all can get."
You see, the other way has not worked for us. For instance, based

upon talent alone, there is no reason why Carl Stokes shouldn't have
been the Democratic nominee for President.
As eloquent and intelligent as I am, I can't be President, because

there is a black quota as a reality to me. To that extent we are asserting
a proposition that affords us minimal protection by law, and at this

point short of law that is enforceable. We do not have minimal pro-
tection, and at that point a quota is not ideal, but it is better than
the historical or the present real.

Mr. Hawkins. Reverend Jackson, isn't it really a question of how
do you correct the past injustice, or do you let it stand? If an individual
has because of, let's say, discrimination been kept out of a union or
denied a job at the factory gate and as a result of that does not obtain,
let's sa}^, the seniority" of another individual, nonminority, is he sup-
posed to persist in his situation without any method of correction?

It just seems to me that none of us reallj^ likes the idea of quotas per
se. It is rather not a part of our tradition, our faith to believe in quotas,
but on the other hand, and I really reason against my colleague, Mr.
Scheuer. How do we then correct the past injustice? Do we just let it

stand? If we lock a man up in prison falsely for several years and then
find out that he is innocent, we just release him and say, "Well,
brother, you weren't guilty in the first instance but now you are
released. The time you were locked up is just too bad."

Reverend Jackson. He ought to be paid for that time just as he
is paid to serve in any other form of war. Here is the axis point. Even
though I enjoy talking with big folks—I could sit dowai here all

day^Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Scheuer is one of the fairest members of our
commiittee. He speaks eloquent]}' and honestly, and I think that his

views realh' constitute a challenge, because they are views of an
individual.
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Reverend Jackson. I am not challeno-ino-, and the reason I Avas

careful. Mr. Chairman, not to deal ^nth the question of race, I am not

challenaing this as beins; a race position, frankly, because there are

many blacks who coming out of high school, black, ^vhite, brown,
female, whatever. This is vrhere the international and the national
axis meet headon. That's why the American economy, if 3'ou will, is

on a collision course and the cj^uota argument is just the first evidence
of that argument, where labor unions say, ''We can't stand quotas,
because you are going to take some of the seniors' jobs," why Jews,
Avho are some 3 percent of the population, blacks who are 12 raise the

question, "We've got to protect our jobs."
That measure of insecurity is grov.ing not out of the dismmination

in the economy as much as the very nature of the economy.
Mr. Hawkins. Let's hope we get to the day where we have enough

jobs not to have to worry about quotas.
Thank 3'ou again, Reverend Jackson.
The next witness is Mr. Paul King, executive director of the United

Builders Association of Chicago.
Mr. King, it is a pleasure to have you before the committee. We

have the highest regard for the United Builders Association, and

certainly 1 know we will profit from the statement which you will

present to the committee.
Your statement will be entered into the record in its entirety, and

you may either read from it, or handle the subject as you see fit.

STATEMENT OF PAUL KING, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOE OF THE
UNITED BUILDERS ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGO

Mr. King. I \vi\\ be aware of the fact that we have exceeded our
time with the eloquent Reverend Mr. Jackson. However, in due con-
cern for the subject matter I will try to give as much of this in the
time that we have before us.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee:

My name is Paul King. I am the chairman of the labor committee
of the National Association of Minority Contractors. This is the

largest national organization of minority construction contractors

composed of over 2,000 builders of African, Oriental, Spanish, and
Native American ancestry.

I am the executive director of the United Builders Association of

Chicago, which is an organization of black contractors in this city
and the local affiliate of the National Association of Minority Contrac-
tors (NAMC). I had the opportunity to participate in the first con-
struction work shutdo^\n here in Chicago in July of 1969, and was a

negotiator and signator to the Chicago plan developed in 1970. wSince

that time, I have been involved in direct action, independent hearings,

negotiations, and other related efforts regarding black and other

minority construction workers and contractors throughout the

country.
I want to thank the committee for inviting me to submit testimony

and to commend our local Congressman, Ralph Metcalfe, for hosting
this hearing today and for the continued support he has given the

struggle we've faced over the years; also, to conunittee members Gus
Hawkins and Bill Clay whose help we received in 1970 when we met
with them on the matters regarding the prevention of the transfer of
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the Office of Federal Contract Compliance out of the Labor Depart-
ment. You, along with Bill Clay and Louis Stokes were invaluable

in the help and effort you gave us at that time.

y[y remarks today are intended to focus on, and only on, the em-

ployment discrimination in the U.S. construction industry.
The construction industry is important for several reasons. First,

because of its size; in 1971, with a total gross national product of

approximately $1,050 billion, the total construction put in place
amounted to a volume of $109 billion. Construction for 1972 is going
at a total of around $120 billion. For the years recently passed, the

construction industry has suppHed 10 percent of the total GNP.
Second, because as the United States is moving away from its

previous posture as an industrial economy toward becoming a service

economj^, jobs for the entire work force, black and white, are just not

being created in numbers equal to those who seek jobs. Hence, we
find colleges, as well as the so-called "ghettos," just keepmg persons
in a ''holding pattern," with no promise of jobs. This fact is making
the competition for jobs quite fierce. The point here is that the

construction industry is one of the few major industries that, in its

growth, can provide new jobs.

Third, (A) the rapid flight of factories and other job opportunities

away from where black people live, (B) the rise of multinational

corporations who manufacture goods in Asia, Europe, and South

America, and (C), the automation of plants and other facilities have

posed a triple burden on the black worker. Besides the lack of jobs
for the Nation as a whole, the location of jobs that do exist are where
we cannot live; thus, blacks are saddled with the weight of racism
as well.

Fourth, because the Federal Government is one of the major
purchasers of construction contractors' services, it must be held

responsible for the employment practices of those firms with vrhich

it does business. For example, the General Services Administration

alone, since last September, has awarded construction management
contracts in excess of $97 million for the construction of three social

security pavment centers in Philadelphia, Chicago, and San Francisco,

respectively and $84 million for projects in Beltsville, Md., Wash-
ington, D.C., and the west coast.

For these reasons that I have mentioned, construction is most
important.

Involved in the $100 bilhon construction activity are 900,000 con-
struction contractors employing 3.5 million persons. In 1970, Chicago
and the remainder of Cook County achieved $1,287 million, excluding
work involving highways, bridges, and clams. Yet, there were only
8,721 out of a total of 130,000 black construction workers participating
in this activity, with over 3,000 of these \\orkers relegated to the

"laborers" group. Chicago is not alone in the possession of these

shameful figures; the black participation in the construction work
force around the countrv hovers around this same miserable level.

Throughout the duration of the current Federal administration, a

unique combination of Government effort and various community
actions has focused on the discrimination in the industr}^. ^Nluch credit

should be given to Labor Secretary James Hodgson for promoting this

activity. However, we must clearly see the black team of Arthur

Fletcher, as Assistant Secretary of Labor, and John Wilks, as Director
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of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance, as the prime movers in

getting a job done.

While we were closing down jobs in Chicago, the Labor Department
was simultaneously developing plans in Philadelphia and other cities.

This situation has created a growing awareness on the part of black

people that onl}^ if Government is responsive will things get accom-

plished. But, Government action has not been sufficient; much more

must be done. What has been initiated at the Federal level nnibt be

proseh'tized at all levels of government
—

State, county, and municipal.

In other word^', I am cahing for a heightened "construction conscious-

ness" on the part of all leaders of our country, with greatest emphasis
on the Members of Congress.
How should the Congress act then toward correcting this deplorable

condition? Let us begin by examining the Office of Federal Contract

Compliance. This ageiic}^ within the Department of Labor is responsi-

ble for insuring equal employment opportunit}^ to black and other

minorit}^ citizens.

Each'vear, for the past 3 or 4 years, labor unions have lobbied in

attempt^to transfer OFCC cut of the Labor Department into EEOC.
This effort has, in some cases, had the support of certain misguided
civil rights groups who obviously thought it was expendable and

would trade it off for cease-and-desist language in the other forms of

legislation.
This past ye-^r, only through the last ditch efforts of Senator Charles

Percy of Ihinois did OFCC survive the pressure. To transfer OFCC
would be to rob this agency of its Cabinet level status and eliminate

the strength of its enforcement powers. OFCC must not be reduced,

but, in fact, expanded if it is ever to do an adecpuite job.

Li 1969, the agency had 26 people. As of March 1972, it had 119

employees responsible for 1,500 people in the various Government

agencies. OFCC is responsible for one-third of the 84 million people
in the work force. This is the number of workers involved in dollars

flowdng from Federal contracts; 250,000 Government contractors

must be monitored in 1972 by a staff of 119 at OFCC. Any contractor

M-ith $10,000 in Government contracts must sign a statement sa3dng
that he will not discriminate. Anj^ contractor having a contract of

$50,000 or with 50 employers must initiate affirmative action efforts.

All of this comes under the responsibility of OFCC with this small staff.

The budget and the emplo3^ees of OFCC must be greatly expanded
if we are to expect significant change. The Congress must assist by
keeping a close look at all agencies within Government so as to insure

that its legislative mandates are carried out as they apply to black

and minority employment.
It should also be carefully scrutinized as to who serves as Director

of this agency. For the past 3 years, a black man has been the agency's
leader. Great pressures have been brought to bear on this office.

At present, there is a move on the part of unions and other groups to

keep dedicated blacks out of this position. Presently, OFCC has
no permanent Director. The "Acting" Director is Phillip Davis, a

black man. I implore the members of this committee and the

Congress, in general, to keej) permanent directorship in the hands
of a black man who, in fact, can identify wiih the problems of other

blacks in this critical area.
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Let ine move along and suggest to you that a strong and definitive

position on the matter of quotas must be developed and supported.
An eiementar}^ law of phj^sics states, in essence, that if an undue
stress is applied to one part of a system, so as to create an imbalance,
force of equal magnitude must be applied to the remainder of the

S3^stem in order to restore the initial balance.

Whether we attribute that to Newton, Galileo, or any other physical

scientist, it is pretty widel}^ accepted. The current furor over quotas
is an attempt to distort the valid concepts to be found in establishing
numerical goals. This is no more than an attem])t at establishing a

ver}^ necessary Federal force being applied to relieve the distortions in

the construction system created b}^ the racist and discriminatory

practices of the construction labor unions. For the sake of aclded

support to my analysis. I refer the committee to court decisions

which reflect the thinking that racially oriented harm requires racially

oriented relief.

I won't cite all of these court cases, but let me just bring out the

essence of these cases:

Citing Norwalk Core v. Norvjalk Redevelojjment Agency, the court

has stated, and this is the court's decree:

What we have said may require classification by race. That is something which
the Constitution usually forbids, not because it is inevitably an impermissible

classification, but because it is one which usually, to our national shame, has

l^een drawn for the purpose of maintaining racial inequahty. Where it is drawn
for the purpose of achieving equality, it will be allowed, and to the extent that

it is necessary to avoid unequal treatment by race, it will be required.

Calling your attention to the Pittsburgh case involving Childress v.

Plumbers Local 27 in 1969, this black plumber claimed that the union's

membership restrictions violated the 1964 Civil Rights Act. The
court had Childress admitted and required the union's testing patterns

changed. The court decreed:

Local 27 will maintain a separate referral list for black journeymen. Black
referrals will be made on a one-to-one basis with one black journeyman referred

for each white journeyman. Referrals by this method shall continue until the

black list is exhausted and shall recommence when any black journeyman is laid

off, or otherwise listed. The dual referral system shall continue during the life of

this decree, after which time the lists shall be merged.

Another case, Watson v. Limhach, a Columbus, Ohio, case, reaches

specifically into areas involving the Joint Apprenticeship Committee
of the Plumbing and Pipefitting Industry of that city, and I think,
\iv. Chairman and members of the committee, that it is important
for you to pick up these points.
The decree indicated that :

(1) The 1972-73 apprenticeship class shall be chosen as follows: I, the first

10 accepted shall be black; II thereafter, blacks and whites will be selected on a

one-to-one ratio.

(2) Apprenticeship classes for the next 4 years shall be selected according to a

one-to-four l)lack-white ratio.

(;3) The a}>ove sj^stem shall continue until the EEOC has indicated to the JAC
that whatever future selection criteria are utilized have been validated.

(4) Lowering the high school graduation requirements to completion of the

10th grade.
(3) The placement of one black member on the Joint Apprenticeship Committee.

These and other court decisions validate, in my mind, the legality
and necessity of goals and timetables often called quotas. What is
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now necessary is that the disadvantaged blacks throughout the

countr}^ be encouraged, and joined by our elected officials, in waging
a war in the courts to achieve racial balance in the construction

unions.

Xow, you will note that the Watson v. Limbach case referred to

the Joint Apprenticeship Committee. It should be noted that these

committees are usually made up of an equal number of labor union

representatives and contractors. This labor-management duo is

responsible for the selection of apprentices, administration of the

apprenticeship program, arbitration in disputes involving apprentices,

and, in general, overseeing all affau-s involving new and incoming
trade union members.

Though the contractors contribute to the JAG, labor unions

generally control them. In practically all cases we've examined, there

are no blacks on either side of the JAC. Neither labor or management
has any black men making decisions on the future of black youngsters

seeking to gain livelihood in the respective crafts.

The importance of black participation in these apprenticeship
matters must be clearly understood. Except for the isolated crafts

which have the "trainees" category, the onlv wa}^ for an outsider

to enter the unions, which allow them to work, is to be trained through
the particular craft's apprenticeship program.
The current guidelines generally require persons with certain levels

of education, usually between the ages of 17 and 30 years. These rules

clearly discriminate against educationalh' deprived men 35-45 years
old. Should the man over 35, who may very well be the father of a

family, be told that he is too old to be trained for a job in an ap-
prenticeship program? Can 3'ou imagine the chagrin he must feel when
he sees construction sites inundated \nth old nonproductive foreigners
50 and 60 years old, who never were apprentices but who, in fact, got
their training on the job "learning while they were earning." These
men had the advantage of friends and relatives who would sponsor
them. The older black man has none of these and the ^^ounger blacks
must be accepted, taught, judged, in practically all cases, by an all-

white Joint Apprenticeship Committee.
Construction unions have taken advantage of the socioeconomic

needs winch the construction industry must meet. They have allowed
the union's attrition rate to exceed the number of entrants, driven the

wages up to a point where the purchaser of construction services must

Eay
in excess of $12 to $13 per hour, and convinced their present mem-

ership that blacks who opt for entry into the crafts are threatening
to take away their (meaning the current white membership's) jobs.

I ask you, is it fair, or by any means just, to allow a white union
worker to gain 1,600 hours of work per year at $8, per hour, while
the black worker has no hours of work at $0 per hour?

In areas such as Chicago, where the nonwhite population approxi-
mates 50 percent of the total, 1600 hours should be divided up so that
black Americans get at least 800 of these hours along with the op-
portunity to be trained and upgraded so that the}' can perform satis-

lactorih'.

Now, you may well ask, who in Government is responsible for these

apprenticeship matters? The agency whose primary function is to

monitor these apprenticesliip affairs is the Bureau of Apprenticeship
Training. The personnel makeup of this agency readily points out
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one clear reason why we have the racial malpractice in apprenticeship
activities.

As of June 30, 1970, the Bureau of Apprenticeship Training showed

a total of 234 on its professional staff, with only 10 blacks.

And I just cite for you a couple of statistics.

Region and city
Total Blacks

1— Boston...

II- New York

III— Philadelphia..
IV—Atlanta..

V— Chicago
Vl-Dallas
VII— Kansas City..
VIII— Denver
IX— San Francisco.

X-Seattle

16
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saj's that blacks can get an opportunity to work only when they,

meaning the unions, have as man}^ full work weeks and as much
overtime as they decide they need.

This preposterous attitude must be attacked by all political leaders

who would call themselves concerned with black people. The irony of

it all is that blacks are not trying to •'bust" unions, but to join in

order to "build" unions. Blacks are not trying to dismantle apprentice-

ship programs, but to participate in them in order to become qualified
craftsmen. If those who control unions don't see it, I shall tell them
and you, as well.

The job picture, with its bleak future cutside of construction, is

such that unions ought to save their energy in fighting off blacks and

pool the resources of white and black workers in an effort to bring
respect, dignity, and stability to the construction worker group. This
effort is needed, not in any Utopian "black and white together" social

effort, but in the pure self-interest of each man seeking to provide for

his family and himself, and attempting to insure that means of

provision.
The Chicago plan, referring to the one of 1970, was the first of the

"hometown" solutions. I had an opportunity to participate in the

closing of millions of dollars in construction sites, and I might add that
the only violence in these actions did not come from the black "teen

nations," but from the white union members who violently prevented
the Assistant Secretary of Labor from conducting Federal hearings.

It should be noted that there ^vere two important positive features

of our activity: First, it was the first time that a sustained formalized

relationship between the black community, the construction contrac-

tors, and unions was developed.
Second, this effort evoked certain commitments from the con-

tractors, heretofore not present, and, in general, increased the aware-
ness of Chicago's leaders and citizens as to the importance of the black
construction issue.

The fundamental weakness of the jilans was that black people did
not have an adequate voice in the policy and implementation of the

program, and there was never an unqiuilified commitment from the
individual craft unions. I would hope that future plans in this city or

elsewhere would not suffer from these inadequacies.
Construction contractors and unions shoidd not be the only targets

discriminatory practices in construction hiring. I must also call your
attention to the vast maintenance construction done by major office

buildings, hospitals, schools, and hotels who, by virtue of their receipt
of Federal fvmds, or in the case of some hotels, because their parent
corporation does business with the Federal Government, are required
to comply with Executive Order 11246 and other affirmative action
efforts.

If you were to take a careful look at the maintenance construction

personnel em])loyed by the hotels of Chicago, you would find few, if

any, blacks. As Congressman Parren Mitchell's Subcommittee on
Economic Development points out, hotels award miniscide jobs, if

any, to black contractors, do not demand black employees of their

white contractors, but continue to benefit from millions of dollars

spent by black |)eoi)le.

It would be a mistake on my i)art to address an appeal to the

Congress of the United States relative to employment discrimination
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without making some specific references to the Congressional BUick

Caucus. Community action, protest demonstrations, and like efforts

from other pressure"^groups have their places in trying to bring about

change.
It seems to me, however, that if parity for blacks is to ever be a

reality, the black political leader must become informed and actively

invoh'ed in the pursuit.
If we make the assumption that each member of the caucus closely

identifies with and represents the interests of all the black people in

the counties in which their respective home cities are, the Congres-
sional Black Caucus reflects the concerns of over G.5 million black

people. You, Congressmen Hawkins and Metcalfe, know this is simply
an approximate total of the blacks in the several counties, because we
know the caucus works in the interest of the entire black population.

However, consider the construction spending that went on in

3^our respective areas in 1970. The fact is that this was a job-producing
effort of which j^our leadership was not found to be substantial enough
in Chicago, Cook County. I refer to construction exclusiveh', where
we have two black Congressmen, construction worth over $1,200
million :

Total dollar

volume (ex-
cludinj heavy

City and county: construction)

Baltimore, Md.: Baltimore - - $227,330,000

Chicago, 111.: Cook 1,287,798,000

Cleveland, Ohio: Cuyahoga - 337,422,000-

Detroit. Mich.: Wayne - 474,415,000

District of Columbia 215,986,000

Los Angeles, Calif.: Los Angeles 1,524,743,000

New York, N.Y.and Newark, IN. J.: Bronx, King, Nassau, New York, Queens, Essex 2,034,654,000

Philadelphia, Pa : Philadelphia 354,885,000

San Francisco and Oakland, Calif.: San Francisco - - 185,745,000

St. Louis, Mo.: St. Louis _ --- 302,451,000

We recognize that $15 million in construction can generate as

many as 400 jobs. Add to that the fact that all field construction

jobs are "new" in the sense that unlike a factory, they don't come
into existence until a contract is awarded and the ground is broken.

Thus, we can see the fantastic opportunities for black workers among.->t

the constituencies of our black Congressmen and women.
There is ample precedent in the courts, in the Department of Labor

and in community action to justify a major thrust toward increased

construction hiring by the members of the Congressional Black

Caucus.
For added support, we might note a major action by the Justice

Department in May of 1971 in California. In this case, the Justice

Department filed a suit against eight Iromvorker locals and nine

joint apprenticeship committees for discriminatory hiring practices.

Nine employer associations, Bethelehem Steel, Kaiser Steel, and U.S.

Steel were also named as defendants.

The settlement lays down specific guidelines to intergrate the union

which was reported to have 15 blacks out of a total 9,000 membership.
Uncler these steps, apprenticeship committees must take a minimum
of 170 blacks each year for the next 5 years, with half between the

ages of 18 and 30, and the remainder over 30.

Let me just cite here, as I close, some of the content of this suit

filed in California: (1) that employer associations take steps to see

that black apprentices are provided with a reasonable level of employ-
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ment, (2) that unions recruit by advertising once a month for 6

months, and then quarterly in black community newspapers and by
contacting black organizations, and (3) that unions report on a

quarterly basis to the government and to the court the steps they've
taken to comply with the order.

With these precedents and courses of action, the Congressional
Black Caucus can initiate a victorious battle for blacks and other

minorities in this Nation's construction industry.

So, members of the committee, what does it all mean? It can best

be stated by sharing with you a portion of the transcript of one of

the labor hearings I chaired on behalf of the National Association of

Minority Contractors.
This hearing was held in Seattle, Wash., in January 1971. This is

the testimony of a young black lad who had gotten into the union,
and over several months had worked less than 100 hours, while white

boys worked regularly. He went to the hiring hall each day only to

be told there was no work. He was sent all the way to Olympia to

work at some times (over 75 miles of travel), when work was going
on in the city proper. He could not make proper contact or receive

proj^er assistance from the Apprenticeship Committee.
This is, in fact, a portion of his testimony with questions being

asked by one of the members of the committee :

''How do you support yourself? How do you live? You are not

working enough time to support one individual. So you have a family?"
The answer was "Yes."
"Are you married?"
The answer was "Yes."
"Do you have children?"

The answer was "Yes."
"How do you support them?"
The answer was "The best way I can, j^ou know. United

Construction Workers are offering a few jobs."
A question, "What about your friends? How do they support

themselves, those that are in the construction industry if their work
habits are much the same as yours? How do you live?"

At that point, I stopped the questioning and had the young man's
statement stricken from the record; 1 said at that time that he ought
to invoke the fifth amendment, because the c^uestion was kind of

sticky.
The essence of his answer was that he would not let his family suffer

or starve, and that he would do "Whatever was necessar}" to prevent
those eventualities from occurring.
A few months ago, I found out that the man was in jail for theft or

burglary. A man in jail
—not because he was too lazy to work, not

because he was a hardened criminal, a hustler or a pimj), but in jail

because he was denied the opportunity to work.
And who are the victims of this racism? Certainly he and his family.

Certainly the total black community. Ironically, though, the same

people who dejjrived him of the opportunity will have to absorb the

weight of another inmate in a corrective institution in their com-

munity; a mother and child who may go on welfare; and a man who

may end u]) with a hopeless feeling toward this racist society which

could result in a potential lifetime criminal in that community's midst.

That concludes my presentation. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Haavkins. Mr. King, I think your statement is a very excellent

one, and I certainly want to congratulate you on it. It is certainly a

pleasure to again be reminded of our conversations in Washington
when we were trying to decide on the disposition of the OflBce of

Federal Contract Compliance. We may difl'er on how it should be

handled, but it certainly is a good documentation that you have
made here and a good defense of the agency.

I noted very carefully the manner in which A'OU alluded to the

failure of compliance enforcement, and I must confess that I just
don't know how meaningful your defense of the agency really is,

in view of the fact that, as you pointed out, the law is not being

complied Avith by Federal contractors, in spite of the new regulations
in the Ofhce of Federal Contract Comphance. The guidelines have
been strengthened to call for contract termination when a Govern-
ment contractor is found twice to be in violation, and yet, in spite
of many instances, not only those that you have pointed out, but those

in other areas as well, we know that the law is being \dolated. The
Office of Federal Contract Compliance knows that it is not being

upheld and yet no sanctions are being invoked.

How do you defend the record of the Office of Federal Contract

Compliance? I don't intend to introduce any legislation to transfer it

in the near future, but how do you go along with its very pathetic
record and defend it in view of what is happening?

Mr. King. First of all, let's not view ray testimony as a defense of

any agency or any person. The Department of Labor can be viewed

just like anything else going on in these United States. There are ele-

ments within the Dei)artment of Labor—phenomena, occurrences,
and ])eo])le who, I think, in the past three and a half years, have done

something worthwhile.
There are other ver}^ dysfunctional and very grossly understaffed

and underdeveloped areas of enforcement that that Department
needs to have strengthened. The same thing can apply, of course, to

the Department of Commerce. However, there are other areas in the

Department of Commerce which certainly don't address themselves

to the needs of black people. As it relates to the Office of Federal Con-
tract Comi)liance, what I am saying is that, to my knowledge, when
Arthur Fletcher and John Wilks, two black men, were heading up that

agency
—and that is the point at which I developed my latest rela-

tionship with it—it stepped out of the back and began to come into

the various local communities to give assistance.

Arthur Fletcher and John Wilks, as individuals representing that

agency, came to Chicago and gave us certain counsel and advice

which may have not been totally good in the end, but I think it was
well intentioned

;
thcA^ tried to develop and negotiate a congressional

plan. I think that Congressman ]Metcalfe, who was present at that

negotiation, realizes the naivete that we had at those meetings while

trying to debate and negotiate with unions.

I am only saying then that OFCC and certain people within it

have done things that I think are worth building upon, and that have
started things that I woidd like to see continued and improved.
On the other hand, I'm also saying that the OFCC has not had the

proper kind of staffing. There is no possible Avay, Mr. Chairman,
for the 53 or 59 so-called plans around the country to be effectively
monitored by a staff of 119 people, let alone all of the other duties,
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such as sex discrimination and other kinds of things, with Avhich

that agenc3^ is saddled.

So, my concern is to, first of all, give that agency the right kind of

leadership
—the kind of leadership it has had in the past 3 years

since I've been familar with it. Give it the leadership; give it the

budget; give it the staffing; and then have a congressional watchdog
on it to see that it does what it is supposed to do. Then, if it doesn't

invoke those sanctions then the Congress has the power to invoke
them.

I have seen this agenc}^ toyed with during different times. 1 have
heard many times that there were certain tradeoffs, that certain

people have to be pushed in order to get certain kinds of legislation

through. I'm not familar with all of the details, but I think it is the

only office that blacks have going for them out of the Department of

Labor, and I believe that we should give it a greater opportunity to

function effectively.
Mr. Hawkins. I don't disagree with most that a^ou have said. I

have great respect for some of the persons who have headed the OFCC.
I don't know whether this is relevant or not for this discussion, but
the fact is that some of the individuals that you referred to are no

longer there. The agency has been reorganized three times in IS months.
"We might conclude that if a person does a good job, he is eliminated.

I think this shows a weakness in the agenc}^
—it seems to be built

around an individual A\ho can be eliminated if he does a good job.

ObviousW, the next person vdio succeeds to the job isn't going to do
the same kind of job if he intends to keep it. This shows a weakness in

the organizational structure. We have given the OFCC a rather

reasonable trial period. Three or four years is a pretty long time for

that poor woman on ^^-elfare to suft'er, as you indicated, and not get a

job at one of the hotels in Chicago, and for the other individuals who
are out there looking for jobs who pay taxes but who can't get hired by
contractors who are doing business with the Federal Government at

the taxpayers' expense.
Mr. King. I don't want to turn this testimony into a debate on

OFCC, but let me say this : I think that, as it relates to black people
in this country, there are probably two things we might have going
for us that are important things that reach the mutual interest of

the majorit}^ white interests and the empowerment of our black elected

and appointed officials. In examining the last 3 years of OFCC
activity, I think that there are some things that black people, black

groups, and black elected officials slipped up on.

Wlien I was in Washington, I was astounded to find the number
of black elected officials, appointed officials, and other people around
the Hill who did not even know our points of view on OFCC as it

applied to construction.
In other words, there is an information gap between the people

on the Hill that represent us, their constituency. I think that needs
to be improved. I believe that Ave let the OFCC Director just be

wiped out. There were no cries of ])rotest, no power being wielded,
no pressure forces being exerted b^^ black people during an election

A^ear which could have been done to keep anybody Ave Avanted in

that office.

NoAV, all I'm saying is that I think there is some internal homcAVork
we need to do on things that are important. These are black elected offi-

cials and black people concerned about certain legislative processes,
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and I tliink that the OFCC, as an instrument, as an agency, ought to

stick around so that we can tighten our own family and then work
collectively to make them do the job. This might be Utopian, but this is

what I'm thinking about as I make my remarks on that agency.
Mr. Hawkins. I appreciate the communication we have had Mr.

King, although I do have some differences with it. It may be that one
of us can convince the other and we can get together eventually.
Mr. ]\1etcalfe. Mr. Chairman, I'd like to make my remarks very

brief and to thank Mr. Paul King for his verj- expert testimony and tell

him that I am well aware of the fact that it was extremely difficult

for him to have briefed the statement that he had, since it was so

potent and cogent and relative to the problem.
I would like the record to show that Mr. Paul King has been ex-

tremely modest in regard to his background and his concern and his

relationship, because, as he indicated, he and I sat for in excess of a
hundred hours trying to develo]^ the first Chicago plan, and I publicly
commend him for his great dedication and great concern and the con-
tribution that he has made.

I do have one question I'd like to ask you, \lr. King, and that is in

regard to the news release that Chairman Hawkins referred to over
here when the Keverend Jesse Jackson was present about the recent

development of the new second Chicago plan.
Do you read into that any significance as to why a 4-year period

was used or is being used? This being a presidential election year, 4

years from now we'll have another presidential election year.
Whv not 3 years? Why not 5 vears? Whv was 4 years read into

this since you have been a part of the development of this plan?
\lr. King. Mr. Congressman, I have developed my astuteness for

political activity based on watching and reading what you do and what
many of jour colleagues do, and, of course, as it relates to things done
relative to 4 years, I most certainly'' must say that that's more than a
coincidence.
The fact that it was done in October, the 16th or whenever it was

signed, it probably more than a coincidence. I'm sure that all things
done by a Government agency tend to want to promote the interests
of those Government agencies, particularly partisan groups. I don't
know whether that's good or bad, but that seems to be the practice.
What I think is a more important c^uestion, however, is what that

plan means and vrhat it will do, and I think that's a question that

Congressman Hawkins also wanted to deal with a little bit earlier.

As an individual, I really don't believe you need that much planning.
Again, I think you need enforcement of the law.

Now, if a trade union does not alloAV a black person to join this

union so that he can work, that union and its representatives are

violating a law; and that kind of criminal act ought to be punished
the same way I would get punished if I went out and stole something
from somebody. Ho^^"ever, perhaps cajolmg, comraderie, or simplv
time might bring people together. I am not so optimistic, but I have
a good deal of confidence in the Labor Department's Midwest Regional
Director Don Irwin. I think he is a fairly smooth and sharp individual
that might not want to embarrass himself; therefore he might try to

do something with this plan.
I think that the Urban League is an apt fiscal administrator to the

plan, and that if Rev. A. I. Donlap and other members of the Coal-
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ition are brought into the thing, it might have a chance. I think the

key to itUes in tAVo forms of activity: one, that bhick elected officials

watch it and begin to institute court actions and other kinds of
enforcement activities if it doesn't work; not at the end of 4 years,
but at the end of the next construction season; and that the black

community in general be ready to shut down a site any time the
statistics come out of the Urban League and the Coalition that what
is sujiposed to hnppen is not hapj^ening.

Second, I think that a report ought to be presented through the

Chicago Defender or some other means to your office, Congressman,
to let us know each and ever}" month what is hap))ening; and that

publicly (in the same way you treated the polics question) the black
construction issue be heightened to the intensity that we are just as

knowledgeable and concerned about what kinds of black employment
activity is going on, vis-a-vis that plan, as we are relative to other
matters in the city.

Now, I don't believe that these plans are funded, signed and done
the way they are by accident. It is a fact that jobs can be shut down
in the summer and in tlie fall, but then that protest and direct action

groups go into hibernation during the winter. Now, this pattern has
caused us to do a lot of talking during the summer and warm months,
and then nothing during the winter months, resuming activity again
in the spring.

I don't believe that community groups should have the responsi-
bility of shutting down construction sites forever. Clearly an injunc-
tion, a police sergeant or anybody else can come and put people in

jail for going on someone else's property. I think, in the final analysis,
that it's going to come from the black elected officials that have the
concern that you have—the concern that Congressman Hawkins
has—that Avill get in there and use political clout, political muscle
and the experience and resources of their offices to protect black

people ^^ho seek jobs in this industry.
Mr. ScHEUER. Doesn't the witness want the experience and

concern and political clout of white Members in Congress working
arm in arm, shoulder to shoulder with your black colleagues?
Mr. King. I would assume your presence on the Committee would

indicate that that's already there.
Mr. Hawkins. The answer is "Yes".
Mr. King. Of course, everybody.
Mr. Metcalfe. I have one question, Mr. Chairman, if you grant

me the time. I have been informed that in the office of GAO in Chicago,
there are only three blacks employed, one GS-5, one GS-7, and one
a GS-9, and we assume that this GS-9 is holding a professional
position.
Are you familiar with those facts, that only three out of 109 employ-

ees of GAO in Chicago are black?
Mr. King. I'm not familiar with it, but it would not surprise me.

Congressman, As I mentioned to vou, the number on the Bureau of

Api)renticeship Training was about 10 blacks out of 234. That is

another whole area to which, I am sayhig, we have not paid ade-
quate attention; and we do not have enough black people around
through \\hich to funnel this information. What we need, and what
I hoi)e we would get out of the emergence of black pofitical leaders
like yourself, is someplace to funnel this information, funnel our
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grievances and develop, as the Reverend Jackson said, on a national

level, some ^\ ay to get this kind of thing rectified.

Now, theoretically, that's supposed to happen in the Congress.

(That's what my civics and history teachers told me.) However, it

doesn't seem to go that way. We have to begin to develo]) a new level

of concern and consciousness. It's very clear that you will probably

stay in a do\\-ntown hotel, spending either your money or^
the tax-

payers' money, in a hotel that discriminates against us. You prob-

ably fiew into an airport that doesn't sell the Chicago Defender or

Jet magazine or many other black publications. You probably have

got people painting, in your office building in Washington, that are

immigrants who w-on't let blacks (who were born here) get into that

union.
There are so many wrong things that are going on right before us

that we have no place to deliver them but to our elected officials who
we understand to be concerned about those issues. The day of the

preacher, the day of the great civil rights role is rapidly leaving us, if

not gone alread}'. We have to direct much of our action, as I see it,

via the political route, because it is only when you get into the quid

pro quo situation \dth somebody on the Hill that wants sometiiing

you've got that you can take care of something I want to happen.

Only when I begin to give you the voter and ffiiancial support are you
gomg to be able to continue that kind of acti\'it3^

It's that level of relationship between elected officials, black pressure

groups and black special interest groups that's going to move us off

dead center. Other^^'ise, we'll meet here in another 2 or 3 years and
the statistics will probably be the same.
Mr. ScHEUER. I appreciate the witness' testimony verj- much. I

think he has given us all food for thought. It was well prepared. Again,
I might say as a footnote, I might take issue with you on the subject
of quotas, but this is not the time to hash that out. Perhaps if we ever

do have hearings you can come and give us your widsom. But I very
much appreciate 3-our xerj well prepared and careful and thoughtful

testimony.
Mr. Hawkins. I too want to congratulate you on your testimony

and to assure j^ou that at our future hearings in Cleveland, Atlanta,
Los Angeles, and elsewhere culminating in Washington, we look for-

ward to further testimony from you so that we can develop some

points that you raised this morning.
Mr. ScHEUER. Can I ask the witness one brief question?
On page 6 we are talking about quotas and you state that it is a

law of physics that if an undue stress is applied to one part of a system
so as to create an imbalance, force of ec^ual magnitude must be applied
to the remainder of the system in order to restore the initial balance.

Couldn't you also solve that problem b}^ removing the force that

creates the imbalance in the first place?
Mr. King. Then you would be going against the basic law that says

you just eliminate some energ}^ force in the universe.

Mr. ScHEUER. This isn't an energy force. What we are talking
about that creates that imbalance is discrimination and artificial

barriers. What I am suggesting as at least one approach is to eliminate

the artificial barriers and eliminate the discrimination and remove
that undue stress which has been applied to a system and has created

an imbalance.
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Mr. King. I think that it's just good to be around a Congressman
who wants to leave a subject, but can't leave it alone.

Mr. ScHEUER. You're right.
Mr. King, It goes back to a thing they call Hooke's law which

sa3?s force equals IvX, where K is a constant and X is the displacement
of a spring and a coil so that the force makes the spring get out of

shape. You cannot eliminate energy. Once that spring is out they are

out of shape, it's out of shape. The only way that that displacement
could be brought back into balance and have X and K become equal,
become an equation, in fact, is that something has to happen on this

side of the equation. The displacement has to be reduced or some other
force over here has to come back into the force side to make the

equation, in fact, true. All I'm saying is that if you bend anything out
of shape, the only way you can get it back is to do something to get it

back in shape. This is glass, and if you break it up, you've got to get a

glazer with some glue to put it back together. We've got a situation

here where blacks do not have their share of the jobs. We understand
that they should have them. Now, those are givens.
Mr. ScHEUER. I wouldn't contest with you.
Mr. King. So we are talking, then, about a methodology for

bringing into reality what theoretically we are told we are supposed
to have. My methodology suggests, as I indicated here, that where
there is racially oriented harm, you have to have a racially oriented
solution. I see no other way to do it. I cannot depend any longer on
the morality of the haves to take care of the depravity and disadvan-

tage of the have-nots. I just can't do it.

Mr. ScHEUER. I just question whether there aren't a great many
things that we can do to right the wrongs, to remove the patterns of

prejudice and discrimination and to remove those artificial barriers

which you quite properly cite veiy accurately and to engage in

positive measures such as you point out, the advertising and recruit-

ment and training and so forth, that would enable talent to vest
itself and to achieve the recognition that that individual is entitled

to achieve on the basis of his merit, his capability of doing the job.
Mr. King. Well, you know, cpiotas seem to be a disturbing word. I

don't care if you call them quotas. I tend to view that word "quota"
as really some kind of a generalized goal or objective, all right? Now,
if 3^ou, as a Congressman involved in several areas of this whole com-
mittee's work, can ignore the word "quotas" and get something done
and prove to me that it works without ha^dng quotas, but that still

brings us to parity
—let's assume that I live for another 4 years

—if

you can do it in another 3 or 4 years without using the "quotas'^
and we still get some blacks on construction sites

Mr. ScHEUER. You are interested in results and you have a right
to be.

Mr. King. Let me tell you what I want to see. I want to see some
black boys on the Joint Apprenticeship Council. I want to see some
black elevator construction workers. I want to see some black general
contractors that are able to build something like the Standard Oil

Building by being able to get financing and other kinds of things
general contractors need. I w^ant you to show me that black students
in the black technical colleges are getting brought up to date on
construction training and building prefabricated housing, so they
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don't come out of school with anachronistic training. You show me
these things and I'll go along with the kind of wording jou like.

Until you do that, I'm going to stick to these.

Mr. ScHEUER. You have given us a very legitimate challenge.
Mr. Hawkins. I assume you fellows agTee on physics but you

don't agree on quotas.
The next witness is Mr. Charles Hayes of the Amalgamated Meat

Cutters and Butcher Workmen of North America.
Mr. Ha3^es, we have corresponded \\ith you, have never had an

opportunity to meet you. It is a pleasure to welcome you before the

committee.

STATEMENT OF CHAELES HAYES, VICE PRESIDENT, AMALGA-
MATED MEAT CUTTERS AND BUTCHER WORKMEN OE NORTH
AMERICA

Mr. Hayes. It's my pleasure, Congressman. I'm here as a represent-
ative of my own organization, as you said, the Amalgamated Meat
Cutters and Butcher Workmen of North America, AFL-CIO, of

which I'm a vice president. I am also here and expect to give some

testimony on specific forms of discrimination that are prevalent; that

have been practiced in the public sector of our society, as a represent-
ative and leader of the black labor leaders, which I represent too.

I realize. Congressman, that time is of the essence. I feel that I am
encroaching on your lunchtime.
Mr, Hawkins. We are here to serve you, Mr. Hayes. We want to

listen to you.
Mr. Hayes. M}' own prior commitment is going to make me have to

curtail some of the things that I might have said. But I do want to

read into the record the testimony from my own organization and

probably deal with some of the specific features in the other testimony
that I have in respect to specific acts of discrimination.

My own union, the Amalgamated Meat Cutters & Butcher
Workmen of North America, AFL-CIO, has little in the way of

direct testimony on the discrimination suffered by Blacks, Puerto

Ricans, Mexican, or other minority groups in Federal employment.
Our members—550,000 of them, in the United States and Canada,
work in the private sector of the economies of both nations. What we
know of discrimination m Federal employment, therefore, comes to

us second hand.
But we recognize also that discrimination and denial of opportunity

in Federal employment has its own backlash on private employers.
Where the Government, theoretically the leader and the model in the
battle against discrimination, fails and betrays this cause, the result is

disastrous everywhere. Why should a meatpacker or a retail food
chain show concern for fair practices when the Federal Government
moves to aline itself with the Governor of Alabama?

That is why we are directly and immediately interested in the

problems of our brothers and sisters employed on Federal jobs. That
is why we choose to make their grievances and their problems our own
and give unlimited support to their demand that the employment
patterns and procedures of the Federal Government itself live up to

all those good words on the statute books, the words which have been
so resonant in sound but so hollow in practice.
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There is another aspect of Federal discrimination in employment
which does directly concern us. We say that the Federal Government
itself is guilt}^ of discriminatory practices not only on the jobs it does

pro\dde but just as importantly in the jobs it does not pro\ide.
I tliink this committee requires no elaborate proof of the emplo}^-

ment problems existing for nonwhite workers in this community and
other urban communities throughout the country.
The Federal Government, as you know, a few months back gave

up providing specific figures on the employment situation in poverty
neighborhoods. It was explained that this is being done for the highest
of statistical reasons and had nothing whatsoever to do with a public
relations coverup.
But even in the absence of current statistics we all know what the

reahty is. Back in 1970, the cit}' of Chicago, out of a black population
of 1,100,000 more than 274,000 persons were listed officially as living
in poverty. Although the unemployment rate for the area as a whole
was scarcely more than 4 percent at that time, for black workers the
rate ran above 77 percent.
And in low-income neighborhoods, unemployment among blacks

was close to 13 percent for all age groups. It ran more than 35 percent
among young people

—both male and female.
I say the Federal policj' which tolerates such unemployment and

has actually increased the numbers of those living in poverty since

1969 and 1970, is guilty not only of social irresponsibility but of direct
overt discrimination against all minority groups. A policy of benign
neglect toward poverty and unemploym.ent certainly cannot be de-
fended because it is directly against all workers without regard to

race, creed, or color.

The passive acceptance of unemployment is a policy which victimizes

most bitterly those sectors of our population who suffer most from
this economic malad}^ When Government refuses jobs to those who
vainly seek for work such pchcy bears most heavilj^ on those who
suffer the gravest unemploj-'ment

—the black and other nonwhite

minority groups in our cities.

Gaylord Freeman, chairman of the First National Bank of Chicago,
afew days ago spoke to securit}-- analysts in London. Freeman told
his brothers there that the U.S. interest rate would rise to 6.5 percent
in 1973. Such an increase would be acceptable after the election. "I
believe that a moderate increase in the interest rates would be a
welcome why of restraining inflation once the elections are over."
You don't have to be any expert in fiscal or monetary policy to

know exactlv what those words mean. Thev sugs'est high interest
rates and tight monej'- and high profits for American corporations.
They imply a return to the 1969 game plan I which for the first time
in liistoiy of the American economy saw deliberatel}^ created unem-
ployment.

This was the administration's first and choice technique for restrain-

ing inflation. That game plan worked certainly to create 2,500,000
new recruits for the army of the unemployed wliile prices continued
to escalate.

Such statements as this cannot but create fear for the future—a
fear with its heaviest impact on blacks or other minority groups. It

suggests a combination of economic strategies. It would continue
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that wage freeze from which the poorest workers have suffered most

and add to it a second dose of deUberately created unemployment.
For us in the Hack community, all this spells not simply a continua-

tion of benign neglect but direct and malign action. This could have

no effect but to intensify the unemployment and to increase the pov-

erty our people have suffered already far too long.
The position of my union is a clear and direct one; unless there is

action by Government to provide jobs for all those willing and able

to work . . . unless there is the use of idle manpower and idle

resources to win a few battles in the war against poverty . . . unless

these things are done the Federal Government itself, becomes guilty
of open and flagrant discrimination against all minority groups.

I can tell you that in the city of Chicago there is plenty of need for

work by human hands. On the south side and on the west side there

are appalling shortages of decent housing, of school rooms for our
children and of hospital space for those who are sick. We face the

heaviest impact of pollution of the air, of the land, of the water and of

the very fabric of our community itself b}^ crime and b}^ drug epidemic
which seems incurable at least by any prescription of political rhetoric.

Yes; there are these gigantic needs. Ever}" human skill should be
directed toward meeting them into checking the corruption, the

decay, and the agony which spread throughout our great cities.

Instead, the men and women who could take on tliis work, who could
be mobilized to rebuild cities and restore cultures are imprisoned by
unemployment.
They suffer the hidden taxes le\4ed on all minorities, the loss of

nearly $3,000 a year in family income as a penalty for skin color ... a
rate of unemployment double or triple that of the entire commu-
nity . . . the deprival of educational opportunity, of medical care
and cultural dignity.
A Federal policy which not only tolerates but accentuates all this

is a policy of vicious and racist discrimination. It denies black people
and brown people, alike, the right to use their own hands and their

o\Mi skills for the construction of a better life in their own com-
munities.
To this I should add only that such a policy of discrimination in

employment directed against any sector of our population threatens
the life and the health of our society as a whole. Action to meet the

problems of unemployment, of poverty, of decay in our cities is action
also on behalf of all workers and of all people whatever their race^
color, or national origin.

I urge you as elected representatives of the people in the Congress
of the United States to act and act decisively. The battle agahist
unemployment and poverty and misery is not only part of the struggle
for the liberation of minority gi'oups; it is the heart and the body of

every hope which we have for a strong, healthy, and progressive
nation. We count on your support for these purposes.
That represents. Congressman, a statement of our own organiza-

tion, but as I indicated before, I did want to mention some specific
forms of discrimmation which have been brought before om* group,
the black labor leaders whom I represent also ui an effort to get some
support to help eradicate these forms of discrimination by certain
branches of our government.
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The first complaint happens to be in a nature racial and sexual

discrimination in the Chicago Payment Center and Social Service

Admmistration.
The specific charge and reasons for the complaint are the historic

exclusion of nonwhite personnel from holding branch chief positions
in the six operating branches of the Chicago Payment Center, also

discriminator}^ recruitment practices, which have prevented the hiring
of nonwhites in representative numbers in the claims authorizer

position.
These people who are members of the Government Workers' Union,

they seek the following relief :

1. Cessation of the tendency of management representatives to

jump to the conclusion that non-white employees are responsible for

all acts of \vrong-doing that occur in or around the Payment Centner,

e.g., the flooding of the basement in or around August 10, the slashing
of the tires on the government vehicle in or around August 10, et cetera.

2. Use of existing regulations where reduction-in-force is necessary
with full consideration of the preferential rights of employee, and
Avithout regard to race, sex, color, religion or natural origin.

3. Cessation of the inordinately high termination rate of lower

grade non-white emplo^^ees.
4. Establishment of goals and timetables for hiring males m repre-

sentative numbers on the work force of the Chicago Payment Center.

5. Full regard for the representational rights of employees charged
with or being questioned about matters which could lead to dis-

ciplinary actions.

6. Relocation of the Payment in quarters managed by parties who

fully accept the fact that the U.S. Government is by law an Equal
Opportunity employer and can accept the presence of non-whites

without hostility.
7. (a) Removal of bars to service by non-whites in Branch Chief

positions of the six operating branches of the Chicago Payment
Center.

(b) Removal of bars to service by nonwhites on the internal security
and investigating staff of the Social Security Administration.

(c) Removal of bars to hiring nonwhites in the claims authorizer

position in the Chicago Payment Center.

{d) Removal of all socially and/or sexualh^ discrimdnatory practices
that may exist in the Chicago Pa3^ment Center and the Social Security
Administration.

S. Imposition of the same rules for behavior and standards of

conduct on supervisors as is demanded of nonsupervisors.
9. Censure of payment center management for in\iting the local

police on to the Federal reservation on August 11, 1972, and effect

an apology from the payment center for subjecting the complainants
to racistic harassment of the Chicago Police Department.
A specific case in point, Mr. Congressman has to do with the

Presidential order, I guess, to reduce the size of the number of people

employed in the facilities management branch. In order to facilitate

the removal of nonwhite emplo3"ees of the branch, payment center

management has inspired acts of vandalism against Government

])ro]ierty and has insinuated that members of the non^\'hite group
of the branch are resi)onsible for such acts. A management official

allegedly has admitted that there are nine nonwhite emploj-ees in
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the branch, and the number must be reduced to three. Consideration
of reduction-in-force ])rocedures have been omitted and the one or
t\\o ^vhites in the section have been omitted in connection with any
need to reduce the force.

The apphcation of the grade and force reduction ordered by the
President appears to be disproportionately apphed to non^vhites

throughout the payment center. What is happening in the faciUties

management branch is indicative of the practices in the Chicago
Payment Center that caused the weight of the reduction-in-force

procedures to fall most heavily on nonwhite employees.
Because of race, management has undertaken procedures to deny

the nonwhite members of the affected branch the right of representa-
tion by the union or other representatives of the nonwhite employees
choice.

On Friday, August 11, 1972, after the close of business, all nonwhite

employees were detained against their wishes to be queried b}^ mem-
bers of the Chicago Police Department who were invited to this

Federal reservation b}^ the responsible officials of the Chicago Pay-
ment Center. The nonwhite members of the group were falsely

imprisoned and other^^dse abused by this process.
One of the white officers of the police department allegedly was

overheard telling a white emplovee that he need not be intimidated by
"these shines" and that he should fight back. By its actions, the Chi-

cago Payment Center has denied emploA'ees in the branch regulatory
and contractural protection provided in the master agreement and
aided the racistic inclination of members of the Cliicago Police

Department. Following the detention of the employees, one, Peter
Chatman was followed bj^ all of the 11 policemen involved, arrested
for a minor traffic charge and his car ^^'as searched. He was then
incarcerated and held for 2 hours in a locked room ^^ith the 11 police-
men and an unleashed police dog.

5. Management solicited complaints from the building manage-
ment have been used as a basis for asserting that non\\hite members
of the facilities management branch are responsible for the acts
of vandalism ^^-hich have recently occurred in that branch. These
solicitations and charges are belieAed to be racially inspired by a

payment center management and the lessor's representative both of

whom have dis]:)layed strong antiblack animus. The building manager
allegedh" locked the basement washroom so that it could not be used
because of the antiblack sentiments.

6. There are t\\o representatives from Baltimore allegedly here to

investigate acts of vandalism. Thev have not consulted \\'ith the
local in matters concerning working conditions. This omission we
believe to be motivated by consideration of race. Further, neither of
the representatives from Baltimore is a minority vrhich we consider
to be e\T:dence of the possible discrimination against nonwhites in the

agenc}^ and the Chicago Payment Center.
7. Suspension of one James Crenshaw without full consideration of

the facts in the case.

Therefore, we request that appropriate action be taken on this

group complaint as provided under Department Personnel Instruction
713.
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This complaint is on behalf of the affected nonwhite employees of

the facilities management branch from ^\hom we have received au-

thority to file it.

Now, that represents the com])laint, the reason for it, the nature
of it, of what it consists. This has been filed and signed by representa-
tives of the union, signed by the victims, and they are requesting that
at least you Congressmen do something to alleviate this situation

which exists within the social security department.
Now, the other thing I wanted to call to your attention, I'll just

mention it, Congressman, we have a charge of discrimination in the

Division of Telecommunications and Broadcasting of the Chicago
Board of Education, which includes both radio and television. The
charge is against Miss Carole Nolan who heads both departments.
The charge is based on discriminatory employment j^ractices that are

prevalent there, and we think much of this stems from the head of

the department itself.

We realize that this is not specifically the responsibility of you as

being Federal representatives, representatives of the Federal Govern-
ment and Members of Congress. We know that there are certain

regulatory actions that you can take, since these are mediums of

communication which are regulated by government, and we think
it deserves at least some look-see treatment on your part.

Just to give you an idea of the breakdown and put it in the record,
the TV breakdowai is as follows:

In terms of employment, producers, there are two, who are white;
engineers, there are four white and one black; graphic artists, there
is one black; secretaries, there are three white and one black.
The radio staff: Producers, four whites; staff assistants, two whites;

engineers, three whites; secretaries, four whites.
As vacancies occurred in the past, the positions were filled by

whites, and some of the people who have been, one or two of the
black people who have worked in this division of telecommunications
and broadcasting left because they could not accept the racist attitude
of the 3'oung woman who I mentioned that heads these two
departments.
So that, gentlemen, represents the extent of my testimony.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you, Mr. Hayes. May I ask you just one

question.
You are from a union representing over 500,000 members who are

employees of a particular industry. What is the situation in the

industry with respect to unemployment and racial discrimination?
Would you care to comment on it?

Mr. Hayes. Well, obviousl}^ we have some unemploymnet on a

percentage basis. When we look at it nationally, I don't think it

necessarily reaches the national level, but we do have unemployment
of our union members, some resulting from technology and automation
and just basic changes in the industry.

Chicago is a case in point. A few years ago
—Congressman Metcalfe

knows it—we used to have 25,000 people here in Chicago who worked
in the meatpacking industry, and when the meatpackers decentral-

ized, and I must say about 65 or 70 percent of that 25,000 were black,
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when they decentraUzed and moved out of the city of Chicago, this

meant when you compare the 25,000 to the approximate of 5,000 now
who have jobs here, it meant that these blacks and other minorities

lost their jobs. The}^ are no longer connected to the industry. They
just don't care anymore, and so they either found jobs elsewhere not

commensurate with the one they had, because we like to think at

least our rates and working conditions have been at least somewhat

improved b}' actions of the union and not necessarily compared to the

other industries. But we have been hurt. There is no question about it.

People have moved on into other fields. In terms of numbers, I just

can't say other than the statistics I gave 3'^ou.

yir. Hawkins. Thank you.
Mr. Metcalfe?
Mr. Metcalfe. I'd like to now thank Mr. Hayes for his expert

testimony and his very frank testimony and the fact that he confined

it to the areas for which he has expertise, which is to the credit of his

leadership, which is not only well known in Chicago but certainl}'' is

known throughout the Nation.

And, of course, I need not ask Mr. Hayes many questions, because I

worked very closely mth him and he with me, but I would like to ask

one question in the interest of brevity of time. On page 2, you cited

some figures in paragraph 3 as to how many jobs we had in 1970 and
the persons who are presently living at the level of poverty. You had

already given notice that this was a Federal hearing and therefore we

ought to be directing our time and energies to Federal legislation and

to take some corrective steps, but Federal is a composite of many
communities, 50 states to be precise, and many cities, and you went

into the figures of Chicago, which are pretty much average throughout
the Nation, the disparity which exists in Chicago.
Do you have any recommendation as to what we in Chicago may

be able to do in order to bring a more equitable distribution of jobs
and lessen the unequal amount of unemployment?

Mr. Hayes. Well, the main thing that I think needs to be done,

which I think you gentlemen can use the influence of your position
in Congress to bring about, is the changing of the priority which our

money is spent, wliich the tax dollar is spent. I happen to feel that—
and this is not only true in Chicago, I think this is probably true in

practicall}^ every urban center of this nation—when there is a dense

population of blacks and other minorities which make up a good

segment of the so-called people of this country, I think there is a

consensus to completely write many of them off and make them sort

of pawms, and just wait for them to die oft' rather than to provide
a way of life for them.

I think if Federal money has to be appropriated, that would bring

jobs. I don't think we can depend any longer on the private sector to

concern themselves with a way of life for people.
After all, the main interest of business is profits. If they can make

profits Avithout people, they will do it, and I think that when the pri-

vate sector does not provide employment for people to raise the level

of poverty, I think it becomes incumbent upon the Federal Govern-
ment to do it.

88-150—73-
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Certainly, there is enough need in terms of housing;, schools, and
health facihties, but we can't have the money to do that if we continue

to fight a war that we are paying for and financing in Southeast Asia.

So it's going to have to be incumbent upon you fellows with others

to bring about this type of change in the way we spend money. Spend
money to help people who need help, to help to give to those who are

the have-nots in our society rather than to fatten up those who are

already fat financially.
Mr. Metcalfe. Mr. Chairman, I will refrain from asking any other

questions.
Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Scheuer?
Mr. Scheuer. I just wish to commend the witness for a beautifully

prepared testimony. It was a real privilege for us to have heard it.

Mr. Hawkins. That expresses my views.

Mr. Hayes. I appreciate your indulgence.
Mr. Hawkins. This afternoon w^e are going to listen to the rest of

the witnesses, Mr. Holden, Mr. Lewis, a representative from the U.S.
Civil Service Commission, and Mr. Sam Bell, speaking as a representa-
tive of Spanish-speaking persons.
The committee is running much behind in time, but we'll complete

our day's schedule this afternoon.

At this time we'll take a recess until 2 o'clock.

The committee stands in recess until 2 o'clock.

afternoon session

Mr. Hawkins. The committee will reconvene.
The iu"st witness this afternoon will be Mr. William S. Lewis,

president of the National Alliance of Postal & Federal Employees.
Air, Lewis, do we have any prepared testimony from you?

STATEMENT OE WILLIAM S. LEWIS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ALLIANCE OF POSTAL & FEDERAL EMPLOYEES

Mr. Lewis. I submitted them on the 10th.

Mr. Hawkins. I see it is here. The statement in its entirety will

go in the record at this point, and you may summarize the statement
or read it, as you desire.

Mr. Lewis. I'd like to read the prepared statement, and with per-
mission to add something to it.

Mr. Hawkins. All right.
Mr. Lewis. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my

name is Williiim S. Lewis and I am president of the Chicago Local

701, National Alliance of Postal & Federal Employees, commonly
known as the Postal Alliance. The Postal Alliance welcomes this op-
portunity to be represented here today. Our union represents more than

4,000 members in the Chicago Post Office, 95 percent of whom are

minority groups ynd live in the inner city. We have a vital interest in

the availability of jobs in the inner cit}^ as they pertain to minorities,

especially.
In summary, the Postal Alliance, Local 701, is deeply concerned that

decentralization of downto^vn Chicago postal facilities to the suburbs

may cost many blacks and other minorities their jobs. Postal decen-
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tralization could foreclose job opportunities for blacks by vii'tiie of

inadec[uate public transportation and the lack of low and moderate

housing in the area of new postal facilities. The additional cost of

getting to these jobs, whenever possible, would fall on those least able

to pa}'.
To place the problem of postal decentralization m perspective, the

Postal Alliance would note that jobs are becoming increasingly scarce

in the inner city. Jobs, like just about everything else except minority
group people, are moving outward. The result is that inner cit}^

residents, among whom unemplo^^ment levels are distressingly high,
find it difficult to follow jobs to suburban areas and thus are increas-

ingly handicapped in their efforts to earn a living.
The Central Region, U.S. Postal Service is participating the move-

ment to the suburbs. Last year, a major bulk mail facility in Forest
Park began operations. The enormous size of this bulk mail facility
could accommodate virtually all downtCAMi bulk mail facilities. While

postal officials maintain that Forest Park facility will emploj^ approxi-
mately 1,300 persons, the Postal Alliance believes that the number
emplo3'ed at this location will far exceed current estimates. In addition

the continued expansion of suburban bulk mail facilities in the suburb
of River Grove could absorb thousands of jobs currently being per-
formed at the do\\'nto^\-n post office. Finally, we understand that

plans for a major facility to be located in Deerfield, 111., are currentlj^
under discussion.

The effect of decentralization on downto^\^l postal emplo3'ees is

serious.

A number of complex and interrelated factors prevent postal
workers from following the relocation of their jobs. First, public
transportation to new postal facilities is frequently unavailable.

Second, available transportation is both excessively time consuming
and expensive. Third, while many postal employees receive low and
moderate incomes, low and moderately priced housing is unavailable
in the area of new postal facilities. Fourth, while many postal

emploA^ees are black, housing on a nondiscriminatory basis is unavail-
able in these areas.

The significance of postal decentralization in terms of the loss of

job opportunities to postal employees is substantial, for those in the
inner city. The Postal Alliance estimates that between 4,000 and 5,000
jobs in the Chicago Post Office Mali be lost to the mner city.
As the largest union representing black and minority employees we

initiated efforts to obtain detailed information regarding decentrali-

zation from the Postal Service. They denied us accurate information
and denied that large quantities of mail would be moved from the

Chicago Post Office, resulting in large number of job losses.

In 1971, the Chicago local 701 held a series of press conferences
which were read in Chicago's major newspapers and broadcasting
networks. While this publicity evoked a response from postal officials,

postal decentralization policies were not altered.

In conclusion, the Postal Service has repeatedly' demonstrated its

insensitivity to the problems of its minority^ emploA'ees and has failed

to adopt a policy for dealing with the impact of relocation of its

facilities on minorities. The Postal Alliance believes this failure

violates the right to equal emplo^'ment opportunity established by
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both the Congress and the courts of this Nation. In view of the Postal

AlUance's imsiiccessful efforts to change the Postal Service's decentrali-

zations policy, we call npon you to use your influence to get the Con-

gress to redress this grievious wrong.
Carl Rowan, syndicated columnist, writes:

... In an economy based upon technological change the presence of large
numbers of adults whose inadequate level of education or training freezes them
out of the new econo ny becomes a retarding force on the economy.

The country is plagued b}^ high levels of unemployment and we of

the inner cities are expendable. The Postal Service, in the past, was a

very important bastion of economic strength for the black com-
munities. With that economic pillar being eroded there is little

opportunity for many blacks to find emplo^anent. Again, quoting
Carl Rowan, ''There are 1,038,000 jobless black Americans today,
whereas there would be only 500,000 if blacks could find work at the
same rates as the rest of the population". This is a direct reflection of

the fact that we have no training or retraining program for people,
whereas the rest of society is happy to dismiss as "welfare tj'pes."

In such a situation the National AlUance of Postal & Federal

Employees is the only viable organization in the Federal and Postal
Ser^^ce that can and will represent all of the interests of these under-

privileged emplo3^ees.
I thank you for the privilege of bringing this to your attention.

If I may, I would like to add something to this.

Mr. Hawkins. You may proceed, Mr. Lewis.
Mr. Lewis. At the time that the decentralization was started a

little over 2 years ago, the complement of the Chicago Post Office

was 25,520. Today, the complement is 21,138; 4,382 jobs, of course,
are no longer under the complement of the Chicago Post Office.

However, as of September 30, there were only 20,426 jobs, people
working at the Chicago Post Office.

Now, that 4,382 job loss in the Chicago complement does not mean
that there were 4,000 jobs lost to the inner city. Approximately 1,000
of those jobs went to O'Hare Field, which at that time, was a part of
the Chicago complement.
However, as you see, there are 3,000 jobs that have disappeared

as a result of some technological displacement, and, of course, the
freeze and the fact that they have begun to move the mail from the

Chicago Post Office.

So I think that the seriousness of this should be considered in view
of the fact that unemployment in the inner city, particularly among
blacks, has reached as high as 30 percent.
Many of the jieople in the inner city, blacks, Puerto Ricans, and

Chicanos have not had training that would fit them for jobs of a

technical nature, on the outside, although it was a promise by industry
to do so, many vears ago. However they could find employment in

the Post Office.

Chicago lost the stockyards and other large industries that moved
away but the post office remained a bulwark of economic strength
for minorities in the inner city, until now. The community is now
ex])eriencing an unusually high jobless rate.

I feel as the previous speaker who said that in an economy like this

when private business is moving to the suburb and does not accept.
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the responsibility for finding jobs for people it is the responsibility
of Government to do so.

I think the Government has been derelict in their duty in view of

the fact they have joined the hordes of others who are moving to the

suburbs, and I bring this to your attention especially in view of the

large amount of unemplovment, the crime situation, et cetera.

Thank you.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you, yir. Lewis, 3'ou certainly document the

real problem.
The Chair would like as a matter of information to let you know

that there is another committee that has jurisdiction over this subject
matter and which is at the present time holding hearings on this

problem. It is the Postal Facilities Subcommittee, which is headed by
Congressman Nix of Philadelphia. I don't know whether or not 3''0u

have made contact with him or if the Postal Alliance officials have,
but I would certainly suggest that they testify before his committee,
because the problem directly relates to that committees' jurisdiction.

Now, ob\'ioush^ this is not the only field in which this problem
occurs. The location or relocation of Federal facilities by any agency
or department would involve the same problem. Some departments
do have a policy that they will not relocate into areas where there is

discrimination in housing, and I would say that with respect to that

issue, this committee might indirectly have some jurisdiction.
You certainl}'' do present a serious problem

—one wliicli is directly
related to the question of employment, and we are very pleased to

get your testimon}^
In one paragi-aph of your statement j^ou indicated that you have

tried to obtain information from the Postal Service regarding decen-
tralization and have been unable to do so. Are vou still being denied
such mformation?

Mr. Lewis. Oh, very defuiitely that has been our experience. In fact,
we got two replies. In the one instance we asked about the people in

the post office, and it was our understandmg that the people in the

post office would go with the mail. We were concerned about that,
because under present regulations when a separate facility is estab-
lished like south suburban, north suburban, O'Hare Field, and this,
of course, would be west suburban, the emploj'ees who would go to

that facility would automatically go to the foot of the sublist. Of
course, they are called flexibles now. That would include a man maybe
with 10 or 12 years, service; later we were told the employees would
not go with the mail.

In many areas emplo^'ees who refused to go to these facilities con-

trary to the agreement are being suspended and fired. So it's a very
complex problem. Either way they handle it, it's going to afl'ect the
inner city.

Mr. Hawkins. Has any eft'ort been made to file a complaint with
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission or any of the other
Federal agencies?

Mr. Lewis. The national office is working on that from a national

point of view, and incidentally, they will testily at Mr. Nix's committee

hearings, as they have done in the past on other areas of discrimination,
wherein they are denying the Alliance their proper rights in the

negotiations.
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And I might add that the NAACP, with, the Alhance as plaintiff,,

has fikxl suit charging the postal corporation and the unions with

failing to follow the intent of Congress. In fact, they filed a summary
injunction to stop the movement of the mail. Now it is in its pretrial

hearing, but then that's long and dra^ni cut.

Air. Hawkins. We will invite the Postal Alhance to testif}' at the

Washington hearings, which should take place within a matter of

several months to see what the present status is as of that particular
time.

Again, I wish to thank you for j^our testimony.
Mr. Scheuer?
Mr. Scheuer. Well, I appreciate 3-our bringing this to our atten-

tion, and I must sa}^ that I'm reall}- shocked at hearing this attitude

being shown on the part of the Federal Government. There is lots of

talk in Government circles in the Congress and elsewhere that private
businesses should be held accountable to the community when they
make a decision to move and that they should have some minimum
responsibility to at least do something to minimize the hardship
and traged}" and anguish caused by large-scale relocation.

Now, certainly, if we can hold the private sector up to some standard

of civihzed conduct and concern for the human effect of these large-
scale relocations, we certainly can expect the Federal Government to

do it.

Mr. Lewis. I A\'ould think so.

Mr. Scheuer. And I'm absolutely flabbergasted and astonished

and chagrined that the Federal Government isn't even discussing
with you ways in which they can minimize the hardshii)s occasioned

b}^ this kind of a large-scale move, and it seems to me that thej'' ought
to be canvassing all kinds of ways to minimize the hardships, they

ought to be discussing ways of creating some kind of mass transporta-
tion out there to those jobs, and I remember a very distinguished
Member of Congress and a man of great wisdom, who happens to be

chairing this hearing today explaining to me that the problem that

produced the eruption in Watts was not caused by slums basically,
but was caused by the absence of cheap and efficient mass transporta-
tion from Watts to where the jobs were elsewhere in the greater
Los Angeles area. Is that a correct statement?
Mr. Hawkins. That is true.

Mr. Scheuer. Here you are going to have the same kind of frus-

trations and the same kind of resentment, and it is caused by Govern-

ment, not by the action of the free enterprise private sector.

I find it absolutely incongruous in this day and age that the Federal

Establishment should be so callous and so insensitive to the human
values and the human suffering caused by this kind of large-scale

relocation, and I certainly would be more than eager to work with
Chairman Haukins and any other Members of Congress to sharpen
the perception of the Federal Government as to the human damage
that they are doing by such a callous move without taking intO'

consideration the many problems that 3'ou have very clearly out-

lined, and I would hope that we could hold a few feet to the fire and

])crhaps enlarge that sensibility and sensitivity to this problem.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank 3 ou, Mr. Scheuer.

May I additionally say that one of the purposes of this committee,
of course, is to examine the application of laws which are now on the
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statute books, and it is somewhat questionable or there is some
doubt as to whether or not the Equal Emploj^ment Opportunity
Act, as it is now drafted actually covers such a Federal facilit}- as
the Postal Service.

Be that as it may, certainly I think that your testimony brings
out certain documentation of the reasons why it should be, if it is

not in fact covered.
This year, as you know, the}' extended the coverage to educational

activities which have heretofore been exempted, and also to State
and local emplojmient and other areas of coverage, and I would
certamly think that the Postal Service itself should be covered strictly

by actual stipulation and the statute itself, and certainly what 3'ou
have said toda}', I think will lend some weight to our efforts to do
so.

For that reason I commend you on jour testimony.
Air. Lewis. Thank 3'ou very much. Anything that could be done

in that area, I'm sure, would give hope to man}" of the people, because
we do have a social problem here, a large number of women working
in the Chicago Post Office, a large number of women M'ho are heads
of families, and they do have babysitting problems, et cetera, and
alread\- the movement of mail that I have just mentioned is causing
a great deal of suffering and loss of jobs to women.
Many who had successfully bid on jobs on da3^s thought they were

secure with day work and their babA'sitting problems solved now
find themselves shifted to nights and unable to secure bab3'sitters

during the night hours.
Some have had to resign and others have secured 30-dav "details"

in order to solve their babysitting problems. This they must do, not

Avithstanding the higher cost of securing tiiis help if the}' can secure

it.

Anything you might do to help in this area would certainly be

appreciated.
Mr. Hawkins. Some correction, I guess, should be made. Counsel

advises me that there is no doubt that the Postal Service is covered
under the act. It's a question of jurisdiction, whether }'ou would file

the suit with the Equal Emplo}'ment Opportunity Commission or
vn.t\i the Civil Service Commission, and certainly on that basis it

seems rather clear that you can file a suit at the present time under
the existing law, but not with the EEOC, rather with the Civil

Service Commission.
Mr. Lewis. Thank you.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you.
The next witness is Mr. Joseph Connor, representative from the

U.S. Civil Service Commission
Mr. Connor, may I express our appreciation for your appearing at

this hearing this afternoon. I think that it is in the spirit of cooperation
that we in^-ite Federal agencies to appear, and I certainly want to

commend you. If you would first introduce the other Antnesses for

the record then you may proceed in any way that you care to.

I understand that you do have a Avritten statement, which Anil be
entered in the record in its entirety at this time, and you may either

proceed to read it, quote from it, or to brief it and present it as you
so desire.

Would you identify the other AA'itnesses at the table, please.
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STATEMENT OP JOSEPH CONNOR, REGIONAL DIRECTOIl, U.S. CIVIL

SERVICE COMMISSION : ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT LACEY, EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY REPRESENTATIVE ;

AND DELMAR JONES, MEMBER
STAFFING DIVISION, U.S. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

Mr. CoxNOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Joseph A.
Connor. I am the Regional Director of the U.S. Civil Service Com-
mission.

With me on my left is Mr. Robert Lacey, a member of m}^ staff

who is the Equal Employment Opportunity representative.
On my right is Air. Delmer Jones, who is a member of my staffing

division.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am pleased to

have the opportunity to appear before this committee to testify on
the efforts the U.S. Civil wSerHce Commission has expended and is

planning to expend ^nthin our six-State region.
The U.S. Civil Service Commission has had responsibility for leader-

ship of the ecpial emplo3^ment program in Government since Sep-
tember 1965. It is our considered opinion that true equal opportunity
can result only from the closest integration of equal employment op-
portunity with the ])ersonnel management function. Ecjual opportunity
must be involved in every aspect of personnel management, including
recruitment, placement, promotion, training, and all other actions

taken by agencies which have an effect on their employees.
We recognize full well that employment statistics can never tell the

whole story; hov/ever, the following data is a demonstration of progress.
Between November 1969 and November 1971 total Federal em-

plojnnent within the Chicago SMSA declined while minority employ-
ment increased by 1.8 percent. In the Cleveland SMSA minority
employment increased during the same period by 1.7 percent. Region-
wide total mmority employment remamed the same while total em-

plojanent declined 4 percent.
In general scliedule positions, grade 9 through 15 minority employ-

ment increased by 9 percent from November 1969 to November 1971.

In general schedule supergrade positions, GS-16 through 18, there

are two blacks, one Spanish-surnamed, and one American Indian. In
the Postal Service, there are seven blacks and one Spanish-surnamed
person at the PFS-17 and higher positions. In other pay systems there

are one black and two orientals earning $26,000 and over.

Mr. ScHEUER. In those three categories where jou have given us
numbers of minority employees, the increase in number, could you
give us the total employment in those three categories so we can figure
what the percentages are?

In other words, in the fu'st category, GS-16 through 18, you tell us

there are four minority people, if you call an American Indian a

minority. That's four out of how manv?
Mr. Connor. 249.

Mr. ScHEUER, That's a little over 1 percent. Would you consider

that a creditable showing?
Air. Connor. For this area, yes.
Air. Scheuer. Considering that blacks alone constitute about 11

percent of the population, would 3-0U consider a little over 1 percent
in those s^rades is creditable showing?
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Mr. Connor. Sir, of course you understand that as far as promotion
and upward mobility is concerned, that depends upon the action of

each agency.
I'm in no position at this point to say whether it is. I think, consid-

ering the progress that has been made, we might say good. I woukln't

say we should be satisfied.

Mr. ScHEUER. It seems to me you woukl be stretchmg the term

"good" to say that when there is onl}^ one-tenth of the representation
in those grades that you have in the popuhition that you can afford

to be very smug about the work that you have been doing.
Let's get to the next one. How about PFS-17 and higher; how many

positions are tliere in that category?
Mr. Connor. Thirteen.
Mr. ScHEUER. That's pretty good. You've got eight out of 13. I

don't know why there shouhl be over 50 percent in one category and

only 1 percent in the other category.
Mr. Conner. Because I think in the Postal Service they probably

had much greater progress in upward mobility than in the other

agencies. I think that's a fact.

Mr. ScHEUER. What are the characteristics or elements in the

Postal Service that seem to be helping them mobilize and take advan-

tage of the talents regardless of color so much more effectively than
the other agencies?
Mr. Connor. Based on the history, we consider the Postal Service a

homogeneous agency where people come in at lower and move up
through, but it is one type of operation as opposed to the other agencies
which are diverse in character, and therefore you have an entirely
different system or approach to the upward mobility, some moving a

little bit faster than others.

Mr. ScHEUER. They're moving a heck of a lot faster. It seems to

me that the type of work, whether it's homogeneous or heterogeneous
shouldn't create this extraordinary difference in the degree to which
the Federal service is able to mobilize talent and provide opportunity
of advancement and on-the-job training and promotion based on merit,

Mr. Connor. I'm sure you are aware of the fact that as far as the

Commission is concerned, all that we do is to go up to the agencies
and try to interest them in further progress in this particular area,

that as far as authority to force or to make progress, we do not have
such authority.
Mr. ScHEUER. Which are the agencies that j^ou feel are not being

cooperative or recalcitrant or insensitive to this problem?
Mr. Connor. I wouldn't at this point be able to indicate that any

agency has been absolutely recalcitrant or refused to cooperate. They
all indicate willingness to cooperate.
Mr. ScHEUER. Wouldn't you say the agency, taking the total

agencies that have two blacks, a Spanish-surnamed person and an
American Indian out of 229 positions, wouldn't you sa^^ there is a

certain lack of sensitivity to this problem and a certain reluctance to

take the practical steps that are obviously indicated?

Mr. Connor. Those figures, two blacks, one Spanish-surnamed,
and one American Indian cover all the other agencies except m this

instance the Postal Service.

Mr. ScHEUER. Look, it's perfectty obvious the Postal Service is

doing a good job or at least superficially it would appear that way,
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but in these other services where you have four people out of 229,
there is about 1}^ or Iji percent, I think there is a prima facie case of,

I would say there is a prima facie case of discrimination, unless you
can shoAV that a clear case, there just wasn't enough talent, there

wasn't more than 1 or 1% percent that could have qualified.
Mr. Connor. As you know, sir, the number of supergrades is

limited by law.

Mr, ScHEUER. I understand that, but the percentage of minorities—•

I am not a supporter of quotas, but it seems to me that figures often

lie, v^diat's the expression, figures don't lie, but liars sometimes figure.
The figures here on their face give a very clear message to me.

Now, I would not be in favor of establishing an 11 percent c|uota of

the supergrades. Maybe the minorities, on the basis of merit should
be 15 percent or 8 percent or 20 percent, but they shouldn't get 20

percent.
\h\ Connor. wSir, I think what you have to think about in terms of

supergrades is the total number of supergrades nationmde, and then
the figures that Vv^e have indicated to you here relate only to this

particular area.

yir. ScHEUER. Look, I understand that. You know, we are capable
of reading. You have just told us in this region you have 229 super-
grades, right?

Mr. Connor. That's right.
Mr. ScHEUER. Now, I'm asking you a simple C{uestion. How come

only four of those are black, Spanish-surnamed, and one American
Indian?
Mr. Connor. I can't answer for the agency, sir, because they have

the appointing responsibility.
Mr. ScHEUER. I understand that, but we are here tr3'ing to get some

information from you. We are trjang to get the benefits of your insight
and your judgment. It seems to me there is an extraordinary and
irrefutable presumption here that discrimination is taking place and
that roadblocks are there in the path of aspiring blacks and the

Spanish-surnamed people and American Indians to advancement.
Don't the figures tell j'OU that story?
Mr. Connor. Well, that conclusion is yours, sir, and I don't know

at this point I could agree, because I would have to look at the facts

in each agency individually and see if they have people who are

qualified to move mto those supergrades and whether or not they
have

Mr. Scheuer. Would 3^ou be kind enough—and, Air. Chairman, I

would ask unanimious consent that this witness be directed to do this,
to submit to us a memorandum at your earliest possible convenience
after you have looked into this matter and give us your judgment as to

why these minority groups only constitute about one and a quarter or
one and a third percent of the supergrade positions. Would you be

good enough to do this?

Mr. Connor. I'd be happy to look into this.

Mr. Hawkins. The Chair so directs.

Mr. Scheuer. $26,000 and over, how manj^ people in his region
make $26,000 and over? In other words, you have three people, a
black and two Orientals. That's out of a pool of how many?
Mr. Lacey. Twenty-seven.
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of fair on its face.

I think I would be most concerned of the snpergrade positions,
GS-17 and 18, if you would be good enough

^Ir. Connor. We'll look into it and submit a report.

(The report referred to follows :)

U.S. Civir. Service Commission,
Chicago Region, December 1, 1972.

Hon. John H. Dent,
Chairman, General SuhcommiUee on. Labor,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman : At the meeting of the Subcommittee on Labor held in

Chicago on October 20 and 21, 1972, on the subject of unemployment and dis-

crimination in emplojanent, the Commission was requested to advise the Sub-
committee concerning the distribution of minority group persons in Grades GS-16-
18 (exclusive of the U.S. Postal Service).
The number of minority persons in these grade levels in the Chicago U.S. Civil

Service Region was given in our testimonjr. We should point out that positions
in the supcrgrades in the competitive service are most often filled by long-term
career employees who have gained many years of experience in their respective
program areas. A great many of these positions are in the scientific and profes-
sional fields. For example, 76% of the GS-16 thi-ough GS-IS positions in the

Department of the Army are in scientific and engineering fields and require an
expertise whicla can usually be obtained only through long experience in agency
programs. In the Department of the Navy, 83% of the GS-16 through GS-lS
positions are scientihc or engineering. Most of the other positions at these levels

are in such areas as budgeting and procurement and also require in-depth knowl-
edge of agenc.y operations. In fact, 90% of all GS-16 through GS-18 career

positions are filled from within the service.
We are conhdent, therefore, that the number of minorit}^ employees at these

levels will increase as minority employees continue to move into the senior level

positions which comprise the pipeline to GS-16 through GS-18 jobs. The ac-
celerated rate of movement of minorities into senior level positions is setting the

stage for significant future gains in GS-16 and above.

Upon loolving into this matter in this region, we find that the general reasons
noted above are pertinent to our situation. Should we be requested to make recom-
mendations to our central office in this regard, they would be to continue to

emphasize upward mobility within the career service to assure that minority
employees in the service have a full opportunity to compete for the GS-16 through
GS-18 jobs. At the same time, we would encourage continuation of the broad-
ranged recruitment programs now underway aimed at assuring full opportunity
for all persons from outside the Federal service with the requisite skills to compete
for positions at these grade levels.

Sincereh' yours,
Joseph A. Connor,

Regional Director.

Mr. Hawkins. Related to that, Mr. Connor, the last statement on
the iDrevious page, that grades 9 through 15, mmoritv emplo3'ment
increased by 9 i:)ercent. How many positions are we talking about
there?

]Mr. Lacey. You are talking about the number of minority employ-
ment, the increase numerically in the minority employment or the
total employment period?

j\Ir. Hawkins. The total emploj-ment in grade 9 through 15 and
the number of minorities involved, if you have that figure?
You said that was increased by 9 percent, and in absolute terms

how maii}^ persons are we talking about? This sound like a big per-
centage, but how many are we talking about? This, of course, Avould

help to answer the second question as to whether or not 16 tlnough 18
are pulled from this group.
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^h\ Lacey. In grades 9 through 15 there are, as of November 1971,
there are 440 minority persons.
Mr. Hawkins. 440.

Mr. Lacey. That's only Spanish surnamed.

Now, in order to do this, I have to add the blacks and the American

Indians, which is roughly 34—about 4,300 positions.
Mr. Hawkins. About 4,300 positions.
Mr. Lacey. Plus 440. so we've got 4,600 plus a little less than 200

for American Indians, a little more than 400 for Orientals, so we are

talking about somewhere in the range of 5,000, 5,300.

Mr.HAWKiNS. 5,300 out of a total of how many in those grades?
Mr. Lacey. The total figures, the printout didn't come through

on the total.

Mr. Hawkins. Do you want to try and figure that out?

We'll go ahead with Mr. Connor and just give it to us sometime.
\h. Connor. Shall I proceed?
Mr. Hawkins. Would you.
Mr. Connor. We have broken the barriers which kept many

minority people out of Federal em])loyment; now we need to move
forward to new ground. Our current efforts are, therefore focused

on upward mobility for lower grade employees; training and educa-

tional opportunities so employees may advance to higher grade levels;

improvement of our recruitment efforts so that men and women of

all ethnic backgrounds may serve at professional levels and assume

leadership positions in the future; and the assurance that there is

a ])ositive commitment from every Federal manager up and down
the line.

Some of the specific steps we have taken under the mandate of

the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, Public Law 92-261
are:

1. Equal Emi^loAnnent Opportunity program administration, coor-

dination and evaluation have been systematized internally to provide
for uniform application and treatment of agencies and mdividuals,

2. Via planned assistance visits and general agency evaluations,

agenc}^ EEO programs are measured and consultation and direction

given. During fiscal year 1972 there were 95 regional planned
assistance visits.

During the last half of fiscal year 1972, 15 EEO training

programs were conducted by the region covering such subjects as

EEO counseling, role of the manager in EEO, Federal women's pro-

gram, and EEO and the supervisor.
The regional staff members have established ongoing contracts

and consultation with minority and women's groups to provide
information and to receive their particular concerns and comments.
As an outgrowth of the EEO act of 1972 the region has issued three

letters to all agencies dealing with qualifications of EEO staff* people,
affirmative action plans and goals and timetables in recruitment and

placement.
During fiscal year 1972, 25 EEO investigations were conducted and

58 EEO hearings held within the region. Further, seven additional

Commission employees were trained to conduct EEO hearings.
In furtherance of the 16-point Spanish-surnamed program the 1970

figures covering the Spanish-surnamed population were compiled and
distributed to regional agencies.
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In addition to our continued agency involvement and commitment
to equal opportunity we have added nine additional professional posi-
tions specifically to assist in carrving out the provisions of the EEO
act of 1972.

In the upcoming months we plan to further strengthen our efforts

in equal opportunity. Some of the steps to be taken are:

1. Effective December 1, we will be receiving for review and approval
regional affirmation action plans from agencies and the region. The
review will be tailored to indi\adual agencies and ^^'ill take into account

employment figures reflecting minorities and women; training and
education programs; identification of problems relating to equal
opportunity and actions to be taken to solve or eradicate the problems
with the responsible official or officials being identified along \\-ith

target dates and measurement of results pro\dded for during the life

of the affirmative action plan.
On a consultative basis we are going to assist agencies in estab-

lishing viable and effective upward mobility programs.
During agency visits we are going to determine the qualifications

of EEO staff people to carry out the charter equal opportunity.
We will be actively involved in the resolution of third party allega-

tions of discrimination where agencies do not resolve the matter to the
satisfaction of the third part3^
Our regulations have been expanded to specifically cover allegations

of reprisal or interference in the EEO complaint process.
We will in the review of agency personnel programs continue to

insure that equal opportunity is an integral part of all programs.
What we have presented today is a brief outline cf past and future

actions related to oiu* efforts to further equal opportunity within the
Federal family.

jNIr. Chairman, thank you for your courtesy. We will be glad at this

time to answer any c{uestions.
Mr. Hawkins. Yes, first, do we have the answer to the question

which we asked in terms of the general schedule positions between
the grades 9 and 15?
Mr. Lacey. a total of 68,578.
Mr. ScHEUER. We have a little over 5,000, so that's maybe about

8 percent.
Mr. Lacey. The blacks hold 4,447 of those jobs; Spanish-surnamed

236; American Indians, 88; orientals, 497.

Mr. Scheuer. And that's in a categorv paving how much?
Mr. Lacey. Grades 9 to 15.

Mr. Connor. That's pa^'ing beginning at $11,046 through 15, and
the top of 15 is $33,260.
Mr. Scheuer. So that's somewhere between 15 and 20 percent,

16 or 17 percent, something like that. Wliat would be the percentage
of minorities, blacks, orientals, and so forth, in the categorv from.

$9,000 down?
Mr. Lacey. In the category of $9,000 and down, the black em-

ployment figures, the}' re})resent 19.5 percent of the work force in that

grade level. Then going down to the very bottom at that figure,

grades 1 through 4, which are entry level positions, they occupy 29

})ercent.

Now, we are dealing
—I don't have it totaled up except in separate

categories. Spanish-surnamed, they have seven-tenths of 1 porcent in
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grades 1 through 4, and grades 5 through 8, which would be $9,000
and do^^^l, they occup}^ seven-tenths of 1 percent. The American
Indians in grades 1 through 4 have two-tenths of 1 ]iercent

—five-

tenths of 1 percent. I'm sony, and two-tenths of 1 percent in grades
1 through 8.

The orientals have two-tenths of 1 percent in grades 1 through 4.

They have three-tenths of 1 i)ercent at grades 5 through 8.

Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Connor, we have received numerous complaints
about testing procedures which are emploj^ed in Federal civil service.

I wonder if you could describe briefly just what efforts have been made
to validate the testing procedures in this region.
The complaints center around the question of relevancy of the types

questions which are asked in the testing procedure. There are many
who claim that some tests have no relevance to the jobs or tasks to be

performed on the job. I was wondering just what efforts you make to

validate the testing procedures that you use in this particular area?
Mr. Connor. Mr. Chairman, in the field we do not make up the

tests. The test are made up in our central office, and we utilize the

tests, and validation of all tests is made by our people in the central

office.

We just conduct the tests and evaluate
Mr. Hawkins. And I assume you wouldn't want to comment on

them.
Mr. Connor. I'm not in a position to do so, because I'm not a

validation expert, sir.

Mr. Hawkins. Has the region assisted in any validation procedures?
Mr. Jones. We occasionally^ may be called upon to provide some

input from the field; that is, provide some data to the central office

to assist in their total validation efforts.

Mr. Hawkins. And in that capacity can you comment on the
extent to which the validation has a rational basis?

Mr. Jones. No, I'm not a test man myself, and these people who:
do the validation are in Washington. We are not in that field, and I

would not care to comment.
Mr. Hawkins. We'll reserve that question until we get to W^ash-

ington.
Mr. Connor. Mr. Chairman, we don't have anyone qualified in

the field of psychology and ps3"chome tries to make validation studies.

Mr. Hawkins. The new act did cover the question of being able
to initiate affirmative action programs. I assume that is what yon
are in fact answering on page 4 of your statement, the steps that

you have taken to carry out that directive.

Mr. Connor. That is correct, those are going to be the steps that
Avill be follo^^'ed under the new plan, and as far as the field or regional
affirmative action plans arc concerned, the date is December 1.

Mr. Hawkins. I see. I assume that this is a complete list of the

steps which you plan to take, and that none other is contemplated?
Mr. Lacey. We submit this with a view of giving you a sense of

some of the directions we plan to take. For example, in the act of

approving and reviewing affirmative action plans is a multilayer
process. First of all, there is mechanical action of receiving the plans
themselves, anal^'zing the data that is submitted with the plans
either by law or b}^ our own requests, and then, of course, there would
be the followup concept that would physically have to take place^
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on-site \asits to see for ourselves that these things are in fact being
accomphshed, to receive status reports from agencies as to progress
in their affirmative action plans.
So there is a wide range of activities all embodied under the concept

of reviev and approving affirmative action plans.
Mr. Hawkins. I think you were present when Mr. Lewds testified

on the relationship of location and relocation of Federal facilities.

Do you care to comment on that testimony as to whether the

question of the availability of housing can become discriminatory
and should be part of a policy which ^^-ill affect the location or reloca-
tion of Federal facilities?

]\Ir. Connor. Well, Mr. Chairman, as you know, the U.S. Postal
Ser\ace is now a corporation by itself by act of Congress, and with
the effectiveness of that act, we have no responsibility for any of the
actions except in two areas, and one is equal emplo^^ment opportunity
and two is veteran's preference.

I heard Mr. Lewis testify. I'm sure that some of the points raised
are of very great interest to the membership of his organization and
your colleague has already commented on the cjuestion of transporta-
tion, which, of course, can be ver}'' vital when the U.S. Postal Service
makes a decision to move a part of their operations into other parts
of the suburban area.

But, as far as we are concerned, as the Commission is concerned, we
have no legal responsibihty. Some of the information that I have
heard this afternoon is new to me because it has never been imparted
to us up to this point.
Mr. Hawkins. I was thinking ^^ith respect not necessarily to the

Postal Service but other agencies over wliich ycu do have some
responsibihty and for whom 3'^ou recruit the employees, the question
of whether the location, the actual location in a sense discourages
recruitment eft'orts or shoukl be considered in terms of the recruitment
of Federal emplo3'ees. I assume tliis subject has never been treated

b}^ the Ci\al Service Commission, as far as you know.
Mr. Connor. We have had it discussed on occasion, but in the

Chicago area most of the agencies are concentrated in what we term
the Loop area, so that the transportation problem is not a serious one.

Now, if the agencies were to move into the suburban areas, then I

would have to agree that you would have a problem of transportation;
3'es, sir.

Mr. ScHEUER. And housing?
Mr. Connor. And housing; yes. It would all depend on what part

of the county they move that type of operation into, whether there
was available housing.
Mr. Hawkins. Well, I cannct help but comment on Mr. Metcalfe's

reference to Chicago as being the hub. It is not much of a hub if all

the jobs are moving to the outer rim of the wheel.
Air. Connor. I don't think that applies generally speaking to the

civil service, sir. I think it may appl}^ to certain aspects or parts of
the private sector.

Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Scheuer?
Mr. Scheuer. W^ell, it obviousl}?^ applies to one element that we

think of as being the public sector, which is the post office. It is true
that it is set up as a private nonprofit corporation, but the perception
of most people is that mail deliver}' is a public service, and here when
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you are getting jobs in the dimension of 4,000 to 5,000 jobs moving
to the suburbs that have been filled 95 percent by a minority group,

you certainly have a massive problem affecting that inner city

population.
Mr. Connor. If that is going to be true, sir, I would have to agree

that there would be a problem, especially in the mo\ang of people and

reassignment of people.
Mr. ScHEUER. It seems to me on movement and reassignment of

people, if it's difficult, if not impossible to get housing there or trans-

portation from their present housing to go to their jobs, that you would
in effect have a i)roblem of job discrimination, don't you think so?

Mr. Connor. I don't know whether I would use the term "dis-

crimination" but they certain!}^ would have extreme difficulty in the

two areas, one obtaining transportation if there isn't any existing, and

two, housing if there weren't available houses.

]\Ir. ScHEUER. When you take a fellow on the payroll who may
have had 10 to 15 years of seniority and tell him his job is going to be

in a place where he can get neither busing or transportation, you are in

effect firing him, aren't you?
Mr. Connor. You are making it very difficult.

Mr. ScHEUER. So it seems to me that the Civil Service Commission

ought to have a real interest in that kind of a decision.

Mr. Connor. We probably will get involved indirectly, sir, in the

event that there is any sizable number who for reasons are unable to

move who then come to us to see if there are other opportunities in

other agencies. To that effect, we'll be involved.

\lr. Scheuer. Couldn't you be involved in perhaps a little more

positive way in working with the Postal Service to encourage them to

use their resources and their influence either to provide some kind of

bus transportation from a few key central city locations to where those

jobs are going to be or to use their influence with those communities
where they're going to get this tremendous influx of Federal dollars

and payroll to provide opportunities for moderate income housing
being built there that could house some of these workers if they were

willing to move.
Mr. Connor. At one time we probabh^ would have, but now since

they have become a corporation, our assistance and ad^dce is not

sought, sir, and we have very little information as to what the plans
are of the Postal Ser\dce as to the relocation of the M^orkfiow.

Mr. Scheuer. Have you asked for that information?
Mr. Connor. We have not asked, and they have not offered.

Mr. Scheuer. Don't you think as a starter it might make sense

for you to at least ask them for the information?
Mr. Connor. I'll be very happy to get in touch with the regional

postmaster general and ask him.
Mr. Scheuer. Mr. Chairman, I would make a unanimous recpiest

that the gentleman be directed to ask them what their plans are and to

ask them what they plan to do about either creating the opportunity
or open occupancy, moderate income housing in those locations or

some kind of subsidized bus transportation there or preferably both,
and if 3'ou would, give us a report on that.

Mr. Connor. I'd be very happy to ask Mr. Dills and submit a

report to the subcommittee.
Mr. Hawkins. Kindly do that.
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(The report referred to follows:)

U.S. Civil Service Commission,
Chicago Region, January 15, 1973

Hon. John H. Dent,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Labor,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman: Under date of December 1, 1972 I wrote yoii concerning
the meeting of the Subcommittee on Labor held in Chicago on October 20 and 21,

1972, on the subject of unemploj^ment and discrimination in emploj'ment. At that
time the Subcommittee requested information on the following points relative to

the redistribution of work b}' the U.S. Postal Service, Chicago, Illinois.

1. To what extent was consideration given to housing and transportation
l^roblems of minoritj' emploj'ees affected by the work decentralization to suburban
locations?

2. What actions were taken to assist employees on these matters?
3. What actions are currently being taken or are planned to help minority

employees avoid or alleviate transportation or housing prol^lems?
4. What other problems (such as, seniority provisions which affect retention or

assignment to shifts at the old or new worksite) have been identified and what
actions are underwa}' or planned to resolve them?
We advised you in our December 1 letter that we had requested the information

from Mr. C. B. Gels, Regional Postmaster General, Main Post Office Building,
Room 1134, Chicago, Illinois, 60099, who, in replj^, advised the matter had been
forwarded to his headquarters in Washington, D.C, for the necessary information.
We are now in receipt of a communication from Mr. E. S. Brower, Assistant

Postmaster General, Bulk Mail Processing Department, United States Postal

Service, Washington, D.C, in reply to the four points raised by the Subcommittee.
A copy of his reply is attached hereto. This completes the information requested
of the United States Civil Service Commission by your subcommittee at the

hearings held here in Chicago.
Sincerelj' yours,

Joseph A. Connor,
Regional Directori

Mail Processing Group,
Washington, D.C, January 10, 1973,

Mr. J. A. Connor,
Regional Director, U.S. Civil Service Commission,
Chicago, III.

Dear Mr. Connor: Regional Postmaster General Clarence B. Gels has
referred your October 24, 1972 letter to this office for reply.
The testimony you mention concerning "decentralization to suburban locations

of Postal Service work described as formerly or now being performed in the
central core of Chicago" seems to reflect the same issues raised in a complaint
filed on May 11, 1972 by NAACP attorneys in the U.S. District Court, Northern
District of Illinois, Eastern Division, on behalf of the National Alliance of Postal
and Federal Employees. The suit sought to enjoin the Postal Service from con-

tinuing a "policy of decentralization of (postal facilities) until such time as said

policy may be implemented without resulting in disparate racial impact." The
complaint dealt with the North Suburban and South Suburban facilities as well
as the Bulk Mail Center being constructed in Forest Park, Illinois. The suit was
dismissed on November 28, 1972. A Notice of Appeal was filed with the Court of

Appeals for the Seventh Circuit by the plaintiffs on December 19, 1972.
The Postal Service shares your concern over the various equal employment

opportunity issues you raise in your letter. With respect to your request for

information to be included in a report to Congressman Hawkins Congressional
Subcommittee, a summary description of the postal facilities currently operating
in the Chicago area is provided. We have also included a description of some of

the operational and employee factors that have been considered in ovir decision
to locate the Chicago Bulk Mail Center in Forest Park, Illinois; an explanation
of the National Bulk Mail System, of which the Chicago BMC is an integral
part; and our requirements under the curi-eut collective bargaining agreement.
The Main Chicago Post Office Building, located at 433 West Van Buren Street,

Chicago, Illinois 60607, is reported to be the largest postal facility in the world.
The building, located on the western edge of the Chicago Loop area is 13 stories

high and over a block long. Some 16,000 postal employees are assigned to v.'ork

88-150—73 5
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in this main post office building alone. Approximately 3,114 emplo3-ees arc dircctly
involved in handling bulk or parcel post mail at the Main Post Office, including

employees who are classified as mailhandlers, maintenance employees, and motor
vehicle drivers. There are a total of 22,499 employees in the Chicago Post Office,

including those employed at stations. Postal officials in the Chicago Post Office

estimate that some 35 percent of these employees drive to work, and 65 percent
use public transportation. Public transportation is available to the Main Post

Office.

The North Suburban postal facility, 8999 Palmer, River Grove, Illinois 60199,

emploj's about 1,300 employees in the processing of first class letter mail, flats

and newspapers from 113 associate post offices in the north and western suburban
areas outside of Chicago. No bulk mail is handled at this facility. North Suburban
has been located in the area immediately to the west of the City of Chicago since

1963. The present facility in River Grove was leased and occupied in October

1970; prior to 1970, this ifacility was located one and one half miles further west
in Franklin Park, Illinois. No employee complaints have been received alleging

an5^ discrimination in housing. Limited public transportation to this site is avail-

able. Ninety-nine percent of the employees drive to this installation. Free parking
is provided. About 30 percent of the employees at this installation are minority

group employees.
Tlie South Suburban postal facility is located at 7401 South Cicero Avenue,

Chicago, Illinois 60499, within the city limits, in the Ford City Shopping Center.

The facility employs about 2,400 employees, approximateh' 80 percent of whom
work in the processing of bulk mail. The facilitj- was opened in 1963 in an old

Ford ISIotor Co. plant. It handles all of the bulk mail generated outside of the

Citj' of Chicago, and some from major customers from within the city itself, as

well as the first class letter mall, flats, and newspapers from the southern and
south-western suburbs. Public transportation is available to this facility. About
two-thirds of the emploj^ees at this installation drive private vehicles to work.
Free parking is provided. Over SO percent of the cmploj-ees at this facility are

minority group employees.
Another large postal facility located in Chicago is the O'Hare Air INIail Facility.

This facility is located in the O'Hare Field Complex, technically within the extreme
northwestern boundaries of the City of Chicago. Some 906 employees work at

this location handling airmail generated from the City of Chicago and all of its

suburbs, as well as preferential mail which is airlifted. The Postal Service has had
a facility to process airmail at O'Hare Field since 1959. The present building was
constructed in 1967, and the Postal Service has a 20-year lease to occupy this

building, the lease expiring in 1987. Limited public transportation is available

to this facility. Approximately 90 percent of the employees use private vehicles

as transportation. Free employee parking is provided. Thirty-six percent of the

employees at O'Hare AMF are minority group employees.
The Chicago Bulk Mail Center in Forest Park, Illinois is the second facility

being constructed in the National Bulk Mail System currently being implemented
by the U.S. Postal Service. The NBMS is an entirely new procedure designed to

handle parcel post and most second and third class mail with greatly increased

efficiency.

Congress, in the Postal Reorganization Act, PL 91-375, directed the Postal

Service to provide and maintain prompt, reliable and efficient mail service to its

customers and to apportion its costs fairly among mail users. With respect to

parcel post mail, in the last ten years, the Postal Service has g(nie from a virtual

100 percent of the parcel post market to the point where in 1970 the major com-

petitor in this area, United Parcel Service, passed the Postal Service in parcel

post volume. The drastic decline in parcel post business has reduced the number
of parcel post jobs in the Postal Service and has resulted in a continuing decline

of revenue.
The planned National Bulk Mail System (NBMS) has been designed to solve

our service, damage and cost problems anticipating that by improving efficiency
and productivity the Postal Service will stabilize its position in the parcel post
mail market relative to the competition. The alternative is not to increase effi-

ciency', to continue to lose parcel post volume and revenue, and to continue,
therefore, to lose parcel post jobs.
The NBMS, when operational in 1975, will consist of a network of twenty-one

Bulk Mail Centers (BMC's) and thirteen Auxiliary Service Facilities (ASF's).
These facilities will process bulk mail (fourth class parcels and sacks of third-

class mail and non-preferential second-class mail) through these 34 facilities

where the Postal Service can make maximum use of modern sortation techniques
and where long-haul transportation moves can be consolidated.
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With respect to sites for postal facilities, the Postal Reorganization Act provides
in section 101 (g) as follows:
"In planning and building new postal facilities, the Postal Service shall em-

phasize the need of facilities and equipment designed to create desirable working
conditions for its officers and employees, a maximum degree of convenience for
efficient postal services, proper access to existing and future air and surface

transportation facilities, and control of costs to the Postal Service."
Pursuant to an agreement with the Postal Service, the Corps of Engineers is

responsible for evaluating available sites for BMC's given basic site criteria

developed by the Postal Service. The basic criteria, including but not limited to,
are: areas of optimum transportation cost and access, site size and conhguration,
site control timing, local ordinances and EEO considerations.
The site chosen for the Chicago BMC is located just south of Roosevelt Road

and east of Des Plaines Avenue in tlie village of Forest Park in the western
suburbs of the Chicago metropolitan area. The BAiC is being constructed on the
former site of the U.S. Naval Ordnance Plant which recently ceased operations.
The facility is scheduled to open in 1974 and is approximately 40 percent complete
at the present time.
The Forest Park site selection for the Bulk Mail Center was based on sound,

practical business considerations relating to cost, efficiencj^ and improved parcel
post service. The site selected meets the size and configuration requirements for
a Bulk Mail Center operation and is well situated with respect to highway and
rail transportation networks. The building now being constructed will be fully
air conditioned and heated to provide greatly improved and desirable employee
working conditions over present facilities. Adequate employee parking, eating
facilities and other employee services are being planned.
The preliminary search for an appropriate B;\1C site in the Chicago area began

in 1969. Several locations in southwest metropolitan Chicago and nearby suburban
areas were rejected primarily because of insufficient size or lack of easy access
and traffic congestion. The Chicago BMC required a site of at least 70 acres.
The Forest Park site was one of the few areas available within our time constraints
within the Chicago area which met our size and transportation requirements. Of
major importance in our site selection decision for Cliicago was the fact that the
Forest Park site involved only a transfer of Government property vacated by the
[J.S. Navy. In mid-1970, GSA declared the parcel to be excess' of the needs of
the government and, therefore, available to the Postal Service at no cost. Acquisi-
tion of this property by the Postal Service also involved no reduction in the tax
rolls, a frequent concern of communities chosen for Federal development projects.

Our suljsequent review of the Forest Park site has included considerations of
the public transportation, housing, labor force characteristics, employee relocation,
and environmental issues. An additional transportation anal.vsis was conducted
with the objective of developing plans and programs to provide safe and efficient
access for BMC truck and emjjlo.yee traffic without adversely affecting the adja-
cent neighborhoods. Agreement with officials of the Village of Forest Park has
been reached on these issues.

Public transjiortation serving the BMC site includes the West Towns Bus
Ct)mpan3- and the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) rapid transit terminal at
Des Plaines Avenue and the Eisenhower Expressway about one half mile from
the BMC. West Towns Bus Company has a line which runs on Roosevelt Road
past the BMC site and also stops at the CTA terminal. CTA transit is in operation
over a 24-hour period. Ht)wever, the bus does not offer service after 9:00 p.m. and
prior to 6:00 a.m. Ccmsideration is being given to creating a free shuttle bus
service between the BMC and the CTA station as well as arranging with local
transit companies to provide increased service to the site.

Our analysis of other postal facilities in the Chicago area shows that the per-
centage of employees driving to work ranges from approximately 35 percent at
MPO to 99 percent at North Sul)urban. Adequate employee parking has been
planned for the BMC, and we are considering ways to assist employees in the
establishment of car pools or other means of increasing access to the new facility.
We have developed information on housing profiles and availability in Chicago

connnunities surrounding the BMC. Minority representation in the communities
immediately surrounding the BMC is slight with the exception of the communi-
ties of Maywood and Broadview. Housing is available within reasonable commut-
ing distance from the BMC. We are also investigating the feasibility of using
services such as the Home Investment Fund. Consequently we do not believe
that minority groups in the Chicago metropolitan area will be denied access to

jobs at the BMC.
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We have also reviewed recruitment problems and minority representation at
the recently deactivated Naval Ordnance Station on the site, other industries
in the area, and our experience at the North Sui)urban Facility. The information
available on current USPS employees in the Chicago area indicates that the Forest
Park site will not necessitate significant relocation of employee domiciles or
substantive changes in commuting patterns. Based upon our review of all the
factors discussed above, we believe that the location of the Chicago BMC will

not create equal employment opportunity problems which cannot be resolved

by programs carried out pursuant to the Postal Service's affirmati\'e action plans.
The Chicago BMC is scheduled to be operational in 1974. The complement

and level breakdown of jobs by craft for the facility have not definitely been
established, nor has the manner in which the facilitj^ will be staffed.

However, under the current collective bargaining agreement, which expires on
July 20, 1973, if the movement of bulk mail from a j^articular post office to the

Chicago Bulk Mail Center results in an excess of emj^loyees at the losing post
office, the junior employees will be assigned to the new or another facility. Postal

emploj'ees who are so assigned will not lose their employment in the Postal

Service, their seniority or their salarj' level. If it is necessary that thej" move
beyond their commuting distance, they will receive certain moving and per diem
allowances. The criterion in determining which individual craft employees are
excessed is seniority. A senior employee may elect to be reassigned instead of a

junior employee. The method of assignment applies not only to the excess employ-
ees in the Chicago Main Post Office or the South SuburVjan facility but also to
those in all offices affected by the movement of bulk mail processing to Forest

Park, such as the post offices in Peoria, Bloomington, Champaign, Illinois, and
Gary, Indiana. It is quite possible that some employees in these ))ost offices will

voluntarilj^ bid on available positions at this new Chicago BMC facility. We are

currently developing programs to achieve employee relocations with a minimum
of disruption to mail handling operations and inconvenience to employees.

As discussed herein, the Postal Service has been directing its attention to

anticipating and resolving possible equal employment opportunity problems which
may arise at the Chicago BMC site. We will, of course, continue to direct our
attention to this concern.

E. S. Brower,
Assistant Postmaster General, Bulk Mail Processing Department.

Mr. ScHEUER. Let me ask one more question.
On page 4 you enumerate the kind of activity you engage in with

these Federal agencies. You talk about your assistance on a consulta-
tive basis in establishing viable and effective upward mobility pro-
grams and that you will be actively involved in the resolution of third-

party allegations of discrimination and your reviewing of agency
personnel programs to insure that equal opportimity is an integral part
of these programs. They are all sort of laudatory efforts, and it seems
to me the}^ would recpiire voluntary cooperation on the part of these

agency heads, would they not?
Mr. Connor. Yes, sir.

Mr. ScHEUER. What would happen if you engaged in consultative
conversations with a particular agency head and you were actively
involved in the resolution of third-party allegations of discrimination
and you reviewed their agency personnel programs and j^ou foimd them
inadequate and you weren't able to resolve allegations of discrimina-

tion, you found that your consultation, that your upward mobility
programs are not being received cooperatively, that you reviewed
their programs and you felt that they were inadequate but there was
no action being taken at the other end? What would 3'^ou do then?
Mr. Lacey. Sir, prior to the enactment of Public Law 92-261, your

statement is absolutely correct.

Mr. Scheuer. I'm not making a statement, I'm asking a question.
Mr. Lacey. It was true that prior to Public Law 92-261 we were in

a position where we sought conciliation, period, but under the mandate
of the new Public Law we no longer are that emasculated, and we have
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tlie authority to go in and to direct change, to effectuate the changes
that are needed to have equal opportunity exist in all Federal agencies,
and we are planning to do that, which is why we are actively getting
the affirmative action plans in the first place.
On that basis we'll have a base upon which to move forward and we

are hopmg for great things to happen.
Mr. ScHEUER. That's very encouraging, and I would like to make

one more unanimous request, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hawkins. Yes, so long as Mr. Connor is jotting down these

requests, so he'll know specificall}'^ what we are requesting.
Mr. ScHEUER. I was going to make one more unanimous-consent

request, and that is would you tell us what you intend to do perhaps
with the ultimate power to direct about the sitiuition that you have
described to us in the general schedule of supergrade positions, GS-16

through 18, where there is not more than one and a third percent

representation of minorites in those positions, if you investigate that

and find that to be true and you find no exculpating or extenuating
circumstances, what you would propose to do in terms of using this

new authority.
Mr. Connor. I'd like to say that in such cases, smce the authority

for the supergrades rests at the central office level, we would report
such facts to our central office to take those matters up directly with
the agencies involved, sir.

Mr. Scheuer. And your central office then would have the au-

thority to direct them to engage in some kind of positive upgrading
programs.
Mr. Connor. That is correct, if they accept our conclusions; jes,

sir.

Mr. wScHEUER. Then would you give us a report on what 3^our

conclusions would be on that particular category and what your
recommendations would be? Do you understand the category I'm

talking about?
Mr. Connor. The supergrades.
Mr. ScHEUER. Sixteen to eighteen, where there is less than one and a

third representation of minorities, after you have investigated that.

Mr. Connor. After we have looked into the figures you have had,
if we believe there has been discrimination what action or course of

action w^e would follow.

Mr. Scheuer. What would you suggest to j-^our central office they
do in terms of using this authority that the}^ have gotten to direct

these agencies to engage in certain positive upgrading programs and
the like?

Mr. Connor. We'll make that part of the report,

(The information appears on page 53.)
Mr. Haw^kins. Mr. Connor, again on page 4, when 3'ou speak of

steps you are going to take, you say, "Effective December 1, we will

be receiving for review and approval regional affirmative action plans
from agencies in the region."
What is the nature of that approval? Are you also in a position to

disapprove, to suggest modifications, changes? What do you view

j'our technical role—I'm asking for information because it is not

clear to me just how far the law directs you to, what to do -with these

reviews that j'ou will be receiving.
Mr. Lacey. We have taken the law to mean just that we in fact

do ha\e the right to approve or disapprove, to direct certain kinds of
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inclusions, items in the plans that they have not mcluded, or if we are

aware of certain kinds of problems within the agency to direct that

that be included in their affirmative action plan.
Our concept of an affirmative action plan is that first you identify

3'our problems and then set out a series of actions designed to over-

come or eradicate the problem, and I know that under that kind of

model, then we are always problem solving rather than writing a

new chapter of the bible.

]Nfr. Hawkins. Are these steps detailed in regulations?
Mr. Lacey. Yes; we have, our general giddelines are included in our

Federal Personnel ]\Ianual Bulletin 713-25, which mil be issued later

this year, but we are going to have in addition to those supplemental
directions or guidelines, if 3'ou will, issued b}' our own region.

Mr. Connor. Mr. Chairman, I think we ought to make it clear that

the regional affirmative action plans will not be uniform for all agencies.
We are insisting that each agenc}^ set up a plan in order to accomplish
the overall objectives. So that there \\ill be variances in the regional
affirmative action plans to the end that each agency will have a plan
to improve the cjuality employment opportunity within that agency.
Mr. Hawkins. All right.
That concludes our questions of 3"ou, Mr. Connor. Again, I wish to

thank you, and Mr. Jones, and Mr. Lace.y for your testimony. I think

it is very helpful to us to have such testimony, because I think we get
a better understanding of how the intent of Congress is being carried

out, and we certainly appreciate the opportunity. You have been

forthright on your testimony, and I think it has been very helpful
to the committee.
Mr. Connor. Shall I send the report directh' to 3"ou?
Mr. Hawkins. Directl}^ to Congressman Dent's office.

The next witness is Mr. Sam Bell. Is Mr. Bell present?
Mr. Bell, I thmk you have submitted a statement to the committee.
Mr. Bell. Yes. Ma.y I offer a question to you, however?
vSome of the testimon}" I have closely relates to some of the figures

that the previous gentleman was discussing, and I was particularly

impressed by the type of questions that Congressman Scheuer was

digging into.

I offer a suggestion perhaps that you would prefer to defer my
testimony until tomorrow when there would be more of an oppor-

tunity for discussions and questions. I believe that I am the only

person so far contacted who will offer aii}^ testimony relevant to the

Spanish-speaking in this region.
Mr. Hawkins. We wovdd be very glad to accommodate you either

this afternoon or tomorrow morning.
I understand that we do haxe time to place you on tomorrow's

agenda.
Mr. Bell. Fine, I would prefer that.

Mr. Hawkins. So we dismiss you this afternoon.

Mr. Bell. Thank you.
Mr. Hawkins. That concludes the testimony for the afternoon.

The committee will adjourn until tomorrow morning at 9:30. We
will be meeting in the same room and again, we wish to thank those

of you who were patient and stayed throughout the day.

(Whereupon, at 3:30 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at

9:30 a.m., Saturday, October 21, 1972.)



DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT (OVERSIGHT)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1972

House of Representatives,
General Subcommittee on Labor

OF THE Committee on Education and Labor,
Chicago, III.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:30 a.m., in room
204, Everett McKinley Dirksen Building, Hon. Augustus Hawkins

presiding.
Present: Representative Hawkins, Pucinski, Scheuer, and

Metcalfe.
Mr. Hawkins. The hearing of the House General Labor Subcom-

mittee on unemployment and discrimination in employment is now in

order.

The first witness this morning is Mr. Ollice Hclden, dkector of

the Economic and Manpower Development Department, Chicago
Urban League.

This is a continuation of the hearing of October 20. We had several

witnesses who did not testify. This is a continuation of the agenda.

STATEMENT OF OLLICE HOLDEN, DIEECTOR, ECONOMIC AND MAN-
POWER DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT, CHICAGO URBAN LEAGUE;
ACCOMPANIED BY HAMILTON JENKINS, ASSISTANT

Mr. Hawkins. Air. Holden, it is a pleasure to welcome you to the

committee. We have a statement of yc urs which ^^•iIl be entered in the

record in its entiret}' at this point and 3^ou may proceed to direct your
attention to the statement or to read it or to amplify remarks as you
so desire.

Mr. Holden. Thank you, Congressman.
j\Ir. Hawkins. Is there a colleague accompanjdng you here?

Mr. Holden. Hamilton Jenkins. He is one of my staff members.
Air. Hawkins. Mr. Jenkins, we welcome jou also.

Air. Holden. I'm kind of pondering whether I should read all of

the statement because it is without question that we are one of the

experts in emploj^ment and manpower development, and some of

the statement is onh^ reiterating the fact of the kind cf programs that

we have administered for the Government and/or those that we have
made up among out own organization.

I would like to read some sections of it and then get down to what
we are here for.

Air. Hawkins. All right, you may proceed.
Air. Holden. We'd like to, first of all, thank you for inviting us to

speak around an issue that has been raised on unemployment and com-

pliance.

(65)
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The Urban League has had experience in these areas, the Chicago
Urban League, that is, for 55 3^ears and the National Urban League,
for over 60 A^ears.

The Urban League method is fivefold: Fact-finding; negotiation;
education; interracial cooperation; and communit}- organization.
The work of the Urban League falls into the areas of: Research;

economic and manpower development; housing; health and social

services; community organization; and education.

Since its establishment, the Chicago Urban League and the Urban
League movement has earned its greatest reputation through its work
in the areas of employment and economic development.
The Chicago Urban League has the follo\^"ing programs working in

the area of securing full economic opportunities for blacks and other

socioeconomicall}^ oppressed people: Our apprenticeship project, our

job prescreening, referral and counseling service, our on-the-job
trainmg program, our business and economic development project,
and our veteran and military affairs department for the readjustment
of veterans coming from the various wars that we had and most useful

now in the returning veterans from Vietnam.
I think the foregoing strongl,y suggests the league's aim,, which is to

always work for the good of the community and its activities to ad-
vance the interests of an estimated 1,300,000 black people and 500,000
other minorities.

In the greater city of Chicago, the league believes that it is serving
the best interest of the total Chicago commimity and is constantly

working for the change of systems that socially and economically
oppressed blacks and minorities. We see the fullest legalization of

contract compliance and affirmative action planning as vital to the

economic growth of blacks and other miinorities.

Numerous statistics indicate that the employment and economic
situation of black and minority people in 1971 showed no improvement
over their economic situation in 1960. For the first 6 months of 1972,
the black and other minorit}^ unemploA'ment rate was 10;(o percent
of the work force, the exact rate that it was in 1960. The actual number
of minority men and women unemployed has increased from 800,000
to 900,000, an increase of 100,000 during the same period.

If one would include discouraged workers, those who have given
up in their search for work, and part-time ^vorkers, the number of

unemployed black and mmority people is estimated by the research

department of the National Urban League to be 1.4 million people.
In Chicago in 1960 the median white family income was $7,600

per year compared to nonwhites $4,700. In 1970 the median wliite

family income was $12,500, while nonwhites earned $8,000. White

farail}' income increased 61.3 percent while nonwhite family income
increased only 57.8 percent.

Little doubt exists that the unemployment figures quoted above
would ])e higher and the income gap even wider had it not been for

Executive Order Nos. 10925 and 11246 and the implementation they
have received. But the Chicago Urban League believes that a more
sincere and dedicated effort on the part of the Government would
result in an improvement in the lot of the black and Spanish-speaking
worker.

Although the Chicago Urbfin League, has in the opinion of mauA',
the finest building trades apprentice program in the country, we are
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not satisfied Avith our results. We believe that the long apprenticeship

period discourages many potential trainees.

Presently, we have 4,268 black and Spanish-speaking candidates

awaiting union applications; 487 candidates awaiting A\Titten exams;
852 candidates who have passed their written exam and are awaiting
their oral examinations; and an additional 579 candidates who have

passed their oral and written examinations and are awaiting place-
ment in the trades. That, of course, emphasizes the problem in the

private sector.

But let us now discuss the public sector. The situation in Govern-
ment employment is not much better. The overall percentage
of black Federal employees has only mcreased from 13.5 to 15.1

percent from 1960 to 1970. Therefore, the Federal employment
situation hardl}^ represents a picture of opportunity. Only 2.7 percent
of the GS-12 through -15 Government employees are black, an
increase of only 1.4 percent between 1960 and 1970. These figures
hardh^^ show evidence of a concerted effort to recruit and upgrade
minorities in the Federal service.

Black and minority people contribute their share to the treasury

through taxation and are entitled to the protection of their contribu-

tions through equitable distribution of these funds in the form of

jobs and through obtaining their share of contracts.

In our opinion the contract compliance program is not working as

effectively as it could for the folloAnng reasons:

1. Too much of the real authority and policing power is vested

^nth the Secretary of Labor and the Civil Service Commission in

Washington.
2. A firm, if it is not in compliance, can delay proceedings for years

in the courts.

3. The compliance program is not adequately staffed. Despite the

fact that the program has been in operation for 10 years, no procedures
and guidelines have been established.

4. No adequate definition of "Affirmative Action" has been
established.

5. Guidelines have not been worked out for relationships, commu-
nication and sharing information between various agencies. Informa-
tion regarding contracts and contractors are not adequately dis-

seminated.

Therefore, we suggest the following:
First, that there be established a Cabinet-level position designated

as Secretary of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action. This office

should be adequately funded to do an effective job. The Secretary
would be responsible for the coordination of the various Government
affirmative action and equal opportunit}- programs.

Secondh", that all contracts must be approved by the Office of the

Secretar}^ before they are let, and that information concerning the
contract then be disseminated to all regional. State, and local com-
pliance officers.

Third, that a central clearinghouse of information regarding
contracts and contractors be established in the Office of the Secretary.

Fourth, that the regional director of contract compliance be given
the authorit}' to withhold contract payments if a firm's and/or agencies
compliance status is m question. This would place the burden on the
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contractor to prove he is in compliance rather than on the Government
to prove he is not in compliance. However, this would not preclude
the contractor's right to appeal.

Fifth, that the afhi-mative action program be made a part of the
bid and be given a weight equal to monetar}?- considerations m deter-

mining who gets the contract.

Sixth, that adequate staff be hired to operate and implement such
a program.

Seventh, that the Government use its contract complicince powers
to encourage contractors and unions to shorten apprenticeship training

periods.

Eighth, but not last in weight, that a group of Government officials,

representatives of minorit}-^ organizations, and businessmen be con-
vened as soon as feasible to write procedures and guidelines for

contract compliance and affirmative action.

Thank you.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you, Mr. Holden, for a very excellent state-

ment and some very specific constructiA-e suggestions.
Mr. Metcalfe, I'll call on you first.

Mr. Metcalfe. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would first like to say I am verj^ happy to see that the distinguished

CongTessman, Roman Pucinski is present with us on this very in-

clement day and also to indicate to you that I regret that I am going
to have to leave very shortly for another engagement. I do want to

take this occasion to thank Mr. Ollice Holden for his ver}' expert
testimony and the paper which he presented.

There are a few questions that I would like to propound to you
which deal with the operation of the Chicago branch of the Urban
League.
Now, the Urban League, as I understand it, is structured to work

in the area of employment, and has always been so structured. Am I

right in that?
Mr. Holden. That's correct.

Mr. Metcalfe. I have a question, I'm going to pose a question,
and then I'll ask later on that you answer that question. I am con-
cerned as to what the relationship and to what contributions, if any,
the Urban League performed as a result of the first Chicago plan, but
first I'd like for you to indicate whether or not 3'ou vrere doing a satis-

factory job prior to the conference that was held that lead u}) to the
first Chicago plan.
What volume of work approximateh'

—I know you don't have your
facts and figures with you.
Mr. Holden. I Avould like to start off and then Hamilton Jenkins,

my assistant, who happened to have served in that capacity while he
was on leave can answer some specifics. So I do have facts with me.
Mr. Metcalfe. Good.
Mr. Holden. I know that we served in a capacity to try to bring

together the elements that were needed in the Chicago i)lan in an
informal way.
We also referred candidates when we were asked and sometimes

when we were not, and some of those candidates that were counted as

successfully being placed came out of our facility. So we did have
some role in the putting in of people who \vere actuall}^ placed.
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Now, I will ask Hamilton Jenkins to answer some specifics on that

ver3^ question, because he was then with the agenc}^ and he knows
intimately some of the things that went on in the old Chicago plan.
Mr. Jenkins. Well, as far as the Urban League's role, I think one of

our roles was conciliation and mediation, which is one of our goals. I

think that we performed that goal in bringing together the various

elements to form the Chicago plan.
I was on the board of the other Chicago plan while an Urban League

staff member. As far as satisfaction A\'ith our results, I think it states

in the testimony that we, or the Urban League, even though we think
we have the most successful program in the country in relationsliip to

the needs of the countr}^, we weren't satisfied with the results of our

program.
Mr. Metcalfe. I interpret that answer, I remember ^Ir. Holden

making that statement, but I thought that was an overall viewpoint
rather than specifically addressing itself to the Chicago plan.

Mr. Jenkins. Well, we also believe that a Chicago plan can bring
minorities into the construction trades at a number that our method,
present method cannot do.

Mr. Metcalfe. When the Chicago plan was first inaugurated,
there were supposed to be various agencies set up in which they would
interview potential ai)prentices so as to make the recommendation
to that particular trade union exactly who these individuals were.
Did you participate in that program?
Mr. Jenkins. I did not.

Mr. Holden. Would you make that cpiestion a little clearer,
because I think I have an answer for it.

Mr. Metcalfe. As a result of the Chicago plan, the coalition was

sup})osed to have worked in order to find 3^oung men who wanted
to become apprentices and then they were to take those apprentices
and try to blend them into the unions, and I would like to know during
the time that it was functioning, whether or not you served in that

capacity.
Mr. Holden. We served in that capacity as much as we were

allowed, to be specific. In serving as a catalyst and in various other
means that we tried to work with the coalition, we were not allowed
to the fullest extent of our capacity.

In fact, if 3^ou will go back into the record, you will find that rather
than working through an organization in the city which has the

capability, they went to New York and got the Workers Defense

League to serve as their training and tutoring and whatever and get
all the expertise that was available from them.

So I would like to tiy to in a diplomatic way say that we were not
able to participate as fidly.
Mr. Metcalfe. That leads me then to the question as to today.

You are the major agency for the revised or newly announced Chicago
plan.
Mr. Holden. That's right.
Air. Metcalfe. How do you conceive your role now as difTerent

from that of the first plan?
Mr. Holden. Well, our role in this one is that we are the prime

contractor. We are the administrators of this plan, and we have the
control of the plan as far as an agency could have, which is funded
for doing such. While I can't speak on the specifics in the other plan,
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I can on this one because I was part of the negotiatmg team of the

Urban League when we were negotiating with the U.S. Department
of Labor for it.

I wouki hke to say that we feel that, and we liave no preference to

what jjohtical part}^ the moneys come from for this plan. We feel that

we would be remiss in not participating in such a program like the

Chicago plan, which has the possibility of creating 10,000 jobs.
We feel that if that in fact the plan can become a reality 50 percent

of the wa}^, then it would mean a lot to the black community as far

as economic participation and union cards of which we don't have
now. I feel that the height of the issue can be raised if 3'^oung men
can get union cards rather than not have union cards and try to

argue for that kind of participation that we are interested in.

If I can have 10,000 men that were not working no more than 50

percent of their fullest capacitA'^ with carfls, I feel that that is a greater
issue that we can raise as far as our qualifications.
We have been told for many years that blacks were not cpialified.

So I am one of those saying let's qualify some blacks and see what

happens, and if the Chicago plan can give us some lever of partici-

pation so that minorities can get those cards of which they are not
able to get no^^, 1 feel that then we can push it off center to another
battlefield.

Mr. Metcalfe. As a result of the first i)lan, I personally encoun-
tered some difficulty with some youth that I tried to stimulate to

become apprentices, and the idea of them having to spend 2, 3 j^ears
before they became journeymen and such was discouraging. As a

matter of fact, I sent three youths personall}^ to a union, and the

fallout rate was pretty high.
Do you have any background experience

—what I'm concerned
about is how we are really going to get this message across to our

3^ouths with 33 percent of our youth that we are talking about pres-

ently unemployed, and then the opportunity for them to be gainfully

employed as trade unionists.

How are we going to be able to stimulate them or let them know
that this program exists and then have them avail themselves of the

program?
Mr. HoLDEN. You refer to a high fallout rate. I think we can

attest, and we know for a fact that 79 percent of those young men
that we have ]:)ut into the Chicago Urban League apprenticeship
jH-ogram are still working, and we don't have a high dropout rate.

Mr. Metcalfe. What do 3'-ou attribute that to?

Mr. HoLDEN. We attribute that to the intensive training and
man-to-man tutoring that we give to the candidates who come in

through our organization. We just don't go out and tell a 3^oung man
that, "You can make more mone}'," -vnthout giving him the basis

for, "What do you have to do and how you have to really be there
on time," and all those various other components that it takes to

be an apprentice.
You've got to work and you've got to work hard, and we let them

know that. We screen out those who are not really interested. We
don't just refer people, we let them know what the problems are.

We lot them know that they are going to be harassed, and there is

going to be hazing, so they get what they expect from the kind of
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tutoring we give them. We don't just put a man there who has not
been prepared. He is prepared when we turn him loose.

Mr, Metcalfe. Ver}^ good.
Moving into another area, the em])lo3Tiient of veterans is of great

concern to all of us, because we see the implications of it.

Can you give us some idea as to what successes and what are some
of the problems 3^ou are confronted udth in placing veterans?
Mr. HoLDEN. Yes, I can. We have been having the same problems

that we are having mth placing a lot of other jieople. I'm going to

try to give you a picture of what's happening. About 90 percent of

the people who come in to see us in the first place are unemploved.
Around 64 to 70 percent of them are black men that come in to see

us. Those who come in to see us, 72 percent of them have been un-

employed 15 weeks or more.
So now let me get to the veteran's dilemma. There has been quite

a bit of misinformation with employers, what kind of discharge was
reall}^ a dishonorable discharge. They have been treating general
discharges as dishonorable, anti we have been in a campaign to

reinform employers that a general discharge is not a dishonorable

discharge.
We have worked extensivel}^ with veterans who have come in

^\ith dishonorable discharges to get rehearings, and man}" of the
cases have been repealed and the}^ have changed and the young men
are able to go out and get jobs.
We have had as much of a success with placing veterans as v,^e

have had mth the general populace that has come in. We have, and
we count veterans in ^dth the lot, we have had a 15-percent placement
rate. Since the beginning of the year for 6 months we have seen

6,000-plus candidates, and of those we can say that we have placed
15 percent.
Mr. Metcalfe. Would you sa}^ that 15 percent is 15 percent of

the veterans who come to you also?

Mr. HoLDEN. I would say without any particular figures, we don't

say this is a veteran and that's a regular man, but we do have in our

department a veterans affairs coordinator who handles all veterans
with complaints. But we handle veterans and regular people the same
way.
But there is some additional treatment given to the veteran who

needs adjustment t3rpe of counseling.
Mr. Metcalfe. Then isn't that contradictory, because I was just

getting ready to challenge, you said a^ou handled them the same way
and then you said there is additional treatment you give through
counseling.

I'd like to have that clarified, because to me it's vitally important
as to what the philosophy is.

Mr. HoLDEN. We have veterans who come in who don't have

discharge problems, Avho don't need counseling, but just need the

employment service.

Mr. Metcalfe. Let's quickly move away from them and let's

get into the real hard-core area, if we may, please. Let me, while

you are pondering your answer
Air. Holden. I'm not pondering.
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Mr. Metcalfe. Well, I thought you were. You are cognizant of the

fact that many veterans and certainly a disproportionate number of

black veterans are given dishonorable discharges, less than honorable

discharges for the smallest infraction. That is a policy that we found
out when Congressman Hawkins and the other members of the

Congressional Black Caucus held its hearings on racism in the

military, that for the slightest infraction of any of the rules and

regulations, the officers would encourage the soldier or the GI to

take a less than honorable discharge, and he was anxious to get out.

So he said, "Give me the paper, and I'm ready to go," and not

realizing what the consequences were that were going to confront

him later in life.

I am ^^tall3^ concerned with this, and I'd like to know whether

you make a special effort in order to place those with dishonorable

discharges and less than honorable discharges.
Mr. HoLDEN. Yes; we do.

Mr. Metcalfe. Would j'^ou elaborate on that, please.
Mr. HoLDEN. I can't elaborate on specifics, but if you'd like for me to

get some statistics, we can show you a complete profile breakdown of

those kinds of candidates that we are working with who have less

than lionorable, those who are getting their cases reviewed, because
there are some facts in the transcript which are not, in our opinion, those

which should have them have a dishonorable discharge, and those who
come in who have those, we are attempting to get them placed. We
don't turn anybody away from our doors. We'll accept all, and we
recruit and make it knowTi that we have a veterans coordinator's

department wliich works with these specific problems of readjustment
and the readjustment is in the area of those who have dishonorables,
and those who have problems getting emploj^ment.
Mr. Metcalfe. May I ask that you send to our chairman, Con-

gressman Hawkins, that body of statistics and also send me a copy of

it here to the Federal building, Everett McKinley Dirksen Building,
so I personally would have it.

But I think I would recommend, Mr. Chairman, that that become
a part of our record, because it seems to me that the area of veteran

employment moves into other areas of crime, and the need for survival

with a black having one strike against him, being a veteran and then

having a less than honorable discharge tends to make him sour on

society, and he then becomes in need of perhaps at least psychiatric

help. Maybe he doesn't need psychiatric help. What he needs is a

job.
I would urge, and this is not b}' way of criticism, because I have

nothing but the liighest praise for your Urban Leaque, but I would

urge that the Urban League review its policy on the employment of

those veterans who have less than honorable discharges, because if

you are successful, if you are highly successful, more than 15 percent,
then 3"ou are going to render a tremendous service to mankind, to

society, and to the blacks as well, if there is some concentration there

that perhaps, I repeat, perhaps is not present there now, because it's

more than just getting a job.
Mr. Hawkins. Without objection, the request is made. We will

expect that material to be sent to the subcommittee and to Mr.
Metcalfe's office.
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(The information requested is inserted at this point :)

Report on the Chicago Urban League Economic and Manpower Develop-
ment Department, Veterans Placement Activity, January 1, 1972,
Through October 25, 1972

From January 1, 1972 through October 23, 1972 the Veteran Affairs Department
of the Chicago Urban League Economic and Manpower Development Depart-
ment serviced 556 veterans. The Department provided them with employment,
housing, educational and other services.

Of the 556 veterans serviced by the agencj^, 56 or a little over 10% had less

than honorable discharges. A breakdown of the veterans witli less than honorable
discharges reveals that 24 or 43% of all veterans serviced had general discharges,
21 or 38% had undesirable discharges, 7 or 12% had bad conduct discharges and
4 or 7% had dishonorable discharges.

Of the veterans with less than honorable discharges, 19 Oi 33.9% were referred
to employment and are still on the job. We were successful in finding employment
for 10 of the 24 or 41.7% of the veterans who received undesirable discharges,
3 of the 7 or 42.8% of the veterans who had bad conduct discharges, and 1 of the 4
veterans who had dishonorable discharges.

This placement percentage of 33.0 compares favorably with our 11% during a
similar period.

Mr. Metcalfe. Mr. Chairman, I'd Hke to thank both Mr. Holden
and ]\Ir. Jenkins for the fine contribution and certainly at this time
those are all the questions that I have.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you, Mr. Metcalfe. We also recognize that

you do have some urgent appointments elsewhere. The committee is

very pleased to have had you this morning and all of yesterda}?", and
we wdsh to thank you for the courtesies that 3^ou have extneded to us
in the city of Chicago and the contribution which you have made in

these hearings.
At this time I'd like to call on another of the members of the com-

mittee from the Chicago area, and certainly one who has made a great
contribution in this field of fighting against all kinds of discrimination,

particularly that which has concerned sex and age discrimination as

well as ethnic discrimination. Certainly it has been a pleasure to have
worked with him on the committee for a period of 10 years. He is

aspiring to leave the House and to be promoted, to the Senate, but
we certainly -will miss him on the House side.

Mr. Pucinski.
Mr. Pucinski. Thank jou, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Holden, what percentage of the veterans that you have contact

Avith would you say have other than an honorable discharge?
Mr. Holden. I would say about 10 to 15 percent of those we see,

that is, Antliout having specific figures here. We don't look at it that

Avay. We handle the case as it comes in.

Air. Pucinski. You knoAV, for a long time I have been working Avith

Barry Wright of the Concerned Veterans. If my memory serves me
right, I think I Avas first in trying to set up some contacts for that

group, at the Defense Department and the Records Correction Board.
It's my understanding in my experience that one of the problems in

getting these records corrected is that AA'here the soldier Avants to

appear personallA^ before the Board he has to come to Washmgton.
We have been trying to get the Defense Department to set up a series

of correction boards, especially in the large urban areas so that that
could be done right here on the site Avithout requiring the veteran to

traA^el all the Avay to Washington. Usually the boys don't have the

money, and they don't have the resources for lodging and so on.
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Is it your judgment that such a diffusion of the records correction

procedure would speed up the whole procedure and get those records

corrected?
Mr. HoLDEN. There is no question in m}^ mind that it would, due to

everything having to be sent back to Washington, and the inability
and lack of funding to send individuals there to testify.
Mr. PuciNSKi. There is merit in what Congressman Metcalfe says

on the outright discrimination that exists in the Defense Department,
particularly against minority groups.
We have been trying to get the Defense Department to at least set

up an intensive counseling service here in Chicago to help these

veterans prepare their applications for correction of records and to

work along with them, and we have had very little luck in that

direction.

Have 3^ou had any better luck than we have?
Mr. HoLDEN. No, we haven't. We have onl}^ been able to get limited

funding through the National Urban League, which really doesn't

pa3^ the cost of all of the staffing that Ave have put in to take care of

that problem. There is need for more work in that area. There is need
for the education, for the miseducation that has been going on about
the different kinds of discharges veterans can have which are not dis-

honorable, and I referred to those earUer. Wlien a person has a general

discharge, it's misinterpreted by employers to be a dishonorable dis-

charge, because it is not an honorable discharge. There is no question
that there is not enough being done as far as education of what the

problems are and the efforts that are being made to help veterans.

One thing that must be said, and I didn't challenge Congressman
Metcalfe on it, is tliat if the employment situation is as bad as it

appears to us, and if the figures are correct that we are seeing, veterans

arc many kinds of persons. Those veterans who are qualified are hav-

ing problems finding emplojmient. I v\'ould like to refer to the informa-

tion that I have, and it only serves as a barometer, because we don't

see all that is in Chicago, but we see a good amount of it, that 19 per-
cent of the people that we see have college degrees. And I referred

earlier that 90 percent of the people who come in are unemplo3'^ed.

Certainly those A\-ho have college degrees and trade certificates are in

that group, 24 percent of those.

Mr. PuciNSKi. Just a second now. You are sajdng then that among
those seeking help through your agency to find emplo3^ment, 19 per-
cent have college degrees?
Mr. HoLDEN. That's right.
Mr. PuciNSKi. In other words, it is a myth then to suggest that a

large percentage of those that go through your agency looking for

emplo^^ment assistance are undertrained or untrained or unskilled?

Mr. HoLDEN. That is correct.

Mr. PuciNSKi. This is a myth that people have. But j'ou are saying
here that you have one out of ever}^ five people that you deal with

has a college degree and can't find a job?
Mr. HoLDEN. That's right, and it's a m^^th to assume that we can

place people with a stepped-up effort.

Mr. PuciNSKi. I'm very pleased to get that figure from you, because

I have been saying in this critical period there are in America today
600,000 college graduates who can't find decent jobs for which they
have been trained, and you sustain that assumption, and indeed it is
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a tragic situation when one out of five people that seek 3'our helj)

have college degrees and are full}^ qualified to work and can't find

work.
What is the other breakdoAni that j^ou have?
Mr. HoLDEN. Well, the breakdown falls this way: 33 percent of

them have high school educations, 24 percent go up through 11th

grade but didn't get a diploma, and then you've got 3 percent who
are 8th grade or less. So the percentages are high on the 8th grade
and increase as 3"ou go up.
So we're not talking about people who don't have some credentials.

We are talking about people who should, if given an opportunity, be

employed, if jobs v.ere available. See, we are talking about jobs

being available, and you've got two forces. Those who are in the

emplo3"ment pool looking for jobs are white and black, and they have
similar credentials and everybody is fighting for a job that is non-
existent in many instances, and we are in a situation \\'here the scales

must be tipped the other way where jobs are made available.

Everybody now is—well, let me refer to it this way—it is a buj^er's
market in the employment sector where highly cpialified people are

being skimmed off the top and those with the qualifications uhich
would meet the job requirements are being turned away, because

employers are going to get the best the^'^ can, and you have all kinds
of people in the market looking for jobs that are not available.

Mr. PuciNSKi. Your figures add up to 79 percent.
Mr. HoLDEN. I didn't give you all the figures.
I said 19 percent. There are 16 percent with 1 to 3 years, and then

5 percent that have gone to trade schools right out of high school

and graduated from those. So that will give 3^ou the other numbers.
Mr. PuciNSKi. In other words, some, if you take that 5 percent of

those who graduated and went on to trade school, you would have
then 81 percent of those seeking employment through 3-our agency
that have a high school or almost a high school equivalent or better.

Mr. HoLDEN. Better than high school. We are sa3dng those ^^ho

have graduated from high school and went to some trade school to get
some additional trainmg of some kind. See, there is a dilemma that
must be faced.

I criticized training programs, some of the training programs that
I have seen. People are trained for those professions that have a

surplus of labor. Then at the end of their training the3" are not put
on a job; the3" are put right back on welfare. So I criticize some of the

training programs that are coming out now. There is no anah^sis of

the market conditions, the surpluses, and those which do not have

adequate numbers of people that have those kinds of skills. Some
anal3^sis should be made prior to programs of what is needed rather

training people for nonexistent jobs.

People making 10,000 strokes a minute on IBM ke3i3unch can't

find a job because they're saying 3^ou've got to have cj[ualifications of

a number of 3'ears experience. There is just an over influx of certain

job categories of people, but the3^ don't have the kmd of experience
that the emplo3^ers are asking for because of the surplus of people.
Mr. PuciNSKi. I thmk 3"ou are making a ver3^ telling point and one

that I have been trying to express as chairman of the Subcommittee
on General Education, and I hope that Mr. Hawkins -will now pick
that up, pick up that fight because 3^ou are absolutel3^ correct.

88-150—73 6
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One of the great shortcomings of our educational program is that

you are training young people for nonexistent jobs. Conversely, there

are some 5,000 different skills that we have developed in the last

decade, but there is really no training being done in those. There is

no effort being made to search out those areas where the jobs needs
are going to exist, and I would hope that we could place an even
heavier emphasis on what j^ou are sa^dng.
But the thing that impresses me about 3^our testimony here this

morning is that you completely destroyed the myth that in the black

community all of those who are unemplo3^ed are unemi)lo3^ed because

they lack some sort of skill or preparation. Now, that's the myth that

exists, but j^our statistics demolish that m3^th, when j^ou say that 19

percent have college degrees, 33 percent have a high school or better

education.
Mr. HoLDEN. Well, 33 plus 16 percent. The 16 percent are 1 to 3

years of college.
Mr. PuciNSKi. And so it is your contention, Mr. Holden then that

this ver}^ high rate of unemploj^ment exists because of the discrimina-

tion, because of the racial discrimination? How do 3^ou account for

this or is it because there just aren't any jobs period.
Mr. HoldEX. I would be naive to say there is no discrimination going

on, because I have experienced discrimination myself in seeking a job.
Mr. PuciNSKi. I think I'm experiencing a little discrimination in

some of our communities myself, as I look at some of the straw polls.

Mr. Holden. I can understand what you are saying. What we are

sajdng is that there are scarce jobs and there is discrimination at the

same time. Given a person who is not of hue to have to determine

what apphcants will get the job, 80 percent of the time it won't be a

black person if he has a choice of white and black. That I can attest

and feel like I could swear on the bible and jow could go prove it.

Let's look at another dilemma. Those qualified blacks that 3^ou have
in the private sector are the bottom of the ladder, and due to the fact

they're not allowed to reach their aspirations in that management
structure, you have chronic job hopping but not really going up the

structure.

Compliance officers, you have in your order information Avhere it

sa3^s they're supposed to analyze underutilization. You can pick any
company out downtown here or in suburbia and look at the middle-

management level and 3^ou'll find there is underutilization and nothing
is really being done about it. The pressure is not there as it should be.

You have compliance officers who are inexperienced talkmg to person-
nel managers who have been there 6, 7, or 8 years and they are running
those compliance officers around the horn. They know more about it

than they do in some instances.

Look at the new compliance officers you have. Look at the sincerit3'-

wath which they are trying to implement an affirmative action pro-

gram. I come from ]n'ivate industr3r and I don't just speak from the

perspective of the Chicago Urban League. I am not a social worker.

I am an administrator who came from private industry who has in

some instances written qualifications for peo])le to come in.

Mr. PuciNSKi. Y^ou know really, I think that the figures that you
have provided this committee this morning show a reall3" outrageous
situation that exists when you consider that 19 percent of 3'our

unemployed have college degrees, 16 percent, 3^ou said, had a 1- to
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3-year college level, 33 percent are high school graduates, 24 percent
have at least an 11th grade, went up to 11th grade but didn't graduate,
5 percent are high school plus a further career equivalent. Now, these

are really astonishing figures, and these are people who are fully

qualified to go to \\ork, and we find a situation where they're not

working sim]:)ly because apparently there are just no jobs.
Mr. HoLDEN. That's correct.

Mr. PuciNSKi. Does the Urban League have any suggestion, Mr.
Holden, on how we could stimulate jobs for these people? I mean, has
the Urban League proposed any program?
Mr. Holden. We are without a prepared program. I can say this,

that if the Government in its preparation of training programs were
to analyze the needs in the private sector as well as the governmental
sector, the training of those 500,000 that a^ou spoke of yesterday.

Congressman Hawkins, would not be put into nonexistent jobs, but
would be put in those jobs where people are needed.

There are those jobs that are not being filled now because of sup-

posedly underskilled people not really being prepared for them. So
what I'm advocating is a governmental training and funding of monies
for those areas where there is not a surplus of labor.

The next thing would be
Mr. Hawkins. If the gentleman would 3'ield, just where specifically

are those jobs that you refer to?

Mr. Holden. OK. Here in Illinois, based on the statistics that

come out of the State EmploA^ment Service, they're showing that

there are not enough qualified secretaries, for instance, technical

secretaries ^\ho can take shorthand and can type at a high speed that

employers are calling for. There is no training program there to get
those levels up for secretaries of lawyers, et cetera. You are looking
at the categories of skilled mechanics, you are looking at categories of

engineers. There is a shortage here, but there is a surplus in California

because of the layoff. There should be some trade-off of those technical

skills, but there is not.

I'm not saying that 3'ou should train engineers, but there are

engineers \\ ho are available and some of those requirements should be
relaxed so that engineers can be traded off from one particular area

to another.
In many instances we have those people who are unskilled who

could be trained for skills that are needed in the mechanical area.

Every time I talk to an employer he is asking me do I have any
craftsmen that can come into his maintenance program. Well, no,
there are no minority craftsmen in excess of the demand. The demand
is much greater than the supply.

So in that area, machinists, electricians, and just regular mechanics,
if we just cite those categories, there is a lack of supply there.

Mr. Hawkins. If the gentlemen would jdeld further, ^\hy aren't

people being trained in these areas b}^ schools through vocational
education or the manpower program. Just why, do you have any
ex])lanation?
Mr. Holden. Well, no; the3''re not responding to the need.
Mr. Hawkins. Why aren't secretaries being trained, for example?
Mr. Holden. Secrettiries are being trained, but if you look at the

school system, they've got manual typewriters, and now you've got
electric typewriters.
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Mr. Hawkins. Are you sa^nng in that instance the schools are

failing what they're supposed to do?
Mr. HoLDEN. Yes, they are. There is a much benign need for more

than they're given.
Mr. PuciNSKi. Would you say that's true of Jones Commercial?
Mr. HoLDEN. I don't know whether Jones Commercial could be put

into the same pot, because it is one that is responding to the need.
Mr. Jenkins. Jones Commercial, I understand most of the girls

have jobs before the}" become seniors. So there needs to be an ex-

pansion of the program. It's an excellent program, but, working in

employment for about 10 3^ears, I have never seen a Jones girl looking
for a job. They're already placed well before the}^ complete school.

Mr. PuciNSKi. They have a tough time graduating those girls
because they have job offers before graduation.
Mr. Hawkins. Wh}^ aren't such schools expanded then? I don't

know anything about the Jones School except the statements that you
have made. I think I have heard Mr. Pucinski talk about Jones. Wliy
don't we have more such schools?

Mr. HoLDEN. We can point at Jones, but look at Jones, it's one in

many.
Mr. Hawkins. Wliy isn't Jones more than one?
Mr, HoLDEN. I think that question should be posed to the board of

education, and then pose it to the Government who is providing
funding that they need.

Mr. Pucinski. One final question, Mr. Holden. You have talked

about the 4,268 black and Spanish-speaking candidates awaiting
union applications, and you gave some other statistics on the Chicago
plan during your discussions.

Mr. Holden. Those figures are from an apprenticeship project that

we have presently.
Mr. Pucinski. During j^our work on the Chicago plan, how would

3"0u assess the present job market in Chicago in the building trades?

Mr. Holden. Well, looking at the amount of building that is

going on here in Chicago, there is a possibility that many placements
can be made with an expanding market, as we have experienced it in

the past, and if it continues there is no doubt in my mind that the job
slots won't be available—they will be available. It depends upon the

good faith efforts of the unions and management to put the minority
candidates to work.

In fact, that was the lacking feature about the old Chicago plan.

People were forced to go out and create jobs, and in this plan the

unions and management have to go out to their membership and get
those jobs. The construction useis have control over the input. It is

not just the union.
The two particular parties vho have been the cause of the failure

of the previous plan are in this plan. They're not excluded.

Mr. Pucinski. You have certainly been veiy helpful to the com-
mittee. I must say, Mr. Chairman, that the statistics supplied by
Mr. Holden certainly give us a ^^'hole new perspective of what the

problem is, and I think it does sho^^' the continuing need for this kind

of oversight by the congressional committees.
Thank you, Ivlr. Holden.
Air. Hawkins. Thank vou, Mr. Pucinski.
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Mr. Hoklen, I have just two questions. You have akeady answered
some of those that I would have asked.

In your statement you say that the full legalization of contract

compliance and affirmative action planning is vital to the economic

gT0^^'th of blacks and other minorities.

Would you amplify that, and particularly what you mean b}" "the

full legalization."
Mr. HoLDEN. Well, the full legalization

—and maybe I'm playing
with words there, and what you have in Order 4 are the ingTedients of

an affirmative action program which are not really being implemented.
I made reference to the fact of underutilization of minorit}' man-

power and chronic job hopping earlier that due to frustration minorities

are having to resort to. That is really being unnoticed.

Compliance officers in many instances are—and not all of them—
are not pressuring ]3rivate industry or pressuring anybody to do some-

thing above and beyond the call of duty to see that those slots are

filled in middle management. I would ho])e that 3^ou would go back to

Washington and ask some questions of why there are sho\\-cause

notices given to a director from a compliance officer who are aggres-
sive and they are stopped at the director and never get back to the

company.
IMr. Hawkins. By the director you mean the director

Mr. Holder. In the region, maybe.
Mr. Hawkins. Or in the W^ashington office.

Mr. HcLDEN. And I would also ask you to check an}' company at

random.
Mr. Hawkins. Do you have any statistics en show-cause orders that

are not being acknowledged or actually processed by directors?

Mr. HoLDEN. I do know through interviews Anth some compliance
officers that there are instances of "show causes" that are being given
to directors, of which copies go to Washington and that questions are

being asked now, "Why are you not issuing show cause," rather than

going back and saying, "Well, let's see if we can ^^'ork this out." There
are a high percentage of reports that are going to Washington but
not being acted on here, and they are being pushed back in the

Defense De])artment at this time to the director saying, "Why are

you not issuing those?"

They are now trying to stej) compliance up, but it has been neglected
in some instances, I wouldn't be able to give you the number, but I

know that the actiA-ity has been stepped up and has in some instances
not been given the full consideration.

Mr. Hawkins. Do you tliink there is enough leadership at the

Washington level?

Mr. HoLDEN. I think it's too high up. I think some of the power
should be down here in the region so that action can be taken right
away.
Mr. Hawkins. Apparently regional directors are not acting.
Mr. Hold EN. Well, as referred to by Paul King the other day, in

many instances where there have been aggressive acts, men have lost

jobs, and there is a fear by some, others reall}' didn't want to be aggres-
sive anyway. I'm not sure that compliance is taken serious enough.
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Mr. Hawkins. Were 3^ou present yesterday when I think Mr. King
testified with respect to the Office of Federal Contract Comphance?
Mr. HoLDEN. Well, don't talk about that. They have four members,

three members in this area. One is a director, one is a secretary, and
there is another person. Now, that is understaffing, so I don't even
want to talk about their captibilities of doing anything. We are not
talking about the Defense Department. We are talking about OFCC.

Mr. Hawkins. Do 3^ou think that the Office of Federal Contract

Compliance is domg a reasonably creditable job at the present time?
Mr. HoLDEN. I can't give them stars for the effort that thej-'re

giving.
Mr. Hawkins. Can you give them anything for v.hat the}' are

doing?
Mr. HoLDEN. The}^ are doing what they have to do or what they

want to do. That's kind of cynical, but that's the situation that minori-
ties find themselves in.

Mr. Pucinski. If the gentleman will yield, on that score, Mr.
Holden, I think that you make a strong point, but I think it's a point
that has to go beyond just a limitation of minority groups, if we
interpret minority groups only as black or brown, because
Mr. Holden. Black, brown, Indians, Chinese, all of them are

counted in affirmative action numbers.
Mr. Pucinski. Mr. Holden, what about the vast number in a city

like Chicago who are similarly being discriminated against? I think

you and I have a common problem, because I think that we can show
that if we take these statistics, we can carry that same argument
effectively to Lithuanians and Italians and Poles. It's a white anglo-
saxon America. I think the time has come we ought to recognize it as

that, and I think we ought to start addressing ourselves to the problem.
This bill provides that there should be no discrimination because of

race, religion, or national origin. Now, the Commission has made some
progress and surely not enough in dealing with the problem of racial

discrimination, but in terms of discrimination because of national

origin they haven't even established guidelines jei, and it seems to me,
therefore, we ought to be addressing ourselves to the entire problem of

the kind of discrimination that exists across the board against various

Americans, black Americans, brown Americans, Polish Americans,
Lithuanian Americtms, Italian Americans, and I'm just wondering if

anybod}'^ has any suggestion on how do we deal with tliat problem,
because this discrimination cuts across a much broader field than what
we have been talking about.

Mr. Holden. Not to deny that others are not discriminated against.
I have to refer to blacks and browns being discriminated against

visually.
Mr. Pucinski. I think you are absolutely right.
Mr. Holden. You can change your name and be an anglo-saxon

American if you want to, but I can't, and neither can the gentleman
sitting right here. The discrimination bites deeper.

^

Mr. Pucinski. Why should au}^ human being be forced to conceal
his ethnic identity, and I'm pleased to hear you bring tliat point up,
because that very thing happened to me when I was a young reporter.
The first story that I wrote when the editor decided to give me a

byline, he called me up and said, "What name are you going to use?"
And I said, "What do you mean?"
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He said, "Wliat name are 3^ou going to use as a byline?" I said,

"Well, what are you suggesting?" He said, "Well, Palmer, Porter,"
all sorts of angle-saxon names. I said—I ^^as just a young kid then—
I said, "Do I have to?" He said, "No." I said, "Wliy don't I use Roman
Pucinski? That's my given name."
But I agree with you that there is that one escape hatch that the

others have, and to some extent they can overcome that discrimina-

tion. But the point I ^\ as trying to make, jSIr. Holden, is that I think

that 3^our problem can gain a great deal more enij^athy if we realize

that there are many, man}^ people in this countrj' who have this

problem.
The problem obviously is most pronounced in those people Vtlio

can't change the color of their skin, as you properly point out.

Mr. Jenkins. In the beginning of our testimon^^ I think we men-
tioned that v/hen full ecpiality is given to the—we are talking about

Chicago
—the blacks and the Spanish-speaking people in Chicago,

the whole communitj'^ will benefit, and ^^e do believe that. We do not

believe, you know, that other groups are not discriminated against,
but I think that by providing equality to the blacks and Spanish-

speaking people, it provides a model that other groups caii follow.

jMr. Pucinski. I think 3-ou make a very good point. I think that

the emphasis in the last 20 j^ears on the elimination of discrimination

because of a person's race has given birth to an awareness and has

served as an inspiration to other groups who are now for the first time

refusing to just suffer these indignities in silent desperation. They are

now coming to the fore. I think that's why I said earlier we have a

common problem. I think the time has come to combine our resources

to fight this problem to eliminate all vestiges of discrimination in this

country. That's the national goal, and I think we ought to be ^\orking
in that dkection.
Mr. Hawkins. I think it would be presumptuous to have Mr. Hol-

den, for example, to have him speak for the Polish Americans.
Mr. Pucinski. I'm sure the Polish Americans would be very happy

to have such a distinguished si^okesman for their cause.

Mr. PIawkins. Because of time, Mr. Holden, I'm not going to ask

any further questions. I would appreciate, however, that any defmite

information you can furnish to this committee concerning the laxity
in the enforcement of contract compliance in the region woidd be

appreciated. I think that sometimes we talk too much in generalities,

generalities in these hearings, and so mam^ of us, I think, on both
sides of the table use rhetoric,

I think, however, the time has come for this committee to take
more specific action, and I would hope from these hearings in the

field, we can develop some documentation to support some of the

contentions. I think it's obvious that discrimination does exist. I

think that has been pretty well documented already, that Federal

agencies, Federal officials are not really doing their job, and I think
tliat the time has come reall}'-

—I'm not accusing you of doing this, I'm

making this as a general statement—to begin to document more
specifically some of the instances and to take these examples to the
central authorit3'' and ask why something isn't being done.

I become discouraged when I hear a witness say that this agency,
an agency is doing all right because it has a black director, and I

don't accept that as being any documentation, that an agency has
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empathy or is necessarih' doing an3''thing because it has a black
director and that we can't criticize, should not even abolish the agency
if it isn't doing a good job, transfer its function to some other agency
whether it has a black director or not, and it's obvious that some of

these agencies are not doing the job in the field and I would hope that
we can get from j^ou and from others the factual information from
which we can take some rather definitive action.

That is really not a question, it's just a comment, and I would
appreciate, as 1 say, if we can keep communication with each other
and we can receive from you an}^ further documentation of the things
that you liave brought to the attention of the committee.
Thank j^ou very much for a very excellent presentation, and the

same to you, Mr. Jenkins.
Mr. Jenkins. Thank you.
Mr. Hawkins. The next witness is Mr. Sam Bell.

Mr. Bell, it's a pleasure to welome you before the committee.
We have not yet had a representative of a S])anish-speaking grou])
from this area, and I think it's particularlj^ relevant to the inquiry of

this subcommittee to hear from all groups, not merely from one. We
hoped that we could have heard from some of the groups representing
women. Unfortunatelj^, at least in this city we did not, but we'll try
to correct that in some of the other hearings.

Again, I wish to welcome you to the committee. We do have your
statement. We'll enter that in the record in its entirety and you may
proceed.

SAM BELL, EEPEESENTING SPANISH-SPEAKING PEOPLE

Mr. Bell. Thank 3^ou, Congressman Hawkins. It's a pleasure to

be here. The nature of my testimony is broad, expansive rather than
intensive, and rather than read it I would like to make points and
later perhaps you would like to expand on any one of the points that
I make by way of questions.

First, I spend several pages in my testimonj' talking about the

problems of classification
;
a short statement that ma}' or may not be

considered a rhetorical or philosophical point of view, but it's ex-

tremely significant.
The term "Spanish speaking" is not a term descriptive of a homo-

geneous group. Unfortunately, American society seems to want to

classify people on the basis of skin color. The accepted practice is to

classify people as black or white and then, more recently to wonder
what to do about all of the others who seem not to fit into either

category.
The tendency now is to say, "Well, those are the brown people."

There is a problem with this kind of a designation because it ]:)laced
the Spanish-speaking communitj' in a realm of categorization that is

not quite relevant.

If white is one extreme and black is the other, then brown probably
is somewhere in between and Avhat do you do mth that. It's not a
relevant categorization.
A black Puerto Rican is Puerto Rican before he is black. The

lighter Puerto Rican is Puerto Rican before that person is Anglo or

Caucasian. The same with any other Spanish-speaking group. Among
the grou[) of Mexican-Americans—I am a Mexican-American—the
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ranges are from a very Indian, almost Oriental set of features to very
light blue-eyed almost blondes. So there is a range of backgrounds
involved in talking about the Spanish speaking.

So to classify us as brown is not germane to the point, and to try to

categorize all people according to a color range is not germane. It

clouds the issue. This is significant because of what it does to our
statistical gathering devices in the Department of Labor. Fairly re-

centh^ the Census Bureau and the Department of Labor have been

using terms like the Spanish speaking, subdixided into Cuban,
Mexican-American, Puerto Rican, and other.

There is there the beginning of a recognition that the previous
classification of black and white is not relevant.

There is one point that I \youid like to make that I think may extend
our field of discussion to where it ought to be, and it actuallv gets into

what Congressman Pucinski was beginning to drive at. The reason

why color is significant is not because it's a visual difference. That is a

S3'mbol. But there is a different culture, a different M^ay of relating to

life, relating to people. The Anglo, the WASP, or the white com-

munity, which is composed of manj^ Eurojiean strains who came to the

United States, came over to a \'irgin land or an imocciij:)ied territory
and the people they saw out there were not the same color, but more
that that, did not have the same approach to life, did not have the

same kind of religion, the same kind of language structure, the same

style of life, the same relation to reality. But the people who came
from Europe had onl}^ minor distinctions because there was a com-

monality.
The Indians consequently were moved west and eliminated. Coming

up out of South America there was the conquest, the first conquest by
the European-Spanish, the conquest of the Indians and the mixture
of the races. The idea there was that culturally the Indians were

inferior, had an indigenous culture, a life style that was heathen, that
was nasty. So the}' had to be either eliminated or redeveloped and
made like the superior European. That kind of an attitude still exists.

In the development of the whole American Nation who was it that got
shot at b}^ the U.S. Cavahy or by any of the American white groups?
It was Indians, it was Mexicans, it was blacks. (For blacks there was a

slight difference because American slavery was the taking of a nation
of people, severing their roots and transplanting them and destroying
whatever cultural history was there.) Among Indians, among Mexican-

Americans, among Puerto Ricans, among the Spanish speaking, there
is an existmg self-sufficient cultural history, and it is one of the marks
of pride that we feel that we can still exist after the first conquest,
after the Mexican-American War, after the Alam.o, after in the early
20th Centur}' the conquest of Puerto Rico and the attempt to estab-
lish English and the Anglo culture and to eliminate the Spanish
language, there still exists that kind of a cultural past that expresses
itself Unguis ticall}'', through food, but more significantly through an

approach to reality, a world view, value systems, st3des of life, the wa}'
families exist.

Now, that's a point I want to make, and I want to leave it there,
because I only make that point to estabhsh a new position from which
we can talk that relates to a ver}^ specific problem. Wlien we have a

manpower training program how do we relate, is it blacks or whites
that we are dealing with?
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Not in this particular testimony, but I believe in one marked
"Chairman" up there is a suggestion. It is the last 10 pages. It is

called, "Strengthening Manpower Programs for Spanish-speaking
Americans." This study is rather significant. It was performed about a

year and a half ago. It was a national evaluation of the Manpower
Administration and its approach to the Spanish speaking.

It considered funding priorities, program designs, success factors,
the whole shot. There v.^ere four Spanish speaking professionals who
were contracted to work with some people in Washington to evaluate
the situation.

We came up with this report. You have just the summary there.

It's approximately 150 pages, and the chief point of the whole study
was that we expected when we began the stud}^ to find that the Man-
power Administration was not really meeting needs, did not know the
needs of the Spanish speaking, did not know how to meet them and did
not meet them.

Well, I think our study proved that we were optimistic because the
situation was really worse than that. A specific example was the city
of Chicago. We determined that approximately $20 million that was
manpower money one way or another came into the city, and we spent
5 daA's

Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Bell, did you participate in this?

Mr. Bell. Yes; I was one of the consultants in this study. The
research team was com])osed of four people. I was one of the four,

Mr. Hawkins. Thank you.
Mr. Bell. In the city of Chicago we spent 5 days talking to just

about everyone from Sam Bernstein, the mayor's manpower co-

ordinator to the director of the Illinois State Emplojanent service,

and various manpower operators. We were able to trace about $40,000
of that total $20 million funding that was earmarked and oriented
toward the Spanish speaking in the cit}^ of Chicago.
However, j)eople tokl us, "Well, here and there we have an intake

])erson who is Mexican or in a Jobs 70 ])rooTam, a certain cornor.i tioii

has written in an English language training program, but wo rlon'<

know how successful that has been."
So we were able to find that almost nothing is happening in Chicago

when it comes to manpower training. The situation has changed ii»

the last year to the extent that maybe three times that amount ol'

money, three times that $40,000 is now being funded to Spanish
speakine operations specifically. In addition, a larger amount of

Federal money has been going to Spanish-speaking groups in the last

year. A year before that there was no Offi.ce of Economic 0])portunity
funded program in the whole region that went to a Spanish-speaking
group as such. It went to a Community Action Program that may or

may not have had a Spanish-speaking person on the board or any kind
of Latin people hired into the staff.

Mr. Hawkins. Was there a Government program that was Spanish-
speaking in character?

Mr. Bell. There was one in Wisconsin and there were several
title 3(b) programs, migrant programs, I think five in the region.
Three of them were run by Spanish-speaking directors and the Board
was reflected of the clientele.

Mr. Hawkins. None in Chicago?
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Mr. Bell. In Chicago? Well, there is an Illinois Migrant Council.
It's mainly

\[r. Hawkins. That's statewide, isn't it?

Mr. Bell. It's main office is in Chicago, but all of the operations
are outside of the city of Chicago and in Cook County.
That was the only operation in the State of Illinois, the only Spanish-

speaking group that received mone}^ to do a job. The situation has
not really changed appreciably. One of the peoi)le to whom we spoke
was the director of the concentrated employment program in the

city of Chicago, and I ajjpreciate and respect the individual to whom
I s|)oke, because he respected me and m^' time.

He said "We have no Spanish-speaking trainees. We may have
two secretaries. If you want to talk about anj'thing else, fine. We
could have a nice sociable talk, but your discussion will not get any
farther than that."

In addition, MDTA kinds of programs, skill centers until recently
have not been approaching the Spanish-speaking.

So that speaks to the whole area of Federal funding in Chicago
and in this region. It's fantastically inadequate, and that which does
exist is funded to a non-Spanish speaking grantee. That's a point,
and I'd like to leave that and move on.

Mr. Hawkins. Are j^ou going to discuss the concept of parity
later in this connection, because I think that it possibly relates to the
discussion at this ]ioint?
Mr. Bell. All right, fine. There are among the statements, recom-

mendations, in fact, there is a whole body, 50 pages, of recommenda-
tions for specific action that the Department of Labor ought to take.

One of the key principles which we established was the principle of

parity, and people immediately responded to us by saying, "Well,
that's a percentage, that's a cjuota," and as a matter of fact, it's not.

Our conception of parity is based solely on need. Given a client group
in a manpower program, there are certain kinds of things that have
to happen to those people in order to get them to the level of employ-
ability in a given job.

If you are Spanish-speaking, you may have a difficult grasp of

English. You are going to have to undergo some kind of a language
communication development operation. Most manpower programs
do not or did not develoj) that kind of a design in language training.
For example, in Boston we found one. It was run by Anglos who
refused to hire Puerto Ricans to teach because of accent interference

they feared.

AH right, parity. Parit}^ simply means this, an appropriate amxount
of dollars and resources should be spent according to the need. That
may be more money and more staff time than the actual percentage
of the population, because it may take longer and cost more to do
the same thing for this given group than the other given group.
Parity is a kind of flexible thing that relates to the need.

Mr. Hawkins. Hovr did you reply to the charge that this was
getting into percentages, quotas, or preferential treatment in conflict

with the President's pronouncement?
Mr. Bell. This particular study was made prior to that.

Mr. Hawkins. In terms of his pronouncement, how would you
analvze it now?
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Mr. Bell. A quota refers to in a room there are a certain number
of people. We take a percentage of the people and that percentage
must be employed or trained.

What we are saying is not necessarily the proportion of population,
but the need has to be quantified in terms of time and dollars and
mechanisms to accomplish an objective. That may be more or less

than the number of people involved, but the point is to establish an

objective, sa}^, employment and do whatever is necessary within the

Manpower Development Program to get a Spanish-speaking client

to the point where he is em^ployable.
Mr. Hawkins. The way I read it you indicate parity is defined to

mean that each segment of the target community served b}^ the

program should receive a fair share of ]:>rogram services and take
into account relative need. If we take the Chicago area, I would
assume you mean that first of all you would determine the target
population, in this instance, let's say, Spanish-speaking ])opulation
in that you are saying that that segment of the community should
receive it's share of the program services based on its number of

persons in the total population and considering it's needs.

Mr. Bell. And relative need.
Mr. Hawkins. How do you get away from talking in terms of

percentages or in terms of the number of persons involved, the amount
of money which is to be expended; don't you come up with some
percentages?

Mr. Bell. Well, the point of that particular statement is that
we specify

Mr. Hawkins. I'm not objecting to it. I'm just trying to get
—

I'm not speaking on either side of the cpiestion, but I'm trying to

define what you really mean bj^ parity. You don't mean sharing an

equivalent amount with some one.

Mr. Bell. I would only say what I have already said. It's a tech-

nical kind of question. I can sit here and say to the Department of

Labor, the Spanish-speaking in the city of Chicago comprised 13

percent of the total ])opulation. Therefore, 13 percent of all jobs and
of all moneys should go to the Spanish-speaking at all levels. You
can say that.

Mr. Hawkins. Are you saying it?

Mr. Bell. I think that it would be a good idea.

Mr. Hawkins. You are saying that at least 13 percent, probably
a little higher because of greater need.
Mr. Bell. I'm saying that talking about relative need is to say

to the Department of Labor, "We are 13 joercent of the population.
Now, you as the Department of Labor or any other agency start

A\dth the fact we are 13 percent and come out and actually define

what it is going to cost, what kind of things have to happen in any
kind of emplovment development program, determine the cost and
doit."

Mr. Hawkins. Do you consider the i^ronouncement of the President
to in fact sa}^ to that Federal agency that vou are not supposed to do
that?

Mr. Bell. I didn't.

Mr. Hawkins. Do you construe the President's pronouncement
against so-called quotas, percentages, and basing the distribution

on the concept of merit to prohibit that t37^pe of treatment, to pro-
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hibit parity in that sense that you express it? Does it support it or

does it tend to prohibit it?

Mr. Bell. My personal opinion is that a specific number or

percentage is necessar}^ as a guidehne.
So I—probably. I would disagree with the necessit}^, with the

statement to eliminate a cpiota system. I think its' necessary at the

start.

Mr. PuciNSKi. In your statement you took issue with the tendency
to define the Spanish-cultiu'ed ]5eople as Spanish speaking. What do

3^ou suggest we should use as a barometer in defining this group?
It's a minority group. It's the second largest minority group in the

country, but what is your recommendation?
Now, we in the emergency school bill define this group as

Spanish surnamed merely for the purpose of identity, but, of course,
that is not necessarily the perfect answer because those who change
their names, as Mr. Holden suggested a little while ago in his

testimony, that people change their names and they do, of course,
then they lose their identity.
How would you define for statistical purposes and for measuring

this parity that ycu talk ab<>ut, what would you suggest we use as a

barometer for defining this group?
Mr. Bell. First of all, it really doesn't matter what the word is,

Spanish siunamed, Sjianish speaking, the ])oint there I have al-

ready made, which is a common ground to speak to, the tendency
right now—^well, a system that we developed in the National

Spanish-Speaking Management i^.ssociation in Washington was to say
that among the Spanish speaking there are cultural variations, and
for statistical purposes internally we specified them. The chief ones in

the United States are the Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, Cubans,
and then we specifixcd Central and South Americans and others.

Mr. PuciNSKi. Well, if you have that breakdown, and you obvi-

ously do, you are absolutely right. From many standpoints, a person
with Puerto Rican background is substantially different from a person
with Mexican background.
Mr. Bell. A word that is becoming more the mode is "Raza,"

which you will find people using. It begins to say that we are

talking about a common cultural group rather than a skin color or

language characteristic.

Mr. PuciNSKi. How do you translate this to parity?
Wliat I'm tr3dng to find out, if you walk into a shop and there are

a hundred workers there, and if 1 don't see any black workers there
it's reasonable to assume that there is some pattern or practice of

discrimination in that shop; and it is evident because you see it.

You don't have to go through any other research. There it is, a
hundred workers and not one of them black. It's reasonable to assume
that something is A\Tong in the hiring pclicies of that company,
when you consider the testimony of Mr. Holden a while ago, and
showing the availability of black jieople for the jobs. But liow do

you define or liow do you identif}^ the problem in the second largest
minority in the country; namely, the people of Spanish background,
if within the group of people with Spanish background you have a
wide variety, as jon have just said?
Mr. Bell. For the purposes of development of more opportunity

for the Spanish speaking, we'll simpl}^ state this as the Spanish
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speaking. An example of what you are talking about is later on in the

testimony on the letterhead of a group called Association Pro-Derechos
Obreros, which is an anah^sis of current CTA—Chicago Transit

Authority
—

hiring practices. There are a total of 12,616 people
employed.
Now, the CTA says, "60 percent of our manpower is minority, so

that's doing a good job," similar to the Post Office's statement

yesterday. However, on analysis we find out that the Spanish speaking
are 246 people out of that total 12,000.

So the percentage is 1.9, which does not reflect the 13 percent of

the city of Chicago that are Spanish speaking. So our first statement
then becomes to the Chicago Transit Authorit}^ "You have a serious

problem. You ought to start thinking about having 1.3 percent of

your total work force at all levels be Spanish speaking. The corollary
to that is many of your clients have a preference for Spanish. Your
services ought to reflect that kind of a situation."

Similarly, the national suit against American Telephone and Tele-

graph brought by EEO through FCC. I don't know whether you are
familiar with that, but the v\^hole jjoint is that AT&T is discriminator}^
in hiring practices. In the city of Chicago, in order for Ilunois Bell

to have 13 percent of its work force or some kind of a proportional
representation of the Spanish speaking, they would have to hire at

a rate of 430 percent higlier than they currentl}^ hire Spanish speaking.
Now, with that kind of a hiring record for AT&T, they are under

suit by the Federal Government for discrimination. If a-^ou will notice

b}^ my analogy, the Federal Government in this region up to—let's

see, let's use the Civil Service Commission records, which state that
at the super-grade levels, GS-16 through 18, .4 percent are Spanisli
speaking. At the 9 through 15 levels, .3 percent are Spanish speaking.
At the GS-1 through 4 level, .7 percent are Spanish speoking.

Incidentally, there is an error in the Black. The Black representa-
tion is about 29 percent rather than .2 percent.
We are saving then that if AT&T and Illinois Bell can be sued in

Chicago for discriminator}^ practices, the Federal Government in this

region needs to hire at approximately 400-odd percent in order to be

relating to the appropriate number of Spanish speaking people in thi*

area.

However, they're not being sued by the Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission, and I would raise the question if indeed private
industry and utilities can be brought to court for discriminator}'"

hiring practices, and the Federal Government in this region has a

dismal record roughly equivalent to one of the worst discriminators

in this region, there seems to be a problem of justice and balance.

Mr. PuciNSKi. Mr. Chairman, I think that Mr. Bell is making a

very useful and informative statement, and I am sure that it will

be very helpful to the Committee.
I regret that I have to leave for an 11:30 appointment, but I have

read his statistics and I am pleased that these statistics are going to

be a part of our record. T think it shows a very, ver}^ imi)ressive amount
of work and research has gone into this testimon}^, antl it does give
vou some idea of the wide range of efl^ort that remains before our
committee in trying to give some meaning to that section of the act

which bars discrimination because of national origin. The Equal
Employment 0])portunity Commission has been handing dov/n a
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series of guidelines and rules and regulations for the implementation
of that particular part of the act, and I have a feeling that the grow-
iag militanc}^ in the Spanish-surnamed community' is going to start

bringing some results. I think we are seeing that now. There is a

growing sensitivity to the fact that this group has been ver^^ badly
discriminated against.
I'm also pleased to have read the statement bj' Mr. Robinson of

the Afro-American Patrolmen's League, and they have been doing-
some very impressive work here in Chicago, Mr. Chairman, in trying
to break down discrimination.
So I'm pleased to have had the opportunity to hear ?\Ir. Bell testify,

and I ask to be excused at this time.

Mr. Hawkins. We are pleased to have had you this morning and
bid you Godspeed.
The point is—Mr. Bell, these are the usual salutations of colleagues.

You made one correction on this statement of yours and I'm going to

get this correction, because apparently you are in a sense answering
or explaining the statement made by Mr. Connor during his testimon}'.
What was the correction?
Mr. Bell. It's in the section entitled "Employment of minority

persons by the Federal government. Region V," the second page.
Section 5, GS-1 through 4 emplovment. The percentage of blacks
is 29.

Mr. Hawkins. 29 rather than .2. Thank j^ou.
All right. Would you then proceed.
Mr. Bell. Fine. I would just like to make several more points.
First of all, the Bureau of the Census data is misleading, and one

particular point that I'd like to make relates to median income. I

have a small quotation from the New York Times of October 15th,
t^ie point of which says, and I quote: "Recent Census Bureau studies
show tliat Hispanic-Americans as a whole earn significantly more than
blacks. This general comparison, however, masks wide variations

among persons of different Spanish-speaking backgrounds."
Immediately following that is an article that I wrote and much of

the data in the article was drawn, correlated from various Census
Bureau data as well as our own internal data from our field offices,

and we came up with a conclusion that the Mexican Americans and
Puerto Ricans, the two largest Spanish-speaking groups earn approxi-
mately 20 percent or $300 per family member less than the next

largest minority.
So it is misleading to say that Spanish-speaking as a group earn

more per family. Our families tend to be significantly larger, and this

is critical. That means the same amount of money for a lot more
people.
A point somewhat related to that is that among the Spanish-

speaking, the median age of Puerto Ricans is 19 years, the median
age of Mexican Americans is 18 years. So we are talking about two
populations of people, 50 percent of whom are in the teenage brackets.

Slightly more than 30 percent are nine years old and younger. So we
are talking about a fantasticall}?- j^oung and growing population.
Our current growth rate estimate, which is difficult to assess at the

moment, we are estimating at about 3 percent, and I think those
numbers that I just cited in terms of median age indicate that we as
a group are growing much faster than an}' other ethnic group in the
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country and that our problems are going to relate a lot more specifi-

cally to those that are more often considered j^outh-oriented.
One of the biggest groups of unemplo3''ed people are teenagers, all

right, but half of our people are teenagers. The families, heads of

families who are S])anish-speaking in general have more peojjle to

support, not only offspring, but relatives, and they have much less

training and much less opportunity to make any money. This is

reflected in the per capita incomes.
In terms of the youth again, education becomes extremely significant

as a priority for the S})anish speaking. However, in the cit}^ of

Chicago, 71 percent is the force out rate prior to completion of a high
school diploma. The 71 percent figure was standardized for the Puerto
Rican population on the north side and is validated. This M^as part of

an Office of Education stud3^ ^^^^ don't have any study yet about some
west side ghetto areas, but the office of the superintendent of public
instruction is estimating about 75 percent as the force out rate, the

dropout rate. So we are talking about a group of people 50 percent of

whom are 19 and 18 years and younger A\'ith a dropout rate in this

region of 75 ])ercent, and often problems that can be construed as

language problems and the whole complex of things like drug addiction,

3^ou name it, the list goes on. But we are fuiding that no programing,
no Federal programing is responsive to the specific kinds of needs
that surround the kind of communit3'" that I'm talking about. Current-

ly, several right to read programs are being established in the city
of Chicago for Spanish-speaking groups, and two adult basic education

programs, and the problems we are encountering ^^dth these are while

the regulations and guidelines and legislation seem to have been
\vritten for a set of needs that is not quite the set of needs of the

Spanish-speaking. Consequently, we get hung up in terms of having
to go against regulations or bending regulations or just doing something
totally different with programing and monej^ in order to meet
real needs.

The same kind of problem exists with IMDTA programs and

Manpower Administration fuiuled programs. For example, tlie great

Chicago plan that we are talking about. We had a meeting with
Mr. Irwin, Tuesday prior to the press release of the contract for the

Chicago plan. He had a sample contract that would be a subcontract

Adth the Latin American task force in tliis region, that is, an em-

ployment activity, and we noticed in anal\^zing the subcontract \\'ith

the Urban League that if a man walked into the office, say an intake

office, and he spoke to the recruiter in Spanish and explained his

skills, the chances are that this person would need some language
development skills in order to become a carpenter or whatever.

However, with the budget in the Chicago plan situation there was no

mone}'^ for this kind of thing, and the presumption in Mr. Ir\vin's

statement was that the Chicago L'rban League has that kind of mone\"
in its budget. Therefore the Latin American task force should

negotiate with the Urban League, that is a subcontractual relation-

ship. Here is a program designed "udthout the needs of the target

group being taken into consideration.

Mr. Hawkins. Were you involved at any time in any of the

negotiations for the Chicago plan, consulted or involved?
Mr. Bell. No.
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Mr. Hawkins. Were you ever consulted, I mean, any of the

Spanish-speaking groups?
Mr. Bell. No.
Mr. Hawkins. Wlien did you first see the contract?
Mr. Bell. I personally first saw the contracts, Tuesday. The

Director of the Latin American Task Force, Mr. Jose O'Valle, who
has been in constant communication with the Chicago Urban League
on the whole Chicago plan for the last 2 3^ears mentioned to me
that he saw the contract, I beheve, a week earlier and he had been in

contact from time to time with the Urban League while the basic

development of that contract was being established, but essentially,
the contract was established, the whole plan, the mechanism was
established without any kind of a participation from participant
groups, the client groups.
Mr. Hawkins. That would be the Latin American Task Force?
Mr. Bell. Yes.
Mr. Hawkins. Is that composed of all of the Spanish-speaking

grovips in the Chicago area?
Mr. Bell. The Latin American Task Force is composed of Puerto

Ricans and Mexican American groups. The group from whose state-

ment I quoted, the Asociacion Pro Derechos Obreros, is a Mexican
group, is also associated with the Latin American Task Force, and
the task force at the moment in the city of Chicago is the most
effective and far reaching, has more contacts than any other employ-
ment oriented group.

Mr. Hawkins. Would a^ou proceed.
Mr. Bell. Fine. I'd Uke to make one last statement which relates

again to education as a critical kind of a situation. An approach to

education is being developed, called bilingual education. There are
some errors and some problems that we are currently encountering.
The idea of bilingual education up to this point with some important

exceptions is that the American system of education is a freeway,
and what we are trjang to do with bilingual education is to get to

that ramp up there so that we can get our kids zooming into the

expressway at the appropriate speed in order not to get run over.
Part of the problem is that nobody has really dug into the validity

of that system to begin with, whether the American system of educa-

tion, as it is practiced in Chicago and around the countrA^ is really
valid.That is, "does the expressway go anywhere worthwhile." Part
of the reason, I guess, is the development within the Office of Educa-
tion and the development of career education systems, there is a premise
there that American Education does not work suflScienth^ well.

Therefore, education needs to be restructured in order to prepare
people for an adequate career.

We are now beginning to catch on that bilingual education needs to

be a function of the whole American system rather than a small little

appendage, and we need money in order to be able to do the appro-
priate kind of research and model development and model testing. One
of the statistics I explained here was the amount of money expended
bj^ title VII, ESEA, Office of Education, bilingual education money.
For example, Pennsylvania receives $4L55 per capita out of this

pocket for probably Puerto Riean children. Louisiana, which has a
number of Mexican and South American children, receives $39.80 per

8S-150—73 7
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capita. Illinois, with a population of 550,000 vSpanish-speaking people
receives $2.90 per capita, which is not an equitable situation, to say
the least.

In the city of Chicago currently there are between 20 and 30

bilingual education programs under operation. Some of these are

funded by the State and some of this comes out of this title VII
money. However, the need is no where being met sufficiently well.

Teachers are constantly in the situation of having to make do with
materials and just survive rather than getting into a real educational

program that may perhaps motivate our children to get a high school

diploma and get into some kind of a career development situation.

There are all kinds of other numbers there. They're all significant,
and there are many mere. We could go en for a long time. I think
I'd just like to stop and say that we are only begimiing to scratch
the surface of the real needs and the real complexity of the situation

in Chicago, and in this whole region as far as the Spanish speaking
go, and we are going to need a great deal of assistance from the Fed-
eral Government, local, and State agencies. From the Federal Govern-
ment side not only is that related to money and regulatory response
to our needs, but it is obvious that hiring practices of Spanish speak-
ing at all levels in the Federal Government have got to be drastically
increased in order to allow us in the community to develop the kinds
of programs and activities that we need.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you, Mr. Bell. We have already, I think,

asked you the questions that we are most concerned with. I wish to

commend you on a very excellent document that will be very invalu-

able to this committee. I think you have done an excellent job, and
I certainly commend you on it. I'm sorry that we had to postpone
this until today, but I think it was at your request.
Mr. Bell. Right.
Mr. Hawkins. Certainly we have been helped greatly by the

contribution you have made.
The next witness is Mr. Renault Robinson representing the Afro-

American Patrolmen's Association.

Mr. Robinson, we are pleased to welcome you. Your statement
will be read into the record in its entirety, so you may either read
from it or summarize it as you so desire.

STATEMENT OF RENAULT EOBINSON, AFRO-AMERICAN
PATROLMEN'S ASSOCIATION

Mr. Robinson. Since it is going to be read into the record in its

entirety, then maybe I can talk about some of the other items con-
nected with the statement that might more dramatize the problem.

I'll start with a quick summary. In 1971 in June the Afro-American
Patrolmen's League, which represents about 1,350 black Chicago
police officers, filed a complaint through LEAA, which is the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration, requesting that an exam-
ination pursuant to the section in the October crime control bill,

which gives agencies that are receiving Federal funds, it provides
that a hearing can be held in the event that someone feels that these

funds are being spent in a discriminatory manner or for discriminatory
purposes.
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Several months later, in March of 1972 a team consisting of three

paid consultants were sent to Chicago, and pursuant to our request
for an examination they were to statistically find out whether or not

there was substance to our charges.
In August of this year they completed their findings of their 4 or 5

months study. It is contained in a report called, "The Chicago Pohce

Department, an Evaluation of Personnel Practices prepared for the

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S. Department of

Justice," by Paul N. Whisenand, who was the team leader, and he as

Ph. D., and Robert E. Hoffman, who was a member of the team
and is a former police officer from California, and Lloyd Seeley, who
is a lawyer and former policeman.

These three gentlemen were assisted by Jack K. Boyer, who was
the technical consultant and past director of the Chicago Police

Department's Personnel Division under our former superintendent
now passed and deceased, O. W. Wilson. These men came in assisted

by a team of support people from the Justice Department, and they
studied the Chicago Police Department and issued this report, which
contains about 120 pages, and it sums up with making about 35

recommendations wliich suggests that the practices within the

Chicago Police Department, for example, the initial test to hire a

police officer should be throwQ out because it is not a good predictor of

job performance and there has been no way of validating this exam
to show that it is in fact fair when administered to various individuals

from different ethnic groups and also that it will in some way predict

job performance, which is what it is supposed to do and does not.

They recommend that the exam be immediately revised and that

the present list of police oflBcers that is outstanding at this time be
discontinued and that a new exam be given. They felt that and they

supported it in this document, that initially black men were being
discriminated against in the initial entrance exam, which made it

very difficult for them to be treated equally through the other proc-
esses of employment for the Chicago Police Department. In other

words, it is very difficult to have a proper number of police captains
and sergeants if you don't have a proper number of men who are

policemen in the first place. This held true for Puerto Ricans and

Spanish-speaking Americans as well as Indians and Orientals.

It gives a lot of supporting data, and I won't try and give you all

of the information and all of the facts.

Second, it was suggested that the Chicago Police Department
change its promotional policies. They felt that the promotional
practice, as presently used by the Chicago Police Department, tends
to discriminate against minority members. There are some procedural
problems such as immediate scoring of exams and things of that nature
which would help to insure a more honest exam, things that are not
done now.
For instance, you take the exam and you won't find out what

your score is until 6 months later. They felt this was an unnecessary
process and there was no justification for such things as efficiency
scores for the police officers. These are scores computed by super-
visory personnel every 6 months, and they are based supposedly on
the individual police officer's performance, his punctuahty and things
of that nature. However, it is nebulous as to how these scores are put
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tog-etlier for various individuals by various supervisors, and they
made suggestions that this be changed. They made quite a few-

suggestions that we feel if in good faith were enacted by the Chicago
Police Department and Chicago Civil Service Commission, it would
increase the amount of minority participation in the Chicago Police

Department.
The basis for the complaint in the first place was not just to increase

minority personnel on the Chicago Police Department, but law en-
forcement in the city of Chicago as well as large major metropolitan
areas is suffering for several reasons.

No. 1, it doesn't have the pubhc confidence in the minoritj^ com-
munity that it should have or does have in the white comraunity.
Therefore, it makes its effectiveness low. That means the so-called
crime rates are highest in the minority community. We feel that that
effectiveness is impaired because of the lack of qualified trained

minority police officers and of the supervisory personnel as well. We
feel that there is a big difference in accepting a white officer who is

unaware of the life style and problems of the particular people that
he is dealing wdth and receiving 100 percent cooperation out of him
when there are other cultural and other biases and prejudices against
the officer's color, skin color alone based on prior problems that have
resulted from the use of white police officers in all-black communities.
Times have changed now and people are ver}:^ much aware of the

differences in the two, and they feel sometimes that overzealous activi-

ties on the part of v/hite police officers and the disregard of the quality
of life for blacks are tied together. Consequently, the rate of solving
crimes in the black community is very, very low.
We think that if the minority population on police departments,

not just in Chicago, but all over the Nation, were increased, this

would have the effect of increasing the police department's activities

in those areas, and we find now that we are sorely in need of an im-

proved and more accepted police department in these areas. Urban
masses have the highest crime rates. That's just a fact of life, and we
find that these are the places where the majority of police officers are

white. These are the places where four independent commissions
have said that brutality does exist, and as of this moment we have
found no way of checking brutalit}^, no uniform method of dealing
with it. In most major metropolitan areas it is a very severe problem,
and it is not one that is dealt with by the police administration.
We also find that there is

Mr. Hawkins. Was that dealt with in tliis report?
Mr. Robinson. No, it's not, that's not dealt with in this report at

all. This report only evaluates the areas that correspond to the areas
listed in our initial complaint. This w^as a fact-finding team. They
suffered from the fact that thej^ didn't have the amount of time

necessary to be very thorough in their investigation. So they re-

stricted it to just those areas. They did not have the responsibility to

determine whether or not, for instance, there v/as discrimination.

Only a court of law can do that. The}' just found the supporting
evidence that proves that blacks were being negatively impacted by
the present personnel practices.
We are presently in the ])roces3 of drafting a formal complaint where

we'll take the Chicago Police Department to court. In response
'
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Mr. Hawkins. Are you filing the charge with the EEOC or are you

going directly to court?

Mr. Robinson. No, we are going directly into court. We tend to

feel that EEOC for the most part has such a backlog in their com-

pliance division, and they have never to my knowledge been able to

make any impact in this area, in any city I know of. I might be wrong
and could stand to be corrected, but we felt that the fastest way for-

any real lasting change would probably be not through negotiations,

but through court order, mainly because the Chicago Police Depart-
ment has shown that it has or intends to use no good faith in ita-

negotiations.
After this report was tendered to them, a date was set up where

officials from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration would
come to Cliicago and try to negotiate without court order and without

court action some of the changes that are in this report, and prior to

them commg to Chicago, in fact about 3 weeks ago, a Chicago police

captains exam was scheduled to be given. In this report they request
that the captains exam be changed in five or six ways, which are

listed in the statement that you have before you. And we suggested
that that would be the first initial test of whether or not the Chicago
Police Department and the Civil Service Commission intended to

cooperate fully with the LEAA.
The Chicago Police Department absolutely refused to cooperate,

thereby alerting us and alerting LEAA that informal negotiations
wouldn't be a proper method for changing the problems that we had
with the hiring and promotional policies of the Chicago Police De-

partment.
Mr. Hawkins. The report was made in August, was it?

Air. Robinson. August 1972.

Mr. Hawkins. And since that time, what recommendations, if any,
have been made, have been acted on? Wliat has been the reaction to

the report?
Mr. Robinson. OK. The first opportunity was the captains exam,

and in the report I give several pages of changes that they thought
should take place. The Chicago Police Department and Civil Service

Commission refused to allow any of the changes. The changes were in

the monitoring, the administration of the exam, and they also sug-

gested that for future exams, not this one, that they also use an out-

side team of experts to create the exam. They felt that the exam not

was presently being done by just a small group, and they needed to

employ outside experts to assist in putting together promotion or

exams, and the exams should be validated in some way so that it

would be a good job predictor and when given to people of different

minorit}' backgrounds it wouldn't be weighted one way culturally
toward one group and not toward the other.

There should be on-site scoring. In other words, presentlj^ a man
takes a promotional exam in this city and he is unable to put his name
on the exam paper. He has to take the exam blindly and just submit
his paper. He puts his name inside of an envelope. This practice they
thought should be abolished and individual participants should be

given their scores immediately, things like that.

Well, the police department refused to enact any of these changes
as proposed by LEAA.
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IMr. Hawkins. I certainly think that you have brought to this

committee a very, very aggravated problem. I know that it probably
is greater in Los Angeles than in Chicago.

Mr. Robinson. Absolute^.
Mr. Hawkins. And I couldn't help but compare what jou are doing

here with what has, really hasn't, been done at all to any appreciable
extent in Los Angeles. I think we possibly suffer moie there than 3'ou
do in Chicago, if that's even possible.
Mr. Robinson. You are right. Figures show that the situation there

is worse.

Mr. Hawkins. I think it certainly opens up a new part to this, a

new aspect to this entire heaiing.
Do you have a copy of the report that we could put into the record?

Mr. Robinson. Yes, I do. I'd be glad to leave 3^ou this copy here.

Mr. Hawkins. We'll have that entered into the record at the

conclusion of your printed statement, because I think that it would be

helpful to this committee. We'd certainly like to explore some further

developments along this line, because I think that it would be, as I

have said already, very useful, I think, in the various cities in which
we will be holding hearings.
Do 30U have an3^thing further?

Mr. Robinson. One other tiring.

I would say that many people have chosen many different areas to

tr^^ and approach this same problem. We tried EEOG. We have tried

the State Fair Employment Practices Commission. We have tried

various little suits, and we haven't had a lot of success. We feel that

this method, since so much mone}^ is involved, Illinois receives quite
a bit of money, and our whole complaint was hinged on the LEAA
funds, that gives us the right to insist on the examination, that gives
us the right to get to the point we are now, and I thmk keeping that in

mmd, this is the fii'st time that anyone has ever challenged LEAA
through this method.

They didn't even have a compliance section until we made our

complaint, and I think that if others who are interested in this specific

area of law enforcement, which, of course, takes in not only the police

but the whole corrections system, prisons, it's just a whole mj-riad of

things that are involved and could be challenged through this method.

I think we all realize that the money, dollar amounts, when we
made the challenge was $800 million, and it vidll be beyond a billion

in the next calendar year for law enforcement alone, and I think that

office is one wedge into the whole area of employment and it is one

way, I think, of solving two problems, not only getting people extra

jobs but again solving the larger problem, which is crime in our

society.
K :\Ir. Hawkins. I certainly think your contribution is most welcome

by us, and as I say, we do hope that we can continue communicating
with you and keep in touch with the developments of your court

action and also explore with you what possible assistance this com.-

mittee can give in doing something constructive to bring into actual

application some of the^recommendations apparently that were made

by the task force in this report. It really offers great hope, I thmk,
in some of these areas for us to move ahead. As you say, we are not

just interested in the employment aspect of it, but the law enforce-

ment aspect I think is most relevant.
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Our disorders in the Watts area in 1965 were largely brought about

by the image of the poHce department, and we could have avoided a

lot of destruction and loss of lives, I think, if we had the type of image
of the police force or law enforcement in that ghetto that you speak
of here today, and I certainly think that 3^our testimony is highly

significant.
Mr. Robinson. Thank you very much, and I'll communicate with

you and give you copies of the correspondence that went into this and
we'll keep you up to date.

Mr. Hawkins. Are you going to leave that report?
Mr. Robinson. I'll leave that report with you.
Mr. Hawkins. Without objection the report will be entered in the

record at this point.

The Chicago Police Department: An Evaluation of Personnel Practices

(Prepared for the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S. Department
of Justice By Paul M. Whisenand, Ph.D., Team Leader; Roljert E. Hoffman,
Team Member; Lloyd Sealy, J.D., Team Member; assisted by Jacque K. Boyer,
Technical Consultant)

preface

, In early March of this 3'ear, when the three team members and their technical

consultant opened the packet of documents sent to them by the U.S. Justice

Department's Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, they found the

phrase "THIS IS IMPORTANT" written at the top of the covering letter. As it

turned out, these words were to have the effect of setting both the pace and the

tone of the team's work over the next five months. Earlier, during February 1972,
all four individuals had committed themselves to assist the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration (LEAA) in a survey of alleged improper personnel

practices in the Chicago Police Department (CPD). Once appropriately informed
of the nature of the complaints, the survey team had their first face-to-face, on-
site interaction and explanation of the problem-situation on March 7, 1972.

From that date forward to project completion, the survey team pursued the issue

with an interest in clarifying the problem area, and making recommendations
for resolving at least a major portion, if not all, of the problem.

The survey team conducting this study is somewhat unique. To explain, first

both the federal government (LEAA) and a lagre-scale urban police department
(CPD) mutually concurred on the composition of the team. Second, the team is

comprised of individuals representing varied background and experiences ranging
from major city/countj^ police work to university education. The common bond

among the team members, however, was at all times an interest in improving the
state-of-the-art in local law enforcement personnel procedures. In this instance,
the survey focus is on an analj'sis, with corrective recommendations, of alleged

personnel malpractices. The reader will be quick to note that the survey is, in

particular, concerned with personnel practices that may adversely affect members
of the black community.
The component sections of the report are outlined in the Table of Contents.

Significantly, the report is, by far, more encompassing than the conceptualization
or output of the survey team itself. Many competent and experienced individuals

dedicated to improved local government operations and police personnel
procedures should be cited at this point. Space permits the mentioning of but a
few such individuals.
To begin, we commend the LEAA for their response to an asserted personnel

problem, and for their decision to examine the dimensions and significance of

the problem. Next, the CPD is to be thanked for their cooperation and constant

support of team members. Our sincere appreciation is voiced to five people in

particular: James B. Conlisk, Jr., Superintendent of Police; Patrick Needham,
Deputy Superintendent of Police; Thomas M. Frost, Deputy Chief of Police;

Raymond O'Malle.y, Coordinator; and Charles Glass, Sergeant. Those who repre-
sented the complainants equally deserve our appi'eciation, particularly Renault
Roliinson, Executive Director, Afro-American Patrolmen's League; and
Arthur P. Lindsey, Vice-President, Guardians. We take this opportunity to express
our most sincere appreciation and indebtedness to Mr. Jacque Boyer, technical
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project consultant. His guidance and contribution to the survey eflforts were of

tremendous assistance. As mentioned earlier, numerous other individuals ought
to be cited for their advice and help. To all, the survey team takes this oppor-
tunity to indicate their most sincere appreciation for the warm cooperation.

Finallj^, we express our appreciation to Ms. Pat Quinn who assisted in the prepara-
tion of the report.

All of the involved researchers, consultants and participating agencies have
worked toward the completion of a study that is sound and that helps provide
some answers to the important questions at hand. It is of great importance that

the reader understands that the questions dealt with in this study are essentially
internal to the department in that the focus of the study is on personnel manage-
ment practices that might adversely affect minority group members coming onto,
or already employed in, the police department.
One final comment, this study and report are intended to be constructive, in

that all concerned have sought to ascertain basic facts and then develop appro-

priate, positive steps for assuring fair treatment of minority group personnel.

Paul M. Whisenand, Ph. D., Team Leader,
Robert E. Hoffman, Team Member,
Lloyd Sealy, J.D., Team Member,

Chicago, III. August 1972.

Section 1

introduction and background

In June of 1971, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA),
United States Department of Justice, received a formal complaint from the

Afro-American Patrolmen's League (Chicago, Illinois) charging the Chicago
Pohce Department (CPD) with purposefullj^ and intentionally using personnel

practices and techniques that discriminate against blacks and other minority

group members. The specific charges related to: (1) hiring practices and techniques,

including the medical examination of applicants, (2) methods of promotion to-

ranks above patrolman, (3) efficiency ratings, (4) disciplinary procedures, and

(5) assignments within the Department.
In response to this complaint, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration

in early 1972 initiated a study designed to determine the facts in the case and to

recommend corrective action, should such be appropriate. This report presents
the findings and recommendations resulting from that study.

THE NEED TO COMPLY

One might initially question both the "right" and the rationale for the federal

government to become legally involved in the matter of a local government
agency allegedlj^ using discriminatory practices in its employment procedures.
There are several reasons for federal involvement. Fhst, both LEAA and CPD
are bound by provisions of (1) the 14th Amendment to the United States Con-

stitution; (2) the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as

amended; (3) the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title VI; and (4) the Code of Federal

Regulations: 28 C.F.R. 42.101, et seq., Subpart C: and 28 C.F.R. 42.201 ot seq..

Subpart D.
Title 28, Judicial Administration, Chapter One—Department of Justice, deals,

in part, with non-discrimination and equal employment opportunities. In essence,

Subpart D reinforces the provisions of the 14th Amendment of the Constitution

by proscribing discrimination on the grounds of race, color, creed or national

origin in the employment practices of state and local government agencies or other

offices receiving financial assistance extended by the United States Department of

Justice (LEAA). Interestingly, Subpart D, Section 42.203 makes it clear that the

prohibition against discrimination in employment is not to be considered as

requiring an agency or office to adopt a percentage ratio, quota system or other

program to achieve racial balance or to eliminate racial imbalance. In reading the

report, the reader should also bear in mind that the Equal Opportunity Act of

1972 amends Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to make it apphcable to

state and municipal government employers.
Second, there is a constantly and rapidly expanding number of court decisions

which impact the subject problem area of discriminatory employment practices.

Of recent and major consequence is the court decision on Griggs v. Duke Power

Company (3 FEP 175-180, Supreme Court of the United States, March 8, 1971).

This case concerns the elimination of artificial, arbitrary and unnecessary barriers
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to employment. In summary, the Griggs decision rules that if any job requirement,
including testing, has the effect of excluding blacks disproportionately to whites,
such requirement is unlawful under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
(42 U.S.C. 2000 et seq.) unless it can be shown by the employer to be a valid pre-
dictor of job success. Moreover, this decision reaffirms Congress' earlier mandate
that the burden of proof in regard to the relevancy of job requirements and tests
rests with the employer. This case, plus the above mentioned laws and regulations,
are quoted or reviewed in part merely to indicate the legal basis for LEAA's
response to, involvement in; and jurisdiction over complaints of employer racial
discrimination in agencies receiving federal financial assistance.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

In response to the charges of discriminator}^ employment practices on the part
of the Chicago Police Department, LEAA selected three consultants to ascertain
the validity of the complaints. The consultants were assigned two objectives:

1. To determine whether there are any circumstances and/or practices affecting
•emplojanent in the CPD which result in unfair treatment of minority group
members and/or employees, particular!}^ those who are black.

2. To recommend corrective action regarding any such inadequate or unde-
sirable conditions and/or practices which may be found.

During the project the possibility existed that subsidiarj^ or indirectly related
issues might insert themselves into the study. The team members, however, pur-
sued only those matters which were seen as being directly linked to the above
objectives. Both the objectives and short time-frame dictated that the study
remain tightly centered on the original scope.

THE SURVEY TEAM AND THEIR FACILITATORS

This submission presents a summary overview of the survey team, its members,
the selection criteria and their facilitators. Fundamental to team composition
was the decision on the part of LEAA to utilize impartial and non-affiliated re-
searchers. LEAA, therefore, decided to seek professional and independent con-

sulting assistance.
Over fifteen individuals were evaluated against the following criteria: (1) social

science research skills, (2) objectivity, (3) pertinent research experience, (4)

availabilitj^, (5) acceptability to involved agencies, (6) ethnic balance. From the list

of candidates, three team members were adjudged by LEAA and CPD as meeting
the cited standards.

The survey team was fortunately supported by a most cooperative liaison

group. The LEAA Office of Civil Rights Compliance provided an on-site coordi-

nator, interview staff, and most importantly, the concern and commitment to a
meaningful study. LEAA Regional Staff furnished much needed project start-up
assistance, as well as periodic clerical aid. The CPD assigned sworn command
and supervisory personnel to serve as full time interface counterparts during the
team members' visits to Chicago. Further, other CPD personnel were imme-
diately accessible upon request. Similarly, the Afro-American Patrolmen's League
and the Guardians (associations comprised primarily of black CPD officers) sup-
plied numerous invaluable inputs on the issues at hand. Finally, the team's work
had the important assistance of a technical consultant knowledgeable in both civil

service and police personnel matters. As with aU studies, any methodological
deficiencies, inaccurate conclusions, and/or missing recommendations are the sole

responsibility of the three researchers.
In conclusion, and to once again reaffirm a point stressed earlier, the study

team was assigned a specific mission—to analyze the CPD personnel practices as

they impact racial equity within the Department.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The very nature of the study lent itself to a social scientific approach to problem
solving. Of the various available methods, the study team selected survey research.
Tills particular method facilitates the examination of large and small populations
(groups of people) by drawing and inspecting sainples chosen from the populations
to discover the relative incidence, distribution and interrelations of sociological
and psychological variables. Two survey sub-types form the approach to eliciting
the requisite data: (1) total status surveys, and (2) sample surveys. To these
methods were added unstructured or open-ended interviews and the use of

available materials.
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It should be recognized that a five month, three man study of a large scale urban

police department poses monumental challenges for compliance with social

scientific precepts and rules.

To begin, a survey questionnaire entitled, "Chicago Police Department
Personnel Data Collection Form" was provided by the study team to CPD unit

commanders on April 7, 1972. The form is a modification of the LEAA compliance
report which is issued pursuant to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the

Department of Justice regulations implementing Title VI (28 C.F.R. 42.101,
et seq., Subpart C) ; Department of Justice equal emplo\Tnent opportunity regula-
tions affecting LEAA programs (28 C.F.R. 42.201, et seq., Subpart D) ;

and the
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended (P.L. 90-3.51,
P.L. 91-644).
The Department of Justice equal employment opportunity regulations assert

that no law enforcement conducting or participating in any program or activity
receiving federal financial assistance from LEAA shall discriminate in its employ-
ment practices against employees or applicants for employment because of race,

color, creed or national origin. Under 28 C.F.R. 42.106(b)'and 28 C.F.R. 42.205,
each recipient of LEAA funds is required to keep such records as LEAA may
require, and to submit to LEAA timely, complete and accurate compliance reports
containing such information as LEAA may determine to be necessary to ascertain
whether the recipient has complied with the Department of Justice's civil rights

regulations. The CPD form meets the above criteria, and was therefore sub-
stituted for the standard LEAA questionnaire.
The CPD form was administered by unit commanders, or their assigned staff,

on April 12, 1972. The com.pleted documents were returned by April 19, 1972, and
subsequently analyzed by the team members. The CPD was not singled out

arbitrarily to perform tliis task; all law enforcement agencies receiving LEAA
funds or assistance will be required to complete a compliance report during 1972.

The CPD is in one respect fortunate to have had LEAA assistance in gathering
their compliance data. In another respect, CPD endured the distress and
uncertainty of covering untraveled terrain. Without an experience factor to draw
upon from within or elsewhere, the CPD found it necessary to mount and exert
considerable energy in collecting the required data. Invaluable insight was
gained from their trial and errors in completing the form. Possibly of greatest
utility was the establishment of a single information and advice desk to answer

questions posed by the unit commanders. Clearly the CPD is to be complimented
for their commitment and expended effort iu acquiring the data. The status survey
form served as a data or fact base. The collected facts were then analyzed in

light of the above cited Acts and regulations.
Numerous open-ended interviews were conducted with representatives from the

concerned agencies and associations: LEAA, CPD, Chicago Civil Service Com-
mission, Afro-American Patrolmen's League, The Guardians, The Alliance To
End Repression and other appropriate organizations and individuals. In particular,
the project's tecluiical research consultant made innumerable contributions to the
effort. Finally, available, immediate and relevant materials were sought to assist

the team members in either vei'ifying the results of data obtained, or accelerating
their activities.

In summary, this project, while seekiag to maintain a social scientific posture,
included many exploratory features and intervening influences. This stud}* is one
of the first in-depth research projects to provide a complete census of a police
agency. The objectives and methods of the study make it one of the very few of
its kind to be attempted in any formal organization

—
public or private. New

research ground is obviously more vulnerable to missed signs, detours and frustra-
tion. The above discussed methodologj'' was selected and custom-fitted to enable
team members to collect and make maximum use of available data, to make
correct interpretations and to propose meaningful recommendations.
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REPORT TERMINOLOGY

The terms used in the report to refer to members of minority groups and to
those who are not members of minority groups need to be defined for tlie reader.
The definitions are somewhat complex, in part because race and etlmic group
terminology tends to be somewhat overlapping and confusing (e.g. black, Spanish-
American, white, Indian, Oriental, Caucasian, non-minority group members)
and in part because the sources of data for this study provided minority group
identifications in different terms and degrees of detail. As used in this report, the
terms and symbols (on charts) are:

Black(s) and "N" refer to Negroes.
Spanish-American, Spanish and "S" refer to Americans of Spanish descent,

generallj'- identified as such by their Spanish surnames.
Indian or "I" refer to persons identified as American Indians.
Oriental or "O" refer to persons of Oriental descent.
"X" refers to persons who are not members of minority groups as identified

above.
''Non-black" refers to all persons except Negroes.

The reader will need to interpret the term "other" in the context in which it is

used.
BASELINE DATA

This subsection presents baseline CPD status and Chicago census data that was
either derived from an analysis of the CPD or elicited from other sources. Other
sections in the report contain a detailed analysis and interpretation of the figures
presented at this time. Of paramount importance is the singular empirical finding
that the population of the city of Chicago is approximately 33% black, while the
sworn personnel on the CPD is 15.9% black. Further, the number of black person-
nel, sworn and civilian, is 20% of the total numerical strength. The researchers
cite these fi.gures in order that subsequent findings may be assessed in proper
perspective.
The overall population of Chicago has been compiled bj' the United States

Government, Bureau of Census, as foUows:

Year: Population
1950 3,620,926
1960 1

3. .'^.'^0, 404
1970 2

3^ 366^ 957
1 A 70,522 (1.9 percent) decrease from 1950.
2 A 183,447 (5.2 percent) decrease from 1960.

Hence, within two decades, the city of Chicago experienced a 7.0% decrease in

population.
The black population, on the other hand, was enumerated as follows:

Year: Population

1950 492,265
1960 1812,637
1970 2

1^ 102, 620
1 A 320,372 (65.1 perceut) increase over 1950.
2 A 289,983 (35.7 percent) increase over 1960.

Thus, witliin the same two decades, the city of Chicago witnessed an increase of

124.0% in black population. In 1950, blacks comprised 13.6% of Chicago's
population. By 1960, this percentage increased to 22.9%. The 1970 decennial
census reported that 32.8% of Chicago's population was black. One might legiti-
mately extrapolate the 1972 black population as approximately 33% to 34%.
The survey team examined the CPD according to its racial composition as

of April 12, 1972. The results of the count are seen in Figure lA. The completed
data collection forms were coded and an updated computer file tape was created.
An enormously large amount of information was aggregated, processed and
reported.
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fIG.IA.— CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT, POSITION AND RACIAL COUNT BY RANK AND TITLE AS OF APR. 12, 1072
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Fourth, the survey team is aware of the challenging nature of the recommenda-
tions contained in this report. However, each recommendation is deemed {I) in

claar need of being implemented, and (2) capable of being implemented by the

agencies involved. The main recommendation resulting from this study, therefore,
is that specific recommendations presv nted in subsequent Sections of this report
be implemented with dispatch and determination. The CPD f-nd CSC should

appoint personnel to a joint-£ gency proje ct team assigned the task of implementing
the recommendations, and should give this team all necessary support and
assistance.

REMAINDER OF THE REPORT

The report is divided into eight sections, the first of which the reader has just

completed. Section Two presents a summary of the survey team's findings and
recommendations. Sections Three through Eight each deal with a single com-
ponent of the CPD personnel system. Each section consists of three subsections:

a description of the component, an evaluation of the component, and recom-
mendations designed to improve the component. Section Three includes the
recruitment and selection process. Although actually conceived as an integral

segment of the selection function, training is contained separately in Section Four,
Sections Five, Six, Seven and Eight discuss in order: promotion, assignmentsj,

performance ratings and discipline.

Section Two

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This section of the report presents a very brief summary of the major findings
and recommendations resulting from tht study. Each finding and/or recommenda-
tion is more extensively and more adequately described in the remainder of the

report, together with supplemental findings and recommendations. A full under-

standing of the findings and recommendation of this study can be acquired only
through a reading of the complete report.
The study found no evidence that theie was any intentional or planned program

of the Chicago Police Department or the Chicago Civil Service Commission for

excluding minority group members from entry onto the Department or for

disparate treatment of minority group members already on the force. However,,
factual data collected during the study showed that, in several key areas, current

personnel practices and procedures clearly have an adverse effect on minority
group members, both as entry candidates and as membeis of the Department,
The following paragraphs set forth the more important elements of each section,

of the report.
Section One. Baseline Data Blacks represent approximately 33% of the popu-

lation of Chicago but only 16% of the sworn officers on the Police Department.
Spanish-Americans represent about 7% of the population but only 1% of sworn
officers on the Department.

Section Three. Recruitment and Selection Blacks and Spanish-Americans apply
for entry onto the Police Department in numbers that approximate their per-
centages in Chicago's general population, but both the written test and the
medical examinations given to police candidates by the Civil Service Commission
disqualify minority group members at about twice the rate that non-minority
group members are disquahfied. Since there is, at present, no adequate evidence
that the written test actually measure s what is rec|uired for becoming an effective

police officer, the study recommends that the present test be discontinued until
such time as the test (or a newly-developed different type of test) can be shown
to be a valid predictor of job performance on a basis that is fair to both minority
group and non-minority group members. Recommendations are also made for

improvements in the medical examination program.
Section Four. Training and Education A review of the Police Department's;

recruit training, in-service training and promotional training programs showed
that the Department has basicall.v good programs in each of these areas but that

adequate attention is not yet being given to subjects and instructional techniques
designed to improve understanding and working relationships among members
of all racial, ethnic and cultural groups. Recommendations are made for improving
the training. Police Department policies and governmental financial assistance

encourage higher education for i^ersonnel of the Department. Blacks in particular
are taking advantage of this opportunity. There is some evidence, however,
that the departmental policy for adjusting shifts and assignments (consistent
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with operational requirements) to permit attendance at college classes is not
fully effective. It is recommended that the Department give corrective attention
for this matter. The instructional staff of the Police Training Academy does
not contain enough minority group officers to demonstrate to recruits and to
in-service officers a positive and constructive policy for accepting and utilizing
minority group officers. It is recommended that more minority gxoup officers

be used in training at all levels.

Section Five. Promotion Black officers are inadequately represented in the
Sergeant, Lieutenant and Captain ranks, in the top level management and com-
mand ranks (positions exempt from civil service) and, to a lesser extent, in the

specialized patrolman assignments that carry premium pay. The factors causing
this situation are discussed. Recommendations are made that civil service pro-
motional procedures be reviewed and validated, that appointments of blacks
to high level command and policy-making positions by the Superintendent be
increased and the the procedures for selecting patrolmen for specialized assign-
ments be further improved.

Section Six. Assignments Any review of equity in assignments within the Police

Department is complicated by the relatively low percentage of blacks on the

Department and by the lack of firm definition of what constitutes the more
desirable or "j^referred" assignments. However, a review of assignments to

positions and units reported duiing interviews as being the preferred ones did
not reveal any clear pattern of differential treatment except in relation to the
Traffic Division and the Vice Control Division. Recommendations are made that
the Department extensively review the assignment of black patrolmen, particu-
larlj' in the areas mentioned, and that the assignments of the relatively few black

supervisory and command officers be given careful attention to assure their most
effective use. To establish a better basis for determining the extent to which
minority group and non-minority group members receive assignments of their

preference, a revised system of transfer requests is recommended.
Section Seven. Performance Ratings The study re\iewed the ratings of all

sworn personnel for the two rating periods in 1970 and the ratings made in con-
nection with a recent promotional examination. The review showed no significant
differences in the performance ratings given to minority group and non-minority
group personnel. As a result, no major change is recommended.

Section Eight. Discipline The study found a higher rate of serious complaints
(Complaint Register cases) against black officers than against non-minority
group officers in the Department, and also found that a higher percentage of

such charges against blacks were found to be sustained by Departmental investi-

gations. The study found ai. even greater disparity in the rate at which blacks
were given Summary Punishment for infractions of departmental rules. The
study did not find any significant differences in the amount or type of penalties

given to black and non-blacks for commission of the same type of offenses in

either Complaint Register cases or Summary Punishment cases. Tht study
rtcommends that the Department estabhsh a monitoring system to systematically
detect any racial imbalances in its disciplinary charges and findings, and to

provide for administrative review to determine the reasons for imbalance and to

provide corrective action where needed. The study also recommends a procedure
for better command officer control over summary punishment cases.

Section Three

recruitment and selection

One of the primary areas of concern with regard to minority group employ-
ment in the Chicago Police Department is the matter of getting enough qualified
blacks and other minority group members onto the Department as sworn police
officers. The process of entrj^ onto the Department involves two steps: (1) the
recruitment of applicants (through announcements, meetings, pre-examination
classes and the like), and (2) the testing and investigating of candidates to select

those who qualify for appointment to the police department. Both steps are,

according to Illinois law, basically the responsibility of the Chicago Civil

Service Commission. Each of these two steps will be reviewed in detail in this

Section.
RECRUITMENT

A Description of Current Practices

The nature and effectiveness of the recruitment of applicants is a major factor

in the quality and type of patrolman candidates who are ultimately hired by a
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police department. In Chicago, although the announcements and formal adver-
tising of patrolman examinations are, by law, the responsibility of the Civil
Service Commission, the program for publicizing the opportunity' and encour-
aging and assisting persons to apply for the position is carried out, for the most
part, by the CPD, working with the CSC and with police associations and civic
and governmental organizations.
The police department and the Civil Service Commission report that over the

last half-dozen years the recruitment program has been expanding and has been
giving increasing attention to the attraction of minority group applicants. The
program for the most recent patrolman examination (December 4, 1971)
included the following elements:

1. Announcements, recruitment brochures and application forms were made
available at all 21 police district stations, police headquarters, the city's six

Community Service Centers, all Illinois State Employment Service offices in
the city, all Urban Progress Centers and at the Civil Service Commission itself.

2. News releases and special stories were distributed to all the major Chicago
newspapers and to tlie dozens of neighborhood papers.

3. Radio and TV spot announcements were sent to Chicago radio and tele-
vision stations.

4. Recruitment posters (approximately 1,000) were placed in Chicago Transit

Authority vehicles (buses and subway cars) and at locations frequented by the
public throughout the city.

5. The Police-Communit}^ Workshops that are held periodically in com-
munities around the cit}' were used as means of distributing recruitment brochures
and other information.
The overall recruitment program included special efforts to attract minority

group applicants:
1 . Special contacts were made with newspapers and radio and television

stations that serve primarily black and Spanish-American citizens, and arrange-
ments were made for minority member patrolmen to appear on ladio and TV
programs.

2. The city's Department of Human Resources and the Chicago Committee
on Urban Opportunity worked with the police department in conducting free

preparator.y classes at more than a dozen centers and district police stations in
an effort to improve the likelihood of minority group members being able to

pass the civil service written examination. The Afro-American Patrolmen's
League conducted a similar program at a school on the cit3"'s south side.

It should be noted that the AAPL supplied the survey team with a list of 232
names of blacks they had recruited for the examination, and the Guardians
provided the team with a list of 248 names that their organization had recruited,
demonstrating the special efforts blacks presently on the CPD make in assisting
other blacks in entering the Department.

An Evaluation of Current Practices

It is difficult to appraise the effect of recruitment programs, such as those just
described, without some tj^pe of foUow-up that attempts to determine how
applicants heard about the opportunity and why they applied. Even then, the
real reasons for applying, and the reasons why others did not apply, may never
become known. It is probable that posters, television advertising and even
preparatory classes have less effect on recruitment than do attitudes and motiva-
tions resulting from relevant social and economic conditions in the community
and in the nation. The following facts serve to ilhistrate this point.

In the Depression year of 1935, some 15,000 men applied to take the
patrolman examination held that year, the largest number of candidates
that have ever applied for a patrolman examination in Chicago.

In the early 1960's, the percentage of black applicants for patrolman
examinations appeared to be at least as high as the percentage of blacks in
the city's poptilation. During the period of the racial disturbances and
Democratic Convention violence in the second half of the '60's, the percentage
of blacks dropped off significantly and is onlj' now beginning to move upward
again.
With Chicago now having one of the highest patrolman salaries in the

nation (double what it was 10 years ago) and with jobs for college graduates
being now less plentiful than in previous years, tlie proportion of college
graduates joining the CPD is increasing tignificantlj'. In one year alone
(1969-1970) the percentage of men coming onto the CPD-with 4 or more
years of college increased from 3.3% to 6.6%. ,
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studies elsewhere have shown that if the prevailing attitude in the black ghettoes
is that police are "racist pigs and killers," fewer blacks will want to put on the
uniform. If the expectancy is that those blacks who do get onto the department
get the "bad" assignments, get fewer promotions and are more severely disciplined,,
the number of black applicants will remain low no matter how man}'- special
recruitment programs are launched. This does not mean to say that recruitment

programs and special minority group efforts are not important and worthwhile.
It means that such efforts must be viewed within a larger context, which includes

among other things, the local police image and the economics of the area.

Whatever the cause or causes, the number of blacks and Spanish-Americans
who applied to take the patrolman examination in Chicago over the last several

years appears to be somewhat proportional to their numbers in the general popu-
lation. Although no closely accurate and firm data was available on minority
group identification of applicants, some approximate data was available from
the CSC and through techniques developed by the survey team. An informal,
anonymous headcount at the most recent patrolman examination written test

(made by CSC staff for the purpose of evaluating the effectiveness of the minority
recruitment program) indicated that about 31% of the candidates were black and
about 5% Spanish-American.
The survey team's own independently developed data indicated that the blacks

at that examination were about 29% and the Spanish-Americans about 4%. The
closeness of these two independent sources of percentage estimates provides some
evidence of their validity.
Another patrolman examination studied by the survey team was one given to

1,104 candidates on January 10, 1970. Survey data showed that at that examina-
tion about 26% of the candidates were black and 4% were Spanish-American.

In view of this data (see Figure 3A), the recruitment of adequate numbers of

minoritjr group members to become candidates for the position of patrolman in

Chicago does not appear to be a serious problem area. Certainly special recruit-

ment efforts of the type presently in use should be continued, and even expanded
and improved as will be recommended at the end of this section. Nevertheless,
the numbers of minority group members who apply to become patrolmen would
appear to be of less concern than the relatively small numbers who pass the en-
trance examinations and become members of the CPD. In fact, the number of
blacks who took the most recent patrolman examination (2,394) is larger than the
total number of black officers presentlj^ on the force (2,121). Even more striking,
the number of Spanish-Americans taking this exam (353) is more than twice the
number of Spanish-Americans now on tlie department (170). The disproportion-
ately low percentage of minority group members who pass the screening and are
hired onto the department is a more serious concern, and will be discussed shortly.

Recommendations for Improvement
The present system of recruitment should be retained with the following recom-

mended augmentations:
Recommendation. The CPD and CSC should jointly create a specialized re-

cruitment team com]3rised of minority group members to specialize in the recruit-

ment of their respective minoritj' groups. The team members should concentrate
on target areas and individuals who would have a relatively high probabilitj'' of

passing the examination process and who would become qualified police officers.

Recommendation. New high impact recruitment materials should be made
available to black members of the CPD for distribution to potential black candi-
dates during the course of the officer's normal duties. Similar specially-prepared
materials should be made available to Spanish-American CPD officers.

FIG. 3A.—MINORITY GROUP RECRUITIVIENT DATA

Candidates taking written examination

Patrolman examination No.

7621-1; January 1970
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Recommendation. Continue the present comprehensive program of publi-

cizing forthcoming patrolman exams, including the special tflforts for attracting

minority group appUcants, and expand the program wherever new opportunities
for effective contact can be developed. Greatly expand the program of "pre-

entry training" for minority group members, increasing the number of classes

and the length of the program, and giving emphasis in program content to remedy-

ing any culturally or ethnically caused differences in test-taking preparedness.

SELECTION

A Description of Current Practices

As used in this report, the term selection refers to the process whereby those

men who apply to become patrolmen are examined, tested and investigated fer-

tile purpose of determining which ones are to be hired onto the police force, and

which ones are to be rejected as unquaUfied for police work.

In Chicago, no one can become a sworn police officer in the CPD without

taking and passing a formal entrance examination developed and administered by
the Chicago Civil Service Commission. The CSC is made responsible for the

selection of the city's police officers (and most other municipal employees) by an

IlUnois statute enacted into law in its original form back in 1895. This same
statute assigns the CSC responsibility for examining and preparing eligiblt lists

for promotion to the ranks of Sergeant, Lieutenant and Captain in the CPD.
The process of selecting patrolmen in Chicago consists of a number of elements

and steps, each of which is listed below and is later discussed in some detail.

1. ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS. Entrance requirements include rfsi-

dency, height, weight, and age restrictions as set forth in the announcement of

the examination for patrolman.
2. APPLICATION. When an examination is announced, persons interested

in taking the test must complete an application form and bring or mail it to the

CSC.
3. WRITTEN TEST. Applicants are notified by mail when and where to

appear as a group for the purpose of taking a WTitten test of meutal ability.

4. MEDICAL-PHYSICAL TEST. Those candidates passing the written test

with a grade of 70 or above are later scheduled at the rate of 80 per day for medical

tests and tests of physical fitness. Candidates either pass or fail—there is no

grading on these tests.

5. ELIGIBLE LIST. The names of those who pass the medical-physical tests

are placed by the CSC on a list of "ehgibles" for appointment. The names are

assigned on the list from high to lov/ on the basis of scores on the written test.

6. BACKGROUND INVESTIGATIONS. Each person whose name is on the

eligible list is investigated to determine if there is anything in his background
that should disqualify him for police work. If such is found, the CSC removes the

person's name from the eligible list after opportunity for a hearing.
7. CERTIFICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT. When the CPD requests

additional men, the CSC "certifies" to the department the names of those eligibles

whose names remain on the list after the background investigations, and these

persons are offered employment by the CPD.
It is impoitant to note at this point that the current CSC/CPD process for

selecting police officers does not include any measures of personahty or f motional

stability, a matter which will be discussed later.

An Evaluation of Current Practices

Figure 3B shows the number of candidates who have taken the patrolmen
examination during each of the last four years and also reports the numbers and

percentages of candidates successfully completing the major steps in the process.
A number of observations can be made from this chart:

1. Somewhere around 20% of those persons who apply for the examination
do not show up to take the written test.

2. Of those who do show up and take the written test, about half generally

pass.
3. Of those who pass the written test and show up for the medical test,

about three-quarters generally pass.
4. Of those who pass the written and medical tests and get on the eligible

list, only about .50-70% eventually qualify for and accept employment on
the CPD.

This information provides an overall framework for viewing some of the more-

specific data which follows, particularly with regai'd to tlie effect of the written

SS-loO—73 S
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test and the medical-phj^?ical examinations. Each of the elements in the selection

process will be reviewed and assessed as to their implications for minority group
employment.

Enlranie Requirements

Residency. Applicants for the position of patrolman in the city of Chicago must
be residents of the city at the time of examination, as must applicants for all

other positions under the city's civil service. This residency requirement is prob-
ably not an important factor in the recruitment of blacks or other minority group
members. If anything, it probably helps their chances somewhat by discouraging
applications from the predominantly white and generally better schooled suburbs.

FIG. 3B.—CHICAGO CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, CANDIDATE DATA ON PATROLMAN EXAMINATIONS, 1968-71

1968 1969 1970 1971

Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-
ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent

Number of applicants 7,478 __. 3,074 8,718 9,305

Numbertaking written test .._ 6,167 82 2,476 80 6,964 79 8,187 87
Number passing written test 3,082 49 1,157 46 3,033 43 4,494 54
Number faking medical-physical tests 2,911 94 1,054 91 2,812 92 4,004 89
Number on eligible list as posted 2,120 72 819 77 2,288 81 3,059 76
Number remaining eligible after background

check. (1) (I) (1) (2) (2)

Number actually employed by police depart-
ment 1.281 60 576 70 3 1,126 49 (2) (2)

» Indicates statistics not available.
- Selection process not completed through this step.
3 As of May 11, 1972. This year still involves an active list.

Notes: A. The percentage figures indicate the ratio of the number of candidates to the number at the immediately prior

stage. Examples: In 1968, the number of candidates taking the written (6,167) was 82 percent of the number who had

applied, and the number passing tlie tgii. (J,li82; .VdS -:ci pei ;int of ths number taki,i2 it. B. iha daLi for 1963 repie-^oiKS
29 separate examinations in that the CSC was holding exa/ninations almost weekly; tne data for 19jd represents 1 single

examination; the data for 1970 represents 5 examinations; and, the data for ld/1 represents 1 examination (Dec. 4, 19'/l)
which res'jiidd in tiis posting of an eligible list this year (June 1972).

Height and Weight. The CFD was one ot the fiist large police departments
in the country to reduce the minimum height for entrance to b'l" to improve
lecruitnaent, particularly to enable a higher percentage of bpanish-Americans to

qualify. Weight requiiements are in proportion to height, follow fairly standard

patterns for such requirements, and would not seem to have any signilicant

implications foi minority group employment. This requirement will, however, be
discussed furthei under the heading "Medical-Physical Tests."

Age. Apphcants must be at least 20 and not more than 31 years of age (35, if a

veteran) at the date of examination. This low entrance age requirement helps
general recruitment, as does the Police Cadet program which attracts young men
to the department in the years between high school and their eligibility to become
sworn police officers. Neitiier the 20-31 age lequiiement nor the Cadet program
is seen as having a signilicantly positive or negative effect on minority group

. employment.
Education. Chicago is one rf the very few major police departments in the

country that do not require a high school educawiun or its equivalent. Although
some police authorities would argue strongly for a mininnun educational require-
ment of liigh school graduation and even favor some college, recent developments
including some relevant court decisions are raising questions about the validity
and the necessity of this requirement and about the possibility of its being a
discriminatory l>arrier to the employment of minority group members. This
matter will be discussed further in connection with the written test, but it appears
that with respect to formal education requirements, Chicago is a step ahead of

most other major cities in tiiis means for pioviding equal employment opportunity.

Applications
The application process is relatively simple in Chicago in comparison with

most other departments and cities. The form to be completed is simple and
contains no complex questions nor requirements for extensive personal history
information, two elements which, if present, could have a deterrent or discouraging
effect on ajjphcations from minority group members who are generally less experi-
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enced and less comfortable with c(;mpiicated printed forms. The appUcations form

has, in the past, contained a question about arrests but this question is being
deleted in a new printing of the from as a result of a recent court order. Questions
about arrests are increasingly being viewed across the country as being inappro-

priate and improper since arrests tend to be made more readily in the ghettoes
and do not represent actual con\ictions.

After completing the form, the candidate l)rings it or mails it to the Civil

Service Commission together with $3 for the apphcation fee, which is required
of apphcants for all examinations. The rationale for tliis general fee (helps pay
exam costs and discourages those with no real interest in the job) is not strongly

persuasive, but the amount of money involved would not appear likely to have
a significant effect on individual applicants.

The Written Test

All candidates whc applied for the examination by the estabhshed deadline

are notified by mail when and where to appear for the written test. The test is

given to all candidates at the same time in one or more of the city's high schools.

In the most recent examination, five high schools were used for the 8,136 candidates

taking the written test.

The written test consists entirelj^ of 120 multiple-choice questions which the

candidate answers on a separate IBM-tj-pe answer sheet, using an electrographic

pencil so that the papers can be machine scored. To provide anonymity during
scoring, the candidate's identification papers are sealed in a blank envelope
which is attached to the answer sheet w'hen it is turned in. (This process causes

some candidates to be concerned and suspicious, and will be further discussed

later in this section.) Candidates who answer 70% or more of the questions

correctly pass the test and are notified, several weeks to several months later,
when and where to appear for the medical-physical tests.

The written test as developed and administered by the CSC purposefully does
not measure knowledge of police work but rather is intended to measure certain

mental abilities deemed relevant to becoming a police officer. This conception
of the proper purpose of the written test is the one currently accepted and in

use in most police departments in this country today, differing only in respect
to what mental abilities are being tested for, and how this testing is done. Manj'-

departments use standardized tests of intelligence such as the Otis, Wonderlic
or AGCT. The Public Personnel Association, a major professional organization
^f persons in governmental personnel management, markets a police entry test

in several alternate forms to himdreds of small and medium sized departments
around the country. Each of these tests measures some type of mental ability
or abilities thought to be relevant to the police job.

In Chicago, a special test has been developed with the intent of measuring
specific types of mental ability deemed relevant to the job, particularly to the
task of successful completion of the extensive police academy recruit training

program. The exammation is intended to measure both academic achievement
and aptitude, and is considered a more reliable indicator of the required mental
abilities than high school graduation, a major reason the CSC does not set high
school graduation as an entrance requirement.
The examination content is outlined in Figure 3C, showing the subject matters

and their proportions on the test. Representatives of the survey team reviewed
a copy of the patrolmen examination and found it consistent with the general
outline and type of content just described.

Figures 3D and 3E present candidate data, including minority group member-
ship, for two recent examinations. The Figures compare the effects of the written

test and subsequent screening steps on minority group candidates and on candi-

dates who are not minority group members. The data on these Figures will also

be referred to in discussion of the medical-physical tests and background inves-

tigation procedures.
Figure 3D presents data on Patrolman Examination #7621-1, held on Jan-

uary 10, 1970. This particular examination was selected for analysis by the survey
team because (1) it is recent enough to be relevant to the issvies at hand but is

old enough to be complete through the step of actual employment, and (2) it

involved a sufficient number of candidates (over 1,000) for the data to have
statistical significance.

Figure 3E presents candidate data on Patrolman Examination #7791, for

which the written test was held on December 4, 1971, with the medical tests

being given during the spring, and from which an eligible list was posted in June
of this year. No background checks have yet been made on this list and no appoint-
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ments have been offered. This list is expected to provide new recruits to the CPD
for the next three to four years.

It is important when viewing these charts to keep in mind the fact that part
of the minority group data is bj' direct count of racial information contained in

the records and part was developed by an identification technique that was
demonstrated, before actual use, as being only 95% accurate, but which was the
best available means of developing the necessary data. Differences in a few
percentage points, especially when the number of candidates is small, should
therefore not be considered significant.

Figure 3C

Chicago Civil Service Commission, patrolman examination content outline

Examination content:

I. Vocabulary
II. Word analogies

III. Grammar
A. Sentence structure.
B. Spelling.
C. Proper tense.

IV. Numerical series

A. 2 operations.
B. 3 operations.

V. Arithmetic reasoning
A. Addition.
B. Subtraction.
C. Multiplication.
D. Division.
E. Combinations of above

VI. Word usage

Total items

Number
of test

items

20'

20
20

20-

20

20

120

Police

Training
Scores

Some demonstrable

relationsMp

CSC Written
Test Scores

A rational

relationship

Job Performance
Ciriterla
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Even with these limitations in mind it is possible to make some direct observa-
tions from Figures 3D and 3E. One such observation is that the written test

presently in use has the effect of disqualifying minority group member candidates
at about twice the rate it disqualifies other candidates. Looking at both charts,
it can be seen that the test disqualifies (fails) about 70% of the black and Spanish-
American candidates but only about 35-50% of other candidates.

There are at least three possible explanations of this unequal rate of

disqualification :

1. Blacks and Spanish-Americans have less ability and preparation of the
kind needed for police work as measured by this test, or

2. The test is not, for minority group members, a fair measure of qualifi-
cation for police work, or

3. Some combination of 1 and 2 above.
In the case of any of these three possible explanations, the present civil service

test is not on defensible grounds. Explanations 2 and 3, which involve unfairness
in whole or in part, are indefensible for that reason.

Explanation 1, which involves minority group members having less ability
and/or preparation of the kind needed for police work as measured by this test is

indefensible in that there is at present no adqeuate evidence that whatever is

measured by the test is significantly related to the work of a police ofhcer.
The CSC did make a study about 1968 demonstrating a relationship between

scores on its written test and performance in the recruit training program.
Candidate scores on the CSC written test correlated +0.25 with instructor

ratings of recruits and +0.35 with the recruits' grades at the training academy.
(The degree of these relationships is statistically significant but not particularh"
high. A "perfect" relationship between two sets of grades would be +1.00, a
situation very seldom found in psychological or sociological studies. It is interesting
that the Commission's study found a much higher correlation [+0.62] between its

written test and a standardized intelligence test, the Otis Test of Mental Ability,
than between its test and the recruit academy ratings.)
The fact remains that neither the CSC nor the CPD has developed any research

evidence :

1. That the scores on the CSC written test are significantly related to actual

performance of duty as a police officer following training, or
2. That the scores received in recruit training are significantly related to

actual performance of duty.
There is, of course, an expectancy that there would be a rational relationship

between training academy performance and street performance, since the academy
training is specifically designed to prepare a man for police work performance.
To summarize this discussion of the written test, the survey team found more

substantial evidence that the written test tends to keep a disproportionate number
of minority group members off the police force than it found evidence that the
test measures something that is relevant to the effective performance of police
work.

The Medical-Physical Test

As explained earlier, all patrolman candidates who make a score of 70% or
better on the written test are considered to have passed the written test and are
scheduled for medical-physical tests at the CSC's physical examination rooms at
54 W. Hubbard Street. Candidates are scheduled at the rate of 80 per day over
whatever period of weeks or months it takes to complete the testing or whatever
number of candidates passed the wTitten test.

Although the candidates are given several tests of phj^sical strength and fitness,
these are not graded nor do they result in elimination of any candidates. No
explanation was available as to the reason for their inclusion in the selection

process.
The medical examinations are performed by physicians employed for this

purpose by the CSC. This part of the selection process is qualifying only—that is,

there is no grading, just pass or fail. The medical standards which the candidates
must meet are set forth in writing. These standards are similar to those in existence
for most other large police departments and, in general, appear to be neither unduly
restrictive nor lax.

However, because medical examinations represent an area of possible dis-

criminatory treatment of minority group members, and since the survey team had
received allegations that blacks in iparticular were being eliminated for such things
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as "heart murmurs" and "fast hearts," a review was made as to the comparative
rates of minority group medical rejections and the reasons for these rejections.

Figures 3D and 3E, presented earlier, show that in both of these examinations,
minority group applicants were medically rejected at almost twice the rate that
other candidates were rejected.

RATE OF MEDICAL REJECTION

[In percent]

Spanish- All

Black American Other candidates

Examination 7621-1 (January 1970) 32 31 17 19
Examination 7791 (December 1971) 35 43 20 24

Figure 3F shows the reasons for medical rejection in the two examinations
studied. The totals for the two examinations are on the second page of the chart
and will, for the most part, be the numbers referred to since these will provide
the more reliable percentage comparisons.

This chart provides several interesting findings:
1. Rejections for reasons having to do with the heart are about the same

for all groups. The blacks and the whites ("others") are within a few percentage
points, and the somewhat lower percentage for Spanish-Americans is not
significant because of the small number of cases (6) involved. However
the whole question about heart rejections is one the CSC might want to
review. The finding that 1 of every 6 young American men between the
ages of 20 and 31 have disqualifying heart conditions is striking enough to
bear review, especially when the data on the two separate exams shows
that only 1 out of 93 dess than 1%) were found to have "heart conditions"
on the first examination and that on the second exam, 170 out of 1,034
(16%) were found to have defects in this respect.

2. The main cause of rejection of Spanish-Americans (50%) continues to
be height, despite the recent lowering of this requirement.

3. The main cause of rejection of blacks is wrong weight. (CSC records
did not show whether these rejections were for underweight or overweight.)
Thirty-nine percent of the black candidates were rejected for this reason,
more than double the number rejected for any other cause. Further, the
rate of rejection of blacks for this reason is significantly higher than that for

Spanish-Americans and for whites. The causes of this are not clear.
4. The main cause of rejection of whites is inadequate vision. Almost 1 of 3

white candidates (31%) were dropped for this reason, a rate significantlj'-

higher than that for blacks and Spanish-Americans.

FIG. 3F.-IVIEDiCAL REJECTION DATA
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FIG.3F-ME0ICALREJECTI0N DATA—Continued
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Qualify" statistics (10) makes it very difficult to draw any conclusions from
these figures. More important in the opinion of the survey team is the review the
team made of the individual case files. In each of the 65 FTQ cases, the team
members reviewed the records, findings, and FTQ reports to make judgment
of the pi-ocess and results as related to the minority group treatment. While a
detailed analysis of each individual case was not practicable, the reasons for the

FTQ were reviewed in each instance. The general impression of the team members
was that the process was carried out fairly, with the evaluation of minority group
candidates showing some evidence that consideration was given to socio-fcconomic
influences on such things as employment histories, arrests without conviction and
driving violations.

FIG. 3G.—CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION DATA PATROLMAN EXAMINATION 7621-1

Failure to

report'

Failure to

qualify 1 Hired Total

Black

Spanish American
Other.

Total

1
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to correct the situation. These efforts, most of which were described earlier in this

section, have included an extensive special program to recruit minority group
members, the simplifying of the application form and procedures, the reduction in

height requirements to permit more Spanish-Americans to qualify, the continued
avoidance of a minimum education requirement, the experimentation over a year
long period with a program of frequently held and promptly scored entrance
exams, and the almost total elimination of flat feet as a reason for medical rejection.

These efforts have not been enough. The number of minority group members
who apply for the patrolman examination barely approaches the proportion of

minority group members in the city's general population. More significant^,
those minority group members who do applj" are rejected at a much higher rate
than non-minority group members.

There appears to be two major causes for failure of the effort to hire more
blacks and Spanish-Americans:

1. The job of patrolman is not sufficiently attractive to minority group
applicants, and

2. The v^Titten test and the medical tests disqualify a disproportionately
high number of minority group applicants and do so without adequate justi-
fication in terms of demonstrated requirements for job performance.

Recommendations For Improvement ,

The following steps are recommended for remedying those causes of failure'

which are under the control of either the CPD or the CSC. The recommendations
are presented in the order f)f their judged prioritj'.

Recommendation. The CSC should discontinue the use of the present type of

written test tmtil and unless the test is validated as (1) having a demonstrable

relationship to effective job performance, and (2) as being fair (differentially

validated) for both minority group and non-minority group members. The
validation procedures should be in accordance with Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Coiiimission Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures (29 C.F.R.,
Section 1607).

Recommendation. The CSC should include, in future jjatrolman examinations,
tests of motivation, aptitude and behavior demonstrated as being signific;vntl\'
related (preferably on a predictive basis) to job performance in police work.
The studies being made in the Detroit Police Department by a team of researchers
from the University of Chicago's Industrial Relations Center might provide
someTeads to the CSC in tlie development of improved testing techniques, Init

it should be the responsibility of the CSC to select and/or develop new testing
procedures that can be demonstrated (1) to have significan; relationship to job
performance and (2) to be fair to minority group members (differentially
validated).

Recommendation. Modify the medical test procedures to permit conditional

acceptance of candidates who do not meet the established weight standards
but are within 10% of the reqtiired weight, with final acceptance being condi-
tional upon the candidates' meeting the established standards by the time he
is certified for employment.

Recommendation. The CSC should re-institute a well-developed program for

the screening out of emotional!}- disturbed candidates. A good program of this

type is expensive and sometimes brings external pressures to bear, but not having
a screening program is even more costly in the long rim both in money and in

public reaction as a result of misfits in police work, hostile relations with the

community and destructive attitudes within the Department.
The following further recommendations are considered desirable steps but

are not as essential as the ones already presented. Some of these further steps
are recomm.ended primarih^ for the results they would be likely to have in at-

tracting more minority group applicants by sti-engthening the evidence that

they will receive fair and equitable treatment.
Recommendation. The CPD should provide for a better representation of

blacks and Spanish-^Americans on the team of police investigators making back-

ground checks on patrolman candidates.
Recommendation. On the medical-physical test, the CSC should eliminate the

phj-sical tests of strength and agility since they are not scored and serve no pur-
pose, and arrange for the medical tests to be performed on a contractual basis by
an accredited medical institution, such as one of the local major medical schools

(e.g. University of Illinois), to provide increased assurance of objectivity and
consistency. In addition, the CSC should make its reported policy of permitting
re-examination of medical rejectees clearly known to all candidates. The present
policy is not as clear and firmlj^ stated as it should be. The policy should be put in

writing and be communicated to all candidates.
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For the purpose of expediting the implementation of the new procedures and
poHcies recommended above, one further step is proposed:

Recommendation. The CSC should terminate the eligible list resulting from the
most patrolman examination within one year of its posting, if the legislative
authorization needed for doing so can be acquired. If legislative authorization
cannot be acquired, the CSC should terminate the list at the end of two rears, as
permitted by existing law. During the period of time between now and the termina-
tion of this list, the CSC and the CPD should complete all preparation for imple-
menting the recommended recruitment and selection practices and procedures set
forth in this section.

Section Four

training and education

Today, few people, if any, would challenge the proposition that this nation's
local pohce departments can measurably improve the quality of their service and,
subsequently, maintain the enhanced quality through concentrated attention to
effective training programs. Clearly, the complexities of our contemporary socio-
economic structure, the growing citizen awareness and participation in government,
coupled with the requirement of higher professionalism among police officers,
places new and greater emphasis on the need to continually strive for the highest
impact entry and in-service training of sworn and civiUan personnel at all levels in
pohce work. Ironically, increased pohce mobiUty, rapid response requirements,
technical advances, and enormously increased demands in "called-for services"
have created a "gap," or decrease in pohce-citizen personal contact and interaction
in an age and time when it is most critically required. Therefore, police training
and education must emphasize the development of police attitudes and behavior
which foster healthy police-community relations. Throughout his career of public
service, the pohce officer must be able to effectively relate the police mission to
both community and individual problems.

In general, the CPD has assigned a prominent priority both to recruit training
and to the need for in-service training and education. A general description of the
organization and responsibilities of the Training Division follows. Later, specific
training programs will be analyzed.
The Chicago Police Department's Training Division is commanded by a sworn

officer holding an exempt rank of Director. The Division is located within the
Bureau of Administrative Services. The organization of the Division is shown in

Figure 4A.

Figure IlA.

Chicago Police Department: Training Division Or^nizatlon
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As of April 1972, 83 sworn and 16 civilian personnel were assigned to the

Training Division. Fifty-nine of the sworn personnel are staff instructors whose
daily duties are devoted to recruit training and other law enforcement training or
educational endeavors. Three of the 59 staff instructors are black (5%). Two
additional black officers are in the administrative section and are classified as
clerical patrolmen. See Figure 4B for a breakdown of staff by assignment, rank and
race. Also listed is a racial count as of the April 1972 in-service police recruit classes.

The Training Division is located in a very old, once-condemned school building.
Although the phj^sical plant is far from desirable, it does offer the advantage of

having the Director and his staff physically located in the recruit training academy,
thus enabling them to maintain daily contact with all departmental training
activities. New training facilities have been authorized and are in the final planning
stage. The new academy should retain the existing daily and personal contact

among staff and trainees.

C The Training Division has multifaceted responsibilities. The survey team
examined specific responsibilities in varying deptlis according to the areas pertinent
to the study:

Academy training of probationary patrolmen (recruit training)
In-service and pre-promotional training of various ranks
Extension (correspondence) courses i^rovided to all ranks on a voluntary

basis
Tuition reimbursed courses, extra-departmental
Voluntary higher education through community colleges, colleges and

universities

FIG. 4B.—CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT TRAINING DIVISION: STAFF ASSIGNMENT, RANK, AND RACE, APRIL 1972

Negro Oriental Indian Spanish Other Total

Sworn personnel:
Administrative:

Director

Lieutenant -

Sergeant
Patrolmen 2

Academic staff:

Sergeant- __ 1

investigator 1 1

Youth officer...

Patrolmen... 1

Detailed other units: i

Lieutenant

Sergeant.- 1

Recruits-' 55 11

Civilian personnel:
Police training writer

Principal clerk

Principal steno...

Senior clerk 1

Senior steno

Senior typist 3

Junior clerk...

1
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exposure), concluding with a final two weeks of classroom work, before gradua-
tion from the academy. Each class unit numbeis approximately 140 recruits

grouped into sections of 35 each. Semi-military decorum is observed in class
sessions and all recruits stand roll-call personal inspections each duty day.

As part of the recruit training program, recruits receive instruction in five

college courses taught at the academy by a staff of professional educators from
Loop College, one of the Chicago City Colleges. These college credit courses
cover the history and development of law enforcement, the admiiiistration of

criminal justice, behavioral sciences and applied psychology. They are con-
sidered an important part of the recruit program, both in preparing the new
officer for his job and in giving manjr recruits a start in higher education.

All Evaluation of Current Practices

The Training Division completes a control or report card on all recruit officers.

The card contains statistical data and progress information. The survey'' team
studied and extracted data from 1,626 recruit cards for the years 1970-1971.

Figure 4C provides data extracted from the Training Division recruit cards.

Among the more notable observations concerning recruit training as it relates

to this particular survey are the small number of black officers evident in the
classrooms and the low percentage of blacks trained during the period studied

(see Figure 4C). Both the visual observations of the recruit classes and the data
on Figure 4C confirm the fact that only one-tenth of the new recruits coming
onto the department are black, whereas blacks represent about one-third of

Chicago's general population and about one-third of police department apulicants
(see earlier Sections One and Three").

Further, the data on Figure 4C suggests that those blacks v'ho do get into

the police academy are less likelv to complete the recruit training program for

one reason or another. Although the number of cases involved is not large

enough for the data to be considered statistically reliable, the data in Figrue 4C
docs indicate that in 1970-71, blacks had a higher "non-completion" rate than
other recruits (6.1% for blacks as compa'T-d to 2.3% for others). Since

"non-completion" includes both resignations and discharges, it is difficult to make
any further interpretation of this data. However, the survey team suggests ihat
in the future the CPD report "non-completions" and the reasons therefore to

the CSC to assist the CSC in evaluating the recruitment and selection process.
Insuflicient time prevented the survey team from observing and monitoring

the number of recruit classes it would have desired to see in progress. A class

on Human Relations was monitored and was evaluated as relevant and well

accepted by the recruits. It was an hour class attended by 27 recruit patrolmen,
three of whom were black. Equal service and protection to all of the community
was stressed. Classroom observations and visits were supplemented by a study
of the recruit curriculum. An analysis of the basic curriculum disclosed that

during their entire academy assignment, probationary patrolmen arc exposed to

only seven hours or less of training in community relations or community under-
standing.

F16. 4C.—CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT TRAINING DIVISION: RECRUIT STATISTICS 197&-71>
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Recommendations Concerning Current Training Practices

The following recommendations are not listed in order of priority, but should

be considered as a complete program for improved training and selection. Further,
the recommendations should be read with an awareness of the fact that the

Training Division receives onlj^ a small percentage of black recruits at the academy
as a result of recruitment and selection procedures described earlier (Section

Three).
Recommendation. The staff complement at the Training Division should be

increased to further broaden, balance and continue hnprovement of its police

training system. The stafif, particularly those in direct contact with, and control

over, trainees should be strengthened by the addition of more black officers. The
CPD certainly should be able to find black officers who are capable, motivated
and deeply interested in academic training assignments. Increased utilization of

talented black officers in the academy will present a higher degree of credibility

to trainees and observers concerning CPD regard for police-community under-

standing and internal racial attitudes. Moreover, better rapport and understanding
(ofhcer-to-officer) will result from early exposure of recruits to competent minority

group officers. Such exposure is likely to have enduring positive effects. This

recommendation can be implemented with no alteration in existing standards of

Training Division staff members.
Recommendation. Careful review of the recruit curriculum should be made with

the intent of increasing emphasis in the area of minority community under-

standing. Patrolman training is not complete unless the officer has a strong
foundation in the understanding of total community problems and attitudes as

they relate to the police mission. Ciiicago is by no means alone in facing the need
for improved police-community relations, nor for that matter, improved internal

rapport among officers of all ethnic backgrounds. Education and training at the

recruit level and recurrently throughout the officers' careers is the most significant

program immediately available to police departments for developing in officers

empathy, tolerance and the ability to relate their role in their clientele. The train-

ing must be Chicago community related, rather than community related in general,
in order to maximize the eventual impact of the imparted attitudes and problem
solving skills.

Recommendation. A Police Training Officer position should be established.

This is justified and explained as follows. As mentioned, duirng the academy
training period patrolmen spend 13 weeks on patrol assignment working as second
men in a two-man radio car with an apparently randomly selected experienced
officer. Field assignment is considered an important part of the probationer's

training (accounting for one-third of his total academy time). After graduation,
the new patrolman is given his fiirst assignment. This also, in almost every case, is

to a two man beat car on the day or evening watch with an experienced officer.

There can be little doubt that the pre-assignment field experience and the first

assignment patrol are, in fact, continuations of the training process. The assign-
ments actually constitute "on-the-job" training and must not be neglected nor

routinely treated for whatever reason. Standardization of "on-the-job" training is

of major value to recruit officers as it is the primary step in the development of

attitudes and relationships throughout a long police career. On-the-job training
is the most important training a patrolmen will receive. Police Training Officers

(PTOs) should be assigned to remain with new patrolmen for at least six months
through the several watches. All of the recruit patrolman's academy field assign-
ment time would be spent with a training officer. Police Training Officers will not

only train, but also evaluate (grade), the new patrolman.
Police Training Officers should be selected on the basis of ability, performance,

desire, instructional aptitude and demonstration of a iDetter than average under-

standing of the total police function and how it relates to the community. Further,
PTOs should include balanced representation of racial minorities. PTOs should
be given authority commensurate with the in-training responsibility. They should
wear training chevrons to identify their function and should receive incentive pay
(as do youth officers and investigators). PTO assignments should be made intra-

departmentally, similar to the youth officer and investigator, to facilitate reduction
and return to lower pay levels in cases where individuals may prove to be inade--

quate or less than competent instructors. PTOs should be assigned to the Bureau
of Operational Services as working radio car officers in the districts and not to

the Training Division.

Implementing a training officer system wiU reduce the probabiUty, universally

existent, of new patrolmen being "broken in" by experienced, but indifferent,
officers who have no real patience, incentive, desire or ability to do the best job.
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possible of field indoctrination of new patrolmen. It follows that such attitudes
tend to create poorlj' motivated and directed police officers. Conversely, utilization
of well qualified and highly trained PTOs will be the foundation of better service,
increased police-community interaction and improved rapport and morale among
officers. These attributes, in turn, will develop improved community understand-
ing, increased minority gToup recruitment potential and improved cooperative
effort and harmony between officers of all ethnic groups.

Recommendation. It is recommended that the recruit training program be fully
utilized as an integral part of the selection process. To this end, it is further
recommended that new legislation be requested to extend the patrolman's jDro-

bationary period from nine months to eighteen months. This change will provide
the CPD with twelve months of field assignment performance data for each
probationer prior to final acceptance (three months during academy, nine months
after graduation). The extension of the probationary period coupled with a more
intensive analysis by the PTOs of the recruit officer will improve the predictive
capacity of the overall selection process. Interestingly, the U.S. Navy recently
reported that written and psychiatric screening of Navy recruits is less predictive
of a successful military career than is an objective analysis of the recruits by
trained recruiters and supervisors ; hence, the need for a sj^stematic and extended
exposure of the officer to qualified recruit trainers and PTOs. The 18 month
probationary period provides a longer and more evaluative funneling process
from entry to finalized selection. It will considerably increase the probability of

placing more consistently objective officers into the community by aiding in the
elimination or reassignment of officers who may possibly demonstrate some
negative or narrow viewed attitudes toward the community or some of its segments
or show an inability to perform properly with all ethnic groups represented in

the CPD.
All of the above recommendations should be specifically planned to facilitate

the recruitment, evaluation and selection of minority group patrolmen. Intensified

recruitment of minorities, improved job related testing, and a careful assessment of

their potential effectiveness should provide a basis for raising the percentage of

non-white patrolmen on the CPD.
The survey team also suggests that the CPD consider expansion of its remedial

programs within the recruit curriculum. A further monitoring of individual
recruit needs and providing of remedial training might be very useful in lessening
any academy training "non-completion" racial imbalances.

FORMAL EDUCATION

A Description of Current Practices

A review of personnel records indicates that Chicago officers are availing them-
selves of university, college and community college courses which are usually job
related. The courses are taken voluntarily for self-improvement for the most
part, at the individual's expense, or with tuition reimbursement. Tuition reim-
bursed education is a system whereby CPD personnel may advance their

formal education toward achieving college degrees at a minimum expense to the
individual. There are two on-going tuition reimbursed programs available to the
CPD personnel:

1. The City of Chicago Tuition Reimbursement Program. This program is

administered by the City of Chicago Civil Service Commission. It provides
tuition money for full time CPD members varying from 75% to 100%,
depending on grades maintained. Each course, to be eligible, must be job
related, or necessary to a degree and be taken in a regionally accredited

college or university (Police Department General Order 70-7, II A
through E.2).

2. The Law Enforcement Education Program (LEEP). This program is a
federal subvention in the way of loans or tuition grants. Loans/grants to
students are disbursed by college officials at participating schools. However
it is closely monitored by the Police Department, Personnel Division (Police

Departmeint General Order 70-7, III, A through F).

An Evaluation of Current Practices

Personal inventory cards of all CPD personnel are maintained by the
Personnel Division. The cards inventory skills, including formal education. The
files are not considered completely accurate because of the absence of a
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structured file update system,
information was extracted:

CPD members

1, 338

1, 179
535
479

However, they were examined and the following

Credit hours attained

30+
60+
90+ (264 AA degrees)
Baccalaureate or higher

The number of members claiming a college degree was then examined in more
detail :

Black 72 (15.1%)
Spanish-American 4 ( .8%)
Other 403 (84.1%)

Breakdown of black sworn members claiming college degrees by rank:

Dispatcher. _

Patrolman
Policewoman _

Total -

Exempt 4

Captain
Lieutenant 3

Sergeant 13

Investigator 6
Youth Officer 8

Breakdown of sworn personnel of full or partial Spanish descent claiming college

degrees by rank:

Lieutenant 1

Patrolman : 3

Total.

Sixty civilian CPD members, as of November 1971, claim to possess a college

degree, including six masters and one doctorate. Of this number, five black civilians

claim to possess college degrees.
The number of non-minority group male officers claiming college degrees are

by rank:

Exempt
Captain
Lieutenant _ .

Sergeant
Investigator.

15
18
28
63
35

Youth Oflicer.

Dispatcher
Patrolman

22
1

210

Total. 392

Special courses outside the Training Division are attended by personnel selected

by the CPD. The principal courses are: (1) the FBI National Academy, (2) North-
western Traffic Institute (nine month course), and (3) Northwestern Traffic

Training (short courses). There is no record of a black Chicago officer ever at-

tending the FBI academy. One non-black attended each year in 1969, 1970 and
1971. (Note: The CPD may send as manj- as six members to the next National

Academy. However, they have not been selected as of this writing.)

THE NORTHWESTERN TRAFFIC INSTITUTE (9-MONTH COURSE)

Year Total sent
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A record of CPD members currently availing themselves of the tuition

reimbursed courses was examined at the department's Personnel Division. As
well as can be determined, information concerning availability of financial aid

for education is presented to all members (they are well outlined in General Order

70-7). The team was not able to observe any special attention or emphasis brought
to the programs through publications or notices other than the General Order
70-7.

Tuition reimbursement applications processed for all of 1970 through April
1971 were 729 (427 LEEP and 302 City of Chicago). An ethnic group analysis
was made of those attending four year colleges and universities under tuition

reimbursed programs. (Due to the volume, several hundred attending com-

munity colleges were not checked.) There are 358 sworn personnel attending four

year colleges. Four (1.1%) are Spanish-American. Ninety-four (26.2%) are black.

Two-hundred and sixty (72.7%) are not minority group members. The percentage
blacks taking advantage of an opportunity for self-improvement through reim-

bursed educational programs is considerably higher than the percentage of

black officers on the CPD.

Recommendations Concerning Current Training Practices

At this point it is significant to note that the survey team found, based on
available records, that 3.76% of the total CPD sworn personnel hold bacca-
laureate (or better) degrees, 2% have AA degrees only and an additional 10%
have at least one year (30 credit hours) of college level education (many of

whom are continuing their academic pursuits). Further, approximately 25% of

the CPD's total exempt personnel hold baccalaureate degrees. Professionali-

zation and quality of services can be correlated with a well trained and educated

police department. The recommended courses of action are listed below.

Recommendation. The CPD should continue to encourage higher education for

departmental personnel and should take steps to make certain that departmental
policy to this effect is actually being carried out. Shift rotation and loca-

tion of assignments should accommodate an officer's academic interests within

the limits of operational demands. Officer requests for shift and functional

assignments, related to higher level educational processes, should be channeled
for final approval or disapproval to the district or unit commander.

It is additionally suggested that consideration be given to incentive pay
for the completion of college work. It is proposed that 2->'2% salary increase

be granted for 30 college units, 5% be awarded for an associate of arts degree
and 10% for a four year college and over diploma. All sworn and professional
civiUan members of the CPD should be eligible for the incentive program

IN-SERVICE AND PROMOTIONAL TRAINING

A Description of Current Training Practices

The CPD Training Division is also responsible for periodically providing
continuing training to all ranks of sworn personnel, patrolman through captain.
The primary and most frequent training of this type is termed "in-service."

The courses are recurrent, compulsory and rotative in format. Consequently, the

courses are neither selective nor discriminatory. The major in-service training
courses are classified as follows:

Command Personnel one week (35 hours)

Sergeants one week (35 hours)
Patrolmen one week (35 hours)

In 1971, 3,145 sworn personnel received 17,620 man-days of instruction in in-

service training programs. An additional 115 sergeants received 1,140 man-days of

training at Northwestern University in special seventy-hour courses. Further, the

present system of "Company Training" considerably broadens the CPD's oppor-
tunity to update skills through training. A company consists of one captain, three

lieutenants, nine sergeants and sixty-three patrolmen and is trained in rotation

with the many other companies in twenty-hour riot and crowd control programs.
Recognizing the need to instill supervisory and managerial concejats, the CPD

requires recently promoted personnel to attend pre-appointment or preservice
training courses. The intent is to develop the newly promoted individual to more
readily absorb the responsibilities and better perform the functions connected
with the higher ranking positions. Pre-service courses vary considerably in length,

namely :

Captains one week (35 hours)
Lieutenants two weeks (70 hours)

Sergeants three weeks (105 hours)
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Youth Officers, Investigators and Miscellaneous Specialists four weeks (140
hours)

Note that the length of the required pre-service promotional courses is inverse

to the rank involved; in other words, the lower the rank the longer the course.

An Evaluation of Current Training Practices

The restrictive time frame of this study precluded the survej' team from accom-

plishing an extensive qualitive analysis of in-service and pre-service courses.

However, the curricula for the training courses was available and an analysis of

the course content was made. In-service and pre-service training curricula were
found to be broad in nature with particular emphasis on operational functions and
techniques. In-service programs, specifically, deal almost exclusively with opera-
tional procedures to be employed during major civic disorders: dispersion of mobs,
suppression of unlawful acts, rt^storation of order and so forth. Pre-service training
courses are similarly operationally broad, touching on matters ranging from

supervisor-administrator relationships through the functions of the various units

to driving safety.
The subject matter currently presented to CPD personnel during in-service and

pre-service courses is certainly important. There is therefore little criticism of the

present course content. However, in general, the present curricula should be

expanded in time and coveraga of subject matter, as recommended below.

Recommendations Concerning Current Training Practices

Recommendation. Captains and Lieutenants should receive a minimum of three

weeks of management training prior to being promoted in rank. The instructional

staff should represent a variety of backgrounds, fields and disciplines. CPD trainers-

should be augmented by college educators and other public and private trainers.

In addition to the usual legalistic and technically oriented information, so-

ciological and ps.ychological principles of human relations, minority relations and
total police-community relations should be prominently located and stressed in

l)re-service courses. The need for this exposure is great, in Chicago or any com-

munity. Although the patrolman is the most important agent of poUce-community
relations, the individual officer's behavior is directly influenced by management
and supervisory understanding and attitudes.

Recommendation. Captains, Lieutenants and Sergeants should receive a,

minimum of two weeks update training per year. The training programs should be
focused on the resolution of existing or emerging CPD problems emphasizing
community and minority communit.y interaction. Both vertical (working teams

managers and supervisors) and horizontal either captains, lieutenants or sergeants)

training sessions should be conducted.
Recommendation. All patrolmen should attend forty hours of advanced officers-

training per year. The training program should be custom-tailored to meet the

immediate needs of the patrolman. Particular emphasis should be placed on the

reinforcement of attitudes and behavior that improve police-citizen understanding
and mutual support.
The survey team also suggests that the training given to patrolman selected for

special assignments (youth officer, dispatcher, etc.) include improved under-

standing of human behavior and interaction.

The recommended expansion and revision of all training curricula to include

special attention to the understanding of human behavior and raspect for the

individual, whether citizen or fellow-officer, is of key importance in the develop-
ment of improved internal and external relations and can be expected to benefit

both the recruitment and the job satisfaction of minority group members.

Section Five

promotion

This section covers three types of Departmental promotions: civil service

rank, exempt rank and special assignments with premium pay. The first type
involves the promotion from patrolman to sergeant, sergeant to lieutenant and
lieutenant to captain. The filling of these ranks is determined through tests

designed and administered bj^ members of the City of Chicago Civil Service

Commission. The second type of promotion is to positions which are exempt from
civil service. Under state law, police ranks above Captain are exempt from
civil service examination procedures and instead are filled by direct appointment
by the Superintendent. There are currently 78 such positions in the Department,
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ranging from District Commanders to Deputy Superintendents. Most appoint-
ments to the exempt positions are officers holding the permanent civil service

rank of Captain, but some hold the civil service rank of Lieutenant. At the

discretion of the Superintendent, personnel appointed to the exempt positions

may be reassigned within the exempt ranks or may be returned to their permanent
civil service rank. The third type of "promotion" involves the assignment of

patrolman to types of work which are considered sufficientlj^ speciahzed and

demanding to justify premium pay. These specialized assignments include

Investigators, Dispatchers, Youth Officers and several other categories involving
smaller numbers of men. The premium pay is slightly more than $1,000 per year.
The assignments are made by the Superintendent. Most assignments to the

approximately 1,100 Investigators position are based on a competitive examination
administered by the Department, although about 10% are made directly by the

Superintendent on the basis of "special merit." Assignments to other specialties
are made on the basis of less formal and systematic selection techniques. Each
of these three promotional procedures is discussed in more detail below.

Basically the research findings contained in the remainder of this section indicate

that black officers are inadequately represented in the majority of exempt-rank,
civil service rank and special assignment positions. This is primarily the result

of current entrance and promotion practices. In addition, however, poor promo-
tional possibilities will frequently cause the black officer to request a leave of

absence or terminate employment. The number of blacks voluntarily leaving the

Department suggests that other organizations are actively seeking certain CPD
officers in order to augment their black work force. This, perhaps, reflects an

attempt on their part to meet affirmative action time-tables and goals. It is

impossible to firmly conclude that one influence is greater than the other. Clearly,
both are impacting the black officers and consequently the CPD inversely. On
the one hand, it can be assumed that the black officers are experiencing improved
job and pay enrichment in their new jobs. On the other hand, the CPD is ex-

periencing iDoth a loss in valuable skills and experience, and a reduction in the

percentage of black officers on-the-job. Obviously, the latter effect has a negative
bearing on the CPD and, in turn, the community it serves,

PROMOTIONS IN RANK

A Description of Current Practices

The Chicago Civil Service Commission is assigned the responsibility for examin-

ing and rank ordering all supervisory (Sergeant) and middle-management
(Lieutenant and Captain) candidates within the CPD. The legal basis for such

promotions is contained in Illinois Revised Statutes, 1969, Chapter 24, Article 10-1.

The CSC announces and holds promotional examinations periodically on the

basis of the expected needs of the police department and the length and age of

tho existing eligible lists. The length of time between promotional examinations
for any one rank (e.g. Sergeant) usually ranges between two and five years.
The civil service promotional examinations consist of three weighted elements:

written test—60%, efficiency rating
—30%, and seniority

—10%. The written

test is developed by the CSC in consultation with high level command pei'sonnel
of the police department. Basically the test questions are prepared from resource

documents such as general and special orders and appropriate textbooks. The
written tests consist entirely of multiple-choice questions which can be scored by
machine. No minimum passing score is required on the written test. The written

test score is combined on a weighted basis with the efficiency and seniority scores

to develop a composite "final" examination score. Candidates making composite
scores of 70 or above are considered to have passed the examination and their

names are placed on an eligible list in rank order from high to low in accordance

with their composite scores.

An efficiency or performance rating is required by civil service rules for each

full-time employee of the Department except for the department head. The

rating occurs twice a year and becomes part of the employee's personnel record.

The performance rating for the rating period immediately prior to the date of a

promotional examination is the rating score used in developing the composite
score on the promotional examination. The performance rating policies and

practices are discussed in a subsequent section.

The seniority score is determined from the date of service in a position to the

date of the examination. At the end of six months the candidate receives 70% of

the allotted ten points. He or she then attains one-half percentage point for each

full month of service up to five and one-half years which is the maximum of 100%
or ten points.
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Once the composite scores have been computed, the eligible list is posted by the
CSC. After posting of the list, military veteran points may be added. Those on
the list who are eligible under the law for veteran's preference points may, at
their option, request credit for such service. Essentially, World War II, Korean
and Viet Nam veterans are qualified for veteran points. They receive 0.7 of a

point for every six months of service during those periods, up to a maximum of
3.5 points. Once a candidate uses the points to gain position on a list from which
he is actually appointed, the points cannot be employed again. An eligible list

remains in effect for at least two years and one day unless exhausted earlier.

After the two years and one day the CSC can cancel the list.

An Evaluation of Current Practices

Figure 5A presents information on the number of officers taking and passing or

failing the three most recent promotional examinations. The data shows that
blacks passed the Sergeant's examination at a rate 10% lower than non-blacks,
that the}^ passed the Lieutenant's examination at a rate 6% lower than non-
blacks, and that on the Captain's examination the rates of blacks and non-blacks
were about equal.
The data on Figure 5A does not, however, present the full picture on promotions.

Passing the examination and getting on the eligible list is one part. Being high
enough on the list to receive promotion before the list is replaced is another.
Data as to actual promotions from each of the current promotional lists is pre-
sented in Figure 5B. It shows that only one of the eight blacks who passed the

Captain's examination was high enough on the list to be among the 61 promotions
made from the list in the four years since the list was posted. The current list is

scheduled to be taken down on September 30th v,'hen the CSC holds a
new Captain's examination, and none of the other seven blacks on this list is high
enough to receive appointment before that date.

FIG. 5A.—RESULTS OF CURRENT PROMOTIONAL EXAMINATIONS!

Sergeant Lieutenant Captain
12-14-68 10-17-70 5-14-68
No. 7504 No. 7683 No. 7625

Number taking examination:
Black

Nonblack

Total

Number passing examination:
Black

Nonblack

Total

Percentage passing examination:
Black

Nonblack

Total 50 79 83

' Data compiled by survey team members through the cooperation of the Chicago Civil Service Commission. The three
examinations cited above have produced eligible lists from which promotions are now being made.

2 The small number of cases involved (8) makes this figure stitiitically unreliable.

Figure 5C compai'es rank and special assignments to the race of CPD sworn
personnel. It can be seen from this chart that, except for the exempt category,
there is a smaller and smaller percentage of blacks at each step in the promotional
process. The selecting out of black candidates either by their failure to pass
the promotional tests or by their relatively low position on the promotional
lists is clearly illustrated by the fact that as of April 1972, only 1 of 92 Captains
is black (1%) and only 13 of 320 Lieutenants are black (4%). (Presentl.v there
are four black Captains and five black Lieutenants serving in exempt positions.)

Recommendations Concerning Current Practices

The recommendations as offered below are not in order of priority, but rather

proposed as a composite package of programs or activities which will improve
ability to impartially select potentially effective leaders.
The survey team found no evidence that the tendency for CSC examinations

to exclude blacks from promotions was intentional or planned, but the facts just

presented clearh^ show that the present promotional process does have the effect
of disproportionately excluding blacks from promotion. Of the three factors

1,036
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in promotion (written test scores, performance ratings and seniority), one factor

(seniority) was not among the alleged areas of unfairness to blacks and was
not found, on brief review by the survey team, to be a significant avenue of
differential treatment of minority group members. A second factor (performance
ratings) was not found to have a differential effect on minority group members.
This leaves the written test as the primary, if not exclusive, instrument by which
blacks are disproportionately excluded from promotion in the CPD.

FIG. 5B.-PR0M0TIONS IN RANK TO DATE FROM CURRENT ELIGIBLE LISTS'
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Promotional Examination No. 7683: Lieutenant, October 17, 1970

EXAMINATION OUTLINE Number of
questions

I. Law 26
A. Arrest, Search and Seizure
B. Rules of Evidence and Court Procedure
C. Misdemeanors and Felonies
D. Traffic and Other Local Laws
E. Civil Rights Laws

II. Police operations 51
A. Department Rules and Regulations
B. Traffic and Patrol
C. Investigation
D. Interrogation
E. Laboratory and Science
F. First Aid
G. Firearms

III. Causal and preventive aspects 23
A. Criminal Behavior
B. Juvenile DeHnquency
C. Parole, Pardon, Probation

IV. Human relations, supervision, organization 50
A. Department Organization and Police Administration
B. Training and Supervision
C. Decision Making
D. Civil Service
E. Civil Rights
F. Emergency Response Plans
G. Model Cities Project

Total items (questions) 150

Promotional Examination No. 6425: Captain, May 4, 1968

EXAMIN.\TION OUTLINE Number of
questions

1. Administration 40
A. Supervision
B. Morale
C. Discipline
D. Public Relations
E. Coordination
F. Organization
G. Training
H. Planning

II. Police operations and procedures 25
A. Traffic
B. Labs
C. Interrogation
D. Arrest Procedures
E. Parole, Pardon, Probation

III. Criminology 20
A. Social Behavior
B. Criminal Behavior
C. Dehnqiient Behavior
D. Causes and Prevention of Crime

IV. Law 35
A. Law of Arrest, Search and Seizure
B. Confessions
C. Crimes
D. Documents and Writs
E. Criminal Code
F. Evidence
G. Testimony

Total items (questions) 120
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The alternative explanations for such differential exclusion by a v/ritten test

was set forth in Section Three in the discussion of the written test for selecting

patrolmen. Essentially, these are (1) that blacks generally have less ability and/or

preparation for the work as measured by the test, or (2) that the test is not a

fair measure of qualification for the work of the position involved, or (3) some
combination of 1 and 2. The same principles that applied to the original entrance

test are applicable to the promotions tests, i.e. if the test disproportionately
excludes blacks from the positions sought, then the tests must be shown to be
vahd predictors of job success.

Recommendation. The CSC should develop and implement procedures to

openly assure fairness and objectivity of test scoring procedures. This would
include (1) immediate scoring of promotional written test answer sheets at the

test site, as is already being done by the CPD at its Investigator examinations,

(2) providing each candidate with a duplicate copy of his scored answer sheet

immediately after it is scored, and (3) posting the scores on the written test

(not the composite score for the whole examination) within 24 hours of the time
the test is given. It is recommended that a similar procedure be adopted for the

entrance (patrolman) examinatiors.
Recommendation. Once promoted, all Sergeants, Lieutenants, and Captains

should serve in a closely monitored and evaluated one-year probationary status,

during which special attention is given to the promotee's attitudes and ability

to deal impartially with members of all races and ethnic groups.
Recommendation. The Civil Service Commission should take immediate steps

to validate the written tests presently used to select supervisory and command
personnel, or should develop and utilize new selection techniques of demonstrable

validity. The validation, as with entrance examinations, should be in accordance

with Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Guidelines on Employee Se-

lection Procedures (29 C.F.R., Part 1607).

Recommendation. Promotional examinations developed, conducted and scored

during the next two years should be monitored by a team comprised of impartial

personnel experts and CPD administrators. Monitoring means observing (l)ut not

controlling) examination development, administration, scoring and eligible list

preparation. To this end, it is additionally reconunended that the survey team
act in such a role during the forthcoming Captain's examination, scheduled for

this September.
Recommendation. A policy and program of afhrmative action on the promotion

of minority group members should be adopted by the CPD executive management.
An affirmative action program is not be confused with the establishment of

quotas or a "numbers game." Organizations, public and private, will require many
years to become ethnically representative of the community or nation that they
serve. In order to eventually achieve racial balance, goals for doing so must be

formalized and implemented. Therefore, it is recommended that the CPD set

realistic goals with which to provide direction for minority group promotion.
Crash programs usually seem to do exactly that—"crash". A rational and con-

certed affirmative action effort is by far more meaningful and likely to succeed.

In summary, effectiveness of an affirmative action program is dependent upon;
(1) a clear statement of public pohcy, (2) reasonable, yet challenging, goals, (3)

management determination for goal attainment, and (4) improved promotional

procedures. The result will be the selection and appointment of minority group
members of supervisory and managerial positions which inhere responsibility
and meaningful content.

EXEMPT PROMOTIONS

A Description of Current Practices

Presently, there are 78 positions above the rank of Captain which are exempt
in nature and filled at the discretion of the Superintendent. The candidate for the

position is subjected to a battery of written and projective psychological tests.

The test scores are taken into consideration along with past performance and the
verbal recommendations of other exemj^t personnel. Sworn personnel and civilians

in the CPD, or individuals outside the Department, can be appointed to exempt
positions. In the vast maj ority of cases, however, the exempt positions are filled

by police Captains.
The Superintendent can remove a person from an exempt position with or

without cause. Usually the basis for removal is incompetence or similar reasons.

When removed, an individual has the right to revert to his previous civil rank.

Since an exempt serves at the pleasure of the Superintendent, his removal does

not involve the CSC.
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An Evaluation of Current Practices •

Promotions to exempt positions should be retained. However, the procedure
for doiog so ought to be improved. Clearly, the Superintendent of Police is in

urgent need of a dynamically capable management team, and individual judgment
and informal evaluative comments from trusted subordinates n6ed to be bolstered

by .vet another viewpoint—external managerial analysis. Consequently, external
and independent consultations should continue to advise the Superintendent on
his selection of exempt personnel.

-

.1
m-.;! ii:>- >(. -xi ii,i:i ;i . r-M oj ^L::i.

It is important that the management
'

selection
'

fifni, their t-'eicdihniended'

candidates and the reasons therefore are explicitly made known to all candidates
considered for an exempt promotion—both those selected and those rejected.
While of immense value, the successful utilization a,nd filling of exempt positions
is directly and inexplicitlj^ hinged upon promoting the right people into the right
positions. ...........

Recommendations Conoerning Current Practices ?"( •i-i^'jnwTA'^i <?

Recommendation. The Superintendent of Police should increase the numbeF
of appoiiitriients of proven or potentially. effective, minority group members to

exempt positions. It is recognized that a substantial number of such appoint-
ments have alreadj' been made, but the objective should be to make more of such
appointments, especially to positions involving real responsibility for command
and for policy decisions.

SPECIALIZED PROMOTIONS

A Description of Current Practices

A number of CPD positions are acquired through specialized promotions."
All specialized promotions result in a premium pay ^tep because of an assignment
to a position which requires the performance of specialized tasks. The metliod for

promoting individuals into such positions varies from a formal written examina-
tion through oral interviews to background evaluations. The CPD determines the
method of promotion. Similar to the exempt positions, the promotional process
does not fall within the purview of the CSC, therefore the removal procedures
also are decided by the CPD.

Of all specialized promotions, the one from Patrolman to Investigator is the
most formalized. A written investigator's test is administered approximately
every two years. Immediately upon completion, the test is graded on-site and
the scores are provided to the candidates. Shortly thereafter, a list of candidates
is posted reporting their respective rank-ordered score. Tie scores are eliminated

by length of service in the CPD. An outside consulting firm creates the examina-
tion with the advice of the Chief of Detectives and the Director of Personnel.
The latter has the responsibility for administering and scoring the test. Each
officer must have a minimum of two years service in the CPD in order to be
eligible to take the test.

Begiiniing at the top of the investigators, about forty individuals are assigned
to a 30 day in-service investigators' training program. The number and frequency
of Investigator appointments depends on personnel needs. Of the total number
appointed, a maximum of 10% can be merit appointees. In most cases, trainees
are interviewed by the Chief of the Criminal Investigation Division. Once ap-
pointed to the Criminal Investigation Division, all investigators are evaluated
monthly in rank order in terms of their performance. Those investigators con-

sistently in the lowest 10% of their unit are transferied out of the Division
Other grounds, such as flagrant case mismanagement, can also cause immediate
removal. Normally, an inferior producer is transferred after six months to one
year in the Division.

Other specialized promotions include Youth Officer, Dispatcher, Fingerprint
Technician, Auto Pound Supervisor and Garage Supervisor. The procedures for
such promotions vary in frequency of application and type. In general, the unit
commander conducts an oral interview with the candidate. The commander's
decision includes such factors as the interview, past work record and relevant
skills and/or education. In some cases, a written examination is administered.
The above mentioned specialized promotions are mainly nonstandardized in
nature.

An Evaluation of Current Practices

The method of selecting criminal investigators is exemplary and certainly
worthy of transferring into other specialized promotions. The Investigator's
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examination is well structured and administered. The use of merit appointments
to eacli class provides meaningful flexibility to the more formalized procedures.
The recommendations presented in the next subsection seek to refine it further.
The methods for selecting specialists into the other units and divisions are not as

clearly designed, and in some instances, absent. This is to saj' that the criteria

for these promotions is ambiguous, and may permit the selection of personnel
based on reasons other than merit. Figure 5D depicts the specialized assignments
according to race. It can be noted that the blacks are well represented as Youth
Officers but are less well represented in the other categories. Data on appointments
and reductions in the last year present a mixed picture:

Of the 26 patrolmen appointed as police radio Dispatchers (April, May and
December 1971) one was black. This represents 3.8% of the appointments.

Of the 13 patrolmen appointed as Youth Officers (Februarj^ April and
December 1971) four were black (30.8% of the total).

FIG. 5D.-PATR0LMEN ASSIGNED AS SPECIALISTS AS OF APRIL 1972

Negro Oriental Indian Spanish Other

Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per- Num- Per-

Speciallzed assignment ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent Total

Investigator 188 14 1 (i) 2 0. 1 11 0.8 1,135 85 1,337
Youth Officer.. 52 23 6 3.0 164 74 222

Dispatcher 24 11 201 89 225

Fingerprint technician 1 7 14 93 15
Auto pound supervisor 7 100 7

Garage supervisor 4 100 4

Total by race. 265 14.6 1 (') 2 .1 17 1.0 1,525 84.3 1,810

> Less than 0.1 percent.

Of the 262 patrolmen appointed as Investigators (February, April, August
and September 1971) 37 were black (14.1% of the total).

Of the 504 patrolmen eligible for Investigator as a result of the October 30,

1971, examination, 35 were black (6.9%).
Of the 20 Investigators and/or Youth Officers reduced to patrolman (August,

September, October, November and December 1971) seven were black

(3.5.0% of the total reductions).

Recommendations Concerning Current Practices

It is recommended that the system determining promotions to specialized

positions be strengthened as follows:
Recommendation. The present process for promoting patrolmen into Investi-

gators should be retained while augmented in scope and extended to all other

specialized positions.
Recommendation. All tests should be custom-fitted and validated for the

particular specialized function, and should be graded immediately upon com-
pletion. The final score, along with the examination paper, should be given to the
candidate.

Section Six

assignments

As mentioned earlier in the report, the survey team was requested to review

allegations that the CPD did not equitably assign minority group members to

the various positions comprising the organizational structure of the department.
This section focuses on assignments to positions within the various CPD divisions,

bureaus, districts, units and sections and also on working assignments within
these organizational subdivisions.

DESCRIPTION OF ASSIGNMENTS

Individual police officer assignments, practices and preference cannot be
considered lightly. The organization and the individual benefit immeasurably
when personnel are placed in those .I'obs and assignments for which they are best
suited. It is fully recognized, however, that there is no organization in existence
which is able to present each employee with his ultimate assignment preference.
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Even when this objective is sincereh^ desired bj' the administrators, it is usually
not operationall.v possible. As might be expected, however, it was evident during
the survey that patrolmen in the CPD were less aware of the operational problems
of coping with preferred assignments than were the CPD administrators. Patrol-

men felt strongly that the.y should have been able to receive a desired assignment
whenever eligible and deserving. Assignment requests affect the police officer

in matters as simple as being assigned close to home, and as complicated as

offering an expanded opportunity for career enrichment, job satisfaction and

promotion. Department efficiency is also greatly affected by assignment practices
because the work output of a policeman is far superior in a job he prefers than it

is in an assignment he finds unrewarding or dissatisfying. The responsibility for

transferring officers from one assignment to another must, of course, remaia
within the administrative domain. Nevertheless, transfers of assignment within

types of positions, over normal periods, should be balanced (by percentage)

among minoritj' groups.
The first and principal question asked by the survey team of its data was,

"Where are administrative and supervisor}^ minority assigned as compared to

police-community service needs?" The answer,at the present, is:

Of the nine black exempt administrators, four hold the Civil Service rank
of Police Cap|ain and are in ithe.followipg, assignments:

One Assistant DejHity Superintendent, Operational Service Bureau;
One Commander, Criminal Investigation Division (Robbery Section) j

and
Two District Commanders.

The other five black exempt personnel hold the Civil Service rank of Police

Lieutenant and are currently assigned as:

One Deputy Superintendent, Community Services Bureau;
Two District Commanders.
One Director, Preventive Programs (Model Cities) ;

and
One Director, Human Relations.

The one black Captain not promoted to the exempt ranks serves as a Watch
Commander in one of the Districts.

There are 13 black officers serving at the Civil Service rank of Lieutenant.

They are in the following assignments:
Two Watch Commanders, District Level;
Two Lieutenants, Preventive Programs (Model Cities) ;

Eight Officers-In-Charge, Specialized Units; and
One Officer-In-Charge, Tactical Unit

There are 136 black officers serving at the Civil Service rank of Sergeant.

They are assigned:
Ninety-five Supervising Sergeants (note: forty-two are field Sergeants

at the District Level. The balance are in special units where they exercise

minimum or no supervisorial responsibilities) :

Eleven Sergeants, Preventive Programs (including Model Cities) ;

Seven LTnit Watch Commanders;
Eight Tactical Unit Supervisors;
Five Officers-In-Charge, Special Details or Units;
Two Desk Sergeants;
Two Sergeants, Court Duty;
One Investigator;
One Sergeant, Academj^ Staff;
One Sergeant, State's Attornej' ;

and
Five Sergeants, Miscellaneous Details.

The second critical question concerns opportunities for the high status or pre-
ferred assignments among black police officers. The so-called "better assignments"
are those, of course, which members prefer by personal choice, as well as those

which the black police officer believes he can perform most effectively.

Figure 6A lists those work areas and numbers of personnel assigned which were

emphasized in communications to the survey team as being in need of examina-
tion as to the average numbers of black officers assigned. Because it was alleged
that several sections of the Traffic Division contained assignment ha\-ing excep-

tionally small numbers of black patrolmen, current data for the entire Traffic

Division was extracted and analyzed. The results are presented in Figure 6B.

Chicago crime statistics indicate that a large percentage of prostitution, gambling
and narcotics offenses (all of which come within the investigative and regulatory

responsibility of Vice Control Division) are cimmitted within the minority com-
munities. Consequently, this Division was also examined in greater detail and its

entiretj- . The assignment data for the Vice Control Division is shown in Figure 6C
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FIG. 6A.—CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT PATROLMAN ASSIGNMENTS: SPECIALIZED UNITS

Assignment

Police planning division

Community services bureau

Youth division

Criminal investigation division-

Training division

Superintendent's staff

Communications (operations)..
Personnel division

Vice analysis
District vice officers

Intelligence division

Internal affairs (investigation). -rs-J-r
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The source material for acquiring assignment data within the CPD Districts

were the Daily Assignment sheets. The sheets provide the CPD's official record

of the actual dutv assignment of all employees on any given day, watch or unit.

For example: "Two man car, Beat 1011, Watch 1; Desk Officer, District 7, Watch

2; and, Lock-Up Keeper, District 2, Watch 2." The CPD divides the calendar

year into 13 periods of 28 days each. Individual assignments are posted on a period

basis. However, assig-nments may change during the period, particularly within

the several districts. It is general i)ractice to retain personnel on the "watch"

assigned in the period schedule, but the specific duty may be subject to change

periodically or even daily. Random samplings of assignment were taken from

segments of an 84 day time period (three 28 day periods) to ascertain the numbers
of preferred assignments existing in the Districts and to observe the average
number of minority sworn personnel routinely filling such positions. (The so-

called preferred or most desired assignments were determined tlirough contacts

with sworn black personnel.) The data is reported in Figure 6D.

FIG. 6D.-CHICAG0 POLICE OEPARTWIENT PATROLMAN ASSIGNMENTS: PREFERRED DISTRICT AND

SPECIAL PREFERRED ASSIGNMENTS

Black Nonblack

Num-
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which compares favorably with the ratio of blacks served. The Youth Division
reports 23.7% black sworn personnel (all ranks), however, this percentage is still

lower than the percentage of black youth and black community served by that
division. In the specified or preferred assignment analj'sis, black percentage of tlae
total is 17.9%. Again, this figure should be compared to the total percentage of
blacks on the CPD and the total percentage of blacks in the community, namely,
15.9% and 33% respectively. Certain key positions which have a high propensity
for either face-to-face or verbal communications with the public have relativelv
few black officers. For example, the Training Division staff is 6% black, the
Personnel Division is 10% black and the Criminal Investigation Division is 13%
black.

The Traffic Division has very few black officers (see Figure 6B). Only 6.7%
of the entire Division is black. This percentage is less than one-half of the total

percentage of black officers within the CPD. Further, only four (9%) officers

assigned to the Hit and Run Section are black. Similarly, only three (8%) officers

working Radar Units are black. There is only one black Lieutenant and one black
Sergeant in the entire Traffic Division. Presently, there are 32 black officers

assigned to Traffic Patrol (28 of whom are in two Areas, leaving some areas
without black CPD representation). When these officers are spread over the
watches and seven day coverage, it is highly probable that most motorists and
pedestrians never have contact with a black traffic officer. With the large black
population in the city of Chicago, it can be assumed that about 25% of its vehicle

operators are black. The sparsity of black traffic officers could contribute to a
community belief of lack of black officer representation on the CPD. The Vice
Control Division (see Figure 6C) has 16% black officers. The bulk of the black
officers (nearly half) are assigned to the Narcotics Section, while the License
Section has only 7% black officers.

The CPD has spread over one-half of its police personnel within 21 Patrol
Districts. Racially, the figures for all sworn personnel are as follows:
The Daily Assignment Sheets for periods three and four, 1971 and for periods

three and four, 1972 showed the following information:
Of the 11,199 white officers, 6,004 (53.3%) were assigned to Districts;
Of the 2,121 lilack officers, 1,259 (59.3%) were assigned to Districts.

Black officers represented 17% of the officers assigned to Districts.

Of the 1,259 black officers assigned to Districts, 935 (74.7%) are found in

7 of the 21 Districts.

(NOTE: The seven Districts were
Districts # 2,3,5,7,10,11, and 21. The l)lack population in these Districts
is large, in fact, some are more than 95% black.)

Figiu'e 6D shows that two highly critical assignments, Desk Officer and District

Secretary (the latter assignment held by officers in the rank of patrolman) fall

below the 17% black officer count in the Districts. Onlv 11.4% of the Desk Officers

are black and there is only one black Secretary (4.7%). On the other hand, in

general, preferred District assignments have an adequately representative per-
centage of blacks (21.6%). Preferred special assignments outside the Districts

were examined atid are also recorded in Figure 6D. It is evident that the total

number of officers in such assignments is ciuite small. It is also equally apparent
that a very small proportion of them (5.5%) are black,

Since the original complaint to LEAA included allegations that preferred
assignments are not being made available to black officers, it is unfortunate that
there is no data currently available to indicate how frequently black officers

have requested assignment to "preferred" positions and units, particulary since
the definition of "preferred" assignments may vary with the individual. One
officer prefers the challenge of an active beat assignment, another prefers the
relative quiet and predictability of the lock-ui) keeper function, a third prefers

directing traffic or operating a radar car. Although some assignments, like those
in Figures 6A-6D, can be identified through interviews as the ones which tend
to be preferred by large numbers of officers, it would only be through an analysis
of actual requests for transfer that a firm, statistical determinatio7i could be
made as to the extent to which men are receiving or not receiving their preferred
assignments, and whether minority group members are receiving their preferred
assignments less frequently than others. A basis for permitting such analysis is

included among the recommendations which follow.

RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING ASSIGNMENTS

As with other subject areas discussed in the report, equity in assignments is

plagued by the relatively low percentage of black sworn personnel employed by
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the CPD. The total number of black officers on the department must be improved
before a meaningful redress of assignment imbalances can be effected. In the

interim, however, the following recommendations should be implemented
promptly :

Recommendation. Ranking officers assigned to exempt positions have been
selected on the basis of their expertise, loyalty, experience and performance
record. All exempt officers should be encouraged to seek frequent exposure to the

pubUc through the media, through service clubs (including those of all ethnic

groups), through community workshops and through personal contacts. While it

is advantageous, if not essential, to utilize black ranking officers in predominantly
black communities, some rotations should be established in oider to expose more
of the total community to ranking minoiity officers on a programmatic basis.

Recommendation. An overall evaluation of assignments now held by the black

Captain and Lieutenants should be undertaken with the objective of: (1) preparing
managerial ranks for future pioniotion, (2) placement in assignments which will

improve internal and community minority relations through broadened exposure.
Recommendation. The assignment of Sergeants should be analyzed in the same

mam er as the blacks in higher ranks. It is particularly important that Districts
re-evaluate the number or black sergeants holding positions as Desk Sergeants,
since this assignment is critical both internally and externally from a commimity
viewpoint. Again, the small percentage of black Sergeants creates major problems
in proper assignment scheduling. Nevertheless, it remains important that existing
black Sergeants be placed in assignments whereby they have the highest possible
supervisory contact with patrolmen, and an enhanced opportunity for interaction
with citizens.

Recommendation. Corrective action should be taken in order to establish a more
creditable balance of sworn black officers in the Traffic and Vice Control Divisions
and their component sections. The allocation should not be exclusively based on
CPD racial percentages, but on the composition of the community areas serviced
as well.

Recommendation. To accomplish the above objectives, it is necessary that an
improved procedure for processing transfer requests be established. (Transfer
requests may be categorized into two types: informal and formal. Requests
termed informal seek reassignment within a District, Unit or Section. For example,
a patrolman assigned to a beat car and who desires assignment as lock-up keeper
in the same District may verbally ask for his supervisor to give him another assign-
ment. Formal requests are those which involve the preparation of transfer orders

through the CPD Personnel Division. These requests are for a transfer from one
Division, District, Unit or Section to another. For example, a patrolman assigned
to a beat car in District Three desires a beat car assignment in District Seven.)
To this end, the CPD should have all requests for transfers conform to the present
formalized routine. It is unnecessary and perhaps not feasible for the CPD Per-
sonnel Division to become involved in every reciuest now classed as informal ; yet,
the request should be in writing and sufficient copies generated to facilitate the
distribution plan described in the subsequent recommendation.

Recommiendation. The procedure for making transfer requests should be
improved. One cop3' of the completed written transfer form (the CPD's originating
document fcir formal transfer recjuests is the Personnel Action Request form or

PAR) indicating the natm-e of the request and the approval or disapproval, with
comments, by the originating unit c<jmmander, should be forwarded through
channels to the intended receiving unit for review and approval or disapproval,
with comments, by the commander of the recjuested unit. This process should be
accomplished prior to any actual movement of the officer. To re-emphasize a
point alluded to earlier, it is essential that unit commanders have authority for
the screening, reviewing and controlling of the assignment of personnel into, out
of and within their commands. By complying with the above ]:)rocedures, the CPD
will find that requesting officers are more assured that their PARs receive impartial
and careful consideration.

As a further step in the transfer request procedure, one copy of the completed
PAR form should be returned to the initiating officer whether approved, partially
approved or disapproved; and, whether the transfer is completed or not. Again,
this will assist the initiating officer in understanding why a particular decision was
made, rather than permitting assumptions concerning the possibility of inadeciuate
or inappropriate consideration being provided to the request. Moreover, the officer

will have basic feedback for inferring possible options for positive action toward
self-improvement. Or, the feedback may be used to change the officer's career

objectives in favor of a more suitable assignment.
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Recommendation: A vehicle of some type, sucH as tlie daily bulletin, should
be inuiiediately utilized to provide notice to all personnel of available (untilled)

assignments within the ranks. This method of centralizing assignment informatinn
will minimize the proVjability of excluding any officer from participating in

processes wliich may provide him with a desired assignment. More importantly,
it will minimize the probability that officers will develop an attitude that
opportunities in some assignments are exceptionally exclusive.

Section Seven

performance eatings

Performance ratings, or "efficienc.y ratings" as they are called in the CPD,
are an important aspect of personnel management in that they influence assign-
ments, training, supervision and promotions. They are included in this scudy,
however, primarilj^ in relation to their effect on promotions. As described in Section

Five, performance ratings count as 30% of the composite score on promotional
examinations, and significant differences in minority group and non-minority
group performance ratings would, therefore, have important effects on promotion
patterns.

A Descri-plion of Current Practices

The Civil Service Commission requires that the Chicago Police' Department
conduct semi-annual performance ratings for all sworn and civilian personnel.
The required ratings contain five elements as listed below:

1. Quality of work.
2. Quantity of work.
3. Dependability.
4. Personal relationships.
5. Attendance and promptness.

Score ranges include:
1. Outstanding, 90 to 100.
2. Excellent, 86 to 89,
3. Good, 76 to 8.5.

4. Fair, 70 to 75,
5. Unsatisfactory, Below 70.

Any rating of 86 or above, or below 70, requires detailed comments by the rater.
Perform_ance ratings procedures are set forth in Department Order 69-52,

dated July 17, 1969. These evaluations are intended to serve as management
and supervisory tools by affording the opportunity for discussions between
supervisor and employee regarding the ratings, thereby providing improved job
performance through counseling, training and supervision.
Commanding officers are responsible for the administration of the rating system

within their commands. Each member is rated by his immediate supervisor who
is provided with a performance rating checklist as a guide in the evaluation
function. The Chicago Police Department Performance Checklist has approxi-
mately 100 items related to patrol and supervisory functions measured for the
Civil Service form.

An Evaluation of Current Practices

To evaluate the results of the Department's performance rating system and
practices the survey team reviewed the performance ratings of all sworn members
of the Department for two six-month rating periods; January through June 1971
and July through December 1971.
The ratings were tabulated and summarized in several waj's to provide com-

parisons of ratings of minority groups members with ratings given to other
officers in the Department. One of the tabulations is presented in Figure 7A,
showing the ratings by minority and non-minority grouping in each of the working
assignment categories in the Department. The chart shows that although there
were variations in ratings within specific work assignments, these were not great,
and the overall average for all classifications showed no significant differences.

As a further check, the survey team analyzed the performance ratings which
were involved in one of the recent promotional examinations. The ratings of all

Sergeants for the period from January through June of 1970 were studied, since
these were the ratings which counted t<:»ward the scores on the Lieutenant Exami-
nation #7683, held on October 17, 1970. Figure 7B ])resents a summary and analysis
of these ratings. The data shows that there were no significant differences in

either the average ratings for the groups, or in the patterns of ratings within
the rating score range.
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Recommendations for Improvement
In view of the findings with regard to performance ratings in the Department,

"the survey team hiakes no specific recommendations for performance rating
improvement in relation to minoritj' group treatment. However, in response to

feehngs voiced by members of the Department, and with awareness of the impor-
tance of performance ratings to Departmental morale and efficiency, the team
suggests that the Department give renewed attention to one of the stated purposes.
(General Order 69-52) of performance ratings, namely, the improvement of job
performance through the supervisor's advising the ofticer of his rating, discussing
it with him and suggesting waj's in which performance could be improved.

FIG. 7A—CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT PERFORMANCE RATING STATISTICS, JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER 1970

Assignment

Num-
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FIG. 7A.-CHICAG0 POLICE DEPARTMENT PERFORMANCE RATING STATISTICS, JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER
1970—Continued
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Section Eight

discipline

Discipline is an essential element in a law enforcement agency. It influences

the attainment of organizational objectives and the efficiency of police operations.
It is as important in effecting proper police community relationships as it is in

determining morale within the organization.
JBt^ Discipline reflects conmiand leadership.

COMPLAINT REGISTER CLASSIFICATIONS

A Description of Current Disciplinary Procedures

The Chicago Police Department describes its complaint disciplinary and
summary punisliment procedures in General Order 67-21 issued June 38, 1967:

"Authority and Responsibilities
1. Each member of the Department will perform the duties and assume the

obligations of his rank in the investigations of complaints or allegations of

misconduct against members of the Department. Each member will coop-
erate fully with the personnel of the Internal Affairs Division or any other
member of the Department conducting such investigation. When misconduct
is observed or complaints of misconduct are received supervisory and
command personnel will initiate investigations themselves and will not
look to higlier authority for initiation of such action.

Alleged or suspected violations as defined in paragraph II-A will be

reported to the Internal Affairs Division by the supervisor or commanding
otiicer who first receives information of the alleged violation, even when it is

believed to be unfounded. The information will be reported by telephone as

soon as possible and, in any event, within one hour of receipt of knowledge
of the incident."

Paragraj^h II-A of the order refers to the handling of alleged or suspected
violations of Department Rules and Regulations including those reported to

supervisory or commanding officers by members of the Department either orally
or in writing; by citizens (inchiding prisoners) either orally or in writing, by corre-

spondence, either signed or anonymous as well as those observed by supervisory
or commanding officers.

Tlie Internal Affairs Division is a staff agency which coordinates and exercises

staff supervision over investigations of complaints or allegations of misconduct

pgainst members of the Department. It has a Comi>laint Section, General

Investigation Section, Special Investigation Section, Department Advocate Sec-
tion and an Excessive Force Section.

All allegations of excessive force and violations of civil rights are investigated
by the Internal Affairs Division. Cases involving matters regai'ded as highly
sensitive are likewise investigated by the I.A.D.
The principle is usually followed that discipline is the responsibility of local

command and when complaints are received they are forwarded to local com-
mands for investigation, report and recommendation after having been given a

Complaint Register niunber.
There are 14 classifications of compliants which are designated as Complaint

Register categories, e.g.

1. Intoxication (m duty.
2. Intoxication off duty.
3. Violation of civil rights.
4. Improper arrest procedure.
5. Excessive force.

6. Bribery.
7. Traffic (non-bribery).
8. Conduct unbeccmiing and verbal abuse only.
9. Commission of crime.
10. Neglect of duty and poor police service.
11. Living outside city.
12. Vehicle license violations.

13. Inspectional violations.

14. Miscellaneous.
There is a Complaint Review Panel selected from all lieutenants of police and

all exempt members of the Dejjartment. Panels to hear individual cases are selected

as follows: where the accused is a sworn member of the force of the rank of
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sergeant or above, the panel \vill consist of three exempt members; in all other

cases, the jaanel will consist of three lieutenants of police. The panels will hear
cases when the investigation leport- of a Complaint Register case makes a recom-
mendation by the inv(!stigator or anj- of the reviewing officers for a suspension of

more than 30 days or separptimi from the Department, when the accused requests
a hearing or upon direction of the iSuperintendent.

Figure 8A indicates the flow process of a Complaint Register complaint from
its inception to final determination by the Superintendent.

Figure 8A

Noimal Case Flo/i R)r C.R. Livestigation

Conplaint
Registered

Dist. , Unit or I.A.D.

Investigation

Recoimiendation

By The Investigator

L J

District or Unit
ConriEnder Review
& Recorrroendation

Eep . Superintendent
Review and
Recoircnendation

Dep. Chief
Review and
Recorrjnendatlon

Director of I.A.D.
Review arid

Recommendation

Case
Closed

Unfounded
Not Sustained
Exonei^ted

Sustained &
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Reconirrended

Police Board '

Processinr;
Procedure

Sustained &

Penalty
Recomriended

Rejection

Sent To Accused
Member for Acceptance
Or Rejection

Advocates Review ii

Panel Scheduling

Acceotatice Superintendent
' s

Reviev/ & Decision
r'enaity
Satisfied

Complaint Review
Panel Hearing &

Recornniendation

Superintendent
' s

Review & Decision
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Closed

Case
Closed
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Penalty Penalty
Satisfied

Case
Closed

An Evalualion of Current Disciplinary Procedures

Figures SB through 8G present data extracted directly from CPD disciplinary
record files l)v members of the survey team. The period of time represented is

from June 1970 through May 1971.
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FIG. 8B.-C0IV1PLAINT REGISTER CASES

Complaint

Race

Num-
ber

Per-

cent

Num-
ber

Per-

cent

Num-
ber

Per-

cent

Other

Num-
ber

Per-

cent Total

Intoxication on duty 7 14.3 40 81.6 2 4.1 49

Intoxication off duty.. 5 31.3 9 56.3 2 12. 5 15

Violation of civil rigfits 74 21.2 2S5 76.0 10 2.9 349

Improper arrest procedure 8 50. 5 8 50. 16

Excessive force. 224 18.3 977 80.0 20 1.6 1 .08 1,222

Bribery.. 62 27.0 165 71.7 3 1.3 230
Traffic (nonbribery) 30 18.6 131 81.4 161

Conduct unbecoming and verbal abuse

only 342 21.6 1,215 76.9 22 1.4 2 1.12 1,581
Commission of crime 109 23.0 357 75.6 6 1.3 472

Neglect of duty and poor police serv-

ice.... 179 21.0 657 76.9 18 2.1 854

Living outside city 26 100.0 25

Vehicle license violations 9 25. 7 25 74. 3 35

Inspectional violations 256 36.8 434 62.4 6 .9 696
Miscellaneous 85 26.3 234 72.4 4 1.2 323

Total 1,390 23.1 4,544 75.4 93 1.5 3 .04 6,030

Note: All percentage figures are based on horizontal totals; N =

members: Other = indians and orientals.
~ Negro; S=Spanish-American; X = Nonminority group

FIG. 8C.-C0IV1PLAINT REGISTER CASES-COMPLAINANT MEMBER OF DEPARTMENT

Complaint

Race

N
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Figure SB indicates the 14 Complaint Register classifications by race, giving
number, percentage and total for each category. The data in this chart represents
6,030 complaint register cases, 5,520 of which were initiated by the public and 510
of which showed members of the Department as the complainant. The data
shows that black officers on the Department are charged with Complaint Register
violations 7.2% above their representative percentage on the Department. Using
15.9% as being representative of black officers on the Department, it can be seen
that black officers were complained against as a disproportionately higher rate
in all complaint categories except Intf)xication on Duty and Living Outside City.
The extent of disproportion ranges from 2.7% in Traffic (non-bribery) to 34.1%
in Improper Arrest Procedure. (Note, however, that the number of cases involved
in the Improper Arrest Procedure category is relatively small.)

The fact that black officers are charged more frequently than non-minority
group officers increases exposure to penalties.

Figure 8C shows a breakdown of complaint register cases where the com-
plainant was a member of the Department. Of a total of 510 cases, black officers

were charged 208 times and non-minority group officers 291 times for percentages
of 40.8% and 57.1% respectively. Since black policemen comprise 15.9% of the

Department, they are being charged more frequently than officers who are not
minority group members. It should be noted that almost three-fourths of the

charges brcjught against black officers by meml)ers of the Department are In-

spectional Violations, which includes such things as being off assigned post, role
call deficiencies, inattention to duty, deficiencies in case reports and improper
uniform.

Figure 8D shows the dispositions of the 6,030 reviewed Complaint Register
•cases. The data indicates that charges against black officers were sustained at a
9.9% higher rate than were charges against non-minority group officers. Figure
8E presents a breakdown of dispositions within each complaint classification,

showing that the higher rate at which charges against blacks are sustained affects

most, but not all, complaint categories.
To summarize the facts presented above, the finding that there is a higher

(by 7.2%) rate of violations charged against blacks and that there is also a higher
(by 9.9%) rate at which the charges are sustained indicates that V;)lacks are sub-

ject to more charges and to more punishment than are other officers in the De-
partment. The implications for morale, job performance, attitudes, possible
impact on performance ratings, conmumity relations and efforts at minority
recruitment should not be underestimated.
A further analj'sis of disciplinary procedures and effects was made by com-

paring the penalties given to blacks and to others found guilty of similar charges.
Figure 8F summarizes the data resulting from this analysis. Although some
•differences were found in the amounts and types of penalties assessed in specific
•classifications, the survey team found no identifiable pattern in relation to race.
The team is also aware that violations in an.y particular category (e.g. Bribery,
Excessive Force, Conduct Unbecoming An Officer) can involve different circum-
stances and different degrees of seriousness.

SUMMARY PUNISHMENT CLASSIFICATIONS

A Description of Current Disciplinary Procedures

General Order 67-21, Article VII provides for summary punishment for less
serious transgressions. It authorizes immediate disciplinary action against
those members who fail to conform to certain Department standards of conduct
and appearance. These transgressions do not require a Complaint Register
number or investigation. Summary punishment may be imposed by any super-
visor or member acting in a supervisory capacity.

There are 33 derelictions for which a member of the Department may receive

Summary Punishment as listed in Figure 8G. The summary punishment is

limited to excusing the member for that one daj^, without pay, when he is imfit
for duty, or requiring the offending member to work one or two relief daj^s without
compensation. A member of the Department disciplined under Article VII has a
right to a hearing before the Disciplinary Board, but he must make the request
when notified of the proposed summary punishment or not at all.
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FIG. 8G.—SUMMARY PUNISHMENT CHARGES AND PENALTIES

Num-
ber

Per-

cent

Num-
ber

Per-

cent

Num-
ber

Per-

cent

Total

Num-
ber

Per-

cent

Tardiness in reporting for duty:
1 day loss of pay 25

1 relief day worked 23

2 relief days worked

Total -...

•failure to be clean shaven with hair neatly cut:

1 day loss of pay
1 relief day worked _

2 relief days worked

Total

Failure to keep uniform clean, pressed and un-

obtrusively repaired:
1 day loss of pay 2

1 relief day worked- _

2 relief days worked

Total 2

Failure to wear proper Insignia and inserts in

shoulder patch:
1 day loss of pay
1 relief day worked
2 relief days worked

Total

Tailure to keep uniform clothing buttoned:

1 day loss of pay
1 relief day worked
2 relief days worked

Total

Wearing a uniform cap from which the grommet
has been removed or cut down:

1 day loss of pay
1 relief day worked
2 relief days worked

Total

Failure to wear uniform cap when required:
1 day loss of pay
1 relief day worked
2 relief days worked

Total

failure ot uniformed officers to appear in proper
uniform in court:

1 day loss of pay 1

1 relief day worked 1

2 relief days worked__

Total
2_

Failure to carry and maintain official equip-
ment in good condition:

1 day loss of pay
1 relief day worked-..,
2 relief days worked

Total

Failure to report back in service immediately on
the completion of an assignment;

1 day loss of pay
1 relief day worked 11

2 relief days worked 4

Total - 15

52.0
47.9

100.0

50.0
50.0

73.

26.

46
35

2

55.4
42.1
2.4

33.3
66.6

33.3
66.7

100.0

100.0

1

10

9.1
90.9 100.0

11

100.0

1

42
1

2.3
95.5
2.3

73
62
2

53.2
45.2
1.5

48 .
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FIG. 8G.—SUMMARY PUNISHMENT CHARGES AND PENALTIES—Continued

Race

N
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FIG. 8G.—SUMMARY PUNISHMENT CHARGES AND PENALTIES—Continued

Assignment

Num-
ber ASi

Num-
ber ASi

Num-
ber ASI

Num-
ber AS'

Num-
ber ASI

85.7
14.3

2 100.0

100.0 499
42

40.0
40.0
20.0
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Recommendations for Improving Disciplinary Procedures

Reconamendation. The Department should develop a monitoring system to
detect and prevent any possible inequities in its disciplinary process. The Internal
Affairs Division should analyze Complaint Register and Summary Punishment
charges and dispositions to assess racial balances. Any disparity in the number
of complaints received by any group in the Department should result in admin-
istrative review to determuie the reasois for the imbalance and to take necessary
corrective action where appropriate. The survey team suggests that the Depart-
ment give consideration to the designation of civilian hearing officers to conduct
administrative trials in Complaint Register cases where such hearings were re-

quested by members of the Department charged with violations of rules and
regulations. The findings and recommendations of the hearing officer would be
forwarded to the Superintendent for his consideration. Final decision for Depart-
ment disciplinary action would remain with the Superintendent.

Recommendation. Summary punishment should, in every instance, be reviewed
by the Commanding Officer of the unit before it is administered. Supervisory
Sergeants and Lieutenants should continue to have authority and responsibiltiy
for initiating summary punishment; Commanding Officers should investigate
summary punishment charges to determine if the allegation is substantiated or
unsubstantiated before the panishment is put into effect.

The Department's plan to permit officers to maiie further appeal directly to
the highest ranking officer on duty in the Department at the time is to be
commended.

This combination of checks should help reduce any tendency on the part of

supervisory personnel to be arbitrary and/or biased in administering this form of

discipline.
The survey team also suggests that the Department give increased attention

to the training of supervisory and command personnel in the techniques for

achieving positive discipline. The development of sensitivity to the impact of

negative discipline on job performance, morale and community relations can be
achieved through appropriate training techniques.
The following material was submitted by Mr. Robinson to the Subcommittee

subsequent to his testimony.
Afro-American Patrolmen's League,

Chicago, III. October 13, 1972.
Mr. Jerris Leonard,
Administrator, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Leonard: Thank you for your letter of September 25, 1972, w^hich

recognizes the need for the Chicago Police Department to implement, subject to
LEAA monitoring, numerous reforms in order to comply with statutes and
regulations guaranteeing equal employment opportunit}'. As we noted in our
earlier letter, the expert investigative panel selected by LEAA and the Chicago
Police Department recommended the immediate implementation of those reforms
as being both necessarv and feasible. As you are aware, current promotional
examinations and procedures employed by the Police Department and the local
Civil Service Commission were found by the LEAA panel to discriminate unjusti-
fiably against black and other minority group policemen.

It is now clear that the Chicago Police Department flatly rejects the LEAA
recommendations. This fact is evidenced by its intransigent resistance to reform
in connection with the promotional examination for captain's rank which was
given on September 30, 1972. In at least four ways, the Department demonst-rated'
that it will never participate in a good-faith voluntary compliance program:

1. The Department rejected LEAA's request to postpone the promotional
examination for even the short period of a few weeks. This postponement
would have permitted discussion about incorporating the LEAA recom-
mendations.

2. The Department and the Civil Service Commission repeatedly refused

requests to allow any LEAA representative, especially the more knowledge-
able members of the investigative panel, to be present during the examination.
They relented the evening before the written portion of the examination
was administered.

3. No changes from past practices, deemed discriminatory by the LEAA
panel, were incorporated by the Department in the examination.

4. The Department expressly rejected the LEAA observers' requests to

implement basic reforms such as on-site scoring, immediate posting of raw
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scores on the written test, and certification of the raw scores for proficiency
and seniority prior to the administration of the written test. The Depart-
ment's refusal to accept meaningful monitoring by LEAA is an obvious

attempt to maintain secrecy over Departmental employment practices so
that the Department can continue to discriminate at will and without
detection. In short, its refusal even to consider implementing anj- LEAA
recommendations demonstrates complete bad faith and mocks LEAA's
desire to achieve voluntary cornpliance.

The Afro-American Patrolmen's League therefore asks once again that LEAA
fund cut-ofT procedures be started pursuant to regtilations. In addition, since the
threat of cutting off federal financial assistance has not yet begun to motivate the

Department to adopt any LEAA recommendations, much stronger legal action
is obviously required in order to halt the Department's discrimination in promo-
tions and other employment practices. Therefore, we request that LEAx\ refer
this matter to the Department of Justice for federal court action to halt the

discriminatory practices found prevalent bj- the LEAA panel. Included in the

relief, which we believe shotild be sought from the courts, is the cancellation of
the recent captain's promotional examination and institution of the reforms
recommended by LEAA in promotions and other areas.

Sincerely,
Renault A. Robinson,

Executive Director.

Afro-American Patrolmen's League,
Chicago, III.

The Chicago Police Department: An Evaluation of Personnel Practices

Prepared for the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, LT.S. Department of

Justice, by Paul M. Whisenand, Ph.D., Team Leader; Robert E. Hoffman,
Team Member; Lloyd Sealy, J. D., Team member; assisted by Jacque K. Boyer,
Technical Consultant, as critiqued by the Afro American Patrolmen's League
of Chicago

MAJOR findings OF DISCRIMINATION IN CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT

1. Di^criminalion in Selection—Both written and physical exams were found to
be discriminatory in effect.

Blacks and Spanish-Americans apply for entry onto the Police Department in
numbers that approximate their percentages in Chicago's general population,
but ))(Jth the written test and the medical examinations given to police candidates
by the Civil Service Commission disquahfy minority group members at about
twice the rate that non-minority group members are disqualified. Since there is,

at present, no adequate evidence that the written test actually measures what is

required for becoming an effective police officer, the study recommends that the

present test be discontinued until such time as the test can be shown to be a valid

predictor of job performance on a basis that is fair to both minority group and
non-minorit}^ group members, pp. 2.1-2.2.

2. Discrimination in Promotion—Blacks are not adequately represented in the
supervisory ranks and are disproportionately excluded from promotion.

Promotion. Black officers are inadeciuately represented in the Sergeant, Lieuten-
ant and Captain ranks, in the top level management and command ranks (positions
exempt from civil service) and, to a lesser extent, in the specialized patrolman
assignments that carry premium pay. p. 2. 3.

. . . The fact that as of April 1972, only 1 of 92 Captains is black (1%) and
only 13 of 320 Lieutenants are black (4%). (JPresently there are four black Captains
and five black Lieutenants serving in exempt positions.)

. . . The present promotional process does have the effect of disproportionately
excluding blacks from promotion, p.t. 5. 6.

3. Discrimination in Discipline
—Blacks are charged with disproportionately

more violations and charges are sustained against them more frequently.
The data shows that Vjlack officers on the Department are charge with Com-

plaint Register violations 7.2% above their representative percentage on the
Department, it can be seen that black officers were complained against at a dis-

proportionately higher rate in all complaint categories except Intoxication on
Duty and Living Outside City. The extent of disproportion ranges from 2.7%
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in Traffic (non-bribery) to 34.1% in Improper Arrest Procedure. The fact that
black officers are charged more frequently than non-minority group officers

increases exposure to penalties . . . Since black policemen comprise 15.9% of

the Department, they are being charged more freqnently than officers who are
not minority group members. It should be noted that almost three-fourths of the
the charges brought against black officers by members of the Department are

Inspectional Violations, which includes such things as being off assigned post,
role call deficiencies, inattention to duty, deficiencies in case reports and improper
uniform the finding that there is a higher (by 7.2%) rate of violations

charged against blacks and that there is also a higher (by 9.9%) rate at which
the charges are sustained indicates that blacks are subject to more charges and
to more punishment than are other officers in the Department. The implications
for morale, job performance, attitudes, possible impact on performance ratings,
community relations and efforts at minority recruitment should not be under-
estimated.' pp. 8.3, 8.12, 8.13 (CR).

Here the discrepancy between the rates at which black and other officers were
charged is greater than in the Complaint Register Cases. The data shows that,
in relation to their numbers on the Department, black officers were more than
twice as likely to receive summaiy ]3unishment than were non-minoiity group
officers. It also shows that Spanish-American officers were subject to summary
punishment at about twice the rate as non-minoritj' group officers. Summary
punishment most often results in penalties, therefore, since black and Spanish-
Americaii officers are charged more frequently, they are suViject to more penalties.
The effect of this disparity is to lower morale, impair efficiency and adversely
effect police-community relations, p. 8.18 (SP)

4. Discrimination in Assignments
—

Discriminatorily low number of blacks
receive "highly critical" positions and positions in which public will be encoun-
tered. Because of their relatively small number, black Lieutenants also are inade-

quately represented in the various assignments available to them. Within the

assignments indicated to the survey team as being of prime importance in one
area only, that of Community Services, do we find a ratio of blacks assigned
which compares favorabh' with the ratio of blacks served . . . Certain key posi-
tions which have a high propensity for either face-to-face or verbal communica-
tions with the public have relatively few black officers. For example, the Training
Division staff is 6% black, the Personnel Division is 10% black and the Criminal

Investigation Division is 13% black. The Traffic Division has very few black
officers. . . . The sparsity of black traffic officers could contribute to a community
belief of lack of black officer representation on the CPD. . . Figure 6D shows
that two highh" critical assignments. Desk Officer and District Secretary fthe

latter assignment held by officers in the rank of patrolman) fall below the 17%
black officer count in the Districts. Only 11.4% of the Desk Officers are black
and there is only one black Secretary (4.7%). . . . The assignment of Sergeants
should be analyzed in the same manner as the blacks in higher ranks. It is par-
ticularly important that Districts re-evaluate the number of black sergeants
holding positions as Desk Sergeants, since this assignment is critical both internally
and externalh' from a community viewpoint, pp. 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, 6.12

5. Evidence of Racial Prejudice on the Part of Supervisory and Other White Per-
sonnel—Although the report finds no evidence that these discriminatory prac-
tices were intentional, it is clear that this finding is simplj' a face-saving device
to soften the public impact of the objective factual findings of actual discrimina-
tion. It should be remembered that the police department was given a veto power
over the selection of the team members and these three team members indicated
at the outset of their investigation that they did not intend to search for evidence
of fault or subjective bias but would concentrate on developing facts and statistics

with a view toward improving deficient practices.
It is therefore all the more remarkable and convincing that this report finds

widespread discrimination in departmental policies and practices. Moreover, the

report subtlely leads to the inescapable conclusion that racial prejudice among
white su))ervisor3' personnel is the root of the discriminatory practices for which
there was abundant objective evidence.

For example, in summary punishment cases whore officers are charged, fovmd
guilty and punished without review, blacks are punished twice as frequently as
whites.

For example, the study team found that the Department has no method for

screening out persons with serious emotional problems and that this failure leads
in many cases to hostile and aggressive attitudes toward minority group mem}:)ers

affecting relationships within the Department and outside in the general
community.
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.... The present patrolman selection process includes no method for screening
out ])ersons with serious emotional problems .... Serious emotional pro})iems
sometimes manifest themselves in hostile oi aggressive attitudes towards others,
in many c.ises towards members of "outgroups" including minority group members.
In addition to the obvious implications for police attitudes and behavior tow"ard
minorities in the general public, it can be seen that there would also be significant
effects within the Police Department in man-to-man relationships and in supcrioi-
subordinate relationships, as in the case of disciplinary actions, pp. 3. 28, 3.29

Fcr example, the training procedures for both new recruits and the "in service"

training for veteran officers are deficient for net including more education about
community relations, minority group relations, and human relations generally.

In addition to the usual legalistic and technically oriented information, socio-

logical and ]:isychological principles of human relations, minority relations and
total police-community relations should l)e prominently located and stressed in

pre-service courses The recommended expansion and revision of all

training curricula to include s))ecial attention to the understanding of human
behavior and respect for the individual, whether citizen or fellow-officei, is of key
importance in the development of improved internal and external relations aiid

can be expected to benefit both the recruitment and the job satisfaction of minority
group members, pp. 4.19, 4.20

For example, the study recommends that training officers be established and
that a strong representation of Ijlacks be included to improve police community
understanding and internal racial attitudes.
The CPD certainly should l)e able to find black officers who are capable,

motivated and deeply interested in academic training assignments. Increased
utilizatiou of talented black officers in the academy will jiresent a higher degree
of credibility of trainees and o))servers concerning CPD regard for police
community undeistanding and internal raci.^1 attitudes, pp. 4.8, 4.9

These findings make clear that there is a serious problem of racial prejudice
within the department and that the fact of discrimination cannot be divorced
from the willingness (>f white supervisors to tolerate and perpetuate discriminatory
practices.

Afro-Amkrican Patrolmen's League,
Chicago, III, September 7, 'lQ72.

Mr. Jrrris Leonard,
Administrator, Lani Enforcement Assistance Administration, Washington, D.C.
PtE: Immedinte Action on Recommended Changes In Chicago Police Depart-

ment
Dear Mr. Leonard: We have reviewed the report prepared b.y the LEAA

team which investigated the employment and personnel practices of the Chicago
Police Department. That report sustains our charges, set forth in our letter to you
of June 2, 1971, that discriminatory employment practices exist in the aresis of

hiring, medical examinations, ])romr.tions, discipline and assignments. The recom-
mendations made by the investigative team would, if implemented and enforred
in good faith, constitr.te a significant stride forward in eradicating the discrimina-

tory employment and jjersonnel prctctices which drastically limit the employment
opportunities for minority group members v/ithin the Department and which
the report itself states, imj^edes the effectiveness oi the ]:)olice force in black and
Spanish-Ameiicau communities.
The Afro -American Patrolmen's League therefore asks that LEAA take im-

mediate action to insure the implementation ot all the recommended reforms. In

light of the investigative team's findings, those reforms must be regarded as the
minimal effort to be required of tiie Dei)art;uent in order to comply with existing
federal statutes and regulations. The actual implementation of the recommenda-
tions should 1)6 supervised and rnxonitoied by experts and community representa-
tives, such as from the Urban League or NAACP; without such supervision, there
can be no reasonable assurance that any meaningful reform will he accom])lished.
Should the Department not agree promptly to undertake all recommended
reforms, we ask that an immediate hearing be scheduled pursuant to reg datiotis

and that the sanction of terminating all federal financial assistance to the i)e,).ait-
ment be imposed.
The need fcr immediate inforcement of the inve-^tigative panel's recommenda-

tions is explicitly established in the final report. The panel found that each recom-
mendation is in "clear need" of being imn'emeited, is capai^le of being imple-
mented, and should be implemented with "dispatch and determination." The end
f)f more effective law enforcement in Chicago will be legitimately served and fos-

SS-1.50—73 11
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tered by making the Department more representative of and sensitive to the pub-
lic it is to protect. The League therefore urges that the fundamental puipose of

LEAA—to assist in the improvement ^.f nondiscriminatory local pohce services—
requires that maximum pressure be brought to bear on the Department until the

recommended reforms are fully implemented.
While we are gratified that the objective findings of the LEAA panel support

our charges, it should noi be assumed that we are entirely satisfied with the report.
For example, we note that the report itself mentions areas for which the Depart-
ment refused to supply information and other areas where the panel did not at-

tempt to develop data. In particular, we find the statement that there was no
evidence of "intentional" discrimination strangely inconsistent with the objective

findings of the report and in any event beyond the stated scope of the panel's

inquiry. Despite these and other reservations, we ask that (1) LEAA officially

endorse its panel's recommendations, (2) LEAA demand the immediate implemen-
tation of those necessary reforms and effectively monitor them, and (3) LEAA
proceed promptly with fund cut-off procedures in the event the Department does
act expeditiously, publicly, and in good faith agree to all recommended .-eforms.

Respectfully youis,
Renault Robinson,

Executive Director.
Howard Saffold,

President.

Afro-American Patrolmen's League,
Chicago, III, September 20, 1972.

Mr. Herbert C. Rice,
Assistant General Counsel, Law Enforcement Assistance

Administration, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Rice: The Civil Service Commission has scheduled a police captain's
examination on September 30, 1972. The Afro-American Patrolmen's League
respectfully and officially request that LP]AA request and require the Chicago
Police Department and the Chicago Civil Service Comnrission to immediately
implement the recommendations that were made by the LEAA survey team and
which are contained in the surve}^ team's report issued September, 1972. The
recommendations are as follows: (1) The immediate scoring of promotional
written test answer sheets at the test site, as is already done by the Chicago
Police Department at its Investigator examinations; (2) provide each candidate
with a duplicate copy of his scored answer sheet immediately after it is scored;
and, (3) posting the scores on the written test only within 24 hours after the test

has beeir given. It should be noted that the survey team recommended that the
raw test scores be posted within 48 hours (it is the League's suggestion that this

time be reduced to 24 hours).
The study team further recommended that promotional examinations be

monitored by a team comprised of impartial personnel experts and the Chicago
Police Department Administrators. Monitoring means observing (but not con-

troUing) the examination, development, administration, scoring and eUgibility
list preparation. The survey team also recommended that they be used as monitors

representing LEAA and the U.S. Justice Department during the forthcoming
captain's examination, scheduled for September 30, 1972.

In addition to the survey team's recommendations which are termed in the

report as: "(1) in clear need of being iirrplemented ;
and (2) capable of being

implemented by the agencies involved
;
and furthermore, that the recommenda-

tions be implemented with dispatch and determination." The League would like

to add several additional procedures which we feel would help insure a fair and

impartial examination. The League's recommendations are as follows:

1. That all examinations be impounded by the Justice Department prior to

the examination and a record kept of their movement from the time they are

printed to the time they are administered.
2. That a copy of all applicants' raw scores for (a) efficiency and (b) senority

be prejaarcd by the Chicago Police Department and certified by the Civil Service

Conunission and given to LEAA prior to the taking of the written examination.
3. That each applicant sign his answer sheet and place his fingeri)rint on the

answer sheet prior to it being scored.
We make these additional recommendations after considering the numerous

complaints filed in our office by perspective candidates. Because of the time
element we will limit our recommendations to those listed. However, we would
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request that all of the recommendations made by the survey team, that are not
listed in this communication, along with further recommendations which will be
made to you by the Afro-American Patrolmen's League at a later date, be imiole-
mented for any subsequent promotional examinations.
The examination is scheduled for September 30, 1972, which is less than two

weeks awaj-. We would hope that this first critical test of the (good faith) Police

Department and the Civil Service Commission proves to be positive. In our
estimation the reaction of the Civil Service Commission and the Chicago Police

Department are very important in signifying their position on the entire report.
It will also indicate what tj^pe of cooperation LEAA can expect from the Police

Department in future negotiations.
As per our conversation on this date I would like to know when an agreement

has been reached with the Civil Service Commission and the Police Department
in regards to the monitoring of the Captain's examination. As soon as you have the
information may we hear from 3'-ou.

Sincerely yours,
Renault A. Robinson,

Executive Director.

]Mr. HaAvkiiis. Are there any other witnesses present who have
not been heard from who desire to make a statement?

(No response.)
If not, this conchides the hearings of this Subcommittee in the

Cliicago area, and I wish to thank all of you for 3rour attention and
cooperation and participation in these hearings.
With that, the hearings stand adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 12 noon, the hearings were adjourned.)
The following statement was submitted to the subcommittee by

Donald W. Jones, president, American Federation of Government
Employees, Social Security Local No. 1395, Chicago, 111.

There are several areas involving the accommodation of minority group personnel
in the Federal service about which there ought to be concern and positive action
to effect viable changes.

These areas are delineated in various reports from the U.S. Civil Rights Com-
mission, the latest one of which is the report of May 10, 1971, issued as a sequel
to the major report of October 1970. The commission said:

"The most deepseated problems the Commission found, however, were lack of

commitment to civil rights goals by Federal officials and hostile or narrow-purposed
bureaucracies that view civil rights as a threat to or outside their prerogatives,

programs, and personal inclinations. To deal with these, the Commission recom-
mended that establishment of a system of accountability and monitoring so that
the effectiveness of enforcement would no longer depend u^aon the attitude of

individual Federal officials or the institutional bias of particular Federal
bureaucracies."

Since most large Federal agencies have some Civil rights enforcement responsi-
bilities under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, relative to

equal employmeu-t opportunities in the private employment sector, it is imperative
that these agencies maintain healthy, viable, equal employment programs for

their own employees.
From our ])osition, the record of the Federal government is not good when

viewed over the approximately ten years during which various Executive Orders
have declared an end to vestigial or residual practices of various forms of unlawful
discrimination, including discrimination because of race and/or sex.

Our experiences show the following problems remain in the Federal service:

1. Racial and sexual exclusionary practices preckide minorities and women
from service in positions of authority in viably representative numbers. For

example, one local installatioin has had large numbers of non-whites among its

personnel for years but none has achieved a position where he could exercise in-

fluence over promotions, hiring and liring to the extent that their numlsers in

the employee population would indicate that they should be in such positions
of authority. In fact, a management official when presented with the problem
has decided that it would be unrealistic and unreasonable for setting goals and
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timetables for addressing this particular problem in this installation. However,
no reason was given for this conclusion.

2. Non-whites are virtually excluded in the recruitment processes for certain
technical positions for which college degrees are a requirement notwithstanding
substantial increases in the numbers of non-whites obtaining college degrees
and meeting basic eligibility requirements for Federal employment. For example,
one local Federal installation hired eighty (SO) persons in a GS-7 entrance level

training position between January 1970 and January 1972. Onlj^ one of the hirees
for this position which leads to a GS-10 journej^man was a member of a minority
group. Significantly, this position was in 1966 identified by the agency involved,
in its affirmative action plan, as the "springboard position" "to higher level manage-
ment positions in which there were a "dearth" of non-white personnel. Since
1966 agency reorganizations have somewhat reduced the importance of this

position relative to career advancement, however, it remains an important
position as a springboard to higher level positions.
The limited recruitment of minorities in this position, is in our opinion, exem-

plary of a basic problem throughout the Federal service which precludes the
accession of non-whites in viably representative numbers to decision and policj'-

making positions, or to positions which could prepare them for such positions
of authority. By design or ineffectiveness of affirmative action policies, non-whites
are kept in short supply in the "springboard positions".

3. The so-called merit promotion ]:lans which largely ignore experience as a
significant merit promotion factor act as a bar to progress of highly qualified
femnles and mine rities. This coupled with employee performance appraisal
systems where unobjective evaluation criteria are used to measure an employee's
past performance serves to permit the most important elements of the merit
promotion plans to be tho.se which do not promote the efficiency of the service,
Mith the result that personal favoritism, nepotism and patronage, are the most
important elements in determining who will advance under merit promotion
princii)ies or v.^ho will be hired through the recruitment process from outside the
agencies in those higher level ])o.sitions of authority.
We think that the record will show that the adoption of the so-called merit

promotion princioles and the erosion of siaaificant consideration of seniority as a
merit promotion Factor coincides with the institution of strong equal opportunity
principles in the Federal service in the early 1960s, with the net result that progress
of females and non-whites have not been equal to the degree of emphasis placed
on affirmiitive action principle'* one would expect.

4. Agency investigation of discrimination complaints is largely self-serving

wherein, personnel neither skilled or adequately trained in proper investigative

techniques to address the problems presented are as.signed to misdirect the

investigation to preclude a iinding of discrimination against the agency involved
is an area o[ very serious cimcern We beheve that the seriousness of equal oppor-
tunity processes to the advancement of the country deserves better investigative

procedures than is nov/ provided.
In addition, more protection against reprisal from agency management should

be provided for employees who file complaints of discrimination. Fo;- cxam])le, in

one case, a black female who had been acting supervisor of a section in her instal-

lation for several years, had to bring a complaint of discrimination in order to get

appointment to the position with the level of pay provided for the position on
which she had been acting. She hired a law^^er for this purpose. She was promoted
to the position as an informal adjustment to the complaint. However, about six

months later she was without warning reassigned to another specially treated

position, which was called a supervisory position, in which she had no actual

supervisory function and, her opinion, in one which did not utilize her present skills

and abilities or permit her to develop otherwise. Thus, she was reduced in rank
and status and prevented from developing by assignment to a position of ques-
tionable value to the accomplishment of the mission of the agency, the function

of v.hich could have been handled by a lower grade employee. A new complaint of

discrimination resulted in the emasculation of the salient i.ssues of the complaint
by an agency ajipointed investigator and the perpretation of acts of discrimination

against this woman and other members of her racial group went into the security
of retirement to remain forever inaccessible to account for hi^ actions.

•T. Present emphasis on hiring and promotion of minorities and women in

representative numl^ers results in many instances in the crcition of non-essential

positions at the aj^propriate grade level into which members of these groups are

promoted or assigned without authority or significant involvement in the basic

mission of the agency (ies) involved. The jobs mostly are of poor qu
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designed to continue discrimination against these groups while showing on a
statistical basis good involvement of minorities and women throughout the range
of grade levels.

6. The imposition on non-whites who manage to achieve higher grades or

positions of authority the acceptance of the status quo in racial relations in inany
instances, and the fear that if pertinent equal opportunity" issues are raised they
will lose their status or positions. In effect, many racistically inclined Federal
offices have adopted the Henry Grady principles in accommodating non-whites,
i.e., they must be trained to accept, support and sustain the racial policies of the

particular management which are contra to the interest of the groups of which
they are members as well as other minority groups. Many blacks know that they
are expected to maintain such attitudes, hence their fears for job security renders
both whites and non-whites ineffective in carrying out the equal employment
opportunity mandates of the U.S. Government.

EECOMMENDATIONS

We believe that the Federal Government in order to improve and remove
unlawful discrimination from the Federal service must undertake the following:

1. Eliminate personal favoritism and nepotism from merit promotion prin-
ciples altogether. Remove patronage influence in promotions and career advance-
ment from all positions of the competitive service.

2. Find and promote eligible employees who have been entrenched in dead-end
positions for long periods of time for no reasons other than the fact that they
have not been selected for advancement.

3. Remove investigatory functions on discrimination complaints from the
agencies and place them in the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission or
some other independent agencv. This would require amendment of Section 717
of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended in 1972.

4. Establish some means to insure that persons selected for managerial positions
dealing with personnel actions are capable of affirmatively dealing with problems
of equal opportunity. All prospective managers should be required to take an
appropriately designed examination to measure their abilities to accept and pro-
mote principles of equal opportunity in the Federal service. Present managers
would be required to participate in such an examination if there are complaints
or other circumstances which indicate that practices or actions of the managers
about their ability to enforce or accept the equal opportunity provisions of the
Federal Government.





DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT (OVERSIGHT)

MONDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1972

House of Representatives,
General Subcommittee on Labor of the

Committee on Education and Labor,
Cleveland^ Ohio.

The General wSubcommittee on Labor met at the conference room,
Federal Office Building, Cleveland, Ohio, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins

presiding.
Members present: Representatives Hawkins, Chisolm, and Land-

grebe.
Also present: Representative Louis Stokes.
Staff members present: Thomas J. Hart, subcommittee counsel,

Adrienne Fields, administrative assistant, and Dennis Taylor, minority
associate counsel.

Mr. Hawkins. We are holding this hearing in Cleveland at the re-

quest of the Congressman from Cleveland, Mr. Louis Stokes. This
is one of a series of hearings being held by the General Subcommittee
on Labor on racial and sex discrimination in employment.
The situation briefl^^ is this: That 35 million Americans are living in

poverty and perhaps the same number can be classified as near poor.
As tragic as these facts are, the situation is even more dismal, in that
taxes are rising, prices are rising, the unemployment rate is going up,
and racial discrimination pervades our society and may be becoming
more widespread. In the face of this situation, the subcommittee is

concerned about those laws which are now on the statute books which
would help to prevent such adversities. They include the Employ-
ment Act of 1946, calling for maximum production and employment;
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Executive Orders 11246 and 11375, and
other laws which have never been properly implemented or fully
enforced. This subcommittee, therefore, decided to conduct field

hearings in order to hear testimon}^ as to why these laws are not being
enforced and which Federal agencies, and officials are responsible for

this failure.

I shall now introduce the members of the subcommittee present
this morning. With Mr. Stokes' indulgence, ma}'' I present, first, a

very articulate member of the subcommittee, our distinguished

Congresswoman from New York. She has been a valuable person on
this subcommittee and one v,dio is genuinelj^ concerned about the

subject of these hearings. It is certainly an honor for me to present to

you at this time, Representative Shirley Chisholm, of New York.
Mrs. Chisholm. Thank you very much.
I want to say to all of you how glad I am to be here tliis morning

and yet, in a very real sense, I am not glad because we come under a
somewhat difficult and sad mission. The very fact that the statistics in

(161)
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this country are indicating one thing and then, when you get right
down to the grassroots of the problem, as you go from one city to

another, you find that the action is not really suited to the word and
the action really belies the statistics that are being given to us.

We are particularly interested and concerned about the effectiveness

of the affirmative action program under the various Federal—among
the various Federal contractors. Because it's quite important that

starting from the Federal Government down, that the Federal
Government be made to understand that they indeed must lead the

way. They indeed must implement in all of their programs the fact

that there will be no discrimination in terms of jobs that are going to

be given to all kinds of American cities. It is very difficult for the
Federal Government to come forth with legislation on one hand and

yet, with said legislation on the books, we are finding that the legisla-
tion is not being implemented in city after city. So, we are here this

morning to take the testimony and hopefully go back and show these
various departments that they can use statistics for their o^\^l purposes,
but that the statistics certainly do not indicate exactly Avhat is

happening out here all over America.

So, I am very glad to be here this morning and just very anxious to

get started and hear from the people in Cleveland. Thank you.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you, ^Irs. Chisholm.

Now, it is a distinct pleasure for me to call on the man largely
responsible for this hearing. It was at his request that we came to

Cleveland. He is certainly one of the most distinguished Members of

the House of Representatives. He is chairman of the Congressional
Black Caucus, which makes him also my leader and even more ad-
mired in his own congressional district, the Honorable Louis Stokes.
Mr. Stokes. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Mrs.

Chisholm.
It is a very great pleasvu'e to be able to welcome to Cleveland two

of my esteemed colleagues from the Congress, particularly Mrs.
Chisholm and Mr. Hawkins, both of whom served on this subcom-
mittee \\ith Mr. Hawkins serving as chairman of the subcommittee
of Congress. And I did ask them if they would come in here and in-

clude Cleveland as one of the cities in which they would make this

inquir}^ on discrimination in employment. I do so particuiarl}^ in

Cleveland for the reason that I was rather distressed at the latest

statistics given by the Labor Departments of the Federal Government.
Those latest statistics show that in the city of Cleveland, of the 20

largest cities in the United States, that Cleveland has the highest
unemployment rate in the Nation. In the city at large, the unemploy-
ment rate is now tAvice that of the average city, being approximately
1L3 percent.

In my oa\ti congressional district, it is running about 18.3 percent
in the center city. This is more than three times the national average.
There is not a single day that my office is not besieged by persons who
are complaining of unemplo^onent, underemplojanent and discrimina-
tion in emploj^ment. It is out of that kind of background I have asked
this congiessioiuil committee to come into our city and make inquiry
and investigation into the specific complaints that come before the
subcommittee this morning. To that degree I hope that we mil be

able, in the Congress, to try to alleviate this kind of condition which
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exists in our own city as well as many other central cities around the

country. !

It is a pleasure for me to w^elcome both of you here and Mr. Chair-
man, I yield back the rest of my time.
Mr. Hawkixs. Thank you, Mr. Stokes.
The witnesses are divided into two broad classifications. One group

\vi\\ be dealing ^dth the general overall view of employment dis-

crimmation. Other mtnesses Adll be presenting individual cases which
will demonstrate some of the broader patterns of discrimination.

I would like to indicate that individual cases heard at this hearing
that may require some action will be handled b}" the staff of the
committee. Let me assure those of you who will be presenting in-

di\adual cases, that there \\-ill be followthrough on 3^our cases and that

you wdll be kept informed of developments. For that reason, I will

introduce the staff people present. To my right, next to Mr. Stokes
is the counsel for the subcommittee, ISh. Thomas Hart. Next to him
is special assistant to the subcommittee, ]Miss Adrienne Fields. To
my far left is Mr. Dennis Taylor, Counsel for the Minority. (We
expect Congressman Landgrebe, a Republican from Indiana, later
this morning.) At the table to my far right is the legislative assistaiit

from my own staff, Ms. Patsy Fleming. These individuals mil be
detailed to follow through on many of the matters which are taken
up this morning. .

;,

We wdll now hear the first witness who is Mr. James Campbell.
He A\dll discuss the broad subject of manpower planning.
Mr. Campbell, we welcome you to the committee.

STATEMENT OF JAMES R. CAMPBELL, MEMBEU MANPOWER
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION

Mr. Campbell. Thank you Mr. Chairman, members of the com-
mittee. I am here to present testimony as a concerned citizen. My
qualifications to speak on this subject are based upon my work and in-

volvement in the community as a member of the Manpower Planning
and Development Commission of the Federation for Community
Planning, as first vice president of the Urban League of Cleveland,
and the past 4 years of work combating racial discrimination as
director of equal employment opportunity programs for the Turner
Construction Co.

This statement is made in response to the request from the com-
mittee to share this experience. I am honored and appreciative of this

opportunity.
I shall attempt to briefly sketch an overview of some major facts

about Cleveland as related to equal opportunity. Second, I shall

highlight the failures and lack of equal employment opportunity in

Cleveland's construction industry.

I. Some Major Factors Related to Equal Opportunity

A. POPULATION

According to the report of the U.S. Census (1970), the population
report of the U.S. Census (1970), the population of Cleveland
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was 750,879, of which 38.3 percent was black. About one out of

eight blacks (40,600) live in Cuyahoga County outside Cleveland.

Females of all ages outnumbered males by 11 percent in the city and
8.5 percent in the suburbs. Some 29 percent of black families are

female-headed. The median age of Clevelanders was 28 and subur-

banites 30, both down 2 years from 1960. The median years of school

completed by Clevelanders was 10.5 in contrast to 12.5 for

suburbanites.
B. EMPLOYMENT

The unemployment rate for black people in Cleveland's inner

city is probably the highest in the Nation at approximately 19.2

percent. In the last decade, Cleveland lost 71,000 jobs wliile employ-
ment in the suburbs soared.

C. HOUSING

During 1972, there have already been two major bombings in the

suburbs when Black families have attempted to move to a better

neighborhood. The news media reported these. In Cleveland, 61

percent of the 563,000 housing units are rated as poor to unsound
in contrast to just 6 percent in the suburbs. Two-thirds of the sub-
standard and dilapidated housing in Cleveland is within two miles

of Public Square although only 21 percent of the total housing is

in that area.

D. EMPLOYMENT MIX

Cleveland is second only to New York City in accommodating
corporate headquarters. Sixteen of Fortune's 500 largest industrial

corporations are located here and another eleven have major plants
in the City. The 1970 Census data shows that manufacturing indus-

tries employ 33 percent of the workforce; wholesale and retail trade

22 percent; services 17 percent; government 13 percent; transporta-
tion and utilities 6 percent; finance, insurance and real estate 5

percent; and construction 4 percent.

B. INCOME

As of March 1971, one-third of the Nation's black population lived

below the official Federal poverty income level. In contrast oiil}^ one-

tenth of the white population shared that distinction in the richest

country on earth. In Cuyahoga County, approximately 170,000
individuals are receiving public assistance, including 35,000 families

in the aid for dependent children program. We also have hunger and
malnutrition because of the lack of an adequate income.

F. MANPOWER PROGRAMS

Today there are 61 major organizations providing manpower/
employment-related services to individuals in the Cleveland area.

The JNIanpower Plamiing and Development Commission made an in-

ventory of the federally funded manpower programs for fiscal year
1971. We found the typical client was a young black male (under 30),
a school dropout, and a resident of one of Cleveland's six high pov-
erty areas. About one-fourth were veterans. During fiscal year 1971,
the total unemployment was 8.4%. For white workers, the unemploy-
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ment rate was 4.3%; for nonwhites 14.5%. The estimated number of

unemployed inner city workers was 28,900. When we added to that

number sub or under employment (56,300), the target population of

disadvantaged people in need of employment-related services was

roughly 85,000. There was no recession in the inner city; it was a

depression that still lingers, when the current level of employment
needs is compared mth those of the general population during the

depression years.
These are but a few summary indicies to acquaint the committee

with the general conditions which help breed the sickness of racism
in our community. They point out and substantiate local results which
Dr. Anthony B. Down's brilliant work "Racism in America and How
to Combat It" has discussed on the national level. Dr. Downs has

pointed out that frequently racism is a matter of results rather than
intentions.

The results of equal employment opportunity laws have caused

only minor shifts in employment patterns in Cleveland. Local and
Federal agencies responsible for enforcing civil rights laws have failed

to carry out the law. Most are inadequately staffed and funded to do
what Congress intended for them to do. They reflect benign neglect.

The}^ are ill prepared to deal with racial discrimination in employ-
ment. It is the results of systemic patterns which keep black workers
as a class ir a permanent state of economic and social depression even
in the time of full employment. Federal agencies are only addressing
themselves to individual random acts of bigotry. It is time for action
on a broader scale. A debt is owed. There can be no opportunity
without equal life chances. There can be no equal life chances without

equal life results.

To illustrate the failure of the Federal Government's equal employ-
ment opportunity compliance efforts, I would like to share next my
4 years' experience working locallj^- and nationally for the enforce-

ment of Presidential Executive Order 11246, as amended, covering
Government contractors in the construction industry.

II. The U.S. Department of Labor's Duplicity in the Enforce-
ment OF Presidential Executive Order 11246 in Cleveland,
Ohio.

In 1968, when I began working for the Turner Construction Co.,
the Office of Federal Contract Compliance had tremendous
power. It's local Director, Mr. Charles E. Doneghy, was dedicated to
the principle of racial justice and equality. He developed a plan of
action which was later to be used as the basis for the now famous
Philadelphia plan. Since the departure of Art Fletcher and John
Wilks, I have observed the Mothering away of influence and eflFective-

ness of OFCC. The office has been downgraded and relegated to a
numbers game plan. The office has for all practical purposes been
dismantled because the enforcement efforts have been reduced.

I believe the U.S. Department of Labor is guilty of duplicity and
subsidized racism in its most ugh" and repulsive form in the construc-
tion industry. Government contractors in construction are no longer
required to meet minimal and uniform standards of performance.
Compare the difference of requirements for construction contractors
and industrial corporations under Order No. 4. A construction con-
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tractor is excused from compliance re\acws when there is a horaeto-\vn

plan, if the Cleveland experience is typical. They are permitted to
continue their internal employment practices while being- held account-
able only for the overall number of minority building tradesmen
engaged in the total work force. Thus, a Governm.ent"construction
project could have an all white work force and the contractor could
still be found in compliance. In contrast, industrial firms are reviewed

periodicalh" and all job categories are examined in each plant.
Under a hometoA\Ti plan, a construction firm Vvill be considered in

compliance A\-ith the Presidential Executive order so long as the labor
imion supplying its manpow^er has some elusive number of minorities
in the membership. This is in spite of the legal and binding obligations
of an applicant, developer, owner, and contractor.
There have been no Federal contracts suspended or cancelled

because a construction firm failed to have or maintain an integrated
wdiite-collar w^ork force in Cleveland. There have been very few
contracts, if any, cancelled even Avhcn there has been only token
numbers of black craftsmen in the skilled trades.

Congi'ess should call for an examination of the number of Govern-
ment contracts let by each Federal agency, look at the number and
size of resident compliance personnel staffs, determine the actual
number of personal, onsite inspections, review the budget allocation
for compliance enforcement of legal obligations, and call for a historical

review of each Government contract. The findings will show at best
the total compliance effort is a public relations program to keep the

community cool. What good are Government regulations if they are
not enforced?
Hometown plans are a fraud as the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People has told the Nation. The Cleveland

experience cannot justify the worthiness of a hometown approach to

compliance. Good faith efforts are absolutely meaningless. It is like

telling employees to work safely without taking any safety precau-
tions. The number of minorities working full time in the construction

industr3^ today is far short of the first year goal under the hometown
plan. Unions and contractors alike blame the local economy entirely
for this failure. If every contractor who is covered by the hometo^vn
plan had employed just one minority person, the first year goal could
have been met and exceeded during the first month after approval
by the Office of Federal Contract compliance.
Without vigorous enforcement of civil rights laws and regulations,

there will be no major changes in the racial composition of the work
force in the construction industry. There is an institutionalized pat-
tern of racial discrimination maintained by defacto closed-shop
union hiring halls and other referral S3^stems. Hometown plans do
not alter these.

Thank you for allowing me to present my views here today. This
concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I wiU be pleased to answer
any questions.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you very much Mr. Campbell.
We will call first on Mr. Stokes. I am sure this relates rather di-

rectly to his own community. Mr. Stokes.
Mr. Stokes. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Campbell, let me commend you upon the excellent testiniony

you have given here this morning in such an in-depth and incisive

manner.
I would be interested in knowing if you had some comment with

reference to matter of the necessity or non-necessity for quotas to be

used with reference to Federal Government hiring.
As you know, recently, pursuant to letters written to the President,

the President subsequently issued a memorandum to ail Federal

agencies that, under no circumstances, A^th reference to hiring of

minorities, are they to indulge in quota hhing and, of course, sub-

sequently, we understand further that the President has indicated

his intention of scuttling the Philadelphia plan along with the 55 local

plans of which you made reference to this morning.
I would like to know your views on the subject.
Mr. Campbell. Congressman Stokes, \nthout meaningful goals

and timetables, quotas or by any other name, there shall be little or

no opportunity for mmorities m the construction industry. In the

past, historically and traditionally, there has been a quota to exclude
blacks and other racial minorities from the highl}^ paid building
construction trade unions.

Management does not approach sales \Adthout a goal. Government
cannot approach the problem of racial discrimination and racism in

this country without establishing meaningful, objective criteria by
which it can assess achievements or failures.

Mr. Stokes. I was interested in your comments A\'ith respect to

the enfuicenient division of the Labor Department. Are you familiar
with the report that the Labor Department made of its own agency
practices -with reference to equal opportunity where they found that
their own department probably was one of the worst in the Federal
Government vvith reference to its hiring practices? This was a ]3ar-
ticular report that indicated that a white and a black male enter into
the labor departmient on the same day, in a period of 5 years, there
becomes a $4,000 per annum dispersive between the wages of the
white male and that of the black male, even though they entered the
same day. Are you familiar AAith that report?
Mr. Campbell. No, I have not seen that particular report.
Mr. Stokes. Mr. Chairman, I ^deld.

Mr. Hawkins. Thank you \h\ Stokes, Mrs. Chisholm?
Mrs. Chisholm. There are about three basic questions I would

like to get your thinking on.

In view of the fact you have said that there is a large number of
AFDC families in the Cleveland area, in terms of the manpower
training programs, A\hat programs, if any, are being utilized in terms of

helping these women?
Mr. Campbell. I'm sorry, Idonotknow the answer to that question.
Mrs. Chisholm. Because it would seem to me, if we are going to do

something about the indicies of poverty in the Cleveland area, we
have to do it with the cold, raw, naked statistics that there are a large
number of families headed by women. It would seem to me that it

would be very important that we have a meaningful manpower train-

ing program for these women and at the same time the development
of child care centers to go along with these programs, so th.e women
will have places Avhere the children will receive care, you know, psy-
chologically and intellectualh^. I think that is very important in terms
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of any manpo^ver training program. In terms of combating unemploy-
ment, 3-0U would have to move in and establish meaningful manpower
training programs also for a large number of women.

Second, what has been happening as blacks have moved out or if

they have really moved out tc suburban areas of Cleveland, to get jobs?
Is there any kind of movement, or is it due to housing patterns or
what is happening?

^

Mr. Campbell. The movement of black families from the inner

city to the suburbs has been very, very small and they have
encountered, strong racial discrimination. As I have mentioned, there
have been two bombings in 1972. These were black famiUes which
attempted to move into reasonably integrated neighborhoods. The
mobility of black families to the suburbs has been very small in the

past decade in Cleveland.
Mrs. Chisholm. My last question: Would it be fair at all, to say at

this moment, there has to be an indictment of certain labor unions in
this country, although we recognize that the labor union movement
has been very important in terms of the development of the security
and the progress for the average workingman. But, at this point
many ( f the labor unions in this country have to be indicted in terms
of the fact they are net living up to the letter of the law.
Would you go so far as to say that?

Mr. Campbell. I would strongly agree and I would also make the
distinction that unions such as the UAW have done a very outstanding
job in the area, of providing opportunities for minorities. But, to look
at the labor picture generally, throughout the United States you will

find recalcitrant unions confined primarily to the building construction
trades. When you break those 18 trades down, you will find that

among those that the highly skilled and highly paid
—as examples,

mechanical trades, electrical and so forth—those unions have the

highest incident of racial discrimination complaints and the smallest

number of minority members.
Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Campbell, I have just one question.
I think that you strongly indict the hometown plan. Would you

comment on the participation of civil rights groups in negotiations
leading to the hometo"wai plan?

Mr. Campbell. I serve as first vice president of the Urban League
of Cleveland and was strongly involved in that organization's support
and negotiations with organized labor and management in Cleveland,
Ohio, for the hometown plan. The Urban League of Cleveland
involved itself because of hope and because of faith that such parties
along with the strong backing of the U.S. Department of Labor's
Office of Contract Compliance would mdeed do something to open
the door. Something was better than nothing.
We participated in good faith but that faith has been shaken.

On June 29 of this j'-ear the board of trustees voted to take legal
action against those parties responsible which have broken those

good-faith efforts and have failed to do what they promised to do.

I can't speak for all civil rights or commimit}- organizations in all

communities, but I must question such organizational involvement
for this reason; community organizations tend not to be skilled in the
art of labor negotiations, while construction management and labor

certninly are. Consequently, the fivhole impact, the meaning, the
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heart or the mtent of a hometown plan can be given away at the

negotiation table.

Mr. Hawkins. Thank you for a very forthright answer to a very
difficult question. I want to again express the appreciation of the

committee for the testimony which 3^ou gave here this morning.
Thank you.
The next ^^dtness is Mr. Paul Briggs of the Cleveland Board of

Education.
Mr. Briggs, we are certainly delighted to welcome you to the

committee this morning and I assume that this is a holiday in the

city of Cleveland, as elsewhere, and we again want to express our

gratitude that you have taken the time to come to the committee
this morning to give us the benefit of your thoughts on this very
very difficult subject.

STATEMENT OF PAUL W. BEIGGS, SUPERINTENDENT, CLEVELAND
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Mr. Briggs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I assure you the Board cf

Education of Cleveland tries not to have too many off days. It's

always a pleasure to welcome to Cleveland any of the various com-
mittees of Congress. It is a distinct honor to have Congressman Stokes
here this morning because we are all so much aware of his commit-
ments and the great job he is doing in representing his constituents

in Washington. When I have testified at committee hearings of the

House, Congressman Stckes is usually present and gives me a warm
reception; that is, it is a real privilege to be able to welcome him to this

meeting in his own hometown.
Mr. Hawkins. You are not saying you don't see him verj^ often?

Mr. Briggs. No, no. Just last week he came in one night for a

special dedication that lasted 1 day. He came to Cleveland to help
us dedicate a new $10 million high school—a school that he and his

family members had attended. He was the keynote speaker, he made
a great speech.

It's a pleasure for me to appear here today before this committee.
I think that the information we have will be affirmative. I want to

assure you that I feel rather optimistic when 1 see what cne govern-
mental agency can do about equal emploj^ment opportunity.
You are in the largest city of the State of Ohio. This is the largest

school district in the State. We have here in Cleveland, 7 percent
of all the students in the State of Ohio, but we have almost one-third

of all of the children from welfare families. Therefore, it is incumbent
on us that we see to it that the program of the Cleveland public schools

addresses itself du-ectly to the needs of the poor. We have got to say
to the people that, in this generation, we do see to it that our graduates
become employable and then get employment. This morning 1 want
to address myself primarily to the matter of the EEO in the Cleveland

public schools, the matter of administration. We have moved strongly
into this field as far as teachers, and particularly in every phase of

school construction, architects, contractors, and engineers.
In fact, we have been extremely successful in hiring minority groups

in our school system and this is not just an accident. It's a result of

long-range planning which extends the policy of equal employment
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opportunities. You -wall find official statements by our board of educa-
tion in the little pamphlets we have handed to you. Exhibit 1 shows
that as early as 1965 and again in 1966, the Cleveland Board of Edu-
cation asserted its position with reference to its emplojmient practices
with the adoption of policies on human relations. These statements
stress the commitment to fair employment opportunities for all

citizens.

In e?:hibit 2, you vnW find that this human relations policy position,
which was passed bj^ the Cleveland Board of Education, was reinforced

with additional guidelines established by the board's resclutions
of July and September 1970, which relate to the expenditure of board
of education funds for services rendered b}^ private construction. Ours
was the first of such policies adopted by a school board.
The resolutions state in part:

In addition to the compliance agreement, affirmative action plans for minority
emploj'ment opportunity shall be submitted as a part of the bid documents. In
the implementation of this policy, there has been established an Office of Contract
Compliance. The compliance officer is responsible directly to the Superintendent
of Schools.

The compliance officer, Mr. William Perry, is here with me today.
Mf. Perry has worked as hard on EEO as any compliance officer in the

couhtry and, in fact, has probably done the most outstanding job.
'

1 would also like to commend the imions, contractors, and subcon-
tractors who have been most cooperative on all board of education

jobs. Without their cooperation and support, our job woidd be much
more difficult, if not impossible.

' ' A credit for success should also go to Mr, William Johnson and his

staff at the joint apprentice program of the Workers Defense League
for the fine job they have done in recruiting minority persons to fill

job openings in the building trades.

'The Cleveland Board of Education spends $25 million annually on
construction. If I remain in Cleveland for 2 more years, I will have

spent $226 million in construction. Most of our money comes from
bond issues, which is 100 percent Cleveland money. It is the feeling
of our board of education and of the administration that as much of

this money as possible should be fed directly back to the residents of

the city of Cleveland.
All of our work is based on competitive bidding. The lowest qualified

bidder gets the job.
There has never been an exception.
Not only do we employ local architects and contractors and pur-

chase most of our materials locally, we insist upon strict adherence to

(Jur policy on equal opportunity employment. By enforcing this policy,
we find yet another avenue by which to keep Cleveland dollars in

Cleveland. Analysis of individuals hired under EEO indicates that
almost 100 percent reside in the city of Cleveland. When we hire

minority workers, they are residents of the city of Cleveland. Non-
minority tradesmen, for the most part, do not live in or pay taxes in

Cleveland. Therefore, by insisting on compliance with our EEO polic}^,

people working in Cleveland, who live in Cleveland, are earning and

spending Cleveland money in Cleveland.

'The total unemplojanent rate in Cleveland is 5.4 percent. The per-

centage of unemployed whites is 3.3 percent, while the non-white

unemplojmicnt figure is 9.2 percent. This figure is much higher in the
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central city, as you have heard from testimony from }vlr. Campbell
earlier. The non-white unemployment figure for Cleveland is the

highest in the nation.

The road to employment and emplovability is through the skilled

trades. In Cleveland, in 1964, there were no minority enroUees in

apprenticeship training programs. Today, approximately 214 of the

nearly 1,666 pupils enrolled are members of minority groups.
On exhibit 3, jou \\dll find, looking at the data gathered on EEO for

all trades for all construction done by the Cleveland Public Schools

during the last calendar year, we have some very interesting and im-

pressive statistics. I refer you to exhibit 3, which is attached.
Of 51 asbestos workers who were emploj^ed by the Cleveland Pub-

lic Schools, 20 or 39 percent, were from minority groups. 30.3 percent
of the bricklayers were minority workers. And so the figures go, as

you can see, down the list. Looking at the totals, we hired 15,841
tradesmen and 4,817 were from minority groups. Our total percentage
of minority workers was 30.4 percent.
Our construction workers were paid an average of $8.77 per hour

in 1971. This hourly rate produced 81,296,940.49 worth of income for

minority workers in the city of Cleveland.
If you will look at the selected project, Gordon Elementary School,

which was just completed, you vaW see equally impressive figures.
Kemember that Gordon is on the West Side, at 2121 W. 67th St.

There again, approximately 30 percent of all of the hours went to

minority workers.
I refer you to exhibit 4. 25.9 percent of the 1,382 men on this con-

struction job were minority workers. Theh approximate salary, using
the same $8.77 per hour average, was $90,089.73.

Comparing the Cleveland public schools' minority hiring percent-
ages to sundry standards, you can see exactly how successful we have
been. The Cleveland Plan, one of the foremost plans of its type in the

country, calls for 17 })ercent and the Cleveland Plan is well above the

minimums established by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development and the various agencies. We have almost doubled the

expectation of the Cleveland Plan and almost three times or 300

percent over the minimum standards of the Federal Government.
Furthermore, studies have shown that in many other large cities

(you -will find this in exhibit 5) there is only 5 to 10 percent minority
representation in construction work. It is also M^ell to note that we
have employed five (this was written last week, it says four) minority
architectural firms for the design of nine of our new buildings. Five
different minority contractors have worked on Cleveland Public
Schools construction, earning over a half a million dollars.

From our experience, it is easy to conclude that :

1. An EEO policy, if reasonably drawn and fairly administered, can
attract the cooperation of both management and labor. Sure, there is

going to be some discussion along the way, buo it can work.
2. An EEO policy can be used to open new doors of emplojTnent to

minority groups.
3. An EEO policy can be used es a means of recirculating construc-

tion monies within a taxing district.

4. An EEO pohcy can assist the unemployed to attain economic

independence.

88-150—73^ 12
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5. All EEO policy provides a working relationsMp between minority
and majority groups who may otherwise have no contacts. We think,
at the hard hat level, contacts between majorit}^, minority, peoples is

important.
The Cleveland Board of Education is pleased to be privileged in

pioneering this important social, economic endeavor and trust that
its exploration and successes will assist others in developing realistic

policies for hiring from minority groups.
You know, if every unit of business and government in the greater

Cleveland area, offered the same practice as we follow in hiring, in

placing, and advancing minorities, this would be a different community
and maybe the need for this kind of a hearing would not be necessary.

Just before coming over this morning, I took a look at a breakdown,
a recent breakdown of our hiring practices in other fields other than
the building trades. We find that 40 percent of the assistant superin-
tendents of the Cleveland public schools, represent minority groups.

Twenty-five percent of all of our directors and supervisors and
coordinators in the administrative field, are from minority groups.

Thirty-six percent of our elementary principals, are minority
representatives.

Seventy-two percent of our assistant principals in the elementary
schools, are minorit}^' representatives. Remember, you draw your
principals from your assistant principals.

Seventy percent of administrative interns (these are the ones that
are on their way to becoming assistant principals) are from minority
groups.

In the junior high schools, 20 percent of our principals are minority,
35 percent of our assistant principals, and 62 percent of our adminis-
trative interns.

In the senior high schools, 23 percent of our principals are from

minority groups. Fifty-four percent of our assistant principals and 43

percent of our administrative interns.

When we take a look at the total administration of the Cleveland

public schools, 39 percent of our total administrative staff represents
minority groups. Forty percent of our teaching staff, which makes
an average of approximately 40 percent.
We have more schools under construction in Cleveland at the

moment, than the total number of schools outside the city of Cleve-
land in the State of Ohio. We feel, therefore, it is important that we
do set this kind of a standard and as we do, I hope we are setting a

kind of a standard that can be emulated elsewhere.

I want to thank this committee for the opportunity of coming
before you and I will be very happy to attempt to answer any ques-
tions you may have.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you Mr. Briggs.
Before calling on Mrs. Chisholm, may I at this point introduce the

latest arrival. A member of the subcommittee who has contributed a

great amount of thought to the subject, and a very articulate spokes-
man, particularly for the minority, Mr. Landgrebe of Indiana.

Mr. Landgrebe, would you like to make a comment at this point?
I know it is unfair to call on you in this way.
Mr. Landgrebe: Well, I'm sorry Congressman Hawkins, due to

the batl weather the plane was delayed in leaving South Bend. I

had a very cooperative taxi driver, he rushed me across town here.
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I'm here and I'm real glad to see my good friends, Shirley and Con-

gressman Stokes and the v/hole bunch, so, let's get on with the hearing.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you Mr. Landgrebe.
Again, back to Mr. Briggs. Mrs. Chisholm?
]\Irs. Chisholm. I would like to thank you very much for your

testimony. However, it would seem to me that your testimony would
seem to indicate a fairly nice Utopia, a fairly good situation with

respect to the union, with respect to the recognition of equal employ-
ment opportunities, for persons in the Cleveland area.

I have a number of cpiestions I would like to ask.

Your general statement, is a very good, general, overall statement.
I am alwa^^s very much interested in the actual statistics with respect
to the number of minorities hu-ed in various capacities, the type of

capacities or roles that they find themselves in within the construction

trade, in the public schools. How man}^ are actually blacks in the

administrative and supervisory positions? I wonder if you have those
kind of statistics. Those are very important because, this is exactly
what we meet when we go over this country. We get lovely statements
that things are moving, progress is being made, yet when we look at

the actual statistics as to what is happening in each community, or

each school district, they are completely different. So, I was wondering
if you have some actual breakdowns within the school situation

itself, first of all?

Mr. Briggs. Yes. Mrs. Chisholm, I would first like to state that
I would hope that I was confining my statement to the Cleveland

public schools.

Mrs. Chisholm. Yes.
Mr. Briggs. Not to Cleveland generall3^ There is a difference.

As far as the statistics are concerned, I have a special analj^sis that
I would like to mail to you, that is an actual breakdowTi, school by
school, of the cities in the State of Ohio, which shows exactly where
Cleveland stands in regard to the rest of the communities. I have in

front of me, however, an interesting one on the ethnic composition of

em'ollments as of April 1972, in some of the major cities in the United
States.

For example, in Cleveland, let's hold in mind that 38 and a fraction

percent of our total employment in the city school district is minority.
Now, nearly all of that is black. In Cleveland, when I say minority,
I am referring to black. When I take a look at San Francisco, their

school system it's 19 percent. That is compared to 38 percent in

Cleveland.
When I take a look at Pittsburgh, it's 12 percent; Boston is 5.9

percent; Milwaukee is 14 percent; Dallas is 29 percent; Indianapolis
IS 23 percent.

I thought we had better pick an Indiana town here. But, I have a

breakdo^vn of exactly the positions, then. You are absolutely right,
if I look at the Civil Rights figures in cities across the State of Ohio,
the figures showed that most of the blacks in many of our cities were

employed in clerical fields, cleaning jobs, and as kitchen helpers.
That was 1 year ago. It is not the case in Cleveland today. Now, for

example, 72 percent of our assistant principals in the elementary
schools are black. In the city of Cleveland, there 135 schools: 72

percent of our assistant principals are black; 36 percent of the princi-

pals are black; 70 percent of the administrative interns are black.
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Now, let's compare that witli custodians, 29 percent ot our custo-
dians are black. Assistant custodians, 46 percent. When we come down
to cleaners, it's 53 percent. You see, the percent of our cleaning staff

is not as high in the black percentage as that of the assistant principals.
And the same thing goes pretty much all the way through, I might
say also, Mrs. Chisholm, we have had a policy for quite a few years
in Cleveland, 6 or 7 years, that is, of putting some of our black

principals mto wiiat were our predominantly white schools and in
some cases, totally white schools. It has worked.

Mrs. Chisholm. Well, I would like to say that the agreement on
the part of the total committee, I would like to have all those statistics

for the record.

What about the situation in Colhnwood and Glenville High School
here in Cleveland, 1 understand there is a situation there.

Mr. Briggs. There is a neighborhood situation in Collinwood and
in the Glenville area that has reflected and boiled over in the schools
for years. The number of minority pupils has increased. Collinwood
was almost a totally white high school a few years ago, both in percent
of students as well as staffing. As far as Glenville, Glenville is an all

black high school. We do have some white teachers, and some white
administrators in Glenville. The student body in Glenville is almost

entu-ely black.

Mrs. Chisholm. Thank you, no further questions.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you. Mr. Stokes.
Mr. Stoxes. Thank vou, \h\ Chairman.
Dr. Briggs, when I came in last week to speak at East Tech's,

dedication ceremony, a new $10 million edifice there, 1 understand
a large amount of funding v/as from Federal funds. There were two
things that I learned on that occasion than maybe you would like to
comment on.

One was the fact that the building of the school, the planning of the
school was cooperative planning between community and between
the school system itself.

Second, a large amount of the $10 million coming into our com-
munity through the Federal Government, was expended to minority
contractors. 1 would like to have whatever comments you have on
that.

Mr. Briggs. That is true. In the first place, we did involve people
from the neighborhood and commimity groups in planning. We
involved students. We involved members of the staff. And then,
we developed a document, which we called the educational specifica-
tions that went to the architect, and then we had some subcommittee
meetings between the various groups and the architect.

Interesting enough, that school, as you know, Mr. Stokes, is located
in an area where there are many many problems ; many social problems,
many problems of povert}^ It is in an area where some of our elemen-

tary schools have over 90 pecent of their students from welfare homes.
But, during construction, during the period of construction, we did
not have a single act of vandalism on that building. I have been
involved in building 100 schools in the lifetime of my administration.
Never have I been associated with a school with less vandalism and
more cooperation than East Technical High School.

Up until just a few hours ago, there had been no vandalism in that
school whatsoever. Now, in that school—well, we did operate two
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schools, the old one across the road getting ready for the new one

during a 6-month period we had the lowest incident of Yandalism in

all of our schools in the city of Cleveland. By the way, the school

that was second lowest in Cleveland, also was an inner-city high
school. The higher vandalism incidents occur in those schools located
near the suburbs. And when you move into suburban areas, then you
find another set of circumstances.

This school has done a great deal, Mr. Stokes, 1 think, to inspire

pride, I just hope it says to these young men and women, there is a
better tomorrow than what yesterday pro\dded.

This is the first school that placed every graduate in a job last

spring. Every single graduate that wanted a job from East Tech,
last spring, was placed. This was a school that 10 years ago had only
10 students of its graduating class go to college. The principal, Mr.
Smith, tells me this fall, 52 percent of last spring's graduate class is

in college this fall. Everyone of them on a scholarship.
I think it is a tribute to the fact that, not onlv is there a building

there that stands as a tribute to our faith in tomorrow, but as those
students saw the building going up, they saw ironworkers, and you
know there aren't supposed to be any black ironworkers, but they
saw some black ironworkers on that job. They saw black plumbers,
they saw black skilled laborers throughout that job.

Now, we do not accept, in our compliance agreement, just a state-

ment that a contractor Mill have so many of his workers, or a certain

percentage of his workers from minorities. We say, Ave not only want
a percentage of workers, but we want the jDercent of their hours
Avorked. These are two quite different things. It is easy to play a game
of checkers, you know, moving people from job to job, to job to job
and counting the men on each job. We insisted on this building hav-

ing the same amount of percent of the total hours, the total to

minority workers, as the percent of muiorit}^ workers. We accomplished
this. As I indicated to this committee earlier, we had cooperation
from the unions, and the contractors; without it, we could not have
done these things. I want to correct an item in Mr. Campbell's testi-

mony. When he indicated that no contractor had been forced to

conlpl3^ This is not true in the Cleveland public school situation. This
is not true. I was checking with Mr. Perry during that testimony and
he tells me that v\ e have held funds from at least 10 companies imtil

we have had cooperation. But, A\e had cooperation. In one case, we
withheld one quarter of a million dollars for 1 year. We slowed the

project down until there was compliance and that individual, that

fu'm, went out of business. But, we would not pay unless there was
compliance.
And so I say, we did have cooperation, but there is a real relation-

ship between the payment of the bills and cooperation. I felt very
strong!}' that it was important for us to establish, first of all, the

game rules before the bidding. Then, to have a contract compliance
conference before we signed the contract, after the bidding, and then
an on the job inspection during construction. We feel strong!}^ enough
about the enforcement of this, so the compliance officr reports to no
one else in the Cleveland public schools except directl}' to the super-
intendent of schools. We do get compliance. I have got to sav this, I

think we do. At the moment we are getting nothing but harmonious
compliance on our contracts. Now, you might find something quite
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different with the same contractors when they are working for some-
one else. But, not for us. Because, if they are going to work for us, they
are going to comply and it's understood. It's perfectly clear.

Mr. Stokes. Let me ask you this. When you run into the kind of a

situation where, assuming the lower bidder for the contract, one who
is a noncompliant with respect to the kind of minority, and someone
who has a higher bid is in compliance, what happens in that kind of a
situation?

Mr. Briggs. We avoid that situation, Congressman Stokes, by
insisting that then- eligibility to bid is based, first on their compliance,
willingness to comply and their willingness to give us a declaration
that they will compl}^ Without that, we mil not open their bid. So,.

therefore, they have not bid the job. In order to bid, they must be
in compliance or willingness to comply. And then before we sign a

contract with them, we have a compliance contract meeting and there

any details are worked out. And then we have inspections.
Mr. Stokes. Thank you Dr. Briggs. I have no further questions.
Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Landgrebe.
Mr. Landgrebe. I'm sorry Dr. Briggs, that I arrived too late,

but I think you have given a very fine statement here and obviously
public schools of Cleveland are doing everything they can to assist

in developing the skills of the minority groups and I certainl}^ commend
you not only for your statement but for your dedication to this

principle.
Mr. Briggs. Mr. Campbell has informed me, Mr. Chairman,

that his reference was to the Federal Government and not other^——-

Mr. Hawkins. I think that's true. I was just going to make that

statement.
Mr. Briggs. You see, I'm just sensitive about this a little bit.

Mr. Hawkins. You could both be telling the truth, not in conflict

with each other.

Mr. Briggs. That's right.
Mr. Hawkins. Again, thank you Mr. Briggs for 3^our testimony.
(The following information was submitted by Mr. Briggs in re-

sponse to questions asked him by the members of the subcommittee.)

Cleveland Public Schools,
Cleveland, Ohio, October 26, 1972.

Congressman Gus Hawkins,
House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Hawkins: It was good to have your Subcommittee on Education
and Labor meeting in Cleveland this week.
The purpose of this letter is to fulfill my promise to provide detailed informa-

tion and statistics regarding hiring practices of the Cleveland Public Schools to
Mrs. Shirley Chisholm. While my testimony was largely confined to E.E.O.
policies and practices in the building trades, data including professional staff

are included.
Please see the following enclosures:
1. Summary of all building trades work by both man hours and persons for

the calendar year of 1971.
2. A survey made by the Ohio Civil Rights Commission.
3. 1970 Professional Staff Statistics. This is an analj'sis of minoritj^ profes-

sionals working by classifications in the Cleveland Public Schools.
4. Non-white Principals. This chart shows the number of non-white principals

in the Cleveland Public Schools between 1950 and 1971.
5. Equal Employment Opportunitj^ Policy.
6. National study of racial and ethnic enrollments and staffing in some leading

cities.
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I trust that the above mentioned materials adequately answer your questions
regarding our Cleveland Public Schools equal employment practices.
The performance of the Cleveland Public Schools in all matters related to EEO.

demonstrates that units of government can achieve at or above currenth" estab-
lished goals. If all other units of government, private institutions, and agencies
would meet the performance of the Cleveland Public Schools, many of our Cleve-
land social and economic problems would be solved.

Again let me thank you for the courtesies that you and your committee extended
to me last Monday.

Sincerely,
Paul W. Briggs.

PROJECT: TRADE TOTALS FOR ALL PROJECTS, DEC. 31, 1971—MANPOWER CHECK

Trade

Hours

Total Minority

Minority,

percent

Men I

Minority,

Minority
' percentTotal

Paid to

minorities

at average
of $8.77

Asbestos 1,863

Bricl<layers 99,253
Carpenters.. 74,299.75
Cement finisliers 16,628.5
Electricians 42,626.5
Engineer/Operator 19,066.25
Excavating 10,569.75
Fitters 29,684
Flooring 1,014
Glazier 1,708
Iron 20,986
Labor 102,650
Elevator mechanic helper 233
Miscellaneous (clerk,

dispatcher) 3, 166
Painters 6,975
Plasterers 200

Plumbing 33,393
Roofing 3,764.5
Sewermen.. 467. 5

Sheet metal 15,951.75
Supervision 3,610
Tile 486
Truck drivers 1,659.5

772

28,294.5
18, 847. 5

5,577.25
10, 360. 5

3,575
2, 959. 5

8,314
248
104

3,247.5
53, 462. 25

58.5

1,364.5
1,862

24

7,881
1,005
467.5

2, 850. 5

1,151

41.3
28.5
25.3
33.5
24.3
18.7
27.9
28.0
24.4
6.0

15.4
52.0
25.1

43.0
26.6
12.0
23.6
26.6
100.0
17.8

69.3

51

2,747
2,242

811

1,300
588
419

879
48
68

932

3,464
9

87
194

9

1,039
206
32

521
96
11

143

20
833
561

234
308
94
112

235
12

3

131

1,661
2

35
51

2

245
54
32

104

39.2
30.3

25
28.8
23.6
15.9
26.7
26.1
25.0
4.4
14.0
47.9
22.2

40.2
26.2
22.2
23.5
25.2
100.0
19.9

61.5

$6,770.44
248.142.76

165,292.58
48,912.48
90,861.59
31,352.75
25,954.82
72,913.78
2,174.96
912.08

28,480.58
468, 863. 93

513.05

11,966.67
16,329.74

210.48
69,116.37
8,813.85
4,099.98

24, 998. 89

10,097.27

1 The total numbers In the column for men, total minority is an accumulation from weekly payrolls and not a count of

individuals.

SUMMARY OF DATA REGARDmC NEGRO EMPLOYMENT IN THE 8 LARGEST CITIES OF OHIO
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Of the 3410 non-professional Negro employees in the eight largest cities, 2066
(60.59%) are working in the Cleveland Schools.

While Cleveland emplo3'-ed approximately one fourth (26.8%) of the total

number of teachers, it employed almost one half (45.7%) of all the Negro Teachers.
While Cleveland employed less than one fourth (23.4%) of the total number of

principals, it employed almost one half (44.3%) of all the Negro principals.
While Cleveland employed approximately one fourth (26.9%) of all the certified

personnel, it employed almost one half (45.7%) of all the Negro certificated

personnel.
While Cleveland employed 47.4% of all non-certifi.cated personnel, it employed

60.5% of all Negro non-certificated personnel.
In five of the seven personnel categories, the percent of Negroes represented

among Cleveland Public School emploj^ees was more than double the percent of

NegToes represented among employees of the seven remaining large-city systems
in Ohio.

CLEVELAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS-OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS; PROFESSIONAL STAFF

STATISTICS, RACIAL COMPOSITION, FALL 1970

Minority
Totals Nonminority Minority percentage

I. General office:

Assistant superintendents. 5 3 2 40

Directors and supervisors plus coordinators and
other administrative staff 115 73 42 37

II. Schools:

Elementary principals

Elementary assistant principals

Elementary administrative interns

Elementary consultant teachers

Secondary school orincipals

Secondary assistant principals

Secondary leadership development
III. Teachers

IV. Grand total 6,537 4,007 2,530 39

1 Estimated.

130
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However, the impact of Board of Education activity extends beyond its own
immediate employment policy and practices. It is a major consumer of goods and
services provided by a variety of private business establishments. In this regard,
it is properly the concern of the Board of Education that such funds as it controls
be expended in a manner consistent with its commitment to equitable benefits for
all citizens.

Consequently the Board reaffirms its police that in the purchase of goods and
services, equal opportunity for sales be made available to businesses owned and
operated by members of minority groups. In instances where bidding is required,
it is the poHcy of the Board of Education that businesses owned and operated by
members of minority groups be encouraged to enter competitive bidding for the
sale and delivery of goods and services required by the Board.

Specifically with respect to the construction and/or remodeling of school facili-

ties, it is the policjr of the Board to comply fully with all applicable state and
federal laws regarding equal employment opportunity for all citizens.

All invitations to bid shall contain a notice that the bidder must comply with
all applicable provisions of state and federal law regarding equal employment op-
portunity. Each bidder must file a statement of acceptance of the requirement as

part of the bid documents. Provisions pertaining to contractors apply as well to
sub-contractors. In addition to the compliance agreement, affirmative action

plans for minority employment opportunity shall be submitted as part of the bid
documents together with statements of approval of each plan by the appropriate
state and federal agencies. The compliance agreement and the affirmative action

plan of the successful bidder shall become part of the contract.
In the implementation of this policy, there has been established an office of

contract compliance. The compliance officer is responsible directly to the Super-
intendent of Schools. This officer shall familiarize himself with requirements and
provisions of all applicable federal and state laws.
To facilitate the development of acceptable compliance agreements and affirma-

tive action plans, the compliance officer will be available to prospective bidders for

consultation and suggestions in the development of their plans.
During construction activity he shall visit the sites of major construction weekly

to ascertain continuing compliance.
He shall make a status report weekly to the Superintendent of Schools regarding

activity covered by this policy.
The Superintendent shall make recommendations to the Board of Education

for action when contract performance is at variance with the compliance agree-
ment and/or the affirmative action program.
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STATEMENT OF BILL JOHNSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CONSTRUC-
TION EaUAL EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM AND WILLIAM WHITE,
LOCAL 404, CEMENT MASONS OF CLEVELAND

yir. Johnson. My name is Bill Johnson, executive director of the
construction equal employment program, formerly director of the

joint apprenticeship program.
Mt. White. I am Mr. Wilham Wliite, member of Local 404,

Cement Masons of Clevelend.
\It. Hawkins. All right, who is going to begin? Mr. Johnson?
Mr. Johnson. Yes.
First of all, I would like to point out that I am a native Clevelander

and that one of the things that I hear at all these hearings is people
painting a beautiful picture of tliis particular organization and
whatever they are affiliated with. I may do some of the things, but
also I am here to talk real facts.

First of all, I don't think that enough homework is actually done on
the various laws that are in force, Civil Rights Act of 1964, the
various Executive Orders in existence. The Federal Government
does not, and has not, enforced the various laws that are on the books
and there are many reasons why. I think that we have got to look at

the staffing of each one of those agencies that are to do compliance.
They are so watered down in the sense of manpower, that they cannot
do an effective job. And I worked with Howard Greene of HEW,
Bill Stewart of HUD, Donna High of OSEC, John Coles, formerly
here of the city of Cleveland, Bill Perry from the school board and
I think with each one of them, mth the exception of maybe Bill Perry,
that they did not have sufficient enough staff to do the job that they
were supposed to do. I think also we have to look at federally funded

programs, such as mine. Formerly, during the apprenticeship program,
being director of it here, we came into Cleveland in 1967 and there

was a report done in 1967, on the number of minorities that were in

the various apprenticeship programs at that time and in the skilled

trades, which happen to be plumbers, pipefitters, sheet metal workers,
electricians and ironworkers, there were only a total of six minority
individuals enrolled in those particular trades.

Since 1967, Avhat has happened? Well, some 263 minorities have
been placed in those five trades basically through the joint apprentice-
ship program. Now, we are not saying that this is sufficient. It's

only a drop in the bucket compared to the overall number of tradesmen
that are in tliose five particular trades.

One of the reasons is that the apprenticeship system is a slow
tedious system. I think that people have to look at the programs to

place individuals, basically minorities, through our program, what
they are confronted with. We are confronted with a procedure that
takes anywhere from a minimum of 3 to 9 months to get an individual

applicant into a trade union, apprenticeship program, one that

apprenticeship program accepts applications.
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There are four basic procedures which a person must gothrou.gh.
Those four procedures are: fiUng an appKcation, if he is ehgible for

that apprenticeship program and ehgibihty is based on age and
education in the apprenticeship system;

Taking some kind of written examination; going into an oral uiter-

view, which is usually conducted b}^ labor and management, usually
white

;

Fourth, being selected.

Now, during this process, there is dropout procedure, if you can

call it that. Procedure m which individuals are—they take into

consideration, should I go through this or is it really worth it? And
the main thing for a program such as the joint apprenticeship program,
which is now the recruiting program, is to try to counsel the individuals.

Our job has been ver}^ hard in the respect that a fellow 's\dll come in

who wants to get into the trades, have a sincere interest and the

first thing we let him know is how much time it is going to take him
to get into that program. They need monc}^ now.

This is one of the reasons that coalition came about to negotiate a

hometoAMi plan cahed CEEP. Construction equal employment
program. I was cochairman of the coalition. I was one of the negotia-
tors for 2 years w4th labor and management to get a plan ironed out

and, as has been stated in previous testimony, maybe we aren't

articulate when we negotiate with labor and management. They have

paid specialists and so forth, and we come from, a community, to

try to correct some of the injustices and so forth that have been done
over the years. I think -wdth Cleveland that we have a good plan on

paper. The plan would take it over a 5-year period, some 2,509

minority individuals and again I think these hearings are being held

to see liow we can help the majority of peojile get into the lucrative

positions of skill and so forth.

Now, one thing that I feel, and I am talking maybe around and
about this fact, the Executive orders and so forth that have come
do\\-n on job-by-job, project-by-project monitor, I say they have
failed. I say they have failed miserably because, certain trades, with the

Federal dollars that have been spent here since those Executive orders

were enforced, certain trades that could not have built any project or

worked on any project, yet they have continued to go up. In previous

testimony I have heard that there were x number of tradesmen on

particular job sites. This was referring to the school board. There is no

wa}^ in the \\ orld that v,-ith the figures and the i;>ercentages the}' quoted,
that they are truth. The trade that I am down on is the asbestos

workers and glaziers. The glaziers have a total of four minority
members. Three of them came to the recruitment training program as

apprentices. One got in as a journeyman. So, there is no way that the

glazing hours on a particular job and the man-hours could be over four

people.
The asbestos workers has a total of five minority individuals. So,

there are trades that have been slipping by and they are involved in

ever}?" construction project that is going on.

I think that if we look at the bricklayers and the cement masons,
their membership is composed of around 30 percent minority and yet
this does not afford these individuals who are in that trade union an

opportunity to work all the time.
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Contract compliance on a job-by-job basis has only given an op-
portunity for minorities to work on a particular project. "What I mean
by this is, once a project goes up \\ith job-by-job manning tables, a
contract may contact a fellow contractor who does not have a manning
table job. He may have a minority on his payroll. So ail he does is

shift that minority from that particular company to the company that
has that manning table. So, you haven't reall}^ created another
avenue for minorities to start making some money. Here is -where the
hometown plan hopes to change this. Now, by all means, the Cleveland

plan is not working at this time. I will not say it is not working, we are

behind on our placement goals. We have only 22 percent of our

placement with 50 percent of our time elapsed.
Now, there are several reasons for tliis. The main reason is because

the Office of Federal Contract Compliance gives conditions. The}'
came out after the Cleveland plan was signed in July of 1971, OFPC
published a document in which they did not put any language under

part I, for a contract that you could really be comph-ing to except for

using the terras "Good Faith Efforts," and "Fair Share," ^\ithout

even establishing what is a good faith effort and what is a fair share
for contract. But under part II, goals, and timetables were estab-

lished for contractors who are signatories to the plan but the labor

union they get their manpower from is not signator}'.
So. at least we know what to shoot for ^\dth the contractor who is

not in compliance with the CEEP plan. Now, one of the things that

my administrative board has done, which consists of three j^ersons
from labor, three management, and three community representatives,

they have established goals and timetables for part 1 contractors.

Now, the goals and timetables for a part I contractor are based on
the same goals that that particular craft is shooting for over a given

3'ear. And these are on an incremental basis over the next 5 5'ears,

\Nhere we will come up with the number of minority in this craft

local baseil on the number of minority individual; in the jurisdiction
of that Iccal and it varies anywhere from 15.2 to 19.6 percent minority
participation in any craft local at the end of 5 j^ears.

Tlie various hometown plans across the countr}' have not worked.

Basicalh', because usually management and labor tap out after the

plan is sig-ned. They have a projected shield saying they are signatories
to the document. Here in Cleveland, because of our past experiences
with apprenticeship and so forth, we have been able to make various

contacts and establish various reports with certain craft locals. Since

March of this year, when we were actually funded b}' the Department
of Labor, Office of National Projects, we have placed some 111

minorities in various building and construction trades that are signa-
tories to compliance. I don't know how man}^ whites have gone in

since that time. Construction in Cleveland has been do^^n and again,
this could be a tap out from labor and management, the reason we
are not at the nercentao'e we should be.

We have to look again at the Federal Government who has allo-

cated mone}- for local construction and the money has been held

up because of the man in the White House sa^-ing we are going to

cut back on certain budgets and so forth. So, a program that is

funded by one branch of the Federal Government of the Department
of Laborj^ is held up b}' other branches sa\ing that they are going
to cut back on Federal spending for construction.
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What I am saying- is that these programs in certain cases are paci-
fication programs. To pacify the community, they announce loudly
to the community that we have a plan to do certain things, but

yet they don't announce loudly that we have cut back on Federal

spending, which is going to affect that particular program of placing
minorities in the construction industry.

I think that if we establish a road that will sa}^ to every contractor,

you must have a certain percentage of minority individuals on your
pajToll, now, what this v/ill do, even in hard times when contractors
are cutting back and there are people unemployed in certain indus-

tries, it mil not mean that traditional route that minorities A\dll be
the last to be hired and the first to be fired. In other words, a con-
tractor still has an obligation to have a certain percentage of his whole

pajToll as minorities. This will afford an opportunity for minority
individuals to get into various craft locals and basicall}^ I speak of

the construction industry.
So, this is my brief statement. Again, it isn't written down but

these are things that we have been facing in my program since 1967,
and now in the construction equal emploj^ment program since March,
1972. Again, I must say that people should do their homework com-

pletely across the board. Wlien I say this, we realize in the construction

equal employment program, that various organizations in the com-

munitj' are not satisfied with the i^rodviction that we have put out.

It is not based upon the program not being good or anything of this

nature, or participants in other programs, it is based on certain

economics and other points that have come up since we signed the

plan. One thing that we have done, is, we have a suit going right now
against one of the locals, Sheet Metal Local 55 and again, across the

countr}^, there are certain what we call renegade movements who don't

want to go along with the change and the change is here and again,
what we have got to do is kee}) on pushing in order to efTect the

various laws and plans that have been established. And again, the

plan is only as good as the participants of the plan. Thank 3^ou very
much.
\h. Hawkins. Thank j^ou very much, Mr. Johnson.
Mr. White.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. WHITE, LOCAL 404, CEMENT MASON'S

UNION

Mr. White. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I'm mostly
concerned with the problems of one local, that is the Cement Masons
Local 404 of Clevehmd, Ohio. It has a membershiji of approximately
600 members. It is the largest local in the State of Ohio and it has, as

far back as I can remember, to my knowing, there has been segre-

gation and discriuiination, dual standards.
What I would hke to talk about is, on February IS, 1965, five

members of the black commimity or the black members of the local

representing the minority groujjs, met with the offi.cers and the

executive board to jjresent a petition signed by 94 black members
protesting the (Uscrimination and the segregation that existed in the

local. This ])ctition was ]:)resented with the thought that they were
internal jH'oblems that could be solved within the membership. At
this meeting, it was agreed ui^on that discrimination and segregation
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did exist. The President requested that time be given their ofi].cers to

discuss means in solving their problems.
After a lengthy period of time had passed, and no positive action

was taken, charges were filed against the local with the Ohio Civil

Kiglits Commission. After a lengthy mvestigation by the Ohio Civil

Rights Commission, no decision was rendered against the local, but

they demanded that the local make changes to correct the problems
for which we had filed charges. We thought this very odd because if

they were not guilty, why would they have to make changes to correct

the discrimination and the segregation that we complained about.
The union came up with some recommendations that were accepted
by the Ohio Civil Rights Commission to correct these problems, but
never complied Avitli an}^ of them. The Ohio Civil Rights Commission
was supposed to check periodically to see if the union was comi)lying
with their own recommendations, but to our knowledge, never have.

Having been disappointed with the outcome taken by the Ohio
Civil Rights Commission, we then filed charges with the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission. After a lengthy investigation,
the Equal Emplojanent Opportunity Commission ruled on December
15, 1970, that there was reasonable cause in some of the areas in vdiich

we had filed charges. On August 17, 1971, their efforts for conciliation

in this matter with the local had failed, and we were advised that we
had a right to initiate action in an appropriate Federal district court.

We did engage a lawyer and filed suit in a Federal court, and at the

present time, we are waitmg for this case to come to trial.

In the 7 years since the initial act to solve these problems b}^ law

began, all of the evils of discrimination and segregation still exist, and
at the moment, are worse than they were in 1965. The members that
were involved in these actions have been dealt one reprisal after

another. Other black members have been taken advantage of also. In
the last 3 or 4 years, work having not been good in this area, naturally
the blacks were the fu'st to feel the effects. We have broken homes
because the men have had to leave this area seeking work. We have
mothers who have had to seek welfare who would not have had to do
so if the things that we were asking for were being given to all of the

members of local 404, both black and white; namely, equal oppor-
tunity and equal representation. Thank you.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you, Mr. White.
Mr. Stokes, any c{uestions?
Mr. Stokes. Just one or two perhaps of Mr. Johnson.
Mr. Johnson, I am quite interested in j'our reference to the approach

of saying that a contractor has on his payroll a certain percentage
of minorities. Now, how would you predicate that percentage?
Mr. Johnson. Well, this has already been done through our pro-

gram. The percentages established, basically what we have taken is

jurisdictional area of the particular trade, as a maximum percentage.
The number of tradesmen. In the particular local that the contractor
is getting his manpower fiom and the number of minorities that are

also in that trade local and make that into a percentage. Then, we
establish a mmimum percentage of what is in the trade right now.

Then, year by year we increase that percentage and this is the same
number of persons that the local union is shooting for over a 5-year
period with the plan. That same percentage is the percentage that
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contractor would have to have on his work force. That is the only
way that we are going to have a tool to make the program to work.
In other words, we can recruit 1,000 people that we don't have con-
tractors that have to take indi^dduals or will take individuals, it's

not going to do us any good.
Mr. Stokes. Then in effect, what we are really talking about is

quotas, isn't it?

Mr. JoHNSox. Goals and timetables, since the word "quota" has
been outlawed.

Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Landgrebe.
Mr. Landgrebe. Mr. Johnson, you talk about a lack of minorities

on the jobs in the skilled crafts.

Are there serious applicants for these jobs?
Mr. Johnson. I laugh at that in a sense, because any time you talk

about the unemployment situation in the minority communit}^ as

being 9, 10 or v.hatever the percentage is, there are always applicants
who want to get into skilled lucrative positions. One of the things
that minorities have faced is a lack of kno^^dng where to go to get
into such programs and how to go about it.

Being a graduate of East Tech in 1964, the only people that came
in and talked to us, my particular class, was the Arm}^, Navy, Air

Force, and Marines. In other words, we didn't know where to go. Now,
if there are programs that go out into the community and let them
know where to go and how to go about getting into these service

programs, we will definitely be able to come up with applicants. We
have recruited over the last 5 3^ears since we have been here, over

5,000 individuals. Those individuals all have not been eligible for

apprenticeship and again, this is one of the reasons that the hometown
plan came about.

Mr. Landgrebe. Well, of course, even in times of unemployment,
there is ofttimes a lack of people, serious people who wish to find

employment.
Mr. Johnson. There is a vast number of things we have here. One

of the things we have here is that at East Technical High School, Max
Hayes, trade schools that are dealing with individuals who want to

get into skilled trades, we have got other schools and so forth, other

types of training programs that train a person to a certain point. But,
if there is no direct avenue into the skilled construction trades, then
that individual's training and so forth is fruitless, i^.gain, this is one
of the things that happens, I say in the high schools. A person goes
in to become an auto mechanic or w^hatever have you, and if he doesn't
have the opportunity to pursue that fxeld once he graduates, he ends

up in a factory as a production worker and that's it. Even though
he may want to be an auto mechanic. So, in answer to your question,
there are individuals who want to get into the skilled trades.
Mr. Landgrebe. I might say that none of my questions are

intended to be anything but serious questions, into which I plan to

delve, and I believe this is the purpose of the committee meeting, to

t'c^r to find answers to problems.
Wh}' do you suppose it is, that the contractors and the unions are

h2sitant, obviously hesitant, to hire minorities?
Mr. Johnson. Well, that to me—both of them have the same

tap out. Labor says that contractors are not requesting individuals,

minorities, per se. Contractors say that there are no minorities in the
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trade unions. So, therefore, they onh' request a man. Whoever the
man who runs the labor union sends out, that's fine. Because, a
contractor doesn't give a care about anything but making money. That
is what he is there for. So, if his building takes 10 people, he doesn't
care what 10 people are out on that job. So, what we have got to have
is more direct requests for minority participation.

Mr. Landgrebe. Assuming that the contractor—j^ou said yourself
that the contractor could care less—needs a certain number of people
and he wants the best qualified people, the highest skilled people
because he wants to put up a building he can be proud of. So, he doesn't
care. So then obviously, it would be the unions that are screening off

the minority groups; is that correct?

Mr. Johnson. Correct. Well, as I said before, the only system that
minorities had to get into the construction union was through the
basic apprenticeship plan or taking a journeyman's examination.
The apprenticeship qualifications and procedures are procedures to

screen out individuals. They screen minorities because of age and
educational cj[ualifications. You can take any one of the critical trades,
sheet metal, electricians, pipefitters, plumbers, the maximum age is

23, with militarj^ ser^dce, it is 26. So, an individual who may have gone
to college or something of this nature for 2 or 3 years, who is 24

3'ears of age, graduated from high school, had 3 j^^ears of college, could
not get into plumbers, pipefitters, electricians or sheet metal,
because he is too old at 24.

Mr. Landgrebe. How man37- college graduates are interested

in going in and becoming plumbers, or pipefitters? Are you trying
to tell me that there are actually college graduates looking for those

jobs?
Mr. Johnson. Let me just give you an example.
On the carpenter's last apprenticeship exanunation, there were 118

people who applied of which 60 were minority. There were 15

openings. Tlu^ee of those openings were gotten by college graduates.
In other words, individuals are in it to make money. In the construc-
tion industry, there is money. And also, these college graduates don't
see themselves working in the trades all their lives, what they are

trying to do is get some expertise to go into the busmess for them-
selves or go into management for one of the large companies. So,
this is what we are trjdng to do for the brothers too.

Mr. Landgrebe. One more question, if I may, Mr. Chairman.

Why do you think that the unions are deliberately screening out the
mmorities?

Mr. Johnson. I am not saying that the unions are deliberately

screenmg out the minorities. Unions screen out everybody. It is the
law of supply and demand.

If a business agent has 100 persons in his local and he does not accept
any more and there is work for 150, he is going to keep ever3^body
happy. He is gomg to be a business agent for the duration that he
can keep people happy. Once he take? in more individuals then maybe
there are jobs, then he is going to run into the problem of being
reelected. This is one of the things, the political S37stem has set up.

Mr. Landgrebe. Around Indiana, I hear a lot of comment from
factories and otheis about their problem with absenteeism or just lack
of employees who give a damn. And now, what are you doing in your
particular spot, tr3ang to change or improve the attitudes of people
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who, if not working, want jobs and would like to find employment,
but sometimes can't convince the employer that they are serious and
they would, if hired, be on the job at the starting time and produce
famy quality work?

Mr. Johnson. Well, to that, our procedures, we have a followup
S3"stem and so forth, we have approximate!}^ 15 people on my staff,

the}^ try to stay in contact with emploj^ers.

But, one of the things that we do is have individual rap sessions

mth the individual person who has been placed, to find out what the

problems are. And it always, given the problem that the minority
individual is late and so forth, there are personality clashes and things
of this nature which we try to get u'oned out. Again, I'm not saj^mg
that it's all the other person's fault. Sometimes a brother brings the

problem upon himself. It may be a transportation problem. The fellow

just got out of high school. Just started working, he doesn't have a

car, he hasn't started drawing an}?^ money yet from the company,
things of this nature. So again, what we try to do, kno^^dng of the

problem, we try to solve them. We have a small revolving fund in

which we have bought people cars and things of this nature.

So, there are a vast number of problems that we try to work out
and in most cases we have. Our dropout rate, and I am speaking
strickly of construction now, has been less than 10 percent over the
5 years that we have been operating. When you speak of mdustry
and I speak of construction I think there is a dollar difference and
one of the things that Mall, again, help an individual keep the faith is

by earning raoie moncA^
Mr. Landgrebe. Well, of course, historicall}^ the buildmg trades

craftsmen have been given, or permitted to earn premium wages
because of what used to be considered, you know, sporadic work.

Whereas, if you work in the factory you expect more of a steady
emplo^^ment.
Mr. Johnson. Well right now, the construction season can no

longer be called sporadic. They have various chemicals in cement
that they can go ahead and pour to the minus degree. They can put
up a plastic tarpaulin over a building and continue to build So,
those particular avenues of copping out, again, for labor and manage-
ment saying sporadic and so forth, aren't true.

Another thing, if j^ou take a maximum wage that is earned here in

Cleveland, in the building trade, which is around $10 an hour, and

multiply that by just 9 months of the year, 40 hours a week, you come
up \\4th $15,000 per man. Now, I'll work 9 months for $15,000.

Again, you know, I'm sajdng that there are individuals in the com-
munity that aren't making $2,000 but have the skills and the ability
to get into the construction industry but again, because of previous
avenues and so forth, confining avenues, they didn't get in.

Mr. Landgrebe. Well, I might just say that some of these con-
struction crafts people are pretty skilled and they do some work that

certainly I couldn't do and I suppose, my friend Hawkins could do it,

probabl}^ could do it, and things like that. Anyway, I would yield
back the rest of my time and thank you kindly.
Mr. Hawkins. Mrs. Chisholm?
Mrs. Chisholm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The thing that really concerns me is that first of all, our Federal

Government needs to clean its o^vu house up so badly. Here you have
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a gentleman giving testimonj^ on a case that has been pending since

1965.

You have an Ohio ci^^l rights commission that is quite aware of

what the difficulties were. And they even said, after meeting with the

officials, that certain recommendations were to be understood and
certain recommendations were to be carried out. And at this ver\^

very moment, men who want to make a living for their families so they
wouldn't be called bums standing on street corners of this country^
after this very very moment there is nobody seeming to have the

responsibility of enforcing the laws. And tliis is what is wrong in our
countrv. Yes, we have lavrs. We have grievance, but nobod}' enforces

it.

'

Mr. Wliite, T want to ask you this question. Would it seem to you,
perhaps at times, that labor and management is in tacit agreement
to keep these groups from moving in, they just can't move in, and if

that is so, the time has come that maybe the people who are trymg
to move in cannot depend on labor per se or management per se but
need their own kind of objective ouibiidsman. Ynll you please answer
that?

Mr. White. I think that time has come.
I would like to say this, it's the same old problem, it's a problem of

economics. We have men in our local that make $24,000 to $25,000 a

year. I know cases where men have not made over $1,200 to $1,700
dollars a year and they pay the same amount of dues. They pay the
same amount of money but they can't get the vrork.

Mrs. Chispiolm. Thank you.
Mr. Hawkins. Mr. White, time doesn't permit us any greater num-

ber of questions, but your case, I think, is particularly one which we
wovild like to follow through on and I am going to ask you to consult
with our counsel, Mr. Hart, at the conclusion of the morning session.

At that time you can give us some additional facts concerning your
relationship mth the Equal Employment Opportunity Commi&sicn
and also whether or not the Office of Federal Contract Comphance
has been involved. Will you have the time to do that ?

Mr. White. Yes, I will.

Mr. Hawkins. If that is so, then I won't take up the time at this

particular point asking additional questions.
I want to thank both you and \Lt. White and Mr. Johnson for your

excellent testimony. You have been very helpful to the committee.
You have been most forthright and constructive in your suggestions.
Thank you.
Mr. Hawkins. The next witness is ]Mr. Diablo. I don't have a Bist

name.
From the Audience: Brother Diablo.
Mr. Hawkins. Brother Diablo, v.ould you just identify j'ourself

for the record, and introduce the other witnesses Avho are with vou.

STATEME2JT OF BSOTHER DIABLO, CLEVELAND, OHIO; ACCOMPA-
NIED BY SISTER JOYCE THOMAS AND SISTER CAROLYN DAY

Mr. Diablo. My name is Brother Diablo, born a slave in America,
United Snakes of America and I am here to testify on seme of the
reasons that have caused me to still think that I am a slave.
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On my left is Sister Carolyn Day and on ni}' right is Sister Joyce
Thomas.
Mr. Hawkins. Miss Day, Miss Thomas and Brother Diablo, ^ve

are glad to welccme ycu to the committee.
]\Ir. Diablo. Thank 3'ou.
I have to apoligize, I won't get a chance to holler at you like I would

hke to because I have a sinus headache. I believe it is a sinus headache,
either that or the phon}- statistics I have heard today have given me
one hell of a headache.
Number one, I want to deal with Xerox. Xerox is typical of the

type of large business throughout America that has been forced to
mre minority and poor people. Their reaction has been to hire black

people only when the pressure is on and then, after the pressure is off,

to systematically fire them or get rid of them as the case may go.
Here in Ohio, we have a very good case and I think people should

know that the individuals who are l]g;hting and have fought so hard
are four courageous black women. We had a fellow on the radio not
too long ago

—an editorial—that asked "Where are the men?" And
I tell you, I was about to ask the same damned question, "Wliere are

the men?" These four sisters have fought this battle well. They went
to the NAACP and the Urban League. I will not fool myself about

why these organizations are not as effective as they could be because

you and I both know that they get large contributions from these

corporations which therefore sometimes preclude them from doing
what is right.
Now I don't think we ought to let the Congress off either because

I think everybody knows that if a man is seeking a $45,000 a year
job there is no way in hell he is going to spend a million and a half

dollars for a campaign and I am supposed to be naive enough to think
that he is going to bite the hand that fed him.
So wath that, I am going to turn it over to Sister Joyce who will read

you the specific charges against Xerox.
Miss Thomas. The Cleveland regional distribution center of the

Xerox Corp, is charged with racial discrimination by four black

employees at subject facility.

During this hearing, however, I will also present evidence that

discrimination exists both locally and nationwide.
In October of 1970, blacks were solicited for positions with Xerox

due to ex-Mayor Carl Stokes' threat to cancel all city contracts until

equal employment compliances were met. This is the basis for our
first charge

—discrimination in hiring practices. A mass interview was
held on November 4, 1970. Approximately 20 black women were
tested and interviewed from which four were hired. This is the basis

for our second charge
—discrimination in testing.

During this same period of time, advertisements had been placed
in westside papers. None were placed in citywide papers or eastside

papers. The white applicants hired from these advertisements were
not tested.

From December 1970 to June 1971 there were quite a few incidents

which occurred that had racial overtones the most significant of

which were the segregated facilities.

In late February due to the move to a new facility, Xerox hired

two temporary employees
—one white and one black. The white

employee was given the opportunity to fill out an application for
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permanent employment. However, the black was not given this

opportimity. Approximately 2 weeks after the black temporary
employee was hired she was fired supposedly for coming in late

15 minutes. White temporary employees never received any type
of disciplme or dismissal for tardiness.

On March 16, 1972, a black walk-m applicant was tested and
interviewed for a permanent position. The decision was changed
and the employee was asked to sign up with a temporarj^ employment
agency because Xerox did not have the allocation to hire anyone
as yet. That was the reason the}^ supposedly did not hire this par-
ticular applicant; however, they did have allocation.

In February-, March, and Alay, employment advertisements were

placed in the Plain Dealer for positions in the Cleveland RDC.
These ads failed to identify the compan}^ as an equal opportunity
emploA'er.

In March, a black employee was forced to resign because she

requested time off to have an appendectonw.
In ]May of 1972 a black emplojxe was passed over for promotion

due to a supposed oversight of available employees for promotion.
The same emploj'^ee received a biased performance appraisal. Also m
May, another black emplo3'ee Vv'as given a biased performance ap-

praisal. Since investigations were made, changes were made for both

employees.
The mid-Atlantic region is comprised of the following cities: Balti-

more, Cincinnati, Charleston, Cleveland, Akron, Youngstown, Co-

lumbus, Dayton, Fort Washmgton, AllentoA^Ti, Harrisburg, to name a

few. Black employees in the entu'e mid-Atlantic region have been
discriminated against in the same manner as the four black women
of the Cleveland RDC.
Some of the other things that have come up such as statements

made by biased managers, we don't have documentation for; however,
this is one such statement made by a manager to a black employee
regarding her absence. The employee's father died and she was off

6 days. Wlien she returned to work she was called into the office and
asked why she was off 6 days. After she explained to this particular

manager about the death of her father (of which he was well aware)
the manager told her he could understand her being off 6 days if her

husband had died but he couldn't understand it because of her

father's death.
White employees are alwaj^s given the benefit of the doubt. They

are able to do things that black employees are never able to do, such
as leave in the middle of the day and get counted for 8 hours of work.

Anytime the white employees have a problem wdth tardiness it

seems to be an oversight, either it is not marked on their timecards
or if it is marked managers okay it. But when it comes to a black

emplo3^ee the timecard has to be marked accurately. If it is not
marked accurately black employees are questioned about improper
marking of time cards.

I think that Carolj^n Day will have quite a few comments to make
on some of these things. There are a lot of things that happened that
we can only respond to through allegations.

Miss Day. Concerning promotions and the whole situation. We four
black employees because of tlie way we were hired were shown
discrimination.
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We were interviewed in a mass interview and then were interviewed

individually. We were tested at the time and then interviewed indi-

^adually concerning how we felt about whites. Some of the questions
asked during the interviews were, "Do you think you will be able to

get along with whites if you work with v/hites." Such statements as,

"These white girls are not used to blacks, and you will be going on
the westside." "We are trying to hire people who we feel will fit into
a particular type of situation." "Do you think you can handle this

type of situation if you are hired for this job?"
After we got into the facility, we were asking the whites were they

tested and how they did on their test. They asked us, "\\Tiat t^qoe of

testing are you speaking of? We were not tested."

We immediate!}' found then that only blacks were tested. Their
excuse to us was that at the time the whites were hired we didn't
have anyone to do the testing. Joyce Thomas was not hired then. I

then replied, "there v/as someone do\^aitown to test us at Erieview

Plaza, why weren't they taken down there and tested?" I have never
received an answer to that particular question and the whites have
never been tested.

Concerning promotions blacks are not promoted at Xerox ^lien
we did file our suit at EEO we did it in a mass. There were only four
of us but we did go 100 percent. We filed a class action suit and an
individual suit. EEO did not react to us and so, therefore, we were
forced into uniting with Black Unity House to help us. Conditions
had become so bad that we could no longer tolerate it. We were even
forced to put down 15 seconds late on a time card. Things had really
gotten out of hand. On going to something about promotions. Promo-
tion wide, I was in line for a promotion and was passed over and was
asked to train a white girl from another department for the job. I was
called in before the promotion was publicized and told that you are

qualified, you have every reason to get it, but you are not going to

get it. This was my onh^ answer. They had no reason to give me, just,
"You are not going to be prom.oted. The reason we caUed you in is

that if you saw the memo that came out you would have hit the ceiling
so we thought we would prepare 3^ou."

During that time and now, vre have met with top management, from
the vice-president of ISG on dov/n concerning this. They suddenly
looked at my appraisal, checked over it and said, "wow, this girl is in
line for promotion, give it to her and maybe this will make them
happ3'." We told them we didn't care for their tokens. We were
interested in getting jobs for blacks.

This same condition exists throughout not only in Xerox here in

Cleveland, but now that we have started our fight here against dis-

crimination it has spread throughout the different Xerox offices—
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Baltimore. ^Ye have communicated with
some and they have told us of some of the conditions that they are
under and asking that we all unite together and see if we can't make
Xerox represent what it says, "an equal opportunity employer."

Mr. Diablo. Another interesting side to this is just before this
broke out, the EEOC had seven complaints of discrimination, racial

discrimination at this facility and up until the time the sisters walked
out and had a public press conference, no action had been taken by
the EEOC nor by the Ohio Civil Rights Commission.
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Now we are always told we should work within the system. I think

you ought to understand one basic thing, the Ohio civil rights com-
mission whatever they are supposed to be, they aren't worth a damn.
In their examination they didn't find a damned thing wrong; however,
after we put pressure on EEOC, suddenly the company has admitted
to everything that the sisters have told you, and yet the civil rights
commission couldn't find anything wrong.
The EEOC, I thought was on Xerox's payroll the way they have

carried on. Up until this particular time there has not been one time
where they have allowed these sisters to present their full demands.
The company has tried to do things on its own to get these demands
which caused the situation to be worse.

I was called in by—I don't know his name, the one with the picture
of the rebel hat in his office, M'hat is the party's name
Miss Day. Blair.

Mr. Diablo. Blair, who is supposed to be a district manager or

whatever, we talked about some of the things that he could do. He
said he couldn't get his quota of blacks and he told me the}^ had a

bounty on blacks and on other minorities. I think they paid $50 to $75
to anyone who could bring in a black.

I have been informed that we have an 18 percent unemployment
rate in the city which is not funny worth a damn to me because
I am currently involved in trying to rehabilitate inmates and ex-

addicts. We told the gentleman at that time that we had some Viet-
nam veterans coming back to this city with some of the same problems
and that we would sit do\vn with him and try to draw up a plan by
which he could get some blacks \\-ithout a bounty. I think once we told
him about helping ex-addicts, ex-inmates and hard core unemployed,
whatever the hell that is, I did not hear from the man anymore until

this situation broke out.

I would like to make this point. Xerox had a chance to build in the
inner city but they chose to go out near the airport. This eliminates
most minorities who, for the most part, cannot live in Solon, Strongs-
ATille, or some of those other places because of the virtue of the patterns
of housing. Minorities have to drive fantastic miles to get to these jobs.
If they are caught in something like a flash storm and they are 15
minutes late, they are fired. The thing that really bugs me is the type of

people they put in management positions to judge minorities ask the
kind of question, "Do you blacks really want to work, or what is your
problem, or, we can't find proper blacks, etc., etc."

Xerox tried to buy me too. I suddenly got calls in the middle of the

day from people I had never heard of making statements such as, "We
heard that you run a training program and that you wanted some as-

sistance." This is the traditional approach to black organizations to

get them off their backs. They will give us $6,000 or $7,000 or if we are

lucky we might get $100,000 to shut our damned mouths. In the mean-
time demands such as companies hiring black doctors, or using black

public relations firms or black lawyers or in terms of training programs
to deal with individuals who have a hard time getting jobs, goes ne-

glected.
Mr. Hawkins. Have you concluded, Mr. Diablo?
Mr. Diablo. Yes, I have.
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Mr. Hawkins. I note that you have furnished the Subcommittee
with documentation of your charges. Without objection they will

be placed in the Subcommittee's permanent files. Mr. Landgrebe?
Mr. Landgrebe. I don't think I have any cj[uestions. I think the

statements have been made, they are documented.

Obviously these people went through the proper channels that are

open to them and I think, Mr. Chairman, we should, I would recom-
mend that we fellow this case and find out where the breakdo^^m was
in getting response through the proper people who should be admin-

istermg. As Congress-woman Chisholm said, where is the enforce-

ment? If Xerox has broken the law and it's clear—I don't say it's

clear that they have—but if they have broken the law, then here

should be enforcement.
Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Diablo, may the chair ask if at any time the

Office of Federal Contract Compliance was involved? I am sure that

Xerox is a federal contractor. Did you ever complain to the OFCC?
Mr. Diablo. The only office that we have complained to at this

particular time, was Congressman Stokes' office. We talked to some of

the county legislators who, for whatever reason, were asleep again.
We talked to some city officials and EEOC of course, and the Ohio
Civil Rights Commission. Now, we will weigh the outcome of the

report from EEOC, which we have no doubt will be another coverup.
At that time, we will continue to deal with other so-called Federal

Agencies that are set up to give us the same run around.

At this particular time, to answer the question, no.

Mr. Hawkins. If Xerox is a contractor doing business wdth the

Federal Government, sanctions can certaiiily be applied with only a

minor amount of investigation based on documentation that has been

built up. The sanctions may be cancellation or termination of con-

tracts. I would assume that, based on the documentation that you
offered, a speedy remedy certainh" could be obtained. This, I think

should also be explored and the c 3mmittee vnW be very glad to assist

in this direction. I offer this as a suggestion.
Mrs. Chisholm.
Mrs. Chisholim. I would like to just make one additional statement.

It would seem to me that in view of the testimony hj the sisters

and also I note for a fact, Xerox in Rochester, I am from the State of

New York, and I know what has been going on there in that particular
area. I think the time has come for this committee to initiate an in-

vestigation of Xerox plants throughout this country and receive

substantiated materials. Any organization or any group that does

have and can get Federal contracts from the Government, must now
begin to move assertiveh' and forthwith without any delay and I for

one, I promise you that to the best of ni}' ability, we are going to look

into Xerox all over the country wherever it has plants.
Mr. Hawkins. Certainh^, this suggestion is accepted by the Chair.

I assure a^ou that it is mthin the purview of this committee. The
Chair will take the suggestion of the gentlelady from New York as

an order that this committee do investigate Xerox throughout the

country and 'wdthout any objection, that order will stand.

Mr. Stokes?
Mr. Stokes. Mr. Chairman, I notice in the diagram submitted in

the materials submitted by the Avitness, that there is a diagram of
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the office and cue of the bkick sisters, evidentally, has been conspic-
iioiisly posted at the entrance to the room.

Will you tell us what she does?
Mr. Diablo. Yes, I can. She is the executive secretary which makes

her very hard tc hire because she is the one that has to deal with the

manager himself. But you know the old story of a spook by the door.

Mr. Stokes. Mr. Chairman, I concur wdth the fact that this com-
mittee is going- to undertake to pursue this matter and highly com-
mend the committee for that purpose.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you.
Mr. Diablo. May I ask one question before we leave?

Mr. Hawkins. Yes.
Mr. Diablo. Currently, I am involved with a couple Federal

programs that supposedly deal with rehabilitation of drug addicts,
rehabilitation of ex-inmates and current inmates. Now, it seems to me
if someone saw enough in these types of programs to spend an3'where
from $7 million, and I understand that impact cities spend $20 million.

I know that three-fourths of that will go to tanks and guns. But, the

point that I am making is, wlij^ can't someone in the Federal level

help us to get to the big business people because after all I have heard
all the lies about contract compliance and how they are meeting
goals. Remember, I am one of the people who chased an official of

the Labor Compliance Department out of his office. In fact, we occu-

pied his office for over an hour and a half before the Federal people
put us out. We were asking for 4,000 jobs. Now I understand that

they arc going to 20. The point I am making is, there are resources.

We can take an addict and help him rehabilitate himself. We can take

an ex-inmate and show him the route. But, if we have to take these

individuals and run through these processes and then turn them back
mto the same kind of bullshit environment the}^ had at first, then we
ain't doing a damn thing. So, the point that I am making is that the

big companies like Xerox that put bounties on blacks, if they could
take that bount}^ and collectively join hands with the Federal Govern-
ment and tiy to establish job training programs by which they could
hire some of these individuals who are coming back from Vietnam or

out of penal institutions or being rehabilitated on the streets.

Thank 3'ou.
Mr. Hawkins. I think Mr. Landgrebe would like to ask another

question.
yir. Landgrebe. Mr. Diablo, 3'ou are quite an impressive gentle-

man. Would you mind identifying yourself other than Mr. Diablo.
Do you represent some particular group or organization?
Mr. Diablo. Yes I do, 35 million black folks.

Mr. Hawkins. Is Mr. Elva Porter in the audience?
Mr. Porter. Yes.
Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Porter, we will hear from you next. We welcome

you to the committee. Will you be seated, Mr. Porter.

STATEMENT OF ELVA A. PORTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Mr. Porter. My name is Elva A. Porter, and I have a complaint
against the U.S. Government marshals office here in Cleveland, Ohio.

I applied for a job approximately a j^ear and a half ago down at

Marshal Wagner's office. At this time he told me that he didn't

have
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(Witness becoming emotionally upset.)
^Irs. Chisholm. Take your time. That's all right, take j'our time,

brother. Go ahead.
Mr. Porter. Any openings for U.S. deputy, special deputy for the

U.S. marshals office. So, I kept checking a few more times. I found
out that there were 17 openings for deputy U.S. marshals and none
for special. So, again, I went down and talked to him—he told me
that there wasn't any openings for U.S. Government special deputies
at that particular time. And we talked about qualifications which
were 2 years' experience as a policeman in the surface or in a city.

So, there was no testing involved in it.

So, later on I found out he had hired a whit? truck driver with no

experience, which I had experience.
Mrs. Chisholm. Brother, put the paper aside and talk from the

heart.

Mr. Porter. So anyway, I feel I should of had that particular job
and after I talked to him about it, nothing became of it. So, that is

about all.

Mr. Hawkins. Well, thank you, Mr. Porter. I would like to remind

you the U.S. Marshals Office is part of the Department of Justice,
and the Department of Justice is supposed to be involved in the

enforcement cf the basic civil rights laws of the countr}^ Certainly,

any suggestion that they are not upholding the laws of the country is

rather serious matter. And we welcome this complaint. We hope you
will discuss it with the counsel of this committee and I am quite
sure that the committee takes with great, serious concern, such com-

plaints. Unless there is a real question at this point, I think that it's

rather self-explanatoiy that it is a legitimate complaint.
Mrs. Chisholm. Yes; just one question.
Mr. Hawkins. Yes; certainly, Mrs. Chisholm.
Mrs. Chisholm. Yes; I just want to make one statement: the

brother had a little bit of difficulty in terms of getting information
out and all of us understand very well what was going on there. I

want the record to show and I want the people to know that he served
as an air policeman while in the U.S. Air Force, and all he feels is that
he shoulcl have an equal chance to serve as a civilian and Govern-
ment employee and it's very hard for someone serving as an air

policeman in the Air Force to see a truckdriver who had absolutely
no qualification receive the job. I want that stated in the record.

Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Landgrebe.
Mr. Landgrebe. Well, having been a truckdriver myself, for a

good number of years, I will have to make it clear that truckdrivers

do have some qualifications but not necessarily as U.S. marshals.
It is interesting that there would be 17 openings available at

one time. These are considered to be political plums and I think that

statement alone would bear some investigation. I don't know who is

doing the work if they had that many openings.
One thing, Mr. Porter, it's too bad you didn't get the job because

in the last hours of the Congress, we gave the assistant U.S. marshals

about, something like a 50-percent pay raise.

Mr. Hawkins. Well, we do want to state that U.S. marshal is not

supposed to be a political appointment.
Thank you very much, Mr. Porter.
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Without objection, the prepared btatemeiit of Mr. Porter wiU be
inserted in the record at this point.

Statement of Elva A. Porter, Cleveland, Ohio

Approximately one and one-half years ago, I applied for a position as U.S.
Marshal. The person I talked to told me there were seventeen openings available.

Several times I went down to inquire about the openings. Each time I got a differ-

ent story or the run around. At one of these meetings he told me I had to quit my
present job, but he never made anybody else quit theirs.

Recently, I learned that they had hired a truck driver for position of U.S.
Marshal with no qualifications as they were explained to me. You had to have
served time being a pohceman or government time being a policeman. The truck
driver had neither.

The reason I feel I am being discriminated against is that another guy with less

qualification than me got the job as a U.S. Marshal.
I had served as an air policeman while in the U.S. Air Force. I feel that I should

have an equal chance to serve as a civilian in government einployment.

yir. Hawkins. Is Mr. Dailey in the audience?
Mr. Dailey. Yes.
Mr. Hawkins. May we hear from you at this time?
Mr. Dailsy. Yes.
Mr. Hawkins. Your statement and your resume will be printed in

their entirety in the record at this point, Mr. Dailey, and we would

appreciate if you could summarize it orally and I am quite sure that

will give the committee an opportunity to question you.

STATEMENT OF EARL E. DAILEY, CLEVELAND, OHIO

^Ir. Dailey. Thank 5'ou very much. Members of the committee, I

Y.'ould like to read a brief statement to you concernmg my problems
wdth discrimination in employment at Addressograph Multigraph.
Mr. Hawkins. You may proceed.
Mr. Dailey. My name is Earl E. Daile}'. I was born in Chicago,

111., and received the B.A. and M.A. degrees in chemistry from Fisk

University in Nashville, Tenn. I have several publications and patents
in the field of chemistry.

Previous to lay emploj^'ment at Addressograph ]Multigraph, I was
employed as a research and development chemist at the Soya Products
Division of the Glidden Co. for 2 years in Chicago, 111., the Julian

Laboratories, Inc., for 5 years in Franklin Park, 111., and Intermedi-

ates, Inc., in Joliet, 111., for 5 years.
I began work at the Charles Bruning Division of Addressograph

Multigraph in Mount Prospect, 111., on June 8, 1964, as an organic
chemist. I was promoted to group leader of organic synthesis in April
1965. In June 1965, I was requested to sign an employment contract
which prohibited my working with competitors of AM for a period of

2 years after leaving the employment of AM. In return, I would be

compensated for the 2-3''ear period while looking for comparable
employment.

In the next several years my group was expanded to include polymer
synthesis and in June 1968, I was promoted to senior group leader
of organic and pol^^mer synthesis.
On July 2, 1971, I was informed of my transfer along wdth 21 other

people from the Charles Bruning Division of AM in Mount Prospect,
lU., to the newly formed research center for several divisions of AM
in Warrensville Heights, Ohio.
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On July 7, 1971, the group being transferred met with the new
director of the research center and were tokl b}^ him that no trans-

ferees would be demoted.
We reported to work on Jul}'^ 20, 1971, in Warrensville Heights,

Ohio, and were told that we would be informed of the organization of

the laboratories as soon as it was completed. I knew something was
"v^Tong at this time because two Caucasians, who had been senior

group leaders as I had been, were in on the organizational meetings
and I had not been invited to attend.

I then looked for employment in the Chicago area, and was soon
offered a position in management at a higher salary at DeSoto Chemi-
cal Co., in Des Plaines, 111.

About the middle of August, we were informed of the official

organization of the laboratories. The two Caucasian senior group
leaders were promoted to manager in the supplies department. I

was demoted from management even though more of the people
that had been transferred had reported to me than to the other
senior group leaders. Work done in my laboratory was "the foundation
for the most important project in the research laboratories." I then
asked to talk to the director of the laboratories and brought to his

attention my demotion and what my previous position had been and
I objected to this treatment. I said: "I have a job offer in the Chicago
area and if the compan^^ does not want to use my expertise to the

fullest, the other company would like to hire me, but only if I could
be released from m}^ employment contract." The director stated that
he had not been aware of my status and qualifications and he felt

that something should and would be done to satisfy me at Addresso-

graph Multigraph.
For the next 2 months I was given the runaround and on October 22,

1971, the director informed me that there would be no change in my
present status and that no management positions were open to me in

the laboratories. At this time, there were mam' vacancies including
management vacancies to be filled and an extensive recruiting pro-
gram was in effect.

On October 15, 1971, I filed charges of unlawful employment
practices in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,

against AM—Graphics Products Laboratory.
On March 8, 1972, I was infromed by the director of the labora-

tories that I had, along with several others, until ]\ larch 15, 1972, to

sign a new AM emplojmient agreement or be fired on that date—the
new agreement called for not working for a competitor for 1 year and
no compensation. I refused to sign the new agreement and I have
since been imemploved.
On October 5, 1972, I called the Cleveland office of Equal Employ-

ment 0])portunity Commission, in regard to the status of ray charges
—-

1 year old—and 1 was informed that no estimate or approximate time
could be given to me when the investigation of the charges \\ ould

begin and there were cases much older wliich ha\'e not been

investigated.
Thank you very much.
Mr. Hawkins. Tliank you Mr. Dailey. I think this is what the

committee is finding, an extreme lag in the processing of these cases.

I think 3'ours is typical. That is no consolation to you but I think it is
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certainly a strono; indictment of the manner in which Fcdiral agencies
are handling these cases.

Mr. Stokes, do you have any questions?
Mr. Stokes. No questions.
Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Landgrebe, Mrs. Chisholm?
Mr. Landgrebe. No.
Mrs. Cbisholm. No questions.
Mr. Hawkins. May the Chair ask you this, ]\Ir. Dailey?
Mr. Dailey. Surely.
Mr. Hawkins. I think jou. are aware that you can pursue the case

on your own under the new amendments to the Equal Employment
Act. You are in a position to file suit on your own, Mr. Dailej'. I

don't know whether 3'ou wish to pursue that

Mr. Dailey. I am waiting for a report from the Ohio Civil Rights
Commission and the EEOC, before going forward. I have hired an

attorney.
Mr. Hawkins. I see. Also, do you knov^- >\hether or not the company

\^^th which you have been negotiating has Government contracts?

Mr. Dailey. I was told that the reasons Addressograph ]Multi-

graph wanted us to sign a new employee agreement w^as that because

they were seeking Government contracts and that they wanted all

the employees to have these agreements.
Incidentally, the employee agreement that I had at first, contract,

the one I had at first was a contract that was given only to a few

employees; I think something like 24 employees in the whole corpora-
tion out of 20,000 had these contracts. And the corporation just de-

cided to do away with these contracts and to have the people sign
new employee agreements.

Mr. Hawkins. Ai-e the}" in the process of negotiating for contracts

or do they alread}' have the contracts?
Mr. Dailey. I do not know for sure.

Mr. Hawkins. The committee will ascertain whether they do or

not. If they are negotiating for a contract, we will certainly file a

complaint that this original complaint against them is pending and
that in awarding of contracts this be taken into consideration. If they
already have a contract, we will adxise the Office of Federal Contract

Compliance that this complaint is existing and ask them, in view of

this complaint, whether or not the^'^ have taken any steps to monitor
or to investigate the company. We can certainly advise you that the
committee is in a position to take this action, and we will not hesitate

to do so.

Mr. Dailey. They are not—I did not have the only complaint
against the corporation.
Mr. Hawkins. We would appreciate, if there are other complaints,

that we be furnished with that mformation. Thank you very much.
The committee will take a recess until 1 :45 p.m. this afternoon.

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. Hawkins. Ladies and gentlemen, this hearing will come to
order.

The next witnesses will be Mr. Powell and Mr. Prease. Will 3-ou be
seated at the table, Mr. Powell and Mr. Prease, Would you identify
yourselves for the record please?
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STATEMENT OF HERBERT L. POWELL, LABOR RELATIONS DIREC-

TOR, LOCAL 604, NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF POSTAL AND FEDERAL
EMPLOYEES; ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES C. PREASE, EMPLOYEE,
MAIN POST OFFICE, CLEVELAND

Mr. Powell. I am Herbert L. Powell.
Mr. Chairman and members of the General Labor Subcommittee

on Job Discrimination, I am Herbert L. Powell, labor relations direc-

tor, Cleveland, Ohio, local 604, National Alliance of Postal and Fed-
eral Employees. I deem this an honor and privilege to have the

opportunity to appear before this committee and present certain

pertinent facts with reference to discriminatory employment prac-
tices, particularly, in the Cleveland, Ohio Post Office.

The overall complement of the Cleveland, Ohio Post Office is

approximately 8,000 employees, and blacks comprise 49 percent of

this figure. Black employees are heavily concentrated in the lower

pay levels, as indicated in the figures of the complement breakdown.
At this point, it must be recognized, the number of promotions

that blacks have received, level 8 and above, are not representative
of the total black complement.

These figures in no way reflect an affirmative program of equal
employment opportunity in the Cleveland Post Office; nor the es-

sence of "upward mobility," as prescribed by the Civil Service Com-
mission. On the other hand, it is becoming increasingly apparent that

the officials of the Cleveland Post Office are completely adamant to

the mandates of equal employment opportunit}^, and their alleged
commitment to the program has had a very hollow meaning. For an

example, there are a pitiful few complaints being resolved at the

counseling stage, in view of the fact, that there is a decided increase

in the number of cases filed. Then too, there is a predetermination
being made by management officials, far too often, that many of the

cases are not equal emplo3^ment opportunity complaints. This,

standing alone, is contrary to the mandates set forth in Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity provisions of part 713, Federal Personnel

Manual, which in effect states—"when it appears that a complaint
does not bear the appearance of having been motivated by any of the

five criteria—it must be stamped out to prevent it from erupting into

a formal complaint." Moreover, one of the cardinal principles of

solving complaints and grievances by a management official, is to

recognize the cause of complaint and effectuate a remed}^, to relieve

the effect.

We have a new postmaster in Cleveland, who espouses Equal
Employment Opportunity, and he has stated that he is totally com-
mitted. Also, he has stated—"to him the program began in Philadel-

phia, some one hundred and ninety-six years ago." To this I agree,
but I have to admit that the implementation of the program is just
as slow in becoming a reality now, as it has been in the years following
1776.

Now, I shall cite some specific instances of discrimination perpe-
trated against black employees that we are currently seeking a remedy:
A black female employee was injured on duty while carrying mail

in 1967. Action was brought against her in 1969, because she was
unable to work and she was separated on a "Separation

—
Disability"
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charge. Upon an appeal to the Board of Appeals and Review, Post
Office Department, the Board declared that the action was erroneous,
and ordered her retroactively restored to duty February 11, 1970.

To date, she has not received her retroactive pay.
A black female employee assigned to mailing requirements, worked

in a higher level pay status for 32 months, trained another employee
in all aspects of the unit's operation, and when a vacancy in the unit

occurred and which she submitted a bid, the vacancy was awarded
to the employee she had trained.

A black male employee, superintendent of bunding maintenance,
was detailed to the position of superintendent of building service for

over 14 months. He was taken from the detail and placed as foreman,
mamtenance control. His former detail assignment was given to a

female Caucasian. Upon seeking an audience with the postmaster to

discuss the change in assignment, the postmaster refused to discuss

the issue with him.
Another black female filed a complaint of discrimination that

progressed through the processes of the Civil Service Commission.
The Commission's examiner found that she w^as "highly qualified"
and recommended that she be given the next vacancy in the unit.

When a vacancy occurred, she submitted a bid, but the vacancy was
awarded to a former carrier, who was on light duty, and who was never

officially assigned to the unit.

Then there is a case of a black foreman promoted to foreman of

mails in 1953, who has more tenure in his position than anyone who
has gone around him had in total service. He has been drawing higher
level pay for many years. He is knowledgeable of mail processing,

very understanding and respected by employees, but has not advanced

beyond his initial promotion.
In addition, several members of the promotion advisory board have

been found guilty of discriminating by the Civil Service Commission
on two separate occasions.

Also, black supervisors w^ere ignored in the appointment of "vertical

managers" in the new structure of post office management.
On the other side of this picture, in the area of adverse actions,

black employees always suffer the most extreme penalties. They draw
the heaviest suspensions, and are being removed at an alarming rate.

Finally, I would like to call to the attention of this committee that

the Discrimination in Age Act of 1967 has a stipulation excepting the

U.S. Government and its agencies from coverage. Therefore, I recom-
mend that that portion of the law be amended to eliminate another
area that will give rise to possible discrimination complaints.

This concludes my presentation.
xNfr. Hawkins. Thank you Mr. Powell.

Without objection, at tiiis point Mr. Powell's prepared statement
will be inserted in the record.

Statement of Herbert L. Powell, Labor Relations Director, Cleveland,
Ohio, Local 604, National Alliance of Postal and Federal Employees

Honorable Louis Stokes and members of the subcommittee on discrimination
in employment, I am Herbert L. Powell, Labor Relations Director, Cleveland,
Ohio, Local 604, National Alliance of Postal and Federal Emploj'ees. I deem this

an honor and privilege to have the opportunity to appear before you and present
certain pertinent facts with reference to discriminatory practices, particularly,
in the Cleveland, Oliio, Post Office.
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the next vacancy in the unit. When a vacancy occurred, she submitted a bid, but
the vacancy was awarded to a former carrier, who was on light duty, and wlio

was never officiallj^ assigned to the unit.

Mr. Prease. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee:
I am employed at the main post office, Cleveland, Ohio, as an

accounting clerk in the office of finance. I wish to bring to your
attention that the equal opportunity promotional policy is not being
followed here in this office.

I attended college for 2 years. I successfully completed a course

and served as a statistician with civilians while in the U.S. Air Force.

I received a diploma in accounting from Griswold Institute in Cleve-

land. Presently, I am taking the International Accounts Society,

Inc., correspondence course which is being paid for by the U.S.
Postal Service.

From June 21, 1969, until February 7, 1971, a period of over 19

months, I served as an actmg supervisor ui the position of accounting
assistant. I assumed all responsibilities and ckities related to this

position. I also trained employees and set up new procedures that

were required for the Postal Source Data System, which is an electronic

system of timekeeping.
On February 8, 1971, a white clerk from one of the branch offices

was appointed to the position of accounting assistant. No considera-

tion was given to his lack of experience, knowledge of the job, ability
or educational background. In November 1971, this clerk was pro-
moted again, and I was asked to assume the duties of accounting
assistant once again.

In April 1972, a white supervisor from another unit was brought
in to fill the position on a temporary assignment. Since I have been
recommended for the position, it is evident that this is one of the
unfair practices that is being used to assign a less qualified employee
to a position. As in the past, after a period of time, the reason for

assigning him permanently will be that he has a higher level position
and has acquired experience on the job, although I am relied on for

training and other procedures of the job.
I was advised that because I did not pass the supervisor's examina-

tion, an exam which is not relevant to the duties of accounting as-

sistant, I was not eligible for the job, although at the same time I

did pass the accounting exam, which is relevant to the duties of an

accounting assistant.

I question the legality of the supervisor examination, which deals

strictly with mail processing, which they said disqualified me for

promotion as an accounting assistant.

The Supreme Court ruled that no examination shall be given for a

promotion unless it applies to the position for which the examination
is given. I maintain that in no way did this examination relate to

the position of an accounting assistant.

These are the facts that I based my complaint on. Thank you for

any help or consideration you may be able to give.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you, Mr. Powell and Mr. Prease.

Mr. Prease, in your particular case, may I ask whether or not you
filed a complaint either with the Postal Service or the Civil Service
Commission?
Mr. Prease. No. I haven't.
Mr. Hawkins. Any reason why not?

SS-150—73——14
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Mr. Prease. I went to the EEO counselor. 1 did have audience
with the new postmaster.

]\Ir. Hawkins. You have not filed a complaint ^\-ith either the

Postal Service or the Ci^dl Service Commission?
Mr. Prease. No, 1 haven't.

]Mr. Powell. ]\Ir. Chairman, if 1 may, 1 would like to explain

something at this point.
The fii'st step in filing an EEO complaint is to make a visit with the

counselor. Once he has concluded mth his interview and counseling,
then he will advise you of the next step and I believe Mr. Prease stated

he has made a visit to the counselor.

Mr. Hawkins. I see, thank you. Mr. vStokes?

Mr. Stokes. 1 would just like to say for the benefit of the members
of the subcommittee conducting this hearing, during the 4 years I have
been in Congress, our congregational office has been deluged with

complaints involving discrimination in the Cleveland Post Office. We
have never had satisfactory compliance wdth those complaints, and
it has become even more cumbersome after the enactment of the

Postal Regorga,nization Act which we passed in Congress last year.

Because, as a result of that particular act, the present administration
has made the determination, under the act, that Congressmen have no

right to interfere in the inner workings of the Postal Service and

Congressmen are now relegated under that act, as interpreted under
the present administration, in the same capacity as those who are not
in public service'. That is, we are required to send a letter to the

central office in Washington, in which we complain of the kind of

treatment being given this particular person and then at that high
level, someone will get back to us and make some kind of interpretation.
We are prohibited under the act from having immediate contact with
those who are in the Postal Service in that area and have imposed
this kind of treatment on the people working in it.

Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Prease's case, 1 am advised, is based on the

assertion that the test did not apply to the requirements of the job
itself. I am further ad^dsed that this test was probably developed by
the Civil Service Commission. The Commission never acknowledged
the Supreme Court decision in Griggs v. Duke Power Co. They are

still applying testing procedures which have been declared unconsti-

tutional by the Supreme Court.
I am wondering whether or not the committee can attack this type

of case in that manner, in that your complaint is that the testing

procedure was discriminatory. Am 1 correct?

Mr. Prease. That is correct.

Mr. Hawkins. I would like counsel to advise us in this particular
instance as to procedure in a case of this nature.
Mr. Hart, would you ad^dse the committee?

(Short pause due to conversation between chairman and counsel
for the subcommittee.)

Mr. Hawkins. I am advised that the procedure in your case is to

file the action with the Civil Service Commission and if you do not

get satisfaction there, to take it into Federal court. Of course, both
the Commission and the court would be bound by the Supreme Court's

Griggs decision.

I would think, therefore, that the only recommendation we would
have in your particular case, as far as any individual action is con-
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cerned, is to file with the Civil Service Commission. The committee
will be very glad to assist you. I think all of us should recognize that

the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is approximately 2

years behind in their cases in most regions. In only a few regions are

they anywhere near up-to-date. We think this is a most unfortunate
situation. The committee has attempted to speed up the procedures.
We have strengthened the law. We have pro^dded additional money
to the Commission. I would doubt, however, that the backlog is going
to be reduced very much, at Jcast under the present appropriation,
which unfortunately is still not adequate. It gets back, I suppose, to

the question of whether we are going to use the EEOC to satisfy most
of the complaintants or whether we are going to have to lean more

heavily on other agencies whore the sanctions can be invoked much
earlier. That is why we have tried to advise all the individuals who
have complaints with those units who are doing business with the

Federal Government to apply to the Office of Federal Contract Com-
pliance. These cases can be handled much more expeditiously than
the EEOC cases.

The committee is not unmindful, however, that the EEOC is in

existence and that these claims are being made and what we are trying

very hard to do is to speed up the process there. Also, we are trying to

get the Equal Employment Opportunitj^ Commission to undertake

investigations emphasizing class action suits so that it won't be neces-

sary for every individual to go through the same procedure. These are

just some of the things we are trying to do.

I want to express the appreciation of the committee for the cases

that we have heard today. Individual cases give us an opportunity to

establish a pattern of discrimination in certain industries and unions
and in certain areas. In our hearings in Washington, which will con-
clude this series, we will use this documentation from Cleveland, Chicago,
and Los Angeles and elsewhere for constructing questions for

Federal officials. Such cases certainly will be of valuable assistance

to us.

Mr. Stokes?
Mr. Stokes. IMr. Prease, I'm advised by counsel for the committee

that in your case, as vrell as in the submission of all testimonj^, those
who have actually testified and others who have just submitted their

statements to us, that our staff vriW be going through each of those

individual cases in conjunction with counsel for the committee and we
will follow through with each one of them.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank joii Mr. Stokes.
Mr. Prease. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hawkins. Yes, Mr. Prease.
Mr. Prease. I would like to say, I think this is just another loophole

and reason to eliminate black employees for promotions. The reason I

say that, I have information that I have just acquired, I have a copy
of the requirements for the accounting assistants and it states in

here
;
for applicants presently serving in this position, the supervisory

test requirement may be waived when a supervisory's ability and po-
tential othennse have been demonstrated.

It also states that I was onlj supposed to pass the written part of the
examination.

I haven't been able to find out what part I failed if I failed at all.
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Mr. Hawkins. Mrs. Chisholm?
Mrs. Chisholm. Two questions.
First of all, is it the feeling of 3011 gentlemen that since the Postal

Reorganization Act has been passed, that a greater adversity is being
suffered by the black persons in the post office department? I would
like to get a comment on that.

Mr. Powell. If I may, I would like to answer the Congresswoman.
This is true. Tl^ere has been a decided increase in the number of

complaints fiiet'. Because, under the new postal service these new
managers have the idea that the}^ can do what they want to. I contend
that they can do up to and within the confines of the law. But, this

doesn't alwa3^s work that wa}'. They feel this, on the supervisory
level, we can go around an employee, choose whoever we want to

choose, mthout notifying the employee that we have gone around
him. And this is the type of problem that j\Ir. Prease has encountered.

Mrs. Chisholm. Second, it seems a little bit inconsistent and con-

tradictory that, in view of the fact that so maii}^ black men in this

country, when they came out of the universities in the 1930's and
earl}^ 1940's, ended in one of two positions, either ended up in the

Postal Service of this countrj^ or the}^ became red caps in a lot of

railroad stations because the other positions were not open to them
in this societ}'. And to say at this juncture in terms of the breakdown
I was very much interested m the statistics, to see the blatant dis-

crimination in terms of promotion and in terms of advancement when
men have been working in the Post Office for 20, 25, and 30 years, is

only a very, very clear indication of rampant, blatant, discrimination
ii the whole postal system in this counti*}'. Ihe reason I ask you
whether or not 3'ou felt that the adversities were greater smce the
Postal Reorganization Act was passed recenth', is because if necessary,
we might reall}' have to go back again and look at that act right
from its very beginning.

Air. Powell. I truly believe so.

Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Landgrebe?
Mr. Landgrebe. I think you have covered it very well, I have no

questions.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank 3'ou then Mr. Prease and Mr. Powell.
Mr. Powell. Thank 3^ou, Air. Chairman, for allowing us to appear.
Mr. Hawkins. You know cur counsel, Air. Hart, and you can give

him any additional information that you ma}^ desire, related to the

hearing.
The next witness is Air. John Cole. Is Air. Cole in the audience?
Air. Cole. Yes.
Air. Hawkins. Air. Cole, will you identify yourself for the record

please?

STATEMENT OF JOHN L. COLE, PORMER CONTRACT COMPLIANCE

OFFICER, CITY OF CLEVELAND

Mr. Cole. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is

John L. Cole. I am former contract compliance officer for the city of

Cleveland.
Air. Chairman, 1 have served in the capacity of contract compliance

officer for the city of Cleveland for a period 01 2}^ years, since the

inception of this law.
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Prior to that, I was on the staff of the Urban Renewal Department
in the city of Cleveland and one of my related duties was to imple-
ment the dictates of Executive Order 11246, as they apply to the

agency of Department of Housing and Urban Development.
This law came into being under the Stokes administiation, at which

time Mayor Stokes demonstrated that he had a sincere obligation to

see that the laws of the citj' and this country were implemented and
saw to it that I lived up tc my responsibilities. No ecpial employment
la^^ or af&rmative action program is worth the paper it is written on if

the chief exec does not live u]) to the responsibilit}^ of the law.

After the Stokes administration, we ex])erienced something different.

In dealing with the la^^'s of the city of Cleveland and also the Federal
Government and I sat back with no alternative but to watch Federal
and municipal la%\s be flaunted by a director of finance who is cus-

todian of funds for all the people of the city. In all probabilit}^ he is

sanctioned by the chief executive, because he was allowed to do these

thina:s.

I have here in front of me some documentation which will witness,
evidence the fact that the finance director of this city has taken it upon
liis own, to reduce the implementation of this law and take SiW&y from
the contract compliance section, the authority to make these recom-
mendations and let them rest with the buyers to deal with the lowest
^nd best situation of the companies submitting bids to the city, to

this cit}^. In many instances, when a black entrepreneur, submitted
a successful bid to the city, all bids were found to be invalid and the

situations were sent out to be robid, to secure goods and services for

this city. And at the same time, the city has constantly been the

recipient of Federal funds mthout an equal employment opportunity
program being implemented.
We know that the Office of Federal Contract Compliance is under-

staffed and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission here is

deluged with a backlog of cases. It's almost impossible to have anything
done immediately, to keep the city running with the Federal funds
that are so vitall}^ needed to keep the city in operation. I plan on

leaving this data wdth the committee which will point out to them,
for the minimal sum of moncA-, in going to a responsive bidder, to

supplv goods and services to the city, these laws have been flaunted.

There is a Supreme Court decision that makes it crystal clear that the

term "lowest and best" addresses itself to two situations.

One situation deals with mone}^ and the other situation deals with
whether or not a firm is living up to the general conditions and speci-
fications of contractual documents.

I have seen an excess of $6,000 expended b}^ the city recently, prior
to my departure, for companies just based on the age of equipment.
But, when we start dealing with people, it's another situation. When
we look at the eciuipment situation and find that a fum is in a position
to present a performance bond to secure contractual relationships wdth
the city, and still, this isn't even taken into consideration. Until such
times that Federal agencies as well as cities, begin to recognize the top

position of the population of these metropolitan areas in this country,
and deal vnth that statistic, we are not going to have equal employ-
ment opportunities, in fact. As long as we look at the overall composi-
tion of this country, and not take into consideration that Federal funds
•are being spent in some cities that don't even have minorities within
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the cities, we are not going to have adequate and meaningful minority
participation in this country.
To name the cities, and let's start with Cleveland, Newark, N.J.,

my city of Atlanta, anj^one of them, none of them have a composition,
a population or work force that addresses itself to the country as a

whole. And there is no place written, out of the Federal Government,
that deals with this type situation so that there will be equal employ-
ment opportunities in fact. I think it has to change on these local

levels when none of these laws have anj^ meanings.
The minority people are not hard to fuid when the time comes for

them to participate in any of the tax duplicates that City, States,

and counties exist from, as well as the Federal Government. When
time for draft laws to become implemented, the minority youth is not
hard to fuid. But, when we start talking about fuiding them to par-

ticipate in the job market, then they are not available, regardless of

what the composition of the population is.

I have always viewed equal emplojanent opportunities as some-

thing to benefit any geographic area, as a whole. That is, the white as

well as the nonwhite resident of an area. I haven't heard, during m}'
5}^ years in this type involvement, the media for the populus, or the

governing individuals of a community, deal with why the penal insti-

tutions don't reflect the composition of a city. They are all over-

crowded with minority people and I don't have to deal with the

reasons, I think that everybody in this room knows what the reasons

are that these things take place.
But, at the same time, it's the same people that have to pay to

support these institutions that have to house these people. We look

at all of these veterans coming back from Vietnam toda} , which have
been conditioned to enter combat, however, upon return, they are

not rehabilitated to enter into the society that we have to participate
in today. And I think this all mvolves equal opportunity and not just
to have it confined to employment. That is just a part of it. I think

that if this committee did not recognize these type situations we
would be remissed in what we are spending our time for today.

I thank you very much.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you Mr. Cole. I think 3'our testimony as a

person who has had actual experience as a contract compliance officer

is most gratifying to this committee and I would thank you for the

sacrifice which 3'^ou have made in coming to this hearing, from Atlanta
to Cleveland. We hope that the committee itself comes to Atlanta.

We may be able to have your testimony again and additional

documentation.
The documents that you referred to will bo entered into the record

in their entirety, at this point.
Mr. Landgrebe, any questions?
Mr. Landgrebe. No questions.
Mr. Hawkins. Mrs. Chisholm?
Mrs. Chisholm. No more questions.
Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Stokes?
Mr. Stokes. Just one statement.
I don't have any question, Mr, Chairman, but I do thuik that

members of this subcommittee and members of this community who
are in attendance here today, ought to realize that Mr. John Cole did

come all the way back from Atlanta at our request and we requested
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his attendance here because, I thmk Atlanta's gain is Cleveland's loss

in this case.

Mr. Stokes. Members of the subcommittee, you would have to

have lived in Cleveland to realize the kind of dedication that this

man had. I know of no public official anywhere in the Nation who has

the kind of integrity that he had in devotion to his job and we just
want to thank him for his coming here today.

Mr. Hawkins. Thank you Mr. Stokes. May the Chair add some-

thing at this poiut. 1 think it will set in prospective the hearing here

in Cleveland. Before we departed from Washington for this series of

hearings, we did discuss with high officials of the Department of

Labor the nature of the hearings, and what we hoped to accomplish
in them. We solicited their participation and support.

They gave us strong commitments that they would have individuals

here present to testify in the field, in connection with their areas of

jurisdiction.
I don't know whether a representative of the Department of Labor

is here. No one has identified himself as such. Is there any such

representative present?
1 didn't think there would be, because this seems to be the pattern.

We sought their assistance and cooperation and their offered testimony
and also an explanation of some of the things that have been said

about the Department. 1 think it is most appallmg that we have an

agency of the Federal Government as supported by all the people,
that cares so little about those people that it will not even be repre-
sented at a hearing which is designed to help carry America forward

mthout any unusual circumstances and to benefit all its people. 1

think this is in sharp contrast to Mr. Cole, who, at his own expense
and sacrifice, has come all the way from Atlanta to Cleveland to

testify. I want to add a word of thanks to you Mr. Cole, in addition

to what Mr. Stokes has already said.

Mr. Cole. Thank you.
At this point let me note that material submitted by Mr. Cole

concernmg the diminished enforcement of the Cleveland contract

compliance program will become a part of the subcommittee's

permanent files.

Mr. Haw^kins. The next witness is Mr. James Stallings. Is Mr.
James Stallings present?
Mr. Stallings, your statement wUl be entered into the record. You

may testify from it, summarize or just present testimony however

you desire.

STATEMENT OF JAMES STALLINGS, EXECUTR'E SECEETARY,
CLEVELAND BEANCH, NAACP

Mr. Stallings. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

My name is James Stallings and I am executive secretary for the

Cleveland branch of the NAACP, whose office is located at 8409 Cedar
Avenue in Cleveland. I wish to present testimony on patterns of racial

discrimination in the Cleveland Police Department and also make
recommendations for the elimination of such patterns.
Good law enforcement is of great importance in our Nation's

activity. The rising crime rates in the metropolitan areas of this

country, has made our citizenry keeidy aware of the need for com-
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petent and effective law enforcement. So great is this need that the
Federal Government has set aside massive sums of money to improve
the quality of protective agencies. As documented by numerous
reports, the solutions to the gro^^^ng problem will require innovative

techniques and sensitive approaches as well as an alert citizenr}-.

Despite the vast amount of funds spent to increase the number of

protective units and despite the fact that under the law enforcement
assistant act, the Department of Justice is authorized to make grants
for the recruiting of law enforcement personnel and the training of

personnel in law enforcement, blacks and other minoritj^ groups are

grossly under represented in police departments across this countr}".
Effective law enforcement is of unique importance to persons living

in the minority communit}^ You have three reasons listed there why
we feel it is important. We will skip over those.

Let me just say that the failure of law enforcement, the failure of

the enforcing of laws prohibiting racial discrimination in this country,
is one of the great contemporary tragedies of American life. The
comment of Theodore Hesburgh, the chairman of the Civil Rights
Commission, is appropriate when he says that, "unless we get serious

about this, the country will be on a collision course with everything
opposite what the Constitution stands for."

The record of racial discrimination in the Cleveland Police Depart-
ment stands as a classic example of the wholesale failure to enforce
the laws prohibiting such discrimination.

Discrimination with the police department in Cleveland has not
served to enhance laAv enforcement but it has served to undeimine it

and produce a general attitude of contempt, cynicism, disrespect, and
mistrust in the minds of many citizens.

For years, community organizations have tried numerous ways to

increase minority representation on the Cleveland Police Department.
We have met, useless to say, with little success.

In our city, high ])ublic officials are calling upon the entire com-
munity to observe hiAV and order. The citizens of the minority com-
munity have noted this \vith great irony, for the same public officials

who piously proclaim law and order, are the same public officials who
refuse to enforce lavs protecting the civil rights minority citizens

against discrimination and employment. Failure to enforce such laws

by public officials makes a mockery of the law and breeds contempt
for it. Such persons are, at the very least, as guilty of breaking the
law as those who throw fire bombs from street corners.

The history of the blacks in the Cleveland Police Department is a

histo]-y of racial discrimination. Prior to 1967, there were fewer than
75 blacks in the Cleveland Police Department.

Prior to 1967, a written examination for the patrolmen was simply
the Ohio drivers code.

In 1968, the Civil Service Commission instituted the present system
of testing applicants. The present system includes a vTitten examina-

tion, background examination, the psychology test, and the polygraph
test. Of those minority persons who apply for the job of patrolmen, the
written examination is the chief eliminator. Indeed, only about 10

percent of the black applicants pass the examination. The white
success rate is considerably higher. The ^\Titten examination usually
includes problems in logic, mathematics, vocabulary, and spatial

relationships. Police and civil service officials tend to equate test
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results mth a man's native intelligence. The implication being that

persons who flimk the test are intellectually inadequate.
The Cleveland Police Department and the Civil Service Commission

have noted that the test has become a "sacred cow." Most attempts
to render a fair test have met with strong opposition. Yet, standards
are preciseh^ w^hat the tests do not determine. They contend that any
attempt to make the test fairer is low^ering the standards of the police

department. We have not been able to determine, at any time, that

the test predicts an applicant's performance as a policeman. In fact,
we wonder what these tests do predict.
The background investigation is another opportunity for the police

department to eliminate blacks. A classic example of this is found in

the instance where a police investigator, investigating a prospective
applicant for the department, saw him dressed in leather trousers and
a leather shirt. He noted that the subject wore, "subversive clothing."
This investigation tends to exclude a greater pro])ortion of blacks

seeking employment with the department. It is inherent Avithin this

process that the police department exercises undue arbitrary discre-

tion in denying employment to blacks.

Let me just skip over the phj^-hological examdnation and the poly-
graph test and move to talk about the present status of blacks in

the Clevela,nd Police Department.
At the close of 1971, there were a total of 2,315 men and women

on the department. There are ])resently 178 black men on the depart-
ment and 12 black women. Tins represents a total of about 7^{o per-
cent of the department's total strength, while blacks in the city consti-

tute about 38.3 percent of the population. There are only eight blacks

be^^ond the rank of patrolmen, which is the entrance level of blacks
in the department. There is only one black lieutenant. The highest
ranking black that has ever been in the Cleveland Police Department
was a captain. No blacks have ever been able to move bevond the
rank of captain in the entire history of the Cleveland Police Depart-
ment. Presentl}^, the figure of 190 is the highest number of blacks
we have ever had in the police department.

Blacks have been locked in the Cleveland Police Department.
Presently, there are no blacks assigned to the academ}^, the faculty
of the police academy, while there are a number of blacks in the

department A\dth bachelor's degrees in areas of study relating to

police law enforcement.
Several blacks, in fact, teach on the faculties of local colleges. They

are teachmg courses in law enforcement while they cannot teach at
the police academy. This does not represent an isolated example of

the educational background of most blacks in the department. In

fact, a higher proportion of blacks in the department have college

degrees, much more so than whites. And yet, those blacks are eitlier

working as patrolmen or working as jilainclothesmen with a few

sergeants and one lieutenant.

Let me just indicate to you a classic example of this discrimination.
The fact that one black officer, who is currently pursuing a master's

degree in police science, is assigned to basic patrol, which is walking
the beat.

There are more than seven units, investigative units in the Cleve-
land Police Department which have no blacks at all. There are any
number of umts which have only token representation of blacks.
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What we are saying is, if public agencies are permitted to system-
atically exclude large numbers of blacks, we cannot have a government
which is for all the people, if it is not by all the people.
We Avould like to make some recommendations as to how this kind

of activity can be stopped.
In the first place, you cannot have special one-shot minority recruit-

ment campaigns, mounted independentlj'^ of the police department's
ongoing recruiting program, which we have here in Cleveland. These

campaigns tend to be disillusioning and ineffective and the}' also

tend to mislead the total community, which mistakenly assumes that

much is being accomplished in the way of minority recruitment.

If the Cleveland Police Department is going to have blacks, it must
have an affirmative action program which activeh^ recruits blacks,
trains them and promotes them in the department.

Police departments and civil service commissions that do not take
the time to compile ethnic statistics, have no w&y of measuring a
success or failure of their minority recruitment programs. One must
assume, and the black communit}'- does assume this, that if the}^ do
not keep these records, this is out of a failure to be concerned or to

care.

Minority recruitment cannot be expected to succeed so long as black-
men or brownmen view the police department as an enemy of the

people. Therefore, one views, if this is the case, one views his joining
that force as a retrail of his brothers. Police officials tend to see this

as an image problem. You see, they are more concerned with seminars
and workshops in human relationships than they are with having real

commitment and enforcement from top municipal and police officials.

Not only must they enforce the laws dealing with equal emplo^nnent
opportunity but they must not tolerate police brutality or harassment.
The rules on these must be clear and punishment must be swift.

The NAACP's demand for job equality for blacks and other mi-

nority citizens in the Cleveland Police Department and the elimination

of racist tactics in that department is clear. The day of pious token
statements of commitment to equal opportunities is over. What is

needed is affirmative action programs that do produce equal results.

To this end, the NAACP, joined by the shiekl club and others, filed

litigation in the U.S. District Court, October 12, 1972, seeking to

enjoin the Cleveland Police Department from carrjdng out its continual

practice of racial discrimination.

Let me just add this about the EEOC. While it is clear that pubfic

employees have suffered under title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act as of last year or rather, this year, the EEOC has already indicated

that it is almost 2 years behind in its caseload. And while it is grossly

understaffed, and we are not sure that it is grossly understaffed either

through design or simply through benign neglect, the EEOC does not
have the staff nor the enforcement power to deal with the cases of

discrimination that occur in any community. If this community and
the Federal Government is serious about doing an3''thing about job
discrimination in this country, certainly the EEOC is going to have to

be manned and also given some teeth to enforce the laws of this

country.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you very much, Reverend Stallings, for your

excellent statement here this afternoon. Certainly, all the members of

the subcommittee are equally impressed with this Yery clear and
concise testimony.
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I would like the record to reflect the fact that the president of the

Cleveland branch of the NAACP, Attorne}^ Russell Adrian, is also

present here in the audience at this time.

I am advised b}^ counsel for the committee, with reference to your
testimony having to do with the test, that the law is very clear on this

particular subject by virtue of the U.S. Supreme Court landmark
Griggs case. The holding in that case was that a test that has an ad-
verse impact on minorities and which is not related to the requirements
of the job, is forbidden by title VII. A number of police and fire

department examinations have been invalidated upon this ground.
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, now applies to State and
local governments as a result of the 1972 amendments. You might
have legal redress then to the EEOC and the courts.

Mr. Stallings. Mr. Stokes, the committee, we have alread}^ gone
into court to seek to enjoin the department from continued use of

the—not only the department, but the Civil Service Commission—to

bar continued use of the test that they have been using. Also, some
of the other methods of examination that the3" have been using.
Mr. Hawkins. Mrs. Chisholm?
Mrs. Chisholm. Yes; I would just like to make one statement.
You have given excellent testimony and it's the same kind of litany

that you hear in city after city. But there is just one thing that was
veiy interesting to me, in terms of the psj-chological examination and
other procedures that works to tlie disadvantage of blacks, the

psychological examination and prospective black patrolmen are
eliminated for psychological reasons that are totally unrelated to

job performance.
I am going to say something here that jierhaps ^nll be very shocking.

I think that prospective white patrolmen must be eliminated for

ps3"chological reasons which are totally unrelated to job performance.
Because, I have become so interested in this whole police question
ill this countr}", that I have begun a study in four or five States, the
northeastern section of this country, to find out why there seems to
be certain attitudes with respect to the whites in the police depart-
ments where large numbers of blacks are found. And I have found
out in two States, particularly in the State of Michigan, that over 70
or 75 percent of these gentlemen in the police department come from
Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi, and so, bring attitudes -with them.

Every man in this country has a right to a living, white people as well
as black people coming from the southern part of this country have the

right, must have the opportunity to M^ork. But, if they are going to

talk about psychological factors, let's bring it down to facts, let's

realize that in terms of white policemen coming from certain sections
of this country, have an inherent racial attitude in their blood stream,
that they also need to undergo certain psychological examinations
Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Landgrebe.
Mr. Landgrebe. Mr. wStallings, in this page 2, you mention that

minority communities usuallv have a greater incident of crime then
other areas. These crimes are usually committed by minorities against
minorities.

Do you feel that if we had a greater ratio of black policemen than
we now have in this department, that they A\'ould be likely to arrest
these minorities who commit these crimes against other minorities
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and that this would solve this problem? After all, people -who live in

America, regardless of color, have the right to expect to live

The Audience. We can't hear you.
Mr. Landgrebe. Oh, I'm sorry.

According to this statement, minority communities usually have a

greater incident of crime than other areas. These crimes are usually
committed by minorities against minorities.

Now, you say this and this is what is the general accepted situation

throughout America and 1 truthfully believe that people who live in

America should expect to live in a safe, peaceful society. Now, do

3^011 think that more black policemen would solve that i:)roblem?
Would they arrest their black brothers and haul them off to jail?

Mr. Stallings. That's not the—the arresting of criminals is not the

only problem we face in the Cleveland Police Deportment. You see,
the reason why—you should read the entke statement, because the
initial statement was blacks are more likely to be victims of crime
than whites. You see, in Cleveland, the highest crime rate is in the fifth

district, which is 84 percent black. It's followed by the fourth district,
which is a very heavih" black district. And yet, these departments have
one of the worst records of policemen answering calls for help in the

entire city of Cleveland.

So, we are not just dealing with the problem of them arresting the

criminal, we are dealing with the problem of responding to calls in

the black community. That, if you have more blacks on the Cleveland
Police Department, and not just blacks on the force, but blacks in a

position of authority on the force where a patrolman is sensitive to the

community and sensitive to the concerns of the communii}'. Y*'e be-

lieve that the standards of the Cleveland Police Department ought to

be raised, that it ought to be raised to meet the requirements of the

community and that is, an increased minority representation en the

force. Especially in a city where you have 38 percent black and onh'
less than 8 percent on the force.

Mr. Landgrebe. I don't want to take more than another minute or

two, I wish we had time to discuss these things at greater length.
Discrimination on the police force is one thing, but the higher

incidence of crime against minorities b}^ minorities is a serious concern
to me and I think there ought to be some studies made that would
prove that, if there were more black policemen, this would be a ver}'

good reason to insist, not onh^ against percentages, but that the black
man would be able to get the respect of his black brothers and he
would be able to, in patrolling those areas, actually reduce crime be-
cause I am seriousl}^ concerned about the good black people who are

living in fear because the}^ are not being protected by the police

departments
Mr. Stallings. Mr. Landgrebe, Mr. Landgrebe.
This problem that j'ou have eluded to sir, is much more profound

and much deeper than blacks simply getting on the police force. You
see, the reason why there is a higher degree or higher incidence of

crime in the black community is because black people are restricted

to the ghetto, in the black community. They are restricted b}^ any
quality of opportunit3^ You see, when a^ou began to talk about dis-

crimination, you reach into the whole life style of bhick folks because,
one of the reasons why blacks are coniined to the ghetto is because

they can't get jobs. Because companies are constantly violating the
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law and because institutions like the Cleveland Police Department
are violating the law by not hiring them. They have to work at low

paying, menial jobs. They are confined by not only discrimination in

jobs, but to discrimination in housing. They cannot m.ove into certain

areas. So, you are dealing with the whole problem of black people
when you began to talk about why we are congested in the ghetto
and why there is a greater incidence of crime.

Mr. Landgrebe. My recollection is that the Department of Hous-
ing, HUD, has really insisted and taken strong action against league
communities if they do not permit housing for the low income.
Mr. Stallings. We would welcome them to come to Cleveland.
Mr. Landgrebe. Well, maybe we can get them over here, we can

tr}'.

Mr. Stokes. Any questions, Mr. Chabman?
Mr. Hawkins. No questions.
Mr. Stokes. Thank j^ou very much Mr. Stallings.
Mr. Stokes. Our next witness is Mr. James Cox.

STATEMENT OF JAMES T. COX, CITY HALL EEPOETER, WJW-TV,
CLEVELAND

Mr, Cox. Thank you Mr. Stokes.

My name is James T. Cox, city hall reporter for WJW-TV, Cleve-

land, Ohio.

Earl}^ this year the city of Cleveland began hiring people ^\ith $3.4
million in Emergency Employment Act funds. The funds were to be
used to rehire laid-oif cit}' workers and to hire new employees from
the city's high unemployment areas. The city's department of human
resources set up residenc}' requirements which stipulated that those
hired could live onlj' in the liigh unemployment areas. All but 33
census tracts of the cit}^ were included—those 33 being areas which did
not meet the high unemployment criteria. It should be noted that
Cleveland has one of the liighest unemployment rates in the Nation.
It is estimated that somewhere between 18 and 22 percent of the city's
work force is unemployed.

There were unconfirmed reports last spring that numerous employees
hired by the city under this E.E.A. program were not qualified for

employment because they either lived in the excluded 33 census tracts
of the city of Cleveland, or because they lived in suburban areas, out
of the city. In an investigation I undertook for WJW-TV, and its

new programs, it was determined that numerous employees hired were
indeed liAdng outside the impact areas; it was determined further that

man}^ of those hired lived in suburbs; that in one case we found an

employee in the city's personnel department who v^^as later accused of

forging election board petitions, had been hired by substituting her
own suburban address for that of the appointments secretary for the

mayor of Cleveland, Ralph Perk.
We found another employee who had been a campaign worker for

the mayor. This employee was hired under this program b}?" giving the

address, in Cleveland, of relatives. Actually, this employee lived in a

$30,000 home in the suburb of Brookl^m, where she has resided since

1955. She has lived in that suburb "with her husband, who is also a city

employee, and her son, also a city employee. The family has two
automobiles and a panel truck that is used in the husband's second job.
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One Cleveland newspaper, the Cleveland Press, did a survey of the
BBA program similar to mine, with similar conclusions. The conclu-
sions are that at least 10 percent of those hired under tliis program
are ineligible either because of falsification of address or no actual

unemployment histor}^ of those hired. And that 10 percent figure may
be a minimum—I want to emphasize-

—minimum figure.
Another conclusion the Press investigation and my investigation

established is th; i some of the hiiing, pai'ticularl^- at the management
level, seems predicated by political patronage. A rundown of those
hired illegallj^ shows a preponderance of former campaign workers for

Ma3'or Perk, and others with political debts.

In my investigation Ave had to conclude that: the city's Civil

Service Commission has no authority over the program; that there
is no internal check by the department administering the program,
at least no check worth mentioning (I was told that the department
had checked emplo^^ees' whose names started with the letters A and
B, but had not got around to the rest of the alphabet). I was told a
serious check would have to wait for the GAG later this year.

Last, a coincidence seemed to occur right after the investigations
were run by WJW-TV and the Cleveland Press. A Labor Department
official in the Chicago regional office ruled that, in order to qualif}'
for the Federal program aimed at reducing the unemployment
rate in the central city of Cleveland, all a suburbanite had to do was
live one day in the city, and that would qualif}^ him or her for an

Emergency Eniployment Act job.
Thank you ver}- much.
Ivir. Stokes. I want to saj'-, Ave certainly appreciate your being

willing to come before this committee and give us this testiomny
this afternoon.

Mrs. Chisholm?
Mrs. Chisholm. I just want to say one tiling to you. I want to take

my hat oft' to you because I am quite sure that with pressures and
what have you, tliis was not considered exactly the expedient thing
to do, but neither do we want the Emergency Employment Act funds
to be used for purposes of political expediency.
Mr. Stokes. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Hawkins. I want to concur in the remarks of Mrs. Chisholm.

I think the committee owes a debt of gratitude to you, Mr. Cox.
I thuik your testimony is ver}^ sharp, to the point, articulate and
certainly well founded. It opens up an approach this committee has not

pursued thus far and I can assure you we will certainly broaden the

inquiry to include the Emergency Employment Act operation as well.

This the first testimony we have had on this particular problem
and it certainly falls in the category of the work of this committee
to seek the reasons for unemplojnnent, liigh unemployment in the
central cities. Any further information that you have along this line

would be most welcome and we can assure you this committee is

fully beliind you. Without objection, additional material submitted

by Mr. Cox will be included in the record at this point.

{The following is a television news script prepared by James T. Cox
for WJW-TV.y

Emebgenct Employment

This Lake Avcnae apartment house on Cleveland's West Side, near the Gold
Coast, is not in the emergency employment area. But a city employe in that
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program earning 12 thousand dollars a year, does live here, sharing a two-

hundred-thirty-four dollar a month apartment. That in itself is not a violation

of the Federal program. Election board records however show the employe began

living here in August 1971, then last March moved to an apartment on St. Clair

Avenue and East .54:th Street—living with a cousin, he said. That move lasted

about 3 to 4 months, then it was back to Lake Avenue, to the same apartment.
With a number of key aides to Mayor Perk living here now, the building has been

dubbed city liall west.
Another example is that of a woman who worked in the Perk mayoral campaign,

along with her husband. They've lived in this 30-thousand dollar home since 195.5.

It's in the city of Brooklyn. She got a 7 thousand dollar E-E-A job in April
—-in

July she changed her voting address to a home and bar on Harvard Avenue and
East ooth Street, owned by her brother. She says now she's back in Brooklyn,

along wnth her husband and' son, both also city employes. Our preliminary investi-

gation of city and election board records show there may be as many as 10 percent
of E-E-A employes who have obtained jobs slated for poverty area residents, in

this manner.

Wallis Forgery

Barbara Wallis' signature as exhibited at the Election Board hearing last week
was reportedly forged by a former Cleveland city employe—her sister Kathryn
who worked in City Hall's personnel department for 11 weeks this summer. A
link between the mayor and the drive to reduce Council has been denied often by
Perk but some evidence cropped up today that his staff may be involved.

Kathr}^! Wallis lives in this Lakewood apartment building on Riverside Drive.

To qualify for city employment under the federal program for unemployed
Clevelanders, Miss' WaUis listed her address at the Election Board here on
Denison Avenue—the home happens to be owned by Mayor Perk's appointments
secretary.
We checked INIiss Wallis' apartment today—her Volkswagen pasted with Nixon

re-election signs was parked outside. She was in but would not come to the door.

The building custodian denied she has ever moved.

[Cleveland Press, Sept. 13, 1972]

Petitioner Borrowed City Address To Get Job

(By Brent Larkin)

Kathryn Wallis, who signed her sister's name to petitions seeking to reduce
the size of Council, also borrowed the address of one of Mayor Perk's secretaries

to qualify for a city job.
This was the latest discovery today in the continuing investigation of the

forged petitions.
The secretary whose address Miss Wallis used is Mrs. Dolores Jardj-, Perk's

appointments secretary who started working for the Perk administration last

November.
Before becoming Perk's secretary, she was secretary to Robert Hart, the former

Perk aide who admitted asking city workers to circulate Council reduction

petitions. He and Miss Wallis now work for the Committee to Re-elect the
President.
Here are highlights of the Case of the Borrowed Address:
Miss Wallis worked as an interviewer in the city Personnel Department from

May 17 to Aug. 5. She was hired with funds from the Emergency Employment
Act, which requires all persons to live within the city.

Miss Wallis has lived in an apartment in Lakewood—at 1415 Riverside Dr.—
since early May.
But when she applied for that EEA-funded job she used the Cleveland address

of Mrs. Jardy—3622 Denison Ave.
Neil Knotts, superintendent of the Lakewood apartment building said j\Iiss

Wallis never moved out.
"She pays her rent every month and I see her frequently," he said. "When

she moved in she told me she would be living here for at least a year. She even
gave me a security deposit to guarantee she would be staying."

Mrs. Jardy said she didn't know Miss Wallis used her address. She said Miss
Wallis staj^ed at her home for two days sometime in May.
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"I feel sick about this because I love the mayor and I know he didn't know
anything about this because he's too honest," Mrs. Jardj^ said.

"Miss Wallis said she needed a place to stay for a couple of days so I put her
up. I often do things like this."

Personnel Director Philip Hamilton said no one in the Perk administration
asked him to hire Miss Wallis. He said the city usually cheeks out all addresses
on EEA applications but must have overlooked Miss Wallis.

''I never saw her before she was hired and as far as I can tell she just walked
in off the street and asked for a job," he said.

Miss Wallis has admitted signing the name of her sister, Barbara Wallis, as
the circulator of petitions. She also admitted filling in petitions bj^ copying names
out of the telephone book.
The petitions were notarized on July 25 by Viola Wittenborn, part-time em-

ployee at Aldem Insurance Inc. Robert Hughes, Republican county co-chairman,
^ an officer of the agencj^.

Mr. Cox. Thank 3^011 very much.
Mr. Hawkins. We will take a 5-mmute recess at this point.
(Short recess taken.)
]\'Ir. Hawkins. The next witness is Eugenia Valdez. Is Mrs. Valdez

in the audience?
Mrs. Valdez. Yes, sir.

Mrs. Chtsholm. You're next.
Mr. Hawkins. You're next, Mrs. Valdez.
Will you be seated at the table and identify yourself for the record,

Mrs. Valdez?

STATEMENT OF EUGENIA VALDEZ, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Mrs. Valdez. I am Eugenia Valdez. I live at 4G91 East 175,
Cleveland, Ohio 44128.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you.
Mrs. Valdez. You're welcome.
Mr. Hawkins. Will you proceed.
Mrs. Valdez. I would like to bring out eight very salient pomts. I

was the payroll clerk for Inner City Trucking.
Can everybody hear me?
Inner City Trucking is a black firm with 10 trucks. The firm has

been forced to go out of business and I have been unable to find other

employment. Subsequently, I have had to go on general relief, which I
do not appreciate.

Imier City Trucldng has subcontracted from Wantz & Son on Ohio
Bell jobsites. They have been sent home after working 1 hour on the

job, after being told they were to work 8-hoiir shifts.

Threatening phone calls were made to this company, some of which
were taken by myself. One: That the son of the owner would be caught
outside the home and kidnapped.
Number two: That the home would be bombed, killmg whoever

was inside.

Number three: Trucks and/or drivers would be harmed, although
Imier City is an Equal Opportunity Employer and they do have an
equal number of white and black drivers.

Persons with Italian accents, and I know ^\ hat an Italian accent is,

because I was raised with them, have called stating that the Mafia did
not want "niggers," on the Ohio Bell jobsites and made references to

"Again, tell your 'nigger' mayor net to interfere" that was Mayor
Stokes.
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When I asked about safety measures on the Superior and Lakeview
and St. Clair job sites, they did not know who I was when I made
these inquiries. I used a different car every time. I was told to let the
black bastards walk in the street, they're not used to sidewalks, and
they don't need them.
On the Parma Ohio Bell jobsite, the trucks were damaged by a white

crane operator, who dropped a load of stones, not civute as large as this

table but considerably heavier, into the bed of three of the trucks.
Then they turned around and called the Parma Police. The Parma
Police refused to intervene and gave tickets to the Inner City truckers
while Wantz & Son blocked them from leaving the jobsite.
The owner of Inner Cit}' Trucking has since been driven out of

business; he has lost his home, he has lost his car, and he has been
blackballed.

I feel that construction in predominant! 3^ black neighborhoods
should be shared with black firms, with regards to safety measures
in the school and residential areas. These are our children and our
wives and our husbands going back and forth to work.

Fill dirt from JKF Senior High School has been dumped in the
middle of Seville Avenue, blocking traffic and causing hazardous
conditions. The firm doing the construction work at JFK and Whitney
Young, which is the former Hoban Dominican High School, are both
white with little or no black participation.

Also, I feel this way; we have to live here. We have to have a sense
of decency, of dignity. We want to live with a sense of integrity as
if we owe it to ourselves. We are a different generation than our

parents and grandparents. I refuse to stand by as long as this sort
of thing is allowed, when I can say something to help.

My grandchildren have to grow up in this neighborhood and I feel

that we should have a right to participate in this. I am also the admin-
istrative assistant of the Lee-Seville Citizens Coimcil. I am the coordi-
nator for the Lee-Seville Economic Development Corporation. I am a
school guard, I am an assistant teacher. It's all volunteer and I am
just about to starve.

There are FBI signs in our neighborhood, Lee-Seville is suiiposedly
one of the most affluent black neighborhoods in the city of Cleveland
which is a lot of hogwash. We are all about to lose our homes, or half
of us are on relief. There are so many FBI signs on any given street,
our area looks like FBI headquarters or J. Edgar Hoover's last

resting ])lace. I've got enough exi)erience to be Louis Stokes' boss
if I wanted to be, but who will hire me? And I'm tired of being out
of work.
And as far as crime in the area, I have been broken in on three

times. Now, I am a widow, I'm a single woman if that is what }'ou want
to call me. I have been a widow a long, long time. I've been a ^\'idow

for so long, I've forgotten I ever got married. But, I ^\'ill tell you this,
I don't mind being raped, but don't rob me. I've worked too hard for
what I have. I don't even have a phone.

I'm sorry, but I'm angry. I live alone. There are a lot of women
like me that live alone and everything I own, I got by myself. I always
seemed to be able to find time to helj) everybody else. I'm the kind
of fool that would give you my last dollar, mv last piece of bread and
then I sit up there and lose 20 pounds, you know? And I don't have
anybody to go to. And I'm tired of this.

88-150—73 15
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The police force, I have worked at Central Police Station. Carl
Stokes was a prosecutor when I was in the probation department. So
was Paul White. I feel for the bovs in bhie but some of those boys in

blue need to be blue in the face. I went to see "Superfly" and just be-

cause 1 laughed at the ending, which I thought A\'as hilarious, because
that only deals with one element of crime, black and white, and I am
not going to repeat those lines, they are charming but I'm not going
to repeat them. I'm a lady.

These three white policemen that were sitting back there in full

dress uniform told me. "I'm glad you laughed". You know w^hat I

told them, I said, "Let me tell you something little boy," I said, "I
w^orked at Central Police Station for 8 solid years. I wore a blue
uniform in the Air Force for 7 j^ears. which is longer than you have
been away from your mamma." I said, "Besides, it's 11:30, does your
mayor know where you are?"

Could I have a few more minutes, Mr. Stokes?
Mr. Stokes. Help ^^ourself Mrs. Valdez.
Mrs. Valdez. I have got to say something else.

I am an assistant school guard. I have begged for a sign, any kind
of a sign, who cares what kind as long as it says school crossing, go
slow, children crossing. The policemen, the police department told me
M'hen I asked for it and Emile B. deSauze is on 176th Street, just
because it's considered a residential area, j^ou know, that influential

poor area that we live in, they told me that it has to be on the main
street before we. can get you a flashing sign.
Who in hell cares how it flashes, all I want is a sign. Because,

those four stop bigns (ion't mean a thing. I have—li:3ten, getting

bumped in the behind by a Cadillac hurts just as much as a Ford. I

have put my life on the line for those kids. And they will not give us
school signs. I have called the police, they came the next day. I have
been broken in three times and the next time, if I go shoot some-

body and throw them down my 80 foot well, who is going to jail?
Me. You can't boobytrap your home, you will go to jail for it. But,

you're suppose to lay there and I sleep in traction, you know, I am
absolutely helpless and I'm not about to get married for protection
because the average man is harder than hell to get along with and is

still yelHng "Help."
I think I had better get up. Mr. Stokes, can I leave now?
Mr. Stokes. Wait a minute now, wait a minute.
I just wanted you to know that I told Shirley Chisholm, "that's

our Shirley Chisholm."
Mr. Hawkins. All I can say is this subcommittee has had many

hearings in many cities but I don't think we will have anything like

we have had in Cleveland.
The next witness is Mary King, a representative of the Euclid

School System, Mrs. King?
Mrs. King. Yes.
Mr. Hawkins. You are a member of the school board, I

understand.
Mrs. King. That's right.
Mr. Hawkins. Will you proceed then, Mrs. King?
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STATEMENT OF MAEY KING, SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER,
EUCLID, OHIO

Airs. King. In my statement I am talking; first about the cleaning
men and cleanino; women in the Euchd schools.

The cleaning men and cleaning women in the Euclid schools do
almost the same work, although there are slightly different job descrip-
tions. The women earn $2,500 less i)er year than the men. The men's

salary is $7,914, women's $5,414. For $2,509 a year more, the men
replace high light bulbs occasionally and run a waxing machine about
once in 3 weeks. Otherwise, the work is the same. Both men and
women stand on 6- to 8-foot stepladders to work at times. There are

no male matrons, as they call them, and no female floormen. There
are no women custodians or firemen, firemen are generally assistant

custodians. Mrs. Rose Bastjansic, who works as a matron in the

Euclid School System, requested the job and pay of a floorman,

sending a letter to all the members of the Euclid Board of Educa-
tion. She said she does just about the same kind of work and she
wanted the pay of a floorman and the title of a floorman, but she was
refused.

There are no women in the Euclid system who are central office

administrators in the superintendent, assistant superintendent, or

co-ordinator that is director levels of the Euclid Schools. There are

no women assistant principals, out of four, in the liigh school, and
all of the four senior antl junior high principals are men. Women are

confined, almost completely, to elementary principalships, 7 out of 11,
and one assistant principal in each junior high, is given to a woman.
The seven male assistant principals take precedence over the women
in the job hierarchy.

There are no department heads who are women in the four secondary
schools, except for girls physical education and home arts and occa-

sionally, a specialized subject such as vocal music. The department
heads receive several hundred dollars a year more in pay per year.

They also determine leanings toward text books, type of presenta-
tions in classrooms, stress on various aspects of a subject. All this

under the control of men, can lead to a down playing of the role of

women as equals and discrimination against women authors and
women's interests in a subject.

Any course beyond the master's degree taken by any teacher in the
Euclid Schools, must have the prior approval of the superintendent.

Extra pay is given on the salary schedule for courses taken with

approval. The superintendent has the power to say that a teacher

ma3^ not take advanced courses preparing for adm.inistration. But,
should instead take courses relating to his subject matter. In this

wa}^, a teacher could be discouraged or even forbidden to take courses
which are absolutely necessary in order to become an assistant super-
intendent or other level of administrator.

Teachers usually male, who find favor with the superintendent, are
sometimes advised and encouraged to take these courses. The board
of education then is told that no women are qualified for the more
important administrative posts in the school system, which pay, of

course, much larger salaries than a teacher can earn. Despite" this

discouragement, a few women have prepared themselves and have been
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turned down for higher posts. About two-thirds of the teaching staff

are women.
In the business department of the Euclid School, women hold

none of the managerial positions. They are primarily secretaries and
clerks with long years of service. The average of women's salaries is

about 60 percent of the average of men's salaries in the business and
finance departments.

I have been a member of the Euclid Board of Education for 13

years, serving at times as president and vice j^resident of the board.
I have protested repeatedly that women are being severely discrimi-
nated against in the Euclid Schools, but have never received an ade-

quate answer to my complaint.
Mostly, I get the impression from the four male members of the

board and the superintendent, that no one should rock the boat,
that they prefer men in high places and it's cheaper for the board to

keep women's salaries low.

For the most part, women are intimidated against speaking out

against this practice, because for any one who rocks the boat in a
school system, it's the kiss of death for future good working conditions
or any possible hope of advancement, however slight that may be.

Thank you.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you, Mrs. King, for your excellent presenta-

tion.

Mrs. Chisholm is a member of a sjiecial subcommittee that deals
with this subject matter, a special subcommittee of the Education
and Labor Committee, which has equal jurisdiction with this com-
mittee and I think it would be most a})propriate if she were to react
to your statement at this time.

Mrs. Chisholm. Thank you very much, Mrs. King. I would just
like to sa}'^ that we have established a new subcommittee in the Labor,
Education Committee, because we have found that this is a fantastic

problem all across this country, in terms of the fact that women
cannot get equal pay for ecpial work. It has nothing to do with whether

you are a liberationist. That is not the issue.

The issue is that the talents, the abilities, the capacity of women,
they should be able to get commensurate salaiy in terms of the kind
of qualifications and preparations that they have. So, I will refer

this to our committee, which has Mrs. Edith Green, myself, Louise
Graff and a few others present that will be opening up this entire

area next year. We will be going around the country next j^ear to

hear about women on these things, so you will be hearing from us
about that time.

Mrs. IviNG. Fine, thank vou verv much.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank yon, Mrs. King.
Without objection, the material supplied by Mrs. King will be

inserted in the record at this point.

May 22-1972.
To the Member of Euclid Board of Education
SuPT. Mr. Spartaco Di Biaso
Mrs. Maky King
Mr. Paul Tottkn
Doc. Frank IIauser
Mr. Don Smith
Mr. Ted Stepien

I fill this application in consideration and equal right of the work situation.
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It was express in Euclid Journal May 18-72: The women have the right to

apply for better pay on base of her skill of work—eqvial right to the Men.
I do the work—Washing windows for the past 6 years

—Same as the floormen—
and man}" other things same as the Men.

I never get the penny more for that, so is my right to apply for lietter considera-
tion in my pay, for the future, I am paid now not more then those who never reach
high level more then two feet high.
My work stand by many time on 6 or 8 feet high on stepladder.
So Please, let the Member of our Board of Education see the difference of the

work done by matron.
If I am not entitled as a floormen pay at list some difference of the agreement

could be rich.

Not all women are equal do the jol:), and not all men perform their duty as

they sujipose to do.
Thank you to All of You taking Your time to read this letter.

Mrs. Rose Bastjancci,
31371 Goller Ave., Euclid—U^d-

Local O.A.P.S.E. 128, Senior High School.

Forest Park Junior PIigh School, Euclid, Ohio

FACULTY AND PERSONNEL

Principal, Mr. Joseph Mayer.
Asst. principal, Mr. John Griffin.

Asst, principal, Miss Lois McGee.
Boys' counselor, Mr. Thomas dePIaas.
Girls' counselor, Mrs. Margaret Huron.
Librarian, Mrs. Carol Felch.

Nurse, Mrs. Dorothy Sweet.

Secretaries, Mrs. Barbara Arnold; Mrs.
Elinor Hoover; Mrs. Eve Morel.

BUSINESS EDUCATION

*Mr. Frank Alexander.
Mrs. Maureen Huefner.

ENGLISH

*Mr. Paul Cira.

Miss Linnette Conley.
Miss Janet Ehlert.
Mr. Gerald Hudec.
Mr. Randolph Padavick.
Mrs. Carol Trela.

FOREIGN LANGU.A.GE

*Mr. Thomas Gubitosi.
Mrs. Gabrielle Hodgins.
Mr. Raymond Leopold.

HOME ARTS

*Mrs. Marianna Brumbaugh.
Miss Jane Howell.
Mrs. Marilyn Wagner.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

*Mr. Richard Malone.
Mr. WiUiam Fuchs.
Mr. George Hirschberger.
Mr. Allan Matko.

MATHEMATICS

*Mr. Pierre Earney.
Mrs. Marilyn Allegretto.
Mr. Roger Liggett.
Mr. Frank Mikolich.
Mr. Larry INIinamyer.
Miss Ann Roberts.

MUSIC

*Mr. Albert Mitchel.
Mr. Alfonso D'Emiha.
Mr. Robert Hutson.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

*Miss Audrey Bell.

*Mr. Neil Sharp.

SCIENCE

*Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Ernest Koluder.

Jeffrey George.
John Habat.
Floyd Kelling.
Edward Zovack.

SOCIAL STUDIES

*Mr. Terrence Paul.
Miss Kathleen DeFazio.
Mr. John Densevich.
Mr. Dan Griffin.

Mr. David Morgan.

VISUAL ARTS

*Mr. Alexander Waselkov.

VOCAL MUSIC

*Miss Brenda Miller.

* Department Chaimian.
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[From the Plain Dealer, May 14, 1972]

Equal Wages for Woaien Urged on Euclid Schools

(By Thomas H. Gaumer)

Mary K. King, Euclid school board member, doesn't like the system's new
salary schedules for nonteaching employes because women aren't paid enough,
she says.

She said she voted against the salary last Monday because there is too much
difference in pay between men and women doing similar jolis.

Mai.rons in the school start at $5,065 a year while floormen start at $7,560 and,
]\Irs. King said, their jobs are very much alike.

Rather than on different jobs, Mrs. King said, their pay is based on the "skirt
differential."

"As far as I can learn," Mrs. King said, "The men use a big waxing machine
every two or three weeks and put in fluorescent light l}ulbs in the ceihng."

Dr. Spartoco DiBiasio, supeiintendent, contended there is a considerable
difference between the jobs and any woman who wants can apply to become a
floorman.

Matrons do only basic cleaning, he explained, while floormen run machinery,
climb IS-foot ladders to dust high places and change light bulbs and also do some
equipment repair.

"If a woman wants to be a floorman, she can," DiBiasio said. "So far, none has
applied."

Mrs. King also contended that the school board discriminates against women
in hiring top-level administrators and custodians.

"Teaching is the only area where women are equal," Mrs. King said. "There
are no female administrators in the main office, no directors, no assistant superin-
tendents and no assistant piincipals in the high school.
"None of the people who earn large salaries are women e\en though two-thirds

of the teaching staff .is female."
Some custodians, who supervise floormen and matrons, should be women, she

said. "Women could do this job, but they'\e never been gi\c'u the opportunity."
But vvhen the assistant principal's job at the high school became vacant a year

ago, Dr. DiBiasio replied, nearly 30 applied for it—none women. "In fact, we asked
a couple women to apply, but "they weren't interested," he said.

Fifteen of the 39 school administrators are women, and there are no women
custodians, DiBiasio said, but "if a woman wants to be a cu.stodian, she can be."

Women, said Mrs. King, are paid aboiit $4,000 less on the average than men.
"I'm going to keep after them (school offi<"ials) and try to make the gap between

pay less," she said.

"We're perfectly willing to hire women for any job if they'll apply," DiBiasio
said. "We believe in equal pay for equal w.nk."

The next Avitness is IVIrs. Dorothy Miller, an employee of Cleveland
State University.

STATEMENT OF DOROTHY MILLER, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Mrs. Miller. To the Subcommittee on Equal Opportunity, thank

you for your indulgence at this time.

My name is Dorothy Miller, I Uve at 12610 Kinsman Avenue, I

work at Cleveland State University.
I am filing this complaint in regards to what I feel is discrimination

in job classification at Cleveland State University. I speak of the

department of housekeeping, night shift, of which I am an employee.
I started my employment at Cleveland State in this department in

April of 1967. The follomng year I was promoted and reclassified

to the job description of custodial supervisor which incurs the super-
vision of all buildings at that time on campus. I worked in this capacity
for 2 years, at which time I had to take a leave of absence due to

circumstances beyond my control. I returned and was reinstated to
this department in August of 1971. I was told by Personnel at that
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time, that there weren't any supervisor's jobs open, would I be willing
to start as housekeeper 1 again, and work through the ranks as I

did before. To this I agreed.
In the meantime, I found out the job as custodial supervisor had

been reclassified and was now listed as building maintenance super-
intendent. In the past 2 months this job has been listed twice, to

which I have appUed and have been told by Personnel that I don't
have the experience.
Mind you, this is the same job I performed before my leave. Per-

sonnel and the day superintendent have gi\'en me three or four
excuses as to why I don't qualify for the job. Last week we had seven

employees from my department who applied for this particular job
and all seven were sent letters saying that the}' did not quaUfy, all

being black. Also, I have other witnesses from my department who
are Avilling to testify to the practice being carried on at the universit}^

Enclosed in my letter you will find an ad from the Cleveland Plain

Dealer, as of Sunday, October 8, where the university was advertising
for this job. Now, before me I have a memorandum from the AFSME
Union, Local 495, that was drawn up this year, which states:

It is the policy of the University to provide employees for the opportunities
to be promoted. Therefore, whenever a position becomes available, a notice of the

vacancy will be posted on designated University bulletin boards. The appro-
priate details of the vacancy will be provided in the Notice of the Vacancy.

Vacancies will be posted for a period of three weekdays, not including the day of

posting. Any employee who is interested in a position may apply in the personnel
office.

If an employee is unable to apply at the personnel office at a time
other than during normal business hours, he should consult with
his supervisor in order to arrange a time to make application.
Now, when you go to your supervisors, they can give no answers

or understanding about jobs.
The qualifications of each applicant will be reviewed carefully in

order to fill each job vacancy.
To be considered for lateral or promotional transfer, an employee

must meet certain established criteria. Aj^plicants from the depart-
ment in which the vacancy exists mil be given first consideration.

All applicants from the university shall be required to meet the

following criteria and they have it listed.

This is in conflict with the ad that was run in the Cleveland Plain
Dealer and they have done this constantly.

Last 3^ear we had a foreman that had been on the job for 4 years.
The new requirement came up for a 2-year college degree and, of

course, he couldn't meet the standards and he was demoted to

floorman.
The policies at Cleveland State University, as far as blacks are

concerned, is terrible. I would venture to say we don't have one top
administrative position filled by a black person at Cleveland State.
We have doctors there, deans, and so forth, and they left.

Also, I have before me a letter of congratulations upon completion
of the course that I took in foremanship at Cleveland State University.
It was mandatory that we take it. I got off from work at quarter to
seven in the morning and at 7:00 we had to be in class. We had a

professor from Western University and if we didn't attend these

classes, if we were marked absent, then we were demoted from our

jobs.
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I taught a class in housekeeping at the university to persons who
were supposed to be the harj-core unemployables and there were
white sui^ervisors there at this time. I can only draw the conclusion
that the top level of administrators and building services at Cleveland
State University, want to run a plantation-type operation, considering
we have one white supervisor who came here during the war from
Nazi Germany and also a night sujjerintendent who just came to

the university with no experience in housekeeping whatsoever after

being in the military service for 30 years. It seems to me that they
want no one there in supervisory positions that seem to want to lean

toward the employees or to try to make working conditions better.

When I was a supervisor there before, I set up two or three programs
where the people enjoyed coming to work, because going in at night
and being locked up all night long and we don't even have proper
facilities for food or anything, onl}^ vending machines, candy and
coffee, I feel as though you have to do something to make the work
interesting to people that will come.
Thank 3^ou.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you, Mrs. Miller. I think the law is very

clear in 3^our case, but I am going to call on Congressman Stokes for a

comment on this because I think he would probabl}" be in a better

position to handle this than the committee.
Mr. Stokes. Mrs. Miller, your story here this afternoon is one of

the most flagrant and blatant acts of discrimination that I have
heard of. I hav^e told Chairman Hawkins that he and his committee
need not concern themselves with this one. I want this one personall}^
As much money as I have helped to bring into Cleveland State

University, if I don't get this job, then I am going to cut off every
dime I can.

Mr. Hawkins. Again, Mrs. Miller, we wish to thank you for your
presentation before the committee.

Mrs. Miller. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Hawkins. The next witness is Mr. James Beasley of Joseph
Ryerson Steel Co.
Mr. Beasley, I apologize for having passed over you this morning.

In the rush to get out at noon, we overlooked your name and the

Chair wishes to apologize.

STATEMENT OF JAMES BEASLEY, EMPLOYEE, JOSEPH RYERSON
STEEL CO.

Mr. Beasley. Well, I wdll accept your apology and I'm just glad
to have a chance to talk.

I didn't bring any paper with me. I am speaking mostly because
this is down in me.

I have been emploj^ed at Joseph T. Ryerson for 20 years and up
until 1967, I suffered an industrial injury. I slipped and had a back

injury. And in 1968, one of the members of our local union passed

away, so they asked me if I would accept the office. So I told them I

would accept the office, which was pertaining to workmen's compen-
sation, handling industrial claims and safety on the job. So I imagine
I was doing such a job on the company that they didn't—they made
preparations to get rid of me one wa^^ or another. Either to fire me or

have me terminate m}^ emplo3^ment. So, in 1970, I was called into the
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superintendent's ofRce and the president was there, of the local union,
but the}^ didn't call him. They called me in concerning an insurance

grievance. They had fired one of our members and I was typing the

grievance up.

They called me in the office, the general manager Homer Reker
called me and asked me did I, had I intended to continue to back

grievances up. I told him I would as long as I was a union member.
So, he made a threat to me and said that as long as I continued to

back these grievances, he said, ''you are going to have a hard time
with this compan}^, the men are going to have a hard time in the

warehouse also."

So, they gave me such a hard time during this back injury that I

went right away and filed a claim with the National Labor Relations
Board and we had a hearing and we processed this national labor
relations case. First I took it to Civil Rights Commission and Mr.

Guadabaldy there didn't even want to piu'sue the issue. So, I filed a

charge with the EEOC and the National Labor Relations Board.

So, we had Marvin Ludwig from Washington came down and heard
the hearing and it was in ni}^ favor, that the company had violated

the Civil Rights Act and the company appealed it. When it went
back to Washington, well, the companj^ had their attorneys there but
1 had no representation and on the five-man board, three dismissed
the case but the other two felt I had a strong enough case. So, it's

still at this stage and they appealed it. So, I haven't heard anything
from the Equal Emplojnient Opportunity 3^et and that's been over
2 3^ears. I was still oft' in March on an industrial injury and while
I was off, one of the foreman had passed away and this company
was known for 30 j^ears they never had a colored foreman or any
colored, any higher than that level. So, this foreman had passed
away of a heart attack and my doctor had been giving me light duty
slips and the company was still trying to pressure me to quit. vSo,

I went back and asked for the foreman's job. So, the foreman,
Sclu-aeder told me that they didn't need any more foremen. They
said the}^ had enough of them. Then, 2 weeks later I went back to

work and I found they had brought a Caucasian foreman in from
the outside, which was the normal practice, they would bring their

foremen, they would appoint foremen from inside the work force.

So, I filed this charge with the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission and they tried to get a predecision hearing with the

company, but the company said no, we don't want to meet with

you. Let it go to Washington, we'll get a decision.

vSo, I was in touch with the EEOC office, you know, and in June
of this year I got a decision where they also found that the company-
had violated the Civil Rights Act and that their promotions and all,

against rr.inority groups had an adverse effect on the whole companAT-
there. The colored and all there. So, I was wondering how long thi->

would take; so I was back in touch with the EEOC in August and
asked them how long would the case take and they said about 2

weeks. So, I waited until September 28, I got a call from Mr. Davis
at the EEOC, and he stated that he was going on October 1, to

try to make conciliation with the company.
So, I called him back on October 5, and he stated that he couldn't

go in until October 25. So now, I don't know. I mean, I may call

the 25th and he ma}-^ say, well, we can't go in until December. So, I
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think this is a long dragged out thing. And that's why I didn't bring
anything because this has been mthin me and I've been unable to
obtain work due to this industrial injur}^ because, most companies
will not liire you if 3^ou have been injured somewhere else and I tried.

I went to the Ohio Emplojniient Office and they tried to find me em-
ployment, they couldn't do it. So, they referred me to the VA, and
I went to the VA, and they referred me to the Veterans' hospital
and I went there and had an examination. They felt, at this time, my
condition was in such a state that I was due for a non-service-con-
nected pension, but I still feel as the EEOC stated, if I would have
gotten this position at that time, the condition would not have deter-

iorated as bad as it did. Because, the threat and reprisals they made
against me, they carried them out to the fullest extent and my doctor
^sTote me a slip, it was in October of 1970, to only work 4 hours a

day and the company stated that if you cannot work all day, don't
come in at all. So, I was unable to work; so, I haven't been back.

I want to thank the committee for hearing me out.

Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Beasley, we are obviously concerned about the

complaint and we'll assist and follow through on it.

Just one or two questions.
Does the company, Joseph T. Ryerson Co., have a contract with

the Government, to your knowledge?
Mr. Beasley. Oh yes; they do.

INlr. Hawkins. Did you file an}^ subsequent retaliation charges ^\'ith

the EEOC after the original one?
Mr. Beasley. Yes; I did. I filed two charges. One for

Mr. Hawkins. On the charge of retaliation?

Mr. Beasley. And reprisal.
Mr. Hawkins. And reprisal.
Mr. Beasley. And one with discrimination for not allo^\dng me to

try out for the foreman job.
Mr. Hawkins. All of these have been filed ^dth the EEOC?
Mr. Beasley. Yes sir. And the main reason I got action, I had to

write a letter right to the Justice Department and they sent the FBI
to my house to get all the information together and that is when I

started hearing from the EEOC.
Mr. Hawkins. All right, thank you, Mr. Beasley.
I would like to announce at this time that our colleague Mrs.

Chisholm is scheduled to depart. We ^dsh to express our appreciation
for her attendance at this heanng. It's very difficult for the chairman
to obtain the consent of members to travel at this time and I think
that it was a very personal favor that she rendered to cur colleague,
Mr. Stokes, by being here. I wish to express to her great appreciation
for her participation in this hearing.
Mr. Stokes. Isn't she a beautiful black woman?
Mr. Hawkins. Is Councilman Pinkney in the audience?
Mr. Pinkney, just before you begin, may I make several announce-

ments? Councilman Pinkney unfortunately has to be the last witness.
The rest of us also have a schedule to keep.

There are several piocedural matters that I think should be taken
care of.

I have a statement from Mr. Frank Brewer concerning a complaint
against the Republic Steel Corp. and the United Steelworkers of
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America which he is submitting. It will be entered into tlie record at

this point and acted upon.

Exceptions of Charging Party to Regional Director's Findings of Fact

I. history of facts giving rise to charge of discrimination

The charging party, Frank C. Brewer, who presently resides at 1843 East 81st

Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44103, had until his wrongful discharge by Republic
Steel Corp. on January 18, 1968, been employed by the Respondent Employer
for nearly 14 years in the Labor Department of Strip Mill facility in Cleveland.
He was a member of Local 1098 United Steel Workers of America, the collective

bargaining representative of the production workers at the Employer's production
facilities of Cleveland, Ohio. In September, or October, of 1965, the Charging
Party was appointed by Mr. William Younger, Chief Steward of Local 1098, as
a shop steward for a 15 man construction crew assigned to a construction site

at the Strip Mill of the Employer's facilities in Cleveland. Mr. J. P. Cunningham,
since deceased, the Department Superintendent, was informed of the Charging
Party's appointment as a shop steward. As a result of the opposition of the

employer to this appointment, it was necessary for his status to be confirmed

by means of a petition being circulated among the employees working with him.
A majoritj^ of the aforesaid employees signed the petition and it was returned to
Mr. Younger.
Soon after Mr. Brewer's appointment as shop steward a dispute on the job

between two co-workers, Willie Finney and Joe Whitfield, concerning which of

them was entitled to the position of "Burner" at the construction site of the
Batch Pickler. While Mr. Brewer a shop steward, was attempting to resolve the

question, the Charging Party's foreman. Bill Barry, ordered all three of them to
return to work since their lunch break was over. In doing so, he used vulgar
language to deride all three of the men (who were Negroes). When Mr. Brewer
attempted to explain to Mr. Barry the legalitj^ of the question raised concerning
entitlement to the questioned position, Mr. Barry refused to listen to the Charging
Party and ordered him to return to work. Mr. Bre^\e^'s determination that Mr.
Finney was entitled to the position of Burner was confirmed by Mr. Younger at
a Union Meeting that same evening and the Union agreed to follow through on
his determination.
The following day, the Charging Party was called into Superintendent Cunning-

ham's office and was given three days suspension and thereafter was transferred to
the first shift, as a result of his alleged "insubordination" to his foreman on
December 6, 1966.
On December 7, 1966, the Charging Party filed a grievance concerning the

Employer's action. Due to industrial injuries sustained b}' the Charging Party,
his grievance was held in abeyance for many months.

In January, 1968, the Charging Party received a medical release from his physi-
cian authorizing him to return to work, conditioned upon his being assigned to a

job with light work duties. Mr. Brewer requested transfer to the Machine Shop,
but the Employer refused to permit him to transfer from the Labor Department,
preferring to assign him to his former position which involved heavy work. When
the Charging Party was faced with having return to his previous job, which
involved strenuous exertion, he informed the Employer of his intention not to
return to his former position, due to his weaken physical condition. The Employer
responded on January 18, 1968, by sending the Charging Party a letter terminating
his employment with the Company.
On April 9, 1969, the Charging Party's grievance came on for Pre-Arbitration

Fourth Step Grievance Hearing, at which time the Respondent Union permitted
the Employer to cite various unsubstantiated allegations of insubordination by
the Charging Party previous to the incident in question as grounds for the Emploj'-
er's discipline on Dec. 7, 1966. When the Charging Party's union representative
failed to object to this procedure, as well as his refusal to require the Employer to

produce evidence which would substantiate the circumstances surrounding the

discipline which was the subject of the grievance before them, the Charging Party
declined to testify. He did not have the support of his union representatives. As a

consequence, the Respondent Union withdrew his grievance at this Fourth Step
Hearing.
The Charging Party alleged in his Charge of Discrimination that "other white

employees of the Company and members of the Union have not been given the
treatment which" he was required to endure "under similar circumstances."

(Charge of Discrimination, Page 2.)
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II. NATURE OF RESPONDENT EMPLOYER

Republic Steel Corporation is the third largest producer in the United States
of basic steel "for distribution among the several states". Regional Director's

Finding of Fact No. 3, p. 2. Its general offices are in Cleveland, Ohio, although
its corporate headquarters are in Flemington, New Jersey. As of F)eceinber 31,
1969, it employed approximately .50,678 persons throughout its production and
fabricating facilities located throughout the Mid-Central area of the United
States. "Standard & Poors' Corporation Records," January, 1971.

In its Cleveland i)roduction facilities it "employs approxunately 6,500 persons
of whom approximately 1,200 are Negro." Regional Director's Finding of Fact
No. 3, p. 2.

Should there be evidence of racial discrimination against anj^ of its Negro
employees in only the Cleveland pnjduction facilities, there would be the likelihood
that all of the 1,200 Negro employees would be adversely affected by such unlawful
practice. Consequently, it is imperative for the Commission to determine whether
or not there is pn^bative evidence to substantiate Mr. Brewer's charge of class
discrimination against all of the members of his race.

III. PROCEDURAL STATUS OF CASE TO D.^TE

Date of alleged violation: April 9, 1969 (Grievance procedure terminated con-

cerning discriminatory conduct by Respondent Employer and Union in De-
cember, 1966.)

Date of filing of charge: October 15, 1969
Date of service of charge: May 12, 1970
Date of Regional Director's Findings of Fact: February 11, 1971
Date of extension granted for filing exceijtions: March 1, 1971
Date exceptions due: March 18, 1971

IV. SPECIFIC EXCEPTIONS AND OBJECTIONS OF CHARGING PARTY TO THE FIELD
director's findings of FACT

A. No mention in Findings of Fact concerning class discrimination.

Legal duty on Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to investigate
allegations of class discrimination.
The statutoiy charge to the Ctjmmission requires it to investigate "(w)henever

it is charged in writing under oath by a person claiming to be aggrieved" over
an emplo^'er who has engaged in an unlawful employment ])ractice." 42 U.S.C.

2000e-5(a). The investigative function of the Commission has been held to be
one of its primary duties. IBEW, Local Union No. 5 vs. EEOC, 398 F. 2d 248
(CAPA. 1968), cert, denied 393 U.S. 1021, 89 S.Ct. 628, 21 L. Ed. 2d 565.
The recent decision of Blue Bell Boots, Inc., vs. EEOC, 418 r2d, 355, 61 LC

par. 9351, 2 FEP Cases 228 (6th Circ. 1969), affirming 295 F, Supp. 1060, 58 LC
par. 9139, 69 LRRM 2009, 1 FEP Cases 346 (Middle District, Tenn. 1968), has

clearly held that "discrimination on the l)asis of race is by definition class dis-

crimination." 2 EEP Cases 228, at 230. (Emi^hasis added.) Moreover, the court
held that an employer's "pattern of action" is relevant to the Conmiission's
determination of whether there is reasonable cause to believe that the employer
has practiced racial discrimination. Ibid. The court also held that "the existence
of patterns of racial discrimination in job classifications or hiring situations other
than those of the complaintant may well justify an inference that the practices
conqjlained of here were motivated by racial factors." Ibid.

In discussing the scope of the relief which the Commission may afford, the
court held that the Commission may, in the public interest "provide relief which
goes beyond the limited interests of the charging parties," citing Jenkins vs.

U.S. Gas Corp., 400 F2d 28, 1 FEP Cases 364, (5th Circ. 1968), and Caine vs.

Georgia Power Ccmipany, 295 F. Supp. 943, 1 FEP Cases 357 (N.D. Fa. 1968).
Ibid.

It is clear, therefore, by virtue of the recent holding of the Sixth Circuit Court
of Appeals in Blue Bell Boots, which is binding on the Cleveland Regional Office,
that when a Charging Party alleges discriminatory action on the part of an em-
ployer and union affecting not only himself but other persons similarly situated
in the same place of enii)loynient, it becomes necessary for the Commission to

investigate not only the facts surrounding the particular incident com}jlained of

by the Charging jmrty but also the circumstances affecting the entire class of

persons allegedly discriminated against. Since racial discrimination by its very
nature is class discrimination, when the Commission restricts the sco^je of its
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investigation to merely the circumstances effecting the individual Charging Party
without attempting to ascertain the validity of the alleged class discrimination, it

frustrates the purpose of the Act in eliminating all practices of racial discrimina-
tion concerning the terms and conditions t>f empicjyment.

Blue Bell Boots, supra, has unquestionably armed the Commission with the

authority not only to investigate the matters alleged in the charge, but all of the

employment practices of Republic Steel in its production facility as well. Atten-
tion is drawn to the holding of the court at 2 FEP Cases 288, where the court
said "Section 706(e) of Title VII of the Civil Ilights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.D. 2000e,
imposes no limitations on the Commission's investigative authority". (Emphasis
added.)

Failure of Commission to Investigate Class Discrimination in this Case

On Maj^ 11, 1970, the Charging Party, with the assistance of the Commission's
Investigator, Ted Western, signed an affidavit in which he alleged that: "Since the

passage of Title VII, 1964, discriminatory practices relative to progression and
regression still exist. Since passage in 1964, laborers are still suffering economic
bondage or/and (are) still ijeing deprived of equal pay relative to other workers.

A. Furnace Units; B. Construction Units; C. Crane Units; D. Miscellaneous

Unity, etc., all listed in Labor Department.
All these units can work in conjunction with other workers . . . the so-called

skilled are paid for skilled conditions and environment, (sic) but laborers can only
be payed slave-wages." See Affidavit of Frank C. Brewer, pp. 4-5, attached to

Charge of Discrimination filed herein.
In the Charge of Discrimination prepared by Mr. Western, the Charging Party

stated that "other White employees of the Company and members of the Union
have not been getting the treatment which I have endured under similar
circumstances."
The Regional Director's Findings of Fact fail to make any reference whatsoever

to the question of the existence of departmental or plant-wide racial discrimination
as alleged by the Charging Party. On the contrary, each of the Findings refer to
the circumstances surrounding the particular incident complained of by the Charg-
ing Party. The Charging Party submits that in order for the Commission to fulfill

its statutory function in this case, it must make an investigation, if such has not
been done, of the existence of any class discrimination which would affect at least
the Negro workers which are employed by Respondent Employer at its Cleveland

production facility. Accordingly, the Charging Party herewith requests the Com-
mission to re-open its investigation of this case for the purpose of determining
whether a practice or pattern of racial discrimination was in effect as alleged by the

Charging Party so as to deny the 1,200 Negro employees of the Respondent
Employer the full enjoyment of the rights secured them bv Title VII of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964.
B. Charging Party excepts to all of the Findings of Fact adverse to his material

allegations, including thefollowing findings:
Finding No. 5. "It is undisputed that as a result of an altercation between

Charging Party and his foreman on December 6, 196G, Charging Party received
a three-day suspension and was transferred to another shift. It is also undisputed
that Charging Party's Grievance regarding the disciplinarj^ action was withdrawn
at a Fourth Step Hearing on April 9, 1969".

Reasons for exception

Charging Partj^ submits that there is no evidence which will substantiate a find-

ing that there was an "altercation" between the Charging Party and his foreman
on December 6, 1966, or any other date. Such a finding would infer that there was
physical contact or a fight between them, which did not in fact occur.

It is the Charging Party's contention that had a full investigation been con-
ducted into the facts in this case, the Commission would have disclosed the falla-

cious nature of the Employer's version of the facts. Charging Part.y was acting as a

Shop Steward in resolving the argument between his two fellow employees at the
time his forema.n used derogatory and vulgar language in ordering all of the men
back to work. With respect to the withdrawal of the Charging Party's grievance at
the Fourth Step Hearing, it was this very action by the Union Officials who were
supposed to be representing the Charging Party which was alleged by the Charging
Party to constitute discrimination by the Union itself! When Mr. IJrewer's union
representatives chose not to require the Respondent Employer to substantiate its

allegation of "insubordination" by the Charging Party as the ground for its disci-
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plinary action in December, 1966, and accepted the Emploj-er's recital of alleged
instances of misconduct prior to the event in question at the hearing, they aban-
doned their role of advocates for Mr. Brewer—conduct which he alleged was
founded on racial considerations.
The Regional Director's Findings of Fact make no reference to whether or not

racial motives were indeed a determining factor in the Union's conduct at the
Fourth Step Hearing. Consequently, the Findings of Fact are grossly incomplete
with respect to the Union's participation in the alleged discriminatory practice.

Finding No. 7. "Respondent Employer denies that Charging Party was per-
forming the duties of Steward; and Respondent Employer's Foreman states that
he told Charging Party and the other two laborers to stop quarreling and return to
work. He further states that the two laborers complied with his demand but Charg-
ing Party became abusive, used foul language and threatened him."

Reasons for exception

Charging Party denies that there is any substantial basis for accepting the alle-

gation of his foreman that the "Charging Party became abusive, used foul langu-
age and threatened him." Charging Party does not, however, deny that the Re-
spondent Emi)loyer may have alleged this during the investigation.

Finding No. 10. "The evidence shows that the two laborers and Charging Party
were told to return to work by Respondent Employer's Foreman; and, the two
laborers did return but Charging Party began arguing with the Foreman."

Reasons for exception

Charging Party denies he "began arguing with the Foreman", as found by the
Regional Director and states that the Director should have found that the Charg-
ing Party was merely attempting to explain the situtation to his foreman, who
refused to listen to him and denied his status as a Shop Steward.

Finding No. 11: "The evidence shows that Charging party was suspended three

days for insubordination (towards the Foreman), and was transferred to another
shift."

Reaso7i'i for exception

When all of the evidence, which should have been developed by the Com-
mission's investigator, is carefully reviewed, it should reveal that the Charging
Party was wrongfully disciplined by the Respondent Employer not for insub-
ordination to his foreman, but because in exercising his duties as a Shop Steward,
Mr. Brewer evoked the blatant racial animosit.y of his foreman toward Negroes
solely because of their race. Mr. Brewer was known to the Employer as one Black
who would not countenance the discriminatory conduct which it practiced.

Finding No. 12: "There is no information in Charging Party's Personnel Record
of his being appointed Shop Steward."

Reasons for exception

Concerning this finding, the Charging Party states that his Union records
reveal his having been appointed as a Shop Steward and that a careful examina-
tion of the evidence by the Investigator should have revealed the petition which
majority of the men on the second shift had signed for the purpose of confirming
his appointment to that position. Even if this fact is now shown in the Charging
Party's Personnel Record, it is immaterial to whether Superintendent Cunning-
ham and Foreman Barry had notice in fact of Brewer's being a Shop Steward.
This finding should be based on substantial material evidence sufficient to rebut
the sworn statement of Chief Steward William Younger, that "he informed Re-
spondent Employer's Official of Charging Party's being a Shop Steward." Finding
of Fact (8, p. 3. Charging Party submits that the Employer's Industrial Relations

Department had records of his being a Shop Steward.

Finding No. 13: "The evidence shows that Caucasians and Negroes have bten
disciplined for similar reasons

; and, the disciplinary actions taken were similar to
that given Charging Party."

Reasons for exceptions

A Finding that "Caucasians and Negroes have been disciplined for . . . reasons
. . . similar to that given Charging Party" in no way answers a charge that in this

particular instance racial discrimination was the motivating factor in disciplining
the Charging Party or that there were "discriminatory practices relative to pro-
gression and regression" among Negro laborers in the Furnace, Construction and
Crane Units of the Labor Department "in conjunction with other workers . . . the
so-called skilled ..." Affidavit of Charging Party attached to Charge of Dis-
crimination.
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Charging Party suggests that there presently exists, and has for many years,

blatantly open and widespread racial discrimination throughout Republic Steel

Corporation's production faciUties in Cleveland, especially in the Coke Plant and
Strip Mill, all of which a thorough investigation and statistical analysis will reveal.

This racial discriminatioa was ond still is manifested in the hiring, testing, assign-

ing, advancing and promoting, training and disciplining of the Negro employees,
as well as in the Employer's condoning and encouragement of Caucasian employees
making racially derogatory remarks about Negro employees without taking ap-
propiiate disciplinary action.

Finding No. 14: "There is no evidence to substantiate that Charging Party was
performing in the capacity of Shop Steward at the time of the incident on Dec. 6,

1966."

Reasons for exception

See reasons listed for Exceptions to Findings No. 10, No. 11 and No. 12 above.

Finding No. 15: "I find that Charging Party was disciplined in accordance with

Respondent Employer's disciplinary practices."

Reasons for exception

This finding is vague, in that it doesn't disclose whehther or not the Respondent
Employer's discipUnary practices are in fact discriminatorally applied against the

Negro employees in question.
Finding No. 16: "Charging Party admits having decided against returning to

work iu January, 1988, even though he informed Respondent Employer of his

intent to return. Charging Party states that he did not return because of his

physical condition."

Reasons for exception

This finding is incomplete and consequently inaccurate. For this reason, Charg-
ing Party takes exception to it.

Charging Party submits that the evidence should reveal that he was given a
medical release from his physician to return to work in January, 1968, conditioned,
however, upon his performing light work. Mr. Brewer requested transfer to the
Machine Shop but his employer refused to authorize such transfer, stating that
he would have to return to his former job which involved strenuous exertion.

Since the Charging Party was physically unable to perform strenuous activities

of this nature, he declined to work at his old job. It was at this point that the

Employer terminated his employment. Charging Party believes that this con-
stituted wrongful discharge and was further evi dence of racial discrimination against
him as a Negro, since White employees are generally permitted to transfer to
other assignments at such times.

IV. CONCLUSION

The Charging Party submits that since his attorney has no access at this point
of time, under the current Regulatioiis of the Commission, to the Commission's
file, in this matter and to the evidence obtained pursuant to its investigation of

the Charge, he is greatly limited in determining whether and to what extent the
evidence supports the Findings of Fact. Mr. Brewer does, however, believe that
each of his specific exceptions is well founded and should be accepted by the
Commission.

In Addition, Charging Party believes that a great miscarriage of justice will

continue to occur unless the Commission re-opens its investigation for the purpose
of obtaining evidence concerniag the Charge of "discriminatory practices relative

to progression and regression", relative to the Labor Department, as well as the
entire Cleveland production facility.

Racial and nationality discrimination in the production plants of the steel

industry is well documented. Attention is drawn to the following recent cases:

U.S. V. Bethlehem Steel Corp. (Lackawanna Plant), 2 FEP Cases 547 (U.S.D.C.
W.D.N.Y., April 13, 1970), appeal pending 2nd Cir.

;
Waters v. Wisconsin Steel

Works, 2 FEP Cases 574, (7th Circ. April 28, 1970) ;
U.S. v. H. K. Porter Co.,

Inc. (N.D. Ala. 1968), 296 F Supp 40, 59 LC Sec. 9204 (appeal pending 5th Cir.)
and U.S. v. U.S. Steel Corp. (Fairfield Ala). F .Supp. .

In Bethlehem, supra, the fourth largest producer of steel in the United States
admitted a long history of blatant racism and falsification of its records in per-
petuating its unlawful practices! The same Union is involved in Bethlehem as in

the instant case.
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In conclusion, the Charging Party suggests that the widespread existence in

RepiibHc Steel's Cleveland production facility of many of the same discriminatory
practices as found in Bethlehem, supra, necessitates further investigation by the
Commission of the Charge in this case and finding of reasonable cause that the

Charge is true.

Mr. Hawkins. We have, also, the testimony of Mr. Wilham F.

Mo3'er, assistant regional director of economic develojnnent and

employment, National Urban League. His statement is being inserted

in the record in lieu of his personal testimony, in order to accommodate
the committee by expediting the ^vork this afternoon.

Statement of William F. Mover, Assistant Regional Director of EconoMic
Development and Employment, National Urban League

Mr. Chairman and Members of this Subcominittee:

My name is William F. Mover. I am the Assistaiat Regional Director for Eco-
nomic Development and Employment for the Mideastern Regional Office of the
National Url^an League.
The National Urban League is a non-profit, charitable and educational organiza-

tion founded in 1910, to secure equal opportunities for Black citizens and the mem-
bers of other minority groups.
The National Urban League has affiliates in 100 cities located in .37 states and

the District of Columbia. It maintains National Headquarters in New York
City, regional offices in Akron, (mj' home base), Atlanta, Los Angeles, New York
and St. Louis, and a Washington-based Dejiartment of Government Affairs.

A professional staff of 2,000 persons, trained in the social sciences and related

disciplines, conducts the day-to-day activities of the L'rban League throughout
the country, aided by more than 8,000 volunteers who bring expert knowledge and
experience to racial matters.

Mr. Vernon E. Jordan, Jr. is our Executive Director. The Mideastern Regional
Office of The National Urban League which serves twenty (20) affiliates in the

region, of which ten (10) are located in the State of Ohio, seven (7) in Michigan,
two (2) in Kentucky, and one (1) in Farrell, Pennsylvania is deeply grateful for

your invitation too submit a statement for inclusion in the record of the hearings
before this subcommittee in order to add to 3'our bodj' of knowledge in the area and
on the suVjject now before you.
The Urban League's sixty-two (62) years of existence have been dedicated to

the cause of equality of opportunity.
When the 88th Congress on July 2, 1964, passed public law 88-352, it was cited

as the "Civil Rights Act of 1964" which among other things created and estab-

lished a Commission on Equal Employment Opportunity. For many in the Black
and other minority committees across this land, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of

1964, under which the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission was esta-

blished, engendered great hope that this mechanism would deal meaningfully with
the problems surrounding discrimination in employment. Quite frankly, since the

laws went into effect, a lot of promises have been heard, but overall precious little

action has been seen.

Discrimination in employment is widespread and takes practically every con-

ceivable form and has for a long, long time. It can be found in almost every area,

every industry-, every level
;
and it has a crushing impact, and this is not conjecture.

As evidence of how prevalent job discrimination is, since 1969, the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission has handled well over .50,000 complaints of job
discrimination, have conducted numerous hearings in this regard across our land,
and many other activities not known to the general public relative to employ-
ment practices and job discrimination.
Most assuredly, 1964, was a frustrating year, particularly when the Civil Rights

Act and Executive Order 11246 were passed. If you recall, many individuals in the

business and other related sectors were raging, no one was going to tell them how
to run their business. I'm convinced that the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission and the Office of Federal Contract Compliance representatives were
not and are not about the business of telling them how to run their businesses, but
was about the business of trying to right the many wrongs that prevail in our em-

ployment and job practices that have plagued this country for so many years.
There still are foot-draggers in the employment sectors, but for the most ])art,

business leaders are accepting equal opportunit j- in employment as a fact of life.
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Here we are—today—October 23, 1972, prosperous, full of dynamism, opti-
mism and pride of progress; firmlj' committed to the idea of progress and the

acceleration of progress.
We advocate equal opportunity as individuals, as citizens, as members of some

church, or religion or denomination—you enunciate equal opportunity if and
when you go to church and repeat the Lord's Prayer. It's the one acceptable
version of the Bible that causes the least difference or controversy^ regardless of

doctrine, dogma, ritual or degree of institutionalization.

You advocate equality of opportunitj' everj^ time you repeat in private or in

unison the first two words of the Lord's Prayer—Our Father, OUR FATHER:—
It does not say Mj^ Father.—It does not say Our White Father.—It does not say
Our Black Father.—It does not say Our Majority Father.—It does not say any
kind of hyphenated Father. Just Our Father, two words that establish the father-

hood of God and brotherhood of man—if, of course, you believe in the v.ords of

the prayer so casually but extensively used.

So, I say it seems somewhat ironic that we find it necessary to try to place the

challenge of equal opportvmity in proper persi^ective after all of these hundreds
of years. What I have said, in effect then is, that denial of equal opportunity is

unconstitutional, illegal and immoral.
Let's look at one other aspect

—that of economics. Discrimination because of

race, or religion or national origin, also violates sound principles of economics.

Although the direct and most identifiable victims of practices that deny equal

opportunity are the most obvious sufferers, the entire economy is atTected—seriously

and measurably. All you need to illustrate this is to apply the nmltiplier and
acceleration principles of economics to the income of the non-white compared to

the white population.
The attention given to civil rights in my opinion, has not been matched with

economic results. The income gap between the non-white and white population
is widening, not getting more narrow as it should be if equal opportunity' is to be
a fact, not just a dream. For example, a study made by our Research Department
of The National Urban League, released in 1967, emphasizes the econcmiics of

discrimination with shocking and uncompromising reality. In 1955, the differen-

tial between white and non-white median family income was $2,0.50. Ten years
later, the gap had increased to $o, 199. The actual median famil}' income for

whites was $7,170 in 1965 comixired to $4,605, while the non-white lias an income
of $3,971 in 1965 compared to $2,549 in 1955.

It takes no special knowledge, to even the most casual observer, to recognize
that legislation abounds us with civil rights and ecjual opportunity, that federal

dollars in the next ten (10) years will pour into all areas of l:)usiness and industry;
but yet, we still have and the future looks about the same that an insignificant
nimiber of Blacks and other minorities who constitute 11% or more of the nation's

work force will not benefit substantiallj^ if the current practices continue. Em-
ployment discrimination need not exist in the United States, and business and
government have a joint responsibility for ending it, yet it is not being done.

Equal Employment Oppoitunity Commission Chairman, William H. Brown III,
in an address in Akron, Ohio on September 24, 1970, at an EEO Day Program
revealed some startling figures relative to minority employment in Akron, and I

quote, "According to the last estimate, Akron had a total population of 668,000
of which 48,000 or 7.2 percent were Negroes. Our (EEOC) latest reports show that
Blacks held only 2.3 percent of jobs in the office and clerical category. In the top
two tiers of jobs

—officials and managers, and professionals
—the picture is even

worse: Blacks comprised only 0.9 percent of officials and managers, and (not much
bettei) 1.2 percent of piofessionals." Further, he stated that, "these figures
are two years old, but pieliminary analysis at the Commission of later reports
show neghgible change", end quote. That was 1970, with figures representing 1968
studies. Nevertheless, those figures are now four years old, and it could possibly
be said that if a study were taken today it would be doubtful if any meaningful
changes have occurred. Chairman Brown went on further to say, "In white collar

employment, blacks hold 9.6 percent of all blue collar jobs, which is more than their

share of the population in the area. At the highly-paid skilled craftsmen category,
black people sink to 2.7 percent representation. At the bottom of the totem pole,

however, they (blacks) represent almost 37 percent of all laborers and service

workers in Akron's reporting companies."
As recent as September 7, 1972, the State of Ohio's Department of Public Works,

Division of Equal Employment Opportunity, conducted hearings in Cleveland
relative to minority participation in construction. The Urban League of Cleveland

(as well as others) presented testimony and its position relative to equal employ-
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ment opportunity in construction. What was said by the presenter, Mr. James
R. Campbell, First Vice President of The Urban League of Cleveland, illustrates
the problem of job discrimination and lack of equal opportunity for blacks and
other minorities seeking employment within that specific area. Mr. Campbell said
in effect that:

1. The Urban League of Cleveland represents the interest of 337,000 non-white
minorities in Cuyahoga County.

2. The Urban League cannot sanction nor shall we ever approve practices which
would compromise the rights and dignity of our constituency.

3. The Urban League wishes to loudly and clearly proclaiiii its disgust with the
federal government's so-called "good faith efforts" to extend adequate and
meaningful employment of minority people in construction.

4. Racist employment practices in the construction industry are as prevalent
today as they have ever been. The only difference is subtlety.

5. The issue is not a social question, but rather an economic issue of great
concern.
He further stated "There are less than 3 percent minority members in such

trades as asbestos workers, boilermakers, iron-workers, plumbers, sheet metal
workers, tile setters and operating engineers." So, Mr. Chairman, if the question is

raised, whether or not job discrimination prevails, the answers based upon data
would have to be yes.

That's the outlook in two major areas of northeast Ohio; however, make no
mistake about it, we know conditions are similar in our other Urban areas in the
state.

At our annual conference in Detroit last year, the National Urban League
warned that an employment crisis was developing in our inner-cities, particularly
among black workers and other minorities. It called upon both the President and
Congress to launch a massive program of public service employment. Unfortu-
nately, such action v. as not taken and the situation in inner-cities has, as predicted,
gotten worse. Thus, today there is more urgent need for the government to declare
low-income areas with high concentration of i)lacks and other minorities as "dis-
aster areas", makirtg them eligible for intensive economic aid.

In a report prepared by The National Urban League's Research Department,
titled Black Unemployment: A Crisis Situation, the summary of more findings
were:

1. While the unemployment rates for white workers are beginning to stabilize,
the rate for black workers have been steadily increasing since 1970. They rose from
8.2 in 1970, and 9.9 in 1971, to 10.2 for the first 6 months of 1972.

2. In the low-income urban areas covered by the special Census Employment
Survey, the official unemployment rate for black workers was 11.1 or 283,000 un-
employed persons.

3. The unofficial or "hidden" unemployment rate for all black persons 16 years
and over in the low-income CES areas was an alarming high of 23.8 or 692,000
unemployed black people.

4. While white veterans between 20-24 had an unemployment rate of 12.7 dur-

ing the first quarter of 1972, black veterans had an unemployment rate of 22.4.

Basically, our problem exists as a special problem because the people without
the preconception good judgment to be born white have been barred from this

opportunity to climb the laclder now for three centuries strictly because of pig-
mentation.

Those who see the visible evidences of affluence in others will endure the contrast
with their own situation more patiently if there is a chance that they may share in

these good things
—or if they feel the possibility of their sharing is not precluded

by any considerations they cannot surmount, such as, mere pigmentations or racial

origin.
In a society where everyone can get a ticket in life's lottery

—whatever the
odds—there will be less discontent than in a society where one class or group or
race seldom gets a ticket or rarely wins the prize.

Giving the Black Americans better housing, better education, better health
protection, better public service—all of these will improve his chances to rise in

the mainsti'eam of American business, science, politics and the professions. But
long before these aspects of his environment can l;)e sufficiently improved, Black
Americans must be convinced that they have a fair chance at the lottery of
American life—a chance to get their ticket and an honest chance at the main
prize, and to persuade Black Americans of this, American enterprise is going to
have to bring Black talent into positions heretofore closed in far greater numbers—
not just as tokens and symbols of the fluidity of our society, but in such num-
bers as to constitute a proof of that fluidity.
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In the great cities of this country, where the blacks are an increasingly important
constituency, he is not represented in anything like reasonable proportion in

anything. In cities v/here 70 percent of the population is black, nothing like 70

percent, or 50 percent or 40 percent or even 10 percent of major enterprise has
Black managers, officials, etc.

The situation is changing. Black colleges are besieged by corporate management
seeking educated and trained Black businessmen, scientists, and professional
men of all kinds. But the moving is not swift enough. And the Black American
is rightly convinced that only discriminatory policies of the past could have pro-
duced their present lack of representation at all levels of employment.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, it has been stated many times, that the purpose of

Government, according to the Preamble to the U.S. Constitution is to establish

justice, insure domestic tranquillity, promote the general welfare and secure the

blessings of liberty for all citizens. In other words, the cf)nstitution places great
importance on equal opportunity. Let's be about the business to fulfill our com-
mitment to make equal employment opportunity a reality for all Americans;
especially to those who have been deprived, by circumstances, in the past.
Thank you.

Mr. Hawkins. May I also amiounce that any other statements
which any of you wish to file with the committee will be accepted
while we keep the record open for a period of 3 weeks. If you wish to

file a statement with the committee, it will be entered as an official

part of this hearing, the same as if you had testified. So, I hope you
will take advantage of that, in the event you have not had an oppor-
tmiity to testify or did not even indicate that you wanted to testify.
Send the statement to the General Subcommittee on Labor in care of

Congressman A. F. Hawkins, Washington, D.C.
Mr. Stokes. Mr. Chairman, at this point in the record, I would

like the record to reflect the presence of two of Cleveland's city
councilmen, who are here to evidence their concern in this matter on
behalf of their constituents and their respective council districts. One
is Councilman Chester Harrod, in the rear of the room.
And over to my right and to your left is Councilman John Barnes of

ward 30.

In the rear of the room I just saw come in, one of the commis-
sioners of the city of East Cleveland, Mrs. May Stewart. Mrs. Stewart.

I hope I haven't missed any other public officials that are present at

this time.

Mr. Barnes. Chairman.
Mr. Stokes. Mr. Barnes.
]Mr. Barnes. Councilman Kane was here earlier and had to leave.
Mr. Stokes. You're right. Councilman Kane and also Councilman

Robert McCaul were here to evidence their concern in these matters.
Thank you.
Mr. Hawkins. My apologies, Mr. Pinkney, we can proceed now.
Mr. Pinkney. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Members of the Subcommittee, in dealing with discrimination in

Cleveland, it seems that we would be remiss in ignoring the suburbs.
It's kind of like putting mercurochrome on a cancer in our case in

Cleveland.
Since job discrimination is at an epidemic level in Cleveland, I

would like to bring the black suburban perspective to that crisis.

I would like to discuss two particular reasons for this situation.

First, recalcitrance on the part of some suburban communities, and
secondly, the contractors and bushiesses avoiding scrutiny and com-
pliance of equal employment opportunitj^ legislation, by concen-

trating in the suburban areas.
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The standard metropolitan statistical area of Cleveland is made up
of approximately 40 suburban communities with a total population
of over two miUion people, of which 16.6 percent are black.

Let's look at what happens in a typical suburban community by
using Warrensville Heights as an example.

According to the 1970 census, the population there was 18,975
with an approximate 35 percent black population. The overwhelming
portion of new jobs created in recent 3-ears have been located outside
the central cities in areas where black and other minorities are denied

housing either by overt discrimination or lack of moderate cost
accommodations.
A recent Bureau of Labor Statistics study showed that from 1960

to 1965, at least 62 percent of valuation permits for new industrial
and 52 percent of those from mercantile establishments were for con-
struction in the suburbs.

Currently, in Warrensville Heights, as I use that as an example,
there is only one minority appointment who is a housing inspector.
There is one minority fireman. There are no black policemen out of
a safety force of over 100 men. There are five nonclassified emplo3^ees
out of approximatel}^ ISO city employees, although these figures vary
from time to time.

Another significant point is that 90 percent of the city's work force
is drawn from other predominantly white suburban communities
while black unemployment in Warrensville Heights is on the increase.
As we look at these statistics, it becomes apparent that something

is lacking in terms of employment opportunities for minorities.

Provincialism, tokenism, and patronage do not allow minorit}^ group
people equal job opportunities.

In 1970, as a councilman in Warrensville Heights, I sponsored an
equal employment opportimity ordinance. Since that ordinance was
passed, there has been a digression of equal job opportunities and
discrimination runs rampant. Out of nearly a million dollars in con-
tracts let by the city of Warrensville Heights in less than 2 years,
not one minority firm was awarded a contract.

Just as significant is the fact that many contracting firms do not

comply with Federal, State, or other equal employment regulations.
Those firms can discriminate freely on the 40-odd suburbs of Cleveland,
like Warrensville Heights. Even those low-paying service jobs tradi-

tionall}^ held by black people, that is, garbage collection, trash re-

moval, street cleaning, and so forth, have fallen victim to patronage
and the result is discrimination.
Tokenism is evidenced b}^ the selection of a few blacks to fill spots

in nonpaying advisory and high visibility public-relations-type
positions.

In the past 5 years, something like 85 percent of those dismissed,
fired, or laid off in the service areas have been minority persons. While
at the same time, an insignificant percent of new hires were minorities.
On a local level, repeated efforts by concerned residents within the

community toward overcoming the lack of equal representation in

safety forces, have been met with apathy, noncooperation, and out-

right resistance b}^ the city's administration.
Just last week, the City Council of Warrensville Heights passed an

ordinance allowing people in the service department to have a paid
holiday on election day.
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As has been mentioned, suburbia has met migratory efforts by
black people with hostility that manifests itself by way of harassment
to the point of bombing their homes. It becomes apparent that even if

a black family is able to move into a suburban community, the likeli-

hood of meaningful local employment is denied.

Finally, since the revenue sharing bill was signed, I believe last

week b}^ the President in Philadelphia, unless there is some provision
for compliance, it's only going to add to the dilemma that minority
people suffer in the effort toward equal job opportunities.

It has been truely demonstrated that local communities have not
and do not intend to take the responsibility in overcoming this problem

^Ir. Hawkins. Thank you, councilman. I think your statement is a

fitting climax to this hearing, it's well documented, concisely stated,
and certainly I think most helpfvd to this committee. We certainly
wish to express the appreciation of the committee for jour patience in

waiting around to testify, to be the last witness.

Mr. PiNKNEY. Thank you.
Mr. Hawkins. Thank you very much.
At this time we do have a rather unusual request. The counsel of the

subcommittee wishes to make a statement in which I certainly concur.
I would like to afford him that privilege. Ortlinarily members of the
committee make statements in these hearings but, since this has been
an unusual hearing, we are going to bend that ruling and allow the

general counsel to make a statement.
Mr. Hart. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I wanted to just briefly

thank Mr. Stokes' very, ver^^ able staff. Thej^ get the lion's share of

the credit for setting up these hearings and making them the success
that I think they are and getting the kind of information to the

committee that it's going to need in its legislative efforts. Personalh",
and I am sure that the chairman will also extend for the committee,
thank you very much, all of ycu.
Mr. Haavkins. A great number of individuals who expressed

an interest in presenting their personal cases of discrimination to the
subcommittee were imable to be called to testify because of our time
limitations. At this point, without objection, these cases wi\[ be read
into the record.

The following complaints involve discrimination by private em-
ployers and the slowness of the agencA^ responsible for enforcing equal
employment opportunity :

Statement of Harold Edwards, 810 East 105th Street, Cleveland, Ohio

I wish to convey the following message to you concerning my emploj^ment
problems :

It is definitely certain that bias, discrimination and unfair treatment does
exist at White Trucks of White Motors Corporation, 842 East 79th Street here
in Cleveland.

(1) My date of seniority was January, 1969.

(2) I have worked mostly as a laborer in Departments 383 of Engine and
Axle Manufacturing.

(3) Worked as a laborer at their Main Administration Building dumping waste
baskets.

(4) In Department 934 my job at common labor was handling all outgoing
truck jDarts and was quite strenuous and without help and inadequate pay for
such.

(5) I am told who to indulge in conversation with b}' the foreman and who I

shouldn't talk to and who shouldn't talk to me.
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(6) I have or had no breaks for coffee or restroom unless I go find the foreman
to notify liim of this first.

(7) Even though I may need a tovrmotor to lift 500-600 pound articles, the
foreman will bypass a Caucasian, an available towmotor and sometimes walk
50-75 yards to locate a black towmotor operator to service my needs.

(8) I am often by passed on matters of higher paying job assignments and
Caucasians are filling the assignments instead of me. I have been offered lower
paying jobs within Department 934.

(9) There are no jobs created within Department 934 where necessary or
could possibly be created.

(10) I have never received a handbook from UAW Local Union 23 nor could
one ever be located or found for me during my emploj'ment.

(11) I have been laid off even after going through proper channels after

returning to work from sick leave armed with a written statement from my per-
sonal physician.

(12) I was discharged during December, 1971 while on official sick leave.
I returned to the plant with all necessary papers showing all dates of treatment
wliile off. My return to work statement from my physician showed that I was
totally incapacitated. The companj^ says I was in violation of certain Union
laws and paragraphs for failure to substantiate my illness. No hourly paid per-
sonnel or co-workers were aware of any such company law because no Union
handbooks were passed out until after my discharge.

(13) I received no compensation from insurance coverage.
(14) As a result of what happened here under Paragraph 13 of this letter I

am a Soldiers and Sailors Welfare recipient receiving inadequate aid.

Complaints to higher ups or departmental stewards would sometimes result
in harassment from supervisors afterwards.

I was asked to perform above and beyond my share of a fair day's work for a
fair wage because otherwise m.y wages were inadequate for work performed.

Most of my adult life I have performed both skilled and semi-skilled typed
jobs but not at White Motors.

Received no insurance benefits, Christmas vacation with pay, reinstatement,,
or back pay to date.

Statement of T. L. Provitt, 139 Roosevelt NW., Warren, Ohio

My problems with Republic Steel began in 1964. At that time I was laid off

from the Bar Shed because of lack of work and they put me in the Transportation
Department. In the Transportation Department we laborers had to push a push-
cart with all the tools and material about two miles to the job site. I didn't think
this was fair because they had trucks they weren't using that could have done the

job. The bosses were white but most of us were black so I protested.
I told the big boss that it wasn't fair that it could be done with the trucks and

because of my telling him about this he changed it. He knew I was right. After
that Mr. Bob Utis really began to "stick" it into me. He took me down to Niles,

Ohio, five miles from Warren, just me, one black gu3" and four white guys. The four
white guys had shovels and I had a pick. He told me to take that pick and dig up
enough dirt for these four guys to shovel. I felt that was unfair. I went to see Mr.
Dubis (sp.?), the superintendent about this. Mr. Dubis sent me back to the

employment office.

The next major trouble I had was when I was laid off for not reporting in for
work on time. I had a breakdown in my car with my family and was not able to
call so they fired me. But I got back on in five days time. They sent me to the
Silicone Department where I stayed less than nine days and then they sent me to
the Fifty-six Inch Mill Department where I stayed less than nine days. Then they
sent me back to the Galvanizing Department; they sent me around and around
and around so that I wouldn't get a regular job.

I appealed to Mr. Sells and Mr. Sells sent me to the Ironworks where no other
black had ever worked. The foreman refused to let me work and sent me back to
Mr. Sells. After that nine white fellows were hired in that department but he had
refused to let me work. Then Mr. Sells sent me to the Carv)entry Sho]) where I

stayed until I was eventually fired for good, again for not reporting off in time.
From the beginning to the end I contend that the report off sj'stem is unfair

because there is nobody in the office to report to two hours ahead of time.
I put my case in with the National Labor Relations Board and they held it for

eight months. When I went to the Cleveland office of Equal Emploj^ment Op-
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portunity Commission the}' told me I didn't have enough time, therefore, I had
to go all the way to Washington to file my case. Thej^ said I was on time there—
this was in 1968.

I have been waiting from 1968 until today to get this into court. I may have to
wait another two years. In the meantime, I have had to use Welfare for my family
(ADC). Since I was laid off I didn't have money to keep up my property. The
City pushed in my cesspool, I couldn't afford to fix it, therefore, mj- home was
subsequenth' condemned. Since then I have moved to another home.

Congressman, I feel these matters should be brought into court sooner than
they are. There is a hardship on a man to wait five years to get justice.

Statement of Robert L. Hodge, 4281 East 114th Street,
Cleveland, Ohio

I received your communication giving me permission to testify of the inequities
that exist at the Ford Motor Companj^, Walton Hills, Cleveland Stamping Divi-

sion, because of race and sex.

(1) In our plant as of October 9, 1972, there is in excess of 1100 skilled workers.
Of these, less than 2% are from minority groups. The situation has remained in
this limbo for the past tliree years.

There is presently no program being sponsored by the Company to correct this

problem. I mentioned it three j^ears ago. Three years ago there was a changeover
program or upgrade agreement allowing seniority" employees to bid for positions
in the trades, thus learning from experience and becoming journej-men after 8

years of on-the-job training. As Blacks gained seniority and became eligible, the
agreement ceased to be enforced.

In 1954, at the opening of this plant, Blacks were not hired in proportion to
the population. The hiring ratio was close to 50 Blacks to the first 2,000 Whites
hired. This meant that their opportunitj' to enter the trades through the upgrade
program came at a much later date. Presently, we only have one Black in the
trades through the upgrade program. In 11 of the trades, there are no minority
representatives. Since the beginning of this plant, there have been only 6 Black
journeymen from the apprenticeship program.

(2) There is a wide gulf between Ford Motor Company, Walton Hills, Cleveland
Stamping Division's stated policies and its practices. I'm speaking of its condoning
of racial abuse as practiced by its supervisors, especially the following: Tom
Christy, Ray Swabb, Al Norman, Jake Vaughn and Bob Mann. The Company's
Labor Relations Dept. has received an innumerable amount of complaints regard-
ing these individuals, but has failed to take corrective measures.

For the record, this Company has only twice in its 17 year history taken any
corrective action of a preventive nature in cases involving racial abuse.

(3) Presently, there is only one woman employed by this plant. There is another
case where the policy states one thing and the practice indicates another. There
has not been to my knowledge any woman interviewed for employment since
Title VII of the Civil Rights act was enacted. I have presently put in one applica-
tion for a woman and I constantly check to see exactly what is being done. All
the answers I receive are evasive, even daring peak hiring seasons.

(4) This Company also has a "No AppUcation" sign posted at its entrances
that has not been removed for over a year and a half, although they were hiring
and were reminded intermittently to remove said sign because they did not allow
for an open door hiring policy.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Hon. LoTJis Stokes,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Stokes: I was hired at Cheverolet Cleveland Div. of General Motors
on January 27, 1964. During this month a number of Blacks were hired. From the
date I was hired until June 8th 1972, I held a number of jobs at this plant. I

started out as a machine operater then I performed jobs as an Inspector, Sweeper
and a Salaried clerk in the material Department.

During this period of time, I observed plenty of acts of discrimination against
blacks and minorities. These acts came in various forms and ways. From the first
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day when the foreman told me he liked colored people, until the last day in 1972.
For instance, I attended college for a year at one point in 1964 I asked my foreman
how could I become a fcweman. He stated "you work hard and I'd see what I could
d(x" This foreman had j^reviously told me he had not even finished High School.
Then I observed that all the non-black and non-minority whites who were friends
of buddies of foreman were being promoted to this position. After observing this
I thought to myself it would be almost impossible to make foreman. At this point
in time I think there were one or two black foreman in this plant. On the salary
payroll there might have been four blacks out of six hundred salaried personnel.

During this period from 1964 to 1968, I got into various troubles such as one
fight and other minor infractions which are in violation of the plant rules which
cover everthing from A to Z.

When ever a new black came into the plant as a new employee he was told by
other blacks to be careful and to keep out of any troul)le until he got his 90 days
in and admitted in the union, because management would not hesitate to fire him
for any little minor infraction. Blacks and minorities were always given the dirty
or harder jobs in the j^lant. Blacks and minorities were always being harrassed
and watched by management. Some foremen would always use words like "boy",
"monkey", "coon", "nigger" and others when referring to black employees. They
would try to do this when no one was around therefore making a black employee
strike a foreman which was an automatic firing because the foreman's word
always right unless the employee had over twenty witnesses on his side and then
the union might have a case it could win. The union if I might add didn't have its

representations of minorities either so you can see what kind of situation blacks
and minorities were in.

I've seen blacks fired and sent home for being late, absent, sick, sitting down
when there was nothing to do, hitting foreman when the foreman was wrong and
witnesses were present. I've seen blacks sent home for disobeying an order from
a foreman which was given in complete disregard to the employees safety. Blacks
have been fired or sent home when they were gambling with fellow white workers
and the white workers remained on the job.
One daj^ in April I think it was 1968 came my big day I was called up to the

personnel office and asked if I wanted to work up in the suggestion dept. while
someone was off on i^ave. It just so happen that I could type 45wph. So I took this

job because I thought this was my l)ig chance. When I was in the suggestion dept.
people would tell n\e how awful it was working for this supervisor and these were
whites telling me this. Well I told myself I would try to make it and do my job
and keep my mouth shut to succeed. But I guess this supervisor thought this was a

sign of weakness and l^egan making me do things no white person ever did. I

found out later that the only person made to do the same thing was another black
male who worked in this dept. before me. He is no longer with General Motors.
Well after working under this pressure for about 6 months I told personnel I was
dissatisfied. Then it just so happen that they had an opening coming up in the
Material Dept. They asked if I wanted it I said Yes. So I took this job in the
material dept. as a clerk. I was broken in on this job the same day the other clerk

was leaving. He showed me just enough to report for work the next day. Well I

thought this was my Isig break because I came to like the work because it was in-

teresting. Before I go on let me say that a salary clerk is non-union and also non-

management, therefore my job was in between here and there as far as authority
goes. Well I already mentioned my one day of training. So whenever I made a
mistake I was called in on the carpet and told about it as if I was an old pro on the

job. Like a good worker I kept my mouth. Then came the day I found out another
clerk who was non-imion and non-salary was making more money than I. So I

opened my mouth this time and it took 6 months for them to correct this matter.
Well I made a mistake because by doing this I had stepped on someones toes.

After that I was getting called on the carpet quite frequently and it seemed
as though they were building up a file on me. Then I began to keep notes, etc. My
ratings by my supervisor were quite low. The only good rating I got was in the

way I dressed and everyone could see that. Well since I couldn't sit down with
the foreman and my suj^ervisor and talk al)out parties or the current news I

began to talk to employees in our dept. both lilack and white. I became well

liked by the em])loyees in the dept. This management didn't like and told me so.

I was told I was talking too much to the employees. I told my supervisor that these
were the only jjeojjle I could tallv to because he didn't invite me in on his con-
versations and that I wasn't a supervisor. Well time went on and I was called a

nigger over the phone by another salary employee, I rei^orted it and they said

they spoke to him about that. Also my supervisor started to act a little aggressive
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in his tone of voice an actions toward me. He started pointing his finger in my
face and cursing at me. Well, after three or four sessions, one night, I told him
that I would like to be treated like a man instead of a child. He told me if I had
any com])laints to put them in writing, this I did by giving him a co]3v and every-
one in the cliain of command. I even sent a copy to General IVIotors Headquarters
in 13etroit. Well afterwards I met with the personnel director and told him what
had ha])pened and that I didn't want to be transfered away because it would
make me look bad. I told him that I could and wT)uld get along with my sujjer-
visor as long as he treated and respected me as a man.

After this talk I went back working a my jol:) when I found out that certain

duties had l^een taken away from me and given to the first shift clerk. The reason

given me that I talked to the emijloyees and that I might tell them some secret

information. For approx. six months I had really nothing to do. I just sat at my
desk and looked at the walls. Sometimes other black employees would come to

talk to me but were chased away while white em])loyees were allowed to stay
arround the office area. It became very obvious that I was being discriminated

against because white and black emplojees begin to notice that I was l^eing
watclied.

During the time in this dept. I noticed black hourly employees were treated

differently than whites and they complained to me quite frequently, but I told

them there was nothing much I could do because I was having proVjlems myself.
Sometimes I would hear foreman in the dejjt. talking about blacks and saying
they were good for nothing bums and should be sent back to where they came
from.

In May of 1970 when General Motors was laying off Salaried employees I

was told that I would be sent back to hourly as of June 1, 1970. I asked why and
was told that my rating was the reason I was being sent back.

After going back on hourly on June 10, 1970 I filed chaiges with the Ohio
Civil Rights Commission and the Equal Employment Oppcrtunties Commission.
At this time I was a sweeper in a production dept. It Just so hapj.^ens that both
foreman I worked for weie black. At first things went along okey l^ecause I

knew the two black foreman when I was f>n salary. Then after tiling charges it

changed diastically. I was given orders that no other sweeper black or white
was given. I was being constantly watched and records were being kept on every-
thing I did. I was sent home immerous times for Shop Rule #20 which states

loitering on Company Property. Before the Union Local 1005 could get one case
written management had sent me home for the balance of the shift and one day
and this progressed all the way up to the balance of the shift and Four weeks.
This is Approx. 54 days I missed off work before the union got to talk to manage-
ment about my cases. The only reason the union got to talk to Mgt. then Avas

was because of the strike in 1970. The union had my record reduced from four
weeks to two weeks with no back pay awarded. This meant all the time I was off

I received no monies or unemployment therefore I had to live off my savings
etc. Also when I came back to work Mgt. would progress from two weeks to three
W'Ceks if they sent me home which I knew they were going to do.

During this time I was keeping the OCRC aware of what was going on and the
EEOC. I had investigators handling my case. The OCRC investigator secured

signed affidavits from employees and he went out to the plant. The EEOC investi-

gator I didn't know of his contacts etc.

Well after going back to work and being sent home for three weeks, four weeks,
six weeks, and fired twice, I no longer worked at Chevrolet Cleveland. I had to
use all my savings to survive. My credit was destroyed and I had to seek other

employment. My whole life has been changed by what happen to me at Chevrolet
Cleveland.

Since I left I've heard they have fired a number of blacks for some reasons that

they had no reason to fire them for. Blacks have been filing charges against them
for years without much success or results.

At present I'm in the process of suing in Federal Court but General Motors
hasn't even answered my lawyers. The EEOC wrote and told me they found
nothing wrong. I wrote them back and they have been reconsidering my case for

over a year now. The OCRC after the first black investigator sent in a probable
cause case they sent it back to another white investigator who tells me that he's

dropping the case to no probable cause because mgt. told him I was a trouble
maker and that I took all the problems of blacks on my shoulders. I appealed this
action and received word from Columbus that the case was closed and the appeal
not allowed. After going all over and writing Congressman Stokes and Dr.
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Sullivan of G.M. I went to the NAACP for help and had their legal staff look ovei
my records. Thej' are working with my lawyer on the case.

If I may go back to the reason I was fired in both cases. The first time it was
because of repeated violations of Shop Rules. The second time, I was fired because
I missed one day of work. I have a Aunt who is totalh^ disabled and I had to help
her with some things she had to do on the day of June 7, 1971. Also the same day
I had to get my car serviced. Well after fighting with the union they said they
couldn't win the case because I should have tried to get to work because I owed
that to the Company. Well after all I went through with the companj^ the com-
pany owed me something also and judging by the way they treated me they didn't
want me there, so if I missed a day they should have been happy, but no they
aren't happy unless they're doing things the way they want to. Its easy to e* aluat^e
if I came to work they would fire me and if I didn't come in they would fire me.
So what do you do in a situation like that I ask you what do you do?
At present I know General Motors is going a lot for minorities and giving

blacks some of the better jobs, but is this tokenism or is this to cover up for all

the unjust they have committed and have never answered for, I think its about
time they answered for some of the unjust things they have committed in the past
and still might be committing. The only way to find out if this is still happening
is to go into these plants and see what is happering first hand. I'm sure there are
blacks and minorities who will come forth if they see they will be given protection
for exercising their Constitutional Right of Freedom of Speech.
Thank you very much.

Sincerely Yours,
Ronald J. Duncan.

October 6, 1972.

Representative Louis Stokes,
2947 Federal Building,
Cleveland, Ohio 4411A

I v,'ould like the opportunity to testify for myself and also in behalf of other
Black jouney men painters that have been "laid off" for a long period of time.
Under the V.A. educational plan I served and successfully completed a three-

year Decorating apprenticeship with Louis Ebert & Son, 10210 Woodland. While
serving my apprenticeship; there was an abundance of work and overtime; but,
3 weeks after my apprenticeship ended and I became a journeyman, the shop
claimed and still claims not to have any work (I was rcalled for a two-week period
in September of '71) I have been laid off since May 1971.

While working for Louis Ebert & Son there were quite a few incidents indicating
racism—such as having to work under the shop maintenance man, cleaning brushes
and doing other maintenance-type work. For many more hours than the white
apprentices who; entered the shop after I did. There were also extra courses which
were paid for by the shop and offered white apprentices. Upon request, I received
a promise that I would be given a chance to attend said courses at a later date—-

that was the end of it.

There were several other incidents. There were two other Black veterans in

my pai-ticular class. They also finished their apprenticeships and are also "laid
off". In fact, they have been "laid off" even longer than I.

k'> Union dues for a journeyman painter are $11. 25 per month. We stayed registered
and paying union members as long as was possible, but with fatnilies to take care
of and no work we've been forced out of the union. I'm sure that there are other
Black decorators in the same predicament. After 3 years of working hard, long
hours and doing the same work as the already journeymen painters at a percentage
of the pay, it smells very rotten to be "laid off" after reaching the goal of journey-
man.
Up until this time there has been virtually nothing that we could do but accept

the word of the contractor. I feel that a hearing before the subcommittee would
bring all the facts out into the open and let everyone know what's happening
with the Black Veterans in the trades. I repeat—out of 3 Blacks in the Decorating
Class of May 1971, all three (3) have been "laid off" for at least a year and a half.

Thank you for your consideration.
James E. Johnson

1893 Alvason Rd., E. Cleveland, Ohio.
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Statement of Warren Williams, 893 East 128th Street, Cleveland, Ohio

In 1969 we black employees of T.R.W. Inc. formed a Committee which was
recognized by management as the Black Human Relation Committee. At this

time we held meeting with management and Mr. Cooper of Urban League, at

these meeting we discovered certain facts which showed without a doubt the

upgrading procedures in regard to blacks need changed. We found that despite
22. .5 per cent of work force being black that these conditions existed in 1969
and still exist.

Numbers of female employees black 1969-1972 in salaried positions there was
four in 1969 and four in 1972. NumVjers of male employees in salaried position
in 1969 to 1972 there was one in 1969 and one in 1972. In wage grades 12 through
16-1 there is one hourlj^ rated black. The majority of blacks in the wage grades
are from one to eleven. We have one black supervisor that have been appointed
in the last 90 days. And two white supervisor appointed in the last 30 days.

In regard to upgrading going on at present no black have surpasses wage
grade eleven. This in spite of the blacks who are highly qualified employees at

the main plant.

Statement of Howard Y. Jackson, Jr., 1333 E. 82d St., Cleveland, Ohio

On May 8th 1972, I was hired as a salaried employee by Ohio Garment Rental
Inc. for the position of Asst. Warehouse Manager. A position held previously by
a black by the name of Howard Wilson.

In this position I was to assist a Mr. Russell T. Harris who was the Warehouse
Superintendent, supervise the lady employees, but primarily I had been hired
becase of my previous schooling and experience as a Warehouseman while in

the U.S. Marine Corps.
Soon afterward I began to talk to other long term black employees about

the promotional and pay policies within the company. And was told that Ohio
Garment Rental would not promote any blacks to the more financially lucrative

positions within the com.pany. There are no black truck drivers, no black sales

personnel, and no blacks in the front office except one by the name of Miss Patricia

Henderson, a Keypunch operator who was once dismissed on trumped up charges
so there would be no blacks in the front office, but through the aid of The Office of

Equal Employment opportunities and NAACP received her job back.

Although blacks make up 90% of Ohio Garment Rentals employees, which
include several black males with 10 years or more service, no black males have
ever been integrated into the sohdly white truck drivers ranks, from which
personnel are promoted to sales and departmental head positions.

I ask how can a man be promoted if he is consistently discriminated against
because of his color.

My predecessor Howard Wilson had been with the company six or seven years
as Asst. Warehouse manager, and when the previous Warehouse vSuperintendent
suddenly passed way, Mr. Russell T. Harris who is white and with no Knowledge
of warehousing was placed in the position which should have gone to Mr. Wilson
as heir apparent. Mr. Wilson began to request a truck driver position which
paid more money than Asst. Warehouse manager but he was also turned down.
Soon afterward Mr. Wilson saw he could not go up, and left the company.
A previous black male employee who worked in the Service Dept. confronted the

white Service Dept. Manager Mr. Robert Berman who is in charge of the truck
drivers with a request to become a driver, and because he mentioned that there
were no blacks on the drivers staff dismissed.
The individual went out to lunch and when he returned Mr. Berman had left a

note with the ]jlajit security guard saying the individual couldn't do the work and
not to be permitted back into the building.

There is a photograph in the service department entitled "Ohio Garment Rental
Inc. Annual Picnic 1966". The picture is six j-ears old, even then 90% of Ohio
Garment Rentals employees were black. The photo consist of whites only. Was
this a "white only" picnic? If it wasn't "white onlj^" it misrepresents the true

picture of Ohio Garment Rental. Unless of course "a v»'hite only" image is what the

company wishes to project to the public, as is apparent when one enters the front
office door, or meets a member of the sales staflf or truck driver, or any of the de-

partment heads.
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I recently made a sampling check on the wages of three long term black female
employees. The first individual has Ijeen with the company 20 3^ears and earns 2.41
an hour which is onlj' llff more than the 2.30 max that a new female employee witli

six months service would earn. In comparison with todaj^'s wages, that individual
hasn't even received a Ic! a year raise in twent^y years.
The second individual has been with the company 19 years and receives 2.56 an

hour, which is only a 26^. difference over the amount new female employees with
six months service would receive. The second individual received their current
hourly wage only after persistent requests. The third and final individual receives
2.91 an hour and has been with the company 24 years. She makes 50p an hour than
individual one, although she has been with the company only four j'ears longer.
It is common knowledge amongst all black emj^loyees that individual three was
the mistress of the former white warehouse superintendent now deceased, and this

may account for the large difference in wages between individuals one two and
three. Although their seniority is similar in length of time. The Union has done
little or nothing on behalf of the employees in respect to wages or promotions, but
each hourly employee must now ])ay $6.00 a month Union dues. In mj^ five months
with Ohio Garment Rental I never saw or talked to a Union official.

On the morning of Oct. 6, 1972 while sitting at my desk across from jVIr. Harris,
he suddenly said to me, there is rumor that .you won't be with us much longer, I

looked up and said I had thought about it but nothing definite JMS< thinking. And I

then added that there were no black, truck drivers or sales personnel, or black

department heads and the company didn't seem to want to change it's attitude on
promotions for blacks.
He dropped the conversations right there. At 2:45 p.m. that same day he said

half mumbling "I want to talk to you about your work", and then said" since you
were thinking about leaving us I'm gonna have to let you go". He then said "I

j)romised j^ou my j(jl) as Warehouse Sui:)erintendent when you first came". But
in reality he never had offered it to me. I then offered to sign a contract of employ-
ment if he worried about me going anywhere, he still insisted I've got to let you go.
And then asked for my warehouse key. He then said "I'll put you in for pay till the
15th." I had just become a victim of racial discrimination.

In my own personal opinion things were going smoothl.y until I made my first

comment openly on the black situation within the plant. Within hours I had
become a victim of the companies policy of ridding itself of blacks who speak up.
With no firm reason for discharge other than a mumbled jumbled excuse that made
no sense at all.

Charging Party

JoAnn M. Fritsche, 13420 Euclid Avenue, Apt. 104A, Cleveland, Ohio 44112

Company Against Which the Charge Has Been Filed

Pennsylvania Life Holding Co., 3130 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica, Calif. 90406*******
Sunday, March 5: 1 saw the notice of a position available in the Public Relations

Division of a holding company. This position was listed under "Male—Help
Wanted" in the Cleveland Plain Dealer. Because the possibility of a public
relations position interested me and because I knew that companies advertising
in segregated columns could be challenged on the basis of Title VII of the 1964
Civil Rights Act, I decided to call the number listed. (241-5360)
Monday, March 6: 9:10 a.m.: I called the phone number listed. Personnel man

(Mr. Vitu) : "Is it for you?" The long silence after I said "Yes" prompted me to

inquire whether he was concerned about my being a woman. He admitted it was,
claiming that the job involved extensive travel. After I'd said that I was single,

32, and ])erfectly willing and able to travel, he asked me to come in at 1:00 p.m.
for an interview.

1 :00 p.m., March 6: Mr. Vitu admitted me to an office in the Pennsylvania Life

Insurance Co. in Cleveland (Room 500, 2728 Euclid Ave.), seemed nervous, but
asked me to fill out an application form. He looked at my completed ai^plication,
looked at me and exclaimed: "You really are 32 and unmarried!"
He then studied my other responses to the questions about education and work

experience. "The only thing wrong," he said "is that you are a woman."
His next question was again about whether I would be afraid to stay in motels

by myself! After I had assured him that I'd travelled around Europe and around

parts of South America by myself, he at last began to describe the salient points
of the available laosition.
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Mr. Vitu said that the pubUc relations job entailed "trouble-shooting," travelling
to the various subsidiary companies of the parent holding company, investigating
problems, finding out why the companies were in trouble, making recommenda-
tions. It is important to note that this job did not involve sales. Mr. Vitu said that if

I would not get the public relations job, there were positions in sales. (There was
one woman in the sales division, he said.)

Mr. Vitu clearly indicated that the job was not a selling job. Furthermore, noth-

ing he said either stated or impHed that the public relations person would be paid
on a commission basis. (This is important, for the person who interviewed me on

Friday would insist upon describing a sales job paying on a commission basis.)

Mr. Vitu asked mv salary expectations: "I said $14,000 to $16,000/to start. He
repUed that the job would pay $18,000 to $23,000.

After indicating again his uuceitainty about a woman candidate foi the job,
Mr. Vitu said that I should come in on Friday for an interview with Mr. Eddie
Merko, Vice-President of the Holding Co. Mr. Merko, he said, would fly in to

interview candidates on Frida}^
As I was preparing to leave, Mr. Vitu asked whether I was in the Women's

Liberation jNIovement. After I said "yes," he said that he thought women should
strive for superiority rather than mere equality with men. I said that equality
would suit niG. I don't enjoy superiority-inferiority relationships.

Friday, March 10, 9:10 a.m.: I ariived twenty minutes early for the interview.
Ml. Vitu said that jVIr. Merko had just arrived and that two men w^.re ahead of

me. While I was waiting, three men arrived, all saj'ing that they had appointments
with Merko. At 9:25 a man entered, saying he had an appointment with Merko
at 9:30 (my time!). At 9:35 Mr. Vitu returned, saying that Mr. Merko thought
"it would be best for you to see Mr. Friedman, the District Sales Manager of the

Pennsylvania Life Insurance Co, one of the subsidiary companies of the Holding
Company.

Mr. Friedman started to tell me about a job selling life insurance to farmers
and others in remote areas in Northern Ohio. Most of the selling would be at night,
he said. The pay would be oir a commissicm basis.

I said that the job and pay schedule he described in no way resembled those
which Mr. Vitu had described. I said also that I realized that I was the only
woman job applicant and, moreover, the only applicant not allowed to see
Mr. Merko, with whom I had had an appointrrrent at 9:30. Mr. Merko was late,
Mr. Friedman said, and very busy. Yes, I said, he is too busy to see the only
woman applicant. Air. Friedman then claimed that Merko was discussing with
the other applicants a seUing job on a commission basis. I replied that a vice

president of a holding company surely had better things to do than fly in from
California to interview salemen for one subsidiary life insirrance co. I let him
know that svrch interference in the District Sales Manager's job would surely
be insirlting to the District Sales Manager, if it actually accurred. He flushed
and changed the subject.

Friedman then told me that his niece manages an employment agency, for

women. Perhaps she would bo able to advise me on employment more suitable
for a woman. His final advice was for me to call the Nancy James Employment
Agency. After leaving, I went to the E.E.O.C.

STATUS OF CASE

To this date, October 10, 1972, there has been little progress, although I filed

the charge on March 10, 1972. Because the home office of the holding company
is iri California, the Cleveland office of E.E.O.C. transferred my case to the
E.E.O.C. office in Los Angeles—E.E.O.C, Suite 340, 1453 West Olympic Blvd.,
Los Arrgeles, California 90015.

My case number is TLA2 1554.

I received a card dated July 28, 1972, notifying me that the Fair Employnrent
Practice Commission was returning the case to the Los Angeles office of E.E.O.C.
for investigation. Siirce July I have heard nothing more from E.E.O.C.

Statement of William Rowe, 1105 East 78th Street, Cleveland, Ohio

In May, I put in a complaint to the Equal Opportunity Employment Com-
mission. So far my case has not been assigned to anyone. When I call the office

there to inciuire about how long it wiU be before I get a hearirrg, they tell me they
have a large backlog and they are shorthanded. If I ask them if they can give me
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an approximate time when they will be able to take care of me, they say they have
no idea.

The information they need for this case is availaV:)le now, at the Labor Board.
The attorney there has taken time to underline all the pertinent information.

I have witnesses to corroborate mj^ coinplaint at the present. But if this case is

prolonged for an indefinite amount of time, I don't know if they still will be
available.

Mr. Hawkins. And I think it's only fair that we allow the Congress-
man from the area to make a statement. Mr. Stokes.

Mr. Stokes. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
On behalf of my community and my constituents, I want to per-

sonally thank you for coming out to Cleveland, and conducting these

hearings in our area.

I explained to 3^ou that our people have never had a congressional
committee come out to Cleveland, and inquire into matters which we
have concern over. Before the hearings adjourn I would like to submit
to the subcommittee a number of statements, some in the form of

letters, which, because of time limitations, could not be presented
orally. Without objection, the statements \vill be made a part of the

hearing record.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Louis Stokes,
Congress of 21st District, Ohio

Dear Congressman Stokes: The name of the company is Ford Marketing
Part Depot, 5800 Grant Ave. I have been working for Ford from July 1, 1970
after I return from the Army, to August 24, 1972. When I was discharge for no
reason at all. I was discharged because in Month of March 1972, I filed a charge
aganist Ford for discrimination aganist blacks. To the Ohio Civil Right com-
mission. On August 23, 1972 Mr. Olson who comi)lete the investigation aganist
Ford, Sent me and Ford a letter state the charge aganist Ford was drop from
discrimination. So on August 24, 1972 I was fired from my job. On August 25,
1972 I recall Mr. Olson the man who went out for the Civil right Commission
to investigate Ford for discrimination which I had file charge agaist. Said, Mr.
Britt I'am very sorry I did not investigate the matter very clarely, I did not speak
to no black worker so if you just resubmit your charge I will go back out to Ford,
and this time do a fair investigation on your charge. I file charge Aganist U.A.W.
Local 1046 for discrimination aganist blacks for not been on Local 1046 staff.

Their are just nine Blacks works in the Warehouse and ninty to a hunderd whites
in the Warehouse, in the U.A.W. Local 1046 Union. Ford Marketing in front
office is two blacks and one black foreman who work in the warehouse still a

company man.
I hope It is still time to subit my letter in writting to Mr. Clarence Fitch. Thank

you ver3^ much for letting me use a little of .your time and understanding.
P.S. 1 have file charge against United Consutants of Cleveland, 215 Euclid

ave. Williamson Bldg. Mr. Ron Rudy, Manager. Disrimintion aganist Black, I

was gaving the run around in Janurary and now aganist in October 9, 1972,
October 10, 1972 to present Mr. Ron Rudj', Manager was to call me back on the
Oct 10, 1972 When call Mr. Rudy, he keep saj'ing, he have not got back with the

company who place the job opens with his company. I have applj^ for Claim
Adjufetor Position, every time I Applj' for this type position, thej' all way try and
side track me. I hope to speak out about Ford, U.A.W. local 1046 Union and
United Consultants of Cleveland. I hope I can be heard and have a fair chance
to let you no I'am not running awaj' from this type of Business the goverment
let get away with.

Willie L. Britt.

Statement of Julius Denson, Jr., 11100 Wade Park Avenue, Cleveland,
Ohio

In March, 1957, I was employed by the Cleveland Trust Company, Euclid

Avenue, at East 9th, as a porter. At the time of employment, I requested a job as
elevator operator. I was told that when a position was opened, I would be notified.

I was never notified of any opening, although several white persons were hired as
elevator operators. Therefore, I continued working as a porter at the company.
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In 1960, I was transferred to the stock room as an assistant to the delivery truck

driver. I remained in the capacity for two j^ears. I was then placed inside the stock

room as a receiving clerk.

Around 1962 or 1963, Louis Ammorosa was employed as head of the stock room.

Initially he inquired specifically about my job duties to my department head and
me. Although unaware of my job duties, he constantly criticized my performance.
These unconstructive criticisms continued throughout my employment with the

company.
To cite an incident, during one of Mr. Anmiorosa's visits to the stock rnom,|I

requested some machinery to aid in performing my lifting duties. I was told by him
that he was not authorized to purchase the machinery ; however, he was the^pur-

chasing agent. Without this machinery, my job was excessively burdensome.
On several occasions I requested conferences with Mr. Ammorosa to discuss his

evaluations of my job performance. As a result of these conferences, I received no
additional help, but was told that he would do everything in his power to see that I

was released from the company.
I also feel that Mr. Ammorosa's criticisms of my work performance caused me

to receive minimum salary increase regardless of being third in seniority in my
department.

In 1969 I went to the personnel director to explain this situation and request a

transfer. I was denied the transfer and told I must return to the stock room and

satisfy my supervisor. Nevertheless, on numerous occasions, transfers were

granted to several employees.
On May 3, 1972, I was discharged from the employment of The Cleveland Trust

Company after fifteen years of service. Upon notification of the termination of my
services, I was not given a hearing or any reasonable acceptable explanation. Per-

sonnel and supervisors used unsatisfactory job performance as reason for termina-

tion of employment.

Statement of Sally M. Starks, 643 East 113th St., Cleveland, Ohio

I applied for a job at Cleveland Graphite Bronze Company, 17000 St. Clair

Avenue. When I applied they said they were not hiring colored.

I was called in on October 9, 1942, was taken throug-Ji a day of lecturing along
with six others. Then they sent us on a two-week course at the Phyllis Wheatley
Association at East 46th & Cedar. We were placed around in spots, I was placed
in the cafeteria there at Plant One. I started out as bus girl and they were in need
of a salad girl so they put me on that job.

I worked at this job the balance of my ITA years. There were no advancements
for me because we were considered as frozen on the job.
Now I think this was unfair because I had a high school education and could

match all of my counterparts but being frozen, "I should be glad I had a job."
There were new ones hired and placed in the best positions but even with my

seniority I was at a standstill with never even a token raise.

Making salads and cooking pudding I feel should have been equal to a cook's

salary. It was more work. I had to do all preparations from start to finish. I had
to lift heavy crates of lettuce. I had to lift many watermelons, open crates of

cantaloupes (especially on hot days).
I had several severe falls while working there. I had to acquire a lawj-er on the

cases but I seem to be getting a run around.
Thev closed the cafeteria in 1970 and placed me out in the factory. I was put

on an Oil Groove Machine immediately. I worked on them and fell again injuring

my left shoulder badly and my right leg. I went to the nurse for treatment and
the dispensary was closed (dark), that was 10:55 p.m.

I was off practically three weeks from this and when I went back they put me
right back on these machines with mj' bad arm.

In September, 1970 I was admitted to Mt. Sinai Hospital for an operation for

gall bladder. After the doctor released me I wanted to work but I knew I couldn't

do this type of work again so I took a layoff slip because I knew they wouldn't

give me anything else.

I applied to the Equal Employment Commission and they said I should have

applied in 210 days.
So now I feel as thoagh they should give me restitution for all back discrep-

pancies, i.e., taking early retirement (reduced). Workmen's Compensation (dis-

abled) and pay equal to the cooks.
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Clevkland, Ohio, October 6, 1072.

Dkar Mr. Stokes: I am writing this letter because I was fired from my job
as a billing clerk Sept. 15, 1972, at Burdett Oxygen Company. I feel that it was
discrimination involved.

I had been working at Burdett, for 18 months. I got the job through a trainirg

program at Manpower Training Center. I had 6 supervisors, during the time I

was there. The last 2 supervisor-^ Frank Haiplain and Tom Howard fired me
because they said they were "unhai)py with my work performance". They gave
the personnel man Jack Parson^, a letter that they exaggerated and lied about me
and th'; wa\^ I did my work and he said he didn't have any reasons not to believe

them. Prior to that there had never been any complaints about me or the way I

did my work from any of the other 4 supervisors I had. Also Fra.nk Hainlain had
only been mj^ supervisor 3 months.
Now that is the reason they gave me, but this is the reason I feel that I was

fired for.

A lady named INlaire Peters, had been off sick since June of this year. She came
back to work the week I was fired. There wasv't enough loork in the office for

everyone to do. There were 3 other billing clerks in the office, also 1 ty])ist and
2 file clerks, 1 file clerk works part time after school. The other file clerk was 1

of the other 3 billing clerks. She was doing some of Maire Petrus work while she
was off sick, also the rest of her work was given to another billing clerk. So after

they fired me they gave all of niy work to Maire Petrus the following Monday,
when she got ;11 because they felt that it had something to do with her getting ill.

She had been on the job the longest seniority wise. But there were 4 people with
less seniority than me.

So I feel that the reason I was fired was so they could make a job for Maire.
My ex-employer was: Burdett Oxygen Co., W. H. Loveman, (President),

3300" Lakeside Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Linda Mae Brown.

Statement of Carl Randle, 15903 Talfoud Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

I previously worked for The International Business Machines Corporation for a
total of 4 years. The first 2yt years I worked in the Field Engineering Division of

the company as a Customer Engineer servicing IBM keypunch machines. Due to

a loss of revenue in this area, I was transferred to Office Products Division of the

company where I stayed for one year. I then requested a transfer to the Parts
Distribution Center because of the heavy workload that had been placed on me.
Immediately after receiving my transfer to the Parts Distribution Center, I was

confronted by a white, biased manager, Tony Kren. After only working there for

two days, I was approached by the manager and told I would be sorry I ever came
to work there. Within the same week, I was told we were not allowed to take breaks
unless the workload permitted. The rule is one break in the morning and one break
in the afternoon. I was later harassed about going to the men's restroom and re-

ceiving ])ersonal phone calls. M_y work was constantly being watched and timed.
I was told I was working too slow and not getting the job done

This, in my opinion, was all designed to provoke me into quitting my job. When
it didn't work, they decided to fire me outright. This occurred on September 29 of

this year when I requested personal time off from the job to go to traflic court. I

was told to bring Y>vooi of my whereabouts. I couldn't produce proof that I had
been to traflBc court because I didn't go. The fact is, I was with my mother who is

blind and unable to care for herself.

The reason I was fired was because I lied about my whereabouts.

Statement of Mrs. Nell Gaines

I applied for an open secretarial position at Cviyahoga Community College and
was accepted as Senior Stenographer (a first black) to the President of Metro-
politan Campus, Dr. Donald H. Smith, with the understanding that there would
be a 90-da3' prol:)ationary period after which I would be retained or terminated.
On July 8, 1972, almost a week prior to the end of the probationary period.

Dr. Smith called me into his office and told me that I was being terminated because
I was uncooperative with other personnel within the president's office, (majority
white)
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After receiving tlie oral dismissal, there was intervention on my behalf by the
Black Faculty Caucus in a discussion with the District President.

After three days of discussion, it was concluded that I would be transferred to
the Counseling Department as the temporary person to replace the outgoing
secretary until such time as the Director found a permanent person, (no title was
given)
Advised of numerous outrageous problems of this type having taken place at

the Metro Campus before I was employed, I looked ahead and prepared mj^self,
in all respects, to be able to refute any unfounded charges placed against me.
As there were no valid charges, I received an agreement, in writing, from the

President, to the effect that I would be employed within the Campus at a grade
no less than a mid-point 8 classification regardless of the job classification or salary
(agreement attached)
On July 17, I began working in the Counseling Department. On September 28,

I was informed by the Director of Counseling that I was accepted as his secretary,
with the understanding (as is the policy of Cuj'ahoga Community College) that
I would undergo another probationary period.
A few days later, after the announcement was made to the District office (in

a memo dated October 2, 1972) of my acceptance, there was the demand that I

that I take a 90wpm shorthand test before I would be accepted. I took the test

on October 6, and received an A.
I have asked for the same salary as the outgoing secretary received, but was

told that she had more experience than I. This is not true.

Statement of Vance R. Garrett, 17105 Biltmore Ave. Cleveland, Ohio

In November, 1950, I was hired at Fisher Body, East 140th. I was employed
there until Oct. 1951, at which time I was laid off. My supervisor suggested to me
that I go out to the Cadillac Tank Plant because of an area hiring agreement
negotiated with the U.A.W.-C.I.O. I was hired in November, 1951, and was
laid off in April, 1959. While at the Tank Plant I was put on a Defence leave of

absence, which meant that if I was recalled to Fisher Body, but desired to remain
at the Tank Plant, I could do so without loss of seniority as long as they had a
need for whatever skills I had. My seniority would remain, however, with the
home plant, Fisher Body, Division of General Motors Corp.
Upon my lay-off from the Tank Plant, I was returned to Fisher Body with the

seniority I had, so far, acquired at both Plants.
In March of 1961 I was laid off at Fisher Body, then I went to work for about

seven months for the Cuyahoga County Treasurers Office. In October of this

year I v/as recalled to the Cadillac Tank Plant and was offered a job in Plant

Security. I worked on this job until June, 1964. In July, 1964, I was transferred
to the Chevrolet-Parma Plant on Plant Security. (I was the first black man to
have this job at Chevrolet.)

In November, 1968, I was upgraded to Foreman over a newly set up Depart-
ment. This group of people I was to supervise had formerly been attached to the
Maintenance Division and were assigned to about six different supervisors;
as j^ou see, there was very little control over their various duties. The new setup
was taken from maintenance, which is non-productive, and assigned to Pressed

Metal, which is productive. To my knowledge, nobody in this setup had prior
experience in this type of work, which was clean up. (Janitors and Sweepers) By
the lack of experience I am referring to supervision.

There were three shifts of eight hours each. I was assigned to the first shift.

Two other men were put on the other shifts as Supervisors. These men had been
in a foreman training program that is sponsored by the Company. This program
lasts for about ten months. As you see, I was not part of this program. I was
made foreman effective December 2, 1968.

My instructions were to clean up the cafeterias (4), locker rooms (3), all toilet

areas (approximately 28). My immediate Supervisor was a Superintendent,
first Joseph Tatro retired, then Ray Mc Garry.

For the first six months in this new job we made excellent inroads in cleaning
up the accumulated dirt in the various areas assigned. Mr. Tatro retired, and
Mr. Mc Garry took over his job, becoming my immediate supervisor. At this point
there seemed to be a change in my status. McGarry was determined to eliminate
me. As I've stated before, there were three foremen assigned to this department.
McGarry would arrive to work around 6:30 a.m. each morning. He would look
over a certain area, determine it was in need of cleaning, third shift would still

S8-150—73 17
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be in the plant. My starting time was 7:00 a.m. He would leave word or a note for
me to see him right away. Disregarding the fact that sixteen hours had passed
since I'd been on the job I'd be held accountable for the condition of the assigned
cleaning areas. This created a situation that in my attempt to placate him, I
would have to put the people assigned to me on crash programs to clean up.
They would become angered because of this and usually call for union representa-
tion. Consequently, I'd be charged with instituting a speed up on the job and/or
not having other areas cleaned. This situation became unbearable to me and the
people who worked for me. It was impossible to explain to Mc Garry that we could
iiot keep up by doing the work of three shifts in an eight-hour period, or with
one shift of people. This also created anamosity between him and myself. He
often would tell me that he'd fire me if the work was not kept up. The other two
foremen on the second and third shifts were not held accountable by him.

General Motors have a system of evaluating salaried personnel to determine
their abilitj^ to do jobs with a higher earning potential, or their inability to accejit
other responsibility. In order to get promoted, you have to have the ability as per
this evaluation. In 1968 just prior to my being promoted, I was evaluated B-1, this

;
indicates that I am immediately promotalile without further training. After six
months on the job .you're again evaluated. Thereafter, it's each year. The six month
evaluation showed I was doing the job. One year later I'm evaluated as marginal.
This was the system bj^ which I was promoted to supervisor, laid off, and refused
the right to return to mj^ former job as a Patrolman on Plant Securitj-. The super-
vision of Plant Security determined I was superior to my fellow workers in this

department but refused to let me return to a job that according to them, I was the
best they had.
When I was told I was to be laid off, I assumed that I would revert to my former

classification but then the company came up with a letter stating that no Patrol-
men would be laid off and replaced by a member of .supervision. This is contrary to

Corporation Policy. This letter was posted jjrior to my being hired at Chevrolet.
Its intent was to assure younger members of the Security Force who were attempt-
ing to organize a union, and who had been told that this would ha]ipen \)y those
who were attempting to organize. These men thought they would be l)umped by
supervisors being laid off who had no prior Plant Security training or who had never
held the job. As I said above, the sole intent of this letter was to relieve this fear,
none other. A check of the date of this letter will coincide with the dates of at-

tempted organization for union.
Two weeks after I was laid off the company hired seventeen temporary patrol-

men for a three-month period. During this same three-month period, one or two
permanent employees were hired in this department. When I made telephone calls
to ask about my status, the Personnel Director or his Assistant were either out of

town, in a meeting or otherwise unavailable.
Other Patrolmen whom I've kept in contact with have told me that the reason-

ing by the company was that I had been instrumental in an attempt to organize
the Security forces in Februarj' and March of 1968 and that they promoted me
with the sole intent of later removing me.

Three other men at times had left the de])artment on promotions and returned.
Their names are Otto Fritz, to foreman and back; Kenneth Jarmuseh, to the
Safety Department and back; and Charles Alburtus, from foreman to Plant
Security.
These three incidents were before I was hired and as I stated previously I was

the first Black on this jolj.
When I was laid off there were three other Blacks on Plant Securitj^, one on each

shift. My return would have possibly caused an imbalance.
My date of lavoff was May 29, 1970. I was told of this impending layoff on May

27, 1970 at 1:30 p.m. by John Hackers.
This case was submitted to the E.E.O.C. on June 8, 1970. My answer from them

was "no prol)able cause" received on January 14, 1972.

Statement op Floyd Bl.\ckwell, 439 Belt. Ave., Elyria, Ohio

As a representative of a small Chapter of the NAACP, the Labor section, I have
found that practices are going on that to correct there must be more investigators
so as the investigation could be made more complete.
Example—^A Field Examiner will go into a factory to check to see if management

is complying with all the rules and regulations.
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The examiner goes into the office, of the factory, management throws open the
books and shows him that they hired 20 people of which seven or eight were black.
The examiner far behind in is work, rather than to go into the work area of the
factor}- to see if the seven or eight blacks are on jobs, that are considered accept-
able, leaves satisfied that the company has complied and goes on to the next-
assignment.

Meanvviiile, back at the shop the blacks have been put on jobs acceptalile for
a short period of time. Because of one thing or another, he or she is approached
and told, you have been on the job now for so many days, now we feel that you
have not come up to our expectations so now we ha\-e a choice, we have a job here
where you can either sweep the floor or clean the offices, etc. or if you don't want
that, there is the door. The Field Representative cannot with all his work assign-
m.ents follow through to investigate each and every aspect of whether or not
discrimination is being done because he doesn't have the time.

Additional Statement of Floyd Blackwell

Barney White was a Final Inspector. He was one of the first men to become an
inspector in the Ford Engine Plant. The plant opened its gates about March of
1951. Sometime in 1954, the first black became an inspector.
Barney bid on a promotional job

—Floor Inspector. The job i^aid 10^ an hour
more and had more responsibility. The skill required was the same as Final

Inspector
—

ability to read and write an understanding of decimals.

Barney cjualified
—he was a Hi School graduate.

He was denied the promotion by the Company. A man with less seniority was
given the job. He also was a Hi School graduate and was working also as a final

inspector. He was also qualified for the job. There was as yet no floor inspectors
in the both engine plants who were black. Barney was black.
The U.A.W. Committeeman filed a grievance—the Coinpany denied it in the

First Stage.
A week later a discussion was held between the Company and the Union. This

was the Second Stage.
The Company contended their choice had more experience, such as machine

operator in previous job, while Barney had only experience as a porter and laljorer.

It was then pointed out to the Company in no uncertain terms that very few
of their choices would be in the kind of situation Barney was in. To make a long
story short, the Union forced the Company to take Barnej^ who turned out to be
a very competent Floor Inspector.
Layout Inspector lOp below toolmaker—about 20 men in 3 plants, manj- pro-

moted from Floor Inspector or receiving inspector and trained.

Gage repair about 30 men most upgraded from inspection jobs and trained

10^ below toolmaker.
Cutter grinders 10^ below toolmaker. About 100 men manj^' upgraded from

machine operators or some previous experience.
In the beginning shortage of Millwrights in 1952—some were upgraded from

oilers, etc. 15^ below toolmaker.
Not one black man ever made it in these jobs, except 1—who had far and

plenty of qualifications; in addition he had 2 years college, plus additional night
courses—but he worked at Ford for 12 years before getting that promotion.

Testimony Submitted by Lois G. Adams, Cleveland, Ohio

My name is Lois Adams, a lifelong Ohio resident. I am speaking for the National
Organization for Womer (NOW) in mj- capacity as president of the Cleveland
Chai:)ter.

The National Organization for Women is a civil rights organization whose
stated purjjose is to seek equalitj" for women in society and under the law. It
was one of manj- groups that worked vigorously for the passage of the Equal
Rights Amendment and is working for passage in Ohio.

I speak from a broad interest base in urging you to give EEOC' every power
and every dollar necessary to grant equality in jobs for the vast amount of
women and blacks seeking justice.

Poverty breeds the crime that is eroding our major industrial cities. This will
never be eliminated until the walls of prejudice are broken dowTi. The loss of
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major companies moving from our cities makes the discrimination even worse,
since blacks and women have to be over-qualified in order to even hope for a
good job. As with all disenfrancised groups, we desperately need employment
and education so that we can supply our basic needs.
We all know that job discrimination is visible and invisible i'n every facet of

business and government. The EEOC is the source of our greatest help in elimi-

nating this gross discrimination. The law is good and the commission has done an
admirable job in working for equality in jobs. But, with .50,000 charges and not

enough funds to expedite the cases we are limiting or rather denying these con-
stituents that lack jobs.
We are losing ground in every field. Women and blacks are always the first

fired and the last hired. There must be a great priority place on giving EEOC
local lawyers necessary to fight these cases and the funds with which to fight this

tremendous waste of people. We can no longer afford the prejudices that pre-
vents any of us to achieve and to live fully.

(The following statements concern discrimination by public em-

ployers, local, State, and Federal:)
Euclid, Ohio, October 12, 1972.

Dear Mr. Stokes: As an employee of the Veterans Administration Regional
Office, I wish to file charges of discrimination and unequal opportunity against my
employer.

I feel that I haven't been given an opportunity to improve my Civil Service

status.
In 1970, I transferred to the Cleveland R.O. from the DPC at Austin, Texas,

where I worked as a computer technician in the payroll section. In training for

this position, I went TDY to Hines DPC, IlUnois.

After arriving in Cleveland, I worked in the input section and prepared the

payroll and payroll transactions for approximately 3 to 6 months. I applied for the

position of payroll clerk, GS-4, trainee 5. I was told by the personnel department
that I did not quaUfy because of lack of experience. Someone else was hired.

In the last month, a temporary emploj^ee made permanent status, and was

placed on the payroll job as a GS-3, PajToll Clerk Trainee, 5.

I have also applied for a Claims Clerk job GS-4, which would have been a down-
grade, but didn't quaUfy because of lack of experience with claims folders.

Presently, I am in my 16th year of federal service with as much clerical experi-
ence.
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to express myself in this situation.

Respectfully yours,
(Mrs.) Ruth E. Lattimore.

Statement of Mrs. Marguerite L. Davis, 1056 Carlyon Rd., Cleveland,
Ohio

I am at the time unemployed, and on welfare, which incidentially is the lowest,

dehumanizing, degrading form of existance ever invented. I'm forty one year
old, a former Postal worker of nine years and unable to obtain compension due to

the manner in which I was fired. This necessiated my having to ask for Public
Assistance in order to care for my ten year old son, and myself. Except, for time
off before and after the birth of my son I had been employed since age fourteen,
the shortest duration of employment on any job Ijeing eighteen months. I have

signed up with the W. I. N. program I'm still waiting to hear from them. I'm
also scheduled to take the Stanford/Kudo Achievement Test at O.B.E.S. this

will help me to be sent to school for training, but when? Everything is unfortun-

ately hurry up and wait. I've been told the backlog for processing W.I.N, ap-
plications is only up to March's applications, can one imagine where that leaves

me, I didn't apply for welfare until then. If I seem some what bitter your right I

am indeed. I have always been proud of the fact that I could care for the two
of us since my husband and I seperated eight years ago. Now I can honestly- say
I'd rather be dead, than exist like this. I'd thought at first I really didn't have a

problem, any type of work would be sufficient until I began to look. It used to be

you were'nt hired for a job either becaiise of the color of your skin or not enough
training in that field. Now another block has been added it's known as age. I'm
a little tired of being told I'm too old. Forty-one doesn't classif^^ me for Medicare

yet. I've tried daywork figuring one didn't have to utilize brains just brawn only
to be informed "jon must have recent work references" how can j^ou when you've
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never done it before. I'm sure there isn't anything anyone can do to help me, at

least I've been able to get how it feel off my chest to someone, I can't ever let

on to my son how bad things really are. It's one heck of a world they have to

grow up in as it is.

Statement of Delores McCullum, 16512 Invermere Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio

This summer, I was hired as a Recretional Therapist by Hawthornden State

Hospital in Northfield, Ohio. My employment was terminated after six da3-s due
to a lack of summer funds. The Personnel Director, L. W. Lloyd said that I

could not be given permanent status because I am a coUege student and the state

would not allow this. My last day of employment was June 6, 1972. About two
weeks later, two white college students were hired by Hawthornden and placed
on permanent status. I have filed charges of racial discrimination and lack of

promotional opportunities for blacks with the; Cleveland NAACP, Ohio Civil

Rights Commission—Charge No. SNYC 7-72-488, Equal Employment Oppor-
tunities Commission File No. FCL3-0022.
The responses on the sheet refer to my attempt to find summer employment

for 1971. I was employed that year by Hawthornden State Hospital.

Cleveland, Ohio, October 9, 1972.

Representative Louis Stokes,
29Jf7 Federal Office Bldg.,

Cleveland, Ohio

Dear Mr. Stokes: I was employed as a part-time ice skating instructor for the

City of Cleveland Heights. During my employment at the Cleveland Heights

Skating Rink, I was subjected to a series of unpleasant and harassing incidents

in my relationships with the sponsoring recreation supervisor and two female

instructors.
There has been discrimination on specific issues that have arisen from time to

time for the sole reason, I believe, that I am Black. I received no help from the

City Manager of Cleveland Heights or the Law Director whose communications
sustained the recreation supervisor's position at all times.

When first hired, the administration knew I had a full-time job and was co-

operative in arranging my hours at the rink so as not to conflict. There was resent-

ment among the other instructors because of the number of private pupils I

acquired in a short time. I was expected to draw only black students, which was
not the case. Out of the 150 private students I had, 3 were black. Several times

people who were interested and had asked expressly about taking lessons from me
were told that my schedule was full and they were referred to the Caucasian teach-

ers. However, whenever a Black person would request information about taking
ice skating lessons, they were referred to me and told that the Caucasians' schedules

were full, when this was not the case.

When it was evident the ratio of Black people Cv)ming to the rink was to be quite
small and therefore my presence as a "tokenism", so to speak, was not needed, my
work schedule at the rink was changed to be in conflict with my other employment.
According to new rules, I was required to be available QJ^ hours each day (a total

of 40 hours a week) in order to fullfill an actual four-hour a week teaching assign-
ment. I was deliberately given classes to cover ours that would prevent me from

continuing to teach part-time and keep other employment also.

I first filed a complaint with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(Case (TCLl #1206) and later with the Cleveland Branch of the Ohio Civil Rights

Commission, outlining the issues and my complaints (Case # NE-8-70-1644). The

Commission, of course, found no probable cause to my charge of racial discrim-

ination.
In October 1970, I became ill and was not able to continue to perform my duties

as ice-skating instructor. I received a letter from the Law Director for the City of

Cleveland Heights. In it, he informed me that part-time employees were not al-

lowed to take leaves of absence for medical reasons. He further stated, that due to

my inability to perform my duties as an ice-skating instructor for a five week

peViod, I was being replaced, and would no longer have a position with the City of

Cleveland Heights. At this time I was scheduled for only four hours of group
lessons perweek, which could have easily been taken over by the other professionals.
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I believe this to be rf-cially discrimiDatory because I know of two Caucasian
•employees who worked part-time for the City of Cleveland Heights, and who had
been off work for longer periods of time than I, also due to illness, and who had not
been dismissed from their jobs One, is also a jarofessional ice skating instructor, and
was off w rk for about a two month period in 1969. While she was off, the other
professional staff took over the classes to which she would have been assigned.
Also, the assistant manager, was off work for more than two months in 1969, and
was allowed to remain in his position. Both of these positions were part-time.

Based on these facts, I believed that 1 had been unlawfully discriminated against
because of m.y race, and I again filed a complaint with the Ohio Civil Rights Corn-
mission (# NE-12-70- 1789), who again found "no probable cause" for my com-
plaint.

With so much evidence to the contrary, and due to the fact that there were
certain facts I gave the Commission that were contradicted in the statements
made by the other two instrtictors and the recreation department, which the
Commission's investigator never bothered to check against authentic records, I

applied to the Columbus office of the Ohio Civil Rights Commission for recon-
sideration of my case, which was denied, as I susj^ected it would be. For, from all

Indications in my deahngs with it, the Ohio Civil Rights Commission is reticent
and unwilling to antagonize politically influential companies and local govern-
mental agencies, such as the City of Cleveland Heights by finding them guilty of

any discriminatory acts.

I then filed a complaint directly with the Justice Department. After some delay
they informed me they were unable to take action due to title VII, Section 201.

I then tried to secure an attorney which was a job in itself. No one seemed to
want to take action against the City of Cleveland Heights and its Recreation
Dept. One attorney suggested I write a book about my experience, instead.

In August of 1971, I filed a complaint in the Court of Common Pleas not only
against the City of Cleveland Heights but the Ohio Civil Rights Commission for

refusing to take action on my charges. I am awaiting a judicial review of the Com-
mission's proceedings.

Sincerely,
James A. Peterson, Jr.

Statement op Mrs. Georgia L. Johnson, 10317 Prince Ave.,
Cleveland, Ohio

I was involved in a RIF action the first part of 1969, my job was abolished.
At this time I was transferred to another section the Fleet department and mj^
job position title was changed to Fiscal Accounting Clerk March 12, 1969.

I worked in the above position until I was fired again. This time I was told there
was no other job available for me and that I would be downgraded to a GS-3 file

clerk. At this point I went to Personnel and talked to the personnel clerks and Rita
Vincent regarding the anticipated action. She along with all the other individuals in

Personnel told me there was nothing I could do. Still no other position was avail-

able to me, a black woman, irregardless of the fourteen years service I had for the
Federal Government. I had held a GS-4 grade approximately six years and my
job history is extensive.

At this point I began to look around me and check out some of the new employ-
ees coming aboard in the vacancies that I was told they had none of. One area
that greatly disturbed me was the position given a housewife with no background
in accounting. Because she was white and because her husband works here and is

an ex DDOK, she was given an accounting clerk position GS-4 in Financial Serv-
ices Branch. Some of the other jobs were given to kids just out of high school with
no experience.

After exhausting all areas here at the Navy Finance Center, Cleveland. I

decided to write my congressman Louis Stokes and sent a copy of my grievance to
the Civil Service Commission in Chicago.

After investigation of my charges and correspondence between the two areas
and the Finance Center a job mysteriously opened as a Supervisory Clerk GS-4.
I had no desire to become a supervisor but could not turn the position down since

they had offered me something within my category. You may be sure that I was
watched closely and my employees questioned periodically regarding my ability
to supervise and their general opinion of me as a person. It so happened that I

was well liked and they came back and told me what was going on. I may add
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that I was supervising some young children just out of school and this was the
basis for their continued questioning.

Since this experience I have been promoted to the GS-5 Fiscal Accounting
Supervisor, but always looked upon as a potential trouble maker since I dared
to go to my congressman as a last resort for the help I so desperately needed.

I might also add that it is possiVjle for this situation to reoccur at any time,
because if you are not a follower, dare to speak your opinion or are not a favorite
son you may be gotten rid of in this manner without any help from the personnel
office or other individuals who might speaK out. in your behalf.

Statement of Alberta Jemison, 625 East 97th St., Cleveland, Ohio

I was selected for a computer programmer trainee and entered duty as a trainee
on September 20, 1971. I was given no orientation as to what was expected of

me. On November 1, 1971 less than six weeks, I was called to a meeting and was
told that due to poor test grades and the instructor's recommendation, I was
not qualified to be a programer and that I would be transferred back to the

department from which I came.
I was asked to write a memorandum requesting a transfer back to my original

department and I refused to write this memo.
My last day of training was October 29, 1971. I was dropped from the program

on said date and notified on November 1, 1971.
After I wouldn't write the memo requesting a transfer I was left sitting from

8:00 a.m. until 4:4-5 p.m. until November 29, 1971 with no further training or

assignments.
The way that I wa*^ treated was demoralizing. On November :iU, 1971 I was

told to report to the Naval Reserve Department, I was detailed there.

My vacation started December 20, 1971 and I went out of town that Saturday,
December 18, 1971. Data Processing Department had to sign my leave slip yet,
while I was away a registered letter was sent to my home telling me I was being
demoted. Since no one was at my home the letter went back and it was given to

me personally when I returned to work.
I had been awarded a Quality Step Increase on July 11, 1971 while I was

working in the Fleet Department for doing outstanding work and my next within

grade was due February 6, 1972, but after I was drf>pped from the training pro-
gram, the next increase is due September 16, 1973.

I was told by the personnel department that if I wrote the memorandum, I

could go back to my old department and keep the same money I was getting.
The Director of Fleet Department called me into his office and asked me to

write the memo and come back to that department.
After talking with the Directors of Data Processing Department, Fleet Depart-

ment, one of the Captains and a Personnel Officer, I still would not write a memo.
I was threatened with job separation then detailed, then demoted. I can't

began to tell you the aggravation I went through. Also, in my personnel file is

this letter that I did unsatisfactory work in the Data Processing Department when
T didn't do any work in that department at all.

Mr. Stokes. Many of you may not know Gus Hawkins served 28 years
in the State Legislature of California. He was a 25-year-old young man
when he fu"st went into the legislature and at the time, he had served 28

years, had more service than any other State legislator in that State.

And then he came to Congress, where he served for the last 10 or 12 years
and on the Education and Labor Committee. You are privileged to

have before you, conducting these hearings here today, a man who is

father of the EEOC legislation in the House. All of the subseqvient
bills that have come, extending that particular act, is come as a result

of his sponsorship of those bills and his amendments to that particular
act. And in the conferences betw^een the House and the Senate, Gus
Hawkins is the man to whom everyone looks regarding EEOC.
Thank you Gus.

Mr. Stokes. By the way, in case any of you are wondering, he is

the vice chairman of the Congressional Black Caucus.
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Mr. Hawkins. I wish to thank the gentleman from Cleveland, and
to express my appreciation to him, to his staff, and to all of you in

Cleveland for a very excellent hearing. I think you have made us

proud of our association with your Congressman. I wish to assure you
that if we don't get some action, then we will certainly come back to

Cleveland again and again until we do get some action.

My colleague Walter Fauntroy has recentl}^ held, under his own
auspices, several days of hearings concerning discrimination in the

Federal service in Washington, D.C. While these hearings have no
official standing, I nevertheless feel that their significance and relevance

to the subcommittee's work is great. For this reason I ask unanimous
consent to include portions of those hearings as a part of the general
Subcommittee on Labor's record.

Because of space limitations the testimon}^ which the subcommittee
has excerpted concerns only cases of individual discrimmation. The
subcommittee regrets that these constraints force it to omit much
valuable testimony, such as those of metropoHtan Washington
community leaders.

Thank you, the meeting is adjourned.
(Hearing of the General Subcommittee on Labor was adjourned.)

(The material referred to is printed as a appendix infra.)



APPENDIX

EXCERPTS FROM AD HOC HEARINGS HELD IN
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. Fauntroy. As we call these hearings to order we do so sound again the
call to end for all times practices of racial discrimination against minorities within
our Federal system. For too long, we have espoused such rhetoric as "fair employ-
ment practices"; ''equal employment opportunities"; "affirmative action plans";
"upward mobilitj^"; with little or no substantative progress being made in solv-

ing racial problems. Blacks and other minorities are still suffering needless and
often crippling denial of opportunity to prosper on their merit because of people
in government who, without conscience or reason, use the federal system to re-

press them.

My determination to hold these hearings and my recognition of the need is a
culmination of a life time spent in this city, painfully aware of the systematic
injustice which has for so many j-ears characterized federal employment practices.

My experience working for this commimity as a pastor involved in community
activities has necessitated response to thousands of job discrimination complaints
from among the 58,000 federal employees in the District of Columbia who are
Black. M3- father was employed at the U.S. Patent Office here for forty-four
years before retiring. He knew the effects of discrimination, and we, as children
knew his frustration and despair. He trained two generations of white employees
who were then passed up and over his shoulder to high level and higher paying
jobs. From all the evidence I have seen, even today in this supposedly enlightened
time, these practices continue daily with little substantive change.
When I came to Congress a j'ear and a half ago, I expected that a significant

portion of my casework would go to help federal employees solve job discrimi-
nation problems. But I did not foresee the incredible deluge of pent-up grievances
that have descended upon my office in the months I have been here. Most of
these complaints are brought bj' people with just claims who are deeply frustrated
and angered by the unfair treatment they received at the hands of the federal

government. These people have no where else to turn. They have sought help
from their agencies, and from the Civil Service Commission and all with little

success.
At present national policy mandating nondiscrimination in Federal employ-

ment, has been strongh' expressed l)j' both Congress and the President. Congress
has stated that it is

" the policy of the United States to ensure equal employment
opportunities for Federal employees without discrimination because of race,

color, religion, sex or national origin". The primary responsibility for implement-
ing this national polic.v has been given to the Civil Service Commission, pursuant
to "Executive Order 11246 as clarified b.v later Executive Order 11478. In issuing
Executive Order 11748, in August, 1969, President Nixon stated that "discri-
mination of any kind based on factors not relevant to job perfornxance must be
eradicated completel.y from the Federal Government." But this has not happened.

Statistical evidence demonstrates beyond all serious question that minorities
and women find it difficult to secure Federal jobs, particularly at higher paying,
decision-making levels. Blacks, women, Spanish sui'named employees are unduly
concentrated in jobs paying the lowest salaries and having the least amount of

policy-making responsibility.
Given this shocking picture, the question arises, where do we go from here?

I want to hear the truth because I am hopeful that the truth will prick the con-
science of this city and this nation to action. The testimony of these witnesses,
for the next five days, will be the guiding light to the Congress in developing
redress of these grievances and to right the wrong of an unjust system.

The more than thirty men and women who will testify this week represent
the hvuidreds and thousands of others who have suffered similar injustices. Their

willingness to testify and their courage is an inspiration to us all. Let me state

(259)
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very clearh^ at this point that I want to be informed immediately of any reprisals
in any form as a result of testimony at these hearings. The courageous men and
women who speak out against injustice are the only protection any of us have in

the final analj^sis. We will not tolerate any compounding of the evil of discrimi-
nation in the form of reprisals against this courage. The President's Executive
Order of 1969, the question of reprisals is conspicuous by its absence. Just as
there must be equality of opportunity' for all minorities, there must be protection
for those who are seeking to take advantage of those opportunities.

Let me repeat mj^self, for the freedom to "tell it like it is" is critical to the
meaning and purpose of this effort. I want to be informed immediately of any
reprisals in any form as a result of these hearings.
When these hearings are complete, I shall group the testimony by agency and

s.ystematically meet with the cabinet level head of each agency and their relevant
staffs to seek resolutions of each case.

Statement of Ralph M. Hackley, Washington, D.C.

I have been employed by the Veterans Administration since June 29, 1967
at which time I entered on duty as a G.S-7, Special Investigator, the first Black
investigator so hired in the History of the V.A. Previously I held the position
of Welfare Investigator in the Office of Inspection and Collection, D.C. Depart-
ment of Public Welfare.

I was promoted yearly within the V.A. with my last promotion to a OS- 12

being effective November 16, 1969. I am presently GS-12, step 3.

On June 15, 1970 at the time of my annual evaluation, orally executed by
Mr. William L. Rettew, Assistant Director of the Investigation and Security
Section, I asked Mr. Rettew the possibility of my being promoted to a GS-13^
when I became ehgible on November 16, 1970; that I was concerned because I

had been assisting eleven different investigators and had conducted verjr few
investigations of my own. Mr. Rettew's reph' to me was: "I know you have been

assisting other Investigators, Ralph, and all of them speak well of you. You are

helping the Service when j^ou assist these Investigators but you are not helping
yourself. You need cases of your own that require individual judgment. For
instance, the case that you are assisting Drenkow down in Atlanta doesn't mean
anything as far as helping you. Don't worry, we're going to get some cases for

you. We just haven't had the cases to do it as yet. As far as being promoted in

November, just forget about it. You know it doesn't come automatic. Other

Investigators have waited two or three years. It took me a little while to get
mine."

At that time, I was preparing to go to Atlanta, Georgia, after having been
assigned to assist "\^ernon Drenkow, a Senior Investigator.

After I returned from Atlanta, Georgia, I had an occasion to talk with Mr. A.
Kenneth Maiers, Director, Investigation and Security Section regarding my
conversation with Mr. Rettew and my chances for promotion when I became
eligible for promotion in November of 1970. Mr. Maiers echoed the sentiments

expressed by Mr. Rettew and further added that he (Maiers) did not promote
anyone in a year's time from GS-12 to GS-13; that I would not be promoted on
or around November of 1970 when I became eligible.
When I became eligible, I did not receive a promotion and subsequently,, on

February 8, 1971, I filed an informal complaint of racial discrimination. The EEO
Counselor recommended that I be promoted to the GS-13 level and Management
disagreed even though it conceded that there were no job standards by which to

gauge or measure my performance. (A copy of decision is attached.)
Since the matter was not resolved on an informal basis, I filed a formal com-

plaint on March 27, 1971, at which time the Investigator, Mrs. Thelma L.

Kinnebrew, Supervisory Social Worker, VAH, Washington, D.C, found that
"the nature of Mr. Hackley's assignments and a breakdown in communications
between Mr. Hackley and Management, placed him in a cycle of discriminatory
circumstances." It was also during this investigation that an affidavit bj^ Mr.
Charles Haycraft, a former Investigator, now presentlj^ with the EEO Office in

Jackson, Mississippi, was submitted in which he alleged that Mr. Maiers had
many times referred to Blacks as "Burr Heads". The affidavit was made a part of

the exhibits but was not followed through by the Investigator.
A hearing was held on September 27, 28, 29, 30, October 1, 4, and 5, 1971.

The Hearing Examiner found that minorities had been excluded prior to July
1966, at which time Mr. George Holland, a Black man, became Director of the

Investigation and Security Section and that Mr. Maiers, during that time did
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exclude minorities arbitrarily. The Hearing Examiner glossed over the word
"Burr Head," a reference to Blacks by Mr. Maiers. Although the Hearing Exam-
iner felt "that the old attitudes have been changed," I feel that Mr. Maiers' use
of the term reflects his and management's attitudes, beliefs and values towards
minorities. As expected, the Hearing Examiner found no evidence to support a
claim of discrimination. (A copy of the decision is attached).

I appealed to the Board of Appeals and Review, U.S. Civil Service Commission
(see copy attached) who affirmed the previous decision issued by the V.A. on
January 25, 1972 (see copy attached). The Board concluded that Mr. Maiers
did use the term "Burr Head" in reference to Blacks but it did not think that it

necessarily followed that the use of the expression meant that Mr. Maiers had
actually discriminated against me on a particular occasion during my employment
or that he would do so in the future.
Under the Equal Emplovment Act of March 24, 1972, I filed a Civil Action in

the U.S. District Court fur the District of Columbia on June 23, 1972 (Civil
action #1258-72, see copy attached).

In conclusion, I feel that I have been denied a promotion to the GS-13 level

because I am Black. I further believe that the racially-biased slurs used by the
Director of the Investigation and Security Service with the attendant inuendoes
and degrading connotations are reflective of management's treatment of Black

Investigators in the Investigation and Security Service. I further feel that the
evaluations of my performance by the Senior Investigators and by the Assistant
Director of the Investigation and Security Service are tailored to reflect the
racistic attitude of the Director of Investigation and Security and his superior,
Mr. Blake Turner, Director, Management and Evaluation.
Two conclusions are possible: Either my work demands by its Quality that I

be promoted or else my work is not yet the Quality of a "GS-13" because of the

discriminatory treatment I have received. If the latter is the case, I should be
promoted to a GS-13 for the reason that it would be unjust and unfair to allow

my supervisors to treat me discriminatority and then deny me a promotion as
a result of such treatment.

Coming back to the idea of "Burr Head", The Board of Appeals and Review
consideration of Mr. Maiers' expression "Burr-IIead" with regard to Blacks is

faulty. The Board knows that Mr. Maiers may not have used the expression
recently and has not used it to me personally. The Board further knows that there
seems now to be some effort being made to recruit minority personnel and con-
cluded that there is no longer any reason to think that the investigation and
securities division is tainted by discriminatory practices. The Board ignores the
fact that Mr. Maiers' outlook and prejudices are revealed by his word "Burr-
Head". Mr. Maiers' attitude towards Blacks is reflected by several investigators
who consider Blacks as unreliable witnesses and inferior in general. I have had
occasion to assist these particular investigations on cases where Blacks are involved
and I have witnessed the slanting of reports in order to show the whites in a
favorable light and the Blacks in an unfavorable one.

DISCRIMINATOKY TREATMENT

The Board of Appeals and Review accepts the reason being that I started out
as a GS-7 and needed more training than other investigators in attempting to

justify Management's position that my being assigned to a number of different

investigators to "learn the trade" was necessary. This is not the case with white
investigators, trainees or junior investigators. The Board glosses over this fact that
I could profit more by exposure to several investigators rather than just one, but
if that is the case, why were not other junior investigators assigned to assisting a
number of senior investigators instead of just one. However, the record indicates
that a number, if not all of those hired as GS-11 were so hired, not because of

prior experience but VA procedures or investigations but rather because of com-
petitive status or CSC register status. In other words, if the white investigators
did not necessarily have any more expertise than I did with respect to VA investiga-
tions and procedures and so would need just as much training. Thus, there is no
reason for me to have been treated differently from white investigators in this

aspect.

PROMOTION OF "WHITE INVESTIGATORS OVER ME

Most, if not all of the white investigators have been recruited primarily from
the momentary investigative and intelligence-gathering units. These are retired

military men. These investigators have brought their buddies in, a system which
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eliminates many Blacks due to the fact that twenty years ago there were ver}- few
Blacks in that field. This is where Investigation and Security Service recruited in

order to exclude Blacks as VA investigators. They finally found one Black in-

vestigator several months ago who had twenty-five years of military service. One
white investigator typifies Management's thinking. This particular white investi-

gator with twenty years or more of military service was promoted over me to a
GS-13. Management justified his promotion by stating that he was more qualified
than I was even though this investigator has been sent back on several occasions
to reinvestigate his assigned case. This particular white investigator who wag
promoted over me came into the Investigative unit approximatelv one and one-
half years after I did. I have not been sent back to reinvestigate any case that I

have done.
BLACKS IN INTERNAL AUDIT

It is to be noted that Mr. Blake Tm-ner, who is the Director of Management
and Evaluation, reflects the same attitude as Mr. Maiers bj- virtue of the fact that

he has allowed Mr. Maiers to continue as Director of Investigation and Security
after having been apprised of Mr. Maiers' use of the term "Burr-Head"; that out
of approximately six senior internal auditors GS-14, none are Black; that finally
Mr. Turner was the Director of the Investigation and Security division for several

years prior to July 1966 in which there were no Black special investigators hired

or recruited.

One of the indications used by Management to determine that I suffered no
discrimination is the fact that I steadily progressed from GS-7 to GS-12 at each

step having been recommended by Mr. Rettew with the concurrence of Mr.
Maiers. There are three possible explanations for such rapid advancement: A)
either Rettew and Maiers were attempting to curry favor with their Black

superior, George Holland, by recommending a Black for yearly promotions; or

B) Mr. Rettew and Maiers were trj-ing to bring me up to the GS level of the other

investigators as rapidly as possible for the sake of uniformity and efficiency; or

C) that I was a very good worker who progressed steadily and deserved each pro-
motion. It is obvious that whichever of these statements is correct, none proves or

indicates the lack of prejudice and/or racism on the part of Mr. Rettew and
Maiers especially when the record shows that at that time they had a Black

superior. It is also noteworthy that all of my promotions occurred during the

directorship of George Holland, the Black who recruited me; that after JSIr.

Holland was transferred out of Investigation and Security Division in December
1969, I stopped receiving promotions.

I wish to say at this time when I first was recruited bj^ Mr. Holland I came as a
GS-7 and at that time he told me I would have to tow the line and that the only
thing he could do was to make sure that I had a fair shake. And he told me in front

of Mr. Rettew, my immediate supervisor that no matter what I did the point is

the}' are going to take a second look at mj^ work. And he proved to be true because

the}' thoroughly knit-picked mj^ work, A little about my academic backgound.
I am a graduate of Howard University with an A.B. in Enghsh and a Minor in

History plus I have two years of studj^ in American University, Graduate School,
and also was an officer in the United States Army. Now I say this, not that I am
a brilliant person, but it shows that I can read, write and I understand. All I

understand is that I have been denied a promotion soleh' because of the fact that
I am Black.

Mr. Fauntroy. Thank you. I have a number of questions.
Now, do I understand from you that you have negotiated every avenue! You

started with your immediate supervisor, Mr. Maiers, you have gone to your
Equal Employment structure witliin A'^A, you have gone to Civil Service Com-
mission and having failed now you have to go to court?

Mr. Hackley. Yes. Also I even went to the White House.
Mr. Fauntroy. Now, secondlj' are their any senior investigators who are

Black in that division?
Ma-. Hackley. I am the senior Black investigator. I am senior even to the

whites in there wdth the exception of one white. I am the highest Black investi-

gator you have.
Mr.' Fauntroy. In the VA?
Mr. Hackley. Yes.
Mr. Fauntroy. In all the VA?
Mr. Hackley. Yes. I am the first and the highest ranking, yes.
Mr. Fauntroy. That is amazing of all of the forces of people that are Black.
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Mr. Hackley. Well, you see primarily all the investigators are recruited from
the military.

Mr. Fauntroy. That is what I thought. Everybody, I know, can get a job
that goes to the Army. The point is then quite frankly, you have been denied, j'ou

believe, the promotion to senior investigator?
Mr. Hackley. Yes.
i\Ir. Fauntroy. Even though 5"ou have performed the work for some senior

investigators as a helper?
Mr. Hackley. Yes.
Mr. Fauntroy. Solely because of j-our judgment of the racial bias of Mr.

Maiers?
Mr. Hackley. Right.
Mr. Fauntroy. What is a way to get around that in your judgment? What

has to be done to correct that for you?
Mr. Hackley. First of all is my promotion. For instaiace, it is pretty hard to

get around a subjective evaluation. The point is we have no job standards.

Mr. Fauntroy. There are no criteria? Is all subjective?
Mr. Hackley. We have a job description but no job standards. For instance

I have had accommodations from hospital directors, attorneys, one deputy ad-

ministrator, Btratton when he was here. I have five acconmiodations. This means

nothing to mj- supervisors. For instance I have had accommodations over

here where someone said something nice about me and I come back and my
supervisor felt that it was not up to par. 80 the pinut is I don't believe I have to

be a super Black in order to make it. I think the basic problem is I am trying to

earn it on the merits. Partially this is a farce by virtue of the fact that—
^I

don't

even knock the political situation because we have two standards. We have

political people coming in who get the GS-13s and are tolerated because of their

inaptitude and incompetence. And here you are requiring me to be a GS-13
from some nebulous and ambiguous type of criteria which yon don't require the

white to do.

So I am saying here is a man, not only Mr. Maiers, who typifies the ]Manage-
ment attitude. Because the same people who are in there now were there when
Blacks were excluded. So now simply because they have no Black to answer to,

then I am at the mercy of their thinking and idiosyncrasies, and it is hard as hell

to write a report. And these clowns, excuse the expression, these people knit-

pick it from one end to the other. I don't have any problem of articulating. I

was an English major and that does make me smart. I do not have the time to

enumerate the specifics of the discrimhiation which they have perpetrated

against me. And also secret evaluations. I would go out and assist white investi-

gators and come back and they would say, "Hack you did a good job". Nothing is

done in writing, everything is "oral. So it is my word against theirs, and you know
good and well no one is gr)ing to believe the Blacks. I know when I filed a com-

plaint in the beginning that it was going to go to court. No reflection on CSC.
But the onlv thing they do is negotiate with the agencies, as you read in the

Spoil Sijsiem by Ralph Nader. So the point is I would go out with the investi-

gators and they would come back and write up an evaluation on me and submit
it and not discuss it with me. It was this situation over my head that I was more
concerned with than actually the promotion. Because this would stop me from

getting a job somewhere else. It was this that I proceeded to follow. We have no

job standards. It would be quite interestii\g for them to explain to you what is

a GS-13 because I don't know.
Mr. Fauntroy. Thank you so much INIr. Hackley. I can assure first of all that

I am going to take Mr. Maicr's name with me.

May we proceed to the next witness? INIr. John Jessamy.

Statement of John Jessamy and Donna Conway, Postal Employees Against
Racism

Mr. Jessamy: Good morning, Congressman Fauntroy. Mj^ name is John

Jessamy and with me is Mrs. Donna Conway. Mrs. Conway and myself are former

postal employees. We are here presenting this testimony instead of other members
of our organization, Postal F^mployees Against Racism, who might have other-

wise been at this testimony. W^e are doing this in order to protect those cmplo.vees
from retaliation from the U.S. Postal Service. The Postal Service is almost cer-

tain to retaliate. As we believe that they retaliated against Mrs. Conwav and

myself for efforts in attempting to expose the racist nature of the U.S. Postal

Service.
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Shortly after the passage of the Postal Reorganization Act, a former Postmaster
General imposed a "gag rule" on postal employees which forbid them frf)m com-
municating with the U.S. Congress. What this "gag rule" has done in effect for

Black ]:>ostal employees was to eliminate the only effective remedy the}' may have
had in being able to receive a just hearing in cases of racial discrimination. It has,
additionally, cut the postal emplo.vee from his own Cf)ngressional representative.
The only recourse postal employees now have is to allow themselves to be repre-
sented by one of the unions that the U.S. Postal Service has decided will be the
exclusive bargaining agents for all postal emploj-ees. Even if the employee would
prefer to have someone else represent him, this is not allowed under the terms of the

"agreement" between the U.S. Postal Service and the unions. Black employees
view these tactics (the "gag rule" and the union agreement) as additional tools

being used bj^ the U.S. Postal Service to further suppress them.

But, of course, long before the passage of the Postal Reorganization Act, Black

postal employees had long suffered the effects of racial discrimination. In Decem-
ber 1970. after reviewing this history of discrimination, Black postal employees at

Headquarters and the Washington Main City Post Office began to take a close

look at their position and status in the Postal Service. What they sav/ was a clear

pattern tjf continued racial discrimination. Evidence of this discrimination was
reflected through the following statistics: of the 49S Blacks then emi)loyed at

Headciua'-t-pr^ ip'.;^ th.-vn 4% were in the top 8 grades, while more than 58% of the
Blacks were in grades 5 and below, along with 6,000 Blacks emj^loyed at the Main
C'ty Post Office of which 64% are in grades 1 through 3 and below. These very
revealing statistics reflect the results of unfair discriminatory practices by white

ananagement against Black employees.
Discrimination was further evidenced bj' the exclusion of Blacks from the

planning sessions of the Reorganization Act which brought into being the new
U.S. Postal Service on July 1, 1971. White management displayed additional

proof of racial discrimination when they barred from the Union negotiation
sessions the Black Union which was the sole representative of the interests of

Black postal workers. These regrettable events heightened the concern of all

Black employees who were already increasing in awareness of the worsening plight
of Black postal workers.

In March of 1971, in the Headquarters cafeteria at 12th and Pennsylvania

Avenue, in midst of much opposition from management, Black Postal workers

decided to voice their dissatisfaction and expose the racist policies existing through-
out the Postal Service. Postal Employees Against Racism (PAR) was then formed

and adopted a program developed by them to solve the problems of Black postal

workers.
On Julv 1, 1971, after numerous efforts to persuade management to meet the

legitimate demands of Black Postal workers, PAR directed an appeal of public

sentiment and presented 26 demands to the PMG for immediate enactment. This

coincided with the inauguration of the Reorganization Act for the new U.S.

Postal Service. When Postal Employees Against Racism attempted peacefully to

petition, the PMG's armed forces (GSA guards, policemen. Postal Inspectors,

including some Inspection Service administrators who were armed and marshalled)

physically barred them from the building.
On August 27, 1971, the PMG ordered a Reduction-iu-Force (RIF) of Head-

quarters. The reduction-in-force severely decimated the already sparse number
of Black employees, including several members and leaders of PAR. We view the

RIF as a tool to rid the Postal Service of Black emploj^ees and consider it a further

retaliation against our organization's purpose.
PAR is challenging the reduction-in-force and several employees have filed

complaints through tlae Civil Service Commission and courts of law regarding
these actions. While reduction-in-force proceeding-^ were transpiring at Head-

quarters, Black postal employees at the Main City Post Office were increasingly

harassed in an attempt by management to remove them or force them to abandon
their postal careers. These kinds of reprisals by management show that they are

fearful of having "Pandora's Box" opened, for it will clearly demonstrate to the

world the true racist nature of the postal institution.

called off these meetings saving that it had more important things to be concerned

about. Thus management reverted back to its "don't care" attitude toward its

Black employees.
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At the Headquarters level, Blacks do fare a little better than in the field in-

stallations. They at least do not have to ask permission to go to the bathroom.
Additionally, they are not followed in to the bathrooms bj^ guards and postal
managers, who may peek into occupied stalls to determine for themselves whether
or not the occu]3ant is actually fulfilling a biological need, as is the case at the

Washington Post Office. But little beyond this is different as the same roots of
racism exhibit themselves. Blacks are still systematically denied promotions and
training. For the most part, Blacks are still channeled into dead-end positions.
This occurs wliile unlimited opportunities are readily available to whites. A look
at top postal management wiQ give an indication of how well Blacks fare in the
U.S. Postal Service. Of the more than twenty Assistant PMG's, there are no
Blacks. In fact, we do not know of any Blacks in the entire U.S. Postal Service
who can even suggest policy, much less make polic3^
On a whole, the U.vS. Postal Service is callously insensitive to its Black em-

ployees. Much of this insensitivity can be very clearly documented. But among
the less obvious examples of this insensitivity is the plan of the U.S. Postal
Service to build new postal factories awa}' from areas that are accessible to its

Black employees. These new facilities are presently being ])lanned and built
in areas where housing is not available to Blacks. Additionally, there is seldom
adequate (if any at all) public transportation to these areas. This is but one of the

many exjamples of policy decisions white management makes without concern
or regard for how it will affect Black employees. I'his total insensitivity is a result
of Black exclusion at every level of decision making in the U.S. Postal Service.
We regret that due to the time limit placed on this testimony we are unable

to get into some of the very revealing specifics of racial discrimination that Black
Postal employees face.

Mr. Fauntroy. Indeed. I want to thank j^ou for that overview of the problem,
I would like to hear a couple of specific cases. I understand that you feel that
j'DU had to leave because of your vigorous pursuit of equal employment oppor-
tunities, is that true?

Mr. Jessamy. Yes, I was a victim of the reduction of force. I was a headquarters
employee. I was emploj^ed in the capacity of an architect. I was also at the time
Chairman of the Postal Employees Against Racism. Both m\self and the Vice-
Chairman received a reducticni of force notice.

Mr. Fauntroy. Is that right. And they didn't use you to design the building
in the suburbs that we don't have access to? You couldn't even design them?

Mr. Jessamy. I was at one time under the Reorganization Act—well, not under
the Reorganization Act, but the then Postmaster General had decided that the
Postal Service does not need to design these offices, that another agencj' would
do that. Therefore my services were no longer required, supposedly.

Mr. Fauntroy. Thank you.
Mrs. Conway, ,you may want to indicate your own case. You were separated?
Mrs. Conway. Yes, not in the same way he was. But through racist practices

and my participation in PA Pi, which is the task force. They felt that I was a trouble
maker. And the Post Office has a ver}^ indecent way of trj-ing to reduce their
forces. They begin to emj^loy archaic rules that the.r know that it is very hard
for any employee to adhere to. This way they mar your record, and you know,
press charges on you. And at the time they were under the U.S. Postal Service
and they denied me covmsel for m.y law3"er at which time they stated I had to
use a member of this union in order to be represented which I did not want to do
because I felt that the denial of my lawyer was a denial of my rights as a United
States Citizen.

I have some letters here from some Postal employees that can cite some of the

grievances that Postal emiiloyees have as Mr. Jessamj- has stated in general.
This saj"s: "Dear Sir: In my experience with the U.S. Postal Service there

have been several instances of discrimination which I have heard about and
which has affected me personallj*. This letter mentions four of the more serious
instances in which I was personally involved. First I was recommended for a

separation because of AWOL. This reason for the AWOL was because my super-
visor who is white refused to accept my sick certificate which, though my doctor

personall}' wrote him a letter explaining his wording of the certificate, the super-
visors reason for not accepting the certificate was that I did not state that I

was totally unable to perform my duties. Secondly, annual leave and overtime
was constant!}' refused me.
When I finally got fed up and went to the \mion to jjress grievance charges

against m}^ supervisor, I was told to staj- out of the spotlight
—meaning that I
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"asked too many questions about the way things were being run and I complained
too much. Third I bid on a preferred assignment which I did not get the bid for.

A person junior to me got the bid. AVhen I inquired as to the reason for this over-

sight I was told by the Personnel Office that I was found undependable. When I

inquired as to wh^' I was undependable I could not get any answer so I went to
the union. Mj' union representative later told me that their reason was because
I was pregnant. I called that a clear case of sex discrimination. The only reason

charges were not pressed is because I was told that more than seven days had
elapsed since the bids were posted and the time to start pressing charges was
over. Lastly, during the same period of niA^ pregnancy there was deliberate har-
assment against me by my General Foreman that I worked under. Even though
he knew I was pregnant he constantly sent me to assignments that required
standing and lifting. When I reached these assignments the persons in charge
there would send me back from where I was working."

Another case, the gentleman said "I recently had my step deferred. My griev-
ance was that the supervisor that deferred my step was not my original supervisor.
He was detailed to my pay location for one day. And in that day he evaluated

mj^ reference card and saw fit to defer my step with no prior knowledge of me in

general. I had no knowledge of this action until it had come about. I don't think
this is the correct procedure for this type of action."

Another case, "I charged m.y immediate supervisor with trying to force employ-
ees to use the women's restroom opposite the small i:)rimary, which is an unsanitary
section of the Post Office. This restroom has no e.xhaust fans and no ventilation.

When I refused to use the restroom I was followed by my immediate supervisor
and watched." She also states that she charges her immediate supervisor with

forcing her to leave her lunch in her locker. "We all know that rats run the Post
Office and lunches are not safe when they are left alone. Recently U.S. Postal

Service recruited some people with the specific intent to train them to use buzz,

machines which is a means of sorting the mail by machine. After two weeks in

class it was found that one of the young ladies was an active TB carrier. They then
notified the people that she was in class with and thej' had to take an examination
and I believe that they felt necessary they had to take some innoculations. How-
ever, her time in class was onl.y two hours a day of the eight hours she was at the

Post Office. The other six she would be on the workroom floor while working in

other capacities. No one else in the Post Office was notified that the young lady
was found to be an active TB carrier. Therefore the.v were not permitted to any
medical examination.
At the Post Office on November 3, 1971 between the hours of 3:30 p.m. and

12 p.m. a fire occurred in the outgoing paper section on the second floor of the
main Post Office. At this time the District of Columbia Fire Department was
called in to help extinguish the fire. None of the employees in the building working
at the time were notirted. Not even the employees in the immediate area. When
some of the employees in the area became aware of the situation and wanted to

leave they were informed if they did that they wcjuld be reprimanded seriously.
Also we have another case—this gentleman states that he's working on the

webb, which is a section of the Post Office. "I've come into a situation that I

feel caused a grievance. I am qualified to work on Zone 6 and 36 Parcel Post
but I do not get a chance to work my assignment. I am sent to work on other

assignments in which I am not qualified to work while employees who are not

qualified are left to work on my assignment which is preferred. I personally had
an experience with the Post Office, they started a U.S. Postal Academy. The
academy was set up to help young youths in the streets at night that had dropped
out of school acquire their GED exam. Thej^ were going to select from the Post
Office people who had counseled and also who could tutor in trying to help these

youngsters pass the GED exam- They selected three gentlemen who are not Postal

employees to select the people that they wanted to participate in the Postal

Acadcmj^ It was told to us that no one in the Postal Service has the right to

interfere with the selection except the Postmaster who at the time was Carlton
Beall. Pie had a right of reprisal if he felt that any of the selections were not
valid. Two da3's later I received a letter of congratidations and also instructions

from the department on my acceptance, and I received my airplane ticket because
we were going to training in New Mexico for a month. I had made arrangements
with my family for my children and I had also made arrangements at school

with my instructors for my classes when I returned. Two days prior to my leaving
I received a telephone call on the floor stating that I could not go, that I had l)eeu

denied the right to go, and that the reason for my not going was my leave record.

After investigation it was f<jund that my leave record was not that bad that theie

were other people who had been selected and not denied that had worse leave
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records than ni.y own. I took the case to the Union and I was informed that
because of the present administration that i\Ir. Beall had a great deal of power
and that it was very hard, not only to press or to win grie\'ances through him,
but naturally any grievances at him because my grievance was directed at him.
Therefore I was advised that though they knew and that other management
knew that his act was purelv discriminatory that I had no wav of winning and
I did not win." Thats all.

Mr. Fauntroy. Mr. Jessamy, could 5-ou fill in some detail on those 26 demands
you mentioned?

Mr. Jessamy. I indicated in my testimony that on July 1, 1971 we directed a
letter to the Postmaster General which included twenty-six demands. Those
twenty-six demands, I thought I had a copy of that with mc. A review of that
letter would indicate we had made a immber of specific proposals which would
be helpful in eliminating racism and racial discrimination from the Postal Service.

One of which included counseling and training for supervisors who are insensitive
or just don't give a damn about Blacks and have these kinds of attitudes.
We found in our negotiating sessions which originallj^ were met with some

interest, that for some reason the top management didn't quite understand what
we were talking about and we thought we were very specific and clear and we
spent a great deal of time. As a matter of fact we didn't get through the full twent}'-
six demands because negotiations were cut short. We spent a great deal of time

explaining in great detail what we meant with each one of the points that we had
directed to the Postmaster General. There appeared to be, as a result from what
we can see, a lack of interest in even implementing anj' of the things that we had
suggested that you may have given token response. But we felt that we had pre-
sented an outline or guideline that was very specific and we had even done work
that the Postal Service would have to get into. They could just pick up and run
with what we had presented them. They showed a lack of interest in this.

Statement of Tommie L. Wilson, President, Local 209,
National Alliance of Postal and Federal Employees

My name is Tommie L. Wilson, President of the Washington, D.C. Local 209,
National Alliance of Postal and Federal Employees. I rej^resent some 2,000'
Postal and Federal employees in the Washington, D.C. area. Although the greater
majority of these members are employed in the L'.S. Postal Service, we have
bargaining rights for a group in the Commerce Department, N.O.A.A., National
Ocean Survey and exclusive rights for employees of the U.S. Postal Service's Mail

Equipment Shops, located in Washington, D.C. Additionally, we have some
members scattered throughout several Federal Agencies.

discrimination in government

The passage of the Civil Rights Act, the establishment of the Civil Rights
Commission and the establishment of the Equal Employment Opportunity
procedures within the government are admissions from the highest governmental
authority in this country that discrimination does exist in the government. For
me to come before you and state the contrary would he utterly ridiculous. What is

more, for the Postal and Federal agencies to deny continuously that there is dis-

crimination, in the face of the many E.E.O. complaints, is also ridiculous.

For informational purposes, I am submitting three charts, indicating the 1971

minority group study. A quick look at the minority composition of the different

grade structures will show their concentration in the lower grades. This is evidence

enough that discrimination does exist. You will note that these charts represent
1971 percentages.
With the current hiring freeze and jobs cuts, the Postal Service, alone has

gotten rid of some 33,000 employees since 1971. The minority groups has had
more than its share of the cuts. This also means that the current day totals and

percentages are quite different from those in these charts.

WASHINGTON, D.C. POST OFFICE

Although the figures in these charts indicate a minoritj' percentage of 19.5

in the overall U.S. Postal Service, the charts do not indicate the concentratioa
of Black minorities in the larger Post Offices. In Washington, D.C, approximately
80% of the Postal employees are black. If there were charts for the past six ^-ears,

they would show that lilacks have made up 80% or more of the work force in

the city Post Office during this period.

88-150—73 18
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During the past four years, wc have seen the city Post Office reduce its forces

from approximately 14,000 to a present figure of approximately 9,500. The
attrition rate is nol that bad in the Postal Service. Needless to sa}-, the f)ver-

whelming majority of these emplo3^ees were black. Many of these employees
were fired for all sorts of frivolous charges.

ADVERSE ACTION

We have assisted our members in handling more than 300 adverse action cases
over the past 2 years. Some of the man\- charges were:

1. Failure to perform services.

2. AWOL.
3. Disrespectful conduct to a Postal official.

4. Ijeaving the building without permission while in a duty status.

5. Failure to maintain a satisfactory driving record.

6. Absence from assignment.
7. Excessive time away from assignment.
8. Threatening a Postal Official.

9. Possession of intoxicant on Postal premises.
10. Loss of identification badges.
11. Insubordination and/or Failure to comply with official instruction.

12. Failure to maintain a satisfactf)ry attendance record.

13. Leaving assignment without permission.
To be sure that there is no escape from the net of regulations, they are now

enforcing "no talking" regulation with an "excessive talking charge." The catch
all regulation is one, posted every where you look, that states "All employees
must devote their full time and attention to assigned duties at all times." Most
of these charges can carry a penalty less than removal, if substantiated. Most of

them, are being sustained regardless of the mitigating circumstances surrounding
the incidents.

In its apparent zeal to cut cost and save money there has been a concerted effort

made to withliold pei'iodic step increases. Not (jnly are the}* withheld when adverse
action is initiated on an employee, supervisors are now severely scrutinizing

^attendance records and employees' performance in order to counsel, issue warning
letters, etc. to justify an unsatisfactory record to substantiate their withholding
step increases. The trick seems to be-get something on his record to make it

unsatisfactor}'. We can not venture a guess as to tlie amoimt of monej- the em-
ployees have been defrauded out of under this scheme.
A great majority of the first line supervisors are Black. However, the instituted

fear exerted from the top makes them only enforcers for the racially motivated

policy that seem to permeate the application of all postal regulations in tliis office.

We know full well that only the concentration of Black cmploj'ees is the reason for

such policies.

Despite the approximate 80% ratio of Black in the city Post Office and the large
number of Black supervisors the top policy positir)ns are just as elusive as ever for

Blacks. Within the past, two years, we have seen the top four positions vacated.

(Postmaster-PFS-19, two directors at PFS-17 and an assistant director at PFS-16)
No Blacks were promoted to these vacancies. In fact, it is absolutely astounding
how those Caucasians tour superintendents (PFS-14 etc. or less) were maneuvered
all the way to Officer In-Charge at PFS-19. Not only were some Blacks by-passed,
there were some just as maneuverable as the Caucasians. We have watched all of

this despite the "No Politic" in promotion policy. We also take note that these

top positions were filled l)y the same white plantation overlord that has mastered
the city Post Office for tlie last 12 years.

Although all major policy decisions are made above the installation level,
we firmly believe that a Black Postmaster or at least someone more sensitive to

the problems of blacks, is needed and is necessary for the citj' Post Office.

COMMERCE DEPARTMENT

We have had to file discrimination complaints in the Aeronautical Chart
Division of N.O.A.A. There appears to be a supervisor, who, for the past
12 j'ears has managed to promote, transfer, reassign or otherwise, through
some apparent lawful mean, rid his secti(jn of all Blacks and Females employees.
While the investigaticni was underway, I am hajjpy to report that this supervisor
found a lawful exit for himself. A decision is pending in this case. Another charge,
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Finally, I wish to sincerely thank this committee for the opportunity to appear
before j'ou and give my views on the subject matter before you.

Mr. Fauntroy. Thank you so much Mr. Wilson. Our next witness is Mr. George
Frisby, who is from the Navy Department out at the Arhngton Annex Building.
Mr. Frisby, would you care to outline what your exi^erience has been?

Statement of George Frisby, Washington, D.C.

Mr. Frisby. Congressman Fauntroy I have a few documents here that are

pertinent to a discrimination complaint which has been pending since AT)ril of

1971.
One is the hearing examiner's final recommended decision.

On or about March 30, 1971, Mr. George B. Frisbj^, Jr.'s complainant, who is

Black, was interviewed by his supervisor, Mr. Dewey Kilgore, who is white, and
informed that he would receive his within grade increase but that he would not
receive a recommendation for promotion. Mr. Kilgore informed the complainant
that he needed more experience in programming. Complainant was also informed
that he had difficulty in getting along with people. Specific references made to a

disagreement which had occurred between complainant and Mr. Richard Barrett,
Computer Systems Analyst GS-12.

Complainant brought his case to the attention of an EEO counselor, Mr. A. T.
Carter on or about May 19, 1971. Subsequent efforts by the counselor to infor-

mally resolve the complaint were unsuccessful. The Complainant requested an in-

vestigation on May 18, 1971. Mr. Anthony was assigned to investigate the

complaint on June 29, 1971. A report of the investigation was submitted to the
EEO officer on August 16, 1971.
An attempt at an informal resolution of the matter was made between Rear

Admiral W^ C. Flait, Deputy Chief of Naval Personnel and the Complainant on
September 10, 1971, at which time Complainant was advised that no evidence of

discrimination had been found. However, Admiral Flait directed the establish-
ment of a program of training and work assignments in order to afford complainant
the opportunity to be competitive with his contemporaries for promotion. The
complainant was formally notified of this decision by letter on September 10,
1971. The hearing was requested by Complainant on September 1.5, 1971.
The undersigned, this is the hearing examiner, was assigned to conduct a hearing

which was held at the Navy Annex in Arlington, Virginia on December S and 9,
1971. Six witnesses were called on in behalf of complainant. The hearing was
reported in two volumes and hereafter will be referred to as TRl and TR2.

Issues considered—one, that the agency discriminated against the complainant
by failure to recommend him for promotion to Computer Programmer GS-r2
because of his race. Two, that the agency discriminated against the complainant
by denying him opportunity for essential jot3 related training because of his race.
The first issue was raised by the complainant. The second issue, although not

raised by the complainant, was determined by the undersigned to be directly
related to the issue of promotabiiity and was accordingly considered.

Factual analysis
—the complainant entered on duty with the Bureau of Naval

Personnel, Office of Data Progranmiing Branch, System Design Program Division
as a Computer Progranmier GS-11 on April 19, 1970. He had transferred from the
Marine Corps where he had entered the Computer Programming field in 19G7 as
a trainee. He was assigned to the supervision of Mr. Dewey Kilgore, Computer
Programmer GS-12 and retired chief pay officer. Mr. Kilgore's chief assistant was
David Wakefield, chief pay officer with fourteen years of active dutj' in the Navy.

Chief Wakefield testified that he was more or less an assistant supervisor and
that he had assisted in the assignment of programmers btit that he had never
assisted in evaluation of any programmers. In spite of Chief Wakefield's state-
ments to the contrary, the record shows that he substantially and effectively
participated in evaluation of at least one programmer, that is the complainant.
Upon entering the section the complainant was given a rotitine orientation and

since he was a GS-11 Programmer the supervisor fully expected him to lie able
to do the job. Mr. Kilgore and Chief Wakefield became aware soon after com-
plainant wrote his first program that he was unable to read his memory jumps, bill

cables and subscripts. Because of these deficiencies, complainant was said to have
encountered difficulty in writing his prf)grams. Complainant and Mr. Kilgore are
in agreement that the latter never mentioned con.iplainants deficiencies prior to
an evaluation interview which took place on or about ]\larch .'-]0, 1971. The
record shows that at the interview being referred to Mr. Kilgore informed com-
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plainant that he would receive a within grade pay increase but that he is not being
recommended for promotion, because he had not made enough programs and was
in need of more programming experience.

In addition, complainant was informed that he did not get along with people
and that he was reluctant to accept assistance. It appears that this conclusion is

based on a single incident which had occurred four months before between the

complainant and Mr. Richard Ravitz the GS-12 Computer Systems Analyst. In
the words of iSIr. Ravitz the disagreement between him and complainant was a

"misuiiderstanding." Complainant had apologized to him and he was sure that
both had forgotten the incident. Everyone in the branch, including Mr. Kilgore

agreed that complainant was congenial and polite, nevertheless, the record indi-

cates that Mr. Kilgore had continued to hold the complainant responsible for the

disagreement. Mr. Kilgore based nonrecommendation for promotion partly on the
fact that complainant had written only five programs which indicates he needed
more experience. However, Chief Wakefield testified that in addition to writing
five complete programs the complainant had modified eleven programs. There
are no munerical standards, guidelines or arrangements used for appraising the

productivity of programmers in the branch. However, both Mr. Kilgore and Chief

Wakefield stated that complainant produced less than the programmers in his

own grade and less than those in lower grades. Those specific documents were

presented to support this contention.

Although Mr. Kilgore may well have been aware of the shortcomings of the

complainant, the record fails to show that he endeavored to make himself available

to this complainant. The supervisor's own testimony is confusing on this point.
At one time he testified that he is always free for any assistance required by his

employees, later he testified that he did not give complainant much assistance

because he, Mr. Kilgore, was very busy. Therefore, he had designated Chief
Wakefield for the assistant programmers. In addition, any of the programmers
could give assistance upon being asked.

Further, I\Ir. Kilgore was of the opinion that the learner's guide for job core

language, JCL, should have provided complainant with sufficient information
about programming procedures to get the job done.

The record does not show that a standard evaluation interview took place. Mr.

Kilgore admitted that he should have possibly spoken to the complainant several

months before he became ehgible for a GS-12. At the same time, he noted that

the complainant received much more assistance than other programmers with the

exception of a Black GS-7 who is now a GS-9. Therefore, Mr. Kilgore was of the

opinion that the complainant should have realized his areas of deficiencies.

Granted that complainant should have been aware of his deficiencies, assuming
that he achieved the assistance that is indicated, this fact in no way would have

seriously relieved the supervisor of his responsibility to evaluate the complaint
and inform him of his level of progress.

According to the
jMr. Fauntroy. Excuse me Mr. Fri.sby, did you get the job?
Mr. Frisby. I have not gotten the job yet. This case has not been resolved

3-et. It's in the Civil Service.

[Mr. Fauntroy. If the hearing officer is talking in such clear terms as that,

why didn't }"ou get the job?
yir. Frisby. I said I would skip over here. Here he has, this is his response:

evidence of record shows that the agency discriminated against the complainant
by failing to provide job related training which was essential to improving his

skills and abilities as called for in the affirmative action plan.
The record further shows the complainant and other Black computer pro-

grammers have received far less formal training than their white counterparts.
Blacks have been virtually excluded from understudy positions and have been

sj^stematically passed over at the journeyman GS-12 level. This practice has

become institutionalized and has progressively worsened at the GS-13 to 15

management levels.

^Ir. Fauntroy. Now that was his conclusion.

INIr. Frisby. This is his conclusion.

2\It. Fauntroy. How does that relate to the question you raised, has nothing
to do with the training.

Mr. Frisby. Well, I think that Ls true. However, we have a buddy system in

the Navy. You have where you get retired military who go out and come back
at the higher grades most of them come back at GS-12 jobs. I think in this par-
ticular instance they wanted to save a job for a certain gentleman, his name was
mentioned earlier, a Mr. Ptobert Cook.
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Mr. Fauntroy. Robert Cook?
Mr. Frisby. Yes, he was retired Data Processing Chief. He retired in Julj^ of

1970 and came back in July of 1971 as a CtS-12.
Mr. Fauntroy. Why don't they just tell 3^ou this?

Mr. Frisby. Well, I think that would be kind of admitting their own guilt.
Mr. Fauntroy. The thing I don't understand seriously, in j^our judgment did

you need any training to get that job?
Mr. Frisby. Not necessarily for that job. I need the training, yes. But I think

it's appalling for a man to wait until you're due for a promotion then say you need
training. Now, during the interview with him he said I'm not recommending you
for a promotion and I asked him was my work satisfactory and he said yes. I

said then why shouldn't I get the promotion?
Mr. Fauntroy. And he said?
Mr. Frisby. Well, then he pulled out some papers. I just happen to have these

papers handy. He said you had a little trouble with certain programs.
Mr. Fauntroy. But it has notliing to do with training?
Mr. Frisby. No, nothing to do with training at all.

Mr. Fauntroy. Your case is now with the Civil Service Commission?
Mr. Frisby. Yes, it's been there since April 5 of this year.
Mr. Fauntroy. What are they doing with it?

I\Tr. Frisby. Actually I believe they are sitting on it.

Mr. Fauntroy. What has got to be decided?
Mr. Frisby. Well, they have to decide whether to uphold their hearing examiner

or uphold the Navy. Not their hearing examiner this is the Civil Service hearing
examiner. He said that there was discrimination. Now the.y have either got to say
it was discrimination and offer some resolutions or the opposing agency saj's it

was not discrimination.
Mr. Fauntroy. On the Civil Service Commission, does anybody here know who

has the authority to act? They told me that the Civil Service Commission has the
authority. He's got to consult with the Navy Department as to whether or not he
has to, he can act?

Mr. Frisby. No. What happens here right now, it is in the United States Civil

Service Board of Appeals and Review.
INlr. Fauntroy. The agency' is appealing the decision of the hearing officer in the

CSC?
Mr. Frisby. No. I am appealing the agency's findings. They decided that it was

not discrimination.
Mr. Fauntroy. The Civil Service Commission hearing examiner said it was?
Mr. Frisby. The Civil Service heai-ing examiner said it is, it is discrimination.
Mr. Fauntroy. Now who are j^ou appealing to?
Mr. Frisby. Civil Service Commission Board of Appeals and Review.
Mr. Fauntroy. I don't understand whv you have to appeal to the Civil Service

Commission when it's own hearing examiner says j^ou are right.
Mr. Wilson. Mr. Congressman, I think what happened is this, the hearing

officer wants to conduct a hearing and when they conclude with it thej' will make a
recommendation. The agency does not have to accept it, the decision goes right
back to the agency to be made based on this recommendation.

Mr. Fauntroy. Wait a minute. I thought the gentleman told me earlier that the
Civil Service Commission has the authority.
Mr. Wilson. He's right.
Mr. FauntroV. Why doesn't it revert right back to the agency?
Mr. Wilson. They are going to exercise it apparently, eventually.
Mr. Fauntroy. They have authority to investigate and recommend?
Mr. Wilson. That is what they are doing now.
Mr. Fauntroy. Well, I want to find out whether or not the agency has the

authority to enforce, it has the authority to recommend. I am going to recommend
something, if that's all that agency does.

Mr. Frisby. Congressman Fauntroj", may I read a paragraph here from a letter

that I received?
Mr. Fauntroy. Well, I understand if you are telling me that the agency is

saying we are examining your case and you don't have one. The Civil Service
Commission hearing officer has listened to j'our case and he has recommended that
we do contrary to what we find, and we are telling you that we are in charge.
That's what that letter saya.

Mr. Frisby. That's exactly what it says.
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Statement of Hoover Rowel, Washington, D.C.

T started my career at NIH in 1955. I started at a grade 2 level and this was the

entry grade for all Blacks and they would remain in that grade for a period of one
to four years. After that you would be promoted to maybe a Grade 5 and you
would remain in a Grade 5 from, I think, seven to fifteen years. Now, the whites
could enter at a Grade 4 level or above and in contrast they can become a 5 within
few months and a 7, I would say, within a year. No man had been promoted
above a Grade 5 level for, I would say, something like ten years. We were denied
the opportunity' to operate certain equipment which would give us this opportunity
to get a promotion so I decided there needed to be something done about it. So
I first filed my complaint as an individual, racial discrimination, in 1955. I filed

another complaint in 1956 and I think mj' third complaint in 1959 as a group and
I was the leader of that group.

After I guess about a j-ear we didn't get any decision on the last case that we
filed. It seemed that NIH had lost the files someplace and we had to search and
find it again. So I then filed another complaint in 1965 and another in 196S of
racial discrimination and the results of this is that NIH has admitted discrimina-
tion and the cases were closed as far as discrimination was concerned after they had
admitted to discrimination, but in order to realh' advance at NIH you either have
to know someone or you just didn't make it. It was just impossible for a Black
man to get a promotion. The jobs were not posted, it wasn't posted on the bulletin
board and although we knew that the job was available through the grapevine, as

they sa}', we would go and apply for the j(jb and the job was either taken or it

wasn't available.
In one case I decided to move out of the section and I went to this other super-

visor in another section to get a job and that afternoon he wanted me so badly
that he wanted me to leave that afternoon but I couldn't leave. I had to let m.y
supervisor know. This is my chief, Mr. Milford Miles, the man that was charged
with all the racial discrimination. To my surprise the next morning, after he talked
to my supervisor, the job was suddenly not available so I tried another avenue,
of course. I thought maybe if I suggested something that would save the gov-
ernment a great deal of money that this might help me in my promotion. So I

suggested and this was denied. I was turned down saving that Mr. Milford Miles
had this already in mind. He hadn't submitted it but he had it already in mind.
I have a letter to that effect.

Mr. Fauntroy. Did he get the money?
Mr. Rowel. He got the money a year later, he submitted his suggestion and

it's there now. He got it a year later. I have a letter to that effect

It was very difficult, especially for a leader, being the leader I think the harass-
ment was beyond any that j'ou have ever seen. I have been through just about
everything you could go through for ten j-ears. I started this in '59 and I think
it ended something like '69. Right. The harassment consisted of, in my case, of

getting you into an office and cursing you or threatening you, but you couldn't

prove that. This was done by Milford Miles and HoUiday and John. So I couldn't

prove this. Another way they would have to harass me they would assign me to
rural areas of work by myself wherein it would take maybe ten men to perform
this duty they put me there. This would only make me angry but I was able to
withstand the impact throughout the whole ten years.

Mr. FAUNlfRdY. Well, thank you so much, Mr. Rowel. I have a numljer of

questions that I would like y(ju to answer for us. First, you said that as a result of a

nearly ten years process of complaining about the situation the}' admitted dis-

crimination.
Mr. Rowel. They did, sir.

Mr. Fauntroy. Now what does that mean?
Mr. Rowel. They admitted that Ave were denied privilege to operate equij)-

ment, we didn't have any Black supervisors. At that time I think we had ele\'en

white su]jervisors, now mind you we onl}' have fort}' people in the section, we had
eleven white

Mr. Fauntroy. I understand what they said but what did it mean? I mean
what did they dt) as a result? Did you get some money?

Mr. Rowel. No. We filed a suit on that behalf.
Mr. F.vuNTROY. No.
Mr. Rowel. No, not yet.
Mr. Fauntroy. Do we have any Blacks in those supervisory positions that

the}' said you have been systematically excluded from?
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Mr. R-owEL. Well, believe it or not, Congressman Faimtroy, fifteen years ago
we had one Black supervisor and fifteen years later we still have one Black

supervisor,
Mr. F.vuNTROY. Oh, so they just admitted it but thej^ didn't do anything

about it?

Mr. Rowel. That's all they did. Now about a month ago we did have one
more Black supervisor, this is two. Now this is in contrast at that time there
were eleven supervisors, which was something like about five men per supervisor.
They were white.

isir. Fauntkov. Now when you mentioned a number of generalities I would
like to get more specific about. You said j^ou started as a GS-2 and the general
rule was that if you got to GS-5 you were luckj^ and that the whites came in as

GS-4s and often went right off to GS-7s? Specifically where did vou start on what
job as a GS-2?

jVIr. Rowel. I started at ground maintenance administration, this is where
I started and this is where I am today. I was offered a job out of the section and it

seemed at one point there in the hearing they claimed they couldn't find a position
for me.

Mr. Fauntroy. In ground maintenance?
Mr. Rowel. Yes, in ground maintenance. So they hired a committee of five

men to try to find for me a job. In the end they decided that it would be best
for me to get out of the unit. I could have a better career elsewhere. Thej^ couldn't
find the job for me.

jSIr. Fauntroy. Did you have any jobs in mind while you were there?
Mr. Rowel. Yes. I was an automotive mechanic but we didn't have any Black

automotive mechanics at that time and they claimed they didn't have anything
in my record indicating that I was an automotive mechanic.

IMr. Fauntroy. But they wouldn't let you demonstrate that?
]\Ir. Rowkl. No. I am a heav3^ equipment repairman now. I did get that after

the case was settled.

Mr. Fauntroy. Give me an example of a level at which whites entered at the
time j'ou started and moved quickly.

Mr. Rowel. They entered at a Grade 4 or above a Grade 4.

Mr. Fauntroy. Doing what?
Mr. Rowel. The same work that we were doing. As a matter of fact, we teached

them the work.
Mr. Fauntroy. Now wait a minute, you mean to tell me when you came in

they hired you as a GS-2 and hired whites at a GS-4 doing the same work?
Mr. Rowel. Yes.
Mr. Fauntroy. Do you remember who the supervisor was then?
Mr. Rowel. Milford Miles, he was the chief of the section.

ISIr. Fauntroy. And he was the one that was hiring?
Mr. Rowel. Well, personnel was doing the hiring. Mr. John Sankster, he was

the head man over there.

Mr. Fauntroy. Is he still working there?
Mr. Rowel. He's still the chief there; well, he's next to the big man there, let's

put it that way.
Mr. Fauntroy. I want to know his name and the big man's name.
Mr. Rowel. I think if you get to John Sankster and Mr. Holliday, those two

men as far as this section is concerned, they are the main men behind it. Mr.
John Sankster, Holliday and Mr. Oliver, NIH ground maintenance section.

JMr. Fauntroy. Now I just want to understand, they hire, the practice was, as

you understood it, that for the same work Blacks were hired as GS-2s, whites as

GS-4s and that over a period of time you know of people who moved from GS-4
to GS-7 who were white. How long did you stay a GS-2?

Mr. Rowel. Oh, I would say about three years. Now let me make this clear,

everything I am sajnng here is a matter of record if you wish to have it and
I^Ir. Fauntroy. See, I didn't know it and the people here didn't know it.

Mr. Rowel. Here is v.'hat happened. Here is one good example. I had one white

employee, which is a very good friend of mine. He came into the section, he knew
nothing about equipment or the job in general so he was trained by the Blacks.

Mr. Fauntroy. Who taught him?
Mr. Rowel. We did. His name was Bob Damith. This was during the course

of the hearing. He was called on as a witness and just before he was called in. I

think Mrs. Bertha, she was in personnel, she stood and read some records that I

had been questioning her where did he get his qualifications to be promoted over
the Blacks and she never could give me the answer so during the course of these
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hearings she got up and she read a document stating that Mr. Bob Damith had
all sorts of experience operating equipment before coming to NIH and he was a
diesel mechanic and an automotive mechanic. To make a long storj^ short Mr.
Freeman called for Mr. Damith to come in so he came in and Mr. Freeman asked
him I want you to tell the committee the exact amount of experience a'OU had in

operating equipment and repairing diesel engines and gasohne engines before

coming to NIH.
Well, he was very honest about it; he said, well, the only thing I have operated

before coming here was an old tractor of ours that we had at home and it onlj^ run
about once a month. So then he said what about diesel mechanics and automotive
mechanics and he said, "No, 1 didn't have any experience." He said now, "Do
you have any experience operating equipment that was listed as of this date?".

He said "j^es." He said, "How did you acquire that experience?" and he said,
"Two of my Black employees taught me how to operate this equipment."

Mr. Fauntroy. What's Ms name?
Mr. RoAVEL. Bob Damith. He said that "two of my Black friends taught me how

to operate the equipment," and he was very concerned about why thej^ were—
he was rated over them but there wasn't anything that he could do. This is all a
matter of record, this is just one of the thousands of things that might have
happened.

Mr. F.\uNTROY. I'm very pleased to know that, Mr. Rowel. The final thing is

do these people, Mr. Miles and Mr. HoUiday and Mr. Sankter, are they still

working and supervising and making decisions?
Mr. Rowel. Well, we made recommendations that IMr. Miles be fired and the

Civil Service said thej^ couldn't do it so they transferred lum to a better job.
These are the results of after ten years of finding a man willfully discriminating,
these are the results that j^ou get from it. He has been transferred to a better job,
he's still in HEW.

Mr. Fauntroy. Thank j^ou so much for bringing all of that to our attention
and please feel free to bring us anj' information from time to time of people who,
likewise, are being penalized by persons like this at the Hne level in your agency.

As we pointed out yesterdaj^, we are concerned about what happened a hundred
years ago and iift}^ years ago, and I am mad about what happened to my father

twenty-five years ago. That's not the purpose of this hearing. We want to know
who is doing it now to whom and j'ou have given us very specific testimony. I

want to thank you.
May we have the next speaker now.

Statement of Audrey Fr edman, Washington, D.C.

jMrs. Freedman. You asked who is responsible in tliis case and there are super-
visors directly responsible but when Mr. Rowel filed the case we tried to make
sure that the responsibility went all the way to where it really lies which is in the
heads of the two agencies", NIH and HEW. The responsibility lies there because
since 1959 that case under the Executive Order has reached the heads of NIH
personally and has reached the head of HEW.

In processing the case we tried to make sure the newspapers stories and radio
shows and other devices, that everybody in the chain of command in those agencies
was aware of what was going on. The.y were aware because we have some copies
of their internal memorandums indicating that thej' would like to keep things
quiet while the case was being delayed and it has been delayed. Their reaction to
it was that if we could only keep it quiet then our responsibilitj^ would not be

publicly known. They were not successful with that but they had been successful
in ignoring having anything to do about the case.
The ease was filed in 1959 and the files were lost. Despite the fact that the

Executive Order requires an investigation and a hearing and a resolution within
60 days. When Mr. Rowel realized that he wasn't going to get any of those things,
he wasn't even going to get notice of the case having been filed, he asked AFGE
to file again for him.
AFGE filed in April of 1965, I'm sorry he processed it for five years. HEW

at this point became aware although records indicate that they were before and
they sent a team of investigators out to talk to the men at least this is tiie way it

was described. What happened was they interviewed the group of Black people
out there, twenty Black men, individually asking them to withdraw the case
because it was going to be personally dangerous for them. They didn't notify
Mr. Rowel and they didn't notify AFGE and they withdrew the case.
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In May, we inquired and found out that the case had been "closed" because
they said the men had withdrawn the case so we filed it again in May of 1965
and we said the men never withdrew it in the first place and you have no right to
pressure individuals of a group who are filing a group complaint. At this point,
finally, HEW appointed a so-called equal employment officer to look into the
case and his name was Dr. Julius White. His name is important. Dr. White is

.still out at NIH and Dr. White's first reaction to the case was to call me uj) at
my office and tell me that he really was going to work on the case and he wanted
me to know that he was going to be more than generous, as he put it, to the
Black employees and he was illustrating this. He said Black employees really
like me, they feel so strongly about me. I will give you an example, he said, "I
ever}^ year have an employee picnic out at my house" and he said to illustrate
how Black employees feel about me the Black employees have come to me this

year and said they won't come to the picnic because they know that it will embai-
rass me in my neighborhood and they really like me."
We didn't expect too nuich from Dr. White and in truth he didn't produce

much. He spent nine months investigating that case, although the Executive
Order provides sixty days maximum for resolution of the case. At the end of
nine months he filed a report with HEW, as required, saying that "yes, he had
found that Black employees did not go above Grade 5. Yes, there was no promo-
tion ladder for people to move up in the various maintenance groups and yes,
there was no training or means for emploj'ees to improve their position. But no,
there was no discrimination".
The internal processes were such that we didn't even get a copy of his findings

and finally in March when we pressured for an answer, this is one year after, one
year later, NIH sent us a xerox copy of the findings and said the case had Ijcen
closed because your sixty-day time limit to appeal is up.
We immediately filed with the Civil Service Commission and with HEW to

hold that case open, to hold hearings to verify that j'es, these practices were
discrimination. We also asked that the findings be translated into action. This
is now almost ten years later and the findings have not jet been translated into
action. There are still no lines for promotion for Black people. Black people are
still clustered in the lower grades.

In Mr. Rowel's case j^ou were asking al)out the specific grade levels. In pro-
ducing statistical material for the hearing which we finally got in 1967, we dis-

covered when we finally got the record to work with that Black employees were
hired at Grade 2, this is an average now for all Black employees, and whites were
hired in a Grade 4.3. We also discovered that one of the white supervisors, who
was supposed to be a leader of men because he both had leadership and was able
to deal with the technical manuals and the chemical terms for the insecticides,
was illiterate. He had signed liis job description with an X. The white supervisor,
however, was able to supervise because his Black employees got the instructions
of the day and read them to him and then he could re-translate them to the men.

Mr. Fauntroy. Is he still supervising?
Mr. Rowel. No. They took it from him.
Mrs. Freedman. We also discovered one of the white employees who was

hired in at a Grade 9, also a leader of men, had been discharged from the Army
for attacking an officer. Another leader of Black men.
We despaired of ever getting HEW or NIH to make any changes imless we

had an open hearing and started to pressure for a hearing. It took HIvW and NIH
abovit a year and a half to ever getting around to having a hearing.

All of these are in violation of the Executive Order but the whole process is in

the hands of the government and it may be hard to believe but when the govern-
ment is in control of its own dishonor there is just no way to hurry the government
into complying with its own regulations. The process is a cover up one in HEW
and NIH, to cover up and delay and possiVjly to wait out as long as it can be
stretched out every step in the process.
. . Finally, when we had a hearing, some of the facts about individuals who had
been promoted and who had been hired above Blacks came out. Home of the facts
about Black people who had experienced most of them when they were hired in

came out. We got a decision, this is the decision to which Mr. Rowel is referring to.

The decision really reaffirms the findings back in 1966. These have been reaffirmed
one way, and another way and a tliird way and a fourth way, but they're still

true and they still haven't been changed. So it's a hollow victorj^, as a matter of

fact, even the equal employment officer called it a hollow victory. He said we
discriminate, NIH hasn't changed this pattern and has not made up to the people
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against whom it discriminated, any of their lost wages or any of their lost opportu-
nities that they might have had, had they been white.

I tliink tlie point of this is that the Executive Order in the hands of the govern-
ment agencies isn't followed. There isn't really anv willingness to change any
practices. The second point is that tlie responsible people reallj- are the heads of
HEW and NIH, the}' have liiiown now since the middle 1960s, they have per-
sonall}' known of the case. Dr. Morrison, Head of HEW-NIH, has known per-
sonally and has even had chats witli Mr. Rowel about tiie case since tliat time
but they liaven't clianged anytliing.

INIr. Fauntroy. I certainly want to thank you, ]Mrs. Freedman, for that very
excellent testimony. I think the people here and across the city understand why I

want this recorded. Your rhetoric was eloquent there a few minutes ago and
stimulates a number of questions I would like to ask of all of you.

First of all, you have now documented for our benefit the process of seeking redress
that was programmed for sixty days and took over ten years. You have stated
that at one point, half way through that ten-year period, there was a structured
effort to discourage those who felt themselves aggrieved from pursuing the sixty-
day, ten-year process. That brings to mind testimony which was made yesterday,
both by Mr. Clifford Alexander former head of EEOC and by Mr. Charles Braxton
who was the last witness on yesterday, both of whom suggested that perhaps there
is a quota system that operates within the Federal Government around the ques-
tion of racial discrimination which says "we must make sure that the record looks

good, that no matter how many cases are filed, that the percentage of findings in

behalf of the plaintiff would be very small". I don't want to make that charge
until I finish these hearings but are you under the impression, after your exper-
ience with this ten-year case, that perhaps there is a structured effort to try to

play down, cover up and delay and smother over the question of racial discrimi-
nation in the Federal Government in order that the Federal Government might
look good in this regard?

Mrs. Freedman. Yes, that's true. This case is the first time the Federal
Government in its own process has ever admitted that it has discriminated

against Black emj^loyees. It's the first onlj^ as far as admission is concerned. At
one point we asked the Civil Service Commission out of their own records to
indicate how many cases had occurred, this was about two years ago, in which
there was a finding of discrimination. We got back a three page letter which any
student of bureaucracy knows you don't get an answer and we didn't get an answer
because the Civil Service Commission's position was that they shouldn't tell in

how many cases they had found discrimination. It would be good if you could find
this out.

iVIr. Fauntroy. Mr. Tagliabue, you had some very distinct testimony here.
I'm almost tempted to have you read it all but I vv^onder if you could comment on
this question, how we should go about enforcing these provisions and penalizing
those who fail to do what the law requires.

Statement of Paul Tagliabue, Washington, D.C.

Mr. Tagliabue. I'd be glad to. My written statement was prepared with
'Obvious reference in mind to this particular case, even though I didn't say so

expresslj'. I would like to start sort of at the end because neither Mr. Rowel or
]Mrs. Freedman have touched on that.

These people still ha\-e nf>t received any money, anj' back pay. The Civil

Service Commission and the Comptroller General initially said that they had no
right to back pay, that even though there was a pattern of discrimination, even

though the agency, HEW and the Civil Service Commission agreed that there was
a pattern of discrimination. There was even specific evidence in their showing of

discrimination as well as evidence as to a lot of particular instances of discrimina-

tion, the Comptroller General who was acting as the Government's legal advisor
in effect, said there was no right for these people to be reimbursed for any of the
salaries that they lost. All the government would have to do is to do better in the
future.
We then went to the Court of Claims and sued the government, the Court of

Claims ruled that the Comptroller General was wrong, that these people could
reco\er pay. But there's a real rub in the riding and this is mentioned in my
prepared statement. Before I get into the rub in the ruling I should mention
that three of the judges in the Court of Claims dissented even from the proposi-
tion that these people are entitled to reco\er their pa.v. Four of the judges said
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they could but there was a very qurJified ruling in this sense, and I wovdd like to

quote what the court said, it said that "these employees, in effect, had to go
bacic to HEW, they could not stay in the Court of Claims to prove how much
money they were entitled to." They sent them back to HEW, which in my opin-
ion is like sending emploj-ees of a tobacco company or of a private employer
back to the General Counsel's Office of the private employer. That's such an
extraordinary result in the private sector that no one would even think about
it, you would never take a case against American Tobacco or Colgate Paimolive
or other companies which have been sued in the private sector under the Civil

Rights Act and send it back to the General Counsel's Office of Colgate Paimolive
or American Tobacco Company and tell them to find out how much these people
are entitled to. That in effect is what happened here because that's the way the
Court read the applicable Federal Statute. Then they said when you get back
to the General Counsel's Office over there at HEW you have to show person-by-
persou whether you would have been promoted, when, to what grade or grades
in light of your qualifications, the qualifications of competitors, the existence of

vacancies, the availability of funds and all other factors that would have properly
influenced the exercise of the agencies' discretion in discriminating against you.
So what these people are asked to do is to go back to the agency and ask the
agenc}' for its documents, and I have our request to the agency for documents
which cover the twelve-year period. If they ever produced it it would give us about
two rooms full of docimients which we would then have to sort through in effect
to reconstruct a decade of employment in a unit which had forty people for most
of the period and we would have to show that Mr. Rowel, who was kept in a
Grade 2 for x number of years, should have been promoted to a Grade 4 in 1963.
Then we would have to show that he would have been good enough in Grade 4
to be promoted to Grade 6 two years later and then we would have to show that
he would be good enough in Grade 6 to be promoted to Grade 8. In other words,
we would have to make—we would have to go through a hypothetical exercise
to show that had he been promoted here he would have been promoted there.
From what I have said I'm sure you can see it wouldn't be an easy task and it's

just an extraordinary burden to put on an individual and that's where we stand.
We are now negotiating with HEW in an effort to settle the case on some basis
that is acceptable to us and to them and we'll let you know if the negotiations
prove fruitful. I don't want to go into the negotiations or anything bevond that.

Mr. Fauntroy. Thank you, Mr. TagUabue. You have been very helpful.
Mrs. Freedman. Mr. Fauntroy?
Mr. Fauntroy. Yes.
Mrs. Freedman. Could I say that Mr. ]Miles, Mr. Sankter and Mr. HoUiday

could not achieve what they have in the way of steady, unremitting discrimination
for a deacde if NIH and HEW were not part of the scheme.

Mr. Fauntroy. I understand that and I think that is why agency penalty
might be very well, that is if NIH's budget was cut by the claim of employees
who have been determined, as Mr. Rowel indicated in his case, that they admitted
discrimination. That the agency's budget was cut by that amount, I think it would
have some effect. Wf»i^4

If HEW's budget was I would think the NIH people wouldn't be that con-
cerned about it. Understand? Well, let's work on that because we may be able
to come up with something that would be instructive for us trying to put peace
into the law.

Statement of Ora E. Jackson, Washington, D.C.

I, Ora E. Jackson, have been employed by the Federal Government for almost
ten years. All of which have been in the' Clinical Center, Clinical Pathology
Department, N.I.H., Bethesda, Maryland.
The Chemistrj^ Service of the Pathology Department was automated with

IBM machines—519 Reproducer, 082 Sorter, 402 Printer, and 026 Keypunch. I

was hired as a GS-2 Keypunch Operator with the understanding that I had to
learn to operate the other machines as well.

Although, the EAM (Electric Accounting Machines) Room, at that time, was
a part of the Chemistry Service, it was a separate section. The supervisor and I

made up the section.
Due to an increase in the workload, a third person was hired. This section now

had three employees. By this time I wa-^ a GS-3.
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Soon afterwards the Hemotology Service was included in Automations, thereby

iiping the volume of work. Not long after, I received my GS-4, title EAM
Operator.
Automation still on the climb and workload still increasing, the Department

Chief decided to expand to a computer system. It was not loiig after that, that

the EAM Section was no longer under the Chemistry Service and the Automations
Section was formed including all three Services; Chemistr^^, Hemotology and

i^Iicrobiology. The Automation Section included the Computer Room and the

EAjNI Room, each with its own personnel.
In March of 1968, the supervisor informed us in the EAIM Room that we

would receive a cash award for our contribution to automations. The ceremony
would be sometime in June. However, in April of 1968, for personal reasons, the

supervisor submitted her resignation. After her resignation there was no mention

of the cash awards. When I inquired about this no one knew^ anything about it.

It was rumored that someone would be hired to replace the EAM Supervisor,
or tra.nsferred from another section as supervisor. I made it very clear at the time

that I w-ould not train anyone to supervise the EAM Room when I qualified for

the position. It was then the Chief of Automations and Acting Chief of the

Pathology Departm-ent, Dr. Ernest Catlove, met with the Computer Operator
John Stimpson, and the two of us in the EAM Room. From this meeting I was

given the position of Supervisor of EAM. Completelj'- responsible for all of its

function and personnel, Mr. Stimpson was to be Computer Manager in charge of

the Computer area.

I was a GS-5 at that time. My predecessor w^as a GS-8 and being considered

for a GS-9 when she resigned. I knew it was not feasible to expect a GS-9 with

my new job and title, so I asked for a GS-7. I was told that it would be difficult

to receive a two grade increase, but there would be no problem to get the GS-6
and in one year I would get the GS-7. It took almost a year (February, 1969)

to get the GS-6. I have periodically inquired about the GS-7, each time there

was one excuse or another—there's a freeze on hiring and promotions, our section

has no slot for a promotion, etc. However, during this freeze, people were being
hired and promoted in the same Department.

Recenxly, I received a performance rating. The first written one since 1967, on
which the" capacity of non-supervisory was checked. Of course, I questioned this

immediately, I started with the Secretary of Automation who referred me to the

Secretary of the Chief of the Dejjartment. After checking the files, the Secretary
of the Chief told me, no you are not a supervisor. I told her she must be mistaken,
so she referred me to the Assistant Chief. He was able to find p^tpers that were
sent over to Building 31 (Administration) with the recommendation of supervisor,
but he said when it came back from Building 31 to Personnel in Building 10

(Clinical Center) the title wan dropped because of the Grade 6. Supervisors, he

said, in most series start at GS-7.
Of course I asked for the GS-7 immediately, since it was already four years

overdue, and thinking that when I received the Grade 7 I would get my title as

well. How mistaken I was. This was when I was told that the title had nothing
to do with the grade, and the grade had nothing to do with the title. All this was
most confusing. So, in trying to get the matter straight in my mind, I went to the

Clinical Center Personnel Office, Personnel Management in Building one, and
talked with anyone whom I thought was in a position to enlighten me.

I was told several different things, as follows: (1) The grade GS-6 was the

reason the title of supervisor was dropped. I didn't believe this because I know
that my former supervisor carried the title at GS-5. (2) That I had to supervise
three or more people. Again I couldn't believe this because there were only two
of us the majority of the time during the six years I had been there. Three including
the supervisor. (3) That the title would be up to the Automations Section Chief.

I went to the Chnical Center Personnel Office and requested my folder to see

if there was possibly something there that I had overlooked (it only took eight

(8) days to get it). While I was there I talked with Mrs. Joan Mahoney, the Chnical

Pathology Personnel Officer. I didn't think it was possibile to be more confused,
but I was wrong. She told me about the Civil Service guidehnes of supervising
three or more people and the fine lines of the responsibilities of supervisors. The
next thing she said really stiprised me, "There are only two (2) people in Atito-

mations qualified to be supervisor, Dr. Daniel Bruce, the Chief, and Mr. Dale
Allen." "]vlr. Allen", she went on to say, "only supervises one person". And as

if to justify iNIr. Allen's position since she had just told me about the guidelines
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of three people, she said, "of course its up to the Chief of j^our section to say who
is supervisor and who is not." Not once did she mention Mr. Stimpson, wlio is

the Computer Manager, but I let that pass at the time.

Still concerned, however, about my title and grade, I told Mrs. Mahoney that I

was not satisfied because I knew the former supervisor worked with only two people
the majority of the time; and that I had a copy of her job description showing her

title, grade and duties. The reason I had it was because my new job description
was written from it. Mrs. Mahoney asked to see it. So I made a copy and took it

to her. Her attitude, when she saw it, was there was in all probability an error

on the part of the evaluating officer. This infuriated me. How can an error continue
for six long years, only to be caught when I am given the responsibility.

I have been asked, "What's a title?" Is it for the prestige and how it looks and
sounds behind your name? Yes, but a bit more. It's what I've earned and I know
I deserve now, and what I may need in the future. If I should ever decide to take
another position elsewhere, according to my papers, I am an EAM Operator, and
with the title not being a part of my records, this could very well keep me froin a

position that may be available in a supervisory capacity. That, to me, is not

advancing, sometliing we all want to do in life.

You may ask, where is the discrimination? I'll tell you! (1) For six years, Mrs.
Donna Brewer, who is white, was supervisor of the EAM Section. The majority
of this time there were only two people under her supervision. When I am given the

position, I do not get the grade nor the title. Only the responsibility, and in fact

an almost identical job description. I am black! (2) I believe that if Mrs. Brewer
had remained throvigh 1968, the black employees under her would have received

their cash awards. (3) The person considered to replace Mrs. Brewer after her

resignation was white. I am black! (4) During the supposed freeze of hiring and

promotions, those hired and promoted were white. I am black! (5) Mr. Allen, who
is white, and on record, according to Joan Mahoney, as supervisor, in fact super-
vises no one. Mr. Stimpson, the Computer Manager, and not one of the two people
Mi's. Mahoney mentioned as being in a supervisory capacity, is black.

I have alsobeen asked, what do you want, the title, the grade? I want both. The
former supervisor received her GS-8 in 1967. When she resigned she was in the

process of getting a GS-9, and by now, five years later, I know I deserve the same.
At this point no one can make me believe that had I been white four years ago,

there would have been no problem with the title of supervisor or the Grade 9.

Today, I am still not satisfied, and I will not be satisfied until the guidelines,
and the rules, and the regulations that are set up are for everyone, to be followed

by all regardless as to race.

Statement op Ethel Keith, Washington, D.C.

I was first employed at NIH in July 1956 having received a numerical rating
of 97 in a competitive examination for "Trained Practical Nurse". My first taste

of discrimination was that of being called a nursing assistant instead of practical
nurse. After working for a year as a GS-3 nursing assistant, which included taking
blood pressures of patients on a special study, I was told that in order to be

promoted I would have to go to class and learn to take blood pressures. This class

and all others that have been offered at NIH have been nothing more than review
of subjects which I completed in school and during my training, with the exception
of actually giving medications and intra-muscular injections. I was promoted to

GS-4 but my duties were the same as they had been. My first evaluation in 1957
stated that 1 did above average work and 1 was told by the head nurse that in

order to get anything better than that I would have to move a mountain. Due to

very erratic scheduling in the NCI (National Cancer Institute) I requested a
transfer. I was subjected to review by a psycliiatrist before the transfer was made.
I informed the psychiatrist that my intention was to report my experiences to

the proper authorities if I was not transferred.

Assigned to the National Hea^rt Institute in September 1957, I vv'orked success-

fully until 1964 performing all duties listed in the joli description. I was transferred

from the Heart Institute because I refused to allovv^ the assistant chief of the
Institute to pre-schedule ail of my annual leave for the year. She, in fact, made
out a leave slip for me and signed my name to it. I employed an attorney to settle

this injustice. I had requested help from the personnel officer at that time without
success. Finally, the Civil Service Commission cancelled the assigned leave, and
rather than give me the leave I had requested in that Institute, the chief of the

Institute requested my transfer.
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In December 1964, I was transferred to the Arthritis and Metabolic service.

On several (jccasions I had been ill and was required to take sick leave because
of cardiac fatigue. My physician stated that I should not do long periods of night
duty. I informed the new head nurse of the problem but I was imniediatelj^ assigned
to night duty. I became ill again and a conference with the chief relieved the

problem. After attending classes again I was promoted to a GS-5 in 1965.

The chief of the service recommended me for an outstanding performance
award which I never received because the assistant chief of nurses didn't like my
attitude about my earrings

—I had refused to remove earrings that I had been

wearing ever since I had been employed there and they in no v,-ay detracted from
my uniform or effected my care of the patient. The suggestion that a promotion
was in order prompted another transfer. I was told that I would be assigned
to the neurology branch. Realizing the strenuous duties involved in the care of

these patients I told the chief that I would not be able to cope with the situation

as well as I had on the other services, but no matter where she assigned me my
work patterns would not change.

I was assigned to the Neurology Institute in 1967. After six months, I became
ill. Reporting to the Employee Health Service I was told that they could find

nothing wrong but my personal physician put me on bedrest for one month.
After returning to duty, I was again sent home with edematous legs after a few

days of woi'k. After treatment by my physician I returned again and this time T

was scheduled for a fitness for duty examination by the same department that
found nothing wrong with me in the first place. I refused to permit this action

stating that I had, in fact, informed them that my health would be impaired by
this assignment. It appears to me that this was the aim of those responsible for

the transfer. Disability retirement would have relieved them of this person who
demanded proper treatment even if it meant employing an attorney! This was the
case when I requested an appointment with the Assistant Director of NTH,
Mr. Simon (now retired).

I was offered a job as elevator operator which I refused and stated that it was

my intention to continue in nursing and that I knew there were places in which I

could function as a nurse. In January 1969, I was transferred to the ovitpatient

nursing service. Shortly thereafter I received a letter from Mrs. Ellis, the assistant

to the chief of nurses, stating that after three months I would be reassigned to the
units and that she intended to see that I was assigned to the 1 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
shift of duty. I had never objected to doing any tour of dutj^, only for medical
reasons had I asked not to do long tours of night duty.

In December 1970, I received an outstanding performance award. In October

1970, I was placed in charge of the North and East wing of the outpatient depart-
ment. The North wing had previously been covered by a GS-9. There were
sometimes two GS-9 nurses covering this area. The East wing was an addition

after I was placed there. Thei'e were nine clinics involved covering every Institute

and three outside ENT (Ear, Nose, and Throat) consultants. There were also

as many as six employees under my supervision, and sometimes there were GS-9
professional nurses who also worked as I suggested. Suggestions that the GS-9
take over the charged duties met with the response "you are in charge, j-ou make
out the assignments." This episode lasted for one year (Oct. 1970-Oct. 1971).

In September 1971, I was recommended for classes in "Supervision", however,
I enrolled in The Federal City Upward Mobility College and did not attend the

supervisory classes. Attendance at FCC classes was not a problem because I

had given many hours compensatory time during my service in the Outpatient
Department. I was alwaj^s on duty an hour early and working when the others
arrived. When I was accepted by the Stride (another Upward Mobility Program)
Program, I was scheduled to work the 1 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. shift. Since I had an
8 a.m. class, this meant that I was actually at NIH from 8 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
This was not at all necessary but the jirofessional with whom I could have changed
schedules was told she could not change with me because she was a GS-9. Strangely
enough, we had switched schedules several times before and I had covered her

particular area during an absence.
In December 1971, I had elective surgery but when I returned to work six weeks

later I was again placed on the North wing along with another GS-5. Although
I had the experience of being in charge for a year, she remained in charge and I

acted as relief so that she had the opportunity to get the necessary experience
required for the promotion to a GS-6. We were both told that we had been
recommended for promotions. I had been told in August 1971 that my recom-
mendation had been sent into the office. The GS-6 classes ended for me in August
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1971 with all necessary observations completed and a statement by Miss Marie
Collier, nursing supervisor, that I needed no further supervision was placed in

my folder. This statement was accepted by the training department. The promo-
tion was delayed because of the freeze. In May 1972 I learned that the GS-6
positions were open and I applied and again I was assured I would get it. I feel
at this point that it was deliberately delayed because I had applied for the Stride

Program. I was accepted by Stride in June 1972 and I was told that if my promo-
tion were already in, I should still get it. I accepted an open grade position in Stride
with this understanding.
To my knowledge, only two persons were promoted to GS-6, neither of whom

had the varied and length of experience that I had. I feel that I have been penaUzed
for doing a good job. Although I do not have copies of my evaluations, they have
always been good. I do not know or understand why I was never given copies of
them and I do not feel that I should have to ask for them.
On every occasion when I have fought against these discriminatory practices,

I have sought the assistance of my attorney because nothing was ever accomplished
by going to personnel. Decisions were invariably in favor of the nursing department
no matter what the situation was.

At the present time there is a practical nurse who has been denied her promotion
to GS-5 because she does not have a license and this was not and is not a CSC
requirement. She does not give medications.

Statement of Howard Cook, Executive Director, Black Employees op
THE Library of Congress

Some twenty-seven years ago one of our Black Sisters started work in CRS
then (LRS). During those years that sister had alwaj^s received exceptional
efficiency rating and always her within-grade increases had been granted promptly.
As late as March 1971 she was commended for her invaluable assistance.

In April 1971 after a bout of illness for a period of five (5) days she returned to
work. To her consternation she was queried by her division chief, Richard A.

Carpenter, Environmental Policy Division, about her ailment and was told to
submit to a medical examination to be conducted by the Library of Congress
physician because in the chief's, Richard A. Carpenter, estimation her doctor was
no good. Our sister demurred. From that day the lady was the subject of a policy
of harassment by her division chief, Richard A. Carpenter, and the executive
officer, Burnis Walker, of the Department. She began to receive verbal reprimands
and vague memos about her performance. However, when she requested clarifica-

tion of these vague statements, the reply from her division chief, Richard A.

Carpenter, was "read your job description" or "take it from me". In September
1971, she was required to submit to what to her was a humilitating interview in the

Library of Congress Health Unit. On September 27, 1971, she received a sixty (60)

day warning alleging deficiencies in her work performance. Thirty (30) days later
she was informed that she would not be getting her within-grade increase. On her
behalf Local 1826 filed an appeal.

While this appeal was still pending the Deputy Director of the Department,
Norman Beckman; the Executive Officer, Burnis Walker; and Chief of the

Division, Richard A. Carpenter, with the approval of its Director, Lester Jayson,
informed our sister that she had been demoted from GS-9 to GS-6 and transferred
to a different Division. This action was in direct violation of the Library of Con-
gress Regulations. Local 1826 immediately protested these actions and the
Personnel Department sustained our objections.
On February 2.5, 1972 the appeal was sustained. The denial of the within-grade

increase had been successfully appealed and the increase made retroactive to
November 29, 1971, the original due date.
The decision of the Library to sustain that appeal was welcome news. We applaud

the action and hope that the axion "where there is wrong, there is a remedj?^" will be
the rule in this institution rather than the exception. At the same time we deplore
the policy of harassment, fear and intimidation which was imposed on this sister

by the Congressional Research Service (CRS). The strain of seeing 29 years of

government service threatened by this policy and callous disregard for the in-

dividual had an adverse effect on her health just this past March 1972. She was
hospitalized in serious condition. Fortunately she has returned to work. We have
reason to believe that the experience of this sister is not an isolated incident and
that there are other similar situations in the Library.
On September 24, 1971, Mrs. Chandler was called and informed that her

division chief, Mrs. Gloria Hsia, wished to see her at 4:00. Mrs. Chandler was
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admitted to Mrs. Hsia's office at 4:15. Present was a third party, Mrs. Gionlese
Boswell, Assistant to the Section Head, NUC Control. Mrs. Boswell had no direct

bearing on the case. It is felt by the B.E.L.C. that she "an administration black"
was present for appearance sake.

Mrs. Chandler was given a memorandum from Mrs. Hsia. The memorandum was
a 60-day warning. It was alleged that the quality and quantity of Mrs. Chandler's
work were not acceptable and that her attitude was undesirable.

Within one working day, Mrs. Hsia again requested a meeting with Mrs.
Chandler. This time she told Mrs. Chandler that she (Mrs. Hsia) had taken action
to separate Mrs. Chandler from the Library.
The question arose in the mind of Mrs. Chandler, as it did in the minds of others,

of how a 60-day warning could be given and then one day later separation action
taken? Other questions arose. There were other employees in the Division whose
work fell far below the standard of Mrs. Chandler and who had been given every
consideration before any type of separation action was taken. This was not done
for Mrs. Chandler. We contend that the reason for the obvious difference in
treatment was because Mrs. Chandler is Black, an outspoken advocate of em-
ployee rights, and because she and other members of the B.E.L.C. have exposed
racist and illegal practices and pohcies of Catalog Publication. Their actions have
brought embarrassment to Catalog Publication and moreover to the heads of the
Processing Department.

All attempts were made to hurry Mrs. Chandler's removal. The Employee
Relations Officer assigned to the case, Mrs. Doris Pierce, did no more in the report
of her supposed investigation than to paraphrase and concur with the statement
of Mrs. Gloria Hsia. Not once did she meet with Mrs. Chandler with the specific
purpose of discussing the substance of the warning and perhaps getting to the
basis of the conflict.

Des]3ite reports of improvement by her supervisors, Mrs. Chandler received a
letter from Mr. Robert Hutchison, Director of Personnel, informing her that her

separation would take place at the close of the working da.v on December 3, 1971.
On November 12, 1971, Mrs. Chandler filed a complaint of discrimination with

the Equal Opportunity Office. Investigating were Mrs. Beatrice Branch and Mr.
Lloyd Pauls, counselor and officer respectively of the Equal Opportunity Office.
On November 23, 1971, Mr. Pauls submitted the report of his investigation to
Mr. Thomas Brackeen, Coordinator of the Equal Opportunity Program. Mr.
Pauls' recommendation, based on his investigation, was that the separation
action be rescinded and that Mrs. Chandler be allowed to complete the 60-day
warning period. The other Equal Opportunity Officers were of like mind as
Mr. Pauls. The report was submitted to the Deputy Librarian of Congress, Mr.
John G. Lorenz, for his review and subsequent decision per regulation, LCR
2010-3.
On December 2, 1971, Mr. Lorenz rendered his decision. He said that he

"found no basis relating to discrimination to request withdrawal of . . . termina-
tion notice . . ." He did not apprise Mrs. Chandler of her appeal rights nor did
he enclose the Equal Opportunitj^ Officers' recommendation as is required by
regulation. It was onh^ after greater efforts on the part of Mrs. Chandler's counsel,
Mr. Joslyn Williams, President of the then Local 1826 of the American Federation
of Government Employees, and on the part of the Equal Opportunity Officers,
that the information was given to Mrs. Chandler.

Mrs. Chandler was separated on December 3, 1971. The next week, Mrs.
Chandler and her co-counsel, Mr. Michael D. Hausfeld, went before the honorable
Judge Hart seeking a temporary restraining order against the Library. The
restraining order was denied but Judge Hart ordered that the Library have the

hearing, which the emplo.yee is entitled to by his right of appeal, completed by
December 16, 1971. The hearing began on December 10, 1971.
On December 10, 1971, because the hearing was not completed, counsel for

the Library for Mrs. Chandler, and Mr. Andrew Beath the hearing examiner,
met with Judge Hart. The Library was allowed until January 7, 1972 to finish
the hearing, etc. The hearing was completed on December 17, 1971.

Mr. Beath submitted his report to the Library in late December. His comj^lete
objectivity, insight, and integrity were not deceived by the slick images presented
by the Library administration in its attempt to cover blatant racism. His report
shovved that he considered carefully all points of testimony and all of the evidence,
and that he made ever,v effort to be fair to all people concerned. He recommended
Mrs. Chandler's re-instatement and, along that line, made other strong recomr. '^n-

dations. He also made strong recommendations with regard to the Equal Oppor-
tunity program and the problems of Blacks within the Library.

88-150—73 19
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We wish to commend highly the Equal Opportunity Officers and counselors
for their diligent and untiring efforts on behalf of Mrs. Chandler. They proved
themselves to be dedicated, hardworking people, however ineffective. This case
shows that they wield absolutely no power.

L. Quincy Mumford, Librarian of Congress, did as he always does in cases of
discrimination . . . refused to recognize it as such.
John G. Lorenz, Deputy Librarian of Congress, seemed to have felt compelled

to wait until December 2, 1971 to render his decision on the case; in making his

decision, he completely ignored the recommendations of the Equal Opportunity
Office.

John Kominski, legal counsel for the Library, apparently had a very misplaced
sense of justice in this case.

I would also like to cite the case of Ms. Barbara Ringer. Ms. Ringer, Assistant
Registrar of the Copyright Office, was denied promotion to the top position in
October 1971. This denial came in spite of Ms. Ringer's consistently high per-
formance ratings and the recommendation of the retiring registrar that Ms.
Ringer be given the promotion.
The promotion was given instead to Mr. George Cary, an emplo^^ee nearing

retirement age, whose qualifications fell far below those of Ms. Ringer's. On the
surface it would seem that this was simply a case of se.x discrimination. Ms. Ringer
and Mr. Cary are both white employees. The Library is known for the small
number of women it has in policy-making positions.

However, it was not merely a case of sex discrimination but also a case of racial
discrimination. The act was aimed as a direct slap in the face of the Black employee
populace of the Library.

Ms. Ringer was a star witness at the recent ALA hearings on the widespread
discrimination at the Library. She has advocated appointment of Blacks to high
positions and indicated that she would make such appointments if she became
registrar. She has written a memorandum calling for an investigation of racial
discrimination complaints. The results have been that the Librarian has charac-
terized her as a "bull in a china closet," among other things.

Ms. Ringer's case was heard by Mr. Ernest Waller, a hearing examiner for the
Equal Opportunity Employment Commission. Mr. Waller found that Ms. Ringer
had been denied the promotion because of her sex and her advocacj' of appoint-
ment of Blacks to high positions. He recommended that Ms. Ringer be appointed
to the post of registrar retroactive to October 29, 1971. He also made recom-
mendations in the area of equal employment opportunity for Black employees.
These same recommendations have been made in one form or another in other
cases citing the Library's discriminatory policies.

Mr. Herbert Roberts began work with the Library in March 1963 as a GS-10
Reviser. He left in 1965 to join a private law firm. He returned in 1966 as a
Senior Examiner, GS-12 and in 1970 was promoted to Head of the Book Section,
GS-13. The job was later upgraded to a GS-14. In the spring, Mr. Roberts took

part in a series of confrontations between employees in the Copyright Office and
management over alleged poor personnel practices (i.e. failure with posting pro-
cedure and preselection and racial discrimination). He served as one of the spokes-
men for a group of some 20 minority and non-minority employees. Subsequent
to these events the Office of Personnel conducted a study which resulted in the
Powell Curran Report dated July 7, 1970. A report on alleged racial discrimination
was never issued.

In August of that year, Mr. Roberts was appointed Head of the Book Section.
When the Registrar of Copyright position was vacated he, along with other

employees, was an active supporter for Barbara Ringer, Assistant Registrar of

Copyright, for the position of Registrar of Copyright. This support included

signing of a petition and a meeting with the Librarian. Subsequently the person
he opposed for that position was appointed and Ms. Ringer was transferred to
UNESCO in Paris in the Spring of 1972.
On October 29, 1971, Mr. Roberts applied for the posted position of Assistant

Chief of Examiners Division, GS-14. Although it would not mean a grade pro-
motion, the job is looked upon as a stepping stone to the GS-1.5 positicm to Chief
and it also entails broader administrative and policy making rcsponsibilitie-^.

At the closing date, Mr. Roberts seemed to be the only candidate. Later he
learned another application was accepted late. It is in dispute as to how late.

This applicant, Dorothy Schrader from the Legal Office, was selected over Mr.
Roberts.
The compaint of racial discrimination and harassment was filed on January 1,

1972. The Library advised Mr. Roberts in a memo of January 12, 1972 signed by
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John Lorenz, Deputy Librarian, that discrimination was not found and on Feb-

ruary 11, 1972 Mr. Roberts requested a hearing.
The investigation of the Complaint and the hearing reviewed the opinion of

present members of the Examining Division, both Black and white.

The evidence reveals that the Library seems insensitive to the problems of

minority personnel. The record demonstrates the pronounced opinion of responsi-
ble white officials that there was no discrimination in the Copyright Office. In

fact, there are no verbal expressions of prejudice to be found in tliis matter.

However, few Blacks are presently in positions above GS-9 with the exception
of Mr. Roberts, Mr. Harrison and Mr. WilUams in the Examining Division as

well as in other divisions of the Copyright Office. It was established that some of

the mid-level professional jobs only require a high school diploma as a qualification,

yet a disproportionate number of Blacks were not found in these positions.
Before Mr. Roberts was named head of the Book Section an attempt was made

to place Ms. Gayle Harris in the Book Section with the understanding she would
be made head. Ms. Harris declined the offer according to her own testimony but
it's significant such actions were even contemplated after the strong protestations
of preselection and failure to post has occurred in the Examining Division.

In spite of these inequities and other grievances presented by Blacks to the

hierarchy in the Copyright Division a study was never completed on the racial

conditions in the Copyright Office.

The yet unexplained decision to discontinue an investigation being conducted

by Mr. Belmear at the invitation of the Assistant Registrar could only serve to

exacerbate the grievances already festering. The Copyright Office embarked on
what seems to be a suicidal course, after Ms. Ringer was removed from administra-
tive duties, of simply denying problems existed and since the problems were real

in the minds of many minority personnel and some white personnel thej^ did

not go away.
In this milieu Mr. Roberts joined with others in support of Ms. Ringer for

Registrar of Copyrights. It is clear that the atmosphere in the Library and

particularly in the Copyright Office was charged with tension. Mr. Roberts was
not a passive supporter, on the contrary he was quite active and went so far as to

express his preference before the Librarian.
Mr. Cary, however, was the successful candidate. Whether or not Mr. Car.y

holds Mr. Roberts' support of Ms. Ringer against him it is clear in his testimony
and could also be observed in his demeanor that he is negative toward Mr. Roberts.
In spite of Mr. Roberts' immediate supervisor, Mr. Glasgow, favorable evaluation
of Mr. Roberts' work as head of the Book Section, Mr. Cary seemed unusually

disposed to give Mr. Roberts less than full credit for his performance. Mr. Cary
also appeared quite aloof to the over-all personnel management problem that

continues to exist in the Copyright Division. It is no wonder that a significant
number of employees feel morale is dangerously low.

It is also clear "that Mr. Roberts must have sensed a hostile environment at the
time he filed his application for Assistant Chief of the Examining Division and
the events which transpired subsequent to his filing could only confirm his

suspicions.
These actions although admittedly not proven to be based on any malicious in-

tent added up to a series of incredibly unfortunate results.

The Library properly accepted Ms. Schrader's application a few days late, yet
felt compelled to change the date it arrived in the Personnel Office. The original

application is still missing. The Library delayed in confirming in writing that it

acted properly in accepting Ms. Schrader's application and when such an opinion
from the General Counsel was forthcoming it was marked Confidential. All those

involved testified there was no clear explanation.
When Ms. Schrader was subsequently appointed and Mr. Roberts filed a

complaint, the Book Section was understaffed. A limited freeze was given as an

explanation, but Mr. Roberts seems to interpret this and other criticisms of his

work coming from Mr. Cary rather than Mr. Glasgow as harassment.
It was unfortunate although understandable, that tapes rather than written

affidavits were obtained from some of the witnesses. It is also unfortunate that

Mr. Roberts was not given an opportunity to review the investigative file at the

time it went before the equal employment officer for a decision. This would have
assured him that the EEO had a complete and accurate report at the time of his

decision. Nevertheless the errors of omission during the investigation seem to stem
from an overwork load and understaffing.

Mr. Roberts exemphfies leadership abihties which are not being appreciated
by the Library. There was overwhelming evidence that he has administered the
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Book Section well, yet it is clear that his activism has been a deterrent to further
advancement and he is a victim of resistance to change. Active Blacks such as
Mr. Roberts seem to suffer inore than dissident white employees when it comes to
career advancement in the Library. Such disparity in treatment amounts to
discrimination.
The BELC has zeroed in on certain divisions that blatantly carry on the

"tradition" of racism at the Library. One division in particular is the Photo-
duplication Service. The BELC is trying to keep the Black people at the Library
aware of what is happening in the Photoduplication Service, and the struggle of
Blacks within the Division.
A recent example of the vicious racism that exists there was the recent pro-

motion of a young white girl by the name of Deborah Crowley from a GS-3 level
to a GS-4 level. She had been working in the Photoduplication Service approxi-
mately three and a half months, receiving her grade as of August 4, 1972. It was
also found that Miss Crowley does not meet all the requirements as stipulated
within the job description for a grade increase. There are approximately 9 pro-
cedures of filming she has to know in order to receive a grade. It is a fact that she
knows one third of the total procedure. Now, within the same department are
a number of Blacks who have been working in the area for almost a year without
receiving any grade increase. This is an insult and slap in the face to Blacks at
the Library of Congress. The Black sisters, unlike Miss Crowley, have been
working up to a year at a GS-3. and, as such, have more experience in the filming
process as well as filming some items at a GS-4 level. The Black emploj^ees
in the Photoduplication Service are outraged at this action perpetuated bj^ the
immediate and head supervisors, Rose Newman and Roy Yeager. One explanation
given by a white employee for her raise was "she was quiet, kept to herself, she
didn't run to the bathroom too often, she was a good girl." It was ascertained that
the "girl" had been out for the week 8/7/72-8/11/72. She was given advanced leave
so that she could go to New Hampshire to celebrate her birthday with her family
and she had only been working three and a half months.

Three Black sisters, Patricia Tweedj^, Christine Brown and Grace Dixon, have
filed formal charges of discrimination against the Photoduplication Service. Since
then they have been constantlj'' harassed and intimidated by various supervisors
such as Roy Yeager.
The Division Chief Charles G. LaHood has pre=!ented all three of these young

ladies with letters of warning of sepa,ration and denied them their within-grade
increase since their charges were filed with the Equal Opportunity Office. The
Photoduplication Service is a part of the Administrative Department.
The firing of the thirteen (13) deck attendants in June of 1971 and the non-

compliance of the Library Administration with its own regulation in taking their

action must be a continued concern of all Black Federal workers. We did in April
of 1972 obtain a decision from an appeal board with all three of its members
agreeing to reinstate one of those deck attendants. The Librarian turned down
their decision.

The Library of Congress reflects the prevailing attitude within the government,
"who you know rather than what you know." Congress is guilty for allowing this

spoils system to exist at the Library, and in fact, for even pushing it in some
instances. The departments of the Library vary greatly. Congressional Research
Service, the richest and the most influential department, is perhaps the most subtle
offender. Crooked personnel operations are in effect. Friendship and political pull
too often govern hiring practices. Many Congressional offices ex]:)loit the services

of Congressional Research, wasting the time, talent and optimism of Library
employees. People who question anything from ethics to guidelines are quieted.
One man was told he would never get anywhere by asking so many questions.
People are fired by having their jobs written out.

Guidelines are applied or ignored according to the employee. One employee was
suspended in the Copyright Office for an illegal procedure which would have been
left unattended had he been quiet. The Library's policy and authority as given by
Congress, since Congress does nothing to enforce justice, is to do as it pleases.

Repeatedly the discriminating mentality of the Library's brass has been pointed
out. Just as consistently courts, outside investigators, and even the American
Library Association have found the Library guiltj^ of unacceptable employment
practices.

Nothing has been done! It is the fault of Congress! We Blacks know, just as

American whites are beginning to realize, that the "moving force" behind Con-

gress does not care, and that in fact Congress is a self-perpetuating instrument, for
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example note the campaign laws giving incumbents advantages over challengers
to their seats.

As a Black Federal worker I see the situation as regards to racial discrimination
to be so bad and unjust that Black Federal workers should begin to clog up the
wheels of operation of the Federal government.

While we are grateful for what has been said or done we do not believe that

nearly enough action has come from the Black Caucus. We further do not believe
that the white liberal members of Congress who belong to that vast majority of

white citizens in this country have been willing to come forward with their voices
and actions speaking out on the moral responsibility of the Federal Government
to assure equal employment to all of the employees of the Federal Government.
We have not seen the kind of leadership which is needed coming from the White
House under the present President in this area of national concern, but rather we
have seen a backing away from the principle of equal employment opportunity by
President Nixon.

Statement of Charles R. Armstrong, W^ashington, D.C.

In November of 1959, I was emploj^ed as an Architect (Specifications) GS-7 at
Veterans Administration. I was promoted to GS-9, then GS-11 in one year's time.

My work was considered satisfactory until September 1962, when a new man was
hired to become my new supervisor. I was told to teach him about our Master
Specifications and their use. I strongly objected to doing this because he was a

grade higher than I v/as; and I should not have to teach my supervisor. I had
previously asked for that position because I was qualified and had already received
a rating as GS-12; but this position was denied me. After this happened, I was
placed on warning that my work was approaching unsatisfactory, and that I would
be given ninety days to improve.

I had previously asked for a transfer, but was told b,y the Director of Construc-
tion for Veterans Administration that I was "filling a real need in (my) present
position. As long as I can not reassign you at 3^our present grade level, I would like

to see you continue in 3'our present assignment." (See Exhibit A).
This warning period lasted from Feljruarv 28, 1963, through October 21, 1963.

(See Exhibits B, C, and D). Personnel Regulations MP-B TS-123 Paragraph 11

(d) & (e) prohil)it an employee from receiving any rating while under a warning
period of unsatisfactory performance, and an employee can not receive a satisfac-

tory rating unless the matter is resolved in the employee's favor. (See Exhibit E).

However, on October 21, 1963, I received a memo that because of a procedural
error, the ad\-anced warning of imsatisfactory rating of February 28, 1963, was
being withdrawn, and because of this my rating as of April 30, 1963, was satisfac-

tory. (See Exhil)it F). On the same day, I received another memo proposing iny
removal for inefficiency, although I had just received a satisfactory rating on this

same dny. I was removed as of July 17, 1964. (See Exhibit G).
I have exhausted my legal remedies with the Court of Claims and the Supreme

Court. The Court of Claims dismissed my case without giving me a chance to

present my evidence. The Supreme Court denied me a writ of certiorai'i.

After seven years, I have been rehired by the Federal Government without
Ijenefit of re-instatement, which includes back pay, leave, promotions, and seven

years towards my retirement. This I am now seeking. I was rehired in the same
capacity and grade level that I was when I was removed.

I am a 10-]3oint preference veteran, with a 90% disal)ility. I was wounded in tlie

Korean Conflict. I served as an enlisted man in World War II, and an Officer in

the Korean Conflict. I feel that I have been discriminated against, and that this

condition will continue to exist as long as this t5qoe of case is not properl.y dealt
vv'ith.

They saw fit to remove me because I was directly opposed to teacliing some
one to be my supervisor. And another reason, at the time that they had subjected
me to this warning period the.y had me doing menial work like moving file

cabinets, and I took it upon myself to bring their Specifications Section of the
Veterans Administration here in the District area up-to-date. They had super-
fluous materials in their files cabinets consisting of materials dating back to

1924. And all of this stuff was outdated. I removed it. It consisted of approxi-
mately 2.5 file cabinets that I disposed of for the Veterans Administration. But
again still they saw fit to remove me for inefficiency. They didn't give me any work
to do for the period of time that they had me on a warning period that was related
to my assignment.
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Mr. Lewis. (Counsel) Would you just clarify something for me?
Mr. Armstrong. Yes.
Mr. Lewis. Let me see if I can trace what your history has been. You were

personally denied promotion.
Mr. Armstrong. Right.
Mr. Lewis. And then a supervisor was brought in and you were asked to

train him.
Mr. Armstrong. Right.
Mr. Lewis. And you refused to do that.
Mr. Armstrong. I objected to it strongly, right.
Mr. Lewis. And at that point you were given a warning,
Mr. Armstrong. Right.
Mr. Lewis. A warning period. And this was from February to October?
Mr. Armstr ng. February 28 until October 21. I was under one continuous

warning period.
Mr. Lewis. Then they later withdrew that warning period and said that you

had a satisfactory rating in April?
Mr. Armstrong. Right. They withdrew the warning period and on October 21,

1963 and said because they had made a procedural error that they were with-
drawing this warning and my rating was satisfactory.
Mr. Lewis. Since April?
Mr. Armstrong. Yes, since April. They in effect tried to make the rating

retroactive.

Mr. Lewis. Mainly because they were going to fire you on the 21st. Right?
Mr. Armstrong. Right. They did fire me on the 21st. They sent me a letter

the same day saying that I was, it stated that they were removing me for ineffi-

ciency. This was on the same date, October 21.
Mr. Lewis. In order to counter this obvious argument that you cannot give a

person a satisfactory rating on the same date that 3^ou tell them, that you fire

them. They withdrew the request and gave you a satisfactory rating retroactive
from April.

Mr. Armstrong. Yes, this is what they are tr5dng to do. In effect they have
been successful in their action bj^ this being upheld by the courts.

Mr. Lewis. Bring me up-to-date on that. You then took the action to court?
Mr. Armstrong. I did.
Mr. Lewis. At what time?
Mr. Armstrong. After my removal. Numerous attempts have been made, had

been made by me to get this matter resolved in the courts.
Mr. Lewis. Were you represented by counsel?
Mr. Armstrong. At first I was but the second time I took it upon myself.
Mr. Lewis. What happened the first time?
Mr. Armstrong. The first time apj^arently the counsel wasn't aware of what

was happening here. The court asked him about a rating that I received in April
and he informed the court that he didn't know. And this matter is still in limbo
because it hasn't been resolved. I didn't receive a rating in April because I couldn't
receive a rating.

Mr. Lewis. What was the court's decision on the first case?
Mr. Armstrong. The court's decision was that I received a rating in April.

They upheld the ruling of the government.
Mr. Lewis. Because your counsel didn't argue the obvious
Mr. Armstrong. He did not.
Mr. Lewis. So you took it upon yourself to re-enter the case?
Mr. Armstrong. I re-entered the case in the courts and I took it back to the

Court of Claims. I'm sorry, I took it back to the District Court. And the District
Court told me that I was in the wrong court and that they denied my case and
said it didn't have any merits. They said I was in the wrong court and I appealed
it to the Court of Appeals and they remanded it back to the District Court to
send it to the proper court. And when they remanded it to the District Court to
send it to the proper court I was hired by the National Capital Housing Authority.

Mr. Lewis. How long did this take?
Mr. Armstrong. For them to hire me?
Mr. Lewis. The second decision. In what point of time from the time you were

fired in October?
Mr. Armstrong. From October? That took—the second time I went in the

courts?
Mr. Lewis. Yes.
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Mr. Armstrong. It took approximately 6'^ years. As I stated before I have
exjiausted my legal remedies with the Court of Claims.

Mr. Lewis. The court remanded it, the Court of Appeals?
Mr. Armstrong. Right.
Mr. Lewis. Remanded it back to the District Court.
Mr. Armstrong. Right.
Mr. Lewis. Did you go into the District Court at that point?
Mr. Armstrong. No, I had already gone into the District Court. The District

Court prohibited me from making discovery. They didn't permit me to present
my case. They denied me an opportunity to present my case and when it went
over to the Court of Claims they did likewise.

Mr. Lewis. I won't go into that. I see what happened. You got into a jurisdic-
tional problem with the courts.

Mr. Armstrong. Yes, I got in a jurisdictional problem with the courts. But
still when I did get in the proper court they denied me a right to present my case.

Mr. Lewis. What was their reason?
Mr. Armstrong. They didn't give me a reason. They just said my case didn't

have any merits. And said—what is it—they wanted to use latches against me.
Mr. Lewis. All right. So you did get a job with the National Capital Housing

Authority?
Mr. Armstrong. I did get a job with National Capital Housing but I have 22

years of experience. I am a GS-11, the same thing I was in 1961.

Mr. Lewis. Now have you had any opportunity for an attorney to look at your
court cases at this point?

Mr. Armstrong. Have I had? Yes, I have been to an attorney. I have also been,

prior to hiring a lawyer the first time I had been to several organizations for some
assistance unsuccessfully. They all seemed to be hesitant or reluctant to take my
case.

Mr. Lewis. Is there anything else .you want to add?
Mr. Armstrong. Yes. I feel that I have been discriminated against by this thing

that happened to me and this condition will continue to exist as long as this type
of case is not properly dealt with. And if it were possible for the Congressman or

someone to give me some kind of aid in resolving this matter, because I feel like

this isn't the proper thing. No one took into consideration that I am disabled and
that I have fought for my country on two separate occasions. And I had given
blood for my country. I lost a limb. And this I really consider an insult.

Mr. Lewis. Are you presently employed?
- Mr. Armstrong. I am presently employed at the National Capital Housing
Authority.

Mr. Lewis. What relief are you seeking?
Mr. Armstrong. The relief that I am seeking is reinstatement, complete

reinstatement. That would consist of the seven years that I have lost, and that

consists of my back pay, my leave and promotions. All those should be taken
under consideration. I don't consider my particular job now as a form of appease-
ment or something to perhaps keep me quiet. I feel like that I have been dealt with

unjustly and I think this matter should be resolved.

Statement of Otha Miller, Washington, D.C.

Mr. Miller. I am presently a GS-4 in the General Accounting OfRce and also

President of the Black Caucus at GAO. And my background is BS from the Uni-

versity of Illinois and did graduate work at the graduate school. And I also

received a certificate of accounting and I was rated by the General Accounting
Office allowing me to be classified as an accountant. Not being a veteran whenever
a vacancy occurred they told me that someone was ahead of me. So I tried to

appeal that and they weren't doing a thing about it so they finally said, ''Mr.

Miller, if 3'ou will answer some correspondence we will take your name off the list."

So I had to get a lawyer to handle my case. And the EEO Office was apprised at

that time. She gave Mr. Campbell, the Comptroller General, time enough to put
individuals in Examining Section. In other words, they had time to put one Negro
all over the l:>uilding to have spot integration. And my case came up. I lost because

they said, "If we have a Negro in every position in Transportation". That wa a
means of getting around that.

Mr. Lewis. Are you saying that you were denied the promotion?
Mr. Miller. I was denied. I was classified as an accountant. But I was denied

position because I am a Negro.
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Mr. Lewis. And they said they already had their quota?
Mr. Miller. They had none at all. In fact they have none now. 1 took my case

to the EEO and in fighting it Mrs. Trice, the EEC was still working with me, she
worked with the Controller General and she gave him time enough to put a Negro
in different positions around the General Accounting Office to prove that there
was integration therp. Therefore, I lost mj^ case. There was a quota by one Negro.
So I have been fighting ever since then to help the Negroes in the General Account-
ing Office. I was told by Personnel that if I was dissatisfied to leave the office,

they didn't ask me to come in the first place and therefore I should go. And I

said, "I have no reason to leave. I am going to stay here until sometliing is done
by some member of my race." And since that time I have been working in behalf
of the Negroes in the General Accounting Office.

I have been bjq^assed many, many times and I will saj^ this may hav^e been
prudish but I think it has been worthwhile. That's why I am here today to make a

testimony and know that I am really fighting for discrimination at the GAO. It

is nothing new. It is the same routine patterns that have already been all over but
being under Congress as GAO is they always have means of evading the issues.

Mr. Lewis. Mr. Miller, could I just interrupt you for a minute. You are the
kind of person that we want to hear from and you are to be commended for j'our
courageous activit3\ And the important thing is that the more we have these
kinds of hearings and we can get gentlemen like came today—Congressman John
Seiberling from the Judiciary Committee—to really hear it like it is. You see these
folks don't get a chance to hear it very often. And we don't have the forum in which
we can talk with them directly and you educated Mr. Seiberling today. He
didn't know the specifics of discrimination. And when .you say GAO is under
Congress this is where you need to be and you need to tell it so that they can do
something about it. Go ahead.

Mr. Miller. At one time they had what thej' call a freight rate printing course.
Several Negroes qualified for it. At first they claimed they had to have so man.y
hours of sick leave so I fought that and that went down. So they finally got up to
the age limit. I fought that and that finally went down. So what they finally did,

they abolished completely to keep a Negro from going into it. If they hke a particu-
lar person they put them in that particular position and put them on the job.

Discrimination I will saj^ has been going on and getting worse and worse. So I

got the employees together and we formed the Black Caucus so we could go to

management and try to thrash things out. And so far they have tried every means
thej^ can to avoid the problem. Thejr formed an advisory council to split the Black
Caucus up. They appointed a coordinator, EO coordinator. He was to work
between us but he had no policy making. All he could do was just bring the

messages back and forth. And I talked to management. It is a vicious cycle. We
have what we call a Steering Committee, which Mr. Stanle}^ will explain in

detail, that we take our problems to. In fact it is the same three individuals left

in Personnel EEO Officer. So it is just a vicious cycle. I would put my supervisor
at the top of the list in promotion to Grade 5. I am just a Grade 4.

Mr. Lewis. How long have you been there?
Mr. Miller. Since 1942. I have been a GS-4 since 1960. And these grades

were promoted to Grade 5. The supervisor told me I was on the list, at the top of

the list. I waited patiently, nothing at all happened. So I filed a complaint with
the EEO counseler too and also a member of the advisory board. So I tried to work
with management to try to understand the problem. Because sometimes they do
things wrong so long so perhaps they think they are right. So what has happened
I wasn't getting a rating to get on the list for a GS-5.

It is a shame to say it but the supervisors that are there is a member of my
race of the Negroes. They have to do what those above say. They say, "Mark
him down, he's too high, j'ou're marked down." And by being a member of the
Black Caucus thej' say I am causing confusion at the General Accounting Office,
therefore I am on the blacklist. And I have been that way for a long, long time.
But somebody has to go out there and push and fight and that's what I have been
trjing to do. And I was very thankful when Mr. Stanley was making a survey
and heard about it. And he had to come in and make a surveJ^ And Mrs. Terry
here, she is a co-worker of mine, she has a case that she wishes me to file.

So I will just cut the whole thing short. And so I just want to sa}' that I think

something can be done and shovild be done and I am glad that I had a chance to
come out and say it again as I have the last 20-something years. It is a shame
that the people that have been there all these years and about ready to retire

now haven't got anything to show for it for the work that thej^ have done over
the years. And in fact they are going on welfare as it is.
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Statement of Hortense J. Terry, Washington, D.C.

Having passed the Federal entrance examination, I, Hortense J. Terr}', became
an employee of the General Accounting Office in June 1944. My starting salary
was $1,440. My title, CAS-2, Junior Clerk. In 1946 I was promoted to CAS-3,
Receiving Clerk. In 1966, 20 years later, I was promoted to GS-4, Tj'ping Unit

Supervisor.
It is significant to note, however, that in 1947 I qualified for a GS-4 clerical

position based upon a competitive examination given by the Civil Service Com-
mission. In May 1967, I was transferred to the Claims Section, Claims and
Development Unit. In October 1969, I was promoted to GS-o, Claims Clerk, or

Court Case Analyst, as we are called.

Through the years I have consistently maintained an excellent or outstanding
performance rating. Please note the inconsistenc.y of my last GAO Form 368,
Effectiveness Appraisal. How could I could be highly effective in job knowledge
and skill application and just average in other items so closely related. In my
opinion, Mrs. Marcelle Carr checked my form 368 in this manner to prevent my
being promoted.
Two members of the white race, both being assigned to the Claims Section

subsequent to the time of my assignment to that section, have been given pro-
motions to GS-8, Unit Head, and GS-6, Supervisor. Miss Carol Manchester,
who entered the service in 1967 as a GS-4 Development Clerk, is now the GS-8
Unit Head. And Mrs. Lorraine Forness, who entered the service in 1967 as a GS-2
Clerk is now the GS-6 Supervisor. In my opinion, this only happened l^ecause

they are members of the white race. I shall produce documents which will show
that, the quality of my work has Vjeen exceptional and shall introduce v^itnesses
who will testify to the acctiracy of m}- statements.
Had I not been a victim of racial discrimination and had I been given an equal

opportunity I would surely have been a Grade GS-9 several years ago. Based,

upon .my education, training, long years of competent service in the General.

Accounting Oflnce and excellent performance ratings in various clerical positions
and as supervisor, I feel that racial discrimination wotild be the only reason for

my having been passed over for promotions year after year.
Mr. Lewis. Thank you very much. You are very articulate. Based on your

testimony I don't see why we can't get yoti promoted.
Miss Terry. In order for a Negro to get promoted in the General Accounting

Office he must be, he must appear to be subservient. And when I tell them that my
intelligence is not limited and that I do not feel inferior I am immediately put on
the blacklist.

Mr. Lewis. We are going to do something about that.
Miss Terry. Thank you.
Mr. Lewis. You just keep going. It really does my heart good to see that kind

of courage. And it's just a shame that you have spent so many years of good service
to the government and are still a GS-4 and been employed since 1940.

Miss Terry. I am a GS-5 now for the past three years. But I remained a GS-3
for 20 years, exactlv 20 vears, from the time I got the GS-3 in 20 years I got a
GS-4.
Mr. Lewis. Thank you very much.

Statement of Lillian B. Waters, Suitland, Md.

I. Lillian B. Waters am a 45 year old Black Government worker at the Census
Bureau, Suitland, Maryland with 22 j-ears of Government service. I am a living
e.xample of the bigotry and discrimination that goes on in the Federal Lio\".

In 1965 I worked here at the Bureau in the Construction Stat. Division. I was
a GS-5 Statistical Clerk at the time. My supervisor, Mrs. Shellie Coleman, was
a GS-9. The job as Assistant Supervisor, GS-7 was open. I did all the work of the
Assistant for about 9 months and then I questioned Mrs. Coleman as to why she
would not recommend me for the jol), since I was doing the work.
Two weeks later I received a letter from the Assistant Division Chief, then ^Ir.

Benjamin Kaplan, reprimanding me for being insubordinate, followed up by an in-
fraction report on me which I refused to sign. I asked for a Government hearing
on the charge which I was granted.
The decision made as a result of the hearing was that it was a clash of "per-

sonalities". I was given a detail otit of the section, ptit on a ninety-day probation
period. My (in-) grade was withheld because of this and about six months later
I was re-assigned to a predominatelj' Black section called Processing Division and

S8-150—73 20
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my in-grade was finally given to me. I stayed on this job about 3 years, still a GS-5.
Finally I questioned my grade because the work I was doing was rated as GS-7
and above. Personnel ran desk audits and as a result I was given my GS-7. About
'6 months after my grade was granted I received a Reduction-in-Force notice from
my personnel office, saying my section was being abolished and I did not have
bumping rights as a Federal employee and gave me a certain date to reply on
whether I would accept a GS-5 in another division, since I had not had mj^ GS-7
2 years.

I lost my pay immediatelj^ I was then sent to the Population Division here at
the Bureau. When I first came into the section, my supervisor Mr. Richard Irwin
told me he would try to get me a GS-6 back within a year and then maybe a GS-7
the following j^ear. The next thing I knew Mr. Irwin had hired a Statistician, Miss
Arlene Sapperstein (White), who was doing basically Stat. Assistant work, then he
informed me it was nothing he could do for me.

I went to the Division Chief, Dr. Herman Miller about this, he quietly moved me
out of this branch, I am placed under Mrs. Mildred Stanback (Black) in another
branch. Now I am given first one job and another to do with no set responsibility.
I have talked with an EEC Counselor, Mrs. Bernadette Banks and the EEO Offi-

cer, Mr. Russel Valentine. They have both talked to the branch chief, Mr. Don
Starsinic but nothing has been done about returning my GS-7 to me, although
several white employee:! who lost their grades the same time I did have regained
their grades back.

Since being a victim of this discriminatory '^^.ct myself, I and two other Census

employees, Mr. Joseph Cooper and Mr. P„oy Johnson decided to form a Census
Task Force against racism. We have had rallies, demonstrations, boycotts, etc.

trying to break this barrier down that exists here at the Bureau.
We have been very effective and an Upward Mobility Program has been started

as a result of our pressure on Management. We will continue to fight this ugly
menace to society

—racism here at the Bureau by any means possible and we are

asking you Congressman Fauntroy to help us in the struggle for liberation. I

thank you.
Congressman Fauntroy, I would also like you to look into the matter as to why

we at Census have only one Division implementing the Aflnrmative Action Pro-

gram that one being the Foreign Trade Division who has a black Division Chief,

Mr. Lenard Jackson and yet other Divisions have not been forced to do so. Since

the Upward Mobility Program was pressed into service Mr. Jackson has pushed
numerous promotions through.

Statement of Rosalie J. Fisher, Acting Chairman, Agricultural Task
Force Against Racial Discrimination

Good morning, I welcome this opportunity to address these hea,rings on the

problems of black and other minority employees in the Federal service.

My name is Rosalie J. Fisher, and I represent the Agricultural Task Force

against racial discrimination. This task force was formed under G.U.A.R.D.
which means— Government employees united against racial discrimination.

Individually Blacks have known that racial discrimination existed in the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. However, as a task force, recognized as A.T.F.A.R.D., we
have found that racial discrimination indeed is rampant within agriculture.

Agriculture indulges heavily in racism in all areas—but most assuredly in their

hiring, firing, and promoting practices. Racism at agriculture is not only directed

at Black employees but it extends to predominantly Black programs such as

federal land grant colleges also and I believe the problems of the Black land

grant colleges were thoroughly aired at the hearings held by the Black caucus on

governmental lawlessness.

For the record—there are 82,316 full-time permanent agriculture emploj^ees
nationwide. Of these, only 8,149 are minorities—further, 7,047 of these minorities

are in grades GS-1 through 9 or its equivalent. In the Washington, D.C. metro-

politan area the figures are more astounding. There are only 1,832 minority

employees in this metropolitan area. And, 437 of these have been in grade GS 1-9

for over 3 years. In wage grades equivalent to grades GS-1 through 9 there are a

total of 443 employees. However, 198 of them have been in grade 3 years or more.

Further, there are only 296 minorities in grades GS-U and above with 90 of these

in grade for 3 years of more. Super grades
—GS 16 and 17 agriculture has 5

GS-16's and 2 GS-17's. The fault does not lie in the fact that there are no minor-
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ities eligible for promotion—it lies, in fact revolves, around the criteria for pro-
motions as established by racists on the "Big Plantation" known as Agriculture.
To cite an overt example of racism I would like to share the case of Mrs. Shirley-

Harrison with you. She is a mother of 3 and was a GS-5, supervisory computer
technician. Because of her job series she was entitled to two interval grade pro-
motions. Mrs. Harrison was informed by her white supervisor that before he
submitted promotion papers for her to receive only a GS-6, he intended to pro-
mote a white male from a GS-5, computer technician to a GS-7. Mind you, this
white male was not even a supervisor but it was intended for him to jump ahead
of Mrs. Harrison. The reason the supervisor ga,ve was that the "Good" white
male had a pregnant wife, and he needed the money. It was only after this situa-
tion was reported to A.T.F.A.R.D. that this white male's promotion was held until
a desk audit could be made of both positions in question. It was determined
through the desk audit that both deserved a promotion to GS-7. The supervising
computer technician, Mrs. Harrison has been promoted to GS-7. We assume the
white male nonsupervisory technician will be promoted. No one can honestly say
that we as Blacks won this case according to the rules laid dovvTi by management
but Mrs. Harrison was promoted. This is only one racist act committed daily, but
halted at least temporarily because it was brought to A.T.F.A.R.D.'s attention.

Many more occur so regularly that Black employees have adjusted to these

disgusting acts as a way of life. It is sad, but after living under adverse conditions,
regardless of how inhumane, one becomes immune to the situation after a long
period of time. Minorities at Agriculture are constantly subjected to one racist
act after another. Many accept these racist acts as a fact of life. Others protest
strongly; but often, to no avail.

It is a known fact that when a Black male applies for a position at the Depart-
ment of Agriculture that, if hired, he will be relegated to a mail room or equivalent
position. Records show that Black males are niost often hired at a GS-2 level.
These same males can look forward to a GS-4 after 30 years of service. Agriculture
is now having a push toward hiring and i)lacing Spanish-surnamed employees in

strategic positions. These have now taken the place of Blaclc window dressings.
One agency in Agriculture would not hire a "Blond Blue-Eyed" Spanish sur-
named female because she did not look Spanish enough. There are also records
which indicate Blacks are hired into positions which would normally be at the
policy making level but because the position is filled by a Black all policy making
featvires are written out of the job descriptions. It appears that the Black employee
is doomed from the first day on duty at a Federal agency. Most Blacks now, retire

with an annuity which is at or below the national poverty level. Blacks so far
can never look toward a career ladder at Agriculture because there simply isn't one.

Minorities, especially Blacks, have long known that they are the last hired and
the first fired. Quotas or goals have not stopped this practice. If a Black neglects
to note on an SF-171, employment application, that he was arrested, even though
not charged, this is grounds for dismissal. In the same token, whites can leave out
information such as being convicted of fraud or what have you. What happens?
Nothing. A white would receive a call from personnel to amend the SF-171. You
can believe he would not be fired.

The Department of Agriculture has a unique EEO problem. I don't mean the

problem of up-grading minorities but rather from the standpoint of resolving
EEO complaints. The EEO system as practiced b.y Agriculture is a farce. Man-
agement controls the EEO process in such a way that discrimination is hardlj^
ever proven. An EEO complainant is never made aware of his or her rights.

Consequently, any complainant begins with a handicap. This handicap is never
equalized because all odds go to the white powers that be. All investigations
dealing with EEO within Agriculture are handled by the Office of the IrLspector
General. This office is an independent agency and answers only to the Secretary
of Agriculture. Therefore, unless muzzled by the Secretary, Nathaniel Kossack,
the Inspector General, can run his shop as he pleases. It has been found that most
investigations are completed and ruled on in such a way that "no discrimination
is found." 01G has proven it is not objective in its investigations

—and further-
more that it works to substantiate management's position. This is the result of
the organizational structure of 01 G.

For instance, to show the objectivity of 01 G, I would like to relate an EEO
complaint to you. A Black female charged her supervisor with discrimination
because of race and sex. This charge was brought about because she was not even
considered for another position for which she felt she was far better qualified
for than the person that was selected. Her supervisor, however, advised her that
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she was not considered because of a poor leave and work record. 01 G made no
attempt to examine these records. For that matter 01 G did not even bother
to check the leave and work records of the selected employee. 01 G did not attempt
to even compare and evaluate the qualifications of either employee. What 01 G
did do though was to accept the "sworn" statement of the white supervisor.
Not only accept it, but to give it such credence as to make it appear the "gospel"
truth while the complainant's "sworn" statement was merely accepted. Accepted,
that is, as a statement with no credibility. 01 G.—That's a bad scene in agricul-
ture. Nationally, out of 894 01 G emplo.vees only 88 are minorities and most of
these are in the clerical field. By the way, there is only one (1) Black 01 G investi-

gator in the Washington, D.C. area. And guess what—He only works on food
stamp investigations. Not EEO.

I wish to make it clear that if these hearings are only a political move it is,
in my opinion, an unfair game you are playing. Hovv'ever, if there is sincerity
and a willingness to tackle the problem of discrimination head-on A.T.F.A.R.l).
invites you to agriculture to hear first-hand instances of overt and subtle dis-

crimination. It is too bad that no guarantees were offered to aggrieved Federal
emploj'ees. Because had guarantees against reprisals been offered, these hearings
would probably last until hell freezes over.

Discrimination will always be a problem. It is not a disease that can be cured
vocally. The EEO system and EEO counselors both need a revamping and realign-
ment of objectives. It is a fact that the EEO counselors who try to be fair in

handling EEO complaints are most often replaced because they are too effective.
I have with me here today a former EEO specialist. I say former because he has
been reassigned into an area other than EEO.

Statement OF Riley Pointer, Washington, D.C.

I, Riley Pointer, operating engineer WG-10-with the agriculture field office,
have been an employee of G.S.A. region 3 for a period of twenty-seven years.
With Veteran's, status, I am a member of the \irban league task force against
discrimination in G.S.A. A spokesman for the Black engineer, also chairman of

the greivance committee of local 2151—A.F.G.E.
I thank j^ou for allowing me this opportunity to preseut to you the facts con-

cerning discriinination and injustices against the Black employees of G.S.A.
At present there is much discontent among Black workers at G.S.A. because

they are consistently passed over in promotions. When attempts are made to
alleviate these conditions, the black emplo3'ecs are harrassed during liis daily
tour of dut}^ from that time on.

THE FOLLOWING CASES ARE TYPICAL AND CAN BE DOCUMENTED:

First: I'll present to you my case. I'm a WG-10 operating engineer. I worked
15 years in one grade without a promotion. JVlany whites with not as much
experience, time or qualifications were selected in preference of me. After a white

engineer with only four jj-ears of G.S.A. service was selected over me, I went
through all channels and when asked for an explanation concerning my promotion,
I was given nothing Ijut a hand full of excuses. During my years at G.S.A., each
promotion I've received I've had to fight. As of now the proinotion I am seeking
is in the U.S. district court.

C.VSE NO. 2

Case of Mr. Charlie Cobbs:

Mr. Cobbs has been with the operating engineer more than 20 years. All his

service was with one group. He has many letters of commendation, also a
cash superior performance award. Yet he's not higher than a WG-10. After

going through the many channels at G.S.A., he also decided to take his case to
the U.S. district court.

CASE NO. 3

Case of Mr. Sherard:

Mr. Sherard is a WG-10 operating engineer at the Agriculture field office. He
was detailed into a position that of a WL-10. Mr. Shei'ard was told because of

the freeze on promotion that vacancies could not be filled. Six months later, it

was filled l)y a white engineer.
Mr. Sherard felt he was treated unjustly because of his race. He turned to the

EEO for assistance but they found no evidence of discrimination. Mr. Sherard
then hired an attorney and his case is now pending in U.S. district court.
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CASE NO. 4

Case of Mr. Charles Bowman:
Mr. Bowman is an operating engineer WS-11 with 20 years of government

service. He
has^to

his credit as of now 2,600 hrs. of trainingj^ still he had to go to
the NAACP, Urban League and even as far as Congress to get these promotions.
Mr. Bowman is quahfied for another promotion. He went to the EEO concerning
this matter but they found no evidence of discrimination, so he has now turned
to the U.S. district court. His case is now pending.

CASE NO. 5

Case of Mr. John Bean:
3.1r. John Bean encountered the same procedures that all other Black engineers

have gone through by having to put pressure on EEO management officials for

every promotion he has received, likewise his son John Bean Jr. is walking in
the same footsteps as his father, fighting for promotions. He feels that he is

eligible for a promotion now, but if the present policy continues he has no other
alternative but to turn to the U.S. district court.

I would like to pouit out to this committee that I am not accusing all white
sujjervisors of discrimination against black employees at G.S.A.

For example, when Mr. Paul Shupp, a white supervisor at G.S.A., became aware
that many blacks not only qualified in experience, but also with fifteen and
twenty years service, were practically at a stand-still in promotions, while others,
mostly w^hite men, with less experience and service were being promoted, he
attempted to correct this situation.

Before his attempt to help Black workers attain better positions, he had
received many letters of commendation, awards, etc. When he, as supervisor,
attempted to correct some of these injustices, he encountered harassment,
intimidation and was falsely accused.

I cite Mr. Shupp as an example because he is the first supervisor within my own
scope of experience who has attempted to fight the establishment when it has
meant no personal gain, monetarily or careerwise.
EEO counselors are hired, rated and j^romoted ]:>y management. The Black

employees feel that management is allowing supervisors to discriminate against
them. We feel EEO will not give a just decision in fear of not getting a fair rating
of a promotion. As far as Black emi)loyees are concerned, EEO is nothing but a
toothless tiger. Management, personnel and EEO should have a thorough investi-

gation.
The merit promotion plan allows the selection officials to pick one from among

the high five. That gives the supervisors the opportunity to pass over the Black
employees.

Approximately (50) vacancies have been filled above the WG-10 level. About
(10) went to Black engineers. Half of the 400 white engineers are above the
journejanan's level. One seventh of the 250 Black engineers are above the
journeyman's level. Of the nineteen (19) groups, eight groups have no. Black
engineer above WG-10. Five groups with one Black each above WG-10.
One place in particular is the White House group. Eleven supervisors not one

Black engineer is above the journeyman's level. Also there are no Negro super-
visors in the State Dept. I could go on and on with many other cases but I am
sure the cases stated here today will point out the gross injustices and practices
of discrimination carried out by G.S.A.

Another classic example of "discrimination in G.S.A. is the case of Charles E;
Shipp, a college graduate with a bachelor of science degree in education working
as a WG-10 plaster for 22 years without a promotion. He has always had a satis-

factory rating in performance, has received a suggestion award, was elected

president of the American Federation of Government Employees Local 2151 and
on two occasions served as temporary national representative of this union.
He has instructed supervisors, and served in details and other training courses

alwaj^s receiving favorable certificate on completion.
Kis latest and recent experience points out the gross injustice and practices

carried out by G.S.A. Mr. Ship]) served approximately 2 years as an EEO counselor
full time. His work was satisfactory to excellent until time for a promotion. Then
he was informed he was on an illegal detail and not eligible for a promotion in that
office. After serving 2 j'ears niind .you.

Also Mr. Shipp was told he would have to be reassigned. He is now taking
another training course for the reassignment which is the same step only night
work this time. History repeats itself, in the many training courses, details,
reassignment and all the classic gimmicks, except to promote a Black man.
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Statement of Anna B. Watts, Washington, D.C.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to express my appreciation for the opportunity to
address the Ad Hoc hearings on discrimination in the Federal Government.
Today I am here representing the survival of the fittest. I am proud to state

after 30 years of personal discrimination and 30 years of protesting against injus-
tice and bigotry, I, and many other minority employees still stand on the same
principles with which we entered the Federal Government.

Like Congressman Fauntroy and many others living in this Federal City as

low-paid Federal Government employees and descendants of low-paid Federal
Government employees, I have been totally aware for years but never cease to
be utterly amazed, at the time, effort, and Federal funds spent to keep minorities
from receiving the benefits of their so-called equal rights as loyal, tax paying
citizens.

For 3 generations I have watched the practices of discrimination, instead of

being eliminated, advance to the erosion stage throughout the Federal Govern-
ment. Why else are we in these hearings? These hearings are the biopsy on the
Federal Government to determine how to cut out the spreading cancerous sores
and hurts of Discrimination thereby resulting in a successful operating E.E.O.
(Equal Employment Opportunity).
Many agencies may not be heard from but investigation will bear out the fact

that their employees are suffering more and are afraid to speak out.
After 1252 years in one position, Statistical Assistant- GS-5, in the Department

of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Division of Manpower and Occupational
Outlook, I hereby submit into the records documentation substantiating the fact

that discrimination does exist in the U.S. Department of Labor as so stated in

Secretary of Labor Hodgson's EEO Task Force Report published early this

year (1972).
In recent weeks, the Washington Post gave wide coverage to the Department of

Labor's EEO Task Force Report pointing out the fact that the Dept. which is the
overseer of private industry's fair employment practices has a worst record than
any of the industries it polices.
The number of grievances being handled by AFGE Lodge 12's Grievance Chair-

man and his assistant are enough to keep /oi/r (4) full time paid attorneys and staff

busy. There are more and more griev^ances being filed. Very few can be resolved
at the lower level because the Government, is in its day to day operations a series

of serfdoms, each loyal baron or baroness paying homage and lipservice to his

more powerful lords and demanding the same from those below him.
Because of this deluge of grievances, many off the clock hours (12 and 1 o'clock

at night) go into helping persons try to realize some justice. Management is

determined to break the unions through collusion or any other method deemed
necessary.

I do not have the time here to relay to you all the injustices I have and am now
witnessing since I have been in this one Division.

Here is a brief summary of my experience while working in this Division of

approximately 103 employees—90 professionals (only 3 Black), 1—GS-13 (prom-
ised a GS-14); 1— GS-12; 1—GS-11.
The GS-11 rating is held by a Black male whom they have tried in every

way to demoralize and drive out of the Division as they have done to every
other Black male and strong Black female in the last 12^2 years.

I am presently and have been employed for over 12H years at the GS-5 level

in the U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Division of INIanpower
and Occupational Outlook, performing the required statistical and clerical func-

tions for developing the Industry-Occupational Matrix.
I have 24 j-ears Federal Service experience in the operational, program, or

subject matter areas or fields of statistics or in related areas where the work
involved the application of statistical methods or the reporting or statistical

data.
I have been rated among the 10 best qualified interviewed for any related GS-6

position that I have applied for since 1962. (Copies of some qualification forms are

here to be entered in the record.)
In 1971, I was rated qualified and interviewed for a GS-7 Social Science Re-

search Analyst position in my division and also in two other divisions in the

Bureau of Labor Statistics. I was also interviewed in mj^ Division for 2 different

supervisor}^ Statistical-Assistant positions.
I am as of this date still a GS-o after 14 years. (12^2 in this one Division.)
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Statement of Dollib R. Walker, Washington, D.C.

1. I am Dollie R. Walker and I have been removed from my job as Program

Specialist, Community Relations Service, U.S. Department of Justice, effective

close of business, March 24, 1972; I have appealed my removal to the Appeals

Examiner, U.S. Civil Service Commission. ^ ^ .

2. On July 20, 1971, I filed an Equal Employment Opportunity Complamt
(hereafter referred to as EEO complaint) asking a promotion to GS-15 and retro-

active back pay, citing discrimination on grounds of race and sex.

3.' On July 23, 1971, I received a letter of proposed removal from INIr. Ben

Holman, Director, Communitv Relations Service.
.

4. On August 12, 1972, I answei-ed his letter of removal and counterclamied

that the proposed removal was retahatory on account of my EEO complaint. At

the same time, I amended my EEO complaint to contend that the adverse action

was retaliatory on account of my EEO complaint and a further act of

discrimination.
, , , ,

5. I was notified on November 22 that the promise to withhold action on my
removal until my EEO complaint was processed and settled was being withdrawn

and a hearing was scheduled on my removal November 30, 1971.

6. On November 29, 1971, I filed a civil action and on November 29 this Court

heard and denied the motion for Temporary Restraining Order.

7. On November 30, 1971, the hearing was convened, completed on January 28,

1972. On March 13, 1972, a finding was made dismissing the first charge and

sustaining the remainder and recommending removal.

8. In January 1972, the EEO oflficer made a report on the complaint recom-

mending conciliation. This did not occur and the EEO officer reported her findings

and decision in which the ofiicer found discrimination in the failure to promotes
me to a GS-15 and stated an award of back pay from August 1969 at that rate was

9. The Administrative Officer of the Justice Department asked the EEO officer

to make a further investigation into the complaint following my request for a.

hearing and to report the further findings to the Administrative Office. In February
1972, a further report was made by the EEO officer.

10. I again requested an early hearing on my EEO complaint.
11. I received a letter of cancellation of my EEO complaint from Leo M.

Pellerzi which I have appealed.
12. In November 1971, Lawrence Hoffheimer, General Counsel, filed an

affidavit with the Court guaranteeing that no prejudice would occur to my EEO
complaint on account of the action of the Hearing Officer in my removal case.

13. On February 17, 1972, Lawrence Hoffheimer, Chief Counsel, assured the
Court that my EEO complaint would not be cancelled.

14. On April 18, my EEO complaint was cancelled except the portion relating
to the claim that the adverse action itself is discriminatory and retahatory on
account of the EEO complaint being filed. I have filed a lawsuit concerning this

whole matter.
15. The allegations made constituting the proposed removal were:

(a) Alleged instance of insubordination; calling a white man a "racist".

(b) Alleged unfounded inflammatory comments against a fellow employee.
(c) An instance of insolent behavior in an Education Orientation meeting

in which I was supposed to have made insubordinate remarks against 3 per-
sons in management.

(d) An alleged commitment or promise of commitment to Afram Associates

(a Black consultation firm).

(e) My "irresponsibility" in writing a letter to Dr. Preston Wilcox of

Afram.
I denied the charges the claim that adverse action was blatantly contrived and

were discriminatory. The Hearing Officer gave greater weight to the testimony of

the white employees than to those black employees who testified in my behalf
which definitely suggested a discriminatory pattern.

I was hired by the Community Relations Service in September 1968 to set up
an Education Unit and to help develop programs and give technical assistance to
5 regional offices. The educational programs have been described as pace setting
and in December 1970, I was given an award for outstanding supervision and
sustained services.

In March 1971, my rating was satisfactory and as late as March 30, 1972, a slip
issued to me on March 24, 1972, the date I was fired, my performance rating was
still satisfactory.
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]My comiic'tence for ijerformaiice was never questioned until I began to pressure
for a promotion. I operated at a Grade 15 level. In fact, I was recruited as a 15
and hired as 14-5 in 1968.

I claim that the adverse action was discriminatory in that it began taking shape
follo\\ing Tiiy request for a promotion to a Grade 15 in April of 1971 to INIr. Edward
Kirk, Assistant Director of Support Services. Almost immediately following
this request, harassments began. There was a decision to detail me to Dallas,
Texas. I, at the time of my request for a Grade 15, held the highest grade of any
woman in the Community Relations Service, which was a GS-14-6. Upon inquiry
by me to ]\'Ir. Kirk as to whj' I was being considered for detail to Texas, I was told
that it was a prelude to a reprimand or a dismissal. In May of 1971, I sought
EEO counseling. On June 1, 1971, I was peremptorily detailed to Texas. I filed

my EEO complaint on July 20, 1971. Three da.ys later, July 23, 1971, I received
the proposal to rem.ove me. Although much was made <if the fact that considera-
tion was being given to remove me prior to July 23, 1971, nothing was done until

I filed my EEO complaint. The testimony developed at the hearing, particularly
the testimony of Mr. Roscoe Nix, my black supervisor, reveals that as late as
June 1971, pressure was being placed on him liy Mr. Kirk, his white supervisor,
to re-evaluate me because of a proposal that !Mr. Kirk was drafting to remove me
from the Community Relations Service and because of my detail to Dallas, Texas.

Further, this same memo from Mr. Nix to Mr. Kirk dated June 8, 1971, indicates
that Mr. Nix rated me as satisfactory despite the efforts to have him evaluate me
unsatisfactory as a result of Mr. Kirk's decision to present a proposal for adverse
action against me and as a result of management's decision to detail me to Dallas.

The memo suggests that Richard Kubic, a white subordinate of mine, had much
more weight given his criticism of me than Mr. Nix, my black supervisor's comjjre-
hen'iive evaluation upon request from ]Mr. Kirk.

The three main witnesses against me in the adverse action are all white subordi-
nates of mine at the time: Mrs. Angela Jones, Mr. Dick Kubic and Mr. David
Hoover. Two of the incidents that they complain of, an orientation meeting in

April of 1971, and the Afram Associates situation, were incidents of which other

personnel, particularly the black personnel, had intimate knowledge. Nowhere
in the testim.ony from Mr. Kirk, Mrs. Jones, Mr. Kubic and Mr. Hoover does
it appear that any effort was made at all to garner the complete picture of these
incidents from all emploj'ees having knowledge of them. The total pictures were

developed at the hearing and I submit that the testimonj' of Mr. Harry Martin,
Mr. Roscoe Nix, Mr. Lee Monroe and Mr. Cornelius Collins, more than offsets

and disproves the testimony given by Mr. Kubic, Mrs. Jones, Mr. Kirk and Mr.
David Hoover.

As early as the first week of May, I called a meeting of my staff which included
]\Irs. Angela Jones, Dick Kubic and Mr. David Hoover because of what I indicated
was rumored information from Mr. Kirk as to their comi^laints to Mr. Kirk and
asked for an input from them as to their feeling about the shop, whatever criticisms

they may have of me or the work, etc. My undisputed testimony was that no
such criticism evolved or was developed from this conference; that apparently
all was well among the three of them. (All testimony is available in transcript

form, if requested.) However, it develops that later, specifically in June of 1971,

subsequent to the time that I had sought EEO counseling, of which CRS had
knowledge, an adverse action was being prepared. The testimony of Mr. Hoover
•was that he was requested by Mr. Kirk to come in and make a statement con-

cerning me. The timing of the request for these statements was right on the
he^ls of my seeking EEO counseling. Further, it appears that mj^ charge of

discrimination was made that there were no women in grades GS-15 in CRS, at

the time I applied for a promotion in April of 1971: later in August of 1971, a
white male received the job for which I had asked. INIy detail to Texas and the
adverse action formed a punitive pattern on account of my request for a promotion.
A white male who had asked and fought for a promotion had received no such
treatm.ent; that no white program officer had ever been detailed awaj*^ from the
Central Office; that a white female who filed an EEO complaint had not been
subjected to removal action or pimitive detail.

"The development of a pattern of harassment toward me subsequent to my
request for a GS-15 in April of 1971, which began with a summary detail to

Dallas, Texas, and culminated in a proposed adverse action, all corroborate my
claim that the adverse action itself is retaliatory and discriminatory.
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Miss Marj' Eastwood, Director of EEO, in her findings, stated that a clear

pattern of racial discrimination was emerging in CRS for the calendar years 1970
and 1971; in that all persons, fired, suspended, reprimanded were black with the

exception of one Spanish-speaking individual.

Statement of Roberto Olly Olivas, National Services Officer, Southwest
Council of La Raza

Honorable Congressman Fauntroy, I am Roberto Oily Olivas, formerly the

Mayor pro tem of Carpinteria, California; presently, the National Services

Officer, Southwest Council of La Raza, a private, non-profit, Chicano (an American
of Mexican descent) advocacy organization, located in Washington, D.C.

In your opening remarks you stated in part, (quote) "I want to hear the Truth
because I am hopeful that the truth will prick the conscience of this city and
this nation to action. The testimony of those witnesses . . . will be the guiding
light to the Congress in developing redress of these grievances . . ." (unquote).
We are here to place our "limited" complaints on the record, thereby adding

support to your efforts of attempting to minimize practices of racial discrimina-
tion within our federal system.

In mj^ comments before this hearing, I wish to place on record the grievance of
an exploited people, "El Chicano", an American, of Mexican descent, a proud
heritage, but one which is accorded little recognition by the standards and value
systems of our American society. There exist other people in this city and in this

country, who know the language of my ancestors, and who also possess the same
pride in their unique life style and heritage. I speak of Boriquas (Puerto Ricans),
Cubanos, and many other persons from Latin American countries to the south
of these United States. Like myself, they too resent being referred as to "Brown
Brothers", "Minorities", and most disgraceful of all, to be delegated to the
"And Others" category. Discriminatory absurdities which are end results of

l^eing jammed into a, (quote) "Spanish Speaking Statistical Bag" (uncjuote)
by an insensitive societal attitude.
The old adage "that there is safety in numbers" was clearlj' dispelled four

days ago, when I attended your hearings and was witness to frustration and
persistent fear of reprisal expressed by those persons testifying. They were coura-
geous enough to come forth and testify on discriminatory practices experienced
by Black j^ersonnel at the National Institutes of Health where approximately
1,522 Blacks are employed. This figure represents almost the total number of

Spanish Surnamed individuals employed departmentwide by Health, Education,
and Welfare.
The fact that not a single person of the 53 Spanish Surnamed at the National

Institutes of Health appeared to voice their grievances further attests to the
threat of "Subtle Reprisal" practices.
The discriminatory practices of "Exclusionary Designations" create a nebulous

"And Other" societal category which in turn establishes large masses of invisible

people who through no fault of their own have been forced to believe they are

strangers in their own land.
This "Invisible Conditioning" process is not only detrimental to the persons

experiencing this subtle discrimination, but more dangerous, is the fact that
T»rhen persons in position of authority begin to believe this unconsious desire of,
"if we ignore it, it will go away if we do not recognize it, then it does not exist,
thf^refore, there is no problem" ;

then we are in serious trouble.
To illustrate this unconscious discriminatory practice I will cite from a memo-

randum issued by Dr. Vernon E. Wilson, Administrator of Health Services and
Mental Health 'Administration. "Recently, testim.ony was given by Robert
"Oily" Olivas, National Services Officer for the Southwest Council of La Raza,
before the Civil Plights Oversight Subcommittee (4), Committee on the Judiciary
on Federal Employment Prohlefms of the Spanish Surnamed. In part of my response
to this testimony, I acknowledge that there has been substantial nnderrepresentation
of Spanish Surnamed in the past employment practices of the Health Services and
Mental Health Administration and that statistics cited by Mr. Olivas are essentially
correct. I also outlined a number of actions that the Agency is taking in response
to this situation."

Another memo issued by Dr. Wilson reflects the discriminator.v practice of

"Exclusionary Designation" regarding Spanish Surnamed people. "This is what
the figures show: from July 1969 to July 1971, the number of Black employees
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in Grades 5 through 8 increased from 1,222 to 1,977; in Grades 9 through 11,.

they increased from 252 to 310; and in Grades 12 through 15 they increased from
96 to 158. This occurred despite the fact that there was a decrease during this

period of 280 positions in the total HSMHA GS employment. Progress in the

upper grades has been a special priority and the accompUshments in that area
are also noteworthy among the Spanish-American, the American Indians, the
Orientals, and among women in general."
Two single spaced typewritten lines took care of the noteworthy progress of the

Spanish Speaking, Indians, Orientals and women.
The "acknowledgment and justification for inaction syndrome" is illustrated

in a memo from Rodney B. Brady, Assistant Secretary for Administration and
Management, Health, Education, and Welfare. "The most serious difficulty, in

which we are not imique, is in the employment of the Spanish Surnamed. While
this group represents 6.0% of the national population, HSMHA now employs only
1.5% or 364 Spanish Surnamed Americans. This means we need to employ 705
more Spanish Surnamed employees. To achieve parity for the Spanish Surnamed
by January 1, 1974 (our general goal for parity for all) we would need to add
roughly 29 per month. HSI^IHA hires at the rate of approximately 500 per month
in all of its programs combined. This is one of the reasons that it is unrealistic
to project a hiring rate for the Spanish Surnamed of 29 per month. Sixty percent
of the acquisitions are in the GS-7 and below category. In addition, it is difficult
to have confidence that the Spanish Surnamed population can infuse our agency with
such a large number of trained and potentially qualified or qualifiable people at the

rate indicated ..."
Thus we become victims of a phenomenon psychologists refer to as "The Self-

fuUfiUing Prophecy."
Because we are not named as a Factual identity, Chicano, Puerto Rican, etc.

and because we do not object to continually being referred to as "And Other

Minorities", we experience exclusionary discrimination at all levels. The fol-

lowing Example illustrates this practice at the legislative level.

CABINET COMMITTEE ON OPPORTUNITIES FOR SPANISH-SPEAKING PEOPLE AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES

At this point I do not wish to imply that we approve of the establishment of

this act, presently I only wish to illustrate that when this matter was brought up
for consideration in the first session of the 91st Congress in September 29, 1969;
there appears to have been a misunderstanding as to who we were, in that this

Spanish Speaking Legislation was referred to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.

LAWSUIT

"A suit against the Federal government for job discrimination was filed in the
D.C. federal court on October 22, 1971, to end the exclusion of the Spanish speaking
from federal employment.

The Constitutional grounds for this suit are based on (a) the due process clause
of the Fifth Amendment, (b) the Civil Rights Act of 1964, (c) various U.S. codes

dealing with equal employment in the Federal government, (d) Executive Order
11,478, issued on August 8, 1969 and (e) the promulgation of the 16 point program
on November 5, 1970.

Regarding the status of the suit, in late February this year the government
filed a motion to dismiss on technical grounds of standing und failure of plaintiffs
to exhaust administrative remedies. Our lawyers are now preparing a response to
that motion."

March 16, 1972.
Hon. Elliot L. Richardson,
Secretary, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Secretary: The Civil Rights Oversight Subcommittee of the
House Judiciary Committee has recently undertaken a study of Federal employ-
ment problems of Spanish-speaking people. As part of further work by the Subcom-
mittee on this subject, I would very much appreciate your furnishing the following
information to the Subcommittee at your earliest convenience:

1. The number of Spanish-speaking or Spanish-surnamed individuals emploj^ed
by HEW.
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2. The grade levels of the.se employees.
3. The job titles of Spanish-speaking or Spanish-surnamed individuals who are

in policy-making positions.
Thank you very much for your assistance in this matter.

Sincerely,
Don Edwards,

Chairman, Civil Rights Oversight Subcommittee.

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Washington, B.C., April 14, 1972.

Hon. Don. Edwards,
Chairman, Civil Rights Oversight Subcommittee, Committee on the Judiciary,

U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C
Dear Mr. Chairman: Thank you for your letter of March 16, about your

study of Federal emplojmient problems of Spanish-speaking people.
Enclosure (1) covers all Department-wide General Schedule Spanish-speaking

employees and grade as of the end of Fedruary 1972. It excludes Hawaii, Guam
and Puerto Rico.

It is my sincere hope that this information is responsive to your request.
If we can be of further assistance with regard to the Spanish-speaking people,

please call me or Mr. CD. Maestas at 963-7121.

Sincerely yours,
(Signed) Thomas S. McFee,

(For) Rodney H. Brady,
Assistant Secretary for Administration and Management.

Enclosure.
Enclosure I

Spanish surnames
GS- Grades: Total

01 48
02 74
03 197
04 294
05 263
06 176
07 179
08 32
09 204
10 35
11 73
12 66
13 76
14 44
15 20
16 4
17
18

Total 1,785

Total HEW Force = n
'

V4.= 1-8% +
96, o/O

Statement of Dorothy Jones, General Counsel, Black Advocates

Mr. Chairman, I am Dorothj^ Jones, General Counsel of Black Advocates. We
are working with the task force against racism in the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity, Executive Office of the president.

If any parson had doubts that institutional racism existed before these hearings,
I'm sure those doubts have been removed. Racism and racist acts whether it be
by whites or blacks who think, act and react white pervades our society and is

most prevalent within the federal agency given mandates to act for the public
good of the citizens of the United States.
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Within the OEO 90% f^f the jobs are filled through the preselection process.
This process is condoned by Civil Service Commission thus making the so-called

merit system a mockery. Tactics used to insure the continuation of this practice
include hiring a favored person in the consultant position, giving him time to

learn the position, then when and if the position is announced Civil Service is

told which person the agency favors. Another means of achieving this goal is

having a person serve in an acting capacity while the details for final appointment
are worked out.

Four ladies retired after giving more than twenty-five j'ears each in service to

the federal government at OS 5, 6, or 7. Each retired with the realization that

they had trained whites who entered on duty after them, trained them only to

have them become the supervisors who in turn denied training to the blacks.

Generally blacks are not placed in, promoted to or given those positions in which
they can make policy which effects the agencies as a whole.

Specifically, in the Office of General Counsel, the place where the interpreta-
tion of the laws is made, in 90% of the federal, state and local governmental
agencies there are no Vjlacks in these positions. With the exception of a political

appointment in a super-grade no blacks have been appointed, in the office of Gen-
eral Counsel, OEO, in the GvS 14, lo or 16 level. Further after the interpretation
of the laws thes3 laws are applied by whites and/or black mouthpieces for whites
i.e. supervisors, EEO officers and in OEO the head of the Human Rights division.

The delaying tactics of going through the EEO officers who normally align
themselves with management and supervisors gives the employer time to develop
and execute retaliatory measures against the complainant. We all know that there
is a section in the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which protects individuals from retalia-

tion and reprisals for seeking a remedy for a wrong which he feels has been in-

flicted upon him. Further most of us know that presently that section is being
given lip service only.

Civil Service Commission blatantly rubber stamps most agency decision and
in jiiany instances conspires with the agency to effectuate the agency's goals.

EEO counselors are not effective in pre-complaint processing. Complainants are

not allowed adequate time in the filing and presentation of complaints even though
allowed with the Civil Service regulations. Further supervisors have blatantly
refused to present evidence requested by the complainant and hearing officers

have condoned such action.

Appeals to civil rights organizations such as Leadership Conference on Civil

Rights, legal services offices like Western Center on Law and Poverty, Washing-
ton Lawyers committee for Civil Rights under the law, and NAACP are so

controlled by the establishment with funds that no meaningful assistance was
given.
Our organization has reviewed more than 50 cases in which the governmental

monitoring to ensure equal protection, equal rights and equal opportunity is

analogous to a police review panel staffed with policemen reviewing police

brutality.
A lady formerly employed at St. Elizabeths hospital was retired with a brealc

in service disability after injuring her back on the job. The doctor had informed
her that she could do light duty work but was not to do any lifting. There were
several jobs oi:)ened for which she was qualified but she was told she was not

qualified and would have to be retired only to receive half her salary. During her
fourteen years at the hospital she never received a promotion. She entered on

duty as a GS2. The job position was upgraded several times to GS3 then GS4.
When it was time for Mrs. Gray to receive a GS4 she was told by her white super-
visor that she was not ready for the up-grading and it would be granted her when
she was ready. I might add that this lady's "crime" was serving as steward for

the union there and attemi^ting to secure the rights which the workers deserved.
A black attorney, with twenty years of private practice has been denied since

1965 through the oresent an attornev's position in the office of General Counsel,
Oflfice Economic Opportunity, by Clinton Bamberger presently the president of

National Legal Aid and Defenders Association, Donald Rumsfeld former director

OEO and the President's advisor, as well as Frank Carlucci former director OEO.
This attorney acting in the capacity of a compliance officer has been harrassed,

retaliated against, abused and denied opportunities in his own division for taking
liis job seriously and for doing his job, in investigating more than thirt.y com-
plaints of discrimination in OEO.
A black Urban Planner employed at the Chesapeake Division of the Navy

has been denied a promotion to a GS12 as an Urban Planner, while whites have
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been jilaced in taat position with fewer qualifications and less exjDerience than
he. He was told by his supervisor that he would be promoted when the supervisor
felt he was ready for promotion.

There is only one biack attorney in the Federal Communications Commission
out of a total number of two hundred. A black attorney applied for a GS15
position which was opened and received a letter stating that while he qualified
for that or other positions within the Commission, there were no positions

presently available in which he could be placed. Take note that the vacancy
is still open.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Blacks must continue to file individual and class actions in the courts as

rapidly as the law allows.

2. Blacks must control their civil rights organizations, through a majority of

the board and staff being black.

3. Blacks must insist upon having the proportionate number of blacks in

policy and decision making positions in ratio to the number of blacks in each

communit}'.
4. Blacks must stop acting as the front for whites with little or no power to

effectuate change and make policy.
5. Blacks must contribute to their own self-help organizations to insure that

when discrimination complaints must be processed the complainant can take leave
with some income i)euding the outcome of the complaint.

6. Of 500,000 black federal government employees only one hundred sixty-
seven are in decision making positions biack self-help such as BA organizations
should receive funds from government and private sources to train blacks for

the personnel and management positions. Hopefully those who make it v\"ill

lend a helping hand to other blacks along the way.
7. Seek to abolish the Civil Service Commission Rule of Three which invariablj'

discriminates against blacks.

8. Seek to remove the immunity which presently protects supervisors black
and white from indi\'idual liability, so that they will be subject to civil suits with

compensatory and i)unative damages.
9. Black lawyers should join the Civil Rights Division of the National Bar

Association.
10. Join with Black Advocates in seeking to explore the possibilitj^ of monetary

damages for those federal workers now retired who were discriminated against
over the years.

Thank" you for the opportunity to appear. Mr. Chairman, we hope that the
facts you have heard this week will give you food for thought but more than that
an impetus for ACTION.
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